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INTRODUCTION
Bhnkti Movement in South India
The bhakti movement in South India came to the fore during
the sixth to the ninth centuries AD. This was the period in which
many mystic poets, both the Nayanmérs of Saivism and the Alvars
of Srlvaisnavism, went about singing the praises of the lord. They
wandered from place to place and composed their hymns in praise
of the particular deity in that place.
The subject matter of all Tamil poetry has traditionally been
categorised as broadly two—akam and puram. Akam (‘ internal ’)
is what pertains to the individual and the private, the inner, the
intrOVert. Puram (‘ external ’) is what pertains to the public man,
lsing or oﬂicer, the outer, the extrovert. Love poetry will come
under akam and the poetry of heroism or war under puram.
The intense devotion

felt towards God would

which the Nayanmars and $4va
normally come under akam. The

Vaishnavite Alvars Went one step further than their contemporary
Niyanmars thinking of this devotion in terms not so much of
man and God as of man and his beloved, Whether a child (Periyalvar) or a lover (Antal). The human soul longs for God as a woman
for his SWeetheart. It is the theme of the Biblical Song of Songs
but with the roles reVersed—not the man singing for the Woman
but the woman for the man. The parallelto this in Western religious
literature is the mystical poetry of St. Theresa with its passionate
love for Jesus.

Recital of Hymns in Temples

The chanting of hymns in Saivite as well as Vaisnava temples
was in vogue long before the time of Ramanuja. There are inscriptions relating to the reign of Parantaka I at Lalgudi and Allur
in the Tiruchirapalli district from which it is seen that provision
had been made for singing the ‘Tiruppadiyam’ in Saivite

viii
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temples.1 There are similar references in inscriptions dating right
from the time of Raja Raja Cola which go to prove that provision
was made for the chanting of Tiruvaymoli by Tiruvaymoli Tévar
in Vaisnava temples.2 Not only the hymns, Ttruvaymoii, of
Nammaivar but the hymns of other Alvars also were chanted in
the temples on particular occasions.“
Codiﬁcation of Hymns

It is an interesting feature of the bhakti movement in South
India that the codifications of the Saivite hymns by Nampi Antar
Nampi and of the Sri Vaisnava hymns, Divya Prabandams, by
Nathamuni Were effected more or less about the same period and
in the same region.4 Nathamuni’s period must have been around
the end of the ninth and the beginning of the tenth centuries.
1

At Lalgudi and Ailﬁr in the Triehinopoly district are found inscriptions
of the reigon of Parintaka 1, providing for Brahmins singing the
Tiruppadiyarn during the daily service in the temples.

Earlier

than Parintaka’s reign, in the reign of the Pailava Vijaya —NandiVikrama Varman, reciters of the Tiruppadiyarn are enumerated in
the list of persons employed in the service of a temple at Tiruvallam.
(Page 637, The Colas, K. A. Nilakam‘a

Sam)

2The mention of Tiru-Véyrnoiidevar in an inscription at Ukkal in
Rijaréja’s reign, and of the recitation of Tiruppadiyam in Visnu
temples is enough to show the parallelism in practice between Saivism
and Vaisnavism in this respect.
(Page 639, The Colds, K. A. Nilakanta Sasrri)
a

The fact that the hymn of Kulas'ekhara-ilvﬁr beginning tettarundigal
was recited before the deity during three nights in the course of a
festival in Srirangam is mentioned in an inscription of A.D. 1088.
(Page 639, The Color, K. A. Nilakanra Sasrri)

“Tradition confers upon Nathamuni the honour of having done for
Vaisnava lyrics what Nambi Angle: Nambi achieved for the Saiva
ones. If Srinitha who seems to be mentioned in the Anbil plates
may be taken to be the same as the Vaisnava Saint Nathamuni,his
age would be the end of the ninth and the beginning of the tenth
centuries A.D., and this accords well with the other testimony we
have, meagre as it is, on the subject.
(Page 638, The Colds, K. A. Nilakanra Sastri)
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As per the traditional account Nathamuni once heard some
visitors to his place from Kurukﬁr, the birth place of Nammélvér,
recite a hymn of ten verses from Tiruvﬁymoji. He was enchanted
by the melody of the hymn. Realising that they Were only part of
a thousand verses composed by Namrnalvar, Nathamunijourneyed
to Kurukﬁr in the hope of discovering the remaining verses. At
Kurukﬁr, Nathamuni worshipped Lord Visnu and then repaired
to the foot of the tamarind tree under which Nammaivarhad spent
his time, in the hope of having the Darsan of Nammalvar. He was
disappointed however. Then he started reciting Madhura Kavi’s
ten stanzas in praiSe of his guru, Nammalvar. When he recited
those stanzas 12,000 times, both Nammalvar and Madhura Kavi
appeared before him and imparted to him the knowledge of the
four works of Nammalvar. Thereafter Nathamuni stayed on in
Kurukﬁr, meditating upon the Prabhandas, till he was summoned
to his native place Viranarayanapuramby the deity of that place.
And in his native place he and his disciples spent their time chanting
the hymns.

Apart from tradition, it is now accepted that it Was Nathamuni
who codiﬁed the hymns, Divyaprabandhams, of the Alvars, as
mentioned in the Guruparampara prabhavam.5
The Concept of Ubhaya Vedanta
One of the mostimportant contributions of the Sri Vaisnava
Acaryas is the establishment of the concept of Ubhaya Vedanta,
i.e., the equal validity of both the Sanskrit sruti or reVealed texts
and the Tamil hymns of the Alvars, those who had immersed themselves in God and his qualities.
The history behind the concept of ‘ Ubhaya-Vedanta’ is most
signiﬁcant tor it depicts the way in which the hymns of the Alvars
came to be considered as Vedanta in Tamil. According to the
Acarya Hrdayam, the Vedas as we know are éruti, i.e. what was
heard or revealed, and anadi 110., without beginning or authorship.
They are the supreme authority. The Tamil hymns are equally
claimed to be “anadi” in the Sri Vaisnava tradition. They have
‘
a beginning ’. adi, from the Alvars only in the sense that the latter
5

GuruparampariPrabhivam—Ariyirappati,page

120.
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were the instruments through which the Supreme Lord, Narayana,
revealed His will. He says that like ‘ sruti ’ which was given by
Lord to Brahmi, Divya Prabhandhams were also given by Lord to
the Alvars.6 Alvars started giving equal status to Tamil al ng with
Sanskrit. For instance, Kulasekhara Alvar in his Perumaltirumoli
refers to Lord as the northern language, Sanskrit, and the poem
of SWeet joy in Tamil.7
Tirumankai Alvar in his Tirunetuntintakam describes the Lord as
one who is in the form of the soundof Tamil, which has the power
of expression and who is in the form of the Sanskrit word, Vatacol.
It is worthy of note here that the Alvar gives prime importance to
Tamil which has felicity in expression and only refers later to
Sanskrit without any qualifying epithet for the nonhern language.
In the same stanza, Tirumankai Alvar calls the Lord as the mantra
of Vedanta, denoting that all the Upanishads describe only Him.
From this one can glean that the Alvér is attaching equal signiﬁcance to Tamil, Sanskrit and Vedanta, who is God Himself, the
primordial cause of everything!3
Maturakavi, a direct disciple of Satakopan, says about his
acarya, as “He who composed the stanzas through which the
inner meaning of the Veda of the great Vetiyars (Brahmins) is
n.¢-l-.1€.J‘..A

°

J-

van! tuba—c ”9

Acirya hrdayam Carnikai 41 ,
n

7

n

49-

........

Antamilinpapavinai awatamoli yai pparrarrarkal

(Perumﬁl tirumoli—I—4)
3

intirarkum piramarkum mutalvantannai irunilam kit ti nir vin ptﬁam
I

aintéy
centirattatamliocai vatacolléki ticainﬁnkumay tinkal ﬁiyiraki
antarattil tevarkkaum ariyalaka antananai antanarmtttu antivaitta
mantirattaimanirattalmaravatu enrum valutiyél valalarn mataneﬁcamé.
(Tirunetuntdnxakam, 4)
E'mikkavétiyar vétattinutporu] nirkappﬁti yenneﬁcul niruttinéu
takkacir eatakopanen nampikku a] pukkakital atimaip payananré.
(Kamimqtcr‘mtrdmpu, 9)
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Maturakavi says that Satakopan has mercifully sung one
thousand sweet hymns in Tamil, which would make happy the
devotees, who forever engage themselves in praising the
glory of the Lord.10
Yamuna does not refer to Tiruvaymoli as Drivida Veda, but
in Stotrar'atna he does pay homage to the feet of Vakulébharana,
Nammélvar, Whom he calls the ﬁrst Acarya (Stanza-5). Many of
Yémuna’s ideas are parallel to those of the Alvars. It includes
for instance, a direct translation from Kulasekhara in Stanza 26
of Stotraratnau.
Guruparampara records that as part of his temple reforms
Ramanuja included the chanting of hymns of the Divya
Prabaandha.12
The author of Acarya Hrdayam has recorded that
Ramanuja used to explain the Brahma-sﬁtras with the aid of
Tiruva'tymoli.13

That the Divya Prabandhas had been accepted by Srivaisnavas as equivalent to the Sanskrit Vedas as part of regular temple
worship is evident from the reference to Nammalvar in the Stotras
1°

Antlkontatumariyavar inpura
arulinin avvarumaraiyinporul
arulkomuiyiram intamil pitinin
arul kaﬁti: ivvulakinilmikkaté.
(Kanninuycirundmpu, 8)

11

mavaltan arul

2: cinattal inratay akarritinum
atuvé pourirunténé.

ms?!

ninainte alumkulavi

(Kulacekara, Perumdltirumoli, 5 :1)

nirastopi sisuh stanandhayah najitu matuh carnanau jihﬁsati.
(Ydmuna, Stotraratm, sta. 26)

12

Guruparampaii prabhivam—pp.

1'3

Bhisyakirar itukoﬁru sﬁtra
vyakhyanaﬁkal orunku vituvar.

181 ff.

(Jﬁryahrdayam—cu-ﬁ)
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of some of the direct disciples of Ramﬁnuja, like Kﬁresa and his
son, Parésara Bhattar.“
1‘ (a) Traividya Vrdha jana murdha vibhﬁsanam yat
Sampat ca sétvikajanasya Yadeva nityam.
Yadvi Saranyam Asaranya janaSYa Pumsim
Tat Samsrayéma Vakulﬁbharana anghriyugmarn.
(Srivaikuntha Stavam—Z)
Kuresa

“ Let us prostrate before the lotus feet of Nammolvar, the only
refuge for even the indifferent and the uncared for. Bow

before those feet which are simultaneously a unique treasure
house for the Sattvikes and an incoparable jewel on their

heads."

(Stanza—2)
(b) Baktiprabhava bhavadadbhu ta bhava

Sandhuksita pranayasara rasougha puinah.
Vedirtharatna niclhih acyutadivya dhimé
J iyit parankusapyodhirsima bhﬁma.

(SW Vaikunxha Sravam—3)

Kuresa

” Hail to

Nammalvar who competes with the ocean in his qualilies
of divine love: immeasurable is his love for the Lord, even
as the full waters of the ocean. Variegated and most wonderful are the myriad moods of his love for Him (the Nava-rasas
even as the ocean contains unheard of treasures) Immortal
shall he be who is our and our Lord’s pride of possession ”.
( Smum—3)

(c) Vakuladhara Sarasvativisakta Svararasa bhivayutasu kinnarlsu.
dravati drsadapi prasakta génﬁsu iha vanaéaila tatisu Sundrasya.

(Sundara bahuslava—IZ)
Kuresa
The very stones melt, when kinnara maidens, who are endowed
with perception of 5mm, rasa and bhava, sing the “Saraswati
of Vakuladhara" (hymns of Nammalvar), from the valleys of
‘
Sundara ' hill —(Alakan'nalai) ”.
(d) Rsim jusamahe krsna trsnitatvam ivoditam.
Sahasra sikhém yodrﬁksit dravidim braha Sanyanitam
.

(Sri raglgarﬁjarrava—6 (Pards'ara Bhaﬂar)

“We bow before that saint Nammalvar who perceived the Brahma
samhita (Upanishad) in Tamil, having a thousand branches
and who is the very personiﬁcation, as it were, of the thirst
for Kisna.”
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Though Nathamuni and Alavandar were instrumental in
introducing the chanting of the Divya Prabandham in Vaisnava
temples, it was Ramanuja who systematised it and arranged for
the chanting of hymns as an integral part of the temple litual. This
is borne out by the inscriptions relating to the post-Rama'muja
period.“ This is also known from the Koyil oluku, which is a
recorded document on the Srirangam temple routine from the
time of Ramanuja.
The concluding session in Srivaisnava daily or special worship,
as in the case of a festival of the presiding deity or Alvar or Acarya,
has an important item called ‘ Carrumurai ’, which marks the end
of the recitation of the Divya Prabandham. After the recital of the
last two verses of each work of the Alvar followed by two verses of
Tiruppallantu, two verses are sung which 11: an the following:
“May the divine command of the venerable Ramanuja. grow
stronger and stronger, with its powers unobstructed in all places
and on all occasions and at all times. May the divine command of

Rananuja shine forth every day and pervade all places, for it
aims at the welfare of all the worlds. 0 Lord, please make
the glory of Srirangam grow strong every day without any
hindrance. ”16
It may also be noted that Ramanuja’s systematisation of
temple worship is adopted even in domestic worship, which is
is followed by Cirrumurai. Further, the inﬂuence of Ramauuja
15

Dlvyaprabhandha recital in vaisnava Temples—Dr. K. V. Raman
(SW Rﬁmarmja Mini—October 1979, pp. 3317').

16

sadakilesu avyahata parﬁkrami.
raininujarya divyijﬁya vardhatim abhivardhatam.
riminujirya divyijﬁyi prativésarrn ujvalﬁ.
Digantavyipiniu bhﬁyat sihi lokahitaisini.

Sarvadt‘esa

(Srimanna Srirangafriyam anupadmvzi anudinam savardhaya)

xiv
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can also be seen in the singing of the hymns of Alvars in marriage
ceremonies and in obsequies.17
lSr-i

Nammﬁlvir

Sri Nammalvarwas born at Tirukkurukﬁr, also known as Alvar
tirunakari, in the Velalar Community of fourth Varna. His
parents were Kari and Utaiya Naﬁkai. He was giVen the name,
Miran by his parents.

It is said that as soon as he was born, he was so absorbed in the
contemplation of God that he would not eat or drink but soon took
up residence under a tamarind tree and remained there. He
radiated a saintly effulgence which could be seen fromfar and wide.
In fact, Matura Kavi who was on tour in the North saw it and
hastened to the South, following the direction of the effulgence.
He reached the city of the Alvar and located the Tamarind tree
under which Nammalvar was seated. There the meeting took
place between these two great souls, Nammalvarand Matura Kavi,
the latter himself one of the Alvars. Matura Kavi saw with wonder
that Nammalvar did not take any food or water- and would also
not talk to anybody. He put the question to him: “A little
thing bom in a dead body, what will it eat and where will it live? ”
Nammalvar replied: “It will eat that and lie there.” Matura
Kavi realised that Nammalvar meant that though the body is a
dead thing and soul inﬁnitely small, it had the capacity to stay in
the body and liVe on it. By this Nammalvar sought also to convey
1"

The ten stanns of “Nicciyir Tirumoli” beginning with “Varanarne'ryiram", where Antil dreams of her marriage with Lord Nirayana,
are usually sung during the weddings of the south Indian
Sri Vaisnavite community. This may well be taken as an index of
the deep penetrative inﬂuence of the hymns of Alvirs on the social
life of the Sri Vaisnava Community.
Before the commencement of funeral ceremonies in (case of death to
the members of) the Sri Vaisnava community when the dead body
(préta) is washed and the caste mark applied, at least a hundred stanzas
of Nammiivar are chanted. This is done as if to indicate the longing of the individual soul to reach the lotus feet of the
Lord. Similarly, at the conclusion of the ceremonies on the13th
day, thousand hymns of Nammﬁlvir (tie. Tiruviymoli) are chanted
to signify the liberation of the soul.
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that emancipated souls, though ﬁnite and small, dwell in God and
God is their food, Wealth, mind, wisdom, bliss and everything.
He himselfhas spoken of service of God as the greatest gift of God,
exceeding even the matter of liberation from the cycle of births.
The teachings of Nammalvar are said to be capable of liberating
anyone. His inﬂuence on the course of religious history was
enormous.

The place of Nammalvarin Sri vaisnavism can be gauged from
the fact that he is held to be the most important among the Alvars.
When one considers that he was of the fourth varna, one can understand the height to which a person can rise by the love of God.
His very name, Nammalvar, our Alvar, shows the esteem and
affection in which he is held in the Srivaisnva community. He is
also known as Satakopa, which is a symbol representing the Lord’s
feet are placed on the devotee’s head in reverential worship.
He himself had stated: ” By becoming servants of the Lord,
we have verily become, as it Were, His sacred sandals” (Tiruvantati—
31). Besides Tiruvaymoli, his other works are: Tiruviruttam,
Tiruvaciriyam and Periya Tiruvantati.
Matura Kavi Klvir
The meeting of Matura Ravi and Namrnalvar has already been
described. Nammilvar’s statement that he was enjoying God, as
his food and resting in God made Matura Kavi realise the profound
truth in it; then and there he chose Narnmélvar as his acarya.
He learned all the hymns of the great saint and followed the method
of bhalcti and prapatti scrupulously. The traditional accounts
include him among the Alvars, though with a difference. While
all other Alvars enjoyed the mystic vision of God and His inﬁnite
auspicious attributes,Matura Kavi sang about the glory of Nammal‘
var alone in his only composition. It is called Kanninun
’
which
of
he
the
Nammalvar
sings
praise
or SataCiruttampu in
kopan. The fact that he has been elevated on the strength of this
only work, demonstrates the signiﬁcance of the deep devotion to
Acaryas.

Status of Devotees
Vedanta Desika in the Chapter ‘ Prabhava Vyavastitadhikara’ of
his work ‘ Rahasya Traya Sara ’ discusses elaborately on devotees

xvi
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born in a 10Wer varna. He refers to the Purénas wherein it has
been stated that a devotee, even though of a lower varna, is
superior to one of a higher varna who is not a devotee.
Vedanta Desika held ﬁrm views on varnas and the Varnis’rama
Dharma. According to him a person born in a IOWer varna and
who is'a devotee of Lord Visnu is venerable! This veneration does
not make the devotee get the social status of a higher varna._ To
establish this, Vedanta Desika has mentioned the simile of the
Surabhi, Kamadhenu, which furnishes all that people desire, but
is still a cow. The same thing applies to the Bhagavata, who
should be venerated but who cannot change his varna.
Vedanta Desilca discusses about this elaborately in this chapter
These two, though
born in a lower Varna and thus ineligible to study the Vedas or
teach them, were still able to clarify the doubts of the Brahmins
who approached them for clariﬁcation on points in the Vedas.
Desika says that they were like guides who direct travellers who had
strayed into the forest. Vyadha and Tuladhara Were important
only for guidance but could not became members of a higher
Varna. As regards Alvars, according to Vedanta Desika, they were
of a special category and could not be classiﬁed with mortals. In
his Guru Paramparasaram, he calls the ten Alvars as the Navina
Dasévatara, or the new ten incarnations of this Lord.

and cites the cases of Vyadha and Tuladhara.

While discussing the question of Nammalvar’s birth, Alakiya
Manavala Perumél Nayanat in his Acérya Hrdayamit compares
to that of Sri Krsna and Krsna Dvaipayana, Vyasa, but with a
diﬁerence. Sri Krsna was born in prison in Matura and was brought
up by his foster-mother, Yasoda in Gokulam. Vyisa was born to
Machcha Gandhi and was also not brought up by her. But Nammalvar was born in Tirukurukﬁr. and brought up by his parents.
The places of birth of Sri Krsna, Wise and Nammalvar are also
signiﬁcant. éri Krsna was born in prison and Vyasa on the seashore whereas Nammalvar was born in a town in a fertile region
on the bank of river Tamiraparani.
According to the author of Acarya Hrdayam, the principles of
Varnisrama Dharma cannot be applied to the devotees of the Lord,
Those who do so are ignorant and wallowing in darkness. Further
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he cites the cases of Tiruppanalvar,Tirukacci Nampi and Kurumpu
Arutta Nampi, who Were born in Iowa Varnas. He also compares
Nammalvir’s case to that of Varahavatara and Krsnavatara. In
Varahavatara, the Lord incarnated as a boar to redieem the earth.
In Krsnavatara, the Lord was born among the cow-herds to uplift
them. In the same way Nammalvat was born in a IOWer varna to
uplift mankind.

From the abOVe, it will be seen that these two acaryas approach
the matter of Nammalvar’s birth in a IOWer varna from different
angles. Vedanta Desika says that the matter of birth in a IOWer
Varna should not be taken into account in the case of Alvars.
Alakiya Manavala Perumal Nayanar, a younger contemporary of
Vedanta Desika says that Nammalvar was born in low varna
purposely to uplift mankind,just as in the case of Krsnivatara and
Varahévatara.

Commentaries on Tiruvaymoli

Upto the time of Rimanuja, devotees and disciples learned the
subtlety and meanings of Tiruvaymoli only by word of mouth, in
a continuous Acarya-Sisya tradition. The ﬁrst recorded commentary on Tiruvayrnoli was by Tirukk'urukai Pirétl Pillan, a disciple
of Raménuja, who Wrote it as per the instruction of his preceptOr.
1 was called zirﬁyirappaﬂ. (Six thousand ‘ Pati’s, A pati cousists of 32 letters.) In fact all the ﬁVe important commentaries on
‘
Tiruvaymoii, so far haVe this suﬂix pati ’ added on to their titles).
The other commentaries are brieﬂy described below:
Onpatlgiyirappati. This was written by Naﬁciyar who learned
Tiruvaymoli from his icarya, Parasara Bhattar. This is more
elaborate than Arayirappati. In this, Nanciyar stresses the importance of the Tamil language as a vehicle for spiritual revelation.
Naﬁciyar’s contribution to Sri Vaisnavism is important.

Painlr Ayirappatj. The author of this commentary is van
Keari Alakiya Maﬁavala De’ikara disciple of Periya vaccén
Pillai. Almost illiterate in the beginning, he had the good fortune
to be blessed with the grace of his preceptor and became erudite
and wrote many scholarly treatises, including this commentary.
T—B
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Irupattinalayirappati. This commentary is written by Periya
Vaccan Pillai, a disciple of Nampillai. Periya Vaccan Pillai’s
contribution to the Manipravala Literature is signiﬁcant. Because
of his methodical and systematic approach in his treaties, he was
‘
given the title Vyakhanacakravartin ’, emperor of commentators.
Muppattiariyirappati. Of all the commentaries of Tiruvaymoli,
so far, this is considered to be the most
exhaustive. This is also known as ‘ ITU ’ and is held in high esteem
by Srivaisnavites. The author of this commentary was Vatakku
This is supposed
Tiruviti Pillai, another disciple of Nampillai.
to have been recorded after listening to the discourses of Nampillai.
This work is accepted as a scripture by all Tenkalai Srivaisnavas and
the followers of Ahobila Mutt of the Vatakalai tradition.

that have gained prominence
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TAijIYAiy
(l) [*Invocation by Sriman Nathamuni]
Bhaktamrtam visvajana anumodanan‘t
Sarvarthadam Sri Sathakopa Vﬁngmayalh
Sahasra sakhopanisad samégaman'l
Namamyaham dravida Veda Sagararh.
Translation

Worship do I the Ocean of Tamil Vedas,
aggregate of the Upanisads, having thousands of
branches, spelt out by Sathakopa,
The ambrosia for God-lovers,
Which regales all alike [the denizens of the Universe as
well as the Supreme Lord, the granter of all felicities]
The

Note
Tiruvaymoli is likened to an ocean. Once upon a time,
the ocean was churned and the ambrosia, that one up,
was offered to the Devas, the Lord’s devotees. Likewise,
Tiruvaymoli feeds the devotees with the nectarean SWeetness of its contents. Again, the ocean delights the
beholders, one and all, any length of time. Similarly,
Tiruvﬁymoli, the ‘Dravida Veda Ségaram’, regales one
and all in the whole Universe, from the Supreme Lord
downwards, without satiety.

"' Invocations (Taniyan) (l) to (6) comprising one Sanskrit Slain and
ﬁve Tamil verses, composed by the devotees of Saint Nammilvar, do not
form part of the Text of Tiruvaymoli, as such, but are, as a rule, recited at
the commencement of the chanting of Tiruviymoli.
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Taniyao

(2) [Invocation by Tévaramuni]
Tiruvaluti nétenrum Tenkurukﬁrenrum
Maruviniya vanporunalenrum — arumaraikal
Amati ceytanatiyinaiyé eppolutum
Cintiyﬁy neﬁcé telintu.
Translation
My mind! thou shalt, for ever, contemplate, as your sole
refuge,
The feet of the one [Saint Nammélvér], who rendered the
abstruse Sanskrit Veda, in lucid Tamil verses,
Skilfully composed, adoring, as well, his birthplace, namely,
Teykurukﬁr, in the region called TiruvaIuti and the exhilarating river Tamraparni on whoSe bank it stands.

(3) [Invocation

by Cottainampi]

Manattalum vayalum vankurukﬁr penum
Inatthraiyallaﬁtaiﬁcén tanattalum
Etum kuraivilén -— Entai Catakopan
Pitaﬁkal yémutaiya parru.

-

Translation

Leaning, as I do, on the feet of Sathakopa, my Sire,
I am above wants; I shall adore none
But those whose mind and month venerate Timnakari,
His birth place.
(4) [Invocation by

Anantilvan]

Eynta peruﬁkirtti yirﬁmanuca munitan
Vﬁynta malarppétam vanankukinrén — éyntaperum

Ciré: Catakopan Centamilvétam tarikkum
PErﬁta ullam para.

xxiii

Tauiyan

Translation

I adore the comely feet of Saint RArnénuja of unrivalled
fame,
So as to acquire a mind which shall stand rivetted to the
Chaste Tamil Vedas,
Yielded by Catakopan, the repository of all auspicious
qualities,
Absolutely free from all blemishes.

(5) and (6) [Invocation by Sri Parﬁsara

Bhattar]

Vintikalum colai matilarankar vanpukalmél
Aura tamil maraikaliyiramum — 1131's.
Mutaltﬁy Catakopan —— moympil valartta
Itattéy Iréménucan.
Translation

Catakﬁpan Was the mother, who yielded the Tamil Vedas,
in a thousand stanzas, extolling the glory of Ararlkar
(Lord Rangane‘ttha), Enshrined in the walled city of
rirangam, surrounded by luxurious orchards;
Rémanuja is, however, the beneﬁcent foster-mother,
Who sedulously nurtured these songs and made them
ﬂourish in our midst.
Mikkavirai nilaiyum meyyimuyir nilaiyum
Takkaneriyum tataiyéki — tokkiyalum
Ulvinaiyum valvinaiyum Otum Kurukaiyar
Yélinicai vétattiyal.

K611

Translation
The tuneful songs of Tiruxéymoli of Vedic excellence,
Composed by Namme‘tlvér, the Chieftain of Kurukﬁr,
Elucidate the nature of the Supreme Lord.
The nature of the eternal soul (Jtva), the means fbr attaining
the Lord,
The end or the ﬁnal goal and the impediments thereto.

II'YiV

Tauiyau
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These ﬁve topics dealt with in Tirumantra, (Aum Namo
Narayaniya) are elaborated upon, time and again, in
Tiruvaymoli. The Lord is Supreme, the individual souls are
His sole servitors, loving surrender unto His Sweet grace,
the sole means of attaining Him, the deceitful knowledge,
resulting in the individual soul straying away into the
domain of sensual pleasures through the media of the foul
bodies, constitutesthe impediment to the attainment of the
Lord, service to the Lord, without break or blemish,
is the ultimate goal.

VOLUME I

First

First Tiruviymoli (I-l)
(Uyarvu aga Uyar Nalam)

Centnm—-

Note
This work comprisesten centums, or hundred decades, each
of which is called a ‘Tiruvaymoli ’, which means ‘Inspired
utterance’ as well as ‘Divnie speech ', the speech from the
holy mouth of the Saint. This is a skilled poetic composition
in which each stanza begins with the closing word of the
previous stanza or the phonetic sound thereof. Unlike the
other hymns of the ‘Divya Prabandha’, Tiruvaymoli is
accorded the special status of being chanted only inside the
temples or at homes when the Deity is seated for congregational worship, and not whenthe Deity is taken out in the
streets in ceremonial procession.
Preamble
In the opening song, the Saint exhorts his chastened mind to
adore the dazzling, distress-dispelling feet of the Lord, the Supreme
Benefactor, and attain saIVation. Right at the very start, and that
too in the opening line itself, the Alvin characterises God as one
with perfections, all of the nature of bliss and love, the natural
repository of innumerable auspicious traits of unlimited dimensions and thus easily scares Over the ‘ Upanisad ’, which made a
futile attempt to gauge the immeasurable bliss of the Supreme
Lord and had to acknowledge defeat.*
Such a beginning is the natural corollary to the manner
in which the Lord captivated the Alvin. It was by exhibiting
His innumerable auspicious qualities that the 10rd attracted
tatowvieo nivartante apripya manasésaha.
T—l
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the Alvar, and therefore it was that he began with an ardent adoration of those very qualities, literally strangling those philosophising on a God devoid of form, attributes etc. as the illustrious
Kﬁrattﬁlvan would put it. Exulting over the fact that We have,
on Saint Nammalvar’s authority, a God of attributes, which ought
to silence all those who philosophiee on a God devoid of attributes,
Kﬁrattalvag would say Visnupurana (VI-5-84) conoborates this:
it says the Lord is the essence possessing all blissful perfections.
Does not Karna say, in the Bhismaparva of the Mahabharata, that
even if all the worlds were assembled together and they Were all
to praise the perfections of the great victorious Visnu (born as
Krsna, son of Vasudéva, bearing the discus, conch and sword) for
millions of years it would not be exhaustive ? Did not Tara tell
Vali, her husband, that, in Rama, the noblest glories meet? Again,
did not the subjects, assembled in King Dasaratha’s court, proclaim
that in all the earth none possessed the excellence of Rama who,
richly blest with graces, was to their hearts very dear? In the
eleventh verse of his ‘ Stotra Ratna ’, Saint Yamuna describes the
Lord as one possessing an inﬁnitude of super-excellent, auspicious
perfections,conformableto His divine character ".
It may, however, be questioned how the Alvar relegated himself to the lower order of submissionto the Lord through an appreciation of His auspicious traits instead of being automaticallylinked
up with the Lord by virtue of the inherent trait (Sesatva or ser—
vitude) of the Individual Soul, as His eternal servant. Actually, it
is not a case Of relegation, as such, and it has to be taken that all

the noblest qualities that converge in the Lord constitute yet
another tangible source of attracticn for the individual soul. That
there has been no departure from the basic stand of Master-servant
relationship between the Lord and the Alvin is brought out clearly
in the ﬁfth centum, third Tiruvaymcli,ﬁfth stanza (irdicatcd here
and elsewhere by the notation V—3-5). There, in a moment of
desolation caused by the snapping of his communion with the
Lord, Nammalvérbitterly reproaches the Lord as extremely selﬁsh,
unsympathetic, elusive, time-serving, deceitful, unfathomable etc-

First Centum
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(1—1)

and yet he ﬁnds his ‘tyrannical’ mind clinging to the Lord, as the
Sole Refuge, under all circumstances. The examples of Laksmana
and Sité can also be brought in here, to clarify the stand of the
Alvin. According to his own admission to Hmuman when
Laksmana ﬁrst met him in the mountain slcpe of RSyamﬁkha
parvata,‘ Laksmana was enthralled into serving Sri Rama and
following him, even in exile, by the latter’s sweet qUalities. This
does not, however, detract from Laksmana’s basic stance. Being
an incarnation of AdiseSa (ﬁrst servant), Laksrnanawas devoted
to Rama, right from the cradlerl
And in the above context, Laksmana merely adduced yet
another consideration for his constant attendance on Rama. Service unto the Lord by virtue of the essentialnature of the individual
soul (Sesatva), not conditioned by any extranecus consideraticn 0r
inducements is, no doubt, of primary importance and all else is
relegated to a secondary place. At the same time, it has to be
noted that the Lord and His excellence can never remain apart.
Felicitating Sita on her ﬁdelity to her husband (giving up the Palace
and all its wealth and relatives and following Rama into exile),
Anasﬁyi Dévi, wife of Sage Atri, exhorted that the husband needs
to be venerated as God Himself, be he in town or wood, well or ill.
SWayed by modesty, the bashful sna stood with dowu-cast eyes and
spoke out: “ My love for Rama is spontaneous and yet, pecple are
likely to construe that I love him because of his excellence, both
physical and mental. It is indeed difﬁcult fer me to prove that my
ﬁdelity to Rama has no strings attached to it and stands by itself
without any external provocation or inducements, as Rama and his
excellence can never remain apart. My ﬁdelity will remain constant even if he Were the exact reverse of what he is ”.
The philosophy of ‘ Tattva ’ (truth), ‘ Hita ’ (Path) and ‘Purugirtha’ (goal), elucidated in this work, is presented in a summarised

‘ " Ahamasyﬁvaro bhriti gunair dasynrh uphgatah
1'

Balyit prabrti susnigdha.

".
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‘
form, in the opening stanza itself, by indicating that ‘Tirumil
(Mahévignu) is the Supreme Lord, worshipping His lustrous feet, the
Supreme path, and attainment of those very feet, through His
redemptive grace, the highest goal. What a grand start, going
straight to the subject on hand! 0f the ﬁve-fold manifestations of

God, namely, ‘Para‘, Vyﬁha‘. ‘Vibhava’, ‘Antaryémi’ and
Area ’, this decad deals with the ‘ Para ’ or the transcendental Form
of the Lord and the cOgn ate activities.*

*Actually, the ﬁrst two deeds of this great work embrace all that
has been said in all the four cantos of the ‘ Brahma Smras ', (the
Mimimsaka Sistra, already referred to in the IntroductiOn), elucidated
in Sri Riminuja’s Sri Bhﬂsya. The ﬁrst six songs of the ﬁrst deead cover the
ﬁrst Adhyiya of the Brahma siltras, the next ﬁve songs of that dead convey
the contents of the second Adhyéya of the Sﬁtras, the ﬁrst eight songs of the
second decad (Vitumin) embrace the third Adhyaya of the sutras and the next
three songs of that dead summarise the fourth and the last canto of the Sim-as.
Again, dreads three to hundred of Tiruviymoli only elaborate what is already
set out in the ﬁrst two elem-ls.

BOOK I

First Centum—First Decad
Uyarvu are uyar nalaru Utaiyavan evan? avaa,
Mayarvﬁ ara mati-nalam arulinan evan? avan,
Ayarvu arum amararkal atipati evan? avan
Tuyar aru cutar-ati tolutu elu en manage.

(1—1—1)

Translation
My mind, lift yourself up to the dazzling, distress-dispelling
feet of the One, who is the Lord of the ever alert Eternal Heroes,
who is the natural repository of super-excellent traits which cut
out all fatigue, and who unto me vouchsafed wisdomJove, ridding
me of ignorance, leaving no trace of it behind.
Notes

feet: Tradition has it that this has a
pointed reference to the comely feet of Lord Devaréja,
enshrined in Sri Hasti Sailam (Kéﬁcipuram). Whereas
all the other Acaryas before Sri Ramanuja interpreted
this phrase as “ The feet that relieve the distress of the
yearning votaries ”, Sri Raménuja held that the lord’s
feet relieve His own erstwhile distress over the sad plight
of His subjects, sunk deep in the miserable mire of
‘
Samsira ’, the dreadful cycle of birth and death,
after relieving the distress of the latter.

(i) Distress-dispelling

‘
(ii) Eternal Heroes: The Nitya Sﬁris ’, Ananta, Garuda,
VisvaRSena and other celestials, ever alert in the Lord’s
intimate service in Yonder Heavens, and ever free, in
the sense that they never passed through the gruelling
mill of ‘ Samsara’ the cycle of birth and death.

(iii)

‘

Matinalam‘ in the original text means ‘wisdom-love

’

which can be expanded as follows:
(a) God granted me ‘wisdom’ as well as ‘love’.*
‘Bhakti rupipanna Jﬁana or intellectual love of God-

Tiruvéymoli—Book
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(b) The secondinterpretatlon ascribed to SriParésara
Bhattar is! “ God gave me loving wisdom or

wisdom partaking of the nature of love to
God, vigorous from the very root like the
‘Karurikﬁli’ (a heavy wood-Acasia catechu).
Whereas. in the case of others, love of God
is a growth from acts of virtue, in the case
of the Alvars, such love was induced in
them by God’s spontaneous grace, and love
to God, in this context, is none other than
the heart and mind, perfectly blended and
attuned to the loving service of God.

Nammélvir was one characterised by love to God (bhakti) or characterised
by surrender to the will of God (prapatti),
the great preceptor, Empar, replied that the
saint had surrendered his will entirely to God
and that love to God, in his case, was merely a
habit by which he sustained himself, very
different from the generality of us, who, while
ostensibly resigned to His will, seek employment, too, f0r obtaining food, etc. In the
Saint’s case, Lord Krsna was unto him everything—food, drink and every other luxury.

(c) Queried whether

(iv) Rid

of ignorance: Clear-cut knowledge, absolutely free
from non-apprehension (ajﬁﬁna) or the error of mistaking the body for the soul, wrong apprehension
(anyatha-jﬁﬁna) or the error of owing allegiance to
other than the Supreme Lord (min0r deities) and
‘
inverted
vwarita-jﬁﬁna’ (nus-apprehension
or
apprehension), the error of thinking that the individual soul is the independent master and can
enjoy itself (like the kaivalya class) whereas it is
the sole servitor of the Lord, in whom vests
the inviolable right to enjoy the former—such
blemishless knowledge was dowered on the saint by
the Lord’s free Graccgan act of Grace galore!

First Ccntum

(1—1)

Mayan-akam malarn ara malarmicai elutarurn
Manan-unarvu alavu ilan, pori-unarvuavai ilan,
[nan unar, mulu nalam, etir nikal kalivinum
[nan ilan, enan uyir, mikunarai ilané.
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(1—1-2)

Translation
The Supreme Lord, peerless at all times, past, present and
future, the embodiment of bliss and knowledge in their perfection,
much beyond the grasp of the senses, outside the ken of comprehension of even the thoroughly cleansed mind of the Yogi, He is
my good soul. 0 my mind, lift yourself up to the dazzling, distress-dispelling feet of such a Great One.
Notes
(i) In the ﬁrst stanza, it was said that there was none above
the Lord. The doubt might, however, arise whether
He has any equal and now it is declared that He has
no equal either.
(ii) It might sound strange that the Lord is beyond the COmprehension of even the ‘Yogi’, with a thoroughly
cleansed mind; the fact is, even he can comprehend
Him only as inﬁnite and immeasurable, free from the
limiting adjuncts of the other two entities (Tattvas),
namely, ‘Jiva’ (individual soul or ‘cit’, that which
perceives) and matter (‘acit’, that which does not
perceive).

Ilan atu, utaiyan itu: ena ninaivu ariyavan;
Nilanitai vicumpitai uruvinan, aruvinan;
Pulanotu pulan alan, olivu ilan; paranta an
Nalan utai oruvanaj nanukinam name.

(1—1—3)

Translation
Could He be said to possess that one and not this other thing?
No, He pervades, without intermission, the entire Universe, the
region high up as well as those below the earth at all times; He
abides in all non-sentient things (matter), having form and size
as well as the forrnless sentient beings within them all (individual

T‘uuviymoli—Bool:I
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souls), and He is yet beyond the grasp of the senses.
we to have attained Him of peerless glory!

Blessed are

Notes
(i) The Lord was revealed in the ﬁrst stanza, in His transcendental glory in the High Heavens and He is now
described as the all-pervasive Internal Controller,
dwelling in the heart 0f every one, even on this side of
heaven, the land of dark nescience, for the sustenance of
His ‘ Iiﬁ-vibhﬁti’ or the Sportive universe.
(ii) Notwithstanding the king’s sovereignty over the entire
land, he and his royal consorts lovingly raise orchards
and ﬂower gardens as a matter of recreation, and tend
them with special care. The Sportive universe (”15
vibhﬁti) is a similar creation of the Lord. raised and
retained at His volition.

Nam avan lVaI} uvan, aval ival uval eval,
Tim avar ivar uvar, atu itu utu etu,
Vim avai ivai uvai, avai nalam, tinku avai,
Am avai, iyavai, ayninra avaré.

(1—1—4)

Translation
We, the masculine beings over here, as well as those at a distance, near at hand and in between. the feminine species similarly
situated, all things collectively seen here, there and everywhere,
what can be individually pointed out as this, that and the other,
the non-sentient things, good, bad, perishable and imperishable,
things that were, are and will be, all these subsist in Him. (In
other words. all these are sustained. directed and controlled
by him).
AvaraVar tamatamatu ativu ari vakaivakai
Avaravar iraiyavar ena ati ataivarkal;
Avaravar iraiyavar kuraivu ilar; Izaiyavar
Avaravar vitivali ataiya nintanaré.

(1—1—5)

Translation
Different grades of people, with varying degrees of spiritual
knowledge and calibre, seek favours from miner deities (Agni,

First Cbntum (1-1)
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Indra etc.) whom they propitiate as their God. If those deities, in
turn, bestow the boons sought by their votaries, to the extent
deserved by them, it is only through the grace of the Supreme Lord,
(Sriman Ndrﬁyarta) who stays inside these deities (as their internal
controller) and maintains them.
Notes
(1)

The sastrasproclaimthat the Supreme Lard (purusottama)
alone is the granter of all felicities and destroyer of all
evils.*

(it) But for the inﬂux of the requisite power from the Supreme
Lord, which maintains the minor deities in their respective positions of authority, the minor deities, by
themselves, would be incapable of extending favours to
their votaries and vouch—saﬁng protection to them; if
they did, all by themselves, it would indeed be just
as miraculous as the earthen elephants and horses,
stationed in battle array, in the precincts of the petty
pagodas of demi-gods (Eartha), on the outskirts of
villages and towns, actually going to battle—a veritable
impossibility!

Nintanar iruntanar kitantanar titintanar,
Nimjlar iruntilar kitantilar tirintilar,
Eng-um or iyalvinar ena ninaivu ariyavar;
Enrum or iyalvotu ninta em titare.

(1—1-6)

Translation
We have it on the ﬁrm authority of the Vedas, that it is our
Supreme Lord, who controls and sustains the different postures of
standing, sitting, lying and wandering about, of one and all, as
well as their abstinance therefrom, Himself being immutable
(undergoing no change whatsoever) and yet beyond speciﬁc scrutiny and comprehension.

"‘Na sampadam samihate vibhatim vinivartane, samartho dhrijyate
Kascit tam vim's Puruottamaiii."
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Notes
(i) In s'tanzas 4 and '5, the Supreme Lord was shown to
be the ‘Sole‘ ‘Architect and Sustainer of the created
world of differences (Iila vibhﬁti) and now, in this
stanza, He is declared to be the Cause of motion as well
’
as rest- ‘ pravrtti as well as ‘ nivrztz' ’.

a poser whether God, on Whom all our actions 01'
motions are said to be dependent, is again required
to bring our activity to rest, Empir replied in the
afﬁrmative and brought home the point by citing the
example of sage Viévamitra, who had pushed King
‘Trisanku’, bodily, on to Svarga, arresting his fall
therefrom and making him stay mid-way in the

(ii) To

process.

Tita vicumpu, eri, vali nit, nilam ivaimicaip
Patar porul muluvatum ay, avai avaitorum
Uta] micai uyir enak karantu, enkum parantulag:
Cutar miku curutiyul ivai unta curané.

(1—1—7)

Translation
The Supreme Lord, enshrined in the shining sruti (scripturesVedis) is the Material cause of the basic elements of ‘ a'kﬁs'a‘
(ether), air, ﬁre, water and earth, which combined to usher in the
worlds, with a vast variety of colours and forms; He pervades them
all, in and out, like unto the soul inside the body and remains
invisible; He contains them all inside His stomach (during the
period of deluge).

Note
The preceding stanzas, which declare that God is all-in-all,
might smack of monistic philosophy, making it out that
God is the one and only entity fromvwhom all things emanated, which are thus merely His manifestations. Now it
is clariﬁed that the Lord is apart from the non-sentient things
and sentient beings and enters them all as ‘ Antaryamin ’
(Internal Controller), like unto the soul inside the body, an
enunciation based on no less than the authority of the

First Centum
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scintillating Vedas.
philosophy).
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Curar arivu—aru nilai Vin m
Varan mutalay, avai mulutu unta paraparan

Puram oru mﬁnru erittu, amararklrum ariviyantu,
Aran ayan ena, ulalcu alittu amaittu ulane.

(1—1—8)

'Ihmslation
The Supreme Lord is beyond the comprehension of even
Brahma and other Curar (Devas); He is the material cause of the
primordial matter, the other elements and all that exist, and safeguards them all inside His Stomach during the period of deluge;
He is the one who (functioningthrough Siva) destroyed the three
unique ﬂying citadels. He is the propagator of knowledge to the
Amarar (Devas) through Brahma; He creates the worlds and
dissolves them through Ayty (Brahmﬁ) and Amy (iiva) standing
within them (as their Inner Sell).

Note
It has been made out in the preceding stanzas that (1) Lord
Mahavisnu is the Supreme Lord, proclaimed, as such, by
the Vedas and (2) He is the Soul of all that exist, controls
their creation, sustentationand dissolution. All these might
appear to be one-sided, displaying a marked partiality f0r
Mahavisnu, ignOring the claims of the Stalwarts like Brahma,
Rudra and other powerful Devas, who have to their credit
several achievements, such as creation of the worlds
and dissolution thereof, destruction of the ﬂying citadels
of the three tough demons, etc. By way of dispellingthe
superﬁcial belief and knowledge that Mahévisnu is but a
co-functionary, on a par with Brahma and Rudra, that
Mahévisnu has the limited function of sustentation only,
while the other two are the sole monarchs of their respective
ﬁelds of creation and dissolution, it is now stated that all
the three functions vest in Mahavisnu alone, who gets
them discharged through the appropriate authority. Svetésvatﬁropanisad clariﬁes that Brahma emerged frcm the
lotus ﬂower that blossomed on the stalk sprouting from
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Mahﬁvisnu’s navel and was imparted by Him, the requisite
knowledge of the Védzis to carry on the work of creation and
disseminate the Vedas to others. As regards the function
of dissolution, Rudra and Yama have their own limitations
which Mahivisnu transcends as their Inner Self. sustaining,
directing and controlling them all.

Ulan enil ulan, avan uruvam iv uruvukal;
alan enil, avar_1 aruvam iv aruvulcal;
Ulan ena, ilan ena, ivai kunam utaimaiyil,
Ulan iru takajmaiyotu, olivu ilan paranté.

(1—1—9)

Translation

it said (as the theists say), “ He is,“ or (as the atheist: say)
“He is not", (both ways) His existence is established. He exists,
at all times and in all places together with the aggregate of the
formless sentient beings and the non-sentient things with shape
and size, both in the gross state (embodied and therefore visible)
and in the subtle state (disembodied and therefore objectively
Be

imperceptible)

.

Notes
(i) The theists (Vaidikas) are thosewho subscribe to the

authority of the Vedas;

(ii) The atheists (Nastikas) are those who deny the existence
of God. Denial can and ought to be only with respect
to a thing, which forms the subject of such denial. That
thing should be there, at least nationally, as ‘ nothing ‘,
as such, doas not warrant denial, rather needs no denial.
Thus, this stanza cuts across the exponents of ‘ Sunya
Vida ’ or the doctrine of nothing-mess. The Upanisadic
text Zasat vs idamagra itsith‘ refers to the invisible
subtle state (too subtle to be visible), when this world
which forms Brahman’s body was gradually reabsorbed
into Brahman, each constituent element being refunded
into its immediate cause. The word ‘asat’ italicized
in the text, does not connote a state of nothingness or
non-existence but the ‘ subtle‘ state as distinguished
from the gross 0r visible, manifest state.

First Centum

(1—1)

Paranta tan paravaiyul nirtorum parantulan
Paranta antam itu ena: nilam vicumpu olivu arak
Karanta cil itantorum itam tikal porultorurn
Karantu, enkum parantulan; ivai unta karané.
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(1—1—10)

Translation
The Lord pervades every little bit of the oceanic waters, cool
and sprawling (and yet does not feel cramped but. on the other
hand), He feels as easy there as in the expansive world outside.
Either on earth or the upper regions (in the whole universe) there
is no place where He is not immanent, dwelling, as He does secretly,
in the heart of all things and being hOWever minute, and in all places
(imperceptible to the things and beings pervaded bv Him cur
ﬁrm and eternal). He is the Lord, who contains them all within
Himself, during the period of deluge (in the state of dissolution).
Notes
(i) The Individual Soul, of the size of a minute speck, pervades
the body it gets into, only by dint of its attributive
consciousness; in the very nature of things, it cannot be
co-extensive and co-expansive with the body it occupies,
like God, who is omnipresent, not being conditioned
by any limiting adjuncts of the other two entities,
namely, spirit (Jiva) and matter.
(ii) The doubt as to how the Lord can pervade the inside out
of the Individual Soul, of the size of a mere speck (subatomic) gets automatically resolved, seeing that the
Lord, in but a juvenile form, contains all the worlds
during the period of deluge—if the golden stomach,
which devoured all the butter stored up by the damsels
in the pastoral village of Golcul, could contain within it
all the worlds as well, why should one doubt the Lord’s
pOWer of pervasion of the minutest of things, both in
and out?

Kara vicumpu, eri, vali, nit, nilam: ivaimicai
Varan-navil, tiral, vali, ali, porai iyninra
Par-an atimél kurukﬁrc cataképan col
Niral-nirai ayirattu ivai pattum vité.

(1—1-11)
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Translation
The foregoing ten stanzas, Out of the thousand, rich alike
in sound and substance (matter and manner of expression), sung by
Catakbpan of Kurukﬁr, in adoration of the Glorious Feet of the
Supreme Lord, the great Contriver and Controller of the ﬁve elements, the spatial ether, air, ﬁre, water and earth, with their
respective basic qualities of sound, force, heat, chillness and en—
‘
durance, shall lead (the chanters on) to Moksa’ (ﬁnal emanci‘
the
of
terriﬁc cycle of birth
Samsara
’,
the
bondage
pation from
and death).
Notes
(i) This sets the pattern of the entire work, the last stanm
of each decad indicating the beneﬁts accruing to One
who chants the 801135 in the decad and/or learns the
meanings thereof. One might wonder how the Saint
could refer to the size of the work. as comprising
thousand stanzas right at the start. Well, there are two
ways of lookingat it, namely,
(a) as one whose knowledge was fully inspired
by God, he knew that he would reel off a
thousand stanzas; and
(b)

the poet could not sustain himself except by
singing a thousand songs in adoration
of the Lord, and thus it was a matter
already contemplated by him, a resolu—
ion, as it were, to sing as many songs.

(ii) Summing up, in this stanza, the decad as a whole, the
Saint has made it abundantly clear that our salvation
lies in seeking refuge at the Lord’s Feet, the path of
loving surrender to God being the central theme of
the whole work, otherwise known as ‘ DIrgha Sammigati'. Actually, the ﬁrst decad is the epitome of the
entire hymnal, even as the ﬁrst three stanzas of this
decad sum up the topic of the whole decad while the
ﬁrst stanza is the quintessence of the ﬁrst three
stanZas and the opening line of the ﬁrst stanza. the
brilliant summary thereof.

First Centum Second Decad (1-2)
(Vitamin murravum)
Preamb‘le
The transcendental glory of the Supreme Lord, His Supremacy
as the material cause as well as the efﬁcient cause and ﬁnal cause of
all life and being, the fact of His being the one and only Giver,
either directly or through other minor deities, whose favours their
respective votaries seek, His lustrous Feet being the sure and certain
means of salvation f0r one and all, all these having been revealed
to the Saint by the Lord Himself, the Saint revelled in this blissful
knowledge, in the preceding Tiruvaymcli. Far from being selﬁsh
and self-centred, he wanted to share all this knowledge with his
fellow beings, as a matter of mutual joy and enlightenment. But,
alas! he found them all steeped in worldly life, just the very reverse
of what he was. . And yet, He would not lose heart. Banking on
their inherent capacity to discriminate between good and bad
things, he now exhorts them to give up the elusive and obnoxious
pleasures of worldly life, disengage themselves frOm the erroneous
notions of ‘ I’ and ‘ Mine’ and dedicate themselves to the apprehension of the limitless Wealth and splendour of the Supreme Lord
and reap the rich harvest of eternal bliss and beatitude. In this
decad, the Alvin also teaches that true renunciation is of the mind,
as distinguished from mere bodily displacements, such as ﬂeeing
away from the haunts of men and living a secluded life in a forest.
No place is Safe and impregnable to the invasion of temptations
which could molest the mind, as seen from the examples of AdiBharata (Jada-Bharaté) and Soubhari. The Alvir exhorts, in the
third stanza of this dead, as follows:

“ Pluck out the disease of ‘ I-ness ’ and ‘ My-ness
right from the roots and join the Lord ”.

’,

Renunciation, therefore, lies in disengaging one’s mind from
‘
the erroneous notions of I ’ and ‘ Mine ’ and surrendering
oneself, in 1010, to the will of God. Examples of such mental
renunciation are found in King Janaka and Saint Kulacékara Did
not the former say, unaffected by the illusory ﬁre inducted by Sage
Suka, “ Miﬂliliyin': pradagdhéyan'l na me kiﬁcitpradahyate?"‘

' If Mithila is burnt, it is Mithila

burnt; what

is

it to me"
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Kulacékara Alvar sang, in his ‘ Perumal Tirumoli, IV deoad:
Stanza 5:

“ This realm, with all its wealth, l abjure,
Riding the elephant in rut, frightful to behold;
The blessing of being a shrub, I implore,
At lovely Tiruvél‘lkatam, abode of my Liege, Lord ”_
Stanza 7:

“ Little do I value being a King of Kings,
all that name and fame,
Holding sway under a single parasol.
white as the full moon;
Instead, ‘tis my earnest will that I should,
as a jungle stream.
Course through Tirumalai, with its honey—
studded ﬂower gardens ”.
Vitumin mugavum; vitu ceytu, urn uyir
Vitu utaiyﬁnitai vitu ceymminé.

(1—2—1)

Translation
Give up, in toto, [all that militates against holding a rapport
with God] and giving up thus, surrender yourself unto (Him) the
Custodian [the great Ordainer and Granter] of Heaven.
Notes
(i) Sriman Narayana is the Granter of Heaven, and yet the
Alvar has not straightaway revealed that Holy Name,
just to set the mind (of the listener) on to enquire, that
is, stimulate spiritual investigation. Actually, the
revelation comes in the tenth stanza.
(ii) What is emphasised in this stanza is the sacriﬁce of the
worldly appetites to the surpassing love and beauty of
God, the supreme preference to God, as against the
adulteratiOn of the senses towards earthly disposition.

First Centum

17'

(1—2)

If giving up has been mentioned ﬁrst and surrender to
the Lord next. one has to appreciate this sequence in
the context of a child holding by the hand a live snake,
and the elders around crying out: “ Drop it down, drop
it down, it is a snake l" Another example would be
a passer-by, seeing a house on ﬁre, exhorts the inmates
of the house, “ Come out, come out, your house is on
The emphasis thus rests on that which is to be
ﬁre
escheWed, it being obnoxious, the very antithesis of theLord to whom we owe undivided allegiance.
Mignin nilai ila mag 11in akkaikal;
itattu, Igai ungumin nIrE.

Er_u_1um

(1—2—2)

Translation
You will do well to pause for a while and discover for your
selves that the bodies the souls getinto [and look upon as the media
for the enjoyment of sensual pleasures] last no more than the
(ﬂeeting) lightning.

Nit numatu emu

ivai vérmutal miyttu, Itai

Cérmin; uyirkku atan nér nigai

1115.

(1—2—3)

Translation
‘
‘
’
Cutting out, root and branch, all sense of You and Yours "
join the Lord; there is nothing as good as that for the Souls [there
can be no greater felicity than that].

Note

It would indeed be difﬁcult to enumerate the thousand and'
odd things to be eschewed and discarded. And so, the poet
just tackles the root causes of all the evils, which have to be
eradicated in toto. Instead of wording as ‘I’ and ‘Mine’,
the Alvir has cautiously put it in the second person, as.
‘
You ’ and ‘ Yours ’, in this stanza, lest the very things he
abhors and advises others to eradicate should corrupt him:
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even at the mere mention thereof, in the ﬁrst person—the
risk of getting his tongue blistered, avoided.
Illatum ullatum allatu avan uru;
Ellai i] an nalam: pulku, pagu arté.

(1—2—4)

Translation
Renouncing all else, seek Him (isvara) of limitless bliss, very
different from the [seemingly] non-existent [ﬂeeting and everchauging] material things and the ever-existing (non-changing)
sentient beings [with their limiting adjuncts].
Note
An inexhaustible fountain of bliss that the Lord is, one has
to attach oneself to such a fountain, only through a complete
severance of attachment to the ephemeral and illusory
worldly pleasures and distractions, with uncompromising
rigidity; hence, this advice of the Alvér to the fellow-beings.

Anatu panu enil, unatu vitu uyir;
Cemt atu man util, aml irai pane.

(1-2—5)

Translation
Freed from worldly attachments, the Scul attains emancipation
{from the erstwhile bondage]; howeverI shunning that [menacing
state of self-enjoyment, known as kaivalya make-a], seek ﬁrmly the
[bliss of eternal service to the Supreme] Lord,with exclusivedevotion
unto Him.
Note
Mere liberation from bondage resulting in a state of the lustrous soul getting lost in self-enjoyment (kaivalya moksa)
is yet another hurdle, very menacing indeed, to be got over.
being a serious impediment to the far superior and blissful
experience of service unto the Lord on the yonder side of
heaven, this ‘kaivalya’ state also deserves to be shunned
and discarded.

First Canton:

(1—2)

Pan'u ilag-icanum, mugavum ninranan;
Pan'u ilaiyéy, avan muggil atailké.

19.

(1—2—6)

Translation
Ican (the Supreme Lord), being solely attached to His
devotees, He is All-in-One’ (everything) unto them. And so, [ye
worldlings]! hold on to Him and get absorbed in serving Him
exclusively.
Note

Thinking that the worldlings (whom the Alvir addresses) might
have their own misgivings about the easy accessibility of
the Supreme Lord, Whom they are being asked to court and
venerate, the doubt is being cleared in this stanza. Side by
side with overlordship there is in Him the astounding
quality of amazing simplicity, which predominates and
makes it appear that this is His naturaltrait, and the other
quality of Supremacy is super-imposed, rather serving as.
a foil against which the former shines all the more.
‘

Atanku elil campattu ataﬁkak kantu, Ican
Atanku eli] aktu enru atankuka ullé.

(1.2.7).

'Ihuslation
Realise that all this exceedingly enchanting cosmic wealth,
you behold, is that of lean [and that you are but a part of that];
[with this sense of belonging] it beh0ves you to blend yourself'
into it.
Notes
(i) No doubt, it Was duly emphasised in the preceding stanzas
that the Lord’s native simplicity is far more pronounced
than His overlordship, might and majesty. But the
very thought of His majesty puts us, the insigniﬁcant
tiny little beings nowhere, just like a bit of straw
drifting on the bosom of the mighty Ocean, being
borne back to the shore by the curlng waves. But
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all this fear would vanish when we realise that we
form part of His possessions and are thus rightfully
entitled to approach'Him, in love, without fear of
such vast distance existing betWeen Him and us. as
between the ocean and the straw.

(ii) The miraculous- change wrought by this sense of
belonging has been happily illustrated by that great
PreceptOr, Naﬁciyar. as follows:
(a) A merchant went overseas for trading leaving
his wife behind in an advanced state of pregnancy. A son was born to them and grew
up nicely. Years rOIlcd 0n and yet the
merchant did not come back home. There
was an exhibition in a neighbouring place at
which the little boy took up a stall and sold his
wares. Just then, the aforesaid merchant also
returned from abroad and took up a neighbouring stall. There arose a quarrel, one of
those days, over the encroachment of goods
in their booths and when it grew violent a
passer-by, who knew them both, pointed out
that the elderly merchant was quarrelling
with his own son. Hostilities ceased immediately and gave place to mutual remorse, with
the happy reunion of father and son.
(1))

It was a lovely garden and the Prince had a
great mind to enter it. But then, he was afraid
of trespassing into somebody’s garden and,
therefore, stood hesitatingly at the entrance.
However, as soon as some one said.“ This
garden belongs to your father. the King", all
fear vanished and he dashed inside, roamed
about and enjoyed to his heart's content. So
does our fear to apprOach the Almighty
vanish as soon as we realise that we are
His children. the natural objects of His
boundless love.

.First Ccntum

(1—2)

Ullam urai ceyal ulla im mt'mr
Ullik ketuttu, Irai-ullil otui'a /.
Translation
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With true awareness that th ‘tﬁp e faculties of
213p e/are
hension, speech and bodily actions,‘ {dang/rat your
meant to be solely dedicated to Irai(
inﬁnite-e,t
at His
exclusive service, duly divested of all their ers
1e misplaced
attachments and inhibitions.
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Otunka avankan, Otunkalum ellam
Vitum; pinnum, akkai vitumpolutu enné.

(1-2—9)

Translation
Once you (realise your true relationship with God, He, as the
Proprietor and you, as His property and) dedicate yourselfto Him
(with this awakening), all your sins (which kept you away from
Him, so long) will cease; (once the cause ceases, the effect, namely,
the body which tethers you will automatically cease) await then, the
day when the physical body falls off.
Nah:
As soon as the body drops oﬁ, salvation, sure and certain, waits
at the door of one who entrusts oneself to the Lord’s
keeping, with the spiritual awakening, as ab0ve.
En perukku an nalattu on porul-iru ila
Van pukal Naranan tin kalal céré.

(I—2—10)

Translation
Seek ye, the mighty feet (the sure haven of all) of Naranan, who
is, at once, the abode of countless souls of vast excellence and an
inexhaustible fountain of bliss, the repository of innumerable
auspicious attributes.
Nntes
(i) The Alvar concludes this, his ﬁrst address to the
fellow-beings, by teaching them how to pray, that is,

szcemwyk
-Msl‘l
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by gtvmg out the substanCc of the eight-lettered
‘Tirumantra ’, as above.
(ii) Kﬁrattilvﬁn, who was teaching Tiruviymcli to his two
sons, Bhattar and Srirémappillai, stopped short when
he Came to this stanza, explanatory of the holy prayer
(Tirumantra),which had to be taught by their constituted
Guru, Sri Empér, residing in the same street, just a few
houses oﬂ". Alvén ordered the two youngsters to go to
their Guru and learn the meaning of this stanza. Just
as they were leaving, he called them back, saying:

“ Stay! life is precarious and uncertain and one does not
know who may live and who may die the next moment.
You may, therefore, hear (the esoteric meaning of this
verse) from myself.” He then proceeded to explain
to them the purport of this stanza which has a direct
bearing on ‘ Tirumantra ’. This only goes to emphasize
that not a moment should be lost in learning the Science
that will lead us to God, the more so, when human
life is precarious and uncertain.
Cérttatat ten kurukﬁrc cataképan col
C'n't totai iyirattu 6111a ip patté.

(1—2—11)

Translation
These ten stanzas, out of the thousand, sung in accurate
metrical composition, by Catakopan of Tirunakari, with lovely
ponds, convey his well-thought-out message (for the uplift and
emancipation of mankind).

First Centum—Third Decad (1-3)
(Pattu utai Atiyavar)
Preamble

In the ﬁrst decad of this centum, the Alvér spoke of the Supereminent glory of the Lord and, in the very next decad, he exhorted
the worldlings to turn their minds God-ward and get abSOrbed in
Him, with whole-hearteddevotion. But then, they felt that they

First Centum

(1—3)

B

were no better than the man, [me of both hands, being required to
mount an elephant. Now, in this decad, the Alvar puts them at
ease by depicting the disarming simplicity of the Lord,1ikeunto an
elephant making itself so pliable as to enable even such a lame man
to mount it easily. Speaking about the Supreme Lord’s easy
accessibility (saulabhya), the Alvar at once conjures up the vision
of His being tied down to a mere pounder, when He, as Krsna, the
cowherd boy, got caught in the act of stealing butter—the
very antithesis of His transcendent g10ry as the consert of Sri
Mahi Laksmi, residing on His Winsome chest. Oh, what a
contrast and what an amazing simplicity, which literallystruck the
poet dumb, nay, sent him into a deep trance, lasting six months!
Here is an episode of episodes, melting down the hearts of the true
devotees into running rivulets. As Sri Vedanta Desika Says, in
his rapturous composition ‘ Yadavabhyudaya’, mere contem—
plation of this episode leads to our release from bondage.

Pattu utai atiyavarlck‘u eliyavan, pirarkalukku ariya
Vittakan, Malarmakal virumpum nam arumperal atikal
Matt'u urn katai vennai kalavinil uravitai yappuntu
(1—3—1)
Ettiram, uralinotu inaintiruntu énkiya elivé.
Translation
Those who unto Him turn their minds,in utter devotion, He is
easily accessible but is the Mystic, difﬁcult of attainment by others.
(Oh, what a wonder, as a mere infant, fondled by Yaéoc‘a and other
damsels of Golcul, he could vanquish the demoniac Pﬁthami, Saka—
gﬁéura and a host of others !) Eagerly sought Malarmakal (Sri
Mahdlakgmi), who emerged from the soft lotus ﬂower and yet did
not take to it kindly but took her abode on the br0ad and Winsome
chest of the Lord), what a marvel, our Lord, difficult to attain,
was seen reduced to the abjectposition of a weeping child, fastened
by the chest to a pounder (by Yaéﬁdﬁ, as a punishment) for stealing
butter off the churning rod-a paragon of simplicity galore!

Note
The Alvér is said to have gone into a trance for as many as six

months, contemplating the amazing simplicity of the
Supreme Lord, as brought out in this stanza.
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Elivarum iyalvinan nilai varampu ila pala pigappiy;
Olivarum mulu nalam mutal ila, Kétu ila; vitu am
Telitarum nilaimaiyatu olivu ilar_1 muluvatum; igaiyon
Alivarum arulinotu akattanan, purattanan amainte. (1—3—2)
Preamble
Tradition has it that Sri Matura Kavi and several other savauts,
of listening to ‘ Tiruvéymcli ’ from.
the sacred lips of the Alvin gathered round the insensate Alvir and
eagerly awaited his return to his senses. It was after the lapse of a.
period of six months, that the Alvz'u- recovered himself, took up the
thread where he had left it and proceeded to expatiate on the Lord‘s
aforesaid ‘ Saulabhya’ (easy accessibility) by saying that He is
simplicity itself (simplicity personiﬁed).
who had the great good fortune

Translation
The Lord is the very personiﬁcation of simplicity, which helps
all His numerous auspicious qualities, without beginning or end,
shine forth; having made innumerable descents without restriction
of manner of birth and place of descent, it is always the Lord’s
prerogative to grant that cleansed and clariﬁed state (known as
‘
Moksa ’). Shedding, with sweet spontaniety, His unlimited grace
unto the devotees (and doing even odd jobs fer them) He is
beyond the reach of others (the inimical).
Amaivu
Amaivu
Amajvu
Amaivu

utai
utai
utai
utai

araneri muluvatum uyarvu are uyarntu
mutal ketal otivu itai ata nilam atuim
amararum, yivaiyum yavarum tip 511:,
Naranan miyaiyai aripavar yéré?
(1—3—3)

Translation
Who indeed can comprehend the wonderful secret of the
descents (Avatﬁras) of (Lord) Naranan, the appropriate abode of
all sentient beings including the ‘ Amaras' (the exalted Brahma
and other celestials) of outstanding eminence by virtue of their

First Centurn

(1—3)

75

moral attainments of a high, degree and mental perfection. as well
as the non-sentientthings?
Note
None can indeed comprehend this divine secret, neither the
ever-free, eternal angels (Nitya Sﬁris) in the yonder
Heaven, totally immersed in the enjoyment of the Lord, in
that transcendent setting nor the worldlings, engrossed in
their pursuit after food and rairnent nor even the Ailvﬁrs,
although blest by the Lord with perfect lcnowledge, as they
just get entranced by the mere contemplation of the Lord’s
astounding simplicity and thaw down.
Yirum 6r nilaimaiyan ena arivu—arlya em perumin,
Yarnm 6r nilaimaiyan ena arivu-eliya em perumag,
Pémm 6r ayiram pira pala utaiya em pemmin,
(1—3—4)
Pérum 6r uruvamum ulatu illai, ilat'u illai pinakké.
Translation
Our Sire, bearing a thousand (innumerable) names and (the)
farms (appropriate thereto) can be comprehended, as such, (by the
devotees, hOWever meagre, their intelectand poor, their parentage);
(on the other hand) the ungodly who bear no love for Him cannot
comprehend His names and forms (however exalted be their knowledge and parentage); (And so), there is a perennial debate (between
these two sets of people) one group afﬁrming that the Lord goes by
several names and forms and the other group asserting that He
has none of these.

Pinakku ara aru vakaic camayamum neri ulli urajtta
Kanakku aru nalattanan; antam il ati arn pakavag;
Vanakku ﬁtait tavaneri vali nir_n_'u, puraneri kalaikattu,
Unakkumin, pacai are! avanutai unarvukontu unarnté.(I—3—5)
'Irauslation
The eternal Lord, the lovely Primate possessing the Six principal attributes of knowledge, strength, sovereignty, valour, power
and splendour) has set at naught the six heretical philosophical
doctrines (fﬁnkhya,Yoga, Kanﬁra, Bouddha, Jaina and Pdéupada) by
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‘

setting forth the cream of the Vedic teachings in His Song celesrial’ (Gita). Imbibing the quintessence of those teachings, stick
to the path of loving surrender to His Sweet grace (Prapatti mﬁrga)
to the exclusion of all the other paths of discipline, drying up, at
the same time. the erstwhile springs of bodily pleasures in toto (not
merely through non-indulgence in them but through a positive

aversiOn thereto).

Note
As regards the concrete manner of w0rshipping the Supreme
Lord, the Alvér, calls upon the fellow beings to tread the
path of ‘ Bhakti’ (God-love of melting tenderness of heart)
indicated by the Lord Himself in His ‘ Song Celestial’.
Unamtu
Unarntu
Unarntu
Unarntu

unarntu ilintu akanru uyarntu uru viyanta ignilaimai
unarntu unarilum, irainilai unarvu aritu uyirkill
unarntu uraittu uraittu Ari ayan aran ennum ivarai
unarntu uraittu uraittu, iraiﬂcumin manapptttam
(1—3—6)ogre.

Preamble
Worldlings to the AZIVEr:

“ 0h, Saint, to us with limited knowledge. the Trinity, standing in a row, Brahma, Virzm and Rudra, appear to be all of the same
stature. Pray, enlighten us, as to whether it is actually so or one
of them is Superior to the other two or there is yet another Power
superior to all the three, so that we may worship that Supreme
Authority ”.
The Alvir’s reply is as in this stanza, vide gist given below:
Translation
“ For the Jiwitmﬁ (individual Soul, with its innate intelligence
and keen perception pervadingfar and wide), it ispossible to know
its own inherent nature and quality through a rigorous process of
enquiry, intuition and contemplation. But a similar perception
by the Individual Soul, of Irainilai (the Divine Nature, Isvara
Svarupa) is hardly possible. (And yet) ye folks, better study'
intensely and dispassionately (the authoritative texts highlighting)
the individual traits and course of conduct of Ari (Nériyana,
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Ayan (Brahma) and Amy (Rudra) and (in the process) ﬁx your
mind ﬁrmly on the one who impresses you as the Supreme Lord
and worship Him (by reciting His names and the relative Mantras)
with deep devotion. (Such a study will easily reveal that Ndrﬁynga
is the Supreme, the Internal Controller of all, including Brahma
and Rudra, that He is wholly ‘ Sﬁrvik ’ while Brahmﬁ and Rudra
have a blend of ‘ Rijasik’ and ‘ tﬁmasz‘k ’ traits, He is the great
Ordaincr and the others are the ordained, so on and so forth).

snap pala ena arivu-arum vativinul Ilium
elil Naranan Ninmukan aran engum ivarai
Onra num manattu vaittu, ulli, num iru pacai aruttu
(1—3—7)
Nanru er_1a nalam ccyvatu avanitai nammutai male.
Ont-u

Nar_u_'u

Translation
May you ponder in your mind, dispassionately, over the
relative merits of the Gods. Naranau beaming through His
auspicious attributes, ﬁrm and ﬁne, Nanmukan (the four—headed
Brahma) and Ara; (Rudra), who look so much alike that it is difﬁcult
to comprehendwhether they are one or many; may you also investigate (with the help of authoritative texts) and discern that there
is but one God (and that is Ndrﬁyagza, the Super—Soul residing in all,
including BrahmE and Rudra); with this discovery you will do well
to give up your allegiance to the other two (Brahma and Rudra) as
God and attach yourselves ﬁrmly to Nﬁrﬁyana (as the one and only
God) during your life-time.

Nalum ningu atu nama palamai am kotuvinai utané
Malum, 6r kuraivu illai; manag—akam malam engak kaluvi,
Nalum nam tiru utai atikal-tam nalam-kalal vananki,
(I—3—8)
Malum or itattilum vanakkotu mélvatu valamé.
Translation

If we cleanse our minds of the dirt (of misconceived notion of
parity among the ‘Thiru-Murties’, Brahma‘, Vignu and Siva) through
that bleaching agent, called wisdom, and worship daily at the feli-citous feet of our Lord, the gracious consort of Tim (Sri
MahﬁIaks'mI), all our past sins which had been tormenting us so
far will die out at once, and we will be free from wants of any
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is never too late to switch on to the Lord thus.) better
His
lap, even while dying.
on
repose

kind. (It

(i) To a question supposed to have been put to the Alvir by
his interlocutors, whether their accumulated, age-long
sins will not operate as a serious impediment to their
worshipping the Lord, this stanza provides the answer.
No doubt. the Sistras proclaim.* that one cannot but
taste the fruits of one’s actions; in other words, the
sins can be liquidated only by the compulsory process
of undergoing the prescribed sufferings. That is all
right, so far as the potentiality of the reactions of one’s
own past Karma goes. But that can be no bar to the
operation of the Lord’s mighty grace, full and ﬂooding,
washing away all sins the moment one surrendersto
Him, in the gracious presence of Mahélaksmi, the
Divine Mother. If past Karma is like the ﬁre that
burns out things, the Lord’s grace is like the water that
puts out ﬁre.
(ii) Again, assuming that the worldlings further pleaded that
time has run out already, and they have very little time
left in the present span, the Alvér says that it is never
too late; even if a decrepit old man dies, leaning
forWard on his stick, the Lord will be gracious enough
to take it as an act of obeisance to Him. The Alvin
stresses that it is better to bow unto Him, at least during
the last moments of one’s life, unlike Ravana whose
creed wasT not to bow unto any one till his death,
and even while dying.

Valattanan Tiripuram erittavan, itamperat tuntit
Talatt'u elu ﬁcaimukan pataitta nal ulakamum tanum

Pulappata, pinnum tag ulakattil akattanag tine;
Colap pukil, ivai pinnum vayirru 111a; ivaj avag tuyakké..
(1-3—9).
*
T

‘
‘

Nibhuktam Ksayate Karma. '.
Na nameyam tu kasyacit’.
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Translation

His (LOrd Maha Visnu’s) navel is the seat of Ticai mukm]
(Brahma), the creator of many a lovely world, while (Rudra) the
(Ostensible) destroyer of the three (ﬂying) citadels (and their demoniac chiefs) propitiates the Lord and gets allotted some space
to the right, on His (the Lord’s) broad,winsomechest (asa place of
shelter, in any emergency). He (The Lord) also makes Himself
visible to one and all, In the respective worlds (during His Avatﬁras).
In a manner of talking, these (great qualities of the Lord
are innumerable, but) are kept in His stomach (undisclosed, far
outnumbering those disclosed to us already); these are His
enigmatic ways indeed.

Tuyakku aru matiyil nal ﬁanattul amararait tuyakkum
Mayakku utai mayaika] vanilum periyana vallan;
Puyal—karu nirattanan; peru nilan katanta nal atip potu
Ayarppilan alat'ruvan, taluvuvag vanankuvan amamté.
(1—3—10)

Translation

If aberrations are noticeable (now and then) in the mental
attitudes of even those Amarars (Celestials) noted for clarity of
knowledge and understanding) (like Indra and the ‘Nitya Sﬁris‘,
the ever free angels like Garuda), towards the supreme Lord, that is
because the wonders (of His incarnation) exceed the bounds of the
expansive sky and thus (easily) bafﬂe them all. (Be that, as it
may) I (on my part) shall unremittingly bow before the lovely
feet of the cloud-hued Lord, which spanned the entire universe.
embrace and extol them, with a mind wholly detached from all
else.

Notes
(i) Speaking about the mental aberrations of even those
exalted personages, here are two typical anecdotes:
There was a time when the Devas were uprooted from
their homes and their women folks were kidnapped by
the Asuras. During His Avatira, as Lord Krsna, the
Lord fought out the demons and restored the home
and hearth to the Devas. While returning from that
expedition. Sri Krsna toak with Him a ﬂower plant,
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plucked out from Indra’s garden, to be planted in His
The ungrateful Indra would,
palace down below.
however, not tolerate it and, armed with his mace, he
went in hot pursuit of the Lord to snatch the plant
from Him.
(ii) And then, during the same Krsnivatéra, Garudé came
down to Earth in pursuit ofa snake which, however,
sought asylum in Lord Krsna. Naturally, the Lord
refused to release the snake when demanded by Garudﬁ,
and the latter made no secret of his resentment and
uttered such harsh w0rds as: “ Is this the reward for
my having carried you and your consorts on my
shoulders all these years? ”
Amararlcal tolutu ela alai katal kataintavan—tannai
Amar polil valan kurukﬁrc catakopag kunévalkal
Amar cuvai ayirattu, avaginul ivai pattum vallér
Amararotu uyarvil-eenru aruvar tam piravi am cigaiyé.
(1—3—11)

Translation
Those that are conversant with these ten songs, out of the
thousand sung sweetly, as a piece of Divine Service, by Catakbpan
of Kurukt'rr, rich and resourceful, in adoration of the one (Supreme
Lord) that churned the milk-ocean with its surging Waves, exciting
the warm admiration and deep reverence of the (otherwise selfcentred) Amarars (Devas) will get released from the ﬁrm and formidable grip of (the cycle of) births and join the holy band of the
Amarars (the celestials) in the High Heavens.

First Centum—Fourth Decad (1-4)
(Am

ci_1;a.iya

mata fariiy)

Preamble
The Sublime and the Sensual have always co-existed in both
the worlds-the mundane and the spiritual. There is, however, a
fundamental difference in their inter-relationship, in the respective
spheres. In the material world, the two are mutually exclusive,
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being diametrically opposed to each other. In the spiritual world,
that which, in the language of aesthetics, is termed as ‘Snigﬁr ‘is nothing but the psychological imperative for man’s consciousness
moving towards Him (Super-Soul) of ravishing beauty (as Bha'ga~
vani bears out), just the very inversion of the skin-deep, carnal
variety of lust, stamping out the human lover-beloved union. If
the love-smitten Pariﬁkusa (Nammalvar, who was like unto a
goad wearing round his spiritual antagonists through his scintillating hymns and making the Lord Himself pliable, enraptured by
his sweet, love-laden hymns) turns out to be a female, expressing
herselfnow as Parankusa Néyaki (God-lover), then as the Mother,
the intuitive gnostic friend of the love-lorn daughter trying to keep
the latter under sobering restraint and sometimes as the soothing
Mate, it is but the natural corollary to his boundless love for God
and the deep yearning, beyond words, for the Divine presence and
lasting union. Actually, the L0rd is the only Male or Husband
(Loka bhartﬁ), the ‘Purusottama ’ the Ksetrajﬁa’ and all the Indi—
vidual souls are but marks of the feminine, the Ksetras ’ (Location).
the female centres of the creative activity of God. It is indeed quite
some consolation that the lover-beloved theme is familiar ground
for the worldlings and now, without adopting7 the austere Vedic
apprOach, the Alvar would only want them to shift the base and
turn the whole drama God-wardand be wholly abSOrbed in ‘ Daiva
Rasa ’ (spiritual love), the ‘ Brahmﬁnubhava ’. Even as the female
anatomy plays a key role in the earthly variety of love, in the
spiritual world, ‘ Para Bluzkti ’, ‘ Para Jiiémz ’ and ‘ Parama Bhakti ’,
in the ascending scale of God-love, too deep for words, symbolise
the breast of the God-IOVer, SWelling up with God-love.
Songs attributed to the Mother and the Mate are all sung by
the Alvir only. The Mate is the cementing force joining the lover
and the Beloved; this Mate is only symbolic of the sense of fusion
and belonging, the inalienable relationship of Master and SerVant,
between God and Man, inculcated by “ Pranava ’ (Aum) in ‘ Tirumantra’. The Mother plays the role of ‘ Namah ’ in the said
Mantra which puts an embargo on the Individual soul indulging in
egoistic self-effort to attain God-head, instead of awaiting the
descent of His grace. Thus, she prevents the love-intoxicated
Parankusa Nayaki from trespassing, that is, breaking all norms of
correct feminine conduct, and keeps her under restraint. In this
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decad, where the Alvar is seen transformed as Nayaki ’ (female
lover), some birds are sent by her as emissaries to the Lord. This
is the ﬁrst of the four decads in the whole work, where messages
are sent by the Alvin to the Lord, the other three being VI-l, VI-8
and IX-7. The winged birds typify the efficient preceptors possessed
0f the mighty wings, a happy blending of knowledge and conduct.
This technique of the Alvar has been adopted by the subsequent
’
‘
poets as well. C. F. Kalidasa’s Meghadﬁta and Vedanta Desika’s
‘
Harhsa Sandeéa ’. Parésara Bhattar would exclaim: “The
monkeys shot into fame with the advent of Sri Rama who employed
Hanuman as His chosen emissary to Ravana’s court; likewise the
the Alvars have made the winged birds famous by commissioning
them to carry messages to their Beloved God ".
‘

The messages in the four decads, referred to above, were all
despatehed bv the Alvir to the Lord but to different destinations,
namely, (1) Vyﬁha or the milk-ocean, the seat of the Lord’s creative
activity, (ii) the Vibhava Or the Lord’s incarnate forms, (iii) ‘Paratva ’ (transcendent) and ‘Antaryﬁmi ’ (Internal Controller of all)
and (iv) Ami (Iconic manifestaion),in the chronological order. The
31m is now in the same plight as §akuntala, left behind in the
hermitage, after her initial meeting and union with King Dusyanta and hence the necessity for this message invoking the Lord’s
special trait of forgiveness, by way of overlooking the drawbacks
noticed by the Lord in the Alvér during their erstwhile union.
And to end this preamble precisely as it was begun, here is an
interesting anecdote. When the great Precept01, Naﬁciyar was
discoursing on this Tiruvaymoli, one of his listeners abruptly left
the place, murmuringthat the discourse had assumed the complexion
Of a sensualist’s love-conversation. In the ﬁrst three decads, the
saint had expounded Divinity as the Exalted, the worship-worthy
and the Easily-accessible. The listener in question appreciated
these and observed: “ Here is a grand theme, worthy of acceptance
by the world-weary, and so long as it treats of the Almighty in
His sublime character 1 am bound to listen to it, as a sensible man
ought to
But, as soon as the Saint changed the Divine discourse
into the form of love to God, love treated by analogies taken from
the experience of mankind in this world, specially in its relation
as Lever and the Beloved, Mistress and Spouse and so on, the
disciple turned away from it, thinking that this kind of treatment
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was a shock to good taste, outrage to his Wisdom and av101ence to
his commonsense. Naﬁciyar couldn’t but deplore the failure of
this unfortunate listener to see, in it, the explanaticn of the mys—
terious Divme Love (Bhakti), contained in the Commandment of
the Brhaa’ﬁrazzyakaupanigaa' (Maitreyi Brﬁhmana, 44) to the effect
that the Lord is to be lovingly, intensely meditated up(n

First Centum—Fourth Decad (1-4)
Am ciraiya mata naray! aliyattay! niyuin nir_t
Am ciraiya cévalumiy 515. enru egakku aruli,
Vem ciraip pul uyarttﬁrkku en vitﬁ-tﬁtayc cenrakkal,
Van ciraiyil avan vaikkil, vaippuntal en ceyumé?
(1-4-1)

Translation
Ye young, sympathetic Stork. With pretty plumes, taking pity
on poor me, go with your male partner and deliver my message to
the Lord on whose banner Is (Garuda) that bird with formidable
plumes; If perchance He puts you in prison tough, what does it
matter if you were to suffer on my behalf?
Notes
(i) The white Wading birds, stork. crane and heron employed
by the Alvér as emiSSaries to God, signify the precep—
tors, absolutely pure, in and out, standing four-square
against the temptations of w0rldly life, just like these
birds with tremendous staymg powers, taking up ﬁrm
positions in the watersheds, coolly resisting the onslaught of the waves.‘l

(ii) It may be noted that the help of the male stork is solicited
through the female, following the imperative need for
seeking the LOrd through the good oﬁices of the Divine
Mother, the grand Intercessor betWeen God and man.
(iii) Putting the birds in prison should not be taken literally
and, in fact, it is most unlikely that the Lord would ever

' Aphorism
T—2

154,

Aclrya hrdayam.
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do so. It would indeed be worse than putting them in
the toughest prison if He just remained cold and indiﬂl
erent and would not even look at them, an experience
comparable with that of the Princes not getting fed
when hunger pinches them

En ceyya tamaraikkan-peruménarkkuen tﬁtéy
En ceyyum tn'aittakkal? inak kuyilkall nir aliré?
Mun ceyta mulnvinaiyal tiruvatilddlk kurréval
Mun ceyya muyalz‘ttén akalvatuvo? vitiyinamé.

(1—4—2)

Preamble
The love-intoxicated Alvar beckoned the stOrk pair, in the
preceding stanza, to carry a message to the Lord but the contents
of the message are now revealed by him to a band of Koels. This
kind of confusion only reveals the intensity of the Alvér's God-love,
the ecstatic imbalance of mind.
Translation

0h, ye happy band of Koels, what wrll unto ye happen If
you conveyed my message to my lotus-eyed Lord? Well, aren’t
you the familiar lot? should it be decreed That I, who, from His
service, did all these days abstain because of my past sins, be still'
kept away from His feet?
Notes
(i) There are many pomts of comparison between the Kaela
and the Acatyas (preceptors).‘ll
(ii) Here is an interestinganecdote to drive home the point that
our accumulated sins cannot be washed off by our own
efforts and that it is only the Lord’s spontaneous grace
that can cut the gordian knot and absolve us. Kolari
Alvin and Terkalvan, two residents of the famous
pilgrim centre, Tiruldtottiyﬁr, in the South, met on an
auspicious day, at a bathing ghat. The fOrmer demand—
ed of the latter to wash off his sins by taking a dip in the
’Sceaphorism 153 of Achy: Hrdayam, wherein other birds
parrots, peacocks have also Men brought in.

audios
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sacred tank. Sharp came the rejoinder from the latter:
“ Think not, friend, that mv sins will be washed merely
by dipping in these waters once or twice. Unless the
grace of Lord Saumya Nirayana (the presiding Deity
of the place) descends on me and the discus in His
hand destroys all my sins, all my personal exertions
will be of no avail.” Sri Parﬁsara Bhattar, who happened to overhear the conversation was thence forward
well impressed with Terkahﬁn about whom he had no
high opinion before, on a mere superﬁcial estimate.
Vitiyinal petal manakkum men-nataiya annankél!

Matiyinal Kural manay ulaku iranta kalvarkku,
Matiyilén val-vinaiyé malaria? enru crutti
Mati ellam ul kalaﬁki, mayankumal egniré.

(1—4—3)

Translation
You lucky pair of swans, with gentle gait, go and tell Him
who, as the midget (Vamana), covertly got a donation of the worlds,
that here lies one, whose sins are inexhaustible, in a terrible state
of mental imbalance.
Notes
(i) Lucky pair of swans or lucky A'lvdr?

It is not so much the felicity of the swans that they remain
duly mated, enjoying conjugal bliss, as the luck of the
Alvar himself. But for their lucky state of existence
they would not have been available now for employment by the Alvir. Although Sri Rama was bemoaning
his separation from Sité, he felt greatly relieved after
he got Sugriva restored to his wife and Kingdom. Even
so, the Alvin deems himself lucky to see the swans in a
happy state.
(ii) The swans are briefed by the Alvar to tell the Lord that
the sins of the Alvir are inexhaustible and that His
redemptive grace alone can deliver the goods, in case
the Lord insisted that the Alvér should ﬁrst liquidate
his sins and then only join Him.
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(iii) Third line: ‘ here lies one ‘: It is hardly necessary to disclose
the name of this one by way of identiﬁcation for the
Lard jolly Well knew His victim as none other than poor
Parinkusa Niyaki, reduced to this critical state by their
erstwhile union——
En nirmai kantu irar'iki, itu takatu egnata
E9 nila mukil vannarku en colli yan collukéno?
Nan-hirinai ini avarkan tarikitu enru oru vayccol
Nan-nila makanrilkftl! nalkutiro? nalkiro?

(1—4-4)

Preamble
Seeing that Parénkusa Nayald was commissioning several
birds, a few blue-tinted April (Cakravaka) birds approached her.
as if to enquire whether they could also be of service to her. But
the dejected lever that she was, she was struck down by the futility
of sending a message to the Lord who remained aloof despite an
intimate knowledge Of her plight, her inordinate love for Him,
during their erstwhile union and failed to see the injustice of the
present separation. And yet, she asked the blue birds to apprise
her blue-hued Lord of her precaricus condition, with little or no
chance of suwival.
Translation
Ye Agril birds of Sapphire hue!
Tell Him I am about to die, will you?
What have I to tell my cloud-hued Lord,
Who relents not, having seen how I fared
(During our union), and sees not, on his part
‘
Tis most unjust, from me to depart?
Note
When Sri Parﬁsara Bhattar was discoursing on this song, a
Tamil Scholar contended that the expression, “having seen
my plight”, in the ﬁrst line (original text) should
be ‘ having heard of my plight ’. His doubt was how, when
they had already been locked in the joy of union, could
God, one of the pair, see the signs of pain of the other,
after separation. To this, Bhattar replied: “Don’t you
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know what the Tamil Savant Tiruvalluvar has said?
The lady-love lay in tight embrace with her lover but,
now and then, they got a little unlocked while turning
on their sides; this slight distance between them Was
enough to make her lose the colour on her skin, adecolouration resulting from the gloom of separation! Again,
in the poems of ‘Kuyuntokai’ it has been said, whereever, wherever the lover touched, there, there, a ﬂush
of colour arose; wherever, wherever the touch had
ceased, there. there, the colour sank. The scholar could
at once realise that the message in question only reminds
the Lord of what He had Himself noticed during His
erstwhile union with Parinkusa Niyaki.
Nalkit tan kittu alikkum polil élum; vigaiyégké
Nalkat tan ﬁkéto? Narananaik kantakkél,
Malku nirp punal-patappai irai tér van ci1_'u kuruke!
(I—4—5)
Malku nirk kannérku or vacakam kontu aruléyé.
Preamble

Parénkusa Néyaki begs of a heron to convey the followmg
message to her beloved Lord:

“It matters not if I rot here, away from Him. But He is
Nirayana who, by the very implication of that name, resides in
all beings and sustains them all, unsought and unsolicited, with no
exception whatsoever. Even the solitary exclusion of myself from
the scope of His benevolent protection will jeopardise His position
of eminence, His very name. It behoves Him, therefore, to avert
this calamity. "
Translation
Ye little lovely heron, seeking food in water-logged ﬂOWer
gardens,
When you behold Nﬁranan, the sole sustainer of the worlds
seven,
Will you deign to tell Him that here is one,
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With tearful eyes, a smner He can’t throw down,
And bring back any reply Hc chooses to send on?
Notes
(i) Line 4: With tearful eyes: Tears welllng up and ﬁlling
the eyes of the Alvin would, as it were, serve as an
identiﬁcation mark for him, whether in a state of separation from or union with the Lord. In the former
case it would be tears of grief and in the latter, tears
of Joy.
(ii) When a doubt was expressed as to how the Saints, soaked
in God-love, could address the senseless birds to carry
messages to God, the illustrious Nampillai replied:
In affairs of love to God, even storks and stones can
serve as messengers, albeit the party at the other end
is as exalted as Sita, the crown jewel of Janaka’s clan.
On one occasion, Parasara Bhattar was informed of
the death of a low-caste devotee in such ordinary
language as “he has breathed his last.” Bhattar at
once admonished his informant and said that the news
should have been worded as: “ He bade farewell here
to go and join the ranks of the celestials in Heaven. ”
He added that caste is of no account, when good men
go to God and so also, when messengers are for God,
they may be even stones and plants, not to talk of the
animate birds.
(iii) Line 4: ‘a sinner He cannot throw down’: “ Having
roused my appetite for Him, where there was none
before, could He now_give me up on account of my
past sins? Could He who, as Narayana, extends protection to One and all (universal), give up His chosen
ones like me? Have I sinned to the extent of making
even the Oceanic water go dry as it is being pumped out?

Arulita nit aruli, avar avi tuvarémun,
Arul-alip putkatavir avar viti omnz‘d egru
Arul-ali ammanaik kantakkal, itu colliArul; Ali vari vantél yimum en pilaittémé?

(1—4-6)
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Translation
You bee, with lovely hoops! if you meet my gracious Lord,
Pray tell Him, although He didn’t relent thus far, He should
His grace on me shed, ere life from me departs,
And just pass some day through this street,
Mounting the gracious bird (Garuda); I shall then steal
A glance at Him. Oh! what is my fault
(That He against me His heart should steel)?
Note
In the preceding stanza, the Lord was advised against imperilling His position as Narayzna. On second thoughts, the
Alvar now apprehends the frightful possibility of the Lord
staying away from him, choosing the lesser of the two evils,
the greater one being contamination by the Alvin Here
then is a compromise formula—the Lord, being an ocean
of grace, will certainly shed His grace on the Alvar also, the
sooner the better, that is, ere his life ebbs out; even the
simple gesture of His passing through the street where the
Alvin lives, not often, but just one day, will do. The gracious
Garuda could certainly oblige the Alvin and bring the
L0rd over here on his shoulders. This Was precisely the
meSSage conveyed by Site}. to Sri Rﬁma through Hanumz‘m.
Here is also a painful contrast, Parankusa Nayaki, separated
from her beloved Lord, undergoing all the pangs of mental
torture experienced by Sri Rama after the abduction of
Sita. The Mvir now ruminates and keeps guessing whether
his languishing like this without enduring, his lot patiently,
would be adjudged as his fault. But then, he would also
recollect that §ri Rama fared no better when apart from
Sita.

Enpu ilai keppatu polap pani vatai irkinratu;
En pilaiyé ninaintaruli arulita Tirumalirklcu
En pilaittal tiruvatiyin takavinukku enru oru vayccol
En pilaikkurn? ilar'i kiliyé! yin valartta ni alaiye.
(1—4-7)
Translation

Here am I, tormented by the spine-chilling blast,
Ye young parrot, ain’t you the one I reared, -
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What‘ll go wrong with you, if you went and enquired
Of ‘ Tirumil ‘, who looks solely on my faults
And sheds not His grace on me, what is precisely
Mv fault that admits not His clemency?
Note
This is the key stanza of this decad. The messages sent
in this decad, keep in the forefront the Lord’s noble
trait of forgiveness (aparédha sahatvam). If the Lord
is not prepared to concede even the simple request (as
in the preceding stanza) of some day passing through
the street where the Alvar lives, alienated by his shortcomings, the question is now asked,what has happened
to His accredited trait of forgiveness, His boundless
grace, avidly gorging all our sins. In the inimitable
language of ‘Itu’ the Alvér queries, “ My Lord,
have I obstructed the inﬂux of your SWeet grace,
through over-indulgence in genuﬂections and circumambu—
Iah'Anc?

"

Ni alaiyé? cigu puvay! netumélérkku en tﬁtéy
Noy enatu nuval enna. nuvalété iruntolintéy;
Céyalotu mani mémai talarntén nan; ini unatu

Vay-alakil in-aticil vaiDDirai

nitivé.

(1—4—8)

Translation
Young Pﬁvay, you didn‘t respond to my appeal
That you should unto Netumz'tl (my Lord) go and revea
My pangs of separation, but quietly lingered on;
And now that I am sinking, my hue and grace gone,
You shall depart hence and seek those who, thy bill,
With tinv bits of delicious food can ﬁll.

Note
(i)

‘

Pﬁvai ’ is a nice-looking,tiny bird.

(ii) Here is a thrilling anecdote. With declining health, Peri:
Tirumalai Nampi, one of the ﬁve Preceptors of Sr
Ramanuja, became too feeble to offer the diurnal wor-
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Ship to the household Deity-Lard Krsna, given the pet
name of ‘The little one dancing for butter ‘. And so, one
day, drawing aside the drapery that hung before the
Deity, he prostrated and recited the last two lines of
this particular song (as in the Original text), the gist of
which has been given above, in the last three lines.

Natata malar nati, néltérum Naranag-tan
Vitata malar-atikkil vaikkave vakukkingu;
Vitati viniruttal vinaianatu en ceyvaté?
Utatu pani vitay! uraittu iray enatu utale.

.

(I—4—9)

Translation
You biting blast, ever on the move, enquire of Nérauan, my

L0rd,

Why (my limbs) for diurnal service at His ﬂoral feet ordained,
Are this felicity denied and in melancholy steeped;
If from Him, no favourable reply you obtain,
Better (come and) split my body into twain.
Notes
(i) The chill blast, inﬁictin g severe pain on Parﬁﬁkusa Néyaki,
like unto the king’s executioners torturing the subjects
found guilty of high treason, is addressed by her as
follows:

“ You see me deep down in dejection, due to long
separation from my Lord and it is my grievous
misfortune that, in such a state, I abstain from
the stipulated daily service, such as gathering
choice ﬂowers and placing them reverently at
the ever-fresh lotus feet of the Lord, etc. You
had better go and ask Him how this has come to
pass. If, hOWever, He feels disinclined to take
service from me, I beg of you, taking your feet
in my hands, to ﬁnish me oﬂ‘ altogether and thus
put an end to this insipid and. futile existence”.
(ii) The wind is the chief sustainer of life and appropriately
symbolises the Acarya (Preceptor).
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Utal alip pirappu vitu uyir mutala murrumayk
Katal ali-nir torri, atanullé kanvalarum
Atal-éli ammﬁnaik kantakkél, itu colli,
Vital, ali mata neﬁcé! vinaiyom onrém alavé.

I

(1—4—10)

Translation
Oh, my ﬁckle mind, ‘ tis our birthright to serve the Lord,
Go to Himfholding the bright discus and reclining in the deep
sea,
The Architect of all created w0rlds, and let Him see
Our sad plight; leave Him not till unto Him we get restored.
Note
When the details of service unto the Lard were spelt out by the
Alvir in the preceding stanza, his mind, bent upon such
service, Was about to slip out of the body. It is held by
some that the Alvér requested his mind not to get parted
till stability with the LOId was attained. Being, however,
a decad where the Alvir sends errands, it would be more
appropriate to say that he sent his mind also on such an
errand, brieﬁng it not to leave the Lord till He eventually
deigns to get restored to the Alvin
Alavu iyanra El ulakattavar perurnan kannanai
Vala vayal c111 van kurukﬁrc catakopan vayntu uraitta
Alavu iyar_n_'a antéti ayirattul ip pattin
Vala uraiyal peralélcum van énku peru valamé.
(1-4—11)
Translation
Those that just recite these sweet songs ten
Out of the metriCally perfect thousand, lovingly composed by
Catakﬁpaa,
Chiefof rich and fertile Kurukﬁr, in adoration
0f Kannan, Lord of the denizens of the worlds seven,
Will attain the Supreme bliss of service in Heaven.
Notes
(i) In the preceding decad, expatiating on the Supreme
Lord’s easy accessibility, the Saint wanted to abide
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in the proximate Krsna avatéra but failure to achieve it
led him to send errands to the Lord in this decad.
Having seen the intensity of the love of Parénkusa
Nayald and her yearning f0r Divine presence, too deep
for words, as revealed in the preceding ten stanzas,
the Lord could not stay back any longer, except at the
risk of the Alvar being lost to this werld altogether.
The fact that the LOrd has been restOred to the Saint
can be inferred from the very ten0r of this stanza,
where the Lord is being extolled as the Chief of all the
worlds, thus presenting His Overlordship and easyaccessibility, side by side.
(ii) Even the mere recital of the text of these stanms, without
so much as delving into their spirit and meaning, will,
it is claimed, shoot one up, from the bottom-most
depths of worldly existence to the highest state of
Service unto the Lord in the High Heavens.

First Centum—Fifth Decad (1-5)
(Vala‘e! ulakig mutaliya)
Preamble

In each of the precedingfour decads, the Alvér has highlighted
a particular trait of the L0rd. These are exaltation (transcendent
glory), Wership-WOrthiness, easy-accessibility (saulabhya) and forgiveness, respectively. In this decad, the Saint brings into focus
the Lord’s condescension (sauéilya), mixing freely with the lowliest,
the crowning trait of the Lord, heading the list of sixteen traits
mentioned by Sri Valmiki, in his poser at the very beginning of
Ramayana”. Sri Rama’s rappOrt with Guha, the hunter, and intimate association with the monkeys, Vibhisana etc., illustrate this.
When, in response to the heart-rending, rather, heart-Warming
appeal of the Alvin, in the preceding decad, the Lord presented

‘ “ Konvasmin

simpratan'n loke, gunavin, Kasca viryavén etc., etc.
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Himself before the Alvér, in all His grandeur, betokening the enormity of His grace unto the Alvar, one should have expected the
latter to just jump in and get himself locked up in the Lord’s SWeet
embrace. But what did he do? The Alvar beheld, with bewildering
amazement, the Lord, in His full splendour, in dire contrast to his
own littleness, a very picture of oppressive contrast indeed, oppressive because he dared not deﬁle and desecratethe Great One, taking
undue advantage of His condescending love. And so, he attempted

to run away from the Lord, a very strange behaviour for which the
only passible explanation is that he just got drifted into such a
mental complex at the mere thought of the Lord’s transcendent
gIOry. Such alternating extremes of behaviour are, however,
noticeable in Saint Yimuga, Kﬁtattalvan and his illustrious son,
Sri Parésara Bhattar also. As a matter of fact, the draw-backs in
us serve as the foil against which the Lord's ‘ Sausilya ‘ (condescension) shines all the more.
-

Vala 61 ulakin mutalﬁya vigor-iraiyai aruvinuiyén
kalavél venney totu unta kalval enpag; pingaiyum
talavu él muruval-piggaikkuay val ag-ayar talaivaniiy
Ila-égu elurn taluviya entity! enpan ninaintu nainté. (I—S-l)
Translation
How dare I. a deep-rootedsinner, meditate
0n the Lord of all the worlds and Heaven and narrate
The mystery of His stealing butter and taming bulls,
As a cow-herd boy for the hand of Pinnai. the damsel
Of bewitching smile, and (pretend to) thaw down in ecstasy?
Non.
The Alvar, in his present mood of self-denouncing humility,
feels that he has deﬁled and desecrated the Supreme Lord by
word, when he recounted His mysterious deeds and
addressed Him as ‘ My Sire ’, by thought, when he meditated
on Him, and by deed, when he melted down, in ecstasy, as
it were, a mockery of devotion.

First Ccntum
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ninaintu naintu ul karaintu urhéifiraaiyor palar
'
punainta kanni nir cantam puwggiﬁlﬁlfdilhh
vittuéy,
mﬁmaiyamé
ninainta ellép porulkatkum
manam cey ﬂanattu un perumai maminito? mayoné. (1—5—2)
Translation
0h, wonderful Lord, You are the supreme architect
Of all things conceivable and yet immutable you are!
Will it not from your glory great detract
If (Brahma and other) Devas, Sages and others
(Your creatures all) meditate on you, thaw down and unto

You offer
Flowers, sandal paste, sacramental Water and incense burn?

Notes
(i) [n this stanza, the Alvin realises that he is unﬁt even to
say that he has deﬁled the Lord. What is his title,
either way, to dabble in God-head? It is something
like a person, who, by reason of his birth, is precluded
from learning the Vedas, saying that he has not learnt
the Ve'das. as if he has failed to learn a thing he is
entitled to learn. This feeling of the Alvin could be
inferred from his present observation that even the
worship offered through their triple faculties of word,
deed and thought, by the exalted Devas, like Brahma,
and Sages of the eminence of Sanaka, pales into
insigniﬁcance and would only detract from His great
glory, as the Supreme Architect of all. It is little

better than a team of ants worshipping the majestic

lion.

(ii) Once the seed is sown, what comes up is the tree; cotton
disappears, when turned into thread which again
disappears. when turned into a fabric. But it redounds
to the great glory of the Lord, one of His many
marvels, that He remains unchanged despite His being
the material cause of the entire universe. Well, What
glory is there in His being wombippcd by His OWn
creatures? It would make sense only if the Lord is
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worshipped by persons of comparable stature
alas! there is none falling in this category.

B

but

ma yonikalay natai karra vigor palarum munivarum
ni ybnikalaip patai enru, nirai nanmukanaip pataittavan ;
céyén ellé arivukkum; ticaikal ellam tiruvatiyél
(1—5—3)
téyon; ella ev uyirkkum tayon; tan or uruvané.
Translation
He who created the profound Ninmukag (Brahma) and bade
him create
The exalted Vinor (Devas), Sages and several others,
He who is beyond comprehension, whose lovely feet
Spam-ted the worlds, who unto all is like a Mother,
15 our unique Lord (as condescending as He is great).
Note
Finding the Alvar in a state of unparalleled humility, shrink—
in g back, the L0rd draws his attention to the other mellowing
aspect, namely, His loving condescension. Did He not
span the entire universe with utter impartiality and set His
tender feet over hill and dale, and one aid all, without dis—
tinction of high and low? Contemplating this episode, the
Alvar got into a mid-condition in which he would neither
apprOach the LOrd nor get away from Him but keep talking.
of the unique combination in the Lord, of exaltation and
condescension, which cannot be found in any one else.

tin or uruvé tagi vittuiy, tannin mﬁvar mutalaya
vénor palarum munivarum marrum mar-rum mun-um éy,
tin or perunir tannullé torri, atanul kanvalarum
vanor peruman; ma ma‘tyan vaikuntan ern perumane. (1—5—4)
Preamble
Finding the Alvin a little less scared of the Lord’s exaltation
than a little while ago, some persons asked him what exactly he was
intending to do, whether to get near the Lord or get away from
Him. This stanza provides the answer to this question, real or
supposed. The Alvir says:
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“ Even if I wish to keep aloof, my Lord would not give me up.
Look at His condescending love of amazing dimensions. The
great Creator of all the worlds and all classes of sentient and nonsentient beings, the Supreme Master of all, including the celestials
in the High Heaven, above wants of any kind, reclining on the
bosom of the vast expanse of Water in Yoga nidré, is now night
here to claim me as His inalienable property ’.
Translation
The Supreme Lord beside whom there was none,
Created the ﬁrst three (Brahma, Siva and Indra), this, that
and the other,
(Devas, Sages, men, birds, beasts and all) with no external
aid (i) whatever
And reposed (in Yoga nidra) on the vast expanse of water,
He had raised; the wondrous L0rd, Chief of celestials, Vaikuntan, is also my Master (ii).
Notes
(i) The Lord is at once the Material (Upadana) cause,
Operative (nimitta) cause and Instrumental or eﬁ‘icienr
(Sahakéri)cause of Creation.
(ii) This is the key word for this stanza. The Master has come
to reclaim His property (the Alvin) and He shall not be
a party to its slipping through the ﬁngers.

m'n éy nokki matavalai marpil kontay; matava!
kﬁné citaiya untai vil nirattil tegittay; kovinta!
a: coti manivanné! matucﬁté! ni aruliy un
v
téné malarun tiruppatam cérumazu vinaiyéne
r_1

(1—5—5)

Preamble
There are two Ways of looking at the background of this stanza.
The ﬁrst is: With the recession of his self-abnegating humility, the
Alvﬁr prays for the felicity of constant attendance on the Lord, in
close proximity. The other is: Intent upon stabilising the Alvar's
longing for Him so that there is no slipping back again, the Lord
intensiﬁes the longing by keeping away from him for a while.
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Unable to stand this separation, the Alvir cries out his heart,
invoking the Lord‘s grace f0r reunion.
Translation

0n

you: Winsome chest. you hold doc-eyed Mother, Oh,

Mitavé.

With perfect case, you remove the hunch (l) off adamsel, oh,

K6vinté,

Your sapphire hue radiates the entire heaven, oh,
Matucﬁtﬁ (ii)
Your grace (iii), this sinner invokes to reach your lotus feet,
shedding honey.
Notes

either the one stated
here, pertaining to Krsnivatéra or yet another pertain—
ing to Rémévatira. The former is: As Krsna was
Wending His way through the main road of Mathura
along with Balarama, Trvakra, the hump-backed young
woman with handsome features, was passing along with
a vessel containingsmet—smellirg sandal paste, specially
prepared by her for King Kamsa. Krsna accosted her
and demanded of her some of that excellent preparation.
Bntranced by Theirbewitchinglooks,she gave the Divine
Brothers the thick aromatic paste, with all her heart.
Greatly pleased with the service, Sri Krsna deftlv
transformed her at once into a straight-backeddamsel,
erect and elegant.

(i) The underlying episode could be

The episode in Ramayana relates to Sri Rama having
hit, out of a boyish prank, the hump on the back of
the hunch-backed Mantari, the maid-servant of
Queen Kaikeyi, with unerring aim and caused her
great pain. She then bore her suffering silently
but wreaked her vengeance on Rama, at the crucial
moment. by poisoning the mind of Kaikcyi. But
then, this mischief is attributed to Govinda, that is,
Krsna in this stanza, which is apparently a misﬁt.
There is, however, the following explanation for
this in Nampillai’s ‘Itu’: ‘ Govinda’ could also
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mean. “Protector of the Earth‘, in which case,the
address could ﬁt in with Ritma, as well. Alternately, Ktsna, with so many mischievcus pranks up
His sleeves, could easily be made the butt for each
and every frolic, whether perpetrated by Him or
not, even as the saying goes, “ All sins shall be
heaped on Amana's head". And now, who is
this poor Amana, earning such vicaricus notriety?
Amana or Santana is an ascetic of the jain religious
order. A complaint went to the King who was a
simpleton. The complaint arcse from the mud
wall of a Brahmin’s house giving way and killing
a thief who broke into it. When the thief’s
friends demanded of the Brahmin compensatiOr-i,
both parties appealed to the King fOr justice. The
King asked the Brahmin to pay compensation, as
the thief died because ofthe wet wall. The Brahmin, however, put the blame on the mascn who
built the Wall. The mascn appeared in court and
pleaded that it was all the mistake of the waterman who had poured too much water. The
waterman blamed the potter who had made the pot
big. The pctter excused himself by putting the
blame on a dancing girl, who passed alcng and
diverted his attenticn while making the pot. The
dancing girl, in turn, blamed the washerman, who
failed to bring her clothes in time, and necessitated
her visit to his house. The dhoby too trotted out
an excuse that the stcne on which he washed
the clothes was occupied by a Samana who wouldn’t
budge from it for quite a long time. and so the
return of clothes to the customers Was got delayed.
And now, the Santana kept quiet, on account of
his vow of silence and the stupid King construed
this silence as admission of guilt and ordered the
Sarnana to be hanged. Our pity rather goes to
Krsna at whose door every fault is laid, in this
fashion.
(ii)

‘

Matucﬁta ’, the Sanskrit ward being ‘ Madhusﬁda ’
means: Slayer of the demon called Madhu.
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(iii) The grace which could condone the sin of the Alvar,
attempting to run away from the L0rd like unto the
ruthless rejection of the food served at the dining table.
vinaiyén vinai tir maruntu anay! vinnor talaivi! kécavi!
manai cér ayar-kula mutalél ma méyanél matava!
cinai éy talaiya marémarankal élum eytay! ciritara!
(1—5—6)
inaiyiy! inaiya peyarinay! enru naivan atiyéné.
Translation
reigning supreme in the high Heavens
Thou art the antidote for this sinner’s (dire) sins.
Oh, Mitavé, of mysterious deeds! Chief of cowherds,
The seven trees with branches many! oh, Ciritara,
Thine arrow pierced.
Dissolve do I, recounting such other deeds of yours
And the relative names You are pleased to bear.

0h, Kécava,

Note
This is a song sung in the same mood as the immediately
preceding song.
atiyen ciriya ﬂanattan; arital irkkum ariyinai,
kati cér tan am ruliyk kanni punaintan-tannai, kannanai,
ceti ﬁr ékkai atiyiraic cértal tirkkum tirumilai,
atiyen kanpan alanuvan; itanin mikku or ayarvu unté?

(1-5-7)

Translation
This humble self of meagre intellect pines to meet
Kantian, sp0rting tulaci garland, cool and lovely, of fragrance
sweet,
Beyond the Comprehension of one and all (however great),
‘ Timmal ’,
who, unto thOse that seek Him, does cut out
Their bondage dense; is there anything more indiscreet?
Note
The preceding song ended on a despondent note, showing the
Alvér sinking down, due to the poignance of separation from
the Lord. The merciful L0rd would not run the risk of
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testing him anymOre, and Was about to obl1ge 111m with His
presence. Sensing this, however, the Alvin was once more
Weighed downby inferiority complex, egging him on to retreat
again. The Alvar has all along vociferously condemned
those who are content with mere self-enjoyment (Kaivalya)
after perennial disembodiment, that is, liberation from the
cycle of birth and death, which is far inferior to the bliss of
constant service unto the Lord in Heaven. In the present
context, however, the Alvér is inclined to hold that even
this would be wholesome, as compared to a state of embodiment such as his, with its potentialitv for such blasphemous
conduct as pining for the Lord’s presence and mixing with
Him, thereby deﬁling His sacred person. This is indeed the
limit for the Alvér’s humility (naicya).

untiy ulaku él munnamég umilntu miyaiyél pukku,
untiy venney ciru manicar uvalai akkai nilai eyti;
man tin cOmtatu untélum, manicarkku ikum pir cigitum

antavannam, man karaiya, ney-ﬁn marunto? méybné

(1—5—8)

hanslntion
Wondrous Lord, Once you ate up all the worlds seven
And then spat them out, You then came at your volition
Into this world, assuming the frail form of a human
And ate all the butter (in Gokul) leaving no remnant;
Could it be that you thus sought to dissolve the remnants
'gestion.
0f mud still sticking inside and keep 0
' ' i7
The fell sickness that befalls humans?
‘

‘

Note
lectual stalwarts, our great Pﬁr
hardly repay. Look at how they .;
_'
ed the genesis of this song, fromt
The Lord was bent upon having
--1
and hit upon a plan which would wor
the Alvar, shaking off his inferiority compl.ex There
ensued a dialogue wherein the Lord wanted to elicit from the
Alvin the purpose of His having come down to Gokul,

"

=
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-
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as a cowherd and gobbled up all the available butter.
When the Alvar pleaded ignorance, the Lord Himself gave
out that it was just an antidote against the ill-eﬁ‘eets of the
mud, if any, still sticking inside His stomach, which had once
kept all the seven worlds within and thrown them out after
some time. The Alvar could hardly swallow such a fan—
tastic explanation, ﬁrstly, because of the heavy time-lag
between the two events and secondly, because there was
no reason why He should have appropriated to Himself all
the butter produced in that pastoral village, if it Was to be a
mere medicine. The Alvar opined that the Lord ate up avidly
all that butter because it was produced by the loving hands
of His devotees, a produce which He coveted very much
and would not mind taking even stealthily, when not given
for the asking. Precisely here, the Alvar fell into the Lord’s
trap. The Lord was quick to point out that the Alvin was
dear to Him for the same reason and, by trying to keep aloof
from Him, he would only join the rank and ﬁle of those who
tried to keep the butter from Him.
mayom; tiya alavalaip peru ma vaﬁcap péy viyat
tﬁya kulaviyay vitap pal amuta amutu ceytitta
mayan, vénor tanit talaivan, malaral maintan, ev uyirkkum
tz‘tyon, tamman. en amman, amma mirttiyaic carnté. (1—5—9)

'Ihnslation
The unique Lord of celestials, Malardl‘s (the lotus-born Laksmi’s) Consort,
A veritable Mother (unto all) who His own Sovereign is.
As well as mine, the typical (but wondrous) babe that killed

outright
The highly treacherous and loquacious demoness
Whose poisonous milk He sucked as if it were nectar (amtt)
Closeuntothe exalted one am I: may we never again be apart.
Note
Here is the continuatiou of the dialogue referred to in the
preceding stanza. The Alvar observed that unlike the palatable butter, mixing with him, a terrible sinner, will be bitter
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like poison. But the Lord had a ready reply for this also.
He pointed out that even the milk of the poisonousbreast of
Pﬁtana, the evil—minded imposter of a mother, was sucked
by Him, with great relish, as if it were nectar. So saying,
He pounced upon the Alvar and got hold of him. The
Alvin also responded by avowing that he will never again
part from Him. The line in this song narrating that the
Lord, typical of a tender babe, relished the poisonous milk
tendered by Pﬁtalla like nectar, follows the text of ‘ Harivam-

sam ’.'

eirnta iru val-vinaikalumcarittu, mayap parru aruttu,
timtu, tanpil manam vaikkat tirutti, vitu tiruttuvan:
érnta ﬁinac cutar aki, akalam kil mel alavu irantu,
nérnta uruviy, aruvikum ivanin uyirﬁm netumalé. (1-5—10)
Translation
Of resplendent knowledge, full and ﬂooding,
All things, with or without form, He is pervading
Up and down and all around; Netumal (of love supreme)
Rid me of my age-long sins of commission and omission and in

Him
Rooted my mind ﬁrmly, freed from ignorance and attachments
And is now intent upon giving heaven a face-lift(to put me in).

Note
Immensely pleased with the assurance given by the Alvar in
the previous song not to get parted from Him any more, the
Lord now contemplates putting the Alvar in Heaven, so as to
eliminate the possible risk of further separation from Him.
And for this purpose, the Lord, in His unbounded love for
the Alvin, wants to ren0vate even that Eternal Land, ever
fresh and pure, which hardly needs touching up or a facelift, as such! Indeed, The Alvar feels enthralled by the
Lord’s extraordinary love for him (as the word ‘Netumal ’

in the text connotes).

" Sthanyam tat visa smiérarh rasyamésith jagad

Guro

’.
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male! mayap perumané! ma mayavané! enru enru,
male éri ma] arulal mannu kurukﬁrc cataképan
pal éy tamilar ieaikarar pattar paravum ayirattin
(1—5—11)
pale patta ivai pattum vallarkku illai parivaté.
Translation
Those conversant With these songs ten,
Out of the mousand sung by Kurukﬁr Cataképan,
Firm recipient of the Lord’s grace, in ecstatic adoration
Of His wondrous deeds and glorious traits, evoking the
admiration
Alike of the ‘ Sweet—as-milk ' Tamil-Scholars, devotees and
musicians,
Shall for ever be free from aﬂiiction.
Notes
(i) The accent here is on the redemptive grace of the Lord,
Who, by His condescending love, reclaimed the Alvin,
thwarting his attempt to run away from Him in
a frightfully unsettled state of mind.
(ii) These songs are of matchless grandeur and inestimable
value for those who want to revel in singing sweet
songs of a high order. And again, for those who want
to delve into their meanings and eke out their time
usefully, these songs afford unlimited scope.

First Centaur—Sixth Decad (L6)
(Parivatu il icagai)
Preamble
Following the pattern, hitherto noticed, of bringing to the
fore a particular auspicious trait ofthe Lord in each decad (Tiruvéymcli), ‘ Swaradatva ’ (i.e.) easy worshippabilityof the Lord is emphasised in this decad. Unlike the minor deities whom it is very
hard to propitiate, what with the sacriﬁce of goats and hens and
other such harsh demands on their votaries, the LOrd is pleaSed
with whatever is offered to Him lovingly, with pious will. Being
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above wants of any kind, it is unthinkable that He would want from
us any offering at all. God sets greater value upon the devotion of
the heart than the material value of outward offerings. He hates
hypocrisy and estimates the sincerity of the soul. In His song
Celestial, He has aﬂirmed: ‘ Whoever oﬂ‘ers Me in faith and love, a
leaf (as Draupati did), a ﬂower (as Gajendradid), a fruit (as Sabhari
did), water poured forth (as Ambatisa did), that offering I accept,
lovingly made with pious will. Things, easy of procurement for
all, including the poorest of the poor, offered, not for expiation of
sins or securing other ends but considering giving to Me as an end
in itself and out of sheer inability to exist without making a lovegift to Me are indeed acceptable. In the absence of the devotee’s
inability to offer anything for eating, I consume even the leaves and
ﬂowers oﬂ‘ered. Vidura gave me plantain skins and Kuchela
gave me but poor beaten rice and yet, I devoured them all with
great avidity, like a famished fellow ”.
The outward offerings may be [riﬂes but, in God’s eye, they
carry much weight, when oﬂ‘ered in humility and devotion. Once
some Princes had a desire to offer campaka ﬂOWer to Lord Jagannatha at Pﬁri, knowing that it is His favourite ﬂower. On going
to the ﬂower market, they found that all but a single ﬂower had
already been sold out. Each one of the Princes was keen on~buying
it and oﬂ‘ered competitive price. One of them staked his entire
fortune, bought the ﬂower and offered it to the L0rd. That night,
God appeared in the Prince’s dream and said, “ The debt of thy
ﬂower is very heavy. I cannot hear its weight”, thus showing
His gracious acceptance of the sincerely made offering. As already
stated, the Lord is above wants of any kind, and yet He greedily
grabs at the selﬂess service rendered unto Him by the devotees
disinterestedly,as an end in itself. In this decad, the Alvin enjoys
and extols this great trait of the Lord.

parivatu i1 icanaip pati virivatu méval uruvir!
pirivakai inri nal nir tﬁy, purivatuvuinpukai pﬁvé.

(I—6—l)

Translation
Ye zealous seekers of salvation, rise to your full stature,
Singing the praise of our grieﬂess God;
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Serve Him wrth water pure, seeking no personal good,
Burn incense befOre Him and ﬂowers do offer.
Notes
(i) This song 15 addressed to the seekers of salvation who
should naturally rise to their full stature through
complete expansion, rather, realisation of their true
'
or essential nature.
(ii) Being the repositOry of innumerable auspicious traits,
a veritable fountain of inexhaustible bliss, the LOrd
is naturally free from grief of any kind, on His own.
But then, He grieves Over the woes of His countless
subjects and this trait of commisseration with the
miseries of others, with a complete sense of identity
and deep compassion for them, is indeed praiseworthy.
Actually, this heads the list of many good qualities
noticed in Sri Rima by the Citizens of Ayodhyé and
enumerated by them in King Dasaratha’s court. Even
so, the question is asked, why the Almighty Lordyvho
can jolly well quell all our miseries in no time, should
grieve f0r us, as we weaklings do, merely expressing
our grief over the miseries of others, being incapable
of giving them any kind of relief. This erroneous
impression can be set at naught if we take into
account our own every day experience, the parents
feeling distressed over the suﬂ‘erings of the young ones,
notwithstanding the active steps taken by the former
promptly to administerthe requisite relief to the latter.
Draupati, in dire distress, was no doubt prevented
from getting disrobed due to the plentiful supply of
clothes arranged for by Lord K1333. and yet, He cried
out His heart, lamenting that He remained a debtor
unto Draupati, having failed to be present at the scene
of the dastardly occurence and worse still, having
failed to avert the incident altogether. When Gajendra,
the elephant raised a piteous alarm for succour at the
end of a titanic struggle with its mighty opponent,
the Crocodile, the Lord went post-haste to the scene
of distress and retrieved the elephant. All the same,
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the Lord very much repented that He had not rushed
to chendré’s aid much earlier.
(iii) Serving the Lord who is but our Father, should by-nomeans be difﬁcult, seeing that the son need have no
qualms nor be fastidious arid fretsome, in regard to
the food served to his own father, by virtue of the
natural bonds of Kinship and mutual concern.
Disccursing cn this scng, Sri Paras’ara Bhattai
pointed out that the text of the song bears cut that
no ﬂower is taboo, and in the name of burning
incense, as part of worship, even waste wooden chips
from the carpenter’s chisel could be burnt and smoke
raised therefrom. There is no speciﬁcation, as such,
regarding the ﬂower to be oﬁered and the incense to
be burnt. When his stalwart disciple, Naﬁciyar,
observed that there is a sistraic injunction against the
‘
use of the ﬂower, known in Samskrit as Kar dakarika'.
for the Lord’s worship, Bhattérya elucidated that the
injunction in question is solely weighted in favour of
the worshipper, to eliminate the risk involved in
plucking this ﬂower from its thorny plant.

matuvar tan am tﬁléyén mutu véta mutalavanukku,
(1—6—2)
etu étu en pani ennétu, atuvé él-ceyyum ité.
Translation
‘

What service is there, and that too, for poor me,
Appr0priate to the Primate, the colossal L0rd. by Vedas
revealed,

Wearer of nice, cool, ‘ tulaci ’ garland, shedding honey? "
If one doesn’t think so (and shrink), by him is the Lord well
served indeed.
Notes
(i) Having ruled out, in the preceding song, the restriction
regardingthe thing to be oﬁ‘ered to the Lard, the Alt/air
now stresses the fact that there is also no restriction
regarding the persons eligible to serve Him. If one
does not shrink back from the Lord’s service, in
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bewildering amazement that there is hardly any service
that can be rendered, appropriate to the colossal
stature of the Lord and, that too, by one with serious
limitations, it is as good as having served the Lord. In
other words, there is hardly any scope for such a,
feeling of aloofness.
(ii) Even a faded garland coming in contact with the Lord’s
person will become fresh again and Shed copious
quantities of honey. That being so, the devotee need
not have any qualms in regard to the offerings to be
made.

(in) As Badarayana (Sage Vyﬁsa) has pointed out in his
‘
Brahma Sﬁtra,’ *the Lord can be known only through
the authority of the Vedas, as distinguished from
Ocular and inferential knowledge. The Supreme
Lord is revealed by the Vedas, as the ﬁrst and
foremost.

itum etuppum il ican matu vitatu en manage;
pﬁtum en mi avan pital; atum en aﬁkam ananké.

(1—6—3)

Translation
My mind can never be away from Ican (Lord Supreme),
Who makes no distinction ‘ tween high and low;
My tongue His glory sings at all times
While my body danceth in ecstatic glow.
Notes
(i) The Lord does not extend special favours by reason of
one’s high parentage, calibre and conduct, nor does
He give up those of low descent, meagre intellect and
poor conduct. He is absolutely impartial. TPrahlida
and Vibhisana of Asura and Rﬁksasa clan, respectively,
were among His beneﬁciaries. If the other Asuras
and Riksasas came to grief the fault was not with

’ ‘ Sam Yﬁnitvit
T

’.

“ DevinamDinaviniﬁea Siminyam adhidhaiva

".
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the Lord. It is like a few persons falling, now and
then, into the tank dug up for the common good of all
and killing themselves.

(ii) It is noteworthy that the Alvar stands rivetted to the Lord
by word, deed and thought.

ananku ena atum en ar'tkam vananki valipatum; ican
(1—6—4)
pinanki amarar pitarrum kunaﬁkelu kolkaiyinﬁné.
Translation

Ican (the Lord) I venerate, dancing in gay abandon,
Is the natural repository of many an auspicious trait.
Leaving the celestials in the high Heaven,
Entranced and engaged in endless debate.
Note
As the Lord said in Bhagavad—Gita, His lover’s thoughts are
rivetted to Him, their lives are nestled in Him and their
conversation is solely about Him, full of mutual enlightenment and entertainment. The debate, referred to, in this
Song, could arise from the adoration of the Lord by the
Celestials, from different angles, one group talking about
the Lord’s transcendent glory and the other about His easy
accessibility and loving condescensicn. The Alva'tr marvels
at that even his faculties vie with the experience of that
exalted band in heaven.

kolkai kolimai ilétén elkal irakam ﬂitan:
vilkai villamai virumpi ui kalantarkku or amuté.

(1—6-5)

Translation
Not given to likes and dislikes, acceptance or rejection,
0f (service from) devotees, looking to their attainments alone,
A nectar of incomparableexcellence, the Lord is
Unto those that with Him do mingle, giving up all else.
Note
song, the Alvin presented to us the Lord as
One, who would welcome to His benevolent fold every one,

la the preceding
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without distmcticn of high and low, seeking His protection.
And now, we are told that the Lord is free from likes and
dislikes and is, therefore, not prone to extend preferential
treatment to some and be indifferent to others on the basis
of their individual attainments, while enlisting them in His
service. All that He looks for is whether these devotees are
steadfast in their devotion, true to their essential nature
of being the objects of His sole enjoyment (ananya bhég—
yatva) or merely seek from Him the fulﬁlment of their own
personal desires, the odds and ends. While the latter class
seeking the lesser fruits get what they want and also get
parted from the Lord in the bargain, to the former class who
stand rivettedto, and nestled, in Him, He is a veritablenectar
of incomparable excellence, ever fresh and insatiable.
amutam amararkatku inta nimir cutar-éli netumal

amutilum arra iniyag: nimir tirai nil katalané.

(I—6—6)

Translation

Of limitless glory, Netumél, holding the discus
Of mounting radiance and reclining on the spacious
Milk-Ocean of surging waves, is more appetisingindeed
Than the ambrosia which unto Amarars (Devas) He once
delivered.
Note
The Alvar has nothing but contemptuous pity for the Devas
who sought the ‘ amrt’ obtained by churning the MilkOcean, instead of the far more delicious Lord holding
the eﬁ‘ulgent discus, enchanting beyond words. Although
the Alvar’s contempt f0r the Devas is not explicit from
the text of the song, the episode of delivering the “ amrt ” to
the Devas, referred to, in the ﬁrst line of the song, pales
into insigniﬁcame before the Lord’s own nectarean presence
and exquisite charm enjoyed by the Mvar in the second line
of the song and thus indirectly exhibits the Devas at a disadvantage. The Alvir has given yet another name to the
Lord, namely, ‘ One who is more appetising than ambrasia ’Nampi Tiruvalutinatu Tacar remarked that the Devas
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were no bette: than the bovire species, not looking up and
beholding the exquisite charm of the Lord churning and
mOVing around with His thousand sinewy shoulders and
the beautiful garlands adorning them. Instead, they were
gazing at the ocean, with their heads bent down, content
with a mere extract from the salt-water, what a pity !
nil katal cﬁl ilankaik k6r_t tolkal talai tuniceytan
talkal talaiyil vananki, nélkal talaikkaliminné.

(1—6—7)

Translation

If you bow unto Him Who Smote
The heads and shoulders of the King
Of Lenka, with the long sea as its moat,
The ocean oftime,ithelps crossing.
kalimin tonﬁrkal! kalittut tolumin avanai; tolutél,
vali ninra valvinai mélvittu alivinrl ﬁkkam tarumé.

(1—6—8)-

Translation
Ye, servants of God, sever your contacts
With all things ungodly and serve the Lord;
Your age-long, sturdy sins, the Lord will cut out
And grant you eternal bliss and beatitude.

tamma arum payan iya tirumakalar tanik kélvan
perumai utaiya pirégir irumai vinai kativﬁré.

0-6—9)-

Translation
The bliss very dear, Ti:umakal’s unique Spouse confers,
The Benefactor great (in her glorious company) full of grace,
The fruits of actions, good and bad, He severs,
(The impediments to the free ﬂow of His grace).
Notes
(i) Tirumakal, (Goddess Mahﬁlaksmi) is the very embodiment
of grace.‘ Her perpetual presence by the side of the
" ‘Ialqmyﬁ saha Hﬁikeio Devya Kﬂrunya rilpaya' (Sri

Plﬁmﬂm)
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Lord is intended to prepare the ground for the
supplication by the individual souls, at all times,
without any restriction whatsoever. AlthOUgh the Lord
is the ultimate giver and deliverer, yet He invariably
acts only when Mahalaksmi plays the recommendatory
role, mediating and pleading for erring souls.

attainment of ﬁnal bliss, both merit (Punya) and
demerit(Papa or Sins) are impediments. As Sri Veda'tnta
Desika has put it, in his ‘Varadaraja Pancasat ’, the
fonner is a golden fetter while the latter is an irOn
fetter. A golden fetter is still a fetter and thus both
‘Punya‘ and ‘ Papa ’ impede one’s advancement to the
ﬁnal goal. Hence the need to cut out both, an act of
grace galore, on the part of Laksmi—Kanta (the gracious
Consort of Goddess Mahalaksmi).

(ii) For the

kativar tiya vinaikal notiyarum alavaikkan;
kotiya atu pul uyartta vativu ar matavanaré.

(1—6—10)

Translation
Matavag, of exquisite Form,
011 whose banner is Garuda the bird.
Destroyer of enemies, will, in no time,
Root out the fell sins (we dread).
Note

What is emphasised here is the utmost speed with which
Madhava, the Lord, in conjunctionwith the Divine Mother,
roots out all the evils in us. And what more? The Lord
extends to the Soul, reclaimed just then, the same afﬁnity as
He holds for the pre-eminent Garuda, the ‘ Ever-free angel—
Nitya Sﬁri’. The reclamation is put through in a trice
through the instrumentality of Sri Mahalaksmi, who urges:
“My Lord, here is the supplicaut at your door-step, tossed
between birth on one side, and death on the other, and
smitten, in between, by maladies, both mental and physical;
please bestow your grace and redeem him, turning a blind
eye to all his sins; else, you may have to write off the entire
‘
Lila Vibhﬁti ’ (Sportive universe)”.
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(1—6—1 1)

Translation
Those initiated in these songs ten,
Out of the thousand ﬂawless songs of Catakopan,
Adoring Matavan as One above the twin faults
(Of aloofness and abandonment),will from rebirth be freed for
ever.
Note

It might be apprehended that the LOrd is open to the twin
faults of (1) Keeping Himselfaloof from us with an air of
indifference because of His exaltation, and (2) abandoning
us, looking to our truck-loadsof vices. The Alvin avers, in
this decad, that the Lord is above these faults, therebyemphasising His easy worshippability.

First Centum—Seventh Dead (1-7)
Piravittuyar ara
Preamble
Easy worshippability apart, the Lord should also be adorable.
We see around quite a few persons whom it is easy to please but
We don’t like to court as there is nothing attractive or prepossessing
in them. This decad shows that the L0rd is highly adorable
because of His extraordinary sweetness. As Nampillai would
have it, the L0rd is adorable to such an extent that He grows
envious of His devotees and wants to adore them, in turn, having
Himselftasted the sweetness of adoration. In sloka ‘ Manujatva
’
of Paduka Sahasram, Sn Vedanta Desika
tiroitena
observes that, unlike the previous Avatéras when the LOrd came
all alone, He assumed four forms when He came down as Sit Rama
and the three younger brothers. The purpose behind this was
to adore His own pair of sandals which have a high reputation of
their own. This He did in His other form as Bharata. Had
Rama come alone, He couldn’t have achieved this purpose.

.........
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piravittuyar 31:3 ﬁanattul niggu,
turavic cutar—vilakkam talaippeyvar
aravanai alippatai antananai
maraviyai ingi mapattu vaipparé

(I—7—l)

Translation
(Oh, what a pitv !) the L0rd, gracious and immaculate,
SpOrting the effulgent discus, is tenaciously sought
By these votaries Wanting no more than to liberate
Themselves from the mineries of birth and death and get lost
In a state of ‘ Self-enjoyment ‘ (of the Soul in its free state).
Note
0'1, what a pity! After all the rigours of their disciplines, the
‘
Kevalas‘ rest contented with mere liberation from the
cycle of birth and death, followed by ‘ atmavalokana '
(i.e.) enjoyment of their own selves in the disembodied state.
'the tragedy of it is heightened by the fact that they invoked
the Lord’s grace for attaining this state but failed to be
enthralled by His exquisite charm. The Alvin detests these
people for this tragic failure resulting in their foregoing, for
ever, the superior bliss of service unto the Lord. No doubt,
in 1-5-7, the Muir would appear to have had a word of
praise for the ‘ Kevalas ’ but that was in a different context.
It may be recalled that the Alvin, then stung by a gnawing
apprehension of his abject lowliness, felt that possession of a
body was fraught with the serious risk of his contaminating
and deﬁling the Lord by mixing with Him and that a disembodied state of existence, as in the case of the ‘ Kevalas ’.
would, therefore, be quite welcome, being the lesser of the
two evils.
vaippu am, maruntu am, atiyarai valvinait
tuppu am pulan aintum tuiicakkotan avaa;
eppal evarkkum nalattél uyarntu uyarntu
appalavan enkal ayar-kolunté.

Translation
The Lord IS, unto His devotees, the treasure ﬁne
And the unfailingdrug; unto the senses ﬁve

(I~7—2)
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He shan’t make them succumb; of towering bliss,
He’s above one and all, in all places,
Beyond speech and thought and yet He‘s (our Gopala), the
shepherd chief!
Note

Having decried and detested, in the preceding stanza, the
‘Kevalas’ seeking from the gracious Lord the inferior
stature of Kaivalya, the Mvar now depicts the Lord in
relation to those who seek Him as the goal, to the exclusion
of everything else. Towering above all, beyond speech
and comprehension, He still condescended to come down
here as Gopalakrsna, of amazing simplicity.
ayaI-koluntéy, avarél putaiyunnum
mayap piranai, en minikkac cotiyai,
tﬁya amutaip parukip paruki, en
miyap piravi mayarvu arutténé.

(1-7—3)

Translation

I drank and drank, without intermission, the nectar pure,

The dazzling gem, the mystic Lord of wondrous deeds,
(Gopala) the shepherd chief, bound and beaten by cowherds
(For theft of butter) and got my nescience, matter-bom, severed.
Notes
(i) Speaking about Gopalakrsna, in the last song, the Alvar

had before him the entire panorama of His mysterious
deeds and by merely meditating on them, he got all his
accumulated nescience, born of age-long material
contacts, eradicated in taro, root and branch.

rii) In the by—gone days, the Devas got nectar subject to
various conditions. Even so, it is by no means
comparable to the Alvér's uninhibited and unrestricted
Divine experience, drinking deep of that pure nectar
which cleansed him th0roughly and rooted out his agelong sins sheathed in ignorance.

n
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mayarvu ara en manatté manninan-tannai,
uyarvinaiyé tarum on cutark karraiyai,
ayarvu i1 amaraxkal atik koluntai, en
icaivinai. en colli van vituvénﬁ

(1—7—4)

Translation
Oh! what pretext can I ﬁnd, from Him to part,
The ﬁrst Lord. of Celestials ever alert,
A beautiful bundle of brilliance, heaping on me continually,
Torrents of knowledge and wisdom, who brought me
Round and to root out my ignorance lodged in me ﬁrmly?
Notes
(i) In the preceding song, the Alt/ﬁr acknowledged the
LOrd’s benevolence in rooting out all his ignorance.
This is exactly what he had prayed for in his
supplication to the Lord in the very ﬁrst song of his
ﬁrst w0rk (Tiruviruttam). Having achieved his
purpose, can the Am: now afford to forget the
LOrd? No, having removed all the vestiges of
ignOrance in the Alvin, the Lord continually resides
in his mind, shutting out eﬁ‘ectively the further growth
of nescience in him. And what more? He is
continually heaping upon the Alvin torrents of wisdom
(Jﬁana) and 10ve (Bhakti). A beautiful bundle of
brilliance, He is also the ﬁrst Lord of the ‘Nitya
Sﬁris’ (Eternal Heroes). How can the Alvér get
himself divested of One, so great and so charming,
ever inducing in hima passionate desire to be very
close to Him? Thus, nothing is Wanting on the Lord’s
side to admit of adivorce from Him. If at all one
wishes to throw odium on such a loving Lord, it can
only be a sin-contrived dodge, like the one in the
following anecdote:
(ii) Apeasant boy who visited his father-in-law, was asked
by the latter to help him to werk a water-lift. The
two of them started the work early in the morning and
the boy who was high up on the lift, naturally felt
tired when it was past mid-day. The father-in-law
did not, however, have the courtesy to give the
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young son-in-law the much-needed relief. There upon,
the latter, in sheer exasperation, spat on the back of
the elder, just to provoke him. “How cool i”
exclaimed the elder and Went on with the work.
The boy sharply jumped down, saying, “Better get
hold of one who will spit on you hot!"

vituvéno-en vilakkai, en iviyai,
natuvé vantu uyyak kolkinra nitanai,
totuvé ceytu ila ayociyar kanninul
vitavé ceytu vilikkurn pirénaiyé.

(1—7—5)

Translation
The amOrous L0rd who, by His SWeet looks,
Enticed away the young damsels (of Gokula)
Is my Soul, the beacon light, Who unto me reveals
All things; how can I from Him separation brook,
My Saviour grand who did on me alight, all on a sudden?
Note
The damsels of Gokula would even spurn Heaven, but not give
up the inseparable company of Sri K1.'$l.1a. The Lord
having enthralled the Alvin likewise, there is no question of
his giving Him up.
pirﬁan, peru nilam kintavan, pinnum
viriay malart tulay véynta mutiyan,
marimaram eyta méyavan ennul
irﬁn enil, pinnai yin ottuvéno

(I—7—6)

Translation
How can I at all survive, if the Benefactor great
Who once retrieved the Earth from the Ocean,
0n whose crown is the tulaci garland 0f aroma sweet,
The wonder-Lord whose arrow sped thro' the trees seven,
Should desert me and stay not in my heart?

Note
This is the Alvar’s reply to a question supposed to have been
put to him as to what he would do, in case the L0rd forsook
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him once again. The Alvin rules out such a contingency,
seeing that the Lord is a self-less Benefactor like Sandal
paste, ﬂower, southerly breeze and the Moon, catering to the
happiness of others, seeking nothing in return. Surely, the
Alvar would not be a willing party to the separation and he
just can’t survive in such an eventuality. As a matter of
fact, the Alvir cannot bring himself to believe that the
LOrd would at all leave him and go without his permission.
Did He not, as Sri Rama, go even to the extent of clearing
up the misgivings in the mind of Sugriva about His ability
to vanquish Valli and infusingthe requisiteconﬁdence? Could
such a one desert the Alvér, who has ﬁrm faith in Him ?

yin otti ennul iruttuvan enrilan;

tan otti vantu, en tani ner'icai vailcittu,
ﬁn otti ninru, en uyiril kalantu, iyalvan ottumo-ini ennai nekilkkavé?

(I-7—7)

Translation

In my mind I lodged Him not, on my own;
Pledged to get in, the Lord did, on His own,
Enter my mind imperious, unsought,
Stuck avidly to my body and soul and wrought
A silent change in me, drawing me unto Him, so well.
To part from me hence, will such a One agree at all?
Notes
(i) The Lord entered the Alvin’s mind, pledged, as it were,
to do so. This would show that the Alvin took no
initiative in the matter. On the other hand, self-reliant
and imperious that he was, he stood aloof, very much
away from Him. But once a determined L0rd took
possession of the Alvin, the latter came under His
magic spell, just like the miser who yielded to the
resolute beggar, in the anecdote cited below.
(ii) There was a Brahman who Was an abject miser; another
was on his way to this man‘s house to get a breakfast.
People on the Way told the latter that the man he was
going to, was the most sordid Wretch who would not
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(1-7)

give food to any one. Undaunted, the beggar sought
out the miser and begged for food, showing his great
need. The miser was adamant in refusing food but
the beggar would not leave him. The miser had to
yield at last and when he asked the beggar to produce
his eating plate, the latter opened his garment and
showed it. The miser grumbled and exclaimed “ He
who intends‘ cutting another’s LhrOat, certainly brings
the sword with him". So saying, he couldn’t help
handing over to the persevering, rather provoking
beggar, a little bit of rice and sauce to get rid
of him.
eggai nekilkkilum, ennutai nan-neﬂcam
tannai akalvikkat tannin killén ini:
pir_u_1ai net-um panait tol makil pitu utai
mungai amarar mulumutal tine.

(1-4—8)

Translation
With His sinewy shoulders in Pinnai nestled,
The joyous Lord Who unto the hoary Celestials
Is all in all, cannot from Him separate, with all His might,
My chastened mind, in Him entwined so well, albeit
He, His grip on me, loosens and makes me stay apart.
Note
The Alvin avers that history will not repeat itself. Even if
the Almighty Lord, in His unbridled independence, tried
His utmost to keep the Alvér away, He wouldn’t succeed in
putting aside his chastened mind, inseparably steeped in
Him. This robust conﬁdence has indeed the solid backing
of Pinnai (Goddess Nappinna) the unfailing Intercessor
through whose good oﬂices the Alvin courted the Lord.

amarar mulumutal akiya étiyai,
amararkku amutu inta ayar-koluntai,
amara alumpat tulz'tvi, en avi
amarat taluvirru; ini akalummo?

(1—7-9)
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”hanslation
The Primate Who unto Celestials is the fountain source
Of all felicities, Who unto Amarar (Devas) delivered ambrosia,
The Chiefof the cowherds got into my soul, in tight embrace,
With pleasure immense; Could He from me be apart anymore?
Note

Unto the Devas, who wanted ‘ Amrt ’ (ambrosia), the mere
extract from the ocean and not the 10rd Himself,
He game the Amrt; He, however, gave Himself to the Cowherds in whose midst He was born, because they wanted
Him, the real ‘Amrt’ and not that artiﬁcial stuﬁ‘. The
Alvir’s soul got steeped in Him to such an extent and in such
a manner that the one couldn’t be told from the other and
hence there was no question of separation, as if they were
two diﬁ'erent entities.
akalil akalum; anukil anukum;
pukalum ariyan, poru allan emmin:
nikaI il avan pukal pati ilaippu ilam
pakalum iravum patintu kutainté.

(1—7-10)

'Ih'anslation

Apart from them who from Him keep apart,
Close to them who unto Him get close,
Boy'Ond approach (to the ungodly) but easy of access
(To devotees); entranced do I sing His glory peerless,
Day and night and never feel satiate.
Note
In the immense struggle between the Lord on the one side and
the w0rldings on the other, the latter, swayed by the stronger
pull of earthly pleasures,stray away from Him. Indeed, the
Lord grieves over this state of affairs. Unto those who seek
Him exclusively, He responds so well that it is said, when
man walks tOWards God, He runs towards him. When man
ascends to the foot-stool of God, He enters the soul of man.
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Inexhaustible are His auspicious qualities and therefOre
it is that we can never reach the end and feel satiated
in singing His praise.
kutaintu vantu unnum tulay mutiyanai
atainfa ten kurukﬁrc catakopan
Initainta col-totai éyirat'tu ip pattu
utaiutu néykalai 6tuvikkumé.

(1—7—1 1)

Translation
These songs ten, out of the well-knit thousand,
Composed by Cataképan of Tenkurukﬁr, in worship bound
To the LOrd, wearing On His crown tulaci garland,
Whose honey the swarming bees partake, will all our ill disband.

First Centum—Eighth Decad (1-8)
6mm pu] Eri
Preamable

In this decad, the Alvar bringsto the fore the Lord’s quality of
Uprightness ’ (drjava or rujuh), His transparence in word, deed and
thought, free from sophistry, duplicity, mental reservation, mischievous distortion etc. The Lord would not mean one thing, say
another and do a third thing. When Sﬁrpanakhé. saw Sri Rama at
Paﬁcavati and interrogated Him about His personal history, there
would have been nothing wrong if He had tactfully withheld the
truth from the demoness. But it Was not in His grain to do
so and hence He gave out the actual fact with remarkable
‘

sincerity.
‘
Tirukkurukaippirén Pillan, the earliest glossator on Tiruviy
moli,’ holds that this decad highlights the Lord’s wealth (Ais‘varya).
The other commentators, Periyaviocin Pillai and Vatakku Tiruviti
Pillai, however, preferto bring into focus the Lord's ‘ ﬁrjava ’ in this
decad, as stated at the outset.
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6mm pul Eri, et‘ltum tan-tulay,
nitu ninravai itum: ammine.

(1—8-1)

Translation
The Lord (in heaven) does avidly mingle
With the exalted celestials, one and all;
Takes He a lightning ride on a bird (Garnda)
And sports the cool tulaci garland delectable.
Note
This refers to the state of affairs in the yonder heaven. The
LOrd is said to regale one and all over there, by granting
them suitable opportunities for rendering Him the appropriate service.
ammanayp pinnnm em manpum 5min:
vent ma véy kinta cem ma kannane.

(1—3-2)

Translation

Our Sire (the Lord) with large, red eyes
Came down as Kannan (and mingled with us}
Tore He the mouth of the demon ﬁerce,
Who (to Kill Him) came as a horse,
Many indeed are His incarnations glorious
Note

Although speciﬁc mention has been made here of the Lord's
incarnation as Krsna, there is also a broad reference to all
His Avataras as well, wherein He mixes with the worldlings
with remarkable transparence, even as He does with the
denizens in heaven.

kan {wan enrurn mannor vinnérkku:
tan 5: véﬁkata vinnor verpané.
'Ih'nnslntion
The Lord who is like unto a pair of eyes
For those on Earth and Heaven,

'

(1—8—3)
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Stays in Venkatam, cool and nice,
The Celestials’ favourite haven.
Note
Like unto the mother of twins lying in between her two kids,
the Lord stays in Tiruvénkatam (in Andhra Prades), the
meeting ground of the Earthlings and the Celestials. The
Alvér even goes to the extent of calling this glorious hilly
retreat as the home of the Celestials, on the ground that the
Celestials visiting it far exceed the number of the earthly
visitors. Actually, it isthe amazing simplicity of the Supreme
Lord, making Himself easily accessible even to the monkeys
andhunters around this sacred spot, that drags the celestials
on to this centre. It is reverently held by our elders that the
fauna and ﬂora on the sacred Hills are but Celestials transplanted there.
verpaj ouru etuttu, oxkam imiyé,
nirlrum amman air karpan vaikale.

(1—3—4)

Translation
Let me every day utter (and adOre)
The Lord's grace galore;
Mount (Govardhana) He did lift
And stood with ease (holding it aloft).
Notes
(i) Periyalvar extols the effortless holding by Sri Krgna

of

Govardhana Mountain, days on end, without the
slightest strain on His ﬁngers and nails (Periyélvir
TirumoliIII-5-10).

(ii) Sri Kﬁrattélvin also exclaims, in sloka 45

of

Varadaraja

that the Lord held Mount Govardhana
continuallyfor seven days and yet, His ﬁngers were as
fresh as ever.
Stavan‘t

(iii) The irate Indra, out to destroy the pastoral life of Gokul,
could have well been destroyed by Sri Krsna but
He relented, hoping that Indra would soon recover
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from this temporafh aberration caused by the
deprivation of the othrings. At the same time, He
shielded the entire pastoral community by holding the
mountain aloft like an umbrella for seven long days,
till Indra’s fury abated. The Alvar, on his part,
would never feel tired of recounting this episode,
rather he subsists on it.
vaikalum venney kaikalantu untan
poy kalavitu en mey kalantané.

(I-8-5)

Translation
The Lord stretched H15 hands as far as He could,
(Snatched) the butter and ate (as much as He liked);
Truly, He my body liked in that fashion
And there ensued the grand fusion.
Note
On the one hand, the Alvér goes into raptures in contemplation
of the Lord’s auspicious attributes and, on the other, the
Lord covets the Alvin’s body with the same avidity with
which He swallowed butter in Gokula.

kalantu en Favi nalam kol natal;
pulan kol maniy nilam kontane.

(1-8-6)

Translation
The Lord Who unto me adhered
And did my Soul make good
Took, as 3 Midget (Vamana) of enthralling form,
Land (of three strides) as alms.
Note
As dwarﬁsh Vamana of bewitching personality, He enticed
away Emperor Bali and made all his possessions, His own;
likewise, mixing now with the Alvir, the Lord has taken
possession of his soul and made him His sole servitor, in
keeping with his essential nature.

First Centum
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(1—8—7)

Translation

Tamed He the unruly bulls seven,
Held He in His stomach the worlds seven
And thinking my own thoughts (in reverse direction)
He took to my body as if it Were cool heaven.
Notes
(i) To win the hand of the bewitching young damsel, Nappinnai, a niece of Yasodhé, the unruly bulls were the
impediments; the Lord, as Sri Krsna, overcame them
and secured the coveted bride. Likewise, the Alvin’s
sins, the impediments for the Lord getting at him, were
rooted out by Him and the Alvin taken possession of.
(ii) During the pericd of deluge, the Lord held within Himself
all the worlds and sustained them and now, He could
sustain Himself only by entering the Alvin’s soul and
dissolving into it.
(iii) The Alvar was pining for his ascent to Heaven, dipping
in the Sacred river Vraja, coursing on its border and
chanting Sima Veda in heaven; these very thoughts the
Lerd would, however, think in the reverse Order,
namely, pining for the Alvar’s body in Tirunakari,
dipping in the river Timraparni and singing the hymns
composed by the Sweet-tongued poet (Madhura Kavi)
in adoration of the Alvin.

inﬁna:éyan minootu énamum
tan anan, ennil, ti_ 'ya canke.
'h'anslation
Myriads are the Lord’s incarnations;
As the Cowherd He came dowu,
Fish, Boar and many other forms
He took, just to get hold of me.

(1-8—8)
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Note
The Alvar feels that the innumerable Avataras of the Lord
were all for his delectation, mainly directed towards getting
hold of him and uniting with him.
canku cakkaram ankaiyil kontﬁn
enkum tanaya nankal name.

(1—8—9)

Translation
Conch and discus, our Lord holds in His 10vely hands
No matter where and in what form He descends.
Note
The Lord who thus incarnates, for my sake, through diﬂ‘erent
gates of birth, always bears the inseparable Conch and Discus, like unto the potion carried by some to entice people.
These may, however, be visible only to some Godly souls
and not all. The Lord’s descent could be likened to the
Earthly Kings moving round their cities during nights,
disguised in black clothes, to study men and matters at
ﬁrst hand, and locate miscreants operating under cover of
darkness. The security forces or bodyguards also keep
stirring about during those occasions, suitably masked,
ready at hand, in an emergency call from the King. The
Conch and Discus and other intimate attendants of the Lord,
likewise, keep Him company during the Avataras.

natan, ﬁilam kol patan en ammﬁn,
otam p61 kilar véta nIranE.

(1—8-10)

Translation
The Sovereign Master (of the Whole universe) whose feet
Measured all the worlds is my Sire upright ﬁt, indeed
For the Vedas (vociferous like the ocean) to talk about.
Note
The Alvar, who was all along maintaining that the Supreme
Lord's numerous incarnations were all for his sake, now
says: “Who am I to voice forth the loving tenderness of
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the Lord, His uprightness Wthh induced Him to incarnate
so many times and 111 so many ways? None IS more competent to talk about Him Who, as Trivikrama, set His feet
on one and all without distinction of high and low, than
the Vedas, voc1ferous like the oceanic waters, in singing
His glorious traits ".
nirpurai vannan-cir cataképan
nértal éyirattu ortal ivaiyé.

(I-B—ll)

Translation
These songs ten, out of the thousand
Sung by Catakopan reveal his view profound

That the Lord of water—tint
Is like water, pliable and transparent.
Note

The terminal stanza in each of the preceding decads set forth
the good results ﬂowing from the study or recital of the
stanzas in that decad. This end-song is, however, silent
in this regard; instead, it says that, in this decad, the Alvir
has expressed his considered view, the one that is crystal-

clear to him from the entire hymnal, namely, the Lord

is transparent, progressive and pliable like water Whose
complexion He bears

First Centum—Ninth Decad (1-9)
(Ivaiyum avaiyum)
Preamble

If the Lord's ﬂow of grace unto the hitherto starved Soul Were
to be full and ﬂooding, all of a sudden, the Subject cannot stand it
and will just get swept off his feet. It is a matter of common
knowledge how babes are fed through a graded course, beginning
with breast milk, a little gruel some time later, and then, small
bits of rice and so on. If, out of misplaced love, a parent fed the
young one straightaway on adult scale—rice, curry and all that-the

7B
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result would be disastrous. As in the case of food, in the matter of
imparting education also, one goes step by step. Little wonder
then, the omniscient Lord regulates the inﬂux of His grace in such
a manner that the recipient is able to stomach it all right.
As is oft repeated in these pages, the Lord's grace is the sole
means for attaining Him and yet, against the above background, the
Alvin was not straightaway conferred the ﬁnal bliss right at the
beginning when he prayed to the Lord (opening song of Tiruviruttam) for the termination of existence in his foul body. The Alvar
had to pass through a course of shock treatment, experiencing
alternately the bliss of Divine presence and union and the cruel
pangs of separation,whetting his appetite and enriching his Divine
love and wisdom all the time. Before wearing a heavy ornament
in the ear which is prettv delicate, one has to gradually prepare the
ground by enlarging the ear-hole bv stages, ﬁrst inserting a small
piece of string, then a thin metallic ring or chip and so on. Again,
one who has been on a month’s fast, either due to sickness or as a
matter of penance, has to restart taking food only by stages, rice
ground into a paste being smeared on the body, oral administration
of gruel of low consistency, so on and so forth. The Lord, according to the Alvir’s own admission in this decad as well as IV-5-5,
unfolds unto the Alvir His glorious traits and deeds by stages,
c0nsistent with his Capacity for in-take. (See aphOrism 115 of
Acarya Hrdayam). It would indeed be too much for the Alvin
to bear if he were conferred, all at ones, bliss enjoyed by the Eternal
Angels in the Lord’s close proximity in Heaven. No doubt, the
Lord covets the Alvar’s body, being the last of the series of bodies
donned by him, in which the Lord has now been able to reclaim
him. And yet! He would not straightaway jump into the crown of
his head, much as He would like to. If He did so, it would doubtless
bring about the sudden collapse of the Alvin, like unto the pauper
from birth, who suddenly comes by a sizabletreasure, succumbing
to the shock. He would ﬁrst get near the Alvar,stand close to him,
get into his hip, thence move upwards, to the region of his heart
from there, step on to the shoulder, enter his tongue, peep through
his eyes, pause for a while on the forehead and then reach the
head, His ultimate destination. It is this trait of a well-regulated
ﬂow of the L0rd’s grace that the Alvin admires and brings out in
this decad.
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ivaiyum avaiyum uvaiyum ivarum avarum uvarurn
evaiyum evarum tannulé ﬁkiyum akkiyum kakkum
avaiyul tanimutal emmin, kanna—pirén, en amutam,
cuvaiyan: tiruvin manilan ennutaic cﬁlal uliné.

(1—9—1)

Translation

Around me is my Liege-Lord, my ambrosia,
The great Lover, Tiru’s (Mahalaksmi’s) Consort, Kannan,
The sole cause and Internal Controller, pervading all beings
allover,
(Both Sentient and non-sentient) and sustaining them all
within Him.
cﬁlal palapala vallan; tollai am kélattu ulakaik
kélal onru 51d itanta kécavan ennutai amman;

véla-maruppai ocittan; vinnavarkku ennal ariyan;
ala netun katal cérntan: avan en arukaliline.

(1—9—2)

Translation

Near me is my Lord of many descents, Who, as a peerless Boar,
Once retrieved the Earth from the ocean; Killed He 3 tusker,
As Kécavan, smashing its tusks; much beyond the comprehension

0f Vinnavar (Devas),

He reclined on the deep and vast ocean.

Note
There are two different episodes about the Earth having been
picked out of the ocean.
(a) Hiranyaksa, the demon with golden eyes, had rolled
up the Earth like a mat, tucked under his arm~pit
and then hid himselfinside the oceanic waters. Lord
Visnu, at the request of the Devas, incarnated as a
Boar with a gigantic tusk, bent and protruding,
chased the demon under the waters and forked the
Earth out on the unique tusk.
‘
(b) At the end of the last epoch, Known as Pidma Kalpa ’
(the current one is Sveta Varaha Kalpa) Lord Sriman
Nariyana assumed the form of the Primordial Boar
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with the unique tusk, long and bent, and retrieved
the Earth which had gone inside the watery expanse
of the deluge.

arukal iliya perum cir amararkal ﬁti-mutalvan;
karukiya nila nan méni vannan; centémaraik kannan;
pom—ciraip pul uvantu érum pﬁmakalir tanik kélvan;
orukatiyin cuvai tantit‘tu, olivu ilan ennﬁtu utané. (1—9—3)
hanslation

0f auspicious

qualities, undiminishing and eternal,
hue, the Primal Lord of the Celestials,
Of red-lotus eyes, with the bird (Garuda) as His
vehicle, of hefty wings
Pﬁmakalﬁr’s (lotus-born Laksmi‘s peerless Consort stays)
Inside me, regaling me in a number of ways.

0f sapphire

Note

It is a rich and varied fare that the L0rd serves to the Alvin,
having taken possession of him and shifted unto his body
which now constitutesthe seat of His entire cosmic activities.
The Lord exhibits:
His auspiciousqualities,eternal and unlimited;
(b) His Overlordship of the Celestials in Heaven;
(3.)

(c) His exquisite form of sapphire hue;
(d) His bewitching looks emanating from the red-lotus
eyes, full of grace;
(e) Garudé, His mighty vehicle, with tough plumes;

(f) His LOrdship of sii ', the Divine Mother, the Goddess
of afﬂuence.
*

These correspond to the six rasas (appetisers) which enter our
dishes, forming a well-integrated meal.

utan ama: kétal makaJir tirumakal manmakal iyar
mats makal enru ivar mi'LVar; alum ulakamum mi‘inré;
utan avai okka vilunki, élilaic cérntavan emmén,
katal mali méyap perumin, kannan en okkalaiyﬁné. (1-9—4)
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Translation
My Lord's favourite spouses three
Are Tirumakal, Manmakal, Ayarmatamakal; the worlds three
He rules over, He ate them up simultaneously
And on a ﬁg-leaf, during deluge, lay;
Of wondrous deeds and glory, bigger than ocean,
Kantian, my Liege-Lord is on my hip seated now.
Notes
(i) The Universal Lord sits on the hip of the Alvin even
as He sat on the hip of Yasoda, during His Avatira.
as Sri Krsua.
(Ii) The three worlds referred to are the Svarga, up
above, the Underworld, down below (Pithéla) and
the Earth, in between. The three Spouses of the
Lord in His transcendental setting are: Sri (Tirumakal).
Bhﬁ (Manmakal) and Nila (Ayar mata makal).

okkalai vaittu mulaippal un emu tanﬁta vinkic
cekkam ceka auru avalpél uyir ceka unta perumau;
nakka piréuotu ayanum intimnum mutalaka
okkavum tOrriya imn méyan en neﬁcig ulégé.
(1—9-5)
Translation

The Supreme Lord Who created one and allAyan (Brahma), Nakkapiriu (Rudra), Intirag (Indra) and
others of wondroustraits
And deeds-Who,sitting on the hip of that devil,
(Patanﬁ), Sucked her breast and life alike, stays now in my
heart.
méyau en neﬁcig Lilian, mag-um evarkkum atuvé;
kayamum civauum tine; kilum eriyum avage;
céyart, aniyan, evarkkum cintaikkum kocaram allan;
(1-9-6)
tﬁyag tuyakkan mayakkan ennutait tolinaiyiné.
Translation

Ha! right in my heart is Mayan (the wonderful Lord),
As in the case of none else; body and soul, wind and ﬁre,
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He at once is; near (unto some) and yet far (unto others),
Beyond mental reach of one and all is my impeccable Lord,
(Unto the unfortunate sceptics), elusive and confounding,
He is now on my shoulders ﬁrmly mounted.
Notes
(i) The Supreme Lord controls the bodies of the diﬂ'erent
species of beings and the Souls inside them, the
elements and all. Easily accessible to the devout
who depend solely on His voluntary grace, He is
beyond the comprehension of those who seek to know
Him through their own efforts. Of easy grasp by the
recipients of His grace, He is elusive unto others,
who, by dint of their Karmik inﬁuence,either doubt
His very existence or comprehend Him the wrong
way, as one on a par with other minor deities, as
one without form and attributes, so on and so

forth.
(ii) Speaking about clarity and confusion, precision and
prevarication, in the above context, it is worth
mentioning the following incident by Way of illustrating that devotion and conviction go hand in hand
and where devotion is wanting, there doubt, ignorance
and bewilderment prevail.
(iii) Among the many listeners of Sri Parisara Bhattar’s
scintillating discourses, there was a learned Pandit
whom Bhattar, however, treated with no more than

the barest ordinary courtesy 0n the other hand, there
was an aged Sri Vaisnava Without any academic
learning, whom Bhattar received with great respect
and attention. Athird party who felt puzzled over
this marked disparity in treatment, and that too, in
the reverse order, reverently approached Bhattar
and prayed f0r clariﬁcation. Bhattar coolly replied,
“ You may come tomorrow as usual and Watch.
The parties in question Will also come and I will tell
you what it is”. The morning came, the Pandit ﬁrst
came and paid obeisance to Bhattar who, however,
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received him as usual with ordinary politeness; the
third party was also with them by now, when
Bhattar asked the learned Pandit: “Whom have you
settled in your mind as the ‘Paratattva’ (ultimate
Truth)?” The Pandit went about it, in a ponderous
manner, full of doubts and uncertainty, quoting
certain texts in favour of the Supremacy of Brahmz't (who is but the demi-urge, the appointed agent
for creation), some in favour of the overlordship
of the All-pervading Visnu and some others,
establishing the Sovereign sway of Rudra (the
appointed agent for destruction). Ultimately, he
wound up by betraying his helplessness that, in
the face of these conﬂicting texts, it would not be
possible to arrive at any conclusion. 'At this stage,
the aforesaid elderly person also arrived. Receiving
him with great reverence, Bhattar asked: “ Pray, who
to you is the Ultimate Truth?” Pat came the reply,
with pin-point precision: “I know of none other
than Lord Sriman Narayana, whom you discourse
about, all these days; Ialso know of no other truth
than what you preach to us daily, namely, Sri
Raménuja is my sole Saviour, the Means as well as
the End of my salvation”. Turning to the questioner
of the previous day (third party) Bhattar said “Ido
hope You are now convinced that my attention to
the elderly person is not misplaced. Now say, to
whomI should bend”. Need it be added that the
questioner was fully satisﬁed?

tel-inai meluin, nan marpin melum, cutar-muti mélum,
til-inai mélum, punainta tan am May Utai ammin,
kél-inai onrum ilﬁtén; kilarum cutar-oli mﬁrtti;
nil anaintu onrum akalén; ennutai navin ulané. (1.9.7)
Translation
With His shoulders, Winsome chest, the lustrous crown
And feet, by tulaci, cool and nice, gaily adOrned,
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The peerless Lord of mounting radiance and glowing renown,
Tightens His hold on me, day by day, and now rests He in my
tongue.
Notes
(i) Even as the wife bedecks and beautiﬁes herself to excite
the special fascinationof her husband, the Lord bedecks
Himself with tulaci, which holds out special fascination
for the Alvin and mingles with him.
(ii) The sequence of decoration indicated In the stanza is
appreciated by Sri Parésata Bhattar in his own
inimitable way, as follows:

It is but meet, the great Warrior that the Lord is, He
decorates ﬁrst of all His sinewy shoulders bearing His
weapons, namely, Conch and Discus; next comes the
winsome chest, the seat of the Divine Mother, needing
decoration for Her exhilaration; the crOWn comes
thereafter only and the rest goes to the Lord’s feet,
always coveted by the devotees, where their salvation
lies.
(iii) Peerless Lord: That the Lord is of incomparable excellence
is brought out succinctly, later on, in III-1-2, the comparisons with lotus, gold etc, touching only a fringe of
the subject. The things with which the L0rd is compared actually suﬂ'er in comparison and lag far behind
Him, rather pale into insigniﬁcance.

nivinul ninru malarum ﬁanak kalaikalukku ellarn
aviyum akkaiyum tine; alippotu alippavan tine;
pt‘r iyal nil-tatam tﬁlan; poru patai all canku éntum
kavi nan ménik kamalak kannan; en kannin uléné.
(1—9-8)
Translation
The arts, one and all, blossoming from the tongue,
Their body (sound) and soul (meaning),
Theirexit and entrance are by Him Controlled,
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Conch and Discus, His lovely shouldersfour do sport,
The lotus-eyed of bewitching charm has my eyes entered.
Notes

(i) Certain branches of knowledge become extinct due to
lack of propagation, due again to lack of interest
or adequate intelligence to grasp them and various
other causes; the L0rd allows them to die out and
gets them resuscitated, as and when He deems it
necessary.

(ii) C.f. IV-2 and3of Bhagavad Giti where Lord Krsna.
says that the Karma Yoga, explained by Him long
back to VivasWat, by him to Manu,and by Manu to
Iksviku, Was 105t through long lapse of time and the
same Yoga was again being taught by the Lord to
Arjuna (at the appropriate time).

kamalak kannan, en kannin 11115.9, kinpan avan kankalilé;
amalankal aka vilikkum; aimpulanum avan mﬁrtti;
kamalattu ayan nampi-tannaik kannutalénotum torri,
(1—9—9)
amalat teyvattotu ulakam ikki, en neni uléné.
Translation
The lotus-eyedLord, right in my eyes,
Could by me be seen through His eyes.
Which destroyed my nescience and made.
All my senses ﬁve subserve Him; He made
The lotus-based Ayan (Brahma),Rudra, on whose forehead
Is an extra eye, other Devas and rest of the worlds,
(He of such eminence) is now right on my f0rehead.
Note
The Lord, hitherto not visible, could now be seen in all His
grandeur and enjoyed by the Alvir, not only through his eyes
but all his other senses as well. This was possible only due
to the Lord’s redemptive grace, shed in super-abundance
through His benevolent looks. Finding that the Alvin
could assimilate this grand experience, the Lord next passed
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on to the Alvér’s forehead on the penultimate lap of His
Journey to the Alvar’s Crown.

nerriyul n1r_n_'u ennai alum nirai malarp-patankal cﬁtik
karrait tulay mutik kolak kanna-pirﬁnajt toluvir
orraip pirai anintanum nanmukanum intiranum
marrei amararum ellz'un; vantu enatu ucciyuléne. (I—9-10)
Translation
The lotus feet of the Lord, wearing round bands of tulaci dense,
Resting on my forehead, are worshipped and worn on their
heads,
\
By the wearer of crescent Moon (Siva), Nénmukan (Brahma),

Iutiran (Indra)

And all other Amarar (Devas); Such an eminent One
Shot up from my forehead, right into my head.
Notes
(i) Even the exalted Siva, Brahma, Indra and other Devas
have to queue up, seeking the appropriate time for the
propitiation of the Lord. But He, in turn, has got into
the Alvér’s head, seeking the most appropriate time for

it.
(n) In the ﬁrst line of this stanza (original text) reference has
been made to the Lord‘s pair of lotus feet, planted on
the Alvar’s forehead, and these feet were worshipped by
Siva, Brahma, Indra and other Devas and borne on their
heads. This points to the insignia or the caste-mark
warn by Sri Vaisnavites and from the wording of the
stanza, it could be assumed that the Alvin b0re, on his
ferehead,the Lord’s pairof feet with a lotus base and not
a single foot alone, as a section of Sri Vaisnavites has
chosen to depict.
ucciyullé nirkum téva tévarkuk kanna-pirinukku
cella unartti, van kurukﬁrc catakopan
ic conga ayiratmllé ivaiyum or pattu empirarku
niocalum vinnappam ceyya nil kalal cengiporumé.

imiyul

(1—9-11)

First Centum

(1—10)
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Translation
The Lord’s longish feet will for ever crown
The heads of those who (but once) recite these songs ten,
Out of the thousand sung by Catakopan of Kurukﬁr, narrating
Just as he experienced, how Kannapirén, the Supreme Lord,
migrated from one limb of his to another and alighted on his

crown.
Note
The Supreme Lord, adoming the heads of the exalted Devas,
coveted the Alvar’s head so much that He got into it by
stages, and there being no higherplace to step into, the Lord
stays on there. In other words, the Alvér’s head is the new
abode of the LOrd. This is indeed the limit for the Lord‘s
loving condescension (Sausilya)! Here then is the mystic
realisationthat God 10ves His Subjects in the same way they
pine for union with Him.

First Centnm—Tenth Deead (1-10)
(Porn in?! nil patai)
Preamble

In this decad, the Lord‘s voluntary or spontaneous grace is
prominently brought out and extolled by the Alvin Some Aciryas,
however, hold that the Alvér gives vent to his boundlessjoy resulting
from the Lord‘s contact with him, limb by limb, mentioned in the
preceding decad. The remarkable approach of Sri Parasam
Bhattar, that intellectual giant of extraordinary divine fervour to
this decad is as follows:
In the precedingdecad, the Supreme Lord was shown to have
ﬁnally got on to the Alvar’s head. Could there be any mystic
experiencemore exalted than this? It was now up to the Lord to
keep it up without once again snatching Himself away from the
Alvin That apart, the highest bliss, thus conferred by the Lord on
the Alvér, led him on, to an introspection as to how he came by it.
A thread-bare analysis of his own attainments reveals that he has
none whatsoever and, at best, it could be said that he was God-bent
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and free from hatred for Him. Can it be said that a lemon fruit
has secured a Kingdom, simply because a subject reverently placed
a lemon fruit at the feet of a muniﬁcent King and got a liberal gift
of territory, at the King’s pleasure ? It is absolutely impossible,
rather, it would be preposterous to correlate the slender means of
the Individual, as good as non-existent, with the ‘ End ', of mighty
dimensions, as in the example cited above. Verily, the Lord is the
root-causeeven forthe little merit, if any, acquired by the Individual,
down the ages, as the latter was dowered with body and limbs, and
put on a career ofuseful activity, only by Him. And so, the present
ecstatic experience of the Alvar is traceable only to the Lord’s
redemptive grace and, little wonder, the Alvir thaws down in grateful acknowledgement of the Lerd’s benefaction,totally unrelated to
the merit in him.

It will be seen from the above exposition that Bhattar lays
emphasis on the Lord‘s redemptivegrace besides sharing the view
of the other Acﬁryas, so far as the Alvin‘s ecstatic experience is
concerned.
poru mi nil patai an cankattotu
tiru mi nil kalal El ulakum tola,
oru manik kutal akj, nimirnta 21:
km manikkam en kannulatu akume.

(1—10—1)

Translation
The peerless Vamfma bearing the martial conch and discus,
The majestic weapons, Whose feet, long and lovely,
All the seven worlds worshipped, as He grew into space,
That blue-gem of a Lord is unto me visible!
Note
Even in his dreams, Mahz'tbali had not conjured up the vision
of the charming Lord presenting Himself before him, in all
His grandeur and asking for a gift. Likewise, the Alvir
had not the remotest idea that the Lord would ever come to
him and reveal His exquisite charm to his naked eyes. No
wonder then, he goes into raptures over the Lord’s spontaneous grace. This is indeed the key stanza for this decad.

First Centum

(1—10)
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kannulle nirkum-katanmaiyal tolil—
ennilum varum;

er_1

ini véntuvam—

mannum nirum eriyum nal vayuvum
vinnumay viriyum em pirinaiye?

(1-10—2)

Translation
My Lord hath as His body the elements ﬁve
And as the sprawling Universe expands; worshippedwith love
He makes Himselfvisible, nay, for the mere count.
What more does one (for salvation)want?
Notes
(i)

It is by no means surprising that the Lord Who is bound

by the deep love of the devotees, always keeps Himself
in their vicinity. But the Alvar now touches upon the
Lord’s overwhelming generosity in presenting Himself
even to those who utter the number twentysix, in the
course of casual enumeration. The non-sentient body
has 24 ingredients, such as Mind, senses, tanmitras etc;
the sentient soul which takes possession of the body
and directs it, is the 25th tattva (principle) and the
Lord is the 26th tattva, controlling, as He does, both
the body and the Soul which constitute, as it were,
His bodies. This explains the signiﬁcance of number
26, denoting the Lord.

(ii) The Alvar exclaims: “When the Lord can be got at
even by casual enumeration, what more do we need
for our salvation? " By this, he means that God's
grace is the sole means of salvation and nothing is
needed on our part. There are no special conditions
supporting His grace which operates unasked and
unaided. What is wanted is non-resistance or nonrejection when Grace is offered. When it was pointed
out to the great Acirya, Nampillai, by one of his
disciples, named, Velvettippillai that Sri Rama oﬂered
Saranﬁgati to the king of the oceans, facing east and
observing other ritualistic formalities, the learned
Preceptor elucidated that it was done so by Sri Rima
as a matter of course, in keeping with his orthodox
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background and not as something mandatory. As a
matter of fact, Sri Rama resorted to the said ‘S'arani—
gati’ only on the advice of Vibhisana who, however,
did not have a single dip in the ocean before he sought
asylum at the feet of Sri Rama. The lesson to be
learnt from this contrasting picture is that ‘Saranégati'
(surrender to the Lord’s loving grace) could be performed 111 any manner, with or without a bath, the
one who hasn’t had his bath already, not being under
any compulsion to take a bath and, conversely, the
one who has had his bath already, need not deﬁle
himself by way of emulating the former.
em pirinai, entai tantai tantaikkum
tampiragai, tan-tamaraik kannanai,
kompu aravu nun nér itai marpanai,
em pirinait tolay, mata neﬁcarné.

(1—10-3)

Translation
My docile mind! how unto the BenefaCIOr great
Of our entire clan, the lotus-eyed Lord,
Shedding cool grace, bearing on His Winsome chest,
The Mother Divine, lovely and thin-waisted.
Note
The Lord’s tender solicitude for the devotees, overlooking
their countless transgressrons, springs from His close contact
with the Divine Mother who is the very personiﬁcation of
grace.
neﬁcamé! nallai! nallai! unnaip penal
en ceyyom? ini enna k'uraivinam?
maintanai malarél manavalanait
tuﬁeumpotum vitatu totar kantﬁy.
Translation
Well done, my mind! what is there
We can’t secure when you are here?
Well, is there anything we would want anymore?

(1—104)

First Ccntum

(1—10)

,

.,

ev'er young,
Malaral’s (Lotus- born Laksmi’s) l.on)oR,"°‘
Leave not, even if you ﬁnd me stra

Note
The Alvir’s mind ethrted by him in the preceding stanza to
worship the Lord, responded so well that he now pats it on
its back and prays that it shall cling to the Lord under all
circumstances. The Alva: apprehends the off-chance of
his shrinking back from the Lord once again, when his owri
humility haunts him, in dire contrast to the Lord’s overwhelming superiority. Right now, the Alvin counsels his
mind, never to get parted from the Lord, whatever might be
his own vicissitudes.
kantayé, neﬁcé! karumar‘tkal viykkinru or
en tinum inriyé vantu iyalumaru;
“minai ulaku élum 61' mﬁvati
kontinaik kantukonta-Elai niyumé.

(I—lO—S)

Translation
Haven’t you seen, my mind! how things occur,

With no pre-thoughts in us? did the worlds seven
Know that the Lord would, during deluge, sustain
Them all? Who knew that the Lord would measure
The worlds in three strides and set His feet on them?
Well, did you ever know that you would see Him?
Note
The Lord extends His grace out of His own sweet will, unasked
and un-premeditated by us. It is this spontaneous grace
of the Lord that Bhattar has emphasised all along in this
decad.
niyum ninum in nérnirkil, mél mart-6r
noyurn cirkotan; neﬁcame! connén:
tayum tantaiyum ay, iv ulakinil
vayum ican, manivannag entaiyé.

(I—lO—6)
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Translation
My mind! if you and I continue in this state,
Our sapphire-hued LOrd, Master of all,
Who is our Father and Mother as well,
Will rid us ofall ills, let me truly state.
Note
Addressing his mind, the Alvér says: “ Our eternal Lord Who
endears Himself to us like the Mother, whose love is proverbial, chastises like the Father, bent upon reforming us,
revealed His resplendent form like unto a sapphire and
enthralled me. If you and I persevere in this state, the Lord
will see to it that we enjoy this perennial bliss for all time,
keeping away all ills and evils ”.
entaiyé! enrum, em peruminl engum,
cintaiyul vaippan, colluvan, paviyénentail em perumin! enru vanavar
cintaiyul vaittuc collum celvanaiyé.

(1—10—7)

Translation
The Sovereign Lord, the Celestials contemplate
And sing His glory as their Progenitor (Primate);
How dare I, a sinner, likewise meditate
And call Him my Father, my Master and all that?
Note
The Scriptures warn that one shall not utter anything ominous
(inauspicious), lest it should actually come to pass. In the
fourth stanza of this decad, the Alvér, While exhorting his
mind; apprehended the frightful possibility of his moving
away from the Lord, haunted by his own lowliness. And
here we ﬁnd him suffering from that obsession again and so
soon!
celva uiranan enra col kéttalum,
malkum kan pani; nétuvan, miyamé!
allum nan pakalum itaiv-itu inri
nalki, ennai vitan, nampi nampiye.

(1—10—8)

First Centum (I- 10)

95.

Trnmlation
‘
Celvaniranan, ‘ the word uttered by some one.
Heard I, and 10! with tears my eyes did run;
Searched Iwhjther He is gone, oh, what a marvel!
Thro’ friendly days and nights with no interval.
The perfect LOrd, full of grace, tries to win
My love and elects with me ever to remain.

Note

“ How unworthy and unbecoming, " the Alvér rattled, “would
be the union of one so vile and abject like me and the Supreme
Lord, pure and exalted beyond words! " And so, he ﬂed
away and hid himself behind a ruined wall, in a remote
corner, with little or no scope of hearing and talking about
God—head. Thus he would forget all about God and, as a
further precautionagainst possible detection and intrusion on
his privacy, he even put a veil over his head. But what
happened? A Wayfarer, with a heavy headload, rested a
while there, after unburdening himself. While discharging
the load, he ejaculated ‘ Sriman Nirayana' ! in a relaxing
mood. The moment this magic word struck the ears of
the Alvar, he got himselftransformedinto the ecstatic state,
described in this stanza, as above. The Saint was indeed
most agreeably surprised that the Lord should shed on him
His grace and affection in such super-abundance and
reclaim him despite his determination to forget all about
Him, for fear of tainting Him. Oh, what a grip the lord
has over His chosen subjects!
nampiyai, ten kurunkuti ninra, ac
cempone tikalum tiru mﬁrttiyai,
umpar vanavar ati am cotiyai,
em pirinai, en colli marappano ?

(I—lO—9)-

Translation
On what pretext shall I forget my Lord of dazzling charm,
The Progenitor of the exalted denizens of heaven,
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The perfect Lord Who, in Tentirukkurunkutistands
With an exquisite Form that does like red gold gleam?
Notes
(i) Asked whether he would not forget the Lord like the
w0r1dlings and go in pursuit of food and raiment, the
Alva: says,hejust does not know how and on what grounds he can forget the Lord. By exhibitingHis exquisite
charm in His Arcé form at Tirukkugunkuti(deep down,
in Tamil Nadu), He enthralled the Alvin How then
could he forget Him? Could it be on the ground that He
is not perfect, that He is not near at hand, that His
form is not attractive, that He is not exalted, that He
does not extend any beneﬁts? No, none of these
grounds will hold good, as could be seen from
this stanza.

(ii) The Lord, in His Area (Iconic) form in Tirulck‘ugunkuti,
is referred to as the perfect one in whom all the auspicious qualities converge in a perfect measure. No
doubt, the qualities of saulabhya (easy accessibility),
Sausilya (condescension), Vétsalya (tender solicitude)
etc. are also displayed by the Lord in His ‘Para ’ or
transcendent form in the High Heavens. But, in that
land of perfect bliss and perpetual splendour, these
qualities can be hardly perceptible in such a marked
degree as they are in this land of darkness, delusion
and despair. There is all the difference between a light
burning in broad day light and the one shining forth
in a dark room. (Itu)

marappum ﬁﬁnamum nag onru unarntilan;
marakkum enru centamaraik kannotu,
marappu ara, en ullé manninin tannai
marappanﬁ, ini yin en maniyaiyé?

(1—10—10)

Translation

I knownot what it is to feel or forget
And yet, the Lord, with red-lotus-eyes, does apprehend

First Centum (1-10)
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That I’ll forget Him and, as one forewarned,
He has lodged Himselfﬁrm in my heart;
The gem of a Lord, shall I any more forget?
Notes
(i) The Alvar feels that he is inCapable of thinking and there
is, therefore, no question of his forgetting either. The
Lord is, however, anxious that the knowledge now
dawned on the Alvar as a result of His union with
him, should remain intact, leaving no more scope for
his sliding down or slipping off. He has, therefore,
lodged Himself ﬁrmly inside the Alvar, casting
His benevolent glances on him.
(ii) Who will cast away a priceless gem when it comes to
one’s hand, instead of treasuring it and enjoying it all

the time?
maniyai, vinavar kannanaj, tannatu 6r
aniyai, ten kurukﬁrc catakbpan colpani cey ayirattul ivai pattutan
tanivilar karparél, kalvi vayumé.

(1—10—11)

Translation
Those that learn with zeal and thirst insatiable these songs ten,
Out of the thousand sung by Tenlcurukﬁr Catakopan,
As a matter of service unto the Lord of sapphirehue,

Himself a jewel unique, overlord of the Celestials,
Will with knowledge divine be ﬁlled.
Notes
(i) In acCOrdance with the text of the song, those that learn
these ten songs will have their ﬁll of knowledge. The
ultimate aim of knowledge is Divine Service and so,
this knowledge should blossom into service.
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(it) The blue-gem is likened to the Lord in a number of Ways,
In it, there is a happy blending, as in the case of the
‘
‘
’
supreme Lord, of Paratva and Saulabhya ’, the two
extremes of paramountcy and simplicity. With all its
high intrinsic value, the gem can be easily carried,tied
at one end of the garment ”.

(iii) It is common knowledge that jewels beautify the wearer.
In the case of the Lord, however, He beautiﬁes the
jewels worn by Him and He is Himselfthe most attractive of all jewels.

THE CENTUM, IN RETR'OSPECT
(DECAD-WISE SUMMARY)
(I-l): Right in the opening line of the ﬁrst song of the ﬁrst decad, Saint
Nammilvir characterises God as one with perfections, all of the nature of
inexhaustible bliss and love, the natural repository of innumerable auspicious
traits of unlimited dimensions. The Alvar gratefully revels in the blissful
knowledge of the Supreme Lord, shom of all doubts, discrepancies and deviations, dowered on him by the Lord Himself, in the exercise of His spontaneous
grace and exhorts his mind to take refuge in the Lord’s distress-dispelling,
dazzling feet, being the sure and certain means of salvation. The Lord’s
greatness and transcedent glory, elucidated in the opening decad have been
brieﬂy set out below. He is at once the Material Cause as well as the Operative
Cause and Instrumental Cause of all life and being; He is the one and only
Giver either directly or through other minor deities, whose favours their
respective votaries seek; He is all-pervading like the Soul inside the body;
(I-Z): Far from being selﬁsh and self-centred, the Alvar wishes to share
with his fellow beings, wallowing in the stye of wordly life, all that knowledge
graciously dowered on him by the LOrd. He, therefore, exhorts them, in
the second decad, to give up the elusive and obnoxious pleasures of worldly
life, disengage themselves from the erroneous notions of ‘I’ and ‘ Mine ’
and dedicate themselves to the appreciation of the limitless Wealth and splendour of the Supreme Lord, thereby reaping the rich harvest of eternal bliss
and beatitude. True renunciation is of the mind, as distinguished from mere
bodily replacements, such as living a secluded Iifein a remote forest. In this,
his ﬁrst address to the fellow-beings, the Alvir also teaches them how and
where to pray, by giving out the substance of the eight-syllabled ‘ Tirumantra ’—
Aum Namo (Nat-ayaniya);
(I-3): Lest his addressees in the preceding decad be scared of the Lord's
sovereignty as the Supreme Master of the whole universe, the Alvir puts them
at ease by depicting, in the third ahead, the Lord’s disarming simplicity and
His easy-accessibility (Saulabhya) and emphasising that, to those who turn
their minds unto Him, He is easily accessible but dimcult of attainment by

others;
(I-4): In the fourth decad, the Alvar is seen transformed (ﬁguratively
of course) as a ‘Nayaki ’ (female lover) pining for immediate union with the
Supreme Lord and sending some birds, as her emissaries, to the Lord reclining
‘
on the Milk-occan ’, the seat of the Lord’s creative activity, invoking His
trait of forgiveness (aparida sahatva). (The winged birds typify the eﬂ‘icient
preceptors, possessed of the mighty wings of knowledge (Juana) and conduct
(anustina), a happy blending of both. (This is the ﬁrst of four such decads
in the entire hymnal, the other three being VI-l, VHS and IX-7.)
(I-S): The Saint brings into focus, the Lord’s trait of loving condescension
(Sausilya) or mixing freely with the lowliest, in the ﬁfth depart; the Lord, bent
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upon having a rapport with the Alvér, shakes oﬁ" the latter's inferiority complex
inducing him, quite often, to retreat from the Lord for fear of deﬁling One,
so exalted.
(1-6): The Lord’s ‘Sviradhatva' (easy worshippability) is emphasised
in the rixth decad; the outward offerings may be triﬂes but, in God’s eyes,
they carry much weight, when oﬂ‘ered in humility, with loving devotion;
(1-7): Easy-worshippability apart, the Lord is highly adorable because
of His Extraordinary sweetness; this is highlighted by the Alvir, in the seventh
decad.’

(1-8): In the eighth decad, the Alvér brings to the fore. the Lord’s trait
of uprighmess (ii-java or rujuh) His transparence in word, deed and thought,
free from sophistry, duplicity, mental reservation, misohievous distortion, etc.;
(1-9): The Omniscient Lord regulates the inﬂux of His grace in such a
manner that the recipient is able to stomach it all right. In the ninth decad,
as well as the ﬁfth decad of the fourth centum, according to the Alvér's own
admission, the Lord unfolds unto him, His glorious traits and wondrous deeds,
only by stages, consistent with his capacity for in-take (setrnia bhoga pradatva).
Being the last of the staggEring series of bodies donned by the Alvir, in which
alone the Lord could reclaim him, He naturally covets his body. And yet,
He would not jump straightaway into the crown of the Alvir’s head; He would
ﬁrst stand close to him, get into his hip and thence move upwards, limb by
limb. Had the Lord not adopted this precess of gradual occupation of the
Alvir's body, the latter would have just collapsed, like unto a pauper from
birth, who suddenly comes by a sizeable treasure;
(1-10): In the concluding)decad of this centum, the Lord's voluntary or
Spontaneous gram (nirhetuka krpi) is brought out prominently and extolled
by the Alva: who also gives vent to his boundless joy resulting from the Lord’s
contact with him, limb by limb, as set out in the ninth decad.

BOOK

II

Second Centum—First Decad (II-l)
(Viyum tirai)
Preamble

In the last stanza of the preceding decad, the Alvin who had
already conjured up the vision of the Lord as having entered his
body and gone right up to his head, referred to the Lord as the
blue gem, overlord of the Celestials and a very attractive jewel, by
himself. Each one of these features of the Lord was so fascinating
that the Alvar could not resist the immediate urge to enjoy them
outwardly. The enjoyment, longed for, did not, hOWever, materialise instantly and the Alvin was throwninto a state of deep dejection,
reduced to the abject position of a forlorn lover. The Alvar, thus
transformed into a female lover (ParankusaNayaki),pining for her
beloved Lord, moves into a garden on the sea-shore to bemoan her
separation. It may be recalled that she was in a similar predicament
earlier, when she sent the birds etc, as her emissaries to the lord—
See 1-4. But then, she is worse off now, not ﬁnding any one to
carry her message to the Lord. The self-same stork which she had
commissionedearlier now looms in her eyes as a comrade-in-distress. The stork’s natural complexion is white but the Alvin
thinks that it is a case of decoloration due to the pangs of separation
from the Lord, experienced by it. The Anril birds of opposite
sex always stay together and even during sleep keep their bills
locked in each other‘s mouth. The moment the bills get unlocked,
they wake up and start crying. Unaware of this natural sequence,
Parénkuéa Nﬁyaki thinks that these birds cry out their agony of
separation from the Lord, like her. The wind, ever on the move,
appears to the Alvar to go about frantically in search of the Lord;
the clouds, unleashing rain—water,look like shedding tears of grief
due to separation from the Lord; likewise, the Waning of the Moon,
the surging, up and down, of the waves, the burning of the lamp
and all other natural phenomena are invested by the love-10m
Parénkusa Nayaki with her own poignancy and she bemoans their
lot as well. This sets the pace and pattern of this decad,pin pointing
the Lord’s quality of making his devotees mad with God-love.
T—4
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Here is an interesting comparison: Laksmana, while pleading

that he should be allowed to accompany Sri Rama into exile, cited
the example of the ﬁsh failing to survive without water, thereby
indicating that Sri Rama Was unto Laksmana what water is unto
ﬁsh. But here is Pariﬁkuéa Nayalti who feels that the ﬁsh, water
and all things subsist 0n the Lerd and cannot brook separation
from Him! The Alvir addresses these Comrades-in-distress
commiserating with them in their sad plight. It is worth noting
that Sloka 15 and the following few slokas in the last chapter
the tenth skanda of Bhigavatam run in a similar vein.
vayum tirai ukalum kanal mata nitriy!
ayum, amar-ulakum tuiicilum ni tuﬁcﬁyﬁl;
noyum payalaimaiyum mitu-ﬁra emmépol,
niyum tirumélz‘tl néﬁcam kol-pattaye?

of

(II—l—l)

Translation
Sleep you don‘t, You young stork in the sea-shore garden!
Though my mother and Heavens too have into slumber gone;
The whole of your body is white with griefgreat ;
Like me, have you unto Tirumal lost your heart?
Notes
(i)

Not falling within the mischief of ‘ tamas ’ (inertia),there
is no question of the Heavens going into slumber. The
wonder of it is that even the Heavens, never known to
sleep, have gone to sleep, but the poor stork doesn't
sleep! The (gnostic) mother would not sleep because
there was atime when she was agitating her mind
about ﬁnding a suitable match for her highly evolved
daughter (Parankusa Nﬁyaki), and now again, the
mother cannot sleep when the daughter is in such a
state of mental agony, separated from her Lord.
Even such a mother has gone to sleep but the stork
wouldn’t sleep. Surely, its aﬂ'liction must be vet)r
heavy.

(ii) The Alvar thinks that decoloration has set in throughout
the body of the stork like the fast-spreading poison,
and that is why it is white all over. About the
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decoloration of the lover due to the gloom of
separation, see notes below 1-4-4.
(iii) The soul can neither be split nor burnt, neither Wetted
nor dried up, and yet the Ali-air has, in several places,
referred to his getting split, burnt, Wetted and dried
up; the inanimate mind is raised by him to the status
of an animate being and he extols it and denounces it
alternately, according to its tempo and behaviour;
each sense-organ, each faculty, is made to acquire an

independent stature of its own, as if it is a separate
animate entity by itself and these compete with each
other in the matter of ch-erjoyment, exceeding and
even transcending their functicnal limitations (III-8);
God-love, engendered in the Alvér also acquires a
similar stature and is said to thaw down like ice. And
now, the Alvar sees the very elements, water, wind and
ﬁre, as comrades-in-distress, and weeps along with them,
bespeaking the intensity of his God-thirst, not conforming to the conventional norms of thinking and
behaviour. (aphorism 132 of Acarya Hrdayarh).
kol-patta cintaiyaiyayk kﬁrvaya anrilé!
can-patta yimaﬂkal, ceritu irankutiyal;
al-patta emmépol niyum aravu-anajyin
tél-patta tan-tulayt tamam kamurréyé?

(lI—l—Z)

Translation
Ye Anril with beak sharp, down-heartedthat you are,
Your voice is feeble and without sleep you suﬁer
During long spells of night; did you also covet
As I do, the cool tulaci garland at the feet
Ofthe Lord, reclining on His serpent couch?

Note
Just as he was addressing the stork, the Alvin heard the Agril
birds in the neighbouring palmyra tree, crying out their
agony of separation, as and when their bills got unlocked
during sleep, vide also the preamble to this decad. The
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Alvar extends his sympathy to these birds, looking upon

them as comrades-in-distress.

kamuga kaivatavétu ellé irappakal
mu1_-_rak kan tuyilay; neﬁcu uruki éﬁkutiyz‘tl;
ti mugat ten ilankai uttinan til nayanta
yam unatu mayo? vili! kanai katalé.

ni

(II—1-3)

'h'anslation
You languish without sleep, You roaring Sea!
Both day and night, and your heart is watery, I see;
Are you with grief afﬂicted as we are,
Not attaining the feet of our Lord Who by ﬁre
Destroyed Laﬁka? May you from grief be free and prosper!
Notes
(i) The Sea can be said to sleep when it is silent without
throwing the Waves up. But the waves are surging up
and down all the time, be it day or night; this sleeplessness is attributed by the Alvir to its separation from

the Lord.

(ii) The sea roars and it is mere sound with no meaning, just
like the indistinct sound coming from a throat, choked
with grief. The Alvér is inclined to think that the poor
thing is down with grief, too deep for words.
(iii) The Alvér would appear to tell the sea: “ Sita was also a
woman like me, and Sri Rama languished without food
and sleep, bunded the Sea. a herculean task indeed,
and got at her. He is, however, unmindful of me.
Do you also feel tortm-ed by His indifference, as I do? "

katalum malaiyum vicumpum tulay empol
cutar kol irappakal tuiicayal, tan vatiy!
atal k0], patai-ili amminaik kingpin ni
utalam n6y urréyo, ﬁlitoru ﬁliyé?
Translation
Do you from chronic malady suffer, you chill wind?
Like me you sleep not, by day or night, but try to ﬁnd

(11-1—4)
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Groping thro’ space, hill and dale, our mighty Lord
Whod oes, in sweet array, Conch and Discuss wield.
Notes
(i)

If the wind is chill, the Alvar thinks it is due to delirium;
if the wind moves about, all over, all the time, gathering

all the dust in the process, as is its wont, the Alvir
thinks that it goes in search of the 10rd with the frantic
fervour of an importunate lover who dashes off, breaking all norms of feminine conduct, disﬁgures herself
and musters public opinion fer the acceleration of her
union with her beloved.

\ii) Periyalvar searched for the Lord in the milk ocean; Tirumaflkai Alvar went r0ving round TiruVénkatam, the
Hill station and other pilgrim centres down below,
playing the role of the importunate lover, referred to in
(1) above. And here, Nammélvér is inclined to think
that the wind is also a kindred soul. exhibitinga similar

behaviour.
ﬁlitoru ﬁli ulakuklcu nirkontu,
toliyarum yamum pol, niray nekjlkinra
valiya, vanamé! niyum matucﬁtan
palimaiyil pattu, avankan pécattél naivﬁyé?

(11—1—5)

Translation:
Ye clouds, into tears you break for ever
And ﬂood the worlds; do you in sorrow dwindle
Like me and my comrades, under the spell irresistible
0f Matucﬁtan, coveting Him heart and soul?
May you from misery be free and prosper!
Notes
(i)

It is clear from this, that ParéﬂkusaNayaki and comrades
of her ilk are grief-strickento such an extent that their
profuse tears ﬂood the worlds like the rain-water
unleashed by the clouds.
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(ii) Matucﬁtan (Madhusﬁd.ha)-Lord Maha Visnu, Who slew
Madhu, the demon. The Alvar queries whether the
clouds did also come under the spell of the Lord,
attracted by His glorious trait of vanquishing the evil
forces, in the same way as he and others of his ilk did.

naiviya emmépol, nil matiyé! ni in 131511
mai van irul akarréy; malantu témpuﬁyal;
ai vay aravu-anaimél ilip perumanar
mey vacakam kéttu, un meynnirmai torriyé?

(II—l—6)

Translation

Worn out like us, you withering Moon!
These days, the dark sky you don’t illumine;
You have, it seems, lost your erstwhile sheen,
Misled by the utterance of the Lord who the discus holds,
Reclining on the serpent with its ﬁve hoods.
Notes
(i) The Moon waxes and wanes because of its different
phases, but Paréﬁkusa Nayald attributes the waning of
the Moon and the resultant diminution of its brightness
to a mental malady, on a par with her own.
(ii) In her present state of mental depression, the Nayaki is
so sore with the Lord that she says that the Lord’s
utterances should not be taken at their face value. No
doubt, Sri Rama averted that his tongue shall never lie.
Unfortunately,however, the Alvar reproaches the Lord
as being double-tongued like the serpent on which He
reclines. The serpent has a double-forked tongue in
each of its hoods and here is a serpent with ﬁve hoods.
And then, it was with His discus that the lord covered
the Sun and converted day into the illusory night; thus,
the discus was a pawn in the game, an accomplice of the
Lord for carryingout the strategy. If, as Sri Rama, the
Lord scrupulously adhered to truth, as Sri Krsna, He
would not mind swerving from it, if thereby He could do
a good turn to His devotees. It could not, therefore, be
said that the Lord Was guilty of falsehood, merely
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sticking to the letter with academic zeal. without going
into the spiri t behird His actions. The Lord is beneﬁcial
to His devotees both ways, by adhering to the truth, as
Sri Rama did, and swerving from it, as Sri Krsna did.
Nampillai observed: “ We seek shelter alike in Rama’s
truthfulness and Krsna’s diplomacy (seeming falsehoods).
torrom mata neﬁcam em perumén néranarku; em
igémai colli aluvomai, ni natuvé
vet-[61' vakaiyil kotitiy, enai ﬁli
marganmai nirriyo? viii! kar_tai irulé!

(II—l—7)

Translation
We have unto Naranan, Our Lord
Lost our hearts and we did our sorrows lament
In each other’s company but step in you did,
Worse than our foes you are, you darksome night!
May you prosper and from this state be rid.
Notes

(i) This stanza, as worded above,does not accord with the
pattern of the preceding and succeeding stanzas in
this decad.
Based, however, on the diction as
such, Emperumanar (Ramanuja) and other Aciryas
Were inclined to interpret this song, as follows: The
dark night, instead of weeping along with Pariﬁkuéa
Nayaki and her comrades, is worse than a foe, in so
far as it prevents their seeing each other and bemoaning their common lot of separation from the Lord.
(ii) There is, however, another method of interpreting this
stanza, so as to bring it on a piece with the rest. Not
lmowing that darkness is an inherent quality of the
night, Parinkusa Nayaki sympathises with it and
exclaims, “ We are already weighed down by our own
calamity and here you are, exhibiting your own dire
distress of darkness and adding to our miseries. May
you soon be rid of this state and prosper!"
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irulin tini vannam ma nirk kaliyél poy
marulurgu irappakal tuﬁeilum ni tuﬁcayal;
urulum cakatam utaitta perumanar
aruiin peru nacaiyal élﬁntu nontéyé?

(II—l-B)

Itanslation
You channel, the dark waters in abundance
You discharge,day and night, bewildered;
Do you also pine, with deep desire, for the grace
0f the L0rd who the (demon in the) rolling wheel shattered?
Note
Parér'ﬂcuéa Néyaki gropes her way through, in darkness, and
not being able to distinguish land frOm water, comes to a
channel discharging lots of water and making plenty of
noise in the process. She thinks that the channel is also
lamenting its separation from Lord Krsna, who destroyed
Sakatésura and whose grace it pines for.

nontu Erik katal-noy mel ivi ul ularttananté vilakkamé! niwm aiiyattay!
centimarait tatan kan, cenkani vay em perumiln
am témam tan-tuliy icaiyal véviyé?

(11—1-9)

Translation
You undying ﬂame, sad indeed is your plight,
Your gentle soul stands withered; burnt are you
By the desire to get the tulaci garland, cool and bright,
W0rn by our Lord with large lotus—eyes and lips of red hue?
Notes
(i) Parankusa Nayaki returns home in a state of mental
exhaustion, and sees the burning lamp. The heat of
the ﬂame, she thinks, is the one generated by its separation from the Lord, an experience identical with
hers.
(ii) The ﬂame of the lamp is not homogeneous,being of differ—
ent intensity of heat at different places or zones, as they
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are called; the ﬂame itself comes up anew every moment,
a fact which can be gathered only by inference. It is an
optical illusion that the ﬂame appears to be single,
instead of an unbroken succession of diﬂ'erent ﬂames.
Parankusa Nayaki goes by what she sees and calls it an
undying flame.
111 ulartta
ovatu irappakal unpalé vilttu olintéy;
ma véy pilantu, marutitai pay, man alanta
mﬁva mutalva! ini emmaic corélé.

vévu ara vétkai noy mel avi

(11—1-10)

Translation

Primate of perennial youth, the horse's (Kéci, the demons)
big mouth you split,
‘
Tween the twin trees you crawled and broke them down,
The worlds you measured; in you engrossed,day and night,
Our tender souls, with blistering malady of love struck down,
Have badly dried up, pray, henceforth leave us not.
Note
Seeing the Alvin’s pangs of separation from Him, the Lord
appr0achesthe Alvin, shedding His cool grace. Thereupon,
the LOrd is told by the Alvin that his tender soul, already

worn out and emaciated due to its separation from the Lord,

than down still further in contemplation of His wondrous
deeds and glorious traits.

The Alvar also fervently prays
to the Lord, not to forsake him any more.

cOréta ep porutkum itiyam cotikké

arata katal kurukﬁrc catakopan
orayiram conna avagul ivai pattum
cbrar, vitar kanﬁr vaikuntam tinnanavé.

(11—1—1 1)

Translation

Those that are regular in reciting these stanzas ten,
Out of the thousand composed by Kurukﬂr Catakdpan,
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0f love insatiablefor the resplendentLord, the root Cause
Of one and all, shall surely enjoy for ever, Heavenly bliss.

Notes
(i)

It is only after the Lord came and jorned the Alva:
that He became God indeed, the Protector of one and
all, without any exception; again, the Lord became
resplendent, only after His union with the Alvin

(ii) It is also noteworthy that, In this decad, the Alvar has
come to be identiﬁed through his boundless love for
the Lerd; that is why he is referred to not as mere
Kurukﬁr Catakopan but as Catakﬁpan of insatiable
God-love.

Second Centum—Second Decad (II-2)
vita)
Preamble

(Tim

In the last decad, the River was conﬁned to the bottom-most
depth of dejection and his yearning for the Lord bafﬂed description.
It was but meet that the LOrd came and presented Himself before
such an ardent devotee and saved him from collapsing altogether.
It goes without saying that, when the Alvin came, face to face, with
the Lord,all his erstwhile dejection and the resultant fatigue vanished
altogether. The Alvér then made up his mind not to allow himself
to be swept off once again, by contemplating the Lord’s trait of
‘ Saulabhya ’ (easy accessibility). He would rather tackle the
other plank, Safe and steady, namely, the Lord’s over10rdship and
transcendentglory and sustain himself.
No doubt, in the opening decad of the ﬁrst centum also, the
Mvar spoke about the Lord’s Supremacy and transcendent glory.
But that was in a different key altogether. There it was direct
postulation, as such, runningparallel to the Vedic texts. Here, the
Alvar establishes the Lord’s Supremacy through an elimination of
the claims of the possible contenders for this position of Supereminence, citing the relevant anecdotes from the ‘ Itihisas ’ and
‘
Purinas. ’ There it was conﬁned solely to the ‘ Para ’ 0r transcendent state of the Lord in the High Heavens whereas here, the
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‘
‘
Supremacy of the LOrd IS brought out 111 HIS Vibhava or incarnate state. Speaking about the Avataras (Incarnations), the Lord’s
wondrous deeds can bear endless repetitions, without satiety. Every
time the same trait Or deed is repeated, there is a freshness about
it, with a new aroma.

tinnan vitu mutal mulutum 5y,
ennin mitiyan, em perumin,
mannum vinnum ellam utan unta nam
kannan kan allatu illai 6r kanné.

(11—2—1)

Translation

There is no God other than my Sire, Kantian,
(Whose traits and possessions) defy enumeration,
The granter of ‘ Moksa ’, the supreme bliss ﬁrm and ﬁne,
Who at once ate up all the worlds, for their sustentation.
Note
The Alvér afﬁrms that Lord Krsna who enthralled him by
His innumerable auspicious traits, is the Supreme Lord of
the whole Universe, the granter of Moksa, the ﬁnal bliss.
During the period of deluge, He did sustain all the worlds
by keeping them within His stomach and this is referred to
here, as His having eaten them up. This ‘eating up’
actually connotes that the Lord sustains the worlds and
their contents within His stomach with the same relish as
one has for food. The minor deities, Brahma, Rudra and
others, are also among those, so sustained by the Lord.
Need it be speciﬁcally said that the one who sustains is
superior to those sustained?
é pévam! paramé! El ulakum
i pavam ceytu arulal alippir ar—
ma pavam vita, ararkup piccai pey
kopéla kolariéru anriyé?
Translation
Who but Kopﬁlan, the mighty Lion,
Who unto Aran gave alms and from heinous sin

(11—2—2)
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II

Redeemed, can the seven worldsgraciously sustain,
Ridding them of all sins? What a pity, none can
Describe His glory, well beyond enumeration!
Notes
(i) In the preceding stanza, the Alvar averred that there is
nOne superior to Kopﬁlag (L01'd Ktsna). When some
persons questioned the propriety of such an assertion
in the face of the Vedic texts glorifyingBrahma, Rudra
and other Celestials, the Alvir turned round and said:
“ Well, you had better examine the record of

performance of each of them and judge for yourselves. When they all got into trouble, each in his
own way, they all sought asylum in Lord Maha Visnu.
Could there still be any misgiving about His supremacy
over all the rest? ”

(ii) The Alvar feels very much vexed that, in the midst of his
God-enjoyment, he should have to leave the track
and tackle these deluded enquirers, wasting much

precious time in explaining the much-too-obvious,
the diﬂ'erence betWeen a priceless gem and poor
clay.
(iii) The ill-effects of the sins committed by us, in a trice,
can hardly be liquidated even after the sufferings
of ages and yet it is the Lord’s redemptive grace that
grinds them to a halt.

'eranai pﬁvanai, pﬁmakal-tangai,
veruinri Vin tolat tangul vaittu,
mil—tanned mitita nimirntu,
man-konta, mil-tanin mikkum or tévum ulaté?

(11—2—3)

Translation
Could there be a God greater than Tirumal, our Lord,
Who has on His person lodged Eran (Rudra) and Pﬁvan
Brahma
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Besides Pﬁmakal (Lak smi, the lotus-born), whom the Devas
Worship, who tipWards grew and measured all the worlds?
Notes

notes below 1-3-9 regarding the positions taken up by
the exalted Rudra and Brahma, on the Lord’s person.

(1) See

The Celestials adore the Lord’s condescending grace in
accommodating, on His broad person, besides SIT
Mahalaksmi, Rudra and Brahma.
(ii) As Trvikrama, He encompassed all the worlds.
These are convincing proofs of His supremacy over all

the rest.

te'mm epporulum pataikkap pﬁvil ninmukanaip pataitta
tévag em peruménukku anal, pﬁvum pﬁcanaiyum tﬂumé?
(11-2—4)

Thnslation
Can one worship and with ﬂowers decorate
‘
‘
’
Any one other than Emperumz'u; (our Supreme Lord)
Who, the lotus-based, four-headed Brahma, ushered,
The Devas and the rest to Create?
Notes
(i) Worship can be offered only to the Supreme Lord and
being of exquisite charm, He alone is worthy of deco-

ration.

(ii) Here is an interesting anecdote:

Prior to his absorption into the Vaisnavite fold, Empar, the
illustrious Preceptcr (a cousin of Sri Riménuja) was,
for some time, serving in the Siva temple at Kalahasti,
under the appellation of “ Ullaﬁkai Kc narnta Nﬁyanir".
One day, when he stood perched on a tree, gathering
ﬂowers for the diurnal worship of the Deity, right
underneath, Sri Tirumalai Nampi, his uncle, was discoursing on this particular stanza to his disciples.
The votary, high up on the tree, burst out with an
emphatic ‘ N0 ’, in reply to the question put in this
stanza, jumped down, tore off his Rudréksa necklace
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(worn by the votaries of Rudra and fell at the feet
the learned discourser, seeking refuge in him.

of

takum cirt tan tani mutalinullé
mikum tévurn ep porulum pataikkat

takum kolat timaraik kannan, emmin
mikum coti mél arivér evaré?

([I—2—5)

Translation
Does one Know of any other, more radiant
Than our lovely lotus-eyed Lord, omniscientand omnipotent,
Who, by His resolve unique, could bring into being
The Devas, (men) and all other things?
Note
One of the fundamentalcharacteristicsof the Supreme Lord is
‘
Pundarikaksatva ’ (i.e.) His being lotus-eyed. These
tell-tale eyes will straightaway proclaim His supremacyEnthralled by His bewitching looks, the Alvﬁr mean that
He is the Supreme LOrd. of. SIOka 12 of the hymnai gems
of Yémuna, where
He queries:

“ Who but Sriman Niréyana is the red lotus—eyed?
Who but He is Purusottama, the highest?
evarum yavaiyum ellép porulum
kavarvu ir_u_'it tannul otuﬁka ninra
pavar kol ﬁéna-vellac cutar rnﬁrttiavar ern éli am palliyaré.

(II—2—6)

Translation
He Who, in His stomach,holds with ease,
The sentient beings, the non-sentientthings and all these,
Is the lovely Lord, of Knowledge immense;
Dear to me, He of exquisite form lies on the watery expanse,
Note
This may refer either to the Lord reclining on the milk-ocean
or on the watery expanse, during the deluge.
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palli alilai él ulakum kollum
vallal val vayirrup perumag
ulul ar arivar-avan—tan

kalla maya manakkarutté?

([1_2_7)

Translation
Who indeed can plumb the unfathomable mind
0f the Lord Supreme who could hold the worlds seven
In His stomach, big and tough,
And repoae on a tender ﬁg- leaf?

Note
Only the Supreme Lord is capable of achieving the seemingly
impossible, blending within Himselfthe incompatibles, such
as holding inside His stomach all the worlds and lying as a
tender babe on a ﬁg— leaf ﬂeating on the Waterv expanse.
None can indeed probe His mysteries and comprehend them.
It can only be said that nothing is beyond Him and there lies
the clue to His supremacy.

karuttil tévum ellap porulum
vamttit‘ta mayap pirén agri, yarétiruttit tin nilai mﬁvulakum tammul
iruttik kakkum iyalvinaré‘?

(11—2—8)

Translation

None but Mayappiran (the Benefactor great of mysterious
prowess)
Can by a mere resolve create Devas and all else.
Who else can His natural afﬁnity possess
To preserve by sheer Will all the three worlds?

Note
This cuts across the popular notion that Brahmi is the functional Deity for creation and Visnu, the Deity for sustentation. Actually, Mahi Visnu controls all the three functions of creation, preservation and dissolution, and
Brahma and Rudra are mere functionaries on His behalf.
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kakkum iyalvigan kanna—perumén
cérkkai ceytu, tan untiyullé
viytta ticaimukag intiran vinavar
ikkinin, teyva ulakukalé.

(lI—2—

9)

Translation
Lord Kannan Whose nature 1t 15 to protect,
Did (at the time of dissolution)collect
All the worlds into His navel and then create
Ticaimukan(Brahma), Intiran and Végavar (Devas) and their
worlds (holy and bright).
Notes
(i)

10rd Krsna is Supreme, because He controls all the
three functions of creation, sustentationand dissolution.
It was to dispel the undesirable gloom and grant
the coveted felicities that the L0rd incarnated as Sri

(ii) At the time of dissolution, one and all, without any
exception, get inside Him. This is then followed by
re-creation of the worlds and that way. the cyclic
process goes on, epoch after epoch.

kalvi! emmaiyum El ulakum ninullé torriya iraival emu,
vol-Eran nﬁnmukan intiran vinavar
pul—ﬁrti kalal panintu, éttuvaré.

(11-2—10)

Translation
Velléran (Rudra), Nénmukan (Brahma), Indra and Vanavar
(Devas) congregate
And worshipat the feet of the lord with that bird (Garuda) as
His mount
And unto Him, pray ‘ Iraiva’ (by your resolve), you brought

out

The seven worlds and us all and yet you will hide out,
Like a thief, your greatness and to us for favours resort ”.
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Notes
(i) The Celestials, including Rudra, With the white bull as
his mount, the four-headed Brahma, Indra and others
of that exalted band, seek various boons from Mahé
Visnu, the Supreme Lord, and their power to grant, in
turn, the wishes of their votaries is thus derived from
Him alone. And yet, they wish to tickle their vanity
by making it appear that even the Supreme Lord seeks
favour from them. It is noteworthy, Lord Krisna just
tickled the vanity of Rudra when He sought from the
latter that He be blessed with a son through His consort,
Rukmini. It is for this that the Lord has been referred
to, in this stanza, as a thief.

(i)

Divya Kavi (The poet, par excellence), Pillai Perumﬁl
Ayyangar exclaims: “ 0h, L0rd, what a paradox that
you, from whom all things emanate, are dubbed a thief
for having stolen butter! Actually, we are the thieves,
who think and act as if we are our own, not realising
that we belong to you, the rightful owner ”.

Etta El ulakum konta kolak
kﬁttanaik kurukﬁrc catakopan col
vaytta ayirattul ivai pattutan
Etta vallavarkku illai or ﬁnamé.

(11—2-11)

Translation

For those who learn and laud these songs ten,
Out of the thousand bequeathed unto us, by Kurukﬁr Cata—
kopan,
In adoration of the enchanting Lord, who did span
With ease, the worlds seven , drawbacksthere will be none.
Notes
(i) Those, who learn these ten songs and enter into their spirit
will be ﬁrm in their convictionthat Mahi Visnu is the
Supreme Lord; they will thus be free from the drawbacks of (i) not looking upon Mahi Visnu as the
Supreme Lord and (ii) looking upon Deities other than
Maha Visnu, as Supreme. For the matter of that, the
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solitary episode of Trivikrama, of charming beauty,
measuring eﬂ'ortlessly all the worlds in just three
strides, is enough to assert Maha Visnu’s Supremacy.
(ii) The Lord’s Supremacy has been set out, in this decad,
under various counts, namely, destruction of the sins
of devotees and ridding them of distress, being lotuseyed, friend-in-need, achieving the impossible and
blending the incompatibles, laudation by the exalted
celestials, Rudra, Brahmé and others, control of all
the three functions of creation, sustentation and dissolution and so on.

Second Centum—Third Decad (II-3)

(ﬂail

v51 Evin?)

Preamble

In the ﬁrst decad of this centum, we saw the Alvin in dire
Towards the end, the Lord, however, deigned to present
Himself and once again, the Alvir is in rapturous rapport with the
Lord. In this decad. he gives vent to the joy of reunion with the
enchanting Lord. In strict sequence, this should have been the
second decad instead of being the third. The Alvin's immediate
reaction, on seeing the Lord come back to him, Was, however, that
one of such super eminence, the overlord of the Celestials, should
have at all deigned to mingle with one so low. And, therefore, he
straightawaycxpatiatcd on the Lord’s transcendental glory, in the
second decad.

distress.

ﬁnil val uyiré! nallai, po! unnaip perru,
vénulﬁr peruman, matucﬁtan, en ammén,
tinum yinum ellam tannullé kalantolintom:
ténum palum neyyum kannalum amutum otté.
Translation
Oh, ye mind, dwelling in the ﬂeshy body,
You are indeed good; because of you, It (this vassal)

(II—3—1)
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Could with Matucﬁtan, my Lard, mingle, chief of Celestials
And into Him dissolve like honey, milk, nectar and candy.
Notes
(i) In this decad, where the Alvin gives tent to his joy of
communion with the Lord, the one he was pining for,
praise is ﬁrst bestowed on his forWard mind which had
overtaken him in its ﬂight to God, seeking the bliss of
union with Him. This is like a prince, restored back to
his lost kingdom by some one, thanking that person
ﬁrst. The w0rd
(soul) in the original text, by
implication, refers to the mind, the principal adjunct,
stirring up one’s thoughts either way.

‘inr’

(ii) The last line refers to the blend of all that is delicious and
it can either be an admixture of all these delicacies or
the mixture of like things only, (i.e.) hcney with honey,
milk with milk. nectar with nectar and so on.

ottar mikkarai ilaiyaya mi méya!
ottéy ep porutkum, uyir ay, ennaip pet-ta
at téy éy, tantai iy, ariyatana arivittu,
atté! ni ceytana atiyén ariyéné.

(11—3—2)

Translation
There’s none above you, Oh, Lord of wondroustraits!
And none equal to you, and yet forms you’d take
Like all Others; you are the life-giver
To one and all, the Mother that yielded me, the Father”:
And PreceptOr, ‘ tis beyond me to list out all your favours.
Notes
(i) While patting on the back of his forward mind, in the
preceding song, the Alvir realised that even such an
evolved mind was but the lord’s gift and, therefore, he
passed on to sing the glory of God.
(ii) When this song was discoursed upon, by that great preceptor, Empér, the question Was raised by some one in
the learned assembly as to who is the ﬁrst spiritual
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preceptor for every Individual. Some said, “ The
Guru who imparts the requisite spiritual knowledge”,
while some others observed “ It is the Sri Vaisnava who
puts us on to the spiritual preceptor for acceptance”.
Empar, however, clariﬁed: “Indeed, the Lord, seated.
in the region of our heart, is the ﬁrst Preceptor, hidden
and unseen though, for it is He who, from His vantage
position inside us, granted us the impulse not to resist
but to yield to the good oﬂices of the visible preceptors
outside and of the helpers who put us on to such
preceptors.
ariyék kalattullé atimaikkan atlpu ceyvittu,
ariyé mi méyattu atiyénai vaittiyil;
ariyﬁmaik Rural 5y, nilam mavali mﬁvati engu
atiyémai vaﬁcittﬁy, enatu iviyul kalanté.

(11—3-3)

Translation

Wonderful ‘ tis, you got into my mind,
And in me, in (the clutches of) this mysticland,
Still immature, did instil the desire to serve you around,
Even as you did on the sly, obtain the land
Ofthree strides from Mavali (Mahibali), as Vimana, the little
lad.
Note
The present versiﬁcation conforms to the interpretation given
5by Sri Ramanuja,duly changing the prose order of the text,
as in the original, quite in keeping with the current milieu.
Sri Ramanuja was taught the meaning of this song by his
spiritual Instructor (Tirumilai Antin), as follows, without
any change in the prose order of the poem (as in the original
‘
text).

“ You instilled in me the desire to serve

you at a time when I
was hardly evolved and yet, you have kept me wallowing in
worldly life, the hot-bed for ignorance, instead of promoting my God-love and providing the necessary incentives

therefor ”.
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Sri Réménuja had,however, no hesitation in poxnting out to
the learned Instructor that, put that way, it would be a
reproach against the L0rd and would,therefore, be a misﬁt
in this decad, Where the Ab gives vent to the joy of Union
with the Lord and sings His glory."

it

enat'u aviyul kalanta peru nal utavik kaimrniru
enatu ivi tantolintén; ini milvatu enpatu unté?
enatu avi aviyurn ni, polil elum unta entziy!
enatu ivi yar? yin ﬁr? tanta ni kontékkinéiyé.

(II—34)

’Ihnslation
My Sire, Who did in your stomach sustain
The worlds seven, you dissolved into my soul;
For this great good, my soul I oﬁ'er you, in return,
There isn’t any going back; but what is my soul?
Who am I? what is yours indeed, you have taken,
You are the Giver great, the Soul of my soul.
Notes

For all the good done to him by the Lord, the Alvér Wanted to
recompense Him and so, he offered his soul to the Lord,
adding, with extra gusto, that it was a ﬁrm oﬂ‘er from which
he would not recant. A little introspection, however, made
him realise that there is hardly anything which does not
belong to God and there is, therefore, no question of surrendering the soul to the Lord to whom it rightly belongs.
What is it that is being surrenderedand whose was it before
the surrender? To surrender to the Lord that which already
belongs to Him would be tantamount to the assumption
of an ill-conceived right of ownership of the thing surrendered, in derogation of the divine right of ownership.
These very sentiments were echoed by Saint Yémuna in
slokas 52 and 53 of ‘ Stotra Ratna ‘ (hymnal gems).
Well, the dilemma in which Saint Nammalvér and Saint
Yamunt'tcirya were caught up, is bound to present itself to
every one of us, as long as We live in this abode. Scared
by the horrors of earthly existence, one is tempted to surrender one’s soul to the Lord, as if it is one’s own and could be
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battered away in this manner, and then the correction
follows, based on the realisation of one’s essential nature and
the inter-relationshipbetween Man and God. Sui-rendering
oneself unto the keeping of the Lord, with the full awareness
and awakening of one’s essential nature (svarﬁpa), as the
Lord’s own, solely dependent on Him, stands, however, on a
different footing.
uni yar ﬁanankalél etukkal eléta entay!
kanivir vittu—inpamé! en katal-pata amutél
tagiyén vil-mutalé! polil élurn énam onray
nuni ar kettil vaittiy! nuna pétam cérnténé.

(11—3-5)

Translation
My Lord, mere learning, however profound, Can’t comprehend
Thee,
Unto your lovers you are the fountain of heavenly bliss;
You are my nectar, not that stuﬂ' from the Saltish sea,
But the very source of life for this lover peerless;

on your pointed tusk, you lifted the worlds seven,

As the Boar unique and so have I your feet now attained.

Note
The Alvir rejoices that he has been reclaimed by the Lord
from the Ocean of Samsﬁra, even as He reclaimed the Earth
from under the Oceanic waters, after slaying Hiranyéksa,
the golden-eyed demon.

cérntar tivinaikatku aru naﬁcai, tin matiyai,
tirntar-tam manattup piriyétu avar uyiraic
carnté pukalkotac cutarai, arakkiyai mﬁkku
imtayai, atiyén ataintén, mutal munnamé.

(11—3—6)

Translation

Unto your devotees, you vouchsafe a mind steady and bright,
Never apart from the devout, you are their very life and beacon
light,
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A deadly poison for their sins, the devil’s (Surpanakha‘s)nose
you smote,
From the earliest time this vassal is at your feet.
Notes
(i) The Mvar afﬁrms that he always belonged to the Lord
and rejoices, now that he is in the LOrd’s company,
forgetting all the pangs of the earlier separation.
(ii)

It

15 said that one has to inevitably pass through the
reactions of one’s past actions. But this is true only
in the case of those who are not devoted to the Supreme
Lord, while, in respect of the devout, He operates as a
deadly poison, destroying all their sins.

(iii) Steadfastness of mind is indeed one
Here is a nice illustration.

of His great

gifts.

When king Ambarsa was doing Tapas, in devout contemplation of L0rd Maha Visnu, the L0rd appeared before
him, disguised as Indra and insisted that the King
should ask of him boons. As Indra was not the Deity
the King was meditating upon, the latter resented the
former’ s intrusion and requested him to get away, his
exalted position notwithstanding
(iv) When a lustrous gem is reclaimed from the slush into
which it had got sunk for long, it shines again as
before, as this sheen is nothing new and the lustre
always belonged to it. Similar is the case with the
Alvér who always belonged to the Lord, but stands
reclaimed only now.

mun nal yal payil nﬁl narampin mutir cuvaiyé!
pal-naiir payilum paranél pavittirané!
kannalé! amuté! kir mukilé! en kanné!
11in alal ilénkan; ennai ni kurikkollé.
Translation
You are the delectable melody, chaste and matured,
From the ancient lyre, and by the eminent adored;

(II—3—7)
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Oh, Lord! pure and Supreme, sweet like nectar and cane juice
My cloud-hued Kenna! I do seek refuge
In none but you, take note and make me yours.
Notes
(1)

Notwithstanding the assertion, as m the last song, that
he belonged to the Lord from time immemorial, the
Alvir apprehends the frightful possibility~of getting
separated from the Lord, over again, and he, therefore,
entrants Him to note that he cannot brook separation
from Him Who is sweetness itself. The sweetness of
music which attracts the cow, the infant and the snake
alike, is proverbial, and the Lord is the very source of
this sweetness.

' (ii) That the Lord is pure needs no special mention but what
is emphasised here is that He puriﬁes worldlings like
us and makes us ﬁt to join the rank and ﬁle of the pure
souls in the yonder Heavens.

kurikkol ﬁanankalél enai ﬁll cey tavamum
kidkkontu, ip pirappé cila nélil eytipan yin—
urikkonta venney pal olittu unnum ammﬁn pin
nerikkonta neﬁcanziyp piravit tuyar katinte.

(11—3-8)

'Ihnslation
Right in this birth and in a shOrt space
Have I attained what others achieve down the ages
Through deep penance and Knowledge intense,
Freed from the miseries of birth, all by the grace
Of my Lord, who stole and ate from hanging hoops
Milk and butter, with my mind unto Him very close.
Note
The Alvar could attain the Lord right now, not by following
the disciplines, rigid and rigorous, but solely by His Grace
which alighted on him while contemplating the boyish
pranks of the Lord, as Sri Krsna, eating stealthily, the milk
and butter, stored up in hanging hoops, in the pastoral
village of Golcula.
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kati var tan am tulayk kannan, vinnavar perumin,
pati vanam iranta paraman, pavittiran cir,
ceti Tar noykal keta, patintu kutaintu an,
atiyég vaymatuttup parukik kalitténé.
(II-3—9)
Translation

Sporting the Cool tulaci garland, full of fragrance,
Kantian, Chiefof Celestials, has no equal,
Even in heaven; unto Him, pure and supreme, this vassal
Could come close and get rid of sins, vast and dense,
Revelling and singing profusely His traits auspicious.
Note
The Alvin rejoices that he could partake of the heavenly bliss
even here, as the Lord is right with him in all His celestial
grandeur, the dense sins which stood between him and the
Lord having been eradicated, root and branch, by His
grace. It is a case of the immaculate Lord purifying one
and all falling within the purview of His sweet, spontaneous
grace.

kalippum kavarvum an'u, pirappup pini mﬁppu irappu amt,
olikkonta cotiyumz'iy utankﬁtuvatu enru k016tulikkinra van, in nilam—cutaI-ﬁli canku Enti—
(11—3—10)
alikkinra mayap piran atiyirkal kulﬁnkalaiye?
Translation
Oh, when shall I enter and enjoy the holy gatherings
Of devotees of the wondrous Lord, holding the conch and
discus radiant,
Protector of Heaven and Earth, the light that all knowledge

illumines,
Getting rid of pleasures worldly and the resultant suﬁ‘erings,
Birth and death, old age and pestilence?
Note
.

In the preceding song, the Alvin gave vent to his supreme joy,
exclaiming that the very heavenlv bliss had come to him,
right here.
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The LOrd asked the Alvér whether there was anything more
He could do for him. The Alvar replied:

“ My Lord, there is no doubt that I have found Heaven on
Earth. But then, the fear whether the present enjoyment
can go on for all time without interruption, haunts me
situated as Iam, in this material body, with all the ailments
ﬂesh is heir to, surrounded by the material world, swayed
by the wayward senses. And, therefore, this body should
go and the scene shifted to the uncontaminatedHigh Heavens
where I could enjoy the holy company of the ‘ Nityas ’ (everfree angels) and the ‘ Muktas’ (the released souls) ”.
kulam kol pér arakkan kulam viya munintavanai
kulam kol ten kurukﬁrc catakopan terintu uraitta
kulam kol ayirattul iVai pattum utan piti,
kulankaléy, atiyirl utankﬁtininru Tatuminé.
(11—3-11)
Translation
Dance, ye devotees! in a body, singing diligently, these songs
ten,
Out of the cluster of thousand learned songs of Catakopan,
Chief of the apostles of Ten Kuiukﬁr, in adoration
Of the irate Lord, who routed the demon (Ravana) and his

battalions,

‘Jote

In this end-stanza, there is a departure from the usual pattern
of setting out the beneﬁts of learning and singing the ten
sengs in each decad. The Alvér emphasises the importance
of these ten songs being sung in a chorus by the devotees,
as an end in itself. It may also be construed that those who
learn these ten songs will have the felicity of singing them in
the holy company of devotees, unlike the Alvér, who languished for want of such an association. It is worth repeating here the following exhortation of Nampillai, the great
Preceptor:
“ Until you reach the Eternal Land, the few of you who are
devoted to the Supreme Lord, should, during the few days
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of your stay in this abode. sink all petty differences, based
on lust and lucre, and sing, in one voice, the Lord‘s glory, for
your common enjoyment and ediﬁcation "

Second Centum—Fourth Decad (II-4)
(Kti iti)
In the penultimate song of the last decad the Alvar expressed
his desire to sing profusely the glory ofthe Lord in a chorus. Looking around, he, however, found the prospect of mustering persons
from the rank and ﬁle of the worldlings for this purpose pretty
bleak. He had, therefore, no option but to shift the venue of his
enjoyment to the high Heavens and sing the Lord‘s praise in the
‘
’
company of the Nitya Sﬁris there. This ardent longing of the
Alvin was, however, not realised there and then and once again
the Alvin was thrown into deep dejection assuming the overtones
of a frustrated feminine lover in a state of despondency. The
Alvarhad got into such a state on two earlier occasions, namely I—4
and 11-1. 0n the ﬁrst occasion he sent some birds as his emissaries
to the Lord, while, on the second occasion, all things around seemed
to suffer, like him, the pangs of separation from the Lord and he,
therefore, wept along with those comrades-in-distress. But now
his grief is so deep and poignant that all that is said in this decad
is put in the mouth of the mother who questions the Lord how He
could reduce her love-intoxicated daughter to such a parlous state
and asks Him to clarify His intentions as to what exactly He
proposes to do about the poor little victim.
No doubt, it is the Alvin who sings, and yet, this assumes the
form of a mother’s dialogue with the Lord indicating an extremely
critical state so far as the Alvar is concerned. This is like the
swollen river Kaveri or Ganga branching 011“ into rivulets, going by
diﬂ‘erent names but carrying the same Water as in Kavéri or Ganga't.
The necessitx for the mother’s intervention here, in this decad,
unlike the two earlier decads referred to above can be understood
if We probe into the genesis of each of these three decads. It is a
matter of common knowledge that the grief Over the loss of a
thing varies in direct proportion to the value one attaches to the
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thing lost. Fa. example, as between the loss of a silver piece and a
gold piece, the latter causes a far more grievous feeling of privation.
If the same person, later on, lost a necklace set with costly gems
and rubies it would be the worst blow. And now let us analyse
the cause of the Alvin’s grief at the commencement of each of the
two earlier decads. In 1-3-10 the Alvin wanted to adore and
embrace the Lord’s pair of feet which spanned the entire Universe
during His Avatar as Trivikrama. But he couldn’t get at those feet
and, in the grief that ensued, he sent the birds on an errand to the
Lord as in 1-4. Again, in 1-10-9, the Alvin devoutly longed for
communion with the Lord in His Iconic form in the pilgrim centre,
Tirukkuruﬁkuti (deep south in Tamil Nidu). Non-materialisation
of this ardent desire brought on grief far more intense than 0n
the earlier occasion in view of the relatively greater importance of
the thing now lost, namely, communion with the Lord in His
Iconic manifestation, a veritable ocean of innumerable excellances
vis-a-vis His Incarnate form which is like the river, once in spate,
now turned dry or turgid. And now what is the position? In
II-3—10 the Alvar pined for entry into the gatherings of the devotees
and singing profusely the g10ry of the L0rd in their steadfast
company. But this did not happen inunediately, and naturally, the
loss is the worst so far on the analogy ofthe successive loss of silver,
Gold and gem-studded necklace. So great is the importance
attached to the company of the Godly. This accounts f0r the
induction of the mother into the scene.

It might be questioned why this decad complainsat the door of
the Lord instead of being couched as an appeal to the band of the
devotees on the Yonder side, whose company the Alvir pines for
but could not have. Well, the complaint was always lodged with
the King, the aggrieved party rushing to the Palace gate even
though the gems and rubies were looted by robbers in the jungle.
As a matter of fact it is only the L0rd who grants us all felicities
including participation in the gatherings of the Godly and hence,
the appeal at His door.

iti an akam karaintu,

icai

pitip pitik kannir malki,
niti niti, naracinkal egru
viti vatum iv val-nutalé.

enkmn
(11—4—1)
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Translation

This young dame of forehead bright,
Keeps rattling, with a mind worn out;
Lookingout all over she sings and sings,
Cries out. “ 0h, Naraciﬁkﬁ! " and sinks.
Notes
(i) The mother exclaims:

“ Alas! my daughter feels let down by the Lord who, as
Narasimha (Man-Lion), came to Prahlida’s aid. Res-tive and rattling, she looks out for Him everywhere, her
heart melts down in contemplation of the Lord and she
cries out for Him in melodious notes expressive of her
melancholy ”.
(ii) The tears ﬂowing down the cheeks of Parankusa Nayakil
in torrents remind us of Hanumén’s query to Sité, the
Divine Mother in captivity, why tears were rolling
down her cheeks.
(iii) Parankuéa Nayalci is looking out here, there and everywhere f0r the Lord who, she is sure, will never fail to
succour His devotees. As Narasinké He had studiously

stationed Himselfin every nook and corner, pillar and
While discoursing on this song, Sri Parésara
Bhattar said:

particle.

“ ParankusaNayaki is looking for the Lord even in the folds of
her sari. ”. Had He not once got on to the hip of the
Blvd: in the course of His ascent to the Alvér’s head?

(1-94).
(iv) Says the gnostic mother: “ My daughter is indeed worried,
over and over again, whether the Lord would help only
Prahléda and not her. She has not, however, given up
hopes as yet and that is why life is still stickingto her ”.
Face is the index of the mind and Parinkusa Niyaki’s.
lingering hopes are reﬂected on her forehead.
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vil—nutal im matavaral, ummaik
kanum icaiyul naikinral; viral
vanan éyiram to! tunittir! ummaik
kéna, nir irakkam iliré.

([I—4—2)

Translation
To behold you (of beauty exquisrte),
Who, the thousand arms of mighty vanan smote,
This young lady of forehead bright
Stands consumed by a burning desrre,
But your graCe on her you don’t confer.
Notes
(i)

(11')

=(i1i)

You secured Usz't, the daughter of the
mighty Banisura f0r Aniruddha, your grandson, after
chopping oﬂ‘ the Asura’s thousand sinewy shoulders.
And yet you would not relent 1n the case of my
daughter and relieve her distress ".

“Oh, LOrd Krsna,

Reference has again been made to the bright forehead of
Parankusa Nayaki only to betray the mother’s surprise
at the Lord’s indiﬂ‘erence even to one of such fascinating
charm.
Mother to the Lord"

“Oh, it

15 all topsy-turvy my daughter pining for you!
It should be the other way around. It is indeed the
Owner who should be all agog to get at his
property.”

The Lord retorts saying, “ Well, your daughter‘s desire to get
at me may be all right but the impediments to the realisation of her desire are heavier still”.
But then, the mother is not prepared to swallow this.
She asks Him “For one who smote the thousand arms
of the mighty Banasura, is it at all diﬁicult to cut out
these impediments? ’ ’

'
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(11-4—3)l

Translation
You, who the demon’s Lanka did rout,
Relent not for this dame of tender heart,
Who is like unto wax set on ﬁre;
Oh, what can I do for her?
Note
Mother to the Lord

“ What you did to reclaim Sita from her captivity in Lanké.
how you languished without food and sleep days on end, how
you bunded the roaring sea and routed Ravana’s Lahka, lock,
stock and barrel have been chronicled by sage Valmiki in his
immortal Ramayana. And so it is well within the Knowledge of“
my hapless daughter. Therefore it is she feels tormented why she
couldn’t get a similar treatmentat your hands. Oh, what a contrasting picture! my daughter of melting tenderness of heart, like the
wax come in contact with ﬁre, and you, absolutely hard-hearted
and unrelenting. What can I do, in between? There is no remedy
for this situation except the inﬂux of your sweet grace. I daresay
you who did so much for Sité, will not lay yourself open to the
charge of cruel partiality and terrible discrimination by not coming
to my daughter’s aid, at once. ”
ilankai cerravané! ennum; pingum,
valam kol pul uyarttiy! ennum; ullam
malaﬁka vev uyirkkum; kannir mikak
kalaﬁkik kaitolum nigru ivalé.
Translation
Says unto you my daughter, oh, Lord,
“ Lanka, (for Sita’s sake) you destroyed
And on your banner is the mighty bird (G-aruda)";
With a mind agitated and breathinghot,

(11—4—4)
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Tears well up her eyes and badly upset,
And stunned she stands, with joined palms.
Notes
Mother to the Lord
(i)

“I

thought I had consoled my daughter saying that she
should sustain herself meditating on your meritorious
deeds as Sri Rama with the ﬁrm belief that you will,
some day, succour her as you did Sita. Even Siti had
to wait f0r quite some length of time before she was
reclaimed from her captivity in Lenka. But suddenly
my daughter has started crying as before. But then, She
says that you were pining for Sité all the time, but you
just can’t remember this poor girl. It is not as if you
lack the means of locomotion if only you wished to
come and meet my daughter. She is well aWare that
the mighty Garuda, moving at supersonic speed, is
always at your disposal. And so she concludes it is
sheer indifference on your part. On the other hand
she is very much agitatel and bursting with tears.
Nevertheless, with joined palms she is w0rshipping You.
I just don't know what to do ".

(ii) It is worth noting that, whatever he the mood and mode
of speech of the Alvin be he calm or agitated, his
basic stance as the Lord’s sole servitor (Sesatva) remains
quite in met; in other words, his essential nature (svarl'tpa) does not undergo any modiﬁcation. That is how
reference is made to the ParankusaNiyaki’sworshipping
posture even in such an extremely critical state of mental
cogitation (see, in this connection, aphorism 119 of
‘
Acarya Hrdayam ’).
ival irappakal vayverit tana
kuvalai on kanna nir kontél; vantu
tivalum tan am tulay kotir-ena

tavala vannar takavukalé?

'Ihnslation
Day and night this girl keeps babbling
And in her ﬂowery eyes tars are swelling;

([I—4-5)
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You don’t on her bestow your tulrci garland, cool and lovely,
Swarmed by bees; What has happened, (I can't see)
To you of disposition pure and your quality of mercy.

Note
(i) Mother to the Lord
“Well, if you don’t relent even in such a preCarious condition
of my daughter what indeed has happened to your quality
of mercy? Has it dried up alt0gether?
My daughter is talking about you all the time whereas it
should be the other way rcund. We know frcm Hz numin’s
report to Sitz't how you kept pining for her, spendirg sleepless days and rights, thinking and talking about her all the
time. Oh, what a pity! the eyes of my daughter which should
shed tears of joy are bursting with sorrow. After all, what
does she want frcm you? Nothing more than the cool
tulaci garland frcm your person in replacement of the
withered one on her feverish body, consumed by the pangs
of separaticn from you. Actually, she envies the bees
gaily swarming your garland studded with honey, and even
wishes that she had been born as one ofthose fortunate bees".

(ii) Reference has been made by the mother to the Lord’s
purity of dispositicn and quality of mercy in this
context rather sneeringiy. Sri Palisara Bhattar would
put it that the mother means to say, “Well, if there
were a few persons like you the girls would indeed
prosper very well I"
takavu utaiyavané! ennum; pinnum,
mika virumturn piran! ennum; enatu
aka-uyirkku arr.uté! ennum-ullam
uka urukiningu ululé.
Translation
Says my daughter, with a mind thawing,
Right frcm the inner core of her being,
“ Oh, Lord! you are indeed merciful,
T—S

(11—4—6)
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You are my highly coveted Benefactor,
And to my inner soul, the nectar ”.
Notes
(i) In the preceding stanza the mother complained about a
heartless Lord, who had put her daughter in such
a parlous predicament. But no sooner had the mother
opened her mouth, with such a reproach on her tongue
than the daughter (Paraﬁkuéa Nayaki) gagged it
effectively, despite her pangs of separation from the
Lord, by proclaiming that the Lord is an inexhaustible
fountain of grace and a highly coveted Benefactor. To
dub Him as devoid of mercy would be just as inconceivable as the ocean getting emptied of all its water.
(ii) Aclose parallel to this can be found in Ramayana,
Sundara Kinda, 26-13 where, even while bemoaning
her captivity in Lanka, Siti extolled the great qualities
of Sri Rama and lamented that one of such excellence
had not so far come to her rescue merely because she
lacked the requisite felicity, being totally devoid of
grace because of the oﬁ‘ence thrown by her, once at
Rama and a much greater oﬁence at Laksmana later
on. This clearly shows that there can be absolutely on
ﬂaw or drawback in the Lord warranting His being
given up on any account, even in trying moments of
separation from Him. As a matter of fact, what is
sought to be classiﬁed as a drawback in the Lord, if
at all, is just the mental agony inﬂicted by Him on
the devotees when He doesn‘t favour them with His
nectarean presence. But even this has a purpose
behind, forming, as it does, part of the Lord‘s
technique of shock-treaﬂnent whereby the devotee’s
appetite f0r God is whetted.
ulul avi ularntu ularntu, ena
vallalé! kannané! ennum; pinnum,
vella nirk kitantay! ennum-ena
kalvi tan patta vaﬁcanaiyé!

(11—4-7)
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Translation
Enticed by the L0rd 15 my daughter
And her inner soul is fully dried
And yet from me she tries to hide
And cries out, “ Oh, my liberal Lord,
Kenna, resting on oceanic waters ".

Notes
(i) With an aching heart the mother gives expression to her
daughter’s enticement by the Lord and her present
critical condition. The soul which is inherently
incapable of being burnt or dried up, is said to have been
dried up in Parinlcusa Nayaki’s case. And yet, she
tries to keep her mother off the track and lands her
beloved Lord.

(ii) Paraﬁkusa Nayaki says her Lord is a great Benefactor,
a liberal donor and all that, just like a person in deep
thirst calling repeatedly, ‘ water, water’ or chewing up
bits of reﬁned camphor.
'(iii) In Visnu dharma, one is advised to meditate on lord
Narasimha, while moving about in a frightfully dark
night, to ward off evils; likewise, one, in dire distress
or deep thirst, should think of the Lord reclining in the
milky ocean.
(iv) Sri Rama had exclaimed that he couldn't be away from
Sité, the dark-eyed, even for a trice.
The Lord’s position vis-a-vis Parinlméa Nayaki should
also be just the same and yet, the mother witnesses
things hﬁpening in the reverse order here and she,
therefore, calls it a mere treachery.

vaﬁcanel ennum; kaitolum; tana
neﬁcam véva netitu uyirkkum-vigal—
kaﬁcanai vaﬁcanai ceytir! ummait
taﬁcam enru ival pattenavé!

(11—4—8)

Translation

0h, Slayer of heady Kaﬁcan, here is my daughter
Who in you refuge sought and is now in great distress;
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The heavy sigh she heaves, her heart blisters ;
And yet, with folded hands’she does your treachery own,
How 'You made her your vassal, to her unknown.
Notes
(i) When the mother complained in the previous song
about the treacherousenticement of her daughter by the
Lord, Paréﬁkusa Néyaki could not bear this aﬁ'ront
to her beloved Lord. Uttering the sme word, ‘trea—
chery ’, as the mother did, the Nayaki gives it a differ—
ent complexion. The Lord's treachery lies in the great
good He has done her by making her His vassal unknown to her.
(ii) The daughter’s distress, referred to by the Mother, can be
analysed as follows
She does not go after food and raiment like the worldlings;

Nor does she enjoy the heavenly bliss like the celestials in
Heaven;
She cannot wait patiently till, one day, the ﬁnal goal is
reached;

Nor does the Lord ﬁnish her 03 as He did the heady
Kamsa, upsetting all his nefarious plans.
How tantalising, and that too, for one whose sole refuge
is the Lord! This is the mother's complaint.

patta-potu elu-potu ariyal; virai
mattu alar tan-tulay ennum-cutar
vatta vﬁy nuti némiyir! numatu
ittam egkol, iv élaikké?

(II—44)

Translation

Neither Sun-rise nor Sun-set, my daughter knows
And yet her mouth utters “ tulaci, cool and fragrant,
Studded with honey”, Oh Sire, holding the discuss eh‘ulgent,
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Notes
(i) Unlike the worldlings who know day and. night too
well, earning by day and spending by night those
earnings on worldly pleasures, Paiinkusa Nayaki is
altogether ignorant of Sun-rise ud Sun-set. Does it
mean that she is not sentient? She is no doubt sentient
as her mouth constantlyutters the words ‘1ulaci cool
and fragrant. studded with honey ’.
(ii) When the Lord was indifferent to the above observations
of the mother she asked Him;

“ Sire, the effulgent discus in your hand is ever ready to
go into action, helpir'g your devotees and destroying
the evil-doors.
precisely do you intend to do
with my daughter? Will you get rid of her as you
did Hiranya and his brood?

tht

01'

Will you elevate her to the rank of the celestials on the
Yonder heaven and enjoy her bewitching beauty,
enhanced still further by the conch and discus in her
hands?
01'

Will you put her back among the worldlings buried in
earthly pleasures oblivious of their essential nature
and their relationship with you?”
élai pitai irappakal taga
kél i1 on kanna nirkontz'il; kilar
vilvai véva ilankai cerﬁr! ival

milai nokku

Ont-urn

vatténmine.

'Il'amlation

Laﬁka's spectacqu wealth you routed, 0h, Sire,
This poor girl’s eyes of peerless beauty shed tears

(11—4—10)
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Day and night; may you keep, at least,
The youthful looks in her eyes in tact!
Notes
Mother to the Lord

“The tears welling up my daughter‘seyes day and night resemble the water drops around the lotus leaf shining like pearls,
a sight indeed for you which you cannot afford to miss.
Actually it is you that had worked her up to such a pitch
and would you not like to behold and enjoy the fruits of
your labours?
Is it not a sight for Gods, the rapturous ravishment of the lovesmitten Saint, when his Whole being thrills with love and his
eyes swim with pearls of tears?

If you think that there

are heavy impediments in the way of
your joining my daughter can't you eradiCate them even
as you routed the demoniac Ravana’s Lanké? Well, if you are
intent upon destroying my daughter also, please do not go
the whole hog out as you did in the case of Ravana, but
spare at least her bewitching looks which is about all that
remains of her now.

If she passes may we

will lose her. But mind you, you will
lose your very source of sustenance. You are known to
subsist on the sweet looks of your consorts. It is up to you
now not to run into a personal loss of such a magnitude”.

vattam il puka] vimananai ieai
kﬁtth van catakopan col amai
pittu or ayirattu ip pattél ati
cﬁttalakum am tamame.
Translation
Those that recite these songs ten,
Out of the thousand melodious songs of Catakopan.
Graciously comp0sed and grammatically clean,
In adoration of Vimanan of undying renown,

(11—4—11)
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Will have the fortune great,
To offer lovely ﬂowers at His feet.
Notes
(i) Those that recite these ten songs will be endowed with
the bliss of renderingperennial service at the feet of the
Lord in the company of the ‘ Nitya Sﬁris’ in Heaven,
the very bliss coveted by the Alvér at the end of the
last decad, without passing through any of the
sufferings undergone by the Alvin
(ii) In the ﬁrst song of this decad. reference Was made to
Parankusa Nayaki withering down. Actually her
condition reﬂects the state of the Lord as well. And
now that mention is made of Vamanan of undying
fame, it can be inferred that He rose to His full stature
by responding to the mother’s call to preserve her
daughter’s looks, the very source of His sustenanCe.
And so He is back again face to face with the Saint.
(iii) Mention has been made here of Vamanan, in particular,
as He was known to be very keen about the
reclamation of His possessions even if it involved His
having to seek alms. And now, will He lag behind
even after the mother had begged of Him to take
particular care of His very source of sustenance?

Second Centum Fifth Decad (II-5)
(Am Timattu Anpu)
Preamble
The sufferings undergone by the Alvin, as set out in the last
decad, are comparable to the titanic struggle of Gajendra, the elephant, with the crocodile. Even as the Lord rushed, with an
aching heart, to the pond post-haste on hearing the alarum raised
by the elephant the Lord felt exceedingly remorseful that He
did not rush to meet the Alvar as soon as the latter became critical
of His nonchalance, that is, His not rushing to his aid despite His
having the mighty Garuda to carry Him anywhere at supersonic
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speed. See 11-4-4. By way of making amends for this remissness,
the Lord has now come to the Alvir, in all His splendour and paraphernalia and is at the height of His joy in the blessed company of
the Saint. Beholding the joyous Lord, the Saint feels immensely
delighted and relates, in this decad, his ecstatic experience.
am tamattu agpu oeytu eg évi car ammﬁnukku
arn timam v5.1 muti canku an nﬁl éram ula, ;
centimaraittatain kart; cenkagi vay cenkamalam;
centimarai atikal; cempon tiru-utarnpe.

(II—S—l)

Translation
The Lord stands in my soul stationed,
Looking upon it as the lovely Heaven, wears He a pretty
garland,
The dazzling crown, conch and discus, Sacred thread
And chain; His eyes are like red lotus ponds,
His lips and feet also like lotus red, aglow is His person like
red gold.
Notes
(i) It is the Lord’s will that the Alvin should be kept in this
abode a little longer for the beneﬁt of humanity at
large. The Alvin, however, aspired to enter the
gatherings of the celestials in the yonder Heaven and
sing the Lord's glory profusely and for ever in their
holy company. See 11-3-10. As a compromise, the
Lord meets the aspiration of the Ahar by conferring
on him the heavenly bliss longed f0r by him right here.
The Alvar rejoices that the Lord exhibits unto him all
that love which He bears {Or the celestials and
describes the Lord’s glowing features.
(ii) Tirumilai Antin, referred to earlier, told Sri Riménuja.
while studying this song, that he had heard it said by
his preceptor, yﬁmmzitirya, that the Altar rejoices in
this song as the Lord has joined him along with the
entire band of ‘Nitya Sﬁris’ as apired for by him.
But Sri Rimanuja opined that this song relates how
the Lord's person, His jewels, Weapons etc, all of which
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lacked lustre and were as good as non-existent before
He mingled with the Alt-ﬁr, now shine with extra
brilliance which fascinated the Ab so much.

it

(ii) Yet another version is: In that section of the Vedas, known
‘
as the Antaréditya Vidya,’ the Lord is said to
shine inside the Sun, assuming a body glittering like
gold, lotus-eyed, bejewelled and so on; the Lord has
now entered the Alvar’s person with all that splendour.

tiru-utampu van cutar; centémarai kan; kai kamalam;
tiru itame marvam; ayan itarne koppﬁl;
oruvu iMurn entai perumarku arané; o!
(11-5—2)
oruvu itam omu imi, ennul kalantanukké.
Translation
Oh, what a wonder! the Lord who holds on His chest
Tiru (Laksmi), whose navel is Brahma't’s seat while the rest
Is by Aron held, has with me mingled, leaving vacant
No space in my body;beams my Sire’s body with rare brilliance
And aglow like the lotus red are His eyes and hands.
Notes
(i) Laksmi, the Divine Mother, stands ensconced on the
Lord’s chest; Brahma, the demi-urge, appointed by
the LOrd to create all the fourteen worlds, would not
budge from His navel and the rest of the Lord’s body
is occupied by Am; (Rudra). One so great has now
come and taken possession of the entire body of the
Alvér. Thrilled by his contact with the lord's
exquisite person, the Alvar describes His lustrous
body. When He casts loving glances at the Alvér,
the latter sees His lotus eyes proolaiming His
overlordship (Sovereignty and Supremacy). Apprehending the frightful posaibility of the Altar once again
resiling, overwhelmed by the Lord’s Sovereignty, the
Lord catches hold of the Alvﬁr by the hand. At once,
the Alvér describes the lotus hand that gripped him.
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(ii) While discoursing on this song, the great Preceptor,
Naﬁciyar feelingly remarked:
(iii)

(iv)

“ The

Alvar, who is our greatest well-wisher, speaks
of the Lord’s body beaming with brilliance. Indeed,
there is hardly a sin as heinous as denying the Lord,
His form and attributes, even as there is no favour
done by the Lord to us, so great as this one of our
being kept outside the pale of such a heresy ”.

It

is noteworthy that it is not a mere fantastic visionary
but Saint satakopa, endowed by an Omniscient
Lord with knowledge, full and complete, shorn of
doubts, despair, discrepancies and deviatiOns, (See I-l-l)
that goes into raptures over the Lord’s exquisite Form.
Compare also, Lord Rama oﬁering His body, in
embrace, to Hanumén, the glorious emissary, on the
latter’s return from his pioneering visit to Lariki,
deemed by the Lord as the choicest gift, He could
make, beﬁtting the particular context. Surely, it was
not an illusory or ﬁctitious body that the Lord palmed
011' as the choicest gift but one most coveted by Himself
and speciﬁcally assumed by Him for the purpose of His
‘
avatéra.

ennul kalantavan cenkani vay cenkamalam;
mingum cutar-malaikkuk kan, pitam, kai kamalam;
magnum mulu é], ulakum vayirrin ulai
(11—5—3)
tannul kalavatatu ep porulurn tan ilaiyé.
Translation
The One, in me mingled, sparkles like a dazzling mount,
Like unto the lotus red are His mouth, eyes, feet and hands,
His stomach does all the worlds seven sustain,
There’s scarcely a thing that d0esn't in Him converge.
Notes
(i) Not only Laksmi, Brahma and Rudra, but whatever
exists subsists in Him alone. Even so, it is now made
to appear that the L0rd cannot subsist except by
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mingling with the Alvin. who has, in this context,
given Him yet anOther name (like Néréyana Visudéva)
namely, ‘The one in me mingled’.
(ii) The LOrd is in full bloom and joy only after He mingled
with the Alvin and has acquired stability like a
mountain. The Lord's resplendent person, eyes, mouth,
hands and feet, all resembling red lotus, are indeed
far more attractive now, than ever befOre, having
acquired new dimensions. Little wonder then, the ﬁlvér
is never tired of describing the Lord’s exquisite form
and His charming features, as reoriented.

tin ﬁy, maratakak kungam okkum;
appolutait tamaraippﬁk kan pitam; kai kamalam;
eppolutum nil tinkal éntu ﬁli ﬁlitorum
appolutaikku appolutu en érﬁ amutamé.
ep porulum

(11—5—4)

Translation

The Lord= who in Him all things contains,
Like unto an emerald mount shines;
With eyes, feet and hands, like red lotus in fresh bloom,
A non-satiate nectar unto me He is, at all times,
Thro’ days, months. years and aeons.
Note

In his preamble to this song, the illustrious Nampillai says:
Seeing the Alvar comparing repeatedly the Lord’s eyes,
lips, hands and feet to red lotus, some persons asked him why
he went on repeating the same thing. The Alvin rejoined,
“ Well, I cannot help saying so, for every moment, down the
days, months, years and a whole epoch, there is a freshness
about Him, like the lotus in fresh bloom and hence there is
no room for satiety nor is there any question of an insipid
repetition of something, stale and static.
amutamﬁy aléviyul kalanta
kar ﬁr karumukil p61 en ammﬁn kannanukku
néré vay cempavalam, kan pitam kai kamalam;
pérﬁram nil muti nan pinnum ilai palavé.

iré

(11—5—5)

Translation
The non-satiate nectar, the cloud-hued Lord,
Has into my worthless soul entered;
Can the fruits red compare with the lips of Kantian, my Sire;
Or the lotus ﬂower match His eyes, hands and feet, ever?
Many indeed are His jewels, the crown, tall and majestic,
The necklace huge, waist band and all that.
Note
The Alvir who was hitherto comparing the Lord’s lips to
red fruits and His eyes, hands and feet to the red lotus ﬂower,
has now a closer look at the Lord inside him and ﬁnds that
the Lord is of matchless beauty and incomparable excellence
and that the things hitherto compared with Him, stand
nowhere. Then the Alvér beholds the vast array of jewels
on the Lord’s person and starts enumeratingthem, only to
give it up as impossible. The Lord’s crown, tall and majestic,
proclaims His sovereignty over the entire Universe, comprising the two Vibhﬁ Is ‘ Nitya Vibhﬁti’ (Eternal Land) and
the ‘ Lila Vibhuti ’ (Sportive Universe).
palapalave ﬁparanam; parum palapalave;
palapalave coti vativu; panpu ennil,

palapala kantu, untu, kéttu, unu, montu inpam;
palapalave ﬂinamum: pimpu-anai mélirkéyo!

(Ii—5—6)

Translation
The DOrd who on serpent bed reclines,
(Has acquired inside me dimensions new);
Were I to pause and examine His union
With me, an endless variety unto me He unravels,
0f jewels, Forms exquisite and how in me He revels
Thro’ the sensual channels many with appropriate Know-how.
Notes
(i) The Alvér feels that the Lord, in union with him, is not
satisﬁed with His assumption of a single form, a
single set of jewels, a single method of enjoyment of
the Alvin through the senses of seeing, smelling etc,
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or single type of knowledge bur wants to enjoy the
Altar in myriad Ways, employing different techniques,
assuming different forms, displaying different sets of
jewels, so on and so forth
(ii) As Nampillai puts it, the Lord wants to enjoy the Kb 5.1',
assuming many forms, as Sage Saubhari did, with
regard to his umpteen wives. The L0rd exhibits the
same ardour in His enjoyment of the Alt air as the emncipated soul does, on reaching Heaven, for enjoying

the Lord.

pimpu-anaimel pﬁrkatalul paui amarntatuvum,
kampu anai tel-pigncjkkuéy éru titan El cenatuvum,
tam panaiya colai maramaram é] eytatuvum,
(11—5—7)
pﬁm pinaiya tan-tulayp pon muti am 1361' 515.
'Ihnslnﬁon
Trim and lovely, like the martial bull, my Lord,
Sporting the gold crown and the tulaci garland,
Cool and well-knit, on the serpent-bed reclined
In the milk-ocean, tamed all at once the bulls seven
For the sake of Pinnai of shoulders ﬁne and pierced the trees
seven.
Notes
(i) In terms of the new techniqueadapted by the Lord, as set
out in the previous song, the Lord exhibited a few of
the wondrous deeds performed by Him lcng back and
the Alvér records them here, as envisioned by him.
(ii) According to one tradition, Nappinnai, the charming
shepherdess, believed to be an incarnation of Goddess
Nile‘t Devi, was aniece of stodha. Her father had set
up a precondition for any one seeking her hand, namely,
the taming of seven unruly bulls, all at once. Sri
Krsna assumed seven different forms, tackled these
bulls effectively and tamed them to win the charming
bride. A Demon named Kélu‘jmi had been slain by
the Lord in a previous Yuga. The seven sons of the
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demon swere vendetta against the Lord and Were.
reborn as seven bulls, determined to kill Sri Krsna.

pon muti am pm Errai, emmanai, nil-tatam tol
tan mutivu or_n;u illata tan-tuiay malaiyanai,
en mutivu kanaté ennul kalantAnai,
colmutivu kanén nan; colluvatu en? collire.

(11—5—8)

Translation
Majestic like the warring bull is my Lord,
Sporting the gold cown, of sinewy shoulders four,
01' limitless glory, wearing the cool tulaci garland;
Mingled He with me, not minding my status p00r,
Falter do I as I attempt to sing His glory interminable,
Better tell me how to laud (my Lord), ye worldlings voluble!
Notes
(i) The Alvér says that it is beyond his capacity to describe
the condescending love of One, so great, mingling with
him, so low.

garland proclaim His sover—
eignty. If His glory is limitless, there is also no limit
to the Alvin’s abjectness and yet He has chosen to
mingle with the Alvar. By His deeds and traits, the
Lord enthralled the Alvar who, however, ﬁnds that
words are not adequate to describe his experience.
On the other hand, the worldlings revel in their own
spheres and wax eloquent. The Alvar turns round and
asks them how they could freely indulge in all that
rhetoric, when he himself suffered from tardiness of
expression, overawed.

(ii) The Lord’s crown and tulaci

collir en amminai; en avi évitanai;
ellai il cir en karumﬁnikkac cutaIai:
nalla amutam, perarku ariya vitum iy,
aJli malar virai ott'u, an allan; pen alane.
Translation
Better sing the praise of my Sire,
The Soul of my soul, the lustrous sapphire,

(11—5—9)
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Of auspicious qualities endless, the delectable nectar,
The Ordainer great of ‘ Moksi ’, difﬁcult to attain,
Sweet like the fragrance of the lotus ﬂower,
Neither the male nor the female we know of.
Notes
(i) Although the Alvinfound himself speechless, yet he could
not resist the urge to sing the Lord’s praise, in the
company of the worldlings. And, therefore, he exhorts
them to desist from the worldly affairs, at least for a
while, and sing the Lord’s glory along with him.
(ii) Being a ‘Purusa’ (Male), the Lord is certainly not a
female and being a ‘Purusottama’ (gem of a male),
He is very different from the other males, we know of.
That is why it has been said here that He is neither the
male nor the female of the known variety.

in allan; pen allan; allé

aliyum allan;
kénalurn akag; ulan allan; illai allan;

pinunkal, pénum uru ékum; allanum am:
kénai peritu utaittu em pernmanaik kﬁrutalé.

(11—5—10)

Translation
' Tis indeed very diﬂicult to sing precisely, my Lord’s g10ry
Neither male her female is He nor the eunuch neutral,
He exists not, nor does He not exist;
Him the naked eye can’t see and yet He assumes
The form the devout desire while unto others He is just
inaccessible.

Note
In Big Veda, ‘ Aranyalca ', the Lord is said to be quite apart,
that is, different from the rest. Therefore it is, the Alvir
says that He is neither male nor female, nor the ‘in-between’.
A Tamil Pundit, who was listening to Sri Parasara Bhattar’s
discourse on this song, observed that it smacked of the
doctrine of nothingness (gﬁnya), as the Lord could not be
brought under any of the three known categOries of beings.
But the learned discourser pointed out that, in this song, the
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Lord has not been referred to, in the neuter gender but
described only in the masculine gender, as a male, who is,
however, very diﬂerent from other males and hence not the
male, we know of.

kﬁrutal onru arak kutak kutta ammigaik
kﬁrutale mévik kurukﬁrc catakbpan
kﬁrina antati 6r éyirattul ip pattum
kﬁrutal vallar ularél, kﬁtuvar vaikuntamé.

(II—S—ll)

Translation
ThOse that can recite these stanzas ten,
Out of the thousand sung by Kurukﬁr Catakopan,
Keen to recount the traits, beyond description,
0f (Lord Krsna), the great pot—dancer, will the high heaven
attain.
Notes
(i) Those, conversant with this deCad, will atain Heaven
without undergoing any of the suﬁ‘erings, passed
through by the Altar as set out in the last decad. It is
like the sons enjoying, with ease, the property acquired
by the father, by dint of hard labour and sufferings.
(ii) It is not the L0rd's transcendental glory that baﬂles
description but His easy accessibility and wondrous
deeds like pot-dancir- g etc., during His Avatar as Lord
Krsna. If, however, the Alvin could manage to talk
about the Lord's ‘Saulabhya’ 0r simplicity galore, it
is indeed the victory of his faith, his deep love for God,
infused in him by the Lord Himself.

Second Centum—Sixth Decad (II-6)
(Vaikunti Manivannané)
Preamble
As set out, in the last decad, the Alvar is experiencing the
Supreme bliss of Union with the Lord, like Heaven transplanted
right here. And what about the Lord? In the supreme joy of
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His union with the Alvin, the Lord 18 exploring new avenues of
regaling him as Well as those associated with him. What a ﬁne
reciprocity?

In 11-3, the Alvin pined for the company of the Lord’s devotees
and now the Lord’s love far the Alvin extends to his devotees as
well. But at the same time, He also apprehends the possibility of
the Alvin“ slipping back to his old ways and shrinking away from
Him, overwhelmed by His transcendent glory. The Alvir feels
the Lord's pulse all right and hastens to assure Him that he would
not give up his Lord on any account and that his present grip on
Him is very tight indeed.
Sri Nampillai likens the Lord’s apprehension, referred to
above, to Sri Rama’s apprehension whether the extremely happy
days, he and Sita had in Citrakﬁt in each other’s delightful
company, would at all go on far all time, being too good to
last long.

vaikunta! manivannané! en pollat tirukkurala! ennui mam,
vaikum vaikal tbrum amutu Aya van 6:6!
oey kunté arum timai un atiyarltkut tirttu, acurarkkut timajkal
(11—6—1)
eey kuntal unnai nan pitittég; kol cikkegavé.
Translation

Of sapphire hue, oh, Vaikunta! (Lord of Heaven)
My lovely midget (Vimana)! in my heart, steadfast you remain,
Oh, Chiefof celestials! unto me You are nectarean,
Every ﬂeeting moment; You redeem Your devotees' dire sins
And to the Acuras You just pass them on.
Kunti (Intonaculate Lord) ! ﬁrm unto You Ihold on, please note.
Notes
(i) In the last decad, even while enjoying the bliss of the
Lord’s union with him, the Alvin referred to himself as
worthless (II-5-5) and as being lowly without limit, even
as there is no limit to the Lord’s greatness (II-S-B).
Naturally, expressions such as these roused the suspicion
of the Lord that the Alvér, whose company He covets
so much, might once again be Caught up in a vein of
abject humility and Want to run away from Him. But
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the Alvin assures an agitated L0rd that He could trust
him, when he says that he won’t think of leaving Him at
all. Here is a picture, in the reverse order, if one recalls
a similar assurance held out by L0rd Ktsna to an agitated
Arjuna. (Gita XVIII-66).
(ii) Reference to Vimana, in the second line of this stanza, is
given a beautiful turn by Narnpillai. Vamana Mﬁﬂi’s
charming personality and wonderful comportment,
bafﬂing description, were lost on all else except the
Alvin, who was enthralled by these qualities of the Lord
and could get Him lodged in his heart. This was indeed
a great loss to Indra, who was mindful of his only gain
merely, the return of his lost kingdomand to Mahabali,
whOse only concern was to maintain his reputation
as a great donor. There was absolutely no question of
the others then on the scene, the ungodly Sukricarya,
who Was made to lose his eye, and Narnusi, who was
hurled, high up in the sky, having been attracted by
Vémana's enthralling charm. The sole beneﬁciary is,
therefore, Nammalvér, in whom such a charming Lord
now stands enshrined.
(iii) The grip of the Alvér on the Lord is said to be so tight
that even the Lord cannot shake him off, if He wished
to do so.
cikkenac ciritu 6r itamum pUrappatat tannulle ulakulcal
okkave vilunkip pukuntén; pukuntatagpin,
[enkum
mikka ﬁana vellac cutar-vilakkuay, tulakku agu, amutamay.

pakkam nokku ariyan, en paintimaraik kannané

(11—6—2)

Translation
With all the worlds in His stomach, neatly compressed
(And all His regal duties, duly disposed)
The resolute Lord has got inside me and thus transposed,
His radiant Knowledge, in spate, shines forth like the lamp

bright;

Feeling ﬁrm and secure, with the assurance from me got,
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My nectar, the lotus-eyed Lord, sees not
This side or that (and is in me so rapt).
Notes
(i) In the originaltext of this stanza, mention has been made
of the Lord having gulped down all the worlds
and kept them secure in His stomach, before
entering the Alvar’s body. What the poet intends to
say is that the Lord attended not only to this
particular duty but all His other regal duties, as well,
so that, once He enters the Alvin’s body, His rapport
with the Alvin may go on undisturbed, unlike the
worshipper, ostensibly in front of the Deity in the
Sanctum Sanctorum, but anxious, all the time, about
the safety of the pair of new Sandals, left by him at the.
temple gate.
(ii) The Knowledge of the Omniscient Lord 18 said to
have acquired new dimensions after His entering the
Muir’s body and thus shines with extra brilliance.
And then, so completely rapt and engrossed with the
Alvar is the Lord that He wouldn’t turn His
attention elsewhere, not even when Laksmi, the
Lord’s favourite spouse, puts her fair arms round
His neck and draws Him extremely clase to her breast.
The following anecdote is very apt and can easily
drive home the point.
(iii) On being infomed by his preceptOr, Manakkal Nampi
(Sri Rama Misra), that one Kurukaikkaval Appan
had a Yogic secret to communicate, Alavantar
(Yamuna) journeyed all the way to KankaikcntaColapuram, to meet the said Yogi. As Appan was
seated, deeply engrossed in Yoga, facing a wall,
Mavantar dared not disturb the Yogi and kept himself
behind, at some distance. Lo! Appan suddenly turned
round and enquired whether some one belonging to
the ‘Ccttai’ clan was standing behind. While
humbly introducing himself as one of the said
pedigree, Mavantir begged the Yogi to disclose how
the presence of one staying well behind was at all
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perceived. Appan revealed that, while holding a
rapport with him, the Lord would not allow Himself
to be disturbed by any one including His alluring
and most-beloved spouse, Laksmi, and yet, pressing
his neck, the Lord turned round, thrice or four
times, in the hind direction. The Yogi was well
aware that such an extra-ordinary preference was
shown by the Lord only to members of the 'Ccttai‘
family and hence his enquiry, as above. Alavmtér
was the grandsOn of Sriman Nathamuni of ‘Ccttai’
pedigree (the family name). This shows that next to
Nammalvér, affection of such great magnitude was
lavished by the Lord, only on grimag Nathamuni and
his descendants.

tamaraik kannanai, vinnOr paravum talaimakanai,mldyviraip
[alat
pﬁ maruvu kanni em piranai, ponmalaiyai
ném maruvi nanku étti ulli vananki ham makilntu ita, nivu
(11—6—3)
pa maruvi nitkat tanta pagmaiyél vallalé!
Thushtlon
Adored by the Celestials, the lotus-eyed Lord,
My benefactor great wearing the tulaci garland,
Knit with fragrant ﬂowers, a veritable mountain of gold,
Him even we could well extol, singing thro’ songs,
by us composed,
And dancing in ecstasy, meditate and worship, how generous
of Him indeed!
Notes
(i) Entranced by the sweet glances from His lotus eyes, the
celestials keep singing His glory, all the time. It
was indeed very generous of the Lord, as the Alvin
Would put it, that He could likewise enable even him,
so low, to meditate on Him and compose songs in
His praise and sing besides revealing to him, out
of His own free will and grace, His exquisite beauty,
bedecked with tulaLi garland, ever cool, ever lovely
and ever fragrant.

Smnd
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(ii) Reference to the Lord, as a mountain of gold, shows
that He is ﬁrmly established inside the Altar, ﬁrm as a
rock.
er_t marakata malaiyé! unai ninaintu,
elkal tanta entéy! unnai ennanam vituken—
[ukantu,
vellamé purai nig pukal kutaintu atip patik kalittu, ukantu
1111a nbykal ellam turantu, uyntu ponﬁrunté?
(11—6—4)

vallalé! matucﬁtani!

Translation
My generous Lord! Matucﬁtanz't! my delectable emerald
Mount!
My Sire! unto me You granted a mind, in you engrossed,
Immersed in Your oceanic traits singing in merriment
Your glory great and dancing; from all ills and evils released,
You I have attained, how shall I give you up indeed?
Note
In the preceding song, the Alvir was again harping on his
lowliness while acknowledging the many favours done to
him by the Lord. Naturally, such expressions of the Alvin's
abject humility make the Lord ill at ease but the Alvin
hastens to assure Him that, as the recipient of His spontaneous grace in the form of multifarious favours, he shall not
give up the Lord, on any account. These favours include,
of course, the removalof many an impediment in the way of
their union, not the least of which is the Alvin’s inferiority
complex, even as the L0rd slew the demon, Madhu. All the
erstwhile miseries and shortcomings of the Alvin stand
drowued in the rapturous enjoyment, currently going on,
singing and dancing in great merriment. There is, therefOre,
no question of his giving up such a generous Lord.
uyntu pbntu, en ulappu ilata vern tivinaikalai nicam eeytu,
[unatu
antam i1 atimai ataintEn; vituvénb—
aintu'paintalai étu aravu-anai mévip parkatal yoka nittirai
(11—6-5)
cintai ceyta entity! unnaie cintai ceytu ceyte?
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Translation
My Sire! 1n thoughts of universal welfare absorbed,
You rest in the milky ocean, on Your ﬁve-hooded serpent~bed;
Meditating on You, ever and anon, I stand delivered
From my endless sins deadly and now in your perennial service
ushered
Will I from you ever try to get severed?
Notes
(i) Totally absorbed, that he is, in the daily service of the
Lord, the Alvir avers that there is no question of his
giving Him up.
(ii) Adisesa (First servant) cn whom the Lord rests in ‘Yoga
Nidri’, the highest form of psychic activity or selfactivisation, is steeped in the enjoyment of perennial
service unto the Lord, in many ways. Through each of
his ﬁve heads, he gives vent to his joy, like the river in
spate branching 011' into canals. Even as those under
the inﬂuence of liquor dance about, Adi-Sega, intoxicated with God-love, gives expression to it by making
his heads (hoods) dance with joy.

ungaic cintai ceytu ceytu, ur_1 netu mi moli icai piti, an, en
mung-sit ﬁvinaikal mulu vér arintanan yin;
unnaic cintaiyinil ikalnta. itaniyan akal marvam kinta en
(11—6—6)
munnaik kolariyE! mutiyétatu cg enakke?
Translation
Mighty Narasiﬁka! my primordial Lord!
You split the broad chest of Iraniyan, the demon,
Who inwardly despised you but here am I, fully delivered
From my age-long sins meditating on you, ever and anon,
Dancing and singing sWeetly your glory great
Is there at all anything, this vassal of Yours cannot get?
Notes

Lard: 0h, Alvar! is there any thing more I can do for you?
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Alvar: Sire! What 15 there I haven't got from you? My agelong sins have been rooted out, with a mind solely
rivetted in you, I go on singing your great glory
and dance in ecstasy. What more do I need?
The Lord is more keen to reward people than to punish them.
Even if one’s praise of Him is only lip-deep, the Lord generously takes it at its face value, without probing deeper
and exposing the hollowness. His omniscience and omnipotence notwithstanding. 0n the other hand, when one
throws affront at Him, He does not straightaway punish
without probing whether the oﬁ‘ence was really meant 0r
only casual. That is why Lord Narasinka explored Hiranya
kasipu, limb by limb, joint by joint, whether there was in
him any love lurking for Him. anywhere inside the demon.
Unfortunately, there was none and the demon had to be
vanquished.

mutiyitatu en enakkélini?mu1u El ulakum untin ukantu vantu
atiyén utpukuntan; akalvinum allan igi;
ceti it noykal ellz'u'n turantu, emar kil inél elu pirappurn
(11-6—7)
vitiya vem narakattu enrum cértal marinate.
Translation

What is there, this vassal cannot henceforth attain?
The Lord, who gulped down all the worlds seven,
Entered my mind with great relish, never again
To part from me; those unto me connected for generations,
Seven above and seven below, will from their sins dense
Be freed, and never again shall they enter the cruel abyss,
bottomless.
Notes
(i) The bottomless (endless) abyss or eternal hell, referred to
here, is the ‘ Samsira', the stye of worldly life, in
which the worldlings are wallowing, caught up in its

interminablelabyrinth.

(ii) In the preceding song, the Alvir declared that there was
nothing he could not attain. When asked by some
persons whether he had got everything, the Alvin
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afﬁrmed that the Lord's benevolent grace did not stop
with him alone but extended to all these connected
with him, the preceding and succeeding generations
alike—that being the case, what more would he need?
maxi mérip pala pirappum pirantu, atiyai ataintu, ullam taxi,
in: il inpattu iru vellam yin mﬁlkinan;
parip pﬁri acurar-tam pal kulaﬁkal niru ela, pay paravai ongu
(11—6—8)
Eri vin'iruntiyl unnai ennui nikkél entity!

'lhmlation
Passed I thro' several gates of birth,
From time to time and now at your lovely feet,
With a mind, pure and chaste,
Immersed am I in the bottomless ocean of mirth.
Mounted on that bird unique, leaping afar, my Sire,
Routing the Asura hordes! pray leave me never.
Notes
(i) Reference to the unique bird (Garuda) here is very signiﬁcant. Even as the Lord presses Garuda into service,
all the time and never gets parted from him, the Alvér
prays that the Lord should take service from him {Or
all time, keeping him in close proximity.
(ii)

What is it that the Alvérdid, to attain the feet of the Lord?
“Absolutely nothing" is the answer. He Went on,
taking birth after binh, till one day, the Lord’s spontaneous grace alighted on him and took him to His
vicirity, like unto the twig in the mid-ocean getting
washed ashOre, by successive waves.

entay! tan tiruvenkatattul ninrayl ilaﬁkai oer-ray! maramaram
paintal 51 uruva oru véli kotta villa!
kontu ﬁr tan am tulayinay! amuté! unnai engullé kulaitta cm
(11—6—9)
mainta! van are! ini enkup pokinraté?

ﬁamlation
My Lerd! gracing Tiruvénkatam, you stand on the cool
mountain,
You routed Lanké, pierce you did the tough trees seven
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With a single arrow, lovely tulaci garland, bushy and cool
You sport, my Nectar! into me dissolved you, my darling!
Chief of Cclestials!
Is there anywhere You can get away hence?
Note

Elvis- to the Lord: “ Unto me, who was steeped in ignorance,
you revealed yourself and your excellence and worked me
upto the present pitch, when I just cannot exist without you.
Will it be just and proper for you to get parted from me,
at this stage? As a matter of fact, you stepped on Mount
Tirux éﬁkztam, only to get hcld of this Vassal. Even as you
routed Ravana and his Lenka, you eradicated my conceit
and arrogance. Even as you instilled conﬁdence in Sugriva.
before slaying his brother, Vali, by piercing the cluster of
seven ‘ sal ’ trees, with a single arrow, you whetted my love
fOr you by exhibiting your auspicicus traits. Having
mingled with me, in toto, without reservation of any kind,
how can you at all get parted from me hereafter and where
else will you go '1"

The fact of the matter is that the blending of the two is
so perfect that they are no longer two separate entities but
just a single entity.

pokinra kalankal, poya kalankal, poku kalankal, tay, tantai,
akinray! unnai nan ataintén, vituvéno?
[uyit
pakinra tol pukal mﬁvulakukkum nétané! parama! tan
mékinray tan-tulay virai nay-I kanniyané! (II—6—10) [vénkatam
Translation
Having got you, shall I ever leave you, the Super-eminent?
Lord of all the three worlds, you grace Tiruvénkatam, the 0001

mount,

Cool tulaci garland of fragrance SWeet you do sport,
0f eternal fame, far-,reachirg, You are unto me dear
As Father, Mother and Soul, at all times, past, present and
future.
Notes
(i) Lord to the Elvin “Well, you are asking me, not to leave
you. But my anxiety is about you, whether you might
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once again run may from me, struck down, by your
feeling of lowliness. Please, therefore, assure me that
you will not leave me and go ”.

ﬂvﬁr to the Lord : Reply as in the stanza, above.
(ii) A doubt might be raised how the Alvar could talk about
the beneﬁts he would be receiving, in future, as well.
Well, the Lord is the Sole Benefactor, at all times, past,
present and future. After all, the present is itself, the
future of the past and will, in turn, become the past of
the future. Time-sequence makes no difference at all,
the Lord being the constant Benefactor, at all times.
kannit tau am tulay mutik kamalat tatarn perun kannanaip
nanni, ten kurukﬁrc catakopan maran conga
[pukal
ennil cérvu i1 antiti ayirattul ivaiyum 6r pattu icaiyotum
(11—6—11)
pannil pita vallz'u'avar kécavan tamaré.
'hanslation
Those that sing tunefully these songs ten,
Out of the thousand composed by Kurukﬁr Catakopan
Scion of Miran, singing the glory of the L0rd, with large
lotus-eyes,
Wearing on His crown the tulaci garland, cool and nice
Will join the rank and ﬁle of Kécavan’s (the Lord’s) devotees.
Nola
The glory of the Lord, referred to here, in particular, is His
boundless love (vyamoha) for His devotees, like that shown
unto the Alvér. To become His devotee, one has only to
sing these ten songs, tunefully. Caste, creed and colour
shall not stand in his/her way.

Preamble

Second Centum—Seventh Decad (II-7)
(K'écavan tamar)

In the seventh stanza of the last decad, the Alvarhad mentioned
that the Lord’s benevolent grace did not stop with him alone but
over-ﬂowed its continents and extended to all those connected with
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him in the preceding and succeeding generations as well. Overwhelmed by this extraordinary benevolence of the Lord the Alvin
expatiates on it in this decad.

0f the numerous auspicious traits of the Lord extension of
His love and care not only to His devotees but all those associated
with them, is indeed exemplary.
After Rivana was slain by Sri Rama, Vibhisana was called
upon to perform the funeral rites of his brother. But then
Vibhisana demurred, saying that he would not do any such thing
for such a great sinner as Ravana. Sri Rama (the very personi—
ﬁcation of Grace) had, however, no bitterness tOWards Ravana
and all the bitterness Was only on the part of Ravana, an one-sided
aﬂ'air! Now that Rivana was dead he would no longer repel
ﬁr! Rama’s good ofﬁces, that is, if Vibhisanaperformed the funeral
rites at Sri Rama‘s bidding. If Vibhisana still demurred and
declined to act, Sri Rama would do it himself; if Vibhisanawas a
brother unto Rama, so was Ravana, as Vibhisana’s brother. There
are several otherinstances where the Lord extended the area of His
benevolence, bringing within its purview all those associated with
His devotees. This is being illustrated in this Tiruvt'lymoli.
The Lord's tWelve principal names, Kesava, Narayana etc., are
dealt with in these stanzas, in the same order in which these names
are recited by the devotees in the course of their diurnal prayers.
There are, therefore, 13 stanzas in this decad (12+1 end-song), as
against the usual 11 stanzas (10+l end-stanza).
kécavan tamar kil mél emar

El elu pirappum;
itu pegu nammutai valvu vaykkigravalican, en karumanikkam, 81.1 cenkblak kannan, vinnor—
nayakan, em piran, emman nirayananalé.
(II-7—1)

m5. catir

Translation
My delectable blue gem, Master of all,
Of red-lotus-eyes lovely, Chief of the Celestials,
Nariyanan, my Lord and Benefactor has elevated
As Kécava's (His) devotees, all with me associated,
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Seven generations, up and down, how grand
Is the growth of our spiritual wealth indeed!
Notes
(i)

‘

Kécava’ yields three meanings, viz,:
(a) One with lovely locks of hair,
(b) Slayer of Kcsi, the demon—Sn Krsna and
(c) Progenitor of Brahmi and Siva.

(ii) Reference to seven generations, up and down, follows the
trend in the Vedic texts.
(iii) The spiritualgrowth resulting from the Lord’s spontaneous
grace is indeed astounding; the progress made by our
own efforts will but be tiny in comparison.

niranan; mulu él ulakukkum natan; véta mayan;
karanam, kiricai, karumam, ivai mutalvan; entai;
cir ananku amarar pirar palarum tolutu Etta ninru
Varanattai maruppu ocitta piran; en matavané.

(11—7—2)

'n'anslation

Naranan, the Supreme support of all the warlds,
Does ordain everything, Cause, eﬁ‘ect and action; the Vedas He
pervades,
And is by the exalted Celestials and all else adored;
Métavan, who the giant tusker slew, is my beneﬁcent Lord.
Notes
(i) ‘Niréyana’, as a ’compound, brings out the meaning
that the Lord is the In-dweller of all things and
creatures having name and form:
(ii) The Teompound of the word reveals the Lord as sustaining the whole universe.

‘ ‘ Bahuvrlhi ’.
1‘

' Tatpurusa

’.
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(iii)

Accn Nol
.

5Q)‘, l

.

Nara ‘ treats of the object "ggvgdécfby the Lord;
‘
’
aspect of ayana spotlight 4519[170rd as_
‘
Sl‘iﬂiﬂiﬁ
and another aspect reveals Hi

7.

4':

‘o/

Of the two meanings got at above, one emphasises the
Lord’s transcendence (paratva) and the other, His
Saulabhya (Easy accessibility), virdicated principally
through His Avatiras and the connected deeds.

(iv)

mitavan egraté kontu, ennai ir_ti ippél pattatu
yitu avankalum cérkotén enru egnul pukuntu iruntu,
titu avam ketukkum arnutam; centimaraik kan-kuntam;
kotu avamil en kangal—katti

;

emmén; en k6vintané.

(11—7—3)

‘
Matavan ' is a name by me casually uttered,
And yet, Kovirtan my Lord, has inside me entered,
Ridding me of evils, one and all, the lotus-eyed Lord,
My nectar. Candy ﬂawless, stands like a rock (ﬁrm and solid).

(i) ‘ Madhava‘ is the Lord’s name, most intimately associated
with the Mcther, Lakstrj, meaning the ‘Consort of M5'
and, for this reason, most endearing to Him. gri
Parasara Bhattar tells Goddess Raﬁguiyaki, enshrined
in Sriraﬁgam, that the Lord is dear to the devotees
because of Her association with Him (Sloka 5] of Sri
gunaratmakcsam)
.

In aphorism 111 of ‘ Aral-ya Hrdayam ’, the learned
author high-lights the Lord’s extra-liberal standards by
wlich He gives us credit for what is known as ‘ ajﬁdta
sukrta ’ (hidden or unknown merit). such as a casual
mention of the word ‘ Madhava ’ by some one, being
treated by the Lord as a pious recital of His name; a
mecharical naming of the sacred mountain in the South,
known as ‘Tirumalirtﬂcolai malai, as devout remembrance of the sacred rilgrim centre and so on.

the sins of the lover, root and
branch, the Lord is jubilant, a fact reﬂected in His

(ii) Having eradicated all
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eﬁulgent Person. The Lord 15 free from the twin
ﬂaws of (l) expecting anything in return from His beneﬁciaries and (2) doing good to the devotees for their
sake instead of for His own beneﬁt. The candy which
we know of, is expOSed to two kinds of ﬂaws, namely,
use of faulty ingredients and faulty preparation. But
the Lord is a ﬂawless candy, which attracted the Alvin
and kept him wholly absorbed in it.
(iii) ‘Gavinda, my Lord’—The Alvér thinks that the Lord
incarnated as Krsna, (Govinda), only to enthrall him.

k6vintan kutakkﬁttan, kovalan enru enré kunittut
tévum tannaiyum pati atat tirutti, ennaik kontu, en
pavam-tannaiyum pirak kaittu, emar 61 e111 pirappurn
mévum tanmaiyamakkinan' vallan empiran vittuvé. (11-7—4)
Translation

Kovintan, the pot-dancer, cowherd, the Supreme Lord,
So do I His glory sing and dance, by Him enthralled
And blest, my sins were chased out and those
With me connected for generations, recipients of His grace,
He has made; how potent is Visnu, my benefactor great
Notes
15 lost in admiration of the immense prowess
of Lord Visnu, in redeeming him and placing him on a
par with the Ever-free angels in Heaven (Nitya Sims), a
literaltransformation of a base metalinto gold. All his
sins destroyed,hehas been endowed with a mind steeped
in the hilarious enjoyment of the Lord’s glory. His
amazing simplicity (Saulabhya) as Govinda and His
transcendence (Paratva), side by side. And what more?
All those connected with him, Seven generations, back
and forth, have been blest likewise. They have been
rendered worthy of His grace, looking upon Him as the
Sole Refuge, true to their essential nature. Sage Vaéista
who accompanied Bharata to Chitrakﬁta to persuade
Sri Rama to get back to Ayodhya, told Sri Rama:
‘
atma'man'i néti varteta ’ This literally means ‘ Don't

(i) The Alvar
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exceed yourself‘. Some interpret ‘ atménzfn ’ as
Bharata, dear to Rama like his own life. Sri Parésara
Bhattar, however, interprets it as ‘Don’t exceed or
give up your essential nature of doing the bidding of
your devotees (asrta paratantrya) ’.
(ii)

‘Govinda ’ has been repeated twice in Sri Visnu

Sahas—

ranama, yielding two diﬂ‘erent meanings, viz. (i) The
recipient of praise and (2) The redeemer of the Earth
(hidden by an Asura). The better known meaning is
one possessing cows. Sri Krsna was COIODated as
‘
Govinda’ by Devendra, after the formcr’s glorious
protection and preservation of the pastoral life of the
whole community in tact, by holding aloft Mount
Govardhana for a whole week. This is indeed a
unique wealth acquired by the Lord, come down to
Earth, which cannot be had even in the Eternal Land,
Sri Vaikuntha.
(iii) Pat-dancing: Even as the aﬂiuent Brahmins

resort to the

performance of ‘ Yagas', the Shepherds, in aﬂ’luence,
indulge in sports like pot-dance-with pots piled one over
the other, on the head and both the shoulders. The
dancers will throw up pots alternately using both hands,
without disturbing the equilibrium of the piled-up pots.
Lord Krsna, as a member of the cowherd community,
naturally participated in all such sports and revelled,
rather excelled'

vittu
vittu
vittu
vittu

ilanku ceﬁcotrt tamarai patam, kaikal, kankal;
ilanku karuﬁ cutar-malaiyé tiru utamPu;
ilaﬂku matiyam cir canku; cakkaram pariti;
ilar'rku muti ammin mamcﬁtanan-tanakké.
(11—7—5)

Translation
Sporting the majestic crown, exceedingly bright,
My lord, Mamcﬁtan's eyes, hands and feet are very smart,
Like the lotus, red and bread; His body like blue mount Shines,
His Conch is like the Moon bright and His discus, veritable
a
Sun.
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Note
Tintmilai Antén told Raménuja that this song reveals how
the Alvar was attracted to the Lord through the display of
His exquisite personal charms and ascribed this irterpretaticn to his Master, Sri A1 .vantér (Yamuna) Sri Rﬁménuja
was unusually quiet and when asked by the Instruct0r whether
he had nothing to Say agairst, as he very often did, Sri
Raménuja signiﬁed his approval through his broad, bewitchin g smile. But Sri Paiésara Bhattu would put it differently and say, “The song reveals the extra brilliance displayed by the Lord’s person after making the Alxar and his
associates His own”. Whereas the former interpretation
makes the L0rd’s personal charms the cause or instrument
for weaning away the Alvar and bringing him into the Lord’s
fold, the latter shows it as the effect, the result of bringing
the Alvin and his association unto the Lord’s fold.
matucﬁtanai anti

mam

116g

enru ettﬁlum kﬁrumarn ingi,

tuti cﬁlnta rétalkal piti ata ninru, ﬁli ﬁlitcrum
etir cﬁlal pukku, enaittor pirappum enakke amlkal ceyya
viti cﬁlntatal: enakkél amman tirivikkiramanaiyé. (11-7—6)
Translation

In none but Matucﬁtan do [take refuge,
0n and on I sing, as an end in itself, hymns of His glory;
This is because of Tirivikkiraman’s grace extraordinary,
Who took births alongside, to set me right. down the ages.
Note
The Alvir has passed through a staggering cycle of births.
The LOrd also incarnated every time, in order to get hold of
the Alvar, but only now He could get hold of him and bring
him up to the required standard. A pertinent question is
asked at this stage as to why the Omnipotent Lord should
not have grabbed at the Alyér straightaway if He was so
keen on getting at him, instead of following such a tedious
and time-absOrbing prooess. No doubt, the Lord could
have adopted the short-cut, suggested above, in His unbridled
independence, for there is none to question Him. But an
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unreserved and unqualiﬁed amnesty would result in wholesale
emancipation, en masse, which would cut across the very
foundation of the Sistras. The LOrd is, therefore, on the
look-out for some pretext or the other to reclaim the Subject
through His extra-liberal standards. With this object, He
also incarnated every time the Alvar was born but failed in
His mission all along. Now, at long last, He has
succeeded.
We can take it that this song reveals either the Lord’s extreme
grace or the Alvin’s extreme humility.

tirivikkiraman, cente'unaraik kan emmén, en ceﬁkani vay
uruvil-polinta vellaip paliﬁku nirattanan er_u_-u emu ulIi,
paravip panintu pal ﬁli ﬁll nir_1 pita par'ikayamé
maruvit tolum manarné tantiy: vallaikan, en vamanané.
(11—7—7)

Translation
Vémzllzn, my Lord, in just three strides you measured
The whole universe, as Tirivikkiraman and in me ushered
A mind rivetted to your lotus feet, days on end adoring you,
My red lotus-eyed Master with sparkling teeth. how capable of
you!
Notes
(1) A'lvdr to the Lord: How capable of you, how gracious!
you have endowed me with a mind which adores You
and sings your glory all the time as an end in itself.
(2) Sri Nampillai has it that it was not a. case of reconditioning
the Alvin’s mind so as to make it GOd-bent but one of
ﬁtting him with a new mind altogehter, One picked
out from the Lord’s strong room where valuables
are stored up.

vamanan! en marakata vannan! timaraik kanninanl
kimauaip payantay! enru engu ur_1 kalal pitiyé panintu,
tﬁ manattagagéyp pigavit tulati niﬁka, eggait
ti manam ketuttéy; unakku en ceykén? en ciritaragé. (11—7—8)
T—G

m
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Translation
Oh, Ciritaran, My LOrd, You redeemed my foul mind
And rid me of life’s miseries, and now with a mind pure,
I worship Your feet, Sing and adore you as the Sire
0f Kaman, Vamanan, my lotus-eyed Lord, the emerald mount
And so on; (this great good of Yours) how can I recompense?
Notes
(1)

The Lord 15 referred to as the Father of Kaman (Manmatha),
because He begot through Rukmini Devi, a Son
by name Pradhyumna of exquisite beauty, said to be an
‘Amsa’ or incarnation of Manmatha, the minor-deity
inducing amorous love.

(ii) What was the Alvér’s mind like before It Was redeemed?

Sri Nampillai says that it was hardly ﬁt for reconditioning, as such, erratic like the one going in for ambrosia
as well as porson, feeling attracted towards God as well
as the petty pleasures of the sensual world. The Lord’s
grace has now operated in two ways, namely, bestowal
of a mind solely rivetted to the Lord’s lotus feet after
throwing away the erstwhile mind, damned beyond
redemption.

ciritarart, ceyya tamaraik karma; enru enru, irappakal véy
verii, alamantu kankal nit- malki, vevvuyirttu uyirttu,
maﬁiya tivir_1ai male, inpam valara, vaikal vaikal
irii, unnai ennui vaittanai; er_1 irutikécané!
(11—7—9)
Translation
My (Lord) Irutikécan, how gracrous of You indeed!
Lodged in me, every moment my joy you expand,
Having rid me of all my erstwhile sins dense;
Day and night, with hot tears in my rolling eyes,
I kept crying, Oh, Ciritaran, 0h, lotus-eyed,
Note

[heir

to Ike Lord:

“ I was crying out fcr you all the time, with tears welling up
my eyes, breathing hot, but all my erstwhile miseries you
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have now irrevocably cut out so that I go on enjoying you,
and my joy grows by leaps and bounds every moment ”.
Well, this is the interpretation, current from the days of Sri
Parésara Bhattar who gave out this meaning. The earlier
preceptors held that the Lord cut out the dense sins of the
Alvin and made him cry out in ecstasy the L0rd’s names
with tearful eyes, day and night, breathing hot, besides
promotingthis God-love of his every moment.

irutikéean, em pirén ilankai arakkar kulam
murutu tirtta pirén, emmﬁn, amarar pemmin enru enru
terutiyikil, neﬁcé! vananku; ﬁnnam agi; arintu,
maruﬁyélum vitél kantiy! nampi-parpanépanaiyé. (11—7—10)
Translation
My mind, if in you there’s any clarity left,
Worship my Lord, Irutikécan, Chiefof celestials aloft;
Know for certain and act, He is our Benefactor great,
Who rid Lanka of its tough rﬁksasa clan,
Shrink not from Him still, unto Pamanépan, the perfect,
hold on.
Notes
(i) By addressing his mind in this manner the Alvér was
only disclosing to the Lord his ﬁrm hold on Him.
(ii) Slaying the ten-headed Révana is on a par with the redemption of the Alvir’s mind which, aided by the ﬁve
motowrgans and ﬁve sense-organs, was holding ﬁendish
sway over him, launched into the Sea of Samsira. Sri
Nampillai likens the bestowal, on the Alvar, of a Godbent mind free from the devilish clutches of the senses
in lieu of his erstwhile foul mind, to the destruction of
Rivana and installation of Vibhisana on the throne of

Laﬁki.

(iii) The Ali/ﬁr says unto his mind: “ How can you, my mind,
get out of the ken of Padmanébha, the perfect Lord
with all auspicious attributes, and come to grief? The
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II!

Lord is perfect 1n every respect, You know, His attributes, His form exquisite and His benefactionunto us

parpanapan, uyarvu ara uyarurn perum tiralon;
erparan ennai akkik kontu, enakké tagnait tanta
karpakam; en amutam; kar mukil polum venkata nal
(11-7-11)
vet-pan; vicumpor piran; entai lamotarané.
Translation
On Pamanﬁpan‘s navel sprouted the lotus
Whence all worlds came, of matchless prowess.
And in me wholly absorbed, He is the ‘ Karpaka ‘ tree,
That yielded me and then gave itself unto me;
Chief of Celestials, Véﬁkatam is His favourite abode, He’s my

nectar,

The cloud-hued Lord. Témétaran 15 my loving Master,
Notes
(i) The Alvér says that the Supreme Lord, with none above
Him, is also the humblest; having made the Mt ar His
vassal, the Lord is wholly absorbed in him, making it
appear that He knows no one else.
(ii) The ‘Kaypaka ’ tree is the legendary wish-yielding tree.
Even as there is a vast gulf between the LOrd’s attributes
and the comparable material in each case, the Lordtaken as the ‘ Kay-palm ’ tree, differs from it in the following essential retpects:
(a) the supplicant is also the Lord's creation;
the Supplicant gets absOrbed in the Lord;

(1;)

(c) the supplicant gets not only all that he wants but
gets the Lord Himself, who is thus the extraordinary tree, giving itselfto the Seeker; and
(d) the LOrd Himself becomes the object of enjoyment
by His devotees.

timotaranai, tagi mutalvanai, ﬂilam untavanai
imo taram ariya oruvarkku? enré tolum avarkal
timbtaran uru ikiya c'Varkum ticaimukarkum
imd taram axiya-emminai en an vannanaiyé.
(11-7—12)
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Translation
TamOtaran, my peerless, primordial Lord,
Of oceanic hue, who devoured all the worlds.
Even exalted Ticaimukan(Brahnﬁ) and Civan cannot scan and
comprehend,
Though on His person they stay and worship Him
And venture to think that they can His glory fathom.
Note
The Lord Cannot be comprehended through one’s own effort
by any one, including the exalted Brahma and Siva, although
they stay right on His body and are inclined to be presump—
tuous, venturingto attempt the impossible. But He is fully
comprehended by the Altar and devotees like him to whom
the Lord has, on His own, vouchsafed all that knowledge,
clear and concise, full and complete. The L0rd who
is the oauseless cause, the Progenitor of the entire Universe,
combines in Him the triple aspects unknown to many,
namely, (1) He is the vassal of His devotees, (2) He is the
originatOr of the Universe and (3) the friend-in-need,
succouring one and all, in times of distress. Even the Alvér
cannot fully comprehend the many favours done to him by
the Lerd, although one so great, had disclosed to the Alvar,
so low, the vast array of His oceanic traits, like compressing
an ocean inside the tiny mustard.
vanna ma manic cotiyai, amarar talaimakanai,

kannanai, netumalait ten kurukﬁrc catakopan
panniya tamil-malai ayirattul ivai pannirantum
pannil panniru namap pittu antral-til anaivikkumé. (11—7—13)
Translation
These tuneful songs on the Lord’s twelve names, numbering a

dozen,

Out of the thousand Tamil hymns yielded by Tenkurukﬁr

Catakbpr 1.1.

Setting out the love, intense and unlimited, of Kantian,
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Lustrous like the blue gem grand, Chief of Amarars (celestials)
(Unto His devotees), will unto the Sire's feet bind (the chanters).
Note

In this end-stanza, the Lord’s love, intense and unlimited, for
His devotees is emphasised. This provides the impetus for
the Lord looking upon His devotees as His sole objects of
enjoyment. Contact with this decad (Timvaymoli) is
enough to render one, such a beloved devotee of Lord
KEG-ﬂan.

Second Centum—Eighth deead (11-8)
(Anaivatu Aram-anaimél)
Preamble

In the last decad, the Alvir was overwhelmed by the Lord's
extraordinary benevolence which did not stop with him alone but
overﬂowed its continents and extended to those connected with
him, seven generations, back and forth. In other words, the
heavenly bliss enjoyed by the ‘ Nityds ’ in Heaven could be shared
by him and his associates, right here. In his boundless compassion
for the suﬁ’ering humanity, caught up in the vortex of worldly life
and sensual pleasures, the Alvir would naturally like to seize this
golden opportunity and get the area of benevolence extended, by
getting the ‘Samsdris’ (worldlings) also associated with him as
fellow-devotees. And so, he turns round and advises them to get
into the Divine fold, seeing that the Lard is the one and only granter
of Moksa, the ﬁnal bliss, ridding them of the terriﬁc involvement in
worldly life, with its dreadful cycle of birth and death. It may be
recalled that, once before, vide 1-2, the Alvin addressed the fellowbeings with whom he wished to share all that exalted knowledge
about the Divine order, imparted to him by a self-revealing God.
The earlier Aciryas had held that, in this decad, the Aivér
propagates the Lord’s Supremacy. But Sri Parisara Bhattar was
inclined to think that the Lord’s prowess of granting ‘Moksa'
is being talked about in this decad. As a matter of fact, the Lord’s
Supremacy has been dealt with in this very centum, in the Second
decad, and there is no need to repeat it here so soon. Further, this
decad is replete with expressions relating to the grant of Moksa.
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In any case, it makes no difference either way, as God-head (‘Is’varaIva) and the prerogative of grantirg Mc-ksa (Moksa-pradatva) go
hand in hand, vested solely in the Supreme Lord.
Towards the end of this decad, as can be seen from stanza
ten, the Alvﬁr, however, feels frustrated by the unresponsive world
around, jogging on in just the sme way as before, all his advice
having fallen on deaf cars, like the advice tendered by Malyavan
and others to Ravana. The [Chair would, therefore, proﬁtably
revert to the enjoyment of the Lord as before, which got interrupted
for a while because of his misplaced sympathy for those around,
totally impervious to his wholesome advice. At the same time, it
was no mean consolation for him that, in the process, he escaped
getting contaminated by them and becoming one of them. Great
indeed is his jubilation that he could still retain, in fact, the priceless
Wealth of God-love and God-enjoyment, like that of a person who
clears a dacoit-infested area withcut being robbed and molested.

anaivatu aravu-anaimél; pﬁmpévai ikam
punarvatu; iruvar avar mutalum tine;
inaivan 5m ep porutkum; vit‘u mutal am—
punaivan piravikkatal nintuvérkké.

(11—8—1)

Translation
The Supreme L0rd who does on serpent-bed repose
And hold Pumpavai (Laksmi, the lotus-born) in embrace
Is Progenitor of them both (Brahmaand Siva); He freely descends
Among all and sundry, Granter of Moksa, the raft (sure and
certain)
He is, to swim across (Samsz'tra) the difficult and dreadful ocean.
Notes
(i) This stanza is an epitome of the contents of this decad.
(ii) The ﬁrst two lines of the stanza bring out the setting in the
Eternal land of absolute bliss (Nitya Vibhﬁti). So far
as the “Lila Vibhﬁn’ (Sportive Universe) is concerned,
the Lord is depicted as the originator of one and all,
including thOse two calling for special attention, the
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Brahma and Rudra and yet He incarnates
among all and sundries, as if He is of thei r own species
and mingles with them freely.

exalted

Being the granter of Moksa, He 15 the reft, safe and sound,
to get hold of for those who are keen on crossing the
‘
’
ocean of Samsara with its terriﬁc involvement in
the cycle of birth and death and seek His help, ﬁnding
that, by themselves, they can hardly cross this ocean, vast
and deep.

nintum tuyarp piravi utpata marru ev evaiyum
nintum; tuyar illa vitu mutal am:
pt'm tan punal-poykai yanai itar katinta
pﬁn tan-tuléy en tani nayakan punarppé.

(II-B—Z)

Translation

Contact with my unique Lord, wearing tulaci garland
Cool and nice, the Redeemer of the elephant,
In great distress, in the cool and lovely pond,
Will help to ford “ Samsira ’, the dreadful ocean,
The breeder of all ills and attain the blissful heaven.
Notes
(i) In this stanza, the Alvin Says that the Lord, as such, is
not necessary for the attainment of Moksa and some
kind of contact with Him will sufﬁce. Such a contact
will help one both ways, namely, obtaining relief from
the otherwise incurable maladies of birth etc, and
attaining the ‘ Eternal Land ' of absolute bliss without
the slightest tinge of sorrow
(ii) Swimming across the ocean of Samsdra 1s a never-ending
process; if the ocean is interminably vast, the swimming
also is interminablylong, a perennial process. It is only
the Lord’s redemptive grace ﬂowing through contact with
Him, in some form, that will cut the g0rdizn knot and
take one out of this otherwise unfOrdable ocean.

Second Centurn (ll—8)

punarkkum ayan am; al'kkum aran am;
punartta tan untiyotu ékattu manni:
punartta tiruékit tan mirvil tan cér
punarppan perum punarppu enkum pulané.
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(11—8—3)

Translation
The Lord 15 (also) ‘ Ayan ’ who from His navel emerged
And created the worlds, on His person duly lodged,
And ‘ Aran ’, the destroyer too; on His Winsome chest
There‘s Tiru; perceptible ir dced are His herculean tasks many.
Note
The Supreme Lord not only discharges the functionsof ‘ Ayan ’
(Brahma), the Creator and ‘Aran’ (Siva), the destroyer,
standing within them as their Internal Controller but also
assigns speciﬁc portions of His body for their occupation.
And then, there is ‘ Tiru' (Laksmi), inseparably lodged on
His winscme chest. And then, He reposes on the vast
expanse of Water, contemplating the ensuing creation of the
universe. The herculean deeds performed by Him through
Brahma and Rudra and on His own, are most perceptible
indeed.

pulan aintu méyum pori aintum ninki,
nalam antam illatu 6r nitu pukuvir!
alamantu viya acurarajc oer-[an
palam muntu ciril patimin ovate.

(II—8—4)

Tramlation
Those of you who the interplay want to quell,
Of the senses and sense-objects, so as to enter
The Eternal Land of perfect bliss, will do well
To enjoy the traits auspicious of the MM, fer ever;
How He tortured and slew the Asuras, think it over.
Notes
(i) Here is the Alvir’s recipe for discarding the sensual
pleasures, petty and transient, and entering the Eternal
Land of perfect bliss:

“Be
fdr

steeped in the enjoyment of His auspicioustraits

ever
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(ii) Unlike several other processes which are difﬁcult and
tiresome in the initial stages and are pleasurable only
in the ﬁnal stages of fruition, contemplation of the
Lord’s auspicious traits is an ecstatic experience, right
from the beginning. It is also noteworthy that there
are no inhibitions and injunctionsrestricting such en joy—
ment to certain days only or parts of the day as in
the case of sea-bath etc.
(iii) This abode of ours is the harrowing land of eternal miseries whereas the Heaven is just the opposite—the
Eternal Land of absolute bliss. The Alvér does not
subscribe to the doctrine of philosophy which conceives
of ‘Moksa‘, as but the mere disembodiment of the
soul on emancipationfrom the cycle of births and deaths.
His concept of ‘Moksa’ is the eternal joy of constant
service unto the Lord, in the yonder heaven, with no
tinge of the erstwhile sorrows, partaking of the bliss
of unlimited dimensions, fresh and exquisite, every
moment, ﬂowing from the Lord who is an inexhaustible fountain of bliss.

Lord will destroy our sins and remove all impediments
in the way of our union with Him, even as He tormented
and destroyed the Asuras.

(iv) The

ova: tuyarp piravi utpata margu ev evaiyum
mﬁvﬁt tani mutaliy mﬁvulakum kavalon,
mi éki, ﬁmai iy, min iki, ménftam im—
tEvﬁti téva pemman en ﬁrttané.

(11—8—5)

Translation
The Supreme Lord, the causeless cause of the ﬂowing universe,
Its creation, sustentation and destruction, Chiefofthe Celestials,
My Tirttag (Who sanctiﬁed me) did come down as a Horse,
Tortoise, Fish and Man, and protected the worlds, one and all.
Note
The routine of the Universe falling under the three major
compartments of creation, preservation and dissolution,
goes on uninterruptedly because of the ever-alert and omni-
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potent Lord who directs and controls them all. No doubt,
He dowered on all of us, limbs and sense-organs to put us on
a career of gainful activity with a view to attaining Him, but
even if we stray away from Him He is such an indefatigable
cultivator who doesn’t IOse heart when the yield is low or
next to nothing, but goes on with His cultivation, hoping
for better days. That is why He takes all the trouble to
incarnate in various foms and goes on with His work of
resuscitation.
tirttan ulaku alanta cévatimél pﬁntamam
cErtti, avaiyé civan mutimél tin kantu,
parttan telintolinta paintulayag perurnai
pérttum oruvaral pécak kitantaté?

(11—8—6)

Translation
Is there any need at all far others to deliberate
The glory of (Lord Krsna) wearing tulaci garland, ’I‘trttan (The
Immaculate),
At whose lovely feet which spanned the Universe, Pirttan
placed a garland
And sawit (a little later) on Siva’s head, gettingclarity of mind?
Note

In the battle against the “Kauravas’, Arjuna needed the
‘
’
weapon known as Pﬁsupada astra which could be had
from Siva after due propitiation. The compassionate
Kma, however, told Arjuna the short-cut whereby he could
oﬁer at the former’s feet the garland intended for Paéupati
(Siva). Arjuna did accOrdingly and that very night, Siva
appeared in Arjuna’s dream, wearing that very same garland
on the head and presented the weapon in question.
Reference has been made, in this song, to the spanning of
the whole Universe by the Lord as it was then that Brahma
washed the Lord’s feet to the accompaniment of Vedic
chantings, and the sacred water that ﬂowed downthe Lord’s
feet was held by Siva on his head (Ninmukan Tiruvantati-9).
Is there at all any need to dispute the self-evident glory of
Lord Kﬁna?
.
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kitantu iruntu, njnru, alantu, kélal ﬂy, kilp pukku
itantitum; tannul karakkum; umilum;
tatarn perun tol irat taluvum; par ennum
matantaiyai mil ceykinra mil ér kinparé?

(II—8—7)

Translation
Lying, sitting and standing, measuring the worlds,
Getting into the waters deep and lifting up the Earth.
As the Boar gigantic, holding with Him all the worlds
And then spitting them out, embracing dame Earth
On His broad shoulders complacent, who can comprehend His
love for Motherearth?
Notes
(i) Many indeed are the wondrous deeds of the Lord, done
out of His great love for Mother Earth, the Sportive
universe (Lila vibhﬁti).
(ii) Lying, sitting and standing:
There are several ways of appreciating these postures of
the Lord. These are set out below:
(a) Reclining on the Milk-ocean, the centre of creative
activity, surrounded by the band of celestials;
Sitting on the serpent couch in the High Heaven;
and standing ﬁrm on Mount Tiruvenkatam, His
favourite resort.
(b) Lying prostrate in front of the Ocean, Sri Rama’s
supplicationto the king of the ocean;
Sitting (Staying) in the Asramas of the Maharsis
during His exile:
and standing victorious at the gates of La nki after
slaying Rivana (may also refer to Sri Rama
standing victoriousafter slaying vali).
(c) Lying in the pilgrim centre known as Pulinkuti.
Sitting in the pilgrim centre known as Varakunamzﬁkai.
and Standing in the pilgrimcentre known as Srtvaikuzttam.
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(a) above refers to the Lord’s transcendent glory:
(b) above refers to the Lord’s ‘Saulabhya’ (easy
accessibility) in His Incarnate form‘
(c) refers to the Lord’s iconic manifestation in these
diﬂerent posturesin the respective pilgrim centres.
See also notes under V-10-6.

kanpér in em ican kannanai? en kanumaru?
ﬁn pécil, e115 ulakum or tuml am}:
can pala vitb, uyiré, man-u ep porutkum
En pilum corég. parantu ulan ﬁrn ebkumé.

(11-8-8)

Trmlation
Who can comprehend Kannan, my Lord
Or get at the know-how? hardly a morsel
Of His food can all the worlds be, His abode
Is high above the worlds, Inner Controller of all,
Indeed He pervades all over
With no exception whatever.
Notes
(i) It is indeed imposmble for any One to gauge the full extent
of the Lord's glory; even the exalted ones who are
endowed with the capacity to delve into it, are not
equal to the task. They too could touch only a fringe
ofit, just a peep, and no more.
(ii) All along, reference was made to the Lord containing
within His stomach, eatir g up all the warlds, during the
period of deluge, making it appear to be a herculean
task of gigantic magnitude. Now, it will be seen that
all the worlds put together hardly constitute a mersel
of food for the Lord‘ a mere ﬂeebite.
eﬁkum ulag kannan egra makanaik kﬁyntu,
iﬁku illaiyz‘tl emu iraniym; tﬁn putaippa,
aﬁku appoluté avan viyat tonriya en
ciﬁkap pirén perumai arayum cirmaitté?

(II—8—9)
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Translation
The son afﬁrmed, ‘ Kannan is everywhere ’,
Shouted back irate Iraniyan, “ If he be not here? "
And slapped the pillar hard; there and then
The Lord appeared and killed the demon;
Indeed, my Naracinka’s glory is beyond deliberation.
Notes
(i)

In the preceding Song, the Lord’s immanence was refer—
red to. Perhaps, it didn't carry conviction with quite
a few persons who doubted whether the Lord could
pervade all over, in and out. This song is evidently
addressed to th0se persons, warning them not to follow
in the foot-steps of Hiranya and come to grief.

(ii) Hiranya slapped, with his own hand, a pillar built under
his own supervision. There was, therefore, hardly any
question of magic 0r sleight of hand which produced
the furious Narasir‘iga, right from the bosom of that very
pillar, from the very spot on which Hiranya slapped
that very moment. The points to be pondered over in
this context are: Had the Lord not appeared from thecrucial spot tapped by Hiranya or if His appearance had
been delayed by even a split second, His immanence at
all places and at all times would be open to questionHis omnipresence having been established, His omni—
potence needs to be demonstrated. If it is said that
Narasiﬁga was how, He Was not born in the generally
accepted sense of impregnation, birth, growth and all
that. He jumped out of the ripped-open pillar, as a
full- grown adult, a peculiar combination of Man and
Lion, more than a match for the formidable Hiranya.
Strange indeed were the boons conferred on Hiranya by
Brahma—the devil was not to meet with death at the
hands of a male, female or a hermaphrodite, neither
by Gods nor by man or beast or any ofthe ﬁve elements,
neither by day nor by night, neither in space nor on the
ground, neither irside the house nor outside, so on and
so forth. The Strange Visitor who sprang forth
engaged Hiranya, in a hand to handﬁght, dragged him
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on to the door-step, laid him on H15 lap and tOre open
his bOWels with the finger nails (spear-like claws),
at dusk. Hiranva, the seemingly impregnable fortress,
armed in a thousand and one ways against every conceivable source of danger, crashed, at long last, before
the superior might of the Omnipotent Lord. The
words in italics, as above, will show that none of the
boons granted to Hiranya was violated.
cirmal lcol vitu cuvarkkam naraku its,
innai kol tévar natuvé, marru ep porutkum
vér mutal ay, vittu ay, parantu tani ninra
kir mukilpol vannan, en kannanai nan kanténé.

(11—8—10)

Translation
Seen have I kannan, my cloud-huedLord, of unique excellence,
All pervading, He is the triple cause of all existence,
Ushering in the exalted Heaven, Svarg and hell, the respective
denizens,
The kind-hearted Devas and all else.
Notes

already mentioned in the preamble to this decad, the
Alvir ﬁnds, at this stage, the people around, most
unresponsive, all his advice having fallen on deaf ears.
Frustrated though, he is still happy that he didn’t
get contaminated by them and become one of them, very
much like clearing a dacoit-infested. area Without
getting robbed or molested.

(i) As

(ii) The Lord combines in Himself all the three causes of
existence, the material (upﬁdéna) Instrumental (Sahakiri) and the operative (nimitta) causes. For making
pots, mud is the material Cause, the potter’s wheel and
staﬂ, the Instrumental cause, and the Potter is the operative cause. So far as the creation of this world is concerned, all the three causes vest in the Lord, yet another
unique feature of the Lord. Apart from this universal
aspect, the Lord regales the denizens of the high heaven
with the exquisite charm of His transcendent Form, and
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He has now chosen to present Himself unto the Mvir
as the charming Kl'slla. Great indeed is the Altar’s joy.

kan-talankal ceyya karu méni ammanai
vantu alampum colai valuti vala natan
pan-talaiyil cor_n_1a tamil ayirattu ip patturn Valar
vin—talaiyil vigiruntu alvar em ma Vite.

(11—3—11)

Translation
Those that learn these songs ten
Out of the thousand composed in choice tunes,

(Catakopag), Chief of Valutinétu, abounding in fertile
orchards,
Where go g'ay honey bees in their swarms,
Adoring the black-hued, large lotus-eyed Lord,
Will in high Heaven ﬂourish and partake of bliss supreme.
By

Note
The chanters of this decad will shoot up from the harrowing
depths of worldly existence to an exalted position in heaven,
keeping at their beck and call, the denizens over there.

Second Contain—Ninth decad (II-9)
(Em mi vittu)
Preamble
This decad pinpoints the concept of ‘Purugﬁrtha’ the ulti—
mate value of the ﬁnal goal of every individual. In the preceding
decad, frequent references were made by the Alvér to the Eternal
Land of absolute bliss. On hearing these, the Lord thouth He
would rather put the Alvar in Heaven if that Was all His desire
and accordingly told him, “Well, you can have the Moksa, as
desired ". It is now and here that the position gets crystallised.
The Alvin revolves in his mind and concludes that any thing graumd
by the Lord, by way of catering to his desire instead of His own, is
not w0rth having, and even heaven attained this way, wouldbe
little better than hell. The real ‘ Puwﬁrtha ', or ultimate Value

i7?
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lies in whatever is bestowed by the Lord out of His own free
liking. And so, the Alvir speaks out his mind,

grace and
as follows:

“My Lord, it makes absolutely no difference to me whether
I am in heaven as the partaker of the endless bliss there or in the
state of Kaivalya, lost in self-enjoyment or get consigned to the
gloomy abyss, if it is all your sweet will and dispensation. On the
other hand, I will not hesitate to decline even the gift of heaven,
if it is bestowed on me just f0r my gratiﬁcation. And so, may it
please you to so ordain my goal as to make it coincide solely with
your desire”. Here is a clear enunciation of the paramountcy
of the Lord’s will, in total subjugation of the egoistic compulsions
of the Individual. It is indeed very hard to ﬁnd the Subject who
can appreciate and fall in line with the Alvﬁr’s lofty train of
thought, totally bereft of egoistic impulses and putting his whole
weight on the Lord. It was f0r this very reason that Empar, the
great preceptor, is said to have screened his audience and closed
the gates of the lecture hall before discoursing on this decad.
em ma vittut tiramum ceppam; nin
cem ma pita-parput talai centu; ollai
kaimmi tunpam katinta piranE!
ammi! atiyén véntuvatu ité.

(11-9—1)

Translation
You relieved the distress of an elephant, benevolent Lord!
only soon set your grand lotus feet red
On my head, the topic of high heaven I shall not moot,
Sire, this is all I pray for, nothing more do I want.

If you‘d

Note

Right in the beginning of this song, the Alvir makes his position
abundantlyclear. He shall no longer mentionabout the high
heaven, be it a matter of assuming a forin like unto that of
God (Sirﬁpya), staying in the same area as the seat of the
Lord’s kinngm in heaven (tilokya) etc. All that he needs
is that the Lard should set His lovely pair of red lotus feet
on his head.
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ité yén ugriaik kolvatu eﬁﬁanrum; en
mai toy coti manivannal entay!
eyta nir_1 kalal yin eyta ﬁﬁnak
kai ta; kélak kalivu ceyyélé.

(II—9—2)

Translation
My lovely Lord, lustrous like the dark blue gem,
All that I pray unto you now and at all times,
Is that you do lend me the hand of wisdom,
To reach your feet, diﬂicult to attain, with no loss of time.
Notes
(i) In the preceding song, the Alvar had categorically stated
that he wanted nothing more than the L0rd’s lovely
pair of lotus feet being set ﬁrmly on his head. And
yet, the Lord tempts the Alvir and asks him whether
he would want anything more. The Alvar, however,
stands his ground, all right and reaﬂirms that he wants
nothing else.
Lord

:

[Ivar

:

Lord

2

Alvﬁr

2

Lord
[Ivar

:
:

Well, how long will you persevere
“ As long as you and Iexist ".

111

this attitude?"

“ What made you so steadfast ? ”
“ Your exquisite charm ’ ’.
“ And what should I do now ?”
“Pray, deign to make this vassal, your sole
dependent, get at your lovely pair of feet, difficult to
attain ' ’.

(ii) About the lending of the hand of wisdom, here is an
anecdote, very instructive.

Mutaliyéntin and Empar were colleagues and co-disciples
of Sri Raminuja. During a fairly long spell of absence
of the former from grirangam, a disciple of his stayed
with Empﬁr. One of those days, quite a few disciples
of Empar were administered by him the ﬁve-fold sa0raments enjoined for Si vaisnavas. The aforesaiddisciple
of Mutaliyantan also got the sacraments from Empér
along with the others. To an enquiry by Empir,
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whether the disciple in question had spiritual relationship with any other Preceptor, the answer was assuring
enough and indicated that there was no other spiritual
mentOr. But then, when Mutaliyintén returned to
Sriraiigam, this particular disciple went backto him, and
served him as before. When Empar got to know of
this, he hurried to Mutaliyantan and expressed regret
for the administration of the Sacraments to the
disciple in question during Antén’s absence from the
station. But Antan’s magnanimity put Empar at
ease, in no time. The former observed: “ If two per—
sons stretch out their hands to one fallen into a well, it
is so much the easier both for the riser and the raisers".
The helping hand, in this case, refers to the spiritual
knowledge imparted by both the preceptors.
ceyyél ﬂvigai emu arul ceyyum en

kai
ai

it cakkarak kanna-pirané!

ir kantam ataikkilum, nig kalal

eyyétu Etta arulcey enakke.

(11—9—3)

Translation

Kanni, my benefactor, wielding the discus bright,
Tis your grace that I from evil deeds desist;
Bless me that I shall adore, without respite,
Your comely feet éven when phlegm chokes my throat tight.

‘

Note

Alvir to the Lord: “I pray not f0r relief from sufferings but
for a mind rivetted to your feet at all times, even in those
dark moments when the throat gets choked by phlegm ”.
C.f. the 12th Jitante sloka (recited at the conclusion of the
worship of the household Deity)
Which means:

“Whatever calamities might befall me, let not my mind be
apart from you; this would be enough to salve me
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enakké étcey ek kilattum enru, en
manakké vantu itaivitu ir_u_-i mangi,
tanakké aka enaik kollum ité:
enakké kannanai yin kol citappe.

([I—9—4)

Translation
The greatest good 1 deSIre from Kannan, my Lord,
True to my essential nature, is that command He shall,
That I serve Him wholly and at all times, and own He shall
Me as His exclusive vassal, in my mind ﬁrmly lodged.
Notes
(i) This song 15 the quintessence of this decad, determining,
as it does, the greatest good for the individual soul, in
keeping with its essential nature, namely, abject dependence on the Lord as His exclusive vassal for all time.
For abiding in such a state without the slightest aberration at any time, the Mvir seeks the Lord’s Grace.

(ii) Sri Nampillai appreciates this decad as the most outstanding, of all the hundred decads (Tiruvaymolis) and 'even
so, this song is the best, in this decad, That is because
the Alvir prays unto the Lord that He should stay
inside him, ﬁrm and for ever, and take from him
service, service exclusively unto Him and at all times,
rendered solely for His pleasure, eschewing the slightest
tinge of personal egoism, absolutely selﬂess like the
Moon. Southerly breeze. sandal paste and water.
(iii) In the learned assembly presided over by Empar, Pillai
Tirunarayﬁr Arayar enquired why the Alvin, endowed
with full and complete knowledge, clear and concise,
should at all make a request of this kind to the Lord,
instead of resigning himselfwholly to His grace, leaving
Him to do whatever He liked. While agreeing with the
Arayar that it was a pertinent question, Empar elucidated that it was the innate charm of the destined goal,
namely, selﬂess service unto the Lord for His exclusive
enjoyment that drew the Alvﬁr out in this manner and
made him long for it, even as the Divine Mother,
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inseparably poised on the Lord’s Winsome chest,
keeps on saying, “I shall not get parted from my
Lord even for a trice".

cirappil vitu euvarkkam narakam
itappil eytuka, eytarka; yinum
pirappu i1 pal piravip perumanai,
marappu onru igri, emum makilvané.

(11—9—5)

Translation
Let me or let me not go, after death,
To the renowned heaven, the svarg Or the hell,
But may I meditate upon the Lord, Who, though free from

birth,

Chooses to take many a birth, in an unbroken spell,
Forgetting Him at no time and thus be full of mirth.

Note
The Alvér’s sole concern is to remain steeped for ever in the
enjoyment of the Lord's wondrous deeds and auspicious
traits, displayed during the numerous incarnations taken at
His sweet volition.

makil kol teyvam, ulokam, alokam,
malcil kol coti malarnta ammané!
makil kol cintai col ceykai kontu enrum
makilvun'u unnai vananka varayé.

(11—9—6)

Translation
Oh, Lord, from You blossomed the mirthful Moon and the
Sun resplendent,
The blissful Celestials, mankind with Knowledge radiant,
The fauna and ﬂora with no such radiance, pray appear befOrc
me
That I may w0rship you ever, by werd, deed and thought gaily.
Note

Klvir to the Lord: My Lord, you made the celestials, full of
bliss. the mankind, radiant with lmowledge, the luminous

m
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Sun and Moon as well as the non-sentient beings, devoid of
knowledge. You, who could create this Kaleidoscopic
Universe, can surely make me enjoy you wholly, by word,
deed and thought and, for this purpose, you should be before
me, at all times.
varay! un tirup pata malarkldlp
paraté yin vantu ataiyumpati:
titratiy! unnai yennul vaippil enrum
aratay! enakku enrum ekkale.

(II—94)

Trnmlntion
Oh, LOrd, You haven’t granted me the favour
Of attaining your lotus feet for ever;
However long I wrap You in my mind, non-satiate you are,
Pray appear before me, for my eyes to feast for ever.
Note
The Alvar feels that, having whetted his God-thirst and God—
hunger, it was but meet that the Lord should appear
before him for his eyes to continually drink deep of His
nectarean beauty.

ekkélattu entaiyay ennui magnil, mar-[u
ek kalattilum yatonrum véntén;
mikkir véta vimalar vilunkum en
akkarak kapiyé! ungai yané.

(11—9-8)

Translation
You, Vedic scholars of rank and repute do (with love) devour,
Oh, my candy- fruit, my eternal Master,
If you shall my mind enter and stay there, ﬁrm and secure,
Never shall I from you seek any other favour, (be sure).
Notes
(i) Rock-candy is a delicious product of cane-juice and it is
the Alvir’s ﬁgment of imagination that conceives of
the Lord being as delicious as the fruit of the imaginary
Rook-candy tree. (akkérakkani is the term used in the
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original text of this song, to denote this imaginary fruit
of an imaginary tree).
(ii) The versiﬁcation, as above, conforms to the interpretation
of this song (original) by ‘ Emperumanir (Ramanuja).
Sri Mavantér (Yamuga) would, however, appear to have
interpreted this song, as follows:

“ My Lord, if you would only enter my heart, as my
Sovereign Master, even if it be for a split second, I shall
not seek from you any favour, at any other time, not
even this very favour now sought ".
yane ennai ariyakilité,
yané en-tanaté enru iruntén;
yéne ni; en utaimaiyum niyé;
vine Ettum em vanavar era!

(11-9—9)

Translation
Oh, my Lord, by the entire heaven adored!
Chiefof Celestials, Fancied I, in ignorance bred,
I my master was and all things mine own;
But now do I realise, all are yours, I and mine.
Note
The Lord had done HIS best, down the ages, to reclaim the
Alvér but the latter was striking a divergent path all the
time, not knowing his essential nature and relationship with

God. Prior to his reclamation, the Alvir was like unto a

Prince, fallen into the hands of a hunter and brought up like
the hunter’s son in strange environments, totally alien to his
native surroundings. But now true knowledge has dawned
on him and he is in a position to advise the people around
to disengage themselves from the erroneous notions of‘ I’
and ‘Mine’ and be rooted in the Lord, whose exclusive
vassals they are, solely dependent on Him.
Elum venru, Er kol ilankaiyai
niré cey'ta netuﬁ cutarc coti!

én‘el

térél ennai;

ur_1

pon-ati cérttu ollai;

véré pﬁka eﬁﬁanrum vitala

(11—9—10)

“14
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Translation
My resplendent Lord; you tamed the seven bulls unruly
And routed Lenka, the city beautiful;trust me not,
Better take me quick to your golden feet
And never allow me to slip back to things worldly.
Nah:
Alvér, I suppose you are quite safe now turd have

Lord
[Ivar

nothing more to fear.”
:

“Sire, you can't be too certain about me, stilf
material bcdy, and in these frightful surroundings. Situated as I am, the possibility of my going
astray and slipping back to old ways cannot be ruled
out. I cannot, therefore, feel safe unless and until
I am laid at your feet ﬁrmly. To get at me, you
can of course root out the impediments even as
you tamed the unruly bulls and destroyed Lanki,
to get at Nappinnai and Sita respectively.
in this

vital il cakkarattu annalai méval
vital il van kurukﬁrc catakopan
ketal il éyirattul ivai pattum
ketal i1 vitu ceyyum kilarvérkké.

(11—9—11)

Translation
These songs ten, out of the thousand immonal songs
0f Kurukﬁr Catakopan, ever close to the Lord,
Who the discus inseparable holds, will unto those that sing
Them ardently, bestow heavenly bliss, from all ills freed.

ann:
those who recite them
heavenly bliss. It need not be questioned how these
songs could, by themselves, grant Mcksa, which is the
sole prerogative of the Supreme Lord. What is intended to be conveyed by this end-song is that the recital of
these ten songs will gladden the Lord and, as a consequence thereof, His gift of Moksa will follow. C.f.
IV-S-ll where the lotus-loom Laksmi is said to confer

(i) These ten stanzas will confer on
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Moksa on those who recite the ten tanzas m that decad.
Actually, the Lord IS the sole Granter of Moksa
but He grants it only through the instrumentality of
§ri Laksmi. as the Grand Intercessor between Man and
God and her recommendatory role plays a very vital
part in the ascent of Man to the foot-stool of God.
(ii) In the last song, the Alvar had requested the Lord not to
let him slip back to his old ways. The Lord assured the
Altair that he need have no misgivings whatsoever and
added that it Was not for giving up devotees like him
that He was carrying in His hand the discus all the
time. By implication, He could hold on to His devotee
as ﬁrmly as He held the discus.

Second centnm-Tenth decad (ll-10)
(Kilaf Dli ilamai)
Preamble

In the last decad, the Alvin stressed the need for quick action
on the part of the Lord, while praying that He should take service
from him, at all times. The Alvar’s agitation for expeditiousresult
was, however, construed by the Lord as the Alvér’s desire to serve
in this body itself and He, therefOre, directed the Alvér to serve
Him in His Iconic Form in Tirumaliruﬁcolaimalai (very near to
Maturai in the South), a nice, quiet place, abounding in lovely hills
and beautiful orchards. The Altar accOrdingly enjoys alike the
pilgrim centre and the Lord enshrined there, his predilections
extending even to the other hills, in and around, and the very route
leading thereto.
kilar oli ilamai ketuvatan munnam,
valar oli mayon maruviya kOyil.
valar ilam polil cﬁl maliruﬁcolai
talarvu ilar ikic carvatu catiré.

Translation
Ere the youth, up and radiant, gets blasted
Tis but meet that one reaches with a mind steadfast,

‘

(lI—lO—l)
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Méliruﬁcolai,the hill resort, full of orchards,
Young and lovely, where stays always the wondrous Lord
Of (growing splendour and) mounting radiance.
Notes
‘
(i) Even reaching the holy place, Tirumz'tliruﬁeolai Malai ’,
is an end in itself, says the Alvar. Even as one is advised
to acquire knowledge when still young so as to reap
the beneﬁt thereof, in later years, one is advised to go
to this pilgrim centre while still young and before the
sensual pleasures get hold of the rising youth and
distract it.

(ii) There IS

nothing like growth or diminution, waxing or
waning f0r the Lord Who is immutable and yet, His
Splendour is said to grow by virtue of the exhilarating
impact of this lovely station on the Lord. This is sheer
poetic grandeurextolling the beauty of the place.

(iii) This is one of the four principal Vaisnava Pilgrim centres,
the other three being Srirar'lgam, Tirumalai and Kéﬁci-

puram.
catir ila matavz‘tr talcciyai matiyatu,
atir kural cankattu alakar-tam koyil,
mati taval kutumi maliruﬁcolaip
patiyatu étti éluvatu payané.

(II—IO—Z)

Translation
Better ignore the viles and charms of damsels young
And on Miliruﬁcolai, meditate for your good;
The Moon walks on its tops and the couch keeps blowing
In the temple of Alakar, our Lord.

payan alla oeytu payag illai, neﬁcé!
puyal malai vannar purintu urai koyil,
mayal miku polil cﬁl miliruﬁcolai
ayalmalai ataivatu atu karumame.

(II—lO—S)
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Translation
My mind, better desist from deeds futile
And reach the mount beside Miliruﬁ Colai, lovely and fertile,
Surrounded by many an enchantingorchard,
The favourite resort of the cloud-hued Lord.
Notes
(i)

In the last two stanzas, the Alvin expatiated on the glory
of the Pilgrim centre, Known as ‘ Maliruﬁ cblai ’,
treating one’s visit to that place or mere meditation of
the station as an end in itself. And now, the Alvir
extends the same treatment even to another mount
in its vicinity, by virtue of its associaton with ‘Miliruﬁcolai Malai'.

(ii) The futile deeds, referredto, are rites and rituals performed
for attaining swarga etc, Or even contemplation of
the Lord’s transcendent glory and the by- gone
Avataras. The emphasis thus rests on this pilgrim
centre which is now getting broad-based so as to include the neighbouringmountain, as well.

karuma van pacam kalittu ulanru uyyavé,
perumalai etuttan pitu urai keyil,
varu malai tavalum maliruﬁcolait
tirumalaiatuvé, ataivatu tirame.

(II-10—4)

Translation
Going over to Miliruﬁ colai is real good,
Where the rain-clouds crawl and dwells the Lord
For ever, for us to serve Him and get undone
Our ‘ Kﬁrnu'k ’ bonds tough; His person does the glory beam
Of His great deliverance of Mount (Govardhan)
Note
To extricate ourselves from the otherwise inextricable bondage
of ‘ Karma’ and to serve the Lord, the Alvir deems it but
proper that we should reach this Sacred hill where the Lord
stays for ever, with great delight. That He is the great
deliVerer is writ large on the person of Lord Alakar enshrined
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there, proclaiming His great glory as the deliverer of the
inhabitants of the pastoral village of Gokula from the fury
of Indra, by holding aloft Mount Govardhana for a whole
week during His Avata'tra as Ktsna.

tiram-utai valattél Livigai perukkétu,
aram muyal alip pataiyavan kéyil,
magu il,van cunai cﬁl maliruﬁcolajp
puramalai, cérap povatu kiriyé.

(II—lO-S)

Translation
Do not your energy dissipate and your sins multiply,
Better go to the mount close to Maliruﬁ Colai,
Surrounded by cascades, neat and lovely,
Where stays the L0rd, bent on protection
Of His devotees, holding the discus, that benevolent weapon.
Note
The Alvér brings on a par with ‘ Maliruﬁ COIai malai ’ another
mount around. He advises that all one’s energy, that
might otherwise be dissipated on selﬁsh pursuits breeding
endless sins, could as well be used up in going on a pilgrimage
to the said mount.
kiri er_ra ninajmin! kilmaj ceyyété,
uri amar venney untavan kOyil,
mariyotu pinai cér maliruﬁcolaineri pata atuve, nigaivatu nalamé.

(lI—lO—ﬁ)

Translation
Desist from base deeds and remember
‘Tis good to think solely of traversing the road
Which leads to Miliruﬁ Colai where live together
Herds of deer and young ones and stays our Loni,
Who from hanging hoops ate up all the butter.
Notes
(i) The Alvér advises people to divert the mind from sensual
pleasures and ﬁx it on the route leading to ‘Mdllruﬁ

\

‘r‘.

.
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(ii) Even as the deer and the young ones
behoves us to stay on with the LOrd our eternai‘
Father and Mother, rolled into one.
nalam ena ninaimin! naraku aluntéte,
nilam munam itzntﬁn nitu urai koyil,
malam aru mati cér miliruﬂcélti,
valam murai eyti maruvutal valamé.

(11—10—7)

Translation
It would be best if you got yourselfattached,
With due reverence, to Miliruﬁ Colai where shines
The Moon clear and dWells the LOrd Who once
Redeemed the Earth (as the BOar unique); better teach
Your mind this advice good, let it not dredge in hell.
-

Notes
(i) Going to hell does not mean that those who somehow faili
to visit this pilgrim centre will go to hell. To be in
conjunction with the Lord, as Sité put it to Sri Réma
before setting out f0r exile, is Swarga while being away
from Him is hell. The_emphasis here is, therefOre, on

not getting parted from the Lord.

(ii) The Moon’s blemishes having been removed by his

rubbing

against the hill-top of this station, he is shining quite
clear.
(iii) “ With due reverence” : duly realising the inter-relationship
between Man and God.
valaﬂeeytu, vaikal valam kaliyété,
valaﬁceyyum éya—miyavan koyil,
valaﬁceyyum vigor miliruﬁcblai,

valanceytu nilum maruvutal valakké.

(II—104):

Translation
Acquire strength all right but waste it never,
Better go round daily Miliruﬁ Colai where stands enshrined
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The wondrous shepherd (Krsna), our great Benefactor
And the Celestials come down and move around.
Notes
(1) The LOrd gives Himself unto His devotees, besides the
strength to enjoy the rapport with Him. L0rd Alakar
Himself goes round Mount Miliruﬁcolai, in the company of His Consorts, even as Sri Rama and Sité went
round, hand in hand, the mountain slopes of Citrakﬁta.
Even as the citizens of Ayodhya followed Sri Rama when
he went into exile, the Celestials do come to this pilgrim
centre and circumambulate the temple of Alakar. It
would indeed be a grievous misuse of the specially
endowed human body, highly conducive to holding
communion with the Lord and serving Him in a number
of ways, if it strayed into the domain of sensual pleasures, thus moving in the opposite direction.
(ii) Naﬁciyar is said to have related from personal experience
how he observed Sri Parééara Bhattar and Pillai Tirunarayflr Arayar, leisurely pacing about the premises
of the temples, gazing at the tall turrets and the lovely
mansions around, in short, imbibing every small detail,
literally drinking them in, with their eyes. This was in
dire contrast to the men of the world to whom visiting
temples is a. mere formality, moving about like racehorses, as if it is a place more to hurry from. For the
great Savants to whom the L0rd is at once the Means
and the End, temples are places to stay and serve. No
doubt, genuﬂections and circumambulations do not
‘
serve as the Means ’ for them and yet,they get absorbed
in the sanctity of the temples and their surroundings,
as an end in itself.

valakku ena ninaimin, valvinai mﬁlkétu;
alakkoti attain amar pe-unkoyil,
malak kaligu inam car maliruﬁcolai,
tolak karutuvate tunivatu cﬁté.

(11—10—9)
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Translation
Get not immersed in dire sins,
Take this advice just and wholesome,
‘ Tis best that
you ﬁrmly resolve to worship
Maliruﬁ Colai where elephants young herd up
And there is the huge temple of the Lord.
Who, the devil of a woman destroyed.
Notes
(i) The Alvin says, It would sufﬁce even

if one just resolved

to worship this pilgrim centre.
(ii) The devil of a woman referred to here is Pﬁtané.
(iii) Speaking about the herds of young elephants mustering
here in strength, Nampillai observes that it is no wonder
that the Lord (Alalcar) standing like an elephant, Young
entd majestic, (Célai
Malakkal'ru) as Tirumaﬁkai
Alvar appreciates the Deity, attracts thousands of
elephants.
cﬁtu egru kalavum cﬁtum ceyyaté,
vétam mun virittan virumpiya koyil,
maul urn mayil cér miliruﬁcolaip
potu avil malaiyé, pukuvatu porulé.

(11—10—10)!

Translation
Giving up gambling and thieving as means of subsistence,
Get into Mount Maliruﬁcolai, your ﬁnal goal
Where ﬂowers are in full bloom and lovely peacocks, in pairs,
revel
And there is the temple where the Lord lovingly stays,
Who did elaborate the contents of the Scriptures, long back.
Notes
(i)

‘

Thieving’ refers to ‘ Irma apahﬁra ’, the stealing of the
Soul, looking upon ourselves as our own Masters ignor—
ing the fundamental fact that we belong to the Lord.
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(ii) Gambling: indulging in

ll

qulbbllngs to put people on the

wrong track and dissuade them from believing in the
existence of God, good and bad, and things of that sort.

(iii) Long, long ago, the Lord disseminatedthe Vedas, unseen,
and later on, as Lord Krsna, He expounded their inner
meanings, right from the chariot on the battleﬁeld;
Bhagavad Gita is but a restatement of the central
teachings of the Upanishads.
(iv) The Lord loves to stay in this pilgrim centre,just to attract.
by His exquisite charm, those not amenable to His
advice (upadesa).
(v) Final Goal:

Going to Maliruﬁcolal is an end in itself.

p0rul c1313: iv ulakam pataittavan pukalmél
marul i1 van kurukﬁr van catakﬁpan
teru] kollac conga 6r éyirattul ip pattu
arulutaiyavan—tél anaivikkum mutitté.

(I[~lO—l l)

Itanslation
These ten songs out of the thousand imparted
Catakopag of famous Kurukﬁr, w1th clarity great,
Shedding on us knowledge, clear and concise, about
By mighty

the Lord
auspicious trait, Who the worlds did hopefully
create,
Will cut out Sumatra and put us at His merciful feet.
or” many an

Notes
(i) As already explained in 11-9-11, what is meant here again
is that the Lord will be immensely pleased with those
who learn these ten songs and confer on them the beneﬁts referred to here.
(ii) The Lord endowed us With limbs and sense-organs so as
to capacitate us into a career of gainful activity. This
is what is meant by creation and He goes on with it,
undaunted by adverse results, always hoping for better
luck, an indefatigable Cultivator, with robust optimism.

THE CENTUM, IN RETROSPECT
(DECAD-WISE SUMMARY)
(ll-1): The traumatic experience of the Saint, longing for the external
(physical) perception of the Lord and stung by the poignancy of separation
from that priceless blue-gem, the darling of the celestials, described by him
in I-lO-ll, is set out in vivid colours in the ﬁrst decad; thrown into a state of
deep dejection, the Alvir stands transformed once again as a forlorn female
lover;
(11-2): The erstwhile gloom of the God-lover, sunk deep in dejection, is
found to have vanished, in rate, in the second deem], consequent upon his exhilar
rating union with the Lord, the pendulum having swung to the other end;
in such an exultant mood, the Saint highlights the Lord’s supremacy vis—a-vis
Brahma and Rudra, the possible contenders for this position of eminence, in
the light of the wondrous deeds performed by the Lord during His incarnations ;

(II-3): In the third deead, the Saint gives vent to the joy of his reunion
with the enchanting Lord, an inexhaustible fountainof bliss;
(II-4): In the fourth decaa', we see the Alvin, thrown into deep dejection
back again, inasmuch as his longing for entry into the gatherings of the devotees
and singing profusely the glory of the Lord‘in their steadfast company, did
not materialise; assuming once again the overtOnes of a frustrated lover.
The Niyaki's grief is too deep for words and the gnostic mother comes on
the scene and seeks clariﬁcation from the Lord as to what He proposes to do
with the poor little victim, her daughter;
(II-5): Beholding, once again, the joyous Lord in all His splendour and
paraphernalia, the Saint feels immeme delighted and narrates his ecstatic
experience, in the ﬁfth decad; the LOrd meets the aspiration of the Alvdr by
conferring on him the heavenly bliss longed for by him, right here;
(11-6): In the sixth decad, the Alvar hastens to assure the Lord that he
shall not part from Him any more, ﬁnding Him at the height of His joy of
union with him but nevertheless apprehensive of the possibility of his slipping
away, overwhelmed by His transcendent glory;
(11-7): In the seventh decad, the Alvir expatiates on the extraordinary
benevolence of the Lord, in extending His grace to all those associated with
him, seven generations back and forth;

(II-B): In the eighth decad, the Alvﬁr, SWayed by boundless compassion

for the suffering humanity, turns round and advises them to get into the Divine
fold, taking due note of the fact that the Lord is the one and only gtanter of
Moksa, the ﬁnal bliss, ridding them of their terriﬁc involvement in the dreadful
cycle of birth and death; (This is the second time the Alvir addresses the
world. the ﬁrstwasin 1-2.)
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(II-9): In the ninth decad the Alvir pinpoints the concept of‘ Purusarta',
the ultimate value or ﬁnal goal of every individual, the emphasis resting on the
Lord’s voluntary dispensation, out of His free will and spontaneous grace,
individual gratiﬁcation of one’s own desire receding to the background altogether; what a lofty train of thought, totally bereft of egoistic impulses and
putting the entire weight on the Lord!
(II-10): In the concluding decad 0} this Centum, the Mvir exhorts people
to propitiate the hilarious Mount Tirumiliruﬁcolai(near Mathurai, in Tamil
Nédu) his predilections extending even to the other hills, in and around and
the very route leading thereto; the Alva: advises people to go to this pilgrim
centre, while still young and before the sensual pleasures get hold of the rising
youth and distract it.
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VOLUME II

BOOKDI
Third Centum—First Decad (III-l)
(Mlltic 056)
Preamble

In the end-stanza of the preceding decad, the Alvir had
referred to himself as one possessed of a clear vision, absolutely

free from doubt and despair, discrepancies and deviations. But
in the very next song, that is, the ﬁrst song of this decad, he seeks
clariﬁcation of certain doubts and thus betrays his ignorance.
Well, ignorance is of four different kinds, namely (1) Non-comprehension. (2) comprehension, halfway beset with doubts, (3) miscomprehension and (4) lapse of memory resulting in not remembering
a thing previously known. In the present case, the Alvér is assailed
by doubts and yet, it transcends the above types of ignorance to
which those still relatively unevolved and in the grip of nescience
resulting from Karma, are susceptible. Here it is the bewitching
splendour of Lord Alakar which deﬁes description and baﬁies
correct and complete comprehension. Enthralled by the charming
personality of tl‘e Lord, the Alvir enquires of the Lord, “ Sire,
has the eﬂ'ulgence of your face expanded itself upwards into the
dazzling crown and Your dazzling feet likewise expanded into
the lotus seat on which they are poised?” It is the exuberance of
their God-love, too deep for w0rds, that thl’OWS the Alvirs into
an ecstatic state of mental imbalance and this only redounds to
their glory.
The Alvar who expounded the glory of Mount ‘ Malirullcalai’ in the last decad, now proceeds to drink deep of the nectarean
charm and enthrallmg beauty of Lord Alakar (The Beautiful),
enshrined there.
\

mutic c6tiyay unatu mukac coti malarntatuvo?
atic coti ni nima tamaraiyéy alarntatuvo?
patio coti ataiyotum pal kalanay, nin paim pon—
katic cot: kalantatuvo? tirumilé! katturaiyé.

TranslatioMay you clarify, oh, Tirumal, if your crown aglow
Is but the upward expansion of your facial glow,
T—7

(III-l-l)

Howl-300k In

IN

Your lotus seat, but the reﬂection of you: dazzling feet
And the many jewels on Your person and silken garment,
But the reﬂection of the glow on your waist radiant.
Note
The above poser of the Alvar is the result of his observation
of the Lord’s bewitching charm, in His iconic manifestation
as Alakar, in conjunction with the jewels adorning Him, so well
matched that the Alvir sees the crown as but an upward
expansion of the eﬂ'ulgence on the L0rd’s face. At the other
end, the lotus seat on which the Lord’s feet are poised seems
to be but a reﬂection of the effulgence on the Lord’s feet.
Perhaps, there are no Jewels as such and the jewels that are
seen are but a manifestation of the brilliant complexion
of the Lord’s body and the ﬂowing silken robe is, likewise,
the reﬂection of the lustre around the Lord's waist. In
short, it is the Lord’s native charm and brilliance that pert/ado
all round and give the beholder the impressicn that the
Lord is bedecked with numerous Jewels and donning the
silken robes. Even the ‘Nityas’, the ever-free angels in
heaven, share this stunning experience with the AM:
who thus moves in good company. Indeed it is not too
much to say that the Lord Himself is not aWare of the
precise extent of His charm and prowess.

katturaikkil, tamarai nin kan, patam, kai ovva;
cuttu uraitta nan pop up tiruméni oli ovvatu;
ottu uraittu iv ulaku unnaip pukalvu ellam perumpilum,
patturaiyay, purku epré kittumal; paraﬁcotil
(III-l-Z)
Translation
My resplendent LOrd, If one described your charm exquisite,
The lotus ﬂower will Into your eyes, hands and feet,
Bear no comparison, the lustrous gold cannot compete
With your complexion grand and all the eulogy
Oh you heaped by men of this worldl on the analogy
0f things werldly, will be mere words, insipid and foggy.
Note
The ‘Lord’s. exquisite charm can best be
enjoyed only by
drinking it in, with one’s eyes and mind. Words are but

M 06mm

(III-1)

as

poor substitutes, and the comparisons, similies and analogies

indulged in by us, worldlings, are much too-feeble and
faulty too, and cannot, therefore, describe the Lord's exquisite features eﬂ'ectively.

paraﬂcOti n1 paramiy, nin ikalntu, pin mama 6t
param obti inmaiyin, pati bvi nikalkim
paraﬂcdti ninnulle pater ulakam pataitta em
(III—l-3)
parailcOti k6vintil panpu uraikka mime.

mutton
Oh, Lord of splendour supreme, with none so resplendent,
Comparison you transcend, by Your resolve radiant,
You did the sprawling universe create,
Oh, Kovinta of rare brilliance, describe I can’tYour attributes.
Note
Lord to the Klvir: “ Alvir, I agree that the worldlings
cannot praise Me adequately. But you should be able to
do full justice, having been endowed by Me with knowledge,
full and ﬂooding ”.
Klvir to the Lord: “ My Lord, none in any clime can make
pretensions to your unriValled splendour. Having, by
a mere resolve, created the entire Universe, you are beyond
the ken of comprehension of any one. At the same time,
your Saulabhya (easy accessibility) is astounding. Even
if one could ﬁnd the summit of your transcendent glory,
it is well nigh impossible to sound the depth of your amazing
simplicity as Govinda (K6vinta, in Tamil) and touch the
ﬂoor space. The former can be talked about while it is
pretty difﬁcult even to ponder in one’s mind about the latter
and much less talk about it”.

mittite ikilum, im malar talai mi halam, nin-

mittu iya malar puraiyum tiruvuruvam manam vaikka
mittdta pain camaYa mati kotuttiy; malart tuliy(III—l4)
mitt! n! manam vaittiy; mi ﬁdlam varuntitE?

Minion-Book m
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The sprawling world which did from your navel sprout,
Thinks not your gIOry and your form exquisite
(And worse still), many a religion is extant,
Preaching heretical doctrines, the mind errant
You gave them and yet if you are solely intent
On enjoying the fragrance from your tulacr garland,
Won’t it be a grievous loss for this world indeed?
Notes
(i) Brahma, the dcmi-urge, emerged from the lotus stalk
on the Lord's navel and created all the worlds; hence

the w0rlds are said to have come up from the Lord's
navel.

(ii) N o doubt, in the preceding song, the Alvir confessed to
his inability to describe the Lord’s attributes and yet
it is Lord Alakar’s extraordinary beauty that eggs
him on, to speak out his mind, deploring, at the same
time, the aloofness of the world from the Lord, so sweet
and exquite. People have already no taste for Godhead and it is grievous enough. Further deterioration
sets in, when diverse religions expound mutually
contradictory and incompatible tenets and doctrines.
The Alvar says that the Lord gave rise to all this botchpotch in as much as He didn’t con-cot the minds of those
gomg the wrong way. If, in a grievous Situation like
this, the Lord is complacent enough and his attention
gets ﬁxed on the sweet fragrance and freshness of His
tulacr garland, instead of being harnessed to the reclamation of the errant Subject, there is indeed no hope of
redemption far this world. This observation of the
Alvlr arises from his enjoyment of Lord Alakar’s
exquisite beauty and the feeling of scrrow that the
world around is unmindful of the Lord, so sweet and
exqursite, because of the above factOrs. There is also
the grand paetic imagery, the poet bringing out that
Lord Alalcar’s charm is so alluring that it ensnares
Him as well and makes him oblivious of the imperative
need to correct the world from going the
wrong way

Third Centum (Ill-l)
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under the unwholesome impact of heretical doctrines;
propounded by perverts.

varuntéta arum tavatta malar katirin cutar utampu 5y,
varuntita ﬁanam éy, varampu imi mulutu iyanriyl
varum-kalam, nikal-kélam, kali-kilam ﬂy, ulakai
orunkaka alippay! cir enku ulakka btuvané?
(III—l-S)
Translation
Your resplendent fOrm you assume at your volition sweet,
The result perhaps of your devotees ’ penance great;
Knowledge supreme is yours With no eﬁ‘ort,
Pervading without llIDltS, the worlds you duly protect,
Time is at your beck and call, past, present
And futUre, how can 1, your attributes fully relate?
Note
The preceding stanza (III-l-4) stands in isolation; in the midst
of his enjoyment of Lard Alakar, the Alvir’s heart leapt
towards the straying humanity and deplored their failure,
rather their inability to feast on the exquisite charm of
Alakar. ThlS song has, therefore, to be studied 111 continuation of the third stanza where the Alvir had said" Oh,
Kovrnda, how Can I describe your attributes?” The Lord
rebuts the Alvir’s plea of inability, despite his supreme
knowledge. Here then is the Alvir‘s elucidation of his
limitations, despite all that massrve knowledge, dowered
on hrrn by the L0rd whose glory, however, knows no
bounds and cannot, therefore, be fully comprehended and
expressed by any one. As a matter of fact, complete
enumeration of the Lord’s glory, His auspicious traits
etc, would be possible, only if they remained encompassed
by known limits.
Otuvér ottu ellim ev ulakattu ev evaiyum

cituviy nin pukalin takal allél piritu illai;
pctu val punam tuliy mutiyiniyl pﬁvinmél
métu val mérpinay! en colli yin vilttuvané?

(III-1—6)

,”
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Tea-laden
My Lord, wearing on your crown tulaci garland,
Set with choice ﬂowers and holding on your lovely chest

Mam (Lalqml), the lotus-born! the scriptures and sacred texts,
In the entire land, out to praise you, lag far behind,
How indeed I can praise you occurs not to my mind.
Note
All the scriptures and sacred texts can only make an attempt
to sing the Lord's praise; none of these can, however, sing
His glory, in toto. These praises are like unto the rain
drops falling on the surface of the oceanic waters without,
however, swelling them up. The faculty of speech dowered
on us by the Lord is indeed put to proper use when we sing
His glory, however poor our capacity may be. If the
tongue is, however, put to any other use, it gets deﬁled like
rain drops falling on mud becoming muddy, unlike those
falling into the ocean remaining in tact.

vllttuvir palar ika; ninnuﬂé nénmukanai

mt'lltta nit ulaku ellém patai emu mutal-pataitthy!
keltta ch' aran mutalék kilar teyvaméyk kilarntu

cillttu amarar tutittél, up tol pukal mécﬁnité?

(III—l-7)

Translation

First and foremost, Nlnmukan (Brahma) You did, by your
resolve, raise
And bade him create the worlds many, out of the deep waters;
If Aran (Siva) of prowess great and other devas who pose
As the gods potent, your creatures all, were to sing your praise,
Would it not your ancient glory eﬂ‘ace?
Note

What does it matter how many sing the LOrd’s glory and
how powerful and knowledgeable they are? None can
indeed be more articulate titan the Vedas and even they
can have only a sense of participation in a scheme of recital
of the Lord’s glory, as distinguished from a sense of due
fulﬁlment. Even the exalted Siva, known for His extra-
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ordinary wisdom, is no exception and fares no better. The
measme of the Lord’s glory is as unlimited as the capacity
of even the most knowledgeable of His subjects to sing
His glory is miserably limited and pales into insigniﬁcence.
Any attempt on their part to exhaustively sing His glory is
thus an aﬁ'ront to His hoary fame.

micﬁnac cutar utampuay, malaratu kuviyt'ttu
mdcuné ﬁénam ay, mulutum iy, mulutu iyanrayl
micliné van kdlattu amarar-ROn valippattal,
(lII—l—8)
macilna una patamalarc cOti malunkatE?

Trmlatlon
Oh Lord of radiant person, immaculate!
Your knowledge ﬂawless, full and complete,
Neither expands nor contracts,
All things you control and in you they subsist;
Wouldn’t the splendour diminish of your blemishless lotus feet
Even if Brahma, the impeccable chief sang your glory to his
utmost?
Note
Even

if Brahmi who

rs relatively

supemr to Siva, attempted

to sing the Lord’s glory, the result would be just the same.
malurlkata vain nutiya cakkara nal valattaiyiy,
tolum kataI-kaliru alippén, pul ilrntu tOnpinaiyé;
maludkata ﬁénamé patai aka malar-ulakil
tolumpayarkku alittal, up cutarc cati maraiyatE? (III—l-O)
Translation

(It was but meet that) you went and rescued
The elephant, passionately intent on worshipping you,
Mounted on that bird (Garuda) and wielding the discus ever
acute;
(If instead), by mere resolve, ever alert, you did succour
Your devotees in this wide world, all over,
On your splendour great, it would indeed be a slur.

mammal-Book m
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Notes

(i) The omnipotent Lord could, by a mere resdve, create

this vast and wonderful universe. He can likewise
achieve all things, by a mere resolve from His heavenly
abode, without moving about. And then, He has such
powerful weapons as the discus, ever sharp, which can
be commissioned at any time, anywhere. And yet.
when Gajendra the pious elephant, engaged in a
titanic struggle with a crocodile, raised an alarum
invrtmg the Lord’s help, the Lard rushed to the pond,
mounted on Garuda, without merely commissioning
the discus to do the job. In fact, He had no other
option. The elephant entered the lotus pond, plucked
a lotus ﬂower to be oﬂ'ered to the Supreme Lord,
Néréyana, and, in the process, got caught by a
crocodile. In the long and grim struggle that ensued,
the elephant got terribly emacrated and yet, his sole
concern was to offer the ﬂower to the Lord and
hence, the alarum raised by him. Unto the Lord who
presented Himself before the elephant, the latter
declared;

G

0h, Slayer of Madhu,

1

Was not in

the least worried

about this mortal frame, bound to decay some day,
but my sole concern was to worship you and oﬂ'er
this lotus ﬂower in my trunk (hand) at your golden
feet”. How can the aspiration of such an ardent
devotee be fulﬁlled by the Lord, m absentia, by the
mere exercise of His ‘Sarikalpa’ (resolve) from where
He Is seated, like pressing a button afar, with all its
mechanical eﬂicrency? This brings us on to the
purpose of the Lord’s Avatars, main and secondary.
(it) There are three components 1n the
behmd HIS incarnations, vrz,

Lord’s motive

(1)

Paritrdpdya dehﬁnﬁm—Sadhu paritrénaih 0r protection of the righteous;

(ii)

deédya ca duskrtdm—Dusta nigraha 0r vanquishing
the evil-doers,

31
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and
Samtdpandrthﬁya—resuscitation
(iii) Dharma
establishment of dharma, (m0ral standards).
(iii) A little probe into this will reveal that (1) above, is the
main purpose and that the other two are merely
auxdiary thereto Or the ingredients thereof. Even so,
would it be necessary for the Lord to assume a special
form and Incarnate without merely contemplating,
“ May the righteous prosper and the evil forces die

out?”

No, this won’t do, the Lord has to necessarily come
down to meet the aspirations, the deep yearnings
of the devout. What is, “Sidhu paritra‘ziam' after
all? It is nothing but the fulﬁlment of the aspirations of the devout and the cutting out of things
disliked by them. He cannot resrst their deepest
urges and inclinations, such as drinking in, with
their naked eyes, the Lord’s nectarean beauty, an
irresistible longing to embrace Him bodily and so on.
It is during such contacts, that the Lord’s auspicious
traits shine forth and it is only the contemplation of
these traits, down the ages, long after He has gone
back to the Celestium, that sustains the Sidhus (the
. devout), down to the present day and this, in
essence,
is the “Sadhu pantrﬁzian't”.
marai aya nal vetattul nima malarc cutarél
muraiyal iv ulaku ellam pataittu, itantu, untu, umilntu,

alantiy!
pirai éru cataiyanum nanmukanum intiranum
irai ital arintu Etta, viniruttal itu viyappé?

(III—l-IO)

Translation
My lustrous Lord, enshrined you are in the Vedas four
Which (unto aliens and heretics) reveal you not,
The worlds you did create, picked them out from deep waters,
Ate them up (during the deluge) and then spat them out,
You spanned them too; seen thus as the Supreme Master,
If you are worshipped by Siva who does sport

m
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The crescent Moon on matted locks, Nanmukan (Brahmi, the
four-headed)
And Intira, is it really any wonder indeed?
Note

Brahma was created by the Lord and all the rest created by
Brahma. And then, it is the Lord who redeemed the
worlds from underneath the Oceanic waters, sustained them
inside His stomach during the period of deluge and put
them back, in position, later on. He also spanned all the
worlds in Just three strides. It is, therefore, hardly any
matter for wonder that His Supremacy is readily realised
by those super-eminent personalities created by the LOrd
Himself, Brahmé, Siva and Intira, and He is worshipped by
them all. Nor can the Lord feel ﬂattered by such worship
by His own creatures, a mockery of worship, like unto a
person setting his foot on the head of a doll of his, decorated
by him and pompously declaring that the latter worshipped
him.
Viyappu aya viyappu illa meyﬁ ﬁana vétiyanaic
cayap pukalér palar valum tatam-kurukﬁrc catak6pan

tuyakku intit tolutu uraitta ayirattul 1p pattum
uyakkontu pitappu atukkum oli munnir ﬁélatté. (III—l-ll)
Translation
This decad, out of the thousand, crystal-clear,
Composed by Catakopap of Kurukﬁr, the mighty abode
Of men of spiritual fame, in adoration of the Lord,
By Vedas truly revealed, above all known wonders,
Will from rebirth rid men of this world, bound by roaring
waters.
Notes
(i) The Lord is a marvel unto Himself. What appears
to be a matter of wonder for us, with limited intellect
and meagre perception, is by-no-means wonderful for
Him, who is the All-powerful Lord of the entire
Universe. If some one presented to another as
many

'I'Hrd
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see

as four cows at a time, it would indeed be a matter for
surprise but if Lord Rims gifted away thousands of
cows to a poor brahmin (Triadar) on the eve of
setting out in exile, as we read in Chapter 32 of Ayodhyl
Kinda of Vilmiki Ramayana, it looks quite natural
and there is nothing odd about it.
(ii) The chanters of this decad will get elevated from the
bottom-most depths, as good as non-existent, to the
highest heights.

Third Conﬁrm—Second Decad (III-2)
(Munnir hilam)
Preamble

of a person unable to
quench his extreme thirst, notwithstanding the availability of
We have only to imagine the pangs

plenty of water near at hand, just because his mouth is scaled up
(like Tantalus in the Greek legend). We will then be able to
appreciate the most unenviable predicament in which the Alvh
found himself, suﬂ'ering from the ﬁgurative 10ck-jaw. Here is
the Lord in His worshippable farm, of insatiable beauty, near at
hand, and yet, the Alvar is not able to comprehend and enjoy
Him as well as He would like to, severely handicapped as he is,
by the heavy limitations inherent in his earthly existence, tethered
to this material body. No doubt, the Lord, in His unbounded
mercy, has dowered on us limbs and sense-organs to impart
mobility and put us on a career of gainful activity. Not stopping
with this alone, He condescended to present Himself before the
Subjects during His Avatéras and mixed with them freely. And
yet, all these beneﬁts do not currently ﬁll the Alvir’s bill. 0n the
other hand, he is regretting his inability to enjoy the Lord, in His
‘ Arch
(Iconic manifestation), in toto, and give the fullest
expression to such enjoyment. God is limitless but the Saint has
his limitations although his craving is very great.
The present agony of the Alvir is thus due to his inability
to limit the limitless, rather, the small range of the powers of his
mind and the senses vis-a-vis the enjoyment of the boundless

“memos-races m

I“

beatiﬁc vision of the lord. It is, however, seen that, towards
the end of this decad, the Lord consoles the Mvir by telling him
that the Celestials, shorn of material contacts, are also on the
same footing as the Alvin and they too have their limitations.
The Alva: is, however, beckoned by the 10rd to enjoy His iconic
form at 'l‘iruvenkatam, to his heart’s content. Thus consoled,
the River ends this decad on a happy note.
When Sri Parésara Bhattar discoursed on this song, his younger
brother, Sriramappiﬂai raised the following point. “I ﬁnd that
the Alvar’s distress is neither due to his longing for the heavenly
bliss, right from here, nor due to his craving for the enjoyment of
God in His incarnations in by-gone times. His distress seems to
have arisen after the Lord was pleased to grant him the enjoyment
of His worshippable (Arcé) form as Alakar, in ‘Tirumlliruﬁ
C6lai ’, when, in fact, one should have expected him to go on
revelling in the enjoyment of the Lord, so sweet and exquisite.
It is indeed puzzling in this context how the anguish has, at all,

arisen

‘

’.

The illustrious Bhattérya. eluCidated, as follows : “ The
diﬁ‘erent manifestations (Para, Vyi’iha, Vibhava, Antaryimi and
Arcﬁ) of one and the same God cannot aﬂect His Solidarity. God
is immense and inﬁnite. When His beatiﬁc vision was presented
to the Saint through the medium of Alakar he could enjoy it only
as much as his limited capacity could permit, even as one visualises
the vast ocean, only as much as the eye apprehends. Here then
is the tussle between the Alvir’s limited capacity, on the one hand,
and his en0rrnous longing on the other, and the resultant mental
33011), ).
D

munnir halam pataitta em mukil vannané!
an 1151 ni tanta ékkaiyiijvali ulalvén,
vem nt'tl-nOy viya, Vinaikalai vér arap péyntu,
en 1151 yan unijai ini vantu kﬁtuvané?

(III-2-I)

Translation
My cloud-hued Lord, You raised this world,

Surrounded by oceanic waters; in this body, by you dowered
Stray do I , pursuing its (errant) ways; I know not when
My ills Will be rooted out and you I shall attain.

Gum (111-2)
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Notes

ApartotheLord
(i)

“I was

like a Wingless bird and by giving me the limbs
etc., you capacitated me for a career of gainful activity.
But alas! the body, so kindly dowered by you, was misused by me and I have got all miseries heaped on my

head. Now that I can hardly brook any separation
from you, when will my deadly sins, the impediments
for my union with you, be rooted out and our union
be hastened?
Said to have lamented: “ This boat of a body,
dowered by you, could have been steered through
to heavenly bliss but, alas! I have allowed it to be
swept away by (worldly) current and capsize into the

(ll) Empar

1s

mire of sensual pleasures.

(in) When Saints talk of 1115 (810161688 and pain), it is not any
kind of physwal malady, such as remittent fever but
the pain of separation from God.
van ma vaiyam alanta em vémanal nin
pal mi méyap pal piravwil patikinta yin,
tol ma valvinait totarkalai mutal arintu,
nit; ma til cérntu nirpatu cﬁﬁénrukolo‘?

(III-2- 2)

Translation
My L0rd Vamana. You measured the Worlds, vast and
strong,
Caught up in the meshes of varied births and still lingering,
When Will my sins, hoary and Violent, be rooted out
And I remain stable at your lovely feet?
Note
Lord to the Klvir

“ Well, if you couldn’t go to

me, I came to you, spanned the
whole universe, high and low, and set my feet on one and

all, with no distinction of rich
or debauchee, land and Water”.

and poor, Saint

It
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to the Lord

Sire, it is a pity, even .then, I was out of your reach. In
With a body to
spite of your initial help in endowing me
eke out a promising career, I got myself drowned in the
ocean of Samsira. Again, when you sought me out,
as Vimana, I drifted to another part of the ocean, very
much beyond your reach and failed to avail of that golden
opportunity of mass beneﬁ ".

kolla mikkbl kolaieeytu, piratap pot
ellac ccnaiyum iru nilattu avitta cntﬁy!
polli ikkaiyin punarvinai arukkal 3rd;
colliy, yin unnaic oirvatu 6r cﬁlcciyé.

(III-24)

‘n-Insletioii
My Master! With a (mere) non-lethal horse-whip in your hand
You routed the armies in this vast land,
(Earth’s wholesome burden) in Bht'trat’s battle great,
May you spell out the means for cutting out
My contact with this fell body, difﬁcult to cut,
So that I do attain yom lovely feet.
Notes
(i) It is sheer ignorance to hold that the great battle of Mahl
Bharata was won by the Pandavas. Actually it was
Lord Kmta, who got Mother Earth rid of her unwholw
some burden, and it Was indeed the purpose of His
incarnation. Barring a few, on both sides (the ﬁve
Pﬁndavas, Aévattima, Krpégérya and Kttaval’mi),
all the rest were annihilated and it was all the work
of Sri Krsna's whip. With no other weapon in hand,
the Master strategist directed and controlled the
military strategy at every turn and made it possible
for the Pandavas to claim victory. A mere chariot
driver holding the horse whip, He ostensibly was,
and yet, Arjuna thoughtfully leaned on Him, fully
conscious of the basic truth that, where Lord
is, there and there, success is. On the other hand.
Duryodhana who had been advised by the grand old

Km
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Bhiemiclr to seek Sr! Kma’s help and enlist Him
on the side of the Kauravas, did make a formality of
an appointment with St! Kma, but decided to give
Him up, on being told that He was all alone, with no
ﬁghting force behind. The sagacious Bhiama regretted
this fatal decision of Duryodhana and sent him back
to Sri Krsna to extract an assurance from Him that
He would not wield any weapon during the battle.
The Lord readily agreed and, therefore it is, that
Nammalvar says, in this song, that it was the mere
horse-whip in the hand of the Divine Charioteer that
proved so deadly.
(ii) The Saint laments that he had, not only missed the beneﬁt
of the Lord’s incarnation as ‘ Vimana’ but also that
of Krsnavatara, the proximate one.
cﬁlcci ﬁanac cutar 011 am, enrum
éleci kétu inri, cnkanum nixainta entéy!
téloci manu enkmn tavirntu, nin til-inaikkn
valcci yin cérumvakai arulay vante.

(III-Z- 4)

Milan
My Lord, your radiant knowledge surrounds
One and all, you neither contract nor expand,
You pervade all over, at all times; do come and tell
How I can, thoughts other than you, dispel
And at your lovely pair of feet dwell (and revel.)

Note

Air to the Lord

“ My Lord, let alone my failure to beneﬁt by your Avatiras,

as Vimana and Krsna. Even your Ornnipresence,
and omniscience, directed towards the uplift of your
subjects, ha. not delivered the goods in my case. It
is now up to you to devise other ways of redeeming me,
if need be, through yet anOther incarnation, wholly for
my sake.”

mansion-Book 1!!
vantéy pale vantum, cu manattinai ni
cintimal eeyyéy; ituvé itu akil,
.
kontu it kéyz'tvin kolu malart tiru nlxatta
entayl yin unnai enku vantu anukirpané?

(111- 2-5)

Translation
My Lord, like unto the bunchy ﬂower red is your complexion

grand,

Should you persust in denying me your helping hand
And fail to restrain my Wandering mind,
How can I, on my own, attain you indeed?
Pray do appear befOre me, as you did
(For the sake of Gajerdra and Prahlad).
Note
In the preceding song, the Alvir requested the Lord to incarnate once more for his sake. The Lord tells the Alvir
that, as Sri Rama, He was in this abode for eleven thousand
years and, as Sri Kmra, He stayed here for one hundred
years. It would be pretty difﬁcult for Him to incarnate
again. The Alvir, however, pleads that the Lord should
incarnate for his sake, at least for a few days, and if it
wasn’t possible, He could at least put in His appearance,
as He did for Gajendra and Prahléda. The Alvir cannot
brook separation from the Lord because he cannot refrain
from enjoying His quumte beauty. And by himself, he
cannot reach Him and hence the request, as above.

ktrpan, killén cnru tlan munam nilil;
axpa carankal-avat cuvaittu akanroltntén;
parpal ayiram uyir ceyta paramﬁl nin
nar pon-conttél nanukuvatu eﬁﬁanré?

(lII—2—6)

Translation

I did nothing good in the days of yore, ncr desist from evil,
Away from you strayed I and got absorbed,
In pleasures petty; myriads of Souls at your sweet will
You could animate, oh, potent Lord,
When' shall I your feet resplendent attain?

a,

Third Centum (III-2)

Note

Kiri: to the Lord
“My Lord, I am guilty, both

ways, not doing any good
that will take me unto your lovely feet and at the same
time, not desisting from evrl, Whlch puts me very much
away from you. I strayed away from you, doing things
as I liked. Seeing what you have done to myriads. of
souls for their uplift, I am sure I would not be asking of

you too much if I prayed that you should redeem me
and make me ﬁt to attain your lustrous feet”.

eﬂﬂinrum ném iruntu iruntu iranki, neﬁcé!
meyﬁ ﬂanam inri vinai 1yal pirappu alunti,
eﬂﬁinrum enkum olxvu ara nrraintu nima
meyil ﬁénac cotik kannanai mavutume.

r
(III-2—7)

Translation
My mind, sunk deep in ignorance and sm

We have been journeying thro’ births for ever;
Shall we ever attain Kannan,
The lustrous Lord omniscient, who for ever pervades all over?
Note
Mention of the Lord’s resplendent feet, in the precedmg
song, set the Alvir’s mind throbbing for them and now the
Alvir hastens to disabuse his mind, sunk deep ln age-long
ignorance and accumulated sins, of its ill-conceived ambition.
mevu tunpa vinaikalal vituttumilén;
Ovutal inn un kalal vanankinilén;
pivu tol cirk karma! en paraﬁcutaré!
kﬁvukimén kénpin; enku eytak kﬁvuvane?

(111.2.3)

Translation
I didn’t extricate myself from sins that breed miseries many
Nor dld I your holy feet worship continually;

My beloved Kannﬁ 0f radiance supreme and grace rn-bom,
To behold you, the all-pervadin g, I call you out, now and again,
But you, where and how can Iattain?

nmlymou-nook in

“are
Note

Iii: to the Lord

“ Sire, all along, I have been providing grist for the grinding
mill of my senses but little did I do for my advancement.

And now, I call you out, as if I have the necessary qualiﬁcation to meet you. But you are everywhere, and in me
traits
too; you make me pounce upon your auspicious
so natural to you that they attract even a sinner like me ".

kﬁvik kﬁvik kotuvinait tﬁn'ul ninru,
paviyén pala kalam val: tikaittu, alamarkimén;
mévr anru é-nirai kattavan, ulakam ellém

tivrya amménal

er‘rku

igit talalppeyvané?

(III—2-9)

Translation
Caught up in worldly life dense,
The breeding ground for dire srns,
I missed my track and for ages groped,
Many a time do I call my Sll'L, who once shepherded,
The cows and all the worlds measured,
Where and how shall I get Him indeed?
Note

Ky?» to the Lord

“ My Lord, as Sri Krsna, you protected the cows in the pastoral
village of Gokula and not a drop of rain fell on them
although it was pouring down with mad fury for a whole
week. And then, when you spanned the entire universe,
as Trv1krama, you set your lovely feet on one and all
but I eluded you, even then. Having missed such a
golden opportunity, where IS the hope of salvation for
me? Even so, I am not in a position to give you up, as
it would be attempting the impossible, and I, therefore,
keep on calling you. You will certainly hear me all right

and respond too, by stretching out your helping hand.
But then, I am sunk so deep that I am possibly out of
your reach!”

M Calm
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talaippey kilam namantamar picam vittil,
alaippﬁn unnum av allal ellém akala,
kalaip pal ﬁinattu en kannanaik kantukontu,
nilaiPPeml en neﬂcam pcnatu nitu uyire

(III—240)

'Ihnshﬂon
Miseries gruesome, like unto yama’s yoke have ended,
And seen have I kannan, my beloved L0rd,
By
a sacred text comprehended;
My mind is steady and my soul restored,
To pristine purity, its due stature.

my

Notes
(i) Sri Nampillai elucidates the context of this song, as

follows:

Finding the Mvir in an extremely critical condition,
the L0rd calls upon him to enjoy His Iconic Form
in Tiruvénkatam and sustain himself. Thereupon,
the Alvir feels greatly relieved and gives vent to
his sense of relief, in this song.
(ii) Being may from the Lord is as gruesome as suffering
from Yama’s yoke, the tortures inﬂicted by Yama's
hordes.
(iii) Tirukkurukaippirin Prilin, in his commentary known as
Aﬁyirappati, presents the current scene of reunion
of the Lord and the Saint as follows :
The Lord seems to have got frightened of His own
loss of reputation when an ardent devotee, who
has taken refuge at His feet, is left in the lurch,
exposed to the vagaries of Yama’s assistants.
C.F. Sloka 25, of Saint Yimuna’s Stctra Rama.

uyirkal ella ulakamum utaiyaVanaik
kuyil kol colait ten kurukﬁrc catak6pan
eeyir i] 001 icai malai iyirattul ip pattum
uyirinmél ikkai ﬁnitai olivikkume.

(III-Z-ll)
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Tradition

These songs ten, m the hymnal garland of thousand, Chaste
and sweet,
Knit by Catakbpan of Kurukﬁr in whose orchards Koels go
333’.

In adoration of the Soverergn Master of all the worlds and
their beings,
Will nd (the chanters) of their ﬂeshy shackles.
Notes
With
(i) The Alvér invests the Lord and the surroundings
hrs own feelings. Now that he has been put back on
hrs feet, he sees m the Lord a special aura, and Hts
ownership of all things and souls now becomes more
pronounced, With the resuscrtatron of the Alvir himself.

(ii) Kurukﬁr rs described, rn thrs song, as a lovely place
abounding in orchards, where koels sing merrily. When
the Alvlr was sunk m dejection due to separation frOm
the Lord, the Koels had also lapsed into silence.
Now that the Alvar is happy, these birds also sing
sweet strains, as before.

Third Centum—Third Decad (DI-3)
(Olivu il kilam)
Preamble
The Alvlr prayed to the Lord that his body, the material
shackle, which stood in the way of his enjoyment of the Lord,
be cut out. But then, the Lord paciﬁed the Alvar by pointing out
that thrs body of the Alvér in which the Lord eventually got hold
of him was by-no-means an impediment, as he thought it to be.
On the other hand, He literally coveted him, in that very body,
and very much desrred to take service from him, in his present
embodied state. And so, the Lord beckoned the Alvir to serve
Him in His Arca Form at Triuvénkatam. Against this background the Alvir seeks to render blemishless service unto the Lord
at Tiruvénkatam rn ever so many ways, without break, even as

I'hind
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a person, feeling the pinch of hunger and with the food packet
in hand, sets the table as soon as he comes across a suitable spot

with shade and water.

olivu il kalam ellam utanﬁy manni,
valu ila atimai ceyyavéntum nam—
teli kural aruVIt tiruvéﬂkatattu
elil kol c6ti ental tantai tantaikké.

(lII-3-l)

Translation
Serve we shall our Progenitor grand,

0f splendour galore, 1n Tnuvérlkatam

enshrined,
Amid roaring cascades, lovely and rapturous,
With neither break n0r blemish, in attendance close.
Notes
(i) Serve we shall: Even the mere contemplation of service
is good enough. In Sloka 4 of 1115 ‘ Srivaikunta
Gadya ‘, Sr! Riminuja stresses the need for develop-

ing, in an ever-increasmg measure, the desire for
Divine Servrce.

(ii) The Lord at Tiruvérlkatam, of Splendour galore
The Lord in Heaven is like unto the lamp burning
in broad day light, With its considerably diminished
brightness. Further, His stay there is like feeding
the ﬁsh wrth water.
The splendour of the Lord reclining on the blue ocean
is literally lost on the blue sea itself, there being
hardly a few beneﬁciaries. 0n the other hand,
the Lord at Tiruvéﬁkatam is like the lamp shining
on the hill-top, in all its brilliance, making Him
v181ble even to the most ignorant among us.
(iii) Service at all times
The Alvar pines for service at all times, including the
days already gone. It sounds rather queer, if not
fantastic, that the Alvir should seek service in the

WWW-Book!!!
irretrievable past as well. What is emphasised here
is service of such a high order and eﬁciency, which
will more than make amends for past lapses, drown
the Alvir in an ocean of bliss and make him desist
from brooding over his past omissions, rather render
him oblivious of his dereliction in the past.
(iv) Service without break
Serving unremittingly the Lord at all places, bOth

inside the Temple and at all places outside where
He moves in ceremonial procession. Even when
the Lord is screened from public worship by putting
a drapery all around, the service should go on,
such as tending the lamps, cleaning the vessels meant
for containing the sacramental Water and so on.

Tiruvarankapperumil Araiyar who recited this song
before Lord Ranganatha, in that grand assemblage
in the temple at Srirahgam, is said to have gone
into a trance, while reciting the ﬁrst line of this song,
as in the original text, and he went on repeating, “at
all times”. Evidently, he had got into the mood
of the Alvlr himself, whose passion for Divine
Service was so great.
Service without break would also signify service, one

after the other, with the same avidity with which
Laksmana served the Divine Couple, Sr!
and
Siti, during exile. It would also connote selﬂess
semce, absolutely free from any tinge of egoism
and sense of self-enjoyment, that is, service motivated
by the individual soul’s own sense of delight and
enjoyment, as against service rendered solely for the
Lord’s delectation.

lea

When Sri Réminuja discoursed on this song, he
enquired which of his listeners, in that vast assembly,
would like to go to Tiruvénkatam and render unto
the Lord service, as envisaged by the Alvin There
was but a solitary response from one Anantilvin
who volunteered his services and sought Sr! RImlnu-

me 0mm (III-3)
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ja’s blessings for the proper fulﬁlmmt of the sacred
mission. All the others seemed to have got scared
of the climatic condition of Tirumalai Hills, frightfully chill, with an unbroken succession of rain.
Sr! Rimanuja embraced Anantilvin endearingly
and exclaimed that he was the one and only male
(Anpillai, in Tamil) in that assembly, who was
really bold, ready to brave the climate of Tirqudkatam. Thence forward, he came to be known
as Anantanpiuai. He went and served at Tiruvénkatam, to the immense delectation of Lord Srinivasa.
entai tantai tantai tantai tantaikkum
muntai-vanavar vanavar-konotum
cintu pii makllum tlruvénkatattu
antam i1 pukalk kar elil annalé.

(111-3-2)

Translation

Of endless glory and exquisite bluish hue,
Our great progenitor ﬁrst and foremost, dwells in Tiruvénkatam,
Strewn with crimson ﬂowers of unfailing hue,
Attended by the celestials from heaven and their Chieftain.
Notes
(1)

To a query why he is rendering service unto the Lord
at Tiruvénkatam when the ﬁnal goal is service of the
Lord in Heaven, the Alvir replies that even the Celestials
headed by Sr! Sandpati Alvar (Cénaimutaliyar) come
down, in their strength, to serve the Lord at Tituvénkatam. That is because of the twin aspects of the
Lord, namely, supremacy (Paratva) and simplicity
(Saulabhya). The latter can be enjoyed only in Timvénkatam and hence, the Celestials come down here to
enjoy that which cannot be experienced in Heaven.
Even so, they get swept oﬁ‘ their feet by the Lord's
amazing simplicity and the garlands, set with colourful
ﬂowers, brought by them to be altered to the Lord,
drop from their hands unawares but these ﬂowers of
Celestial origin do not fade at all.

munch-nook m

m
(it) Limitless glory

The glory of the Lard, comprehended in Heaven by
the denizens of the Eternal Land, would seem to be
cucumscribed, in as much as the ‘Nityt'ts’ (ever—
’
free angels) and Mukttis (released souls) inhabiting
that region, endowed with the transcendent forms are
well equipped to partake of all that bliss, emanating
from the L0rd. On the Other hand, in this abode of
ours, the Lord rs revealing Himself in His Arcé
(iconic) form to all and sundry, including wild
beasts. Hrs glory in this hallowed land IS limitless

indeed.
annal, méyan, ant kol centémaraik
kannan, cenkani vayk karumanikkam,
tel-nirai cunai nirt tiruvénkatattu
en i1 tol pukal vanavar icaoé.

(III-3—3)

Translation

Our wondrous sire at Tiruvénkatam.
Holding water fed from cascades, pure and plenty,
Shines like the lustrous blue gem,
With lotus eyes and lips, red and radiant, of rare beauty;
01‘ countless qualities, auspicious and abiding,
He, His sway over the Celestials, 18 holding.
Notes
(1)

Questioned whether the Alvér would be able to put
through the servrce unto the Lord at Tiruvéﬁkatam,
as contemplated, the Alvir says, with an air of assurance
that the Lord is the Supreme Benefactor, making it
possible for the Celestials and other numerous highly
evolved souls to drink deep of His nectarean beauty
in Mount Tiruvénkatam and He would certainly not
deny this beneﬁt to the Alvin Otherwise, how car
He live up to His glory as the possessor of innumerabl
auspicious traits, ever present in Him?
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0] wondrous beauty
The radiant eyes, red like lotus ﬂower, stand out
foremost and what else is required to beautify Him?
The Lord sheds His grace through His eyes and it is
but proper that the eyes are mentioned ﬁrst and
next in order, the lips from which He utters words,
full of affection for His devotees. Again, it is the
bewitching smile on these coral lips, that attracts
one and all to Him.

{can vanavarkku enpan; enral, atu

tecamo tiruvénkatattanukku?
ulcaném nimivu ourum ilén-enkan
pacam vaitta param cutarc cotikké.

(III-34)

Translation
Would it at all redound to HIS great glory
Were I to call, as (mere) Lord of Heaven, Him
That shines in all splendour at Tiruvénkatam,
And fondles me, the lowliest of the lowly?
Note
In the preceding song, the Lord was referred to as the Chief
of the Celestials, granting audience to them at Tiruvéﬁkatam.
And now, the Alvir feels that it would be a gross understatement of HIS real greatness which lies in the condescending grace with which He mixes with the monkeys and
hunters in Tlrumalai Hills and what is even more, the
profusion of love extended to one, as low as the Alvin
This self-abnegation assuming the lowest depths of humility
(c.f. Navantir’s self—denunciation 1n sloka 62 of StotraRatna) only heightens the glory of the Lord. As a matter
of fact, if He were merely the Lord of the Celestials in
Heaven, HIS glory stands circumscribed, that is, conﬁned
to that region alone. It is only here, against the background of the darkness and nescience we present, that
His glOiy can shine in all its splendour. Not by His might
and majesty, surrounded by the Angels in Heaven and
unapproachable to us, is He great but by His loving grace
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and great concern for us, deep down here, sunk in scrrow.
Thus and thus alone can He be God indeed.
cOti

iki, ella ulakum tolum

itimﬁrtti emit], alavu akumo—

vatiyar mulu vétattu amutattai,
titu i1 cirt tiruvénkatattanaiyé?

(III—3-5)

Translation

How dare I crrcumscribe the glory
Of the immaculate Lord at TiruvihkataIn,
Venerated by all the worlds, resplendent and hoary,
Nectarean essence of all Vedic texts, chanted by scholars
great fame”
Notes

of

,

(I) The Lord, venerated by

all the worlds

The Alvir says that he cannot cucumscribe the glory
of the Lord by telling that He is venerated by all
the worlds. As a matter of fact, he has not said so
earlier. But it is Implied by the fact that even he,
the lowliest of the lowly, warships Hirr. When it
18 said that the bottom-most boy in the class has got
through the examination, does it not follow that all
the others above him have passed? When the
swollen waters of the river have submerged the tOpmost foot-step, it goes without saying that all the
steps below have also been submerged.
(ii) The Immaculate Lord
The Lord is the repositOry of all auspicious qualitic
and is blemishless. He could be free from blemish!
only when He makes Himself accessible to the lowlie
of the lowly. In His search for one such, He could!
get at any one worse than Alvir unto whom He b
extended His grace despite all his drawbacks. A
now, He keeps standing at Tituvénkatam, ever
the look-out for one even mare heinous than
Alvdr, to shed His grace upon. It is this great:
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of the Lord that the Alvis extols in this Song with
chareCteristic humility.
vain, katankal meymel vinai mumvum;
tanks] tankatku nallanave ceyvir—
venkatattu uraivirkku nama mal—
am katameiatu cumantirkatke.

(III-+6)

Milan

Inclination for selﬂess service into vodkatatturaivlr (He that
dwells in Vénkatam),
Shall our past sins burn down as well as those yet to come;
(With the dawn of favour thus conferred)
The devout shall in such wholesome service persevere.

Notes
(i) This song is the sequel to the ﬁrst song of this decad
where mention was made of rendering every kind of
service to the Lord at Tiruvéftkatam, without break
or blemish. Asked how it would at all be possible to
render such service, when the sins operate as serious
impediments, the Alvar clariﬁes that the mere contemplation of service unto the LOId will root out all sins
committed so far as well as those likely to rear up their
ugly heads in the days to come, by reason of our material
contacts and ensure unremitting service, in a wholesome spirit. But then, it might be asked how the
accumulated heaps of sins of ages could be destroyed
by a simple gesture, as above. Sr! Bhattarya set at
naught this doubt through the following illustration:
Sr! Rama sought the help of the king of the ocean
to bund the sea and cross over to Lanka, lying

prostrate in front of the ocean, for full three days.
with due austerity. When the king of the ocean
failed to present himself, Sr! Rama got enraged
and was about to drive a shaft into the bosom of
the ocean, threatening to dry it up. Struck with
terror, the king of the ocean appeared instantly
and made his obeisance. The king of the ocean
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having thus capitualated and come to terms,
Sr! Rama was paciﬁed. He not only generously
pardoned the king but made the extraordinary
gesture of asking him to indicate where his enemies
were, so that the bow lifted against hint could
vent its fury on his enemies. Sr! Rhine‘s bow
was never lifted in vain, and the arrow sped in
the direction of the target, pointed out by the king
of the ocean, to vanquish his enemies.
In ‘ Visnu Sahasranama ’, there are, inter alia, two names
of the Lord, viz., ‘ Stavyah’ and ‘ Stavapriyah ’. The
ﬁrst means that the Lord is praiseworthy and each one
of His several attributes would faithfully depict the
Lord. ‘Stavapriyah’ means one, who is pleased
with the praise showered on Him, in any form or
language, coriectly worded or not. And 50, With all
our limitations, even the feeble praise from our feeble
tongues endears us to the Lord, Who overlooks all
our faults and sins and regards us, in an ample
measure.
(ii) Would it be necessary to do hard labour to get rid of
our Sins? Not at all; all that is needed is loving service,
rendered disinterestedly, beﬁtting one’s station in life
and conforming to one’s essential nature (swampa).
Even the Simple word ‘namah’ (I don’t belong to myself but to you), uttered by the devotee, is deemed by
the over-generous Lord as very weighty indeed and
He cuts out all the sins of the devotee and puts him on

the path of unremitting Divme SerVice.

cumantu ma malar, nir cuter tﬁpam kontu,
amamtu vanavar vanavar-konotum
namam'u elum tiruvenkatam-nankatkuc
caman kol vitu tarum tatan kunramé.
Translation
By itself, Tiruvénkatam,

that august mountain
Where do repair the Celestials with their chieftain

(III-347)

at
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And worship with choice ﬂowers, water, lamp and incense,
Shall unto us grant the blissful emancipation (the eternal
service).
Notes
(i) “ For securing the uninterrupted serwce in the Eternal’
Land we pine for, the good ofﬁces of the holy mountain,
Tirt'vénkatam, will do. It would be hardly necessary
for us to propitiate LOrd Srlnwﬁsa (enshrined there),
in this behalf " says the Alvin.

(ii) The adjective ‘ ChOice’, in the third line, qualiﬁes not
only the ﬂowers but also water and incense, meaning
the best of each kind. The excellence of the material
offered, however, lies not in its physical quality but in
the devotion with which it is offered. Did not the Lord
say, in Bhagavad Gita (IX-27), as follows?
“Whosoever shall oﬂ‘er Me, in faith and love, a
leaf, a ﬂower, a fruit, water poured f0rth, that
offering, lovmgly made With pious “I", I do
accept".
The following illustration Will drive home this pomt.
On one occasmn, some princes had a desire to offer
Lord Jagannatha at Pﬁri (in Orissa), Campaka ﬂowers.
said to be His favourite. Gomg to the ﬂower-market,
they found that the ﬂowers had been sold out and there
was but a solitary ﬂower left. This gave rise to keen
competition among the princes and they went on
bidding till one of them staked his entire fortune and
bought the ﬂower. The ﬂower was offered by the
Prince to the Lord who appeared in his dream that
night and exclaimed that the debt of his ﬂower was
indeed too heavy for Him, thereby signifying His

(iii) The term ‘Celestials’ has been u
so as to include besides the Nity

-
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Brahma and other Devas do not serve the Lord dieinterestedly but always seek favours from Him for
their own selﬁsh ends, yet, the Alvar is charitable
enough and invests them with his own bent of mind.
painting them also as selﬂess, like him
kunram éntik kulir malai kittavan,
ant'u ﬁélam alanta piran, paran
oenru cér tiruvenkata ma malai
omumé tola nam vinai Oyumé.

(III-H)

Translation
WOI'Shlp we shall Tiruvérlkatam, the halo’d mountain,

Favourite resort of the Benefactor great. who repelled the chill
rains,
Holding mount (Govardhana) aloft and who the worlds did
once span;
That’s enough to extricate us from all our sins.
Note
Here again, the over-riding importance of the Sacred Mount
vis-a-vis the Lord enshrined there, is emphasised. Mount
Tiruvénkatam thus becomes the goal or destination of the
Lord and HIS devotees alike. If it was Mount Govardhana
during the Lord's incarnation as St! Knna that shielded
the subjects of Gokula it is now Mount Tiruvédkatam
that operates as the Saviour, during His Arci (Iconic)
manifestation.
ovum mﬁppup pirappu irappw pini
viyumaru eeyvén tiruvénkatattu
iyan nil-malar am atittamarai
viyullum manattullum vaipparkatke.
Translation
The shepherd (Knua) who dwells in Tiruvéilkatam,
Rids those, who meditate and sing the praise
Of His Comely feet, dainty as lotus, in fresh bloom,
0f fatiguing old age, birth, death and pestilence.

(III-3-9)
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Natal
(i) In the preceding song, Mount Tiruvéhkatam was said to
deliver the goods. And now, it is said that even a
part of it, namely, Lard Srinivisa, will do the job.
CF. Tirumankai Alvar's reference to LOrd Srtnivssa,

............

in Periya Tirumoli,
.
northern hill (Vata mamalai uccr).

,

as the crest of the

(ii) The Lord enshrined in Tiruvétlkatam derives Importance
from His association with the Sacred Mount (Tirumalai)
and hence the latter is our destined goal (Atayirappati).

vaitta

varai ellar kurukic eenru,
eyttu, ilaippatan mugnam ataiminb!
paitta pampu-anaiyan tiruvénkatam
moytta colai moy pﬁn tatan talvaré.
n51

(111—3—10)

Translation
Better reach the sacred precrncts of Trruvénkatem.
With orchards many and a cluster of tanks,
Where stays the Lord whose bed 15 the serpent,
With outstretched hoods, ere your life’s quantum
Draws to a close and your health badly shrinks.
Notes

(i) The Alvar exhorts us to take to the enchanting TiruvEﬂkatam, as the ﬁnal goal. The All-Merciful Lord
has indeed dowered on us life and limbs to help us move
about and worship the Lord in HIS Iconic manifesta—
tion. in the various pilgrim centres like Tiruvenkatam
and render unto Him every possible servrce. But,
alas! we dissipate our lives and energies, in several
ungodly pursuits, till, one day, old age and the
attendant inﬁrmity overtake us unawares and badly
impair our mobility.
(ii) This song also stresses the grandeur of Tirqurlkatam
which has attracted the Lord despite His having
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Adréega, the posh bed, highly delectable. Again,
from the point of view of the devotees, it is equally
attractive and if only they would care to go there
ere old age catches them in its unrelenting grip, they
could render servrce unto the Lord with great ease,
absolutely free from fatigue, m that exhilarating

environment.
tel parappi man-taviya icanai
nil polil-kurukurc catakopan col
k6] il ayirattu ip pattum vallavar
valvar vélvu cyti ﬁdlam pukalavé.

(III—3—ll)

Translation
Those that recrte these songs ten of peerless excellence,
Out of the thousand sung by Catakopan of lovely Kurukur,
Adoring Icar_1(Lord), who spanned the universe, shall acquire
World-Wide fame and (everlasting) Opulence.

Notes
(i) This decad Slllgs the glory of the Lord at Trruvénkatam
and yet, it has been made out, in this end-stanza, that
the decad extols the greatness of the Lord, Who, in
HIS incarnate form as Trvikrama, spanned the entire

Our great Acaryas hold that there is perfect
identity between these two forms of the Lord. The
Lord keeps standing at Trruvénkatam to secure all
His subjects under HIS patronising feet and so did
Trvrkrama, settlng His feet on all and sundry, without
distinction of high and low, rich and poor, Saint and
debauchee. The LOrd at Tiruvéﬁkatam rs also quite at
home Wlth the hunters and monkeys.
universe.

(ii) Everlasting opulence: This denotes the eternal semen
in Heaven, both body and mind being lovingly
attuned to it.

Third Cerium—Fourth Decad (III-4)
(Pukalum nal omen)
Preamble

In the preceding decad, the Alvin was all agOg to serve the
Lord, at all times and in every conceivable manner, without break
or blemish. Profoundly impressed by the intensity of the Alvar’s
yearning for Divrne service, the Lord very much wished to make his
task easy and so threw into focus His unique faculty of omnipresence, pervading all things, all over and at all times. Coming
face to face with the Lord’s immense ubiquity in various forms, the
Alvin was in the same predicament as the one gathering the fruits
dropped down the trees in a violent gale, ﬁnding it difﬁcult to pick
and choose. The phenomenon before him was so amazing and of
such astounding dimensions that the Alvar, who resorted to
singing the Lord’s glory (which is also a form of service, namely.
servrce by word of mouth—Vécrka Kainkarya), just didn’t know
where to begin and what to say. It is the L0rd’s immanence that
the Alvin attempted to Sing about, in this decad.
One of the Lord’s several names is ‘ Ananta ’, the endless. He
is limitless and immeasurable, not being circumscribed by space
and time. The unique feature about the Supreme Lord, Mahavisnu is that He is not only not circumscribed by space and time
but He also abides 1n all, wrthout any exception, the sentient beings
and non-sentient things, one and all, constituting, as it were, His
bodies. This 15, in fact, the keynote of Viéigtadvaita philosophy.
The ‘ Sarita-Sariri bhava ’. This was mentioned in passrng, in the
ﬁrst decad of the ﬁrst centum itself. And now, this 18 being elaborated upon, rn this decad.
pukalum nal oruvan enkd? poru i1 cirp pﬁmi enko?
tikalum tan paravai enkd? ti enko? vayu enkb?
nikalum akacam enkd? nil cutar irantum cake?
ikalvu i1 iv anaittum enko?-kanr_1ar_1aik kﬁvum are.
(III—4-l)

ranshtion
How shall I speak of Kantian, (my all-pervading Lord)?
ShallI say, He is the one by all sacred texts adored
Or shall I describe Him as peerless Earth or Ocean bright?
T—8
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Could I say He is ﬁre or air or the space athwart,
Or the Sun and the Moon, rather their aggregate?
Note
The River looks on, in bewildering amazement, when the
Lord presents Himself as an embodiment of the elements
that have gone into the making of the universe and its multifarious contents, His auspicious qualities also shining forth.
side by side. Unlike others who could see everything in
its outer form only, the Alvar discerns the Lord in each and
everything, and nothing can, therefore, be eschewed by him
as being disagreeable. He sees the Lord in every thing,
individually and tn the aggregate. What would seem
deSpicable m the light of one’s own association, becomes
wholly agreeable, viewed 1n the light of their conjunction
with the Lord. (aphorism 149, Acarya Hrdayam).

kuvum aru ariyamattén: kunradkal anaittum enko?
m5vu cir mari enko? vilanku tarakaikal enko?
nit iyal kalaikal enko? ﬂana nal avi cake?(III—L2)
pavu cirk kannan, emman, pankayak kannanaiyé.
Thanslation

I know not what to call kannan, my lotus-eyed Lord,
Of qualities great and vast; could He be called
The aggregate of all mountains or the rains lovely
Or the bright stars or all that leat ning by the tongue cultivated
Or sweet sounds pregnant with meanings lofty ?
Notes
(i) In this song, the Alvin sees the Lord in the several products
of the various elements, referred to, in the previous song.
Thus, the lotus—eyed Lord is also seen as the mountain
range. It is the earth (Pt'tvi) that hardens into

mountains, providing, in turn, stable support to the
former. The rains pertain to the element known as;
Water. Pleasant to behold, the rains provide allJ
facilities to the denizens of the world and the rainclouds are also comparable to the Lord’s complexion,
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The bright stars owe their structure, composition and
luminosity to the element of ﬁre, while all that
knowledge imparted by word of mouth is rendered
possible by the element called air. Transmission of
sound is eﬁ'ected through the medium of space
(ikésa). If sound is looked upon as the body,
knowledge is its soul. Sound becomes worth its while
only when it conveys the right meanings and nourishes
the soul with the right type of knowledge.

(ii) It only bespeaks the unlimited glory of the Lord and
the immeasurable extent of His possessions, if even
Saint Nammalvar, endowed with full and complete
knowledge by the Supreme Lord Himself, should
fumble and falter, unable to give adequate expression
to the Lord’s attributes and acquisitions, His
ﬂooding fame etc.

pankayak kannan cake? pavalac cevvayap enko‘?
am katir atiyan enko? aﬂcana vsnnan cake?
cenkatir mutiyan enkb? tiru mam mérpan enko‘?
canku cakkarattan enkb?- cati manikkattaiyé.
(III-4—3)
Translation
Shall I call the rare blue gem of a Lord,
The lotus-eyed er the coral-hpped
Or the one with a pair of feet, lovely and bright
Or one dark like collyrium or one that sports
The crown dazzling red or one on whose chest
Are ‘ Tim ’ (Lakst and Math (Silvatsam, the spiral spot)
Or one that wields the conch and the discus?
Notes
(i) In the two preceding stanzas, the Alvin described the

Lord’s universal aspect and now he describes Him, in
His own exclusive form. As a matter of fact, the
Alvir could discern the Lord in both the Universal
and Individual farms with the same ease.

(ii) It is indeed interesting to study the sequence set out
in the above stanZa. The Alvar begins with the Lord’s

m
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lotus-eyes which shed grace on him and befriended
him; next in order is the bewitching smile of the Lard
which is an even greater attraction than the L0rd’s

entraneing looks and hence the mention of the coral
lips. And now, the Subjects, attracted by the Lord’s
lovely looks and captivating smile, seek refuge at
His comely feet; the votaries then enjoy the charming
compleXion of the Lord. The Lord’s crown, indicative
of His overlaidship, does not, however, scare them off
when they behold the Divine Mother, the grand
Intercessor on the Lord’s chest. But then, this
exquisrte conjunction of the Divme couple induces a
sense of fear, a growmg apprehenSion in the minds of
the devout regarding the safe continuance of this
glorious combination but the weapons held by the
L0rd in His hands, the conch and the discus, dispel this
fear and put them at ease.

citi manikkam

enko‘? cavi kol pon muttam enkb?
cﬁti nal vayiram enko‘? tavivu il eir vilakkam enko?

éti am coti enko? ati am purutan cake?itum i1 kalattu entai accutan amalanaiyé.

(III—4—4)

Translation
Shall I say that ‘Accutan ’ is my immaculate Lord
Who fathered me, when forlorn and (ever afterwards)
Held on to me, is the pure gem or the shining gold
Or the ruby ﬂashy or choice diamond or the eternal lamp
Or the One of resplendent form or the blissful Primate?
Notes
(i) Asked by a worldling fOr tips as to how to remember the
Supreme Lord, a knowledgeable elder queried back,
“Pray, tell me how to forget God”. The Lord is
everywhere, stays in all things havmg name and form
and hence the wise men always perceive the Lord’s
intimate contact and presence in each and everything.
That is why the Lord has said in His ‘Song Celestial ’
(X-4l) whatever is of superlative eminence contains a

Third Centum
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special element of His all-conquering power. The
Alvar, therefore. says that, with a natural, built-in
Grace, bliss and beauty, God is the very best of all
good things.
(ii) The eternal lamp that God is, He is anterior to all other
luminous bodies, like Sun and Moon.
(iii) Acyuta, the eternal Father: While in a forlorn state, with
no attainment whatever, on his part, to attract the
Lord’s grace, the Lord, on His own, revealed to the
Alvin the indissoluble bond subsisting between them,
the mvrolable ‘ Father-Son ’ relationship and held on to
him ﬁrmly thereafter.
accutan amalan enké? atiyavar vinai ketukkum
naocum ma maruntam egké? nalan katal amutam enkb?
ac cuvaik katti enkb? aru cuvai aticil egkb?
neyc cuvait téral enko? kani enko? pal enkéno? (III-4—5)
Translation
Shall I my Lord, as Accutan (the steadfast) call
Or the Immaculate or high class medicme delectable
That cuts out the devotees’ 1113 and evrls
Or the nectar that came up the milk ocean ﬁne or ﬁx
Him as the cream delicious or the meal with tastes SIX
Or the honey as tasty as ghee or frurt or milk?
Notes
(i) True to the Upanisadik text, depicting the Lord as very
dehcrous, the Alvin presents the Lord here as all those

things that are juicy and appetismg.

(ii) Cutting out the devotees’ ills and evils: The expression
‘
Ills and evils ’ is used in a comprehensrve sense, cover‘
‘
’
ing the effective operation of both Punya and Papa ’,
as the former is a golden fetter and the latter, an iron
fetter and thus both are impediments, seeing that a
golden fetter is, all the same, a fetter. The Lord, on
His part, will not conﬁne Himself to a life of ease and
peace, in the high heavens, but come down post-haste
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to the rescue of His devotees, as He did in the case of
Gajendra, the elephant. Again, the ills He cures
are not the ordinary bodily ailments but the much
worse malady of the soul. The Lord is, therefore,
referred to as the delectable medicine, easy to take
and absolutely harmless even if the directions for its
use are given the go-by or not closely adhered to.
(iii) The Lord is indeed far superior to the nectar that was
obtained by churning the milk ocean. The Lord, the
non-satiate nectar, will make Himself available to His
beloved devotees without undergoing the rigours of
churning the ocean.
pal enko‘? nénku vétap payan enkd? camaya nlti
niil enkd? nutanku kélvi icai enkb? ivanul nalls
mel enké? vinaiyin mikka payan enko? kannan enkd?
(III—#6)
mil enko‘? miyan enk07- vinavar atiyaiyé.
’lhnsletlon
Shall I as Milk, (the Lord), foremost among celestials, call
Or as the paramount Vedas four or the Sistras that reveal
The Vedic religion in proper light
Or as the music enchanting or as one above them all
Or as the fruits many of one's endeavour bright

Or as Kansas. Mal(Tiruma1), Mayan (the Lord of wondrous
deeds and traits)?
Notes

(i) The L0rd is the quintessence of the vedas, the supreme
authOrity revealing Him. The Lord has Himself
declared, in XV-IS of Bhagavad Glté, that He alone is
denoted by the Vedas, in their entirety.

The Sastras, referred to, are the sacred texts, such as
Itihasas, Purinas etc, which elucidate the moot points
in the Vedas and serve as an effective key or guide to the
abstruse vedic texts.
(ii) The wondrous Lord: The wonder lies in that the Overlord
of the Celestials serves His devotees in the humblest
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manner, such as running an errand, driving the
chariot etc.
(iii) Even as a small quantity of seeds sown produces a rich
harvest of grains, the Lord showers on use plethora
of beneﬁts, out of all prOportion to the magnitude of
our efforts, real or feigned.
vanavar
vanavar
finam il
ﬁnam il

ati enko? vanavar teyvam enko?
pokam enko‘? vanavar murrum enkb?
celvam enko? ﬁnarn il cuvarkkam enkb?
mbkkam enk67- oli mani vannanaiyé.
(III-4-7)

Translation
Shall I call the lustrous Sire, gem-hued, as the Overlord
0f Celestials or the God Supreme by them adored
Or the One by them enjoyed and their all,

Or the treasure inexhaustible or undying pleasures
Of Suvarkkam (Svarga) or mﬁkkam (mokea), the bliss eternal?
Notes
(1')

‘

Celestials: This denotes, in particular, the ‘Nitya Stlris’
‘
in Heaven to whom the Lord is the Be-all ’ and ‘ Endall’, the Sole Sustainer.

(ii) Bliss eternal: Heaven, the Eternal Land, with its perennial
scOpe for eternal service unto the Lord, as distinguished
from the ‘Kaivalya ’ type cf Moksa or emancipation
where the liberated (dis-embodied) Soul denies itselfthe
bliss of Divine Service and gets lost in self-enjoyment.
(iii) While the pleasures of Svarga too, are of a limited tenure
at the end of which the individual is hurled down to
the Earth, the Lord is referred to in this context. as the
everlasting pleasure, not time-bound.
oli mani venting enko? oruvan emu Etta nima
nelir matic cataiyan enkd? nanmukak katavul cake?—
ali makilntu ulakam ellam pataittu, avai Etta, ninra
kali malart tulavan, eminan, kennanai. miyanaiye. (III-44)
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Ira-sham
Could I call Kannan, my Liege-Lord of wondrous traits and
deeds,
Sporting the ﬂoral garland of tulacl which honey sheds,
Who the worlds dld wrth delight create and is by them adored,
As the lustrous One of sapphire hue or as Siva, who sports
The cool crescent Moon on matted locks and stands revered
(By his votaries) as the God supreme or as Nanmukar_1(Brahmﬁ,
the four-headed)”
Notes
(i) The Alvar pornts out here that Siva, sporting the cool,
crescent Moon on his matted locks, mistakenly revered
by some as the Supreme and Brahma, the four-headed
Demi-urge, also fOrm part of Lord Visnu’s possessrons.
(ii) ‘ Liege-Lord " Vrsnu, who put the Alvar on the right track
and thereby made him solely worship Him, wrthout
straying mto the domain of worship of the lesser deities.

kannanu, mayan-tannar, katal kataintu amutam konta
annalar, accutanai, anantanal. anantan-tanmél
nanni nanku urarkigranai, ﬁélam untu umilnta malai,
(III-4—9)
ennum azu arlyamattén-yavalyum evarum tine.
Translation
I know not how to comprehend Kannan, the wondrous Lord,
The glorious Sire, Who the ocean churned and ambrosia
delivered,
Accutan (the Protector steadfast) of glory unlimited,
Who on Anantau (Serpent) does repose, safe and sound,
Trrumél (of tender sohcrtude), who (during deluge) sustained
All th worlds in His stomach and (later) spat them out;
Indeed all things and beings He does Himself constitute.
Note
The Alvar who attempted earlier an enumeration of the
Lord’s COSI'mC wealth, has now given It up as impossible
and rests contented With a summary statement that He is
the aggregate of all non-sentient things and sentient beings.

Third
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CF. the Lerd’s

own declaration. in Bhagavad Gita X-l9,
that there is no end to the details of things and beings under

His control (the vibhﬁtts).
yévaiyum evarum ténéy, avaravar camayam tbrum
tOyvu ilan; pulan aintukkum colappati'in; unarvin mi'irtti;
aVi cér uyirin ullal atum 61‘ pan ilata
pﬁvanai atanaik kﬁtil, avanaiyum ki'itali'smé.
(III-4—10)
Translation
Knowledge personiﬁed is my Lord who stays Within
All things and beings and yet does apart remain
From their weal and woe, much beyond the ken
0f comprehension of the senses ﬁve; appreCiate you can,
Growth and decay unto the body pertain and not the Soul
Within,
Stays likewme the Lord
and woe).

made the Soul (aloof from its weal

Note
brings out the fact that the Lord who
has stationed Himself inside all things and beings, is not
affected by their changing fortunes, weal or woe, even as
the Individual Soul occupying a particular body is not
affected by the biological changes of growth and decay
undergone by the body. But then, it might be argued that
the Indivrdua] Soul partakes of the pain and pleasure
experienced through the medium of the body and on this
analogy, the Lord inside all cannot also remain unaffected
by such experiences. This doubt can, however, be resolved
by contrasting the manner in which the Lord and the
Individual Soul got inSide the body. Whereas the
Individual Soul has occupied the body as the medium
appropriate to his or her working out the load of Karma,
the Lord gets inside the soul at His volition, for the resuscitation of the subject. The Individual is the convict serving
a term of imprisonment mSlde the prison-house, which the
body is, while the Lard is like unto the distinguished jail
visitor. contemplating the ways and means of welfare and
rehabilitation of the prisoners.

This stanZa clearly

“
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The above is the interpretation of Emperumanar (Riminuja);
the other interpretation, namely, exclusive devotion unto
the Lord (Super Soul) inside the individual Soul, will enable
the latter to attain the former has been brushed aside by
him as a misﬁt, in the present context of highlighting the
immanence of the Lord, where it is imperative to bring out
that the LOrd pervades all things and beings without, at
the same time, partaking of their character.
kﬁti vantu araiyum tan tark kontal p61 vannan-tannai
mitu alar polil-kurukﬁr van cataképan conga
pita] 6r ayirattul ivaiyum Or pattum vallér
vltu ila pokam eyti v1rumpuvar amarar moytte. (III—4—ll)

Translation
Those that are well versed In these songs ten,
Out of the peerless thousand sung by gracious catakopan

Of Kurukﬁr, amid blooming orchards many, in adoration
Of the cloud-hued lord, sporting cool tulaci garland,
The gay resort of honey bees, Will the heaven ascend
And eternal service enjoy, becoming the Celestials’ favourites.
Notes
(i) Gracious cataképag: The Alvar’s grace lies not in his
seeing the Lord, in all things and beings, but in his
making us also realise it, through these songs.

(ll) The Nitya Sﬁris (Celestials in Heaven) love those that
recite these ten songs. This is because of their great
love and regard for the Alvin who possesses Divine
knowledge on a par with them, despite his location
down below in this land of darkness and nescience.

Third Centum—Fifﬂl Decad (III-5)
(Moym min! pl'lm Deli!)
Fumble
In the last decad, we saw the Alvar enjoying the Lord's
immanence in quite a marvellous way. So ecstatic and love-
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smitten did he become on beholding the Lord’s ' Vibhﬁti ’, vast
and varied, immense and interesting, defying description, that he
was thrown into the rapturous state of singing and dancing. One
has only to witness a Saint in his moments of rapturous ravishment
in union with God, moments when his whole being thrills with.
love and his eyes swim with the pearls of tears of delight. This
also reﬂects the behaviour of the eXalted denizens of the high
heavens, who drink deep incessantly from that inexhaustible
fountain of bliss, the Lord. No wonder then. Sage Narada and
other celestial bards always dance as they sing, and sing as they
dance, in the immediate presence of the Lord, completely swayed
by God-love of extraordinary intensity. As a matter of fact,
the hands and feet as well as the other limbs, graciously dowered
on us by the Lord, can prove their w0rth only in this Way.
Naturally, the Alvin felt disappointed, rather distressed when
he found that, barring a handful, the bulk of the worldhngs around
was very far from such intoxicating God-love. While he is all
praises for the few kindred souls, he is unsparing in his condemnation of the otherwise. This prov1des the theme of this decad.
In the second decad of this centum, the Alvin was in dire
distress but the gloom was dispelled by the joy of contemplation
of unremitting service unto the Lord at Tiruvénkatam, the meeting
ground of the Celestials and the Earthly men. (III-3). In the
fourth decad, the Alvar’s joy knew no bounds, as we have just
seen. To the superﬁcial observer, such alternating moods of the
Alvin may seem objectionable in as much as they appear to come
into conﬂict with the general principles laid down for the pursuit
of the discipline, known as 'Bhakti ’. 0f the seven steps leading
to ‘ Bhakti ', the ﬁrst is 'Viveka ’ and the last two are ‘ anavasadah’
(non-depression) and ‘anuddharsah’ (non-elation). The practicians of ‘ Bhakti’ are prohibited from getting unduly depressed
or unduly elated. These prohibitions, however, apply only to
material things of the mundane w0rld under the impact of physical
pain and pleasure, commonly experienced by the Souls in bondage,
These injunctions cannot contain the ultra-mundane happiness
of the Saints and other Godly men resulting from their constant
communion with the Lord and joyful contemplation of His
wondrous trails and deeds or their grief arising from the aloofuess
of the worldlings from God-thirst and God-hunger.

m
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moym mam pi'im polil-poykai mutalaic ciraippattu nima
knimmavukku arul ceyta kar mukil p61 vannan, kannan,
emmanaic collip pati, eluntum parantuin tuﬂitértammal karumam en? collir, tan katal vattattu ulliré!
(III—5—l)

Translation
Ye, men of Earth, bound by the cool oceanic waters!
Tell me what use there can be of those creatures
Who sing not the glory of Kantian, our cloud-hued Lord,
Who rescued (Gajendra) the elephant that stood ensnared
By a crocodile in the pond amid orchards dense
And leap about and dance in gay abandon, With devotion

intense.
Notes
(i) Unto him, who remains unmoved by the good turn done
by the Lord to Gajendra, the pious elephant in dire
distress, his very birth is a terrible waste.
(ii) The pond amid dense orchards: In the forest inhabited
by Gajendra, the pious elephant, who made history
in the world of devotion, all the lotus tanks had gone

dry, due to scarcity of nuns. This put a grievous stop
to the daily offering of lotus ﬂowers by the elephant to
the Deity and as such, empty days rolled on, the elephant
grew restless and went hither and thither, in search of
lotus ﬂowers. Scenting his Way through, at long last,
he came up to a hill-top where he sighted a lovely
pond, studded with lotus ﬂowers, surrounded by a
nice cluster of gardens. In his eagerness to pluck the
ﬂowers and resume the diurnal worship, long discontinued, the elephant just lost sight of a crocodile
lying across and got trapped by the fell adversary.
0n hearing the alarum raised by the elephant after
a titanic struggle With its grim opponent, the Lord
rushed to the pond, post-haste, rescued the elephant
from the spacmus jaws of the crocodile and caressed
the wounds on its leg.
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(iii) While discouisi'ng on this Song, Sr! Parélara Bhattar
is said to have painfully observed, as follows :
We are here, at this end, to remain unmoved by
the multifarious good done to us by the Lord

and He Is there, at the other end, to get concerned about every little mishap that befalls us.
This sets out in sharp contrast, our callous
indifference to Him and His tender solicitude for
us.

tan katal vattattu ullarait tamakku iraiyét tatintu unnum
tin kalal-kal acurarkkut tir'iku ilaikkum tirumalaip
pankal talaikkollap piti, parantum kugittum ulalétér
mart kol ulakil pirappar, valvinai mota malainté. (III—5-2)
Translation
Those that smg not tunefully the glory
0f Tirumal, who does on the Asuras gOi y,
That kill and eat up the denizens of this Earth,
Bound by the oceans cool, pour all His wrath,
Tormenting them and fail to leap about and dance in gayabandon
Will in this Sinful world get trapped, (again and again).
Notes
(1)

The Alvar dep10res those who do not recognise the
enormous good done to them by the Lord, by way of
protecting them from the devrlish. Failure on their
part to gratefully acknowledge the L0rd’s benefaction
will only get them conSigned to Samsara, the breeding
ground for 81118 and the resultant miseries and involvement in the dreadful cycle of birth and death.

(ii) By ‘ Asuras’ is not meant those born in the Asura clan.
As a matter of fact, the two broad classiﬁcations,
indicated by Lord Krgna in Chapter XVI-6 of Bhagavad
Gita, are ‘ Devas ’, the Divine and ‘Asuras ’, the
Devilish. Whosoever renders service to the Lord and
His devotees or co-operates with those who render

m
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such service is the ‘Divine ’ while those who range
themselves opposite and hate God and His devotees
and obstruct the service rendered to them, are the
‘ Devilish ’.
Even Laksml, who is Grace personiﬁed
and knows not what it is to punish (ajﬂatha nigrahai),
is one with the Lord, in the matter of inﬂicting punish.
ment on the ‘ Devilish ’.
malaiyai etuttu, kal-mari kattu, pacunirai-tannait
tolaivu tavirtta piranaic collic colli, ninru eppbtum,

talaiyinbtu atanam tattat tatukuttamiyp paravatar
alai kol narakattu aluntik kitantu ulalkkinra vampare.
(lII—S—S)

Translation

Those that do not spell , again and again,
The glory of the Lord who held aloft the mountain
And from the fury of stony rain saved the cattle
And leap about for ever, upside down and in joy rattle,
Are but duds destined to drudge in the dismal hell.
Note
Even remaining unresponsive to the great gesture of the Lard,
His acts of grace galore and the resultant failure to laud
Him and leap about With joy would be tantamount to
entry into hell and these ate the very persons eagerly sought
after by yama’s hordes for being despatched to hell.
vampu avil komiporutta, mal Vitai élum atattta
cempavalat tiral vﬁyan, ciritaran tol pukal pati,

kumpitu nattam ittu an, kéku ukattuntu ulalatirtam pirappal payan cane cam canankalitaiye‘?

(III-H)

Translation

Of what use are those born amidst the devout pure and pious,
That sing not and jump not, running riot,
Adoring the coral lipped ciritaran’s glory great,
His taming of the unruly bulls seven for winning the hand
Of the Bride (Nappinnai) wearing the highly fragrant garland?

2:9
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Notes
(i) The Alvar is vexed with those indifferent sinners, born
in the midst of the ‘ Sitvik Souls ’ (good and pure),
not losing themselves in ecstatic adoration of the glory,
of Lord Kma who tamed. all at once, seven unruly
bulls and won Nappinnai, the charming bride, niece
of Queen Yaéodﬁ,

(ii) Coral—tipped Ciritaraa: The red lips of Srl Kme,
rendered all the more enchanting by His bewrtchmg
smile of victory over the unruly bulls.

(iti) Sr! Pillaipptllai, a disciple of kﬁrattélvan, drew up the

contrasting picture, to illustrate the
phraseology “ persons born in the midst of the ‘ Stitvik ’
(pure and prous people), used in this song.

followrng

Near the holy tank, Candra puekarani, within the
precincts of the temple of Lord Raﬁganétha 1n SrIrangam,
there is the sacred Punnai tree. Under the shade of this
tree, the religious Pundits used to give learned discourses to the handful of devout listeners, squeezed
1n the little space available in the passage around, in
rapt attention. There would, of course, be no objection
to a further inﬂux of like-minded listeners, keen and
receptive, adding to the congestion. But see how odd
and rrksome it would be, if the hefty Villagers with
their harry, humpy shoulders, pot-bellies and headgears, passing along, thrust themselves in, out of sheer
curiosity, and elbow the pious listeners out.

citu canattai naliyum kaﬂcanaic catippatarku,

iti am cOti

uruvai anku vaittu, inkup piranta
vita mutalvanaip pati, vitikal tot-um tuuatér
Oti unamtavar munna en cavippar mantcaré?

(Ill-5-5)

much

Not all their learning and mumblings dry will make them

men,
If they dance not in the open streets. love-smitten
And sing not the glory of the Lord, by Vedas acclaimed

M
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As the foremost, who did in all that supernal splendour

descend
From the high heavens, to kill Kaﬁcan, the tyrant
Who did the soft and pious men torment.
Notes
(i) In the preceding decad the Alvin enjoyed the Vibhﬂtis
collectively, being the Lord’s controlled possessions.
But now he differentiates between the Lord’s subjects;
he 18 all praises for those love-drunk and love-smitten
possessmg enormous God-hunger and God-thirst like

himself but condemns unreservedly those who are not
charged with such God-love. The Alvar has no
hesitation in declaring the massrve learning and
ritualistic, prosaic exercises in mumblings and genuﬂections, palmed off as prayers by those in the latter
category, as wholly futile.
(ii) The L0rd’s incarnations and the herculean deeds performed by Him during those incarnations, were due
to the unpardonable sins commuted by Kamsa and
other demoniac forces, by way of teasmg and tormenting the pious and the pure, like Vasudeva and
Devakl. Whereas the Lord is least mindful of direct
aﬁ'ront thrown at Him, He gets furious when His
devotees are offended and He Will never exercise His
proverbial clemency, in respect of such grievous
Those who comprehend
offenders.
the
Lord’s
enormous love for His devotees cannot but throw off
all their SOphlStlcatlon and conventional formalities
and leap about and dance like mad men, in the
streets, big and small, Singing His great glory.
It would be appropriate to mention the following
anecdote, in this context.
The king built a cluster of houses for presentation to the
poor. He was, however, very much averse to
VaipnaVites and so, he ﬂatly declined to hand over
one of the houses to Milakalvan, a Vaisnava, when
approached by the latter for the grant. The supplicant,
however, wanted to know from the king the grounds,

24!
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on which the grant was negatived. The king bluntly
replied: “ No doubt, you are worthy, in other respects,
but as a Vaisnava and a disciple of Srl Ramanuja,
you stand disqualiﬁed." So great was Milakalvan's
love of his religion and his great Preceptor, that he
exclaimed: ‘ Oh, is that so? I am mighty glad, you
recognise me as a Vaisnava although I thought I was
not worthy of being called as one. “ So saying, he
gathered up his garment, threw it up in the air and
danced wrth joy.
manicarum mamlm munum ay, mayap piravi piranta
taniyan pirappili-tannai, tataii katal-cémta pirénai,
kaniyai, karumpin in canai, kattiyai, ténai, amutai
munivu inri éttik kunippar mulutu unar nirmaiyinaré.
(III-5—6)
Translation

Perfect knowledge vests in those that dance
And sing With great joy the g10ry of the Lord,
The dehcrous fruit, candy, honey and Cane-juice,
The nectar grand, reclining on the milk-ocean broad,
Who, birthless though, did come down in many ways,
Now as man, then as Deva and so on, wondrous and peerless.
Notes
(i) The Lord is birthless in the sense that He Is not, by any
means, involved like us, in the inevitable cycle of birth
and rebirth, eking out the results of our good and bad
actions. And yet, He incarnates many times and in
many ways out of His own free will, assuming the
form most appropriate to the particular occasion and
purpose. Those who go into raptures in contempla-

tion of these beneﬁcent Avatara of the highly delicious
Lord, could indeed be deemed to have assimilated the
quintessence

of all learning.

(ii) Reclining on the milk-ocean: This refers to the ‘ Vyﬂha '
aspect of the Lord reclining on the milky ocean, the
centre of creative activity, where the Lord contem-
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plates the ways and means of reclaiming us all from the
ocean of Samsira—birth and bondage.
(iii) With all their massive learning, if peOple are not visibly
moved by the Lord's auspicious traits and do not take
a deep plunge into them, they should indeed be deemed
ignorant. 0n the other hand, those that are not
conversant with any of the Sistras but get into the
region of ecstasy, entranced mentally, orally and
physically, by the Lord’s auspicious traits and wondrous
deeds, are Virtually all—knowing.
nlrmai il nﬁrruvar viya, aivarkku arulceytu nimu,
pir malku cénai avitta parailcutarai ninaintu ati,
nIr mallcu kanninar aki, neilcam kulaintu naiyaté,
ﬁn malki, motu paruppar uttamarkatku en ceyvﬁré?
(111-5-7)

Translation
Of what use unto the devout are they
That are fat and pot-bellied, who melt not
In ecstasy, Singing and dancing with tears of joy,
Meditating on the resplendent Lord Supreme Who did blot
The cruel hundred out and on (their cousins) ﬁve shed His
grace
Routing the armlcs and ridding Earth of unwholesome
pepulace?
Note
The ‘Kauravas’ (the cruel hundred) would just not allow
their ﬁve cousins, the Pandavas, to co-exist. The Lord
had, therefore, to annihilate such terribly hostile cousins
of the Pandavas and, In the process, He got the Earth rid
of its unwholesome burden. Crores of Sidhus would, by
no means, he a burden to Mother Earth to whom they are
just as light as cotton, but the sinners press too heavily on
her. The Alvar deplores the conduct of those remaining
unmoved by the Lord’s enormous grace. shown to His
devotees as above. These hapless men seem to have been
born just to make their poor mothers suffer the
pangs of
labour. It IS a pity such men cannot be of
any use to

autism {111-5)
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the devout Vaimvas at whose beck and call the Lord and

all His possessions ever remain. While on this subject,
the following episode will be interesting and instructive:
In the court of a Cola Riji, Periya Nampi, Sri Raminuja‘s
preceptor, had to undergo mortiﬁcation owing to his refusal
to subscribe to the slogan raised by the King and his men,
“ Siva is the Supreme God ”. Some of these men, however, wanted to claim the merit which accrues by cremating
the uncared-for corpses of the destitute and rushed to the
scene of death of Periya Nampi. But they shrank back,
when they saw the illustrious Kmattalvén by the side of
that great Acarya. Kurattalvan admonished them by saying, “You fellows can hardly ﬁnd a single destitute Vaisnava
by Cremating whom you seem to be in for cheap merit.
You should all know that the Lord and all His worlds are
there to subserve the Vaisnavas at all times”.
var punal am tan aruvi vata tiruvenkatattu entai
pér pala collip pitani, pittar enxé pirar kﬁIa,
ﬁr pala pukkum pukitum, ulokar cirikka nimu an,
(III—5-8)
irvam perukik kunippar amarar tolappatuviré.
Translation
Those that articulate, with yearning deep, the names many
01' our Lord in Vata Tiruvénkatam, with its fountains many
And cool, nice cascades, pass in and out of many a town,
Singing and dancing in ecstasy like mad men,
By worldlings ridiculed,will be worshipped by those in heaven.
Note
The Alvar extols those who worship the Lord in His Area
form at the various pilgrim centres, like Tiruvénkatam,
‘
’
despite their being steeped in Samsara in an abode
noton'ous for its nescience. These men the Alvar would
like to place in a category even above those exalted Souls
in Heaven. Seeing that the Supreme Lord in His Area
form wherein converge all auspicious attributes in unlimited
measure, is near at hand, easily accessible, these men go
into a trance and keep on singing and dancing with Wild
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joy, moving round towns and villages, completely absorbed
in devotion. While the worldlings callously look on with
wonder and amusement, as they do in the case of mad men,
even the Nitya Sﬁris, the ever-free angels in heaven, adOre
these devotees on Earth running riot With God-love.
(The episode relating to Milakalvap, cited in the notes below
III—5—5, could be recapitulated here as well.)

amarar tolappatuvénai, anaittu ulakukkum pirégai,
amara manattinul yoku punarntu, avan-tanpotu onru aka
amarat tuniya valla‘irkal oliya, allatavar ellam
amara ninaintu, eluntu, ati, alamivaté karumamé. (III—5—9)
Translation
Leaving the perverts alone who deem themselves on a par
With the Lord, in Amarars’ hearts embedded, Sovereign Master
Of all the worlds, it behoves the rest to meditate and sing
His glory great, movrn g round in ecstasy, leaping and dancing.
Note

It is a great pity that the ‘ Kevalas’ who develop their psychic
powers and feel themselves on a par With the Supreme
Lord in the ﬁnal state of liberation, get lost in self-enjoyment, totally oblivious of the inﬁnitely superior bliss of
DiVine Servrce perennially enjoyed by the ‘Amarars’, the
immOrtals, in the Yonder heaven. Leavmg these unfortunate souls severely alone, the Alvar says it is the duty
of all the others to deeply meditate upon the Lord’s
auspicmus traits, With selﬂess dediCation, and sing His
great g10ry all over the place, gaing about leaping and
dancmg.

karumamum karuma palanum akiya kéranan-tannat,
tiru mam vannanai, cenkan malinai, tévapirénai
orumai manattinul vaittu, ullam kulaintu, eluntu, ati,
perumaiyum nanum tavrrntu, pitanfumiti, pétaimai timté!
Translation
0

(III—S-IO)

Shed all your conceit, sense of shame and ignorance
And leap about, uttering with ecstatic incoherence,
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The names of the gem-hued, red lotus-eyed Tirumil, the

Ordainer

0f the Universe, the deeds and their fruits, Chief of Celestials,
With a mind ﬁxed on Him as the
all at once.

‘

Means’ and the ‘ End ',

Notes
(1)

The Lord has to be looked upon, as both the ‘ Means ’
and the ‘ End ’.

(11)

As the Internal Controller of the Individuals, He enables

them to perform deeds and He confers the results,
reward or punishment, as the case may be, because
the deeds by themselves can’t grant rewards or inﬂict
punishments.
(in) The Saint calls upon the pe0ple to shed their ill-conceived
notions, born of conceit, which preclude them from
coming under the emotional sway of the Lord’s
auspiCious traits and the stupid sense of shame that they
shall not exhibit in public their emotional upsurge
and jorn the tanks of the illustrious devotees movmg
along, Singing the Lord’s glory and dancmg in ecstasy.

tirnta atiyavar-tammait tiruttip panikolla valla
érnta pukal accutanai, amarar-pirénai, emmapai,
véynta vala vayal cﬁl tan valan kurukﬁrc catakopan
nérnta Or ayirattu ip pattu aruvigai niru ceyyumé.
(IlI—S—ll)

Translation
These songs ten, out of the thousand composed
By catak6pan of fertile kuruktlr, adoring Accutan, the Lord
Of glory great, Chief of Celestials, Protector steadfast,

Who redeems those that unto Him stick fast,
As sole refuge and enlists them in His service eternal,
Will to ashes reduce all Sins, however cruel.
Note

Failure to go into raptures, in contemplation of the Lord’s
auspicious traits and wondrous deeds, Sing and dance,

I“
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literally dissolved in Him, would, no doubt, fall under the
’
category of ‘irredeemable sins. These ten songs will,
however, destroy even this type of sin and keep the chanters
beyond its mischief.

Third Centum—Sixth Decad (III-6)
(Ceyya trimaraik kappa! iy)
Preamble
In the preceding decad, the Alvér extolled the devotees thrown
into a state of ecstasy,enraptured by the contemplation of the Lord’s
wondrous deeds and auspicious traits, moving about, all the time
singing and dancing. In the same breath he spoke disparagingly
of those who do not exhibit this kind of behaviour but remain
callously indifferent, unmoved by and impervious to the glory of
the Lord. But then, the Alvin, known fOr his deep compassion
and love for the fellow-beings, wished to bring round even those
in the latter category and impress, in their mind, the Lord’s
extraordinary trait of tender solicitude and easy accessibility.
No doubt, the Alvin had already expatiated on this in 1-3, but
that was in terms of the Lord’ 8 incarnations (Vibhava aspeCt).
And now, in this decad, the Alvin expounds the Lord’s ‘ Saulabhya '
easy accessibility in His Iconic Form which is not only the most
easily accessible but also the very embodiment of every known
and conceivable wood quality in a perfect measure, a complete
enumeration whereof would be beyond the capacity of the omniscient Lord Himself. Verily, the Lord’s Arci (Iconic) manifestation is the very acme, the farthest limit of His wonderful trait of
‘
Saulabhya ’. Nampillai likens the Alvin’s great gesture to that
of Slté, the captive in Lenka, who tendt red wholesome advice to
the lustful Ravana who desired to have promiscuous relation
with the Divme Mother, mistaking her for a mere woman. Even
as the Alvin made no secret of his vexation, in the last decad, of
callous indifference and aloofness of men devoid of God-love,
Site too got vexed with Rivana’s amorous advances and the dearth
of wholesome counsellors in the land, who could bring round
this ﬁend of a fellow, terribly love-smitten. But, being grace
personiﬁed, she herself counselled him to befriend Rama and avoid
a gruesome death.
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The ninth song is the crucial one high-lighting the theme of
this decad.
ceyya timaraik kannan ay, ulaku alum unta avan kautirl
vaiyam, vanam, manicar, teyvam, man-um, manum. man'um,
mun-um ﬂy,
ceyya cu] cutar ﬁanam ay, velippattu, ivai pataittan; pinnum,
moy kol cbtiybtu ﬂyini‘in-oru mi'ivar ékiya mﬁrttiyé.

(III—64)
Translation
Know ye, ‘ tis the red lotus-eyed Lord, Who did once contain
In His stomach, the worlds seven
And created this Earth, the upper regions, the humans,
Devas, beasts, plants and all else thro’ His knowledge radiant;
He has His abode in the heaven resplendent
And carries out (the triple functions), standing as the Trinity.
Notes
(1)

The opening stanza deals With the Lord’s ‘Paratva',
the transcendental glory, although this decad is intended to spotlight the Lord’s ‘ Saulabhya’, or easy
accesSibility. Irdeed, the Lord’s ‘Paratva’ serves as
a foil against which His astounding simplicity becomes
even more pronounced and amazing and hence the
Alvin begins With this complementary role of the Lord.

(ii) The red lotus-eyes proclaim the Lord’s supremacy.
c. j? tasya yatha kapyasam pundarikaih evarii aksinl,
(CindOgyopanisad). The Lord‘s eyes, highlight His
Supremacy, as far as His form is concerned; likewise
‘
’
among His many attributes, pralayapatsakhatva
or sustenance of the worlds with their variegated
contents inside His stomach during the ‘ pralaya ’
(deluge), brings into focus His Supremacy over all the
‘
rest, the Container’ vis-a-vis the ' Contained ’.
(iii) Of the triple functions of creation, sustentation and
dissolution, the middle one is attended to by the Lord
Himself, standing as Visnu, while the other two functions
are carried out by Him through Brahma and Siva

u
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respectively, as their Internal Controller. Whereas
Brahma and Siva were produced by the Lard, Visnu,
standing in between, as a member of the Trinity, is
the Lord Himself Who has none above, to create Him.
In the cycle of cause and effect, if we go back from
effect to cause of all things and beings, we will ultimately
be left With the Lord who is His own cause, the Causeless Cause.

mﬁvar akiya mﬁrttiyai, mutal mﬁvarkkum mutalvan-tannai,
cavam ullana nikkuvanai, tatai'i katal kitantﬁn-tannai,
téva tévanai, ten ilailkai eri elac cena villiyai,
pava néoanai, pailkayat tatan kannanaip paravumino.
(III—6—2)

Translation
Sing the glory of the immaculate Lord,
With large lotus-eyes, who set Lanké ablaze and destroyed
The enemies With His bow valiant, Chief of Celestials,
Destroyer of sins, who the Devas ’ distress dispels.
Foremost among the ﬁrst three, He does the Trinity compose
And on the broad milky ocean repose.
Notes
(i) On being told about the Lord’s transcendent gIOry, as
in the preceding song, the Alvar was questioned by
his listeners as to how they could at all propitiate such
an exalted overlord. The Alvar, however, puts them
at ease by pointing out in this song, the Lord’s simplicity in His incarnate Form as Rama.

(ii) “ First and foremost, Who the Trinity composes”: Please
see note (iii), in the preceding song. Lord Visnu’s
supremacy over Brahma and Siva is further pointed
out here, in that He dispels their distress and among
those thus relieved could be added Indra and other
Devas. In order to eliminate the possible confusion
by including Visnu as a member of the Trinity and
making others look upon Him, mistakenly of course,
as on a par with the other two, namely, Brahma and
Siva, the trinity could be taken, within the meaning
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of this song, to comprise Brahma. Siva and Indra.
Even otherwise, it may be pointed out that unlike the
other two, namely, Brahma and Siva, Visnu, standing

in between, is His own cause (the Causeless Cause)
as well as the Cause of the other two.

(iii) “Set ﬁre to Larikﬁ: Rama’s peerless bow played a lot
of havoc and set ﬁre to Ravana’s Lanké which ‘ Agni ’,
the ﬁre-God, as one of the several elemental forces,
Ravana had kept under strict control, dared not
enter before.
(iv) “Destroyer

of sins”: As Sage Agastya put it, the mere

sight of Rama, the immaculate Lord, with bow in hand,
will destroy all our Sins.

paravi vanavar étta nima paramanai, paraﬁcotiyai,
kuravai kotta kulakanai, mani vannanai, kutak kﬁttanai,
aravam éri, alai katal amarum tuyilkonta annalai,
iravum nan pakalum vitatu, enrum éttutal manam vaimmino.
(III-6—3)

Translation
Day and night, Without break, Sing the glory of the supreme
Lord,
Set your mind on Him, by Devas profusely lauded,
Who did (With Gopis) tastefully dance, hand in hand,
0f superlative splendour, the Pot-dancer of the COIIIplCXlOI'l
Of blue gem, reposing on His serpent-bed, in the surging
ocean.

Notes
(1)

And now, the Alvar introduces his audience to the Lord‘s
Avatara as Krsna, of unsurpassed SimpllClty and calls
upon the folks to set their mirds ﬁrmly on Him who
cannot but be loved because of His lovrng condescension, tender solicitude, unique charm, ad0rability and
a host of other auspicious attributes.

Tradition has it that Mother Earth bitterly complained
to Brahma about the atrocious burden she had to
carry, with demoniac forces like Kamsa and Siéupila
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let loose on Earth. Brahma and other Devas then
made a bee-line to the Lord who was reclining on His
serpent-bed in the milky ocean and petitioned to Him.
Thereupon, the Lord came down as Kﬁna and His
task duly done, He went back to the Milky-ocean and
rested on Adiéesa, as before.
(ii) The dance with the Gopts: It was a classical autumn
night in the bright fortnight, the unique night of unparalleled excellence when the marvel of a dance, the
immortal ‘ Rasa Krida’, took place. ‘ Sr! Krsna played
on His inimitable ﬂute, sending out sweet strains of
music in all directions with their irresistible appeal
to the young damsels of the pastoral village. They
all left their homes, defying obstruction from the elders
and converged towards the magic ﬂautist. And then

ensued the marvel of marvels, the wonderful wonder of
wonders, the circular dance in which the ubiquitous
Krsna made Himself so very pliable as to be seen
in between one Gopi and another, multiplying Himself
in this fashion. Oh, how astounding that the Overlord
of the Celestials in heaven should come down to Earth
and mingle so freely with the shepherd-folks and be
qurte at home with them! And to those who missed
witnessing this grand spectacle, He would exhibit His
physrcal charm right at the cross-roads as the
skilful Pot-dancer.

vaimmrn num manattu emu yan urarkkinra mayavan cirmaiyai
emmanorkal uraippatu en? atu nirka, naltorum vinavar—

tammai alumavanum, nanmukanum, cataimuti-annalum
cemmaiyal avan pita pankayam cintittu éttit tirivaré.
(III—64)
Translation

.

Let alone my telling you about the wondrous Lord,
Calling upon you to set on Him your mind,
His glory and goodness are such that Indra. the Devas’ overlord,
Nanmukan (Brahma) and Siva of matted locks reverently

contemplate
And are in the worship of His lotus feet for ever engaged-
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Note
The Alvar tells his listeners: “Apart from people of my ill:
dinning into your ears the Lord’s easy accessibility and

his many other auspicious traits, I want you to note how
Indra, Brahmi and Siva, worshipped by many as their
God, themSelves keep meditating all the time on Lord
Visnu’s glory and goodness and worship His lotus feet.
If the supreme Lord has made Himself so pliable even
to the Self-seekers for facility of their worship, what
more need I tell you about His easy accessibility and easy
worshippability by those whose minds are rivetted on
Him, as an end in itself?”

tiriyum karwtu akal vicumpu, tininta man, kitanta katal,
eriyum tiybtu iru cutar, teyVam, manum manum mun-um aykariya moniyan, oeyya tamaraik kannan, kannan, vinnbr irai,
curiyum pal karun kuﬁci enkal cutar muti annal thuamé.
(III—é—S)

Translation
The red lotus-eyed Kannan of bluish hue, Chief of Celestials,
With dark curly looks, wearing the radiant crown,
Is manifest in the elements ﬁve, Sun and Moon,
Devas, humans and other species, one and all.
Note
The Alvar speaks here of both the universal (lines 3 and 4)
and the exclusive Individual (lines 1 and 2) Forms of the
Lord, as visualised by him. (Arayirappati).

tanam, kétu avai illavan; utaiyan; avan oru mﬁrttiyiy,

cinattOtu arul peuavan atik kilp puke nima cenkanmil;
nauam, tOn'am, cuvai, oli, ural aki nima em vanavar
maiye ami manoruvarai yin ilén, elumaikkumé. (111-6—6)
Translation
At no time shall I seek refuge in any one
Other than my red lotus-eyed Lord, ful
For his devotees Who is unto me all t-'

'-

..
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Chief of Celestials, free from birth and death, He owns
us all mortals; the peerless one (Naracinka) full of fury He was
And yet stood at His feet (Piahléda) the recipient of His
grace.

Notes
(i) The Alvar avers that He belongs to none but Naraciﬁka,
the incarnate Form of the Lord, who exhibited boundless love for Prahlada. To the question put to Sri

Ramanuja, how the little lad, Prahlada, could at all
approach the ferocious Naracinka, when He was
pouring HIS unmitigated wrath on Hiianya, the great
Acarya replied in a homely way that even while the
lion attacks the elephant, the lion cub could jolly well
suck milk from the mother’s teats.
(ii) The eyes of the Lord could be red, both ways, that is,
due to the wrath of Naracinka for Hiranya or due to
His tender love for Prahlada.
(iii) The ﬁve senSes, namely, smell, sight, taste, sound and
touch, which are differently experienced by the worldlings with reference to the external objects of the visible
world, are all experienced in the Lord Himself by the
Alvin, like unto the ‘ Nitya St'nis ’ (ever—free angels)
in HeaVen. These senSes have a meaning for them

only in relation to God-enjoyment.
elumaikkum enatu avikku in amutattinai, enatu ﬁr uyir
kelumiya katirc cotiyai, mani vannanai, kutak kﬁttanai,
vilumiya amarar munivar vilunkum kamal-kaniyinai,
tolumin, tﬁya manattar ay: iraiyum nillr't tuyarankalé.
Translation

(HHS-7)

If, with a mind clean, you worship the Lord,
The candy fruit, by Sages and Devas devoured,
My soul’s eternal nectar, of sapphire hue, the beaconlight in
my dear soul, absorbed,
The pot-dancer, You will from miseries be completely absolved.
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Notes
(i) The Alvar exhorts his listeners to shake 03 their fear of
an unapproachable, distant Lord, by emphasising

His easy-accessibility and enormous love for His
devotees. There was indeed a time, when he too was
afraid of mingling with the Lord, lest he should deﬁle
Him, butnow, freed from such a complex, he is in grand
communion with the Lord and his tempo goes up
all the time beaming with God-love.
(ii) The cleanliness of mind, referred to here, is freedom
from doubt and despair, fear and fright, m the matter
of worshipping the highly adorable Lord of loving
condescension, which tend to lead one astray into the
domain of sensual pleasures. Shorn of all such doubts

and fears, the Alvin exhorts people to attach themselves solely to the Lord seeking no personal gains, and
thus get absolved of all their sins.
tuyaramé taru tunpa inpa Vinaikal ay, avai allan ay,
uyara nintatu or cbti ay, ulaku élum untu umilntan-tannai,
ayara vankum naman tamarkku arunaﬁcinai, accutan-tannal,
tayaratarku makan-tannai amt mm 1169 taﬂcamakavé.

(III-6-8)

Translation
I seek refuge in none but Tayaratan’s Son,
Accutan (the Protector steadfast), the deadly poison

Unto Naman’s cruel hordes, Who the worlds Seven
Did once sustain and later spat them out
The heavenly light of splendour unique, dealing out,
Rewards and punishments for acts, good and bad
And yet by them, by no means aﬂ‘ected.
Notes
(i) The Alvar declares his ﬁrm faith in Sri Rama (who in—
carnated as King Dasaratha’s son) as his sole Refuge,
in order to infuse in others a similar interest in the

Lord.
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(ii) As the upanisads put it, the so-called rewards for good
acts also operate as impediments for entry into Heaven
and are thus no better then punishments undergone
for bad acts. The best thing, therefore, is to look
’
‘
upon the Lord as the sole Refuge, the Means and
the ‘ End ’ rolled into one, instead of aspiring for the
fruits of one’s actions.
(iii) Dasaratha’s son: The Lord was born as Rama, Son of
King Dasaratha, totally subservient to the father.
subject to any kind of treatment at the latter’s will.
The king would now say that he is gifting away the
kingdom to Rama and a little hence ask him to go into
exile!

(iv) Speaking about taking refuge at the feet of the Lord,
there are some passages in the Itu commentary, which
are very interesting and instructive. The Image of
Krsna, the child, fond of eatingbutter, was worshipped
by Sri Ramanuja, as the household God. One day,
a disciple handed over to the Preceptor an Image of
SrI Rama. Thereupon the Acarya exclaimed: ‘ 0h,
He who did not impose the condition of seeking Him
as sole Refuge. has come”. What was conveyed here
by the great Preceptor was that Sri Rama was satisﬁed
if one sought asylum in Him but once, saying that he
belonged to Him. 0n the other hand, Srt Krena laid
down, “Resort to me as your sole Refuge”, as a
spiritual rule, so to say. The statement that no more
than aﬂ‘ectionate yielding or non-opposition when the
Lord’s grace is oﬂ'ered is needed as the price for
salvation, only signiﬁes the inﬁnite mercy and readiness
to reclaim, on the part of the Lord, as the great Redeemer
of the straying Subjects. If, however, one started
enumerating the positive qualiﬁcations on the part of
the Individual to deServe the Lord’s grace, one has to
begin with ‘implicit trust in, and abandonment to
God’ (mahavisvasa), which again is very diﬂicult of
attainment indeed. If a traveller on a long seavoyage could trust himself to a mere ﬂoating wood
(ship) and supplement it with a storage of food and
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water for six months, all inanimate things, should we
not have some such conﬁdence at least in God as our

Means of salvation, that is, crossing the much bigger
ocean of Samsara?

tahcam akiya tantai tayotu tanum ay, avai allan 5y,
ehcal il amarar kulamutal, mﬁvar tammullum atiyai,
ailci nir ulakattuuirkall avan ivan enru kﬁlénmin;
neﬁcinal ninaippan evan, avan ékum nil, katal vannani.
(III-6—9)

Translation
Ye, men of the world, be not scared (of the supremacy)
Of our Lord, Chief of the Celestials, foremost of the three,
He is the Father benign, Mother and much more, you see,
Be not agitated whether He is other than the one in Image Form
(You behold here); be sure, the Lord of oceanic hue does assume
Whatever form you in your mind lovingly conceive of
Him.
Notes
(i) The worldlmgs, addressed by the Alvar, expressed their
diﬂiculty in worshipping the Lord currently, either
in His transcendent form or in His incarnate forms as

Rama or Krsna. The Alvar puts them at ease by
telling them now that the Lord is easily worshippable
in any form they like, without any loss or diminution
of His divine prowess and that they can, therefore,
worship Him easily in His ‘Arca ’ (image) Form.
This song is thus the key note of thisdecad and all
the preceding eight songs have only served as a
preamble.
(ii) As we see among our earthly relations, the mother is
different from the father. The 10rd is, however, our
eternal Father as well as Mother and has an individuality
of His own, being very diﬂ'erent from the earthly parents.

The earthly parents have their own limitations and are
not also always dependable, their own interests super-
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seding those of the progeny. Instances of parents
giving up their young ones under certain circumstances
are not wanting. Further, it is our Karma that binds

us to our earthly parents and this artiﬁcial link gets
automatically severed with the severance of our
own bonds of Karma, our relationship with the Lord
is, however, eternal, being inalienable.

Further, there is scarcely a relationship which the Lord
cannot assume, in regard to His subjects, being All-inone, Fathei, Mother and allother conceivable relations
put together.
katal vannan kannan Vinnavar karumanikkam enatu ar uyir,
pata aravig anaikkitanta paraﬁ cutar, pantu nimuvar
ata varum patai manka aivarkatku aki vein camattu amu tar
kataviya peruman kanai kalal kanpatu enrukol, kankalél
(III—640)
Translation
When shall I behold the Victorious feet of my Lord,
‘
Kantian ’ of oceanic hue, by those in Heaven adored,
Like unto a blue gem, the supreme light, my Soul dear,
Reclining on hooded serpent, unto the ﬁve (Pandavas) dear,

Who drove Arjuna’s chariot and did the armies annihilate,
Slaying the hundred (Kauravas) in the war of Mahabharata?
Note
Havmg expounded the Lord’s easy-accessibility (Saulabhya)
in all His manifestations, right up to the ‘ Arca’ (Iconic
Form) the Alvin is now deeply absorbed in the Lord's
inCarnate ferm as Krsna, because it was in this Avatara that
he caught the ﬁrst glimpses of the Lord’s amazmg Simplicity
and Went Into a trance state, lasting several months. Picturing in his mind Krsna, the Charicteer holding the whip
and the reins, with the hair on his uncrcwned bare head
covered by the dust from the battleﬁeld and a pair of legs
dangling from the chariot, the Alvar hears (fanciful, of]
course) the tingling sound of the ornaments worn on thosel
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legs and this is enough to stir up in him a strong desire to

behold the Lord’s exquisite Form.

kankal kintarku ariyan ay, karuttukku nanrum eliyan ay,
man kol nilattu uyirklru ellam arul ceyyum vinavar icanai
pan kol colai valuti nitan kurukaikkbn catakopan col
pan kol iyirattu 1p pattﬁl patter ikakkﬁtum payiluminé.
(III—6-11)

'nusletion
Learn these songs ten out of the thousand tunefully composed
By CatakOpan of Valutinatu, the doyen of fertile Kurukilr,
In adoration of the Supreme LOrd, diﬂicult to behold
But easy to meditate, Who sheds His grace galore
(Making Himself visible to one and all in this world,
In His Image Form); you will also become devotees pure.
Notes
(i) Diﬂ'icult to behold but easy to meditate: The Alvin does
not enjoy the physical presence of the Lord and, therefore, regretfully observes that the L0rd is diﬁcult to
behold. Out of sight but not out of mind, as his
forward mind keeps meditating on Him. As a matter
of fact, throughout this work, the Alvin's union with
the Lord only connotes his mental comprehension of
the Lord’s vision, almost on a par with His physical
presence and the River’s separation from the Lord
arises when he longs for the external perception of the
Lord as well and his intuitive inner vision gets out out
in the bargain.
(ii) Chanting this decad, which highlights the Lord’s amazingly
easy-accessibility in His manifestation, will, by itself,
engender God-love. Even as people will start a
‘
Treasure htmt ’ digging the ground deep, at the place
where the sign-board “Here lies a treasure, buried ”
is put up, the Alvir expects people, in quest of God-love
to chant this decad.
T—9

Third Cerium—Seventh Decad (III-7)
Payilurn Cute: oli
Preamble
Despite his earlier disapporntments, it was his extraordinary
fellow-feeling that egged the Alvin on,to address theworldlings once
more, as in the last decad, pretty sure of bringing them round.
‘
Even the amazing simplicity of the Lord in HIS Arci’ manifestation, the sure plank, according to the Alvar, for weaning them,
made no VlSlblC impact on the unfortunate fellows wallowing
In the sty of worldly life, much to the chagrin of the Alvin. The
Alvér, however, drowns his disapporntment, in this decad in the
blissful contemplation of scrvrce unto the LOrd’s devotees, the
logical conculsron of service unto the Lord, in keeping with the
essential nature of the Indivrdual soul.
In ‘ Periya Trrumoli’ (VIII-lO—3), Trrumankar Alvar has
declared that, as a result of learning the ct ght-lettered ‘ Tlrumantra ’,
he became a vassal of the devotees of the Lord, enshrined in
Tirukkannapuram. Servrce unto the Lord’s devotees, as well,
is implied in the middle part of ‘Tnumantra’, VIZ, ‘namah’.
It is held by some that servrce unto the LOrd’s devotees lS implrcrt
in letter A of ‘ Pranava’ (Aum), With its discarded datrve caseendtng, which brings into focus the soul’s dependence on the
Lord; others say that the middle letter U of ‘ Pranava ’ emphasises
the exclusive dependence of the soul on the Lord and that the
farthest pomt upto which dependence on the Lord could go, by
virtue of Hrs unbounded love for HIS devotees, would be the
l ndividual soul’s utter devotion to those devotees
as well. This is
readily bome out by our common experience in the world of human
affairs also. It, however, matters not whether tl’llS particular
meaning goes With the word ‘namah ’ or letter ‘ A ’ or letter ‘ U ’
of the Pranava (AUM) All the same, our great preceptors haxe
thought it ﬁt to lmk ll‘llS corcept With the word ‘namah’ Which
helps to dlscard the rags of ‘ I-ness ’ and ‘My-ness ’, enveIOping
and disﬁguring the indivrdual soul.
Satrugna provrded the shining example of urﬂinchrr g servrce
marked by extraOrdmary devotion to Bharata, a great devotee
of Sri Rama. Soon after the marriage of the four Princes,
in Mithila, Bharata had an invitation from his urcle, king Yudéjit
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of Kekaya (perhaps, modern Greece) to go with him to that

Bharata set out on the said journey, on an auspicious
day, appropriate to his birth star. The inseparable Satrugna also
accompanied Bharata, out of his dutiful love for the latter, although
the former had no invitation, as such, from King Yudajit nor did
the day of the commencement of the journey suit his (Satrugna's)
birth star. According to Satrugna whose devotion to Bharata
was of such a high order, there was hardly any need for all these,
as he considered himself no mo re than a part and parcel of Bharata
and not as a separate entity.
country.

payilum cutar oli mﬁrttiyai, pankayalc kannanai,
payila iniya nam parkatal-cérnta paramanai,
payilum tiru utaiyar evarélum, avar kantir
payilum pirappitajtbru emmai alum paramaré.

(III—7-l)

'I‘rtmslation
They that are with eternal wealth of God -love endowed
Whatever be their descent, meditating on our Lord Supreme

Resting on the milk-ocean, the lotus-eyed, of a form
Of SOlld splendour and mounting sweetness, shall hold
Me as their vaSSal, in all the births to come.

Notes
(i) The Alvar says that all those who are steeped in the
enjoyment of the Supreme Lord’s auspicious traits and
enthralling fOrm, are hrs masters, irrespective of their
parentage. These devotees have now been accorded
by the Alvin the posrtrcn of eminence attributed earlier
to the Supreme Lord alone.

(ii) The lotus-eyed: This special feature proclaims the Lord’s
transcendent glory (paratva). It is indeed a form of
supernal splendour that the Lord assumes, during His
avataras, so as to enthral His subjects; even if such an
exquisite form fails to attract them, His lotus-eyes will
do the job—the folks cannot but be entrapped by His
bewrtching eyes.

(iii) Mounting sweetness: Unlike the ephemeral pleasures
of the world, which are alluring from a distance but
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prove disappointing at close quarters, the Lord,
with His enchanting looks and enthralling form and
a disposition of mounting sweetness, is an inexhaustible
fountain of bliss.
(iv) Eternal wealth of God-Love: Those who employ the Lord
as the ‘ Means ’ for achieving their personal ends, would
drift from Him, once their ends are achieved. On the
other hand, those that seek Him for His own sake,
as their ‘ Be-all’ and ‘ End-All ’, will stick unto Him for
ever and there is no risk whatsoever of their getting
parted from Him. Service unto the lord, as an end
in itself, is the eternal wealth referred to there. Take
the case of Laksmana who, at his volition, accompanied
Sr! Rama into exile. What wealth did the youngster

carry with him? With but a spade and basket in
hand, the insignia of his incessant torl in his unremitting servrce unto the Divine Couple, he is gloriﬁed
as ‘ Laksmazio Laksml sampannah ’. Again, literally
hounded out by Ravana, Vibhlsana, still anchored in
mid-air, sought asylum in Rama’s camp. Vlbhtsana’s
admission into Rama’s camp was hotly debated and,
in this unenviable position, when Vibhisana was neither
here nor there, he was referred to, as ‘antarksagatas
.i‘rlmﬁn’. What Was the wealth in him then to be
called ‘ Srirnt'in’ (the wealthy)? It was his robust
conviction that he shall not get back to the eVil-minded
Raksasas, even if he were to be denied admission in
Rama’s camp! And then, Gajendra, the elephant,
in dire distress, was referred to as ‘ Satu migavaraé
Srlmﬁn’, the wealth, in this case, being the elephant's
singleminded devotion to the Lord, utterly unmindﬁll
of his own grim struggle with the crocodile. The
elephant’s One and only objective was to offer
the lotus ﬂower in his trunk to the Lord, while it was
still fresh. It is such singleminded devotion to the
Lord that is real wealth, everlasting.
Deeply grieved over his separation from Sr! Raina, during
the long years of the latter’s exile, Bharata would say
that his grief would vanish only when Rama wore
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the regal crow r (as Sen—Master) and he wore, the
crown
‘

of service unto Him (as Seer-the servant).

Whatever be their descent’: Here, it may be added,

whatever be the extent of their learning, manner of
occupation etc.

‘

In the births to come. Here, the Alvir declares that
he is the vassal of the Lord’s devotees, rather than
of the Lard. The Alvar who had earlier blamed the
Lord for taking him through a gruesome succesion of
births, would now willingly court any number of
future births out of sheer love of serving the lord’s
devotees in all those births.

alum paramanai, kannanai, alip piran-tannai,
talum Or nanku, utait tﬁ maul vannan emmin-tannai,
talum tatak kaiyum kappip paniyum avar kanttr
(III-7—2)
nalum pixappitaitoru emmai alutai natare.
Translation
They are the Masters that enslave me daily and life after life,
Who do with joined palms and legs, prostrate
Unto Kannan, the Lord Supreme, the Benefactor great,
Holding the discus, of the hue of blue gem immaculate,
With peerless shoulders four, the reigning Chief.
Notes
(i) The Alvar afﬁrms that those that are swayed by the
Lord’s exquisite charm, in all its details, are his

perennial masters.
(ii) Reigning Chief: If the Lord’s devotees are the Alvar’s
maSters, how could the Lord be called the reigning

Chief? This prima facie contradiction is resolved
by holding that the Lord’s reign over His subjects is
directed towards reclaiming them and enlisting them in
the service of His devotees. Right in the opening line
of the ﬁrst of his ten scintillating stanzas, Tiruppen
Alvar depicts this special feature of the Lord.
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as:
(iii) Lard

Kama:

By His devoted service unto His elder

brother Balarama, a reincarnation of Adiéesa, Sr!
Krsna has demonstrated the importance of service
unto devotees.

(iv) The Shoulders four: The Lord doles out the four
‘
Purusartas ’, the ultimate values, as elected by the

votaries, with His four arms, one for each. Once,
when Sri Parasara Bhattar happened to be in Tirukkéttiyﬁr, he was asked by Anantalvan whether the
Lord is seen in His Celestium (Heaven-Parama pada)
with two arms or four arms. Bhattarya replied that
the ‘ Ekayanas ’ (Madhvas) hold that the Lord has
only two arms while others say four. In the temple
at Srirahgam, the stationary image of Lord Ranganatha,
reclining on the Serpent-bed, in the Sanctum Sanctorum
(Known as Periya Perumal) is seen by us, with the
naked eye, as having only two arms while those, with
spiritual vision, see four arms and even more.
Tirupppanalvar has seen Lord Rariganatha with four
arms, as set forth in his hymns (Amalanatipiran-7).
Mandodari, wife of Ravana, saw the ultra-mundane
form in Sri Rama, standing beside her fallen husband
and described the former as the one beyond matter,
the Sustainer, wielding the Conch, Discus and Mace.
Sri Rama was generally seen only with two arms;
Hanuman, however, alluded to many aims (bhﬁhavalt,
Valmiki Ramayana IV-3-14).
Krsna was seen by
Vasudeva and Devaki, with four arms, right at birth,
and He concealed the two extra arms, as desired by
His revered father. And then, on the battleﬁeld at
Kuruksetra, Arjuna prayed that he be allowed to see
Krsna back again with four arms instead of the
thousands of arms he saw in His universal Form
(Visvarﬁpa) a little while ago (Bhagavad Gita XI-46).
In Ramayana, Uttara Kanda 8-26, Sage Agastya
addressed Sr! Rama, as. “Thou art Naxayana, the
ancient, the four-armed ". Nevertheless, one need
not make a fetish of this, as four-handedness need
not necessarily be a special sign of Divinity to wrest

1‘;
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allegiance from mankind. (It is learnt that a fourhanded human form is kept embalmed in Fyzabad
museum near Ayodhya. Would it become worthy of
worship? No, not at all.)
(v) Prostrate with joined legs and

palm

Joined legs indicate immobility, ‘ananyagatitva’, or
non-dependence on others—‘ nowhere else to go ’,
m plain language.
‘

Joined palms ’ devote ‘ Jkiﬁcanya ’ or absence of any
merit in the supplicant, attracting the Lord’s grace;
in other words, it is only the Lord’s ‘nirhetuka
krpd’, spontaneous or gratuitous grace that can
deliver the goods.

natanai, ﬁalamum vanamum éttum narum tulayp
pOtanai, p01; netum cakkarattu entai piran-tannai,
patam paniya vallaraip paniyumavar kantir
otum pirappttaitol'u emmai alutaiyarkalé.

(III-7—3)

Translation
Birth after bll'ih, they my masters shall be,
Who prostrate at the feet of my Liege-Lord,
Holding the golden Discus grand and wearing a garland of
tulaci
Of fragrance sweet, by those in Heaven and Earth adored.
Notes
(1)

The Alvar declares that those God-lovers, who are lost
in enjoyment of the Lord’s smewy shoulders and the
lovely tulaci garland adorning them, are his perpetual
masters.
As a matter of fact, this fascinating combination

of

shoulder and garland attracts the denizens of Heaven
and Earth alike. Even those who are out to denigrate
God-head, get enthralled by the charming tulaci
garland on the Divine person. Where even the tulao i
garland fails to work, the eﬁ‘ulgent Discus, held attractively by the Lord. has an irresistible appeal.

Set
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(ii) The following anecdote will show how diiﬁcult it is for
us to bring ourselves to adore men who, for all outward appearances, are just like other men, the common
run, eating and sleeping. To discover sainth’ness
lying hidden in the Saints, calls for more than ordinary
ken of perception in the on-looker.
gr! Pillai Attan, occupant of a spiritual gadi, in apostolic
succession, sought from the great Nailclyar, instructions
in ‘ Dramidopanisad ’ (Tiruvaymoli). His Holiness,
however, politely suggested that Sr! Attan could as
well go to Nampillai (Natlclyar’s disciple) and enjoy
a sumptuous repast at his hands. Sr! Attic, however, demurred, on the ground that he may have to
prostrate unto Nampillai in that case. Naﬂciyar
put Sr! Attan at cm, by sending for Nampillai and
ordering him to give Sr! Attila a course of instructions
without subjecting the latter to ceremonious formalities.
And so, the instructions went on, but when the present
decad stressing the importance of veneration of Godly
men even more than God, came up, Sr! Attan turned
penitent and begged of Nampillai that he (Attan) be
treated thenceforward as a humble disciple and permitted to make due obeisance to the learned instructor.
But Nampillai declined to act otherwise than as
commanded earlier by his Master (Natlclyar) and
would not, therefore, be a party to this change-over
on the part of Sr! Attan. The remorseful Attila sought
the intervention of Naﬁciyar and submitted that he
(Attila) be treated thenceforward as a humble disciple,
now that he has come to know of the worthiness of
Godly men, the living Saints.
There is yet another anecdote to illustrate that brotherhood among men is a virtue higher than even Fatherhood of God. Two favourite disciples of Naﬂdy‘ar,
Wrappillai and Palikai valippiuai, once set out on a
travel on friendly terms. But when some misunderstanding arose between them they gave up talking to
each other. When Naﬁclyar came to know of this,
he admonished them, saying: “ My Sons! it is
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difﬁcult to comprehend one brother being oﬂ'ended
against another. It only shows that wealth and lust,
the cause of hate and anger, have not been eschewed yet
or things of God have not been felt of great worth”.
This reprimand made them feel truly repentant and
restored their former amity.

utai amta ataiyan. kantikaiyan, utai naninan,
putai a: pon-nﬁlinan, pon mutiyan, mar-rum palkalan
nataiya utait tirunaranan tentar tontar kantir
itai ar pirappitaitm'u emakku em perumakkalé.
(III-74)
Translation
In every birth, without exception, they are unto us
Far superior indeed, the vassals of the vassals
-

Of Tiru Naranan, of charm exquisite, smartly clad
And adorned by many a jewel, the waist band gold,
Necklace, Sacred thread, the crown delectable
And many more, unto Him beﬁtting and natural.
Note
Here the Alvin avers that the vassals of the vessels of the
Lord, lost in admiration of His natural beauty, imparting
special lustre to the numerous jewels on His person, each
one of which, from head to footI steals the hearts of the
beholders, are any day superior to him not only in this
birth but in all future births also.
perumakkal ullavar-tam peruminai, amararkatku
arumai oliya anru at amutu ﬁttiya appanai,
petumai pitan-a vallaraip pitanumavar kantir
varumaiyum immaiyum nammai alikkum pirakkalé. (III-7—5)
Translation
They that do with ecstatic incoherence utter
The glory great of the Sire who once fed in full
The Devas with ambrosia, Chief of the exalted Celestials.
Are indeed our saviours grand, both here and hereafter.

as
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Notes
(i) Chief of the exalted Celestials: The Nityasiirls (ever free
angels in heaven) stand on a high pedestal of their
own and the L0rd, as theit Chief, is higher than the
highest.
(ii) The Devas sought from the Lord the ambrosia in order
to become deathless. No doubt, the Lord felt very
much that the Devas should have been so short-sighted
and under-evolved as to seek from Him a mere extract
from the ocean instead of straightaway covetmg Him,

the insatiable Nectar, the inexhaustible fountain of
bliss. And yet, it was some consolation for Him
that they didn’t seek this favour, inferior though,
from any one else. How generous of Him indeed
that He took all the trouble to churn the ocean and get
them what they wanted! Those that are lost in
admiration of the great souls who recognise and adore
this act of grace on the part of the Lord, are deemed
by the Alvar as his benefactors, the masters, who
alone can salve him, here and hereafter in this land
by keeping him aloof from the Ungcdly and, in the
yonder heaven, by puttm g him on to the eternal serum:
of Lord SrIman Narayana.

alikkum paramanal, kannanai, alip pirén-tannai,
tullkkum narum kannrt tﬁ manr vannan emmﬁn-tannar,
olik konta cotryai ullattuk kollumavar kantir
cahppu uni antu, emmarc canma canmantaram kapparé.
(III-7—6)

Translation
They shall my saviours be and govern
In all my births, wrthout break, that do enshrine

In their hearts, Kannan, the donor superﬁne,
0f radiant form, like unto the blue gem immaculate,
Who does the discus weld and tulaci garland sport,
With fragrance full, shedding honey in plenty.
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Notes
(i) Donor superﬁne: The Lord is not merely the Donor
Supreme but also the Donor Superﬁne in that He gifts
Himself away as He did during His Avatara as Krsna.

(ii) The (beneﬁcent) discus: The Lord would not only give
of HimSelf to Hrs devotees but also give them His
extraordinary weapons as He did in the case of King
Ambarisa. The Lord’s alert discus served as the King's
bodyguard and went in hot pursuit of sage Durvasa.
(iii) No doubt, the Alvin courted, in the opening song of this
decad, future births, if he could thereby serve the Lord’s

devotees wrthout break but now, the protection
extended by them unto him, referred to in this song,
would be by way of safeguarding him against the
pitfalls leading to rebirth.
canma eanmantaram kittu, atiyarkalaik konrupoy,
tanmai peruttit tan-téhnaikkilk kollum appanai,
tonmai pitana valléraip pitarrumavar karminanmai peruttu emmai nil uyyakkolkinra namparé.
(111-7-7)

Translation
They are, you see, our saviours eternal, we can for our salvation
Safely depend, that laud in profusion thOSe vociferous
In the Praise of the Lord’s grace spontaneous,
That cuts out His devotees’ cycle of births and does in them
induce
Knowledge true, so to enlist them in eternal Service at His feet
in heaven.
Note
The Alvin has been spot-lighting the Lord’s magnanimity
in the last two songs, and he continues to dwell on the
Lord’s generosity in this song also, by extolling those
lost in admiration of this great trait of the Lord. It is the
Lord’s extreme generosity that cuts out an otherwise
interminable cycle of births and rebirths through which
one’s ethical accounts, hopelessly unbalanced as they are,

II
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have to be settled with the ever-increasing risk of losing
merit faster than acquiring it.
nampanai. ﬁélam pataittavanai, tiru mixpanai,
umpar ulakinil yarkkum unarvu ariyin-tagnai,
kumpi narakarkal Ettuvarélum, avar karmiem pal pirappitaiwru em tolulculam tankalé.

(III-7—8)

Translation
Even if they be cruel sinners ﬁt for dastardly hell,
They are the apostles. revered in my births, one and all,
That sing the glory of the Lord, our haven safe,
0n whose chest ‘ Tiru ’ (Laksmi) does inseparably stay,
Who did the universe ordain but is beyond the comprehension
0f one and all, even those in the upper region.

Note
The Alvar avers that those adoring the blissful conjunction
of the Lord and the Divine Mother, are his spiritual mentors
for generations, although they might be cruel sinners either
ﬁt to be condemned to the dastardly abyss, known as
‘Kumbht'pﬁkam’, or even those actually drudging there.
This only shows the extreme lengths to which the Alvin is
prepared to go in his adoration of the Lord’s devotees,
and it is, therefore, needless to subject it to closer scrutiny
and rain doubts as to now the Alvar could see, from where
he was, those people serving in the hell and the prospects
of those suﬁ‘ering in hell contemplating the glory of the
Lord and reciting His names and so on.
kulam tanku catlkal nalilum kil ilintu, ettanai
nalam-tan ilata cantala cantilarkal akilum,
valam tanku cakkarattu annal manivannarku at emu ulkalantér atiyar-tam atiyir em atikalé.
(III-7-9)
Translation
They are my masters who the vassals are of the vassals
Of those that, as His loving servitors, do mingle
With the Lord of sapphire hue, holding the discus bright,

hire
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In right hand, albeit they are born in a down-trodden Caste,
Worse than the Cantala with little or no repute.
Notes
(i) The servants of the servants of those devotees, enthralled by
the bewitching beauty of the Lord holding the charming
discus in hand, are said to be the Alvar’s masters, even
though the said devotees are otherwise terribly depraved,
and worse than the ‘ Cantala ’, outside the Ken of the four
prescribed, time-honoured casta. While devotion to the
Lord’s devotees is the Key-note of this song, there is an
unfortunate tendency on the part of the superﬁcial modern
critics, With a degree of perversion, to go by the letter of the
song rather than the underlying spirit. These unrelenting
critics question the bonaﬁdes of those who reverently chant
‘
Tiruvaymoli ’ and yet do not put into practice the
principles, the Alvin stood for and expounded in his works,
e.g. this crucial song.

(ii) Stanzas, such as this one, would, however, appear to spot-light
the greatness of such highly evolved spiritual personali-

ties as Tirumalicai Alvar, Tiruppanalvar, Nampatuvan,
either born as outcastes or brought up by outcastes, who
yet belong to a world of their own and a new denomination
known as ‘ The clan of God’s servants’, which has nothing
to do with the conventional caste-system and classiﬁcation.
Of course, devotion has to be appreciated and adored
wherever it is discerned, irrespective of considerations
of caste and things of that sort. This love and reference for
devotees cannot, however, override the prescribed norms
of conduct, appropriate to one’s caste and station in life.
This song should not, therefore, be misconstrued as conferring unbridled authority for hammering down and
brushing aside the mandates of the Sastras, as restated by
Lord Krsna in His ‘ Song Celestial ’—(Bhagavad Gita,
XVI-24).

ati amta vaiyam untu, alilai annavacamceyyum
pati yatum il kulavippati entai piran-tanakk-u
atiyir atiyar-tam atiyar atiyar-tamakku
atiyir amt-tam atiyir atiyankalé.

(III-7-10)

Tmulation
Vessels we are of the last in the chain
0f the vassals of the devotees of our Liege-Lord
Who as mere babe peerless did recline
On a ﬁg-leaf, holding the seven worlds,
In His stomach, which earlier He did span.

Notes
(i) The Alvar afﬁrms that he is the vassal unto those that
stand last in the chain of the Lord’s devotees, sure and
steadfast, lost in admiration of His once spanning
all the worlds in just three strides and then sustaining,
in HIS stomach, all the worlds, during the period of
deluge.
(ii) The worlds devoured by the Lord during the period of
deluge are just those measured by Him earlier and
thus come up to His feet only, that is, they are no more
than the size of HIS feet.
(iii) A mere babe lying on a ﬁg-leaf, ﬂoating on the huge
expanse of water, containing within its stomach all the
world, is indeed a wonderful achievement, beyond
imagination, which the Supreme Lord is capable of,

the unique blending of the incompatibles. Attracting
the Alvar by this means, He becomes his Lie3e-Lord
and, in the process, the Alvin wants to be at the bottommost rung of HIS devotees, even cs He is the top-most,
wrth none equal to or above Him. (Mukunda mala,
sloka 27).
(iv) Here Is an important observation of Nampillai, which
has to be studied in continuation of the notes below
stanza 9 of this decad.

“Even if we are not able to translate into practice this
lofty sentiment of the Alvar for obvious reasons, it
will sufﬁce if we delightfully contemplate on it and are
thus aware that the Alvar thought on these lines”.
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ati briku nﬁrruvar viya, emu aivarklru arulceyta
netiyOrrait ten kurukﬁrc catakbpan kuuévalkal
ati amta iyirattul ivai pattu avarr tantarmél
mutivu arak karkirkil canmam ceyyamai mutiyumé. (III-7-11)
Translation
Those that learn, in right earnest, these songs ten,
Which expound the glory great of the Godly men,
Out of the chaste and elegant thousand of Catakopag
Of Tenkurukﬁr, composed in a spirit of dedication
Unto the Lord who on the ﬁve (Pandavas) shed His grace
And put an end to the hundred (cousins) viciously prosperous,
Will have their cycle of births brought to a close.
Notes
(i) This end-stanza reveals the beneﬁt accruing

to those
learning this decad without skipping over any stanza.
They Will not have to be reborn and caught up in the
unenviable meshes of worldly life militating against
service unto the Lord’s devotees.

(ii) The Kauravas’ advancement was at the expense of their
ﬁve cousins, the Pandavas, who were, however, very
dear to Lord Krsna. The vicrous hundred naturally
met their doom.

Third Centum—Eighth Decad (DI-8)

(Mutiyiué)
Preamble
While trying to sustain himself by recountrn g the glory of the
Bhagavatas (Lord’s devotees), as in the last decad, the Lord’s
glorious traits and wondrous deeds were also dwelt upon, side by
side, in each stanza of that decad, in view of the irresistible appeal
of the latter. It may also be recalled that, in III-6-10 we could
notice the Alvar’s deep anxiety to behold the Lord’s pair of legs
dangling down the chariot on the battleﬁeld at Kuruksetra. And
now, the other sense-organs of the Alvar compete with the eyes

m
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'in the enjoyment of God. Each one of the Alvar’s senses, limbs
and faculties, would appear to have acquired intelligence, me
stature of sentient beings, on a par with the Alvar’s soul, with
the result that'there is the competitive exuberance on the part of
the Mvar and his anatomical parts, come to life and capacitated
for independent action, to get at the Lord individually and in the
quickest possible manner and time. And, what is even more
exciting is, each faculty aspires to transcend its functional limitations, resulting in an overlapping of functions as well. The hands
would want to praise the Lord, the ears would long to drink deep
of His nectarean charm, the eyes would like to offer Him fruits
and ﬂowers, so on and so forth. Each sense yearning for the
delight experienced by the other senSes, is a veryextraordinarystate
of aﬁ'airs indeed! Does not the snake which does not hav‘e ears,
as such, see and hear through the eyes only, the eyes performing
the dual function of seeing and hearing, though not simultaneously?
Again, the up-grading of the senses and limbs to the stature of
sentient beings can only be compared to the Alvar being described,
now and then, as melting down or getting dried up or cut into
pieces, although the soul is beyond the mischief of the elements,
cannot be burnt out by ﬁre or drenched by water, or dried up by
air or cleaved by weapons—vide Bhagavad Gita 11-23 and 24.
The Alvar’s plight, in this decad, is like that of the members
of a family in a famine-stricken area, who try to snatch the little
food that is available from each other ’s mouth, each one of them,
driven to extreme hunger, being mindful of his or her own appeasement. And here,the Alvar’s senses, limbs and other faculties are
vying with him, like unto the members of the famished family in
question, for the appeasement of their own God-hunger and Godthirst. The Saint’s yearning for the Lord’s beatiﬁc vision is of such
great depth that every moment of separation from the Beloved seems
an age. His cry of anguish in this decad, melting even stony hearts
has to be appreciated against this backround.
mutiyané! mﬁvulakum tolutu Ettum cIr
atiyinél £1 katalallc kataintéyl pul-ﬁr
kotiyiné! kontal vannal antattu umparil
netiydné! enru kitakkum-en neﬂcamé.

(III-B-l)
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Tramlatlon
My mind thaws down, calling you, my Lord!
As wearer of the crown regal, possessor
0f the feet by all the three worlds adored,
Churner of the deep sea, having on Your banner
The bird (Garuda), that also conveys You, cloud-hued.
Super-eminent among heaven’s denizens and so on.
Note
The Alvar longs for the physrcal presence of the Lord whose
resplendent crown proclaims His overlordship of the entire
universe. Knowing full well that He can’t be seen unless
He deigns to come and present Himself, the Alvar’s mind is,
all the same, very much agitated, meditating on the various
features and aspects of the Lord. The dovetailing of
thoughts, as presented in this song, is indeed very interesting.
Right from the crown on the Lord’s head proclaiming
His sovereignty, the Alvin comes down to His lovely pair
of feet, ﬁt to be adored by one and all, high and low, good
and bad, without distinction. Unto those who adore His
feet the Lord gives His whole body, in between, with which
He performs many wonderful, breath-taking deeds for their
sake. And for those, who are unable to come and worship
His feet, He moves about on His unique vehicle, namely
winged-bird, Garuda, the very embodiment of the Vedas
and grants them ‘ daréan ’. The blue-hued Lord, on
His golden mount, the Garuda, affords a pleasant and
attractive contrast in colours and the whole contour is
exhilarating. Garuda, holding in his palms the feet of the
Lord, proclaims the supremacy of the Lord, setting at naught
the doubts of the Vedic scholars, confounded by the conﬂicting texts, some propounding the supremacy of Brahma, the
foul-.headed, some pointing to the supremacy of Siva, a
third set proclaiming the overlordship of Srlman Narayana
and so on. These conﬂicting claims could, no doubt, be
resolved by a careful study and Sriman Narayana’s
supremacy established, beyond doubt. But here is Garuda,
with the Lord mounted on his shoulders and holding in his
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palms His feet, the sole Refuge of one and all, simplifying
our job and driving home the Lord’s supremacy.
neﬁcamé nil nakar aka irunta en
taﬁcan 5! tan ilaftkaikku iratyatc certa
naﬁcané! ﬁalam kolvan kural akiya
vaﬂcané! ennum eppottun-en vacakamé.

(III—8-2)

Translation
My tongue always keeps uttering Your 11 ames, my Lord!
As my sole Refuge, in my mmd ﬁrmly lodged,
As if it were a citadel big, the person deadly

That destroyed Ravana, Chief of cool Lanka, the midget
(Vamana) Who, on the sly, got hold of the worlds (from Bali).
Notes
(i) The Alvar’s tongue prays unto the Lord.

“Sire, even as you have condescended to get into

the Alvar’s mind, pray, get into me, as well, so that
I keep on uttering your names. I do hope the
Alvar’s mind has no monopolistic hold on you”.

(ii) My sole Refuge: The Alvar’s tongue 18 well aware of
the fact that it IS the Alvar’s mind that has sought refuge
in the Lord who, in turn, has come into it and stays
there as if it rs a huge citadel. And now, the tongue
gives expressron to this fact, regretting very much that
the Earthlings do not address the Lord likewise. The
pangs suffered by the Alvin are in respect of his Separation from the Lord drivmg him in frantic search of
the Lord, seeking the help of even inanimate things
like mountains and oceans in the process. On the
other hand, the pangs undergone by even Risis of the
eminence of Vaéista and Vyasa were due to their
separation from their sons, as brought out vividly by
the Purauas.
(iii) Mahabali was not destroyed like Ravana and the Supreme
Lord even went to the former seeking aims, because
he had the merit of being a great donor. The Alvar’s
tongue which began by describing the Lord’s prowess
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as Sr! Rama, is now completely absorbed in the Lord’s
diplomacy as Vimana.

vacakame étta, arul ceyyum vanavar-tam
nayakané! nil ilam tinkalaik kol vituttu
véy-akam pal venney totu unta in-éyar
tayavanél enru tatavum-en kaikalé.

(111—8-3)

Translation
My hands grope for you, the Celestials’ overlord,
The one by my tongue solely lauded,
Who, as the cow-herd (Krsna) ate butter sweet,

Stolen from the houses, bamboo-built,
In the beam of light by your teeth lit,
Sparkling like the rising Moon bright.
Notes
(1)

The hands longing to experience the bliss, hitherto enjoyed
solely by the tongue, addressed the Lord: “ Oh, Lord
of the Celestials! the Alvar’s tongue praises you as
well as the Celestials do. Why has this special favour
been extended by you to the tongue alone and what is
that precludes you from makmg us also taste that
bliss?"
112

(ii) Krsna, the dark lad, broke into the dark interior of the

houses built of bamboo in the pastoral Village of
Gokula, to steal the butter stored up in huge pots.
Gropmg His way through in the dark, when He felt.
by the touch of HIS hands, the presence of the pots,
He would feel gratiﬁed and smile. His pearl-white
teeth, sparkling with the extra-brilliance of the full
Moon Just released from an eclipse, would then illumine
the place, helping Him to get at the butter and eat it
up.

kaikalal arat tolutu tolutu urinal
vaikalum mittiraip pbtum 6r vitu imi,
pai kol pampu éri urai paragél unnaj
meykollak kﬁna virumpum-en kankalé.

(III—8—4)
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In

4

Tallulah
0h, Supreme Lord, resting on hooded Serpent,
My eyes long for the pleasure of my hands

Which have their ﬁll of salutation unto you and besides
Wish to behold truly your form exquisite, with no respite.
Notes
(i) The Alvar’s eyes pine for the experience of the hands
besides their own. They long to enjoy the bliss of

worshipping the Lord, thus performing the function
of the hands. They also wish to truly (physically)
behold Hrs sweet Form, as distinguished from mere
mental perception so that He can be touched and
embraced.
(ii) That portion of this stanza (original) which deals with the

intense worship of the Lord by the hands (repeatedly),
is construed by a section of Sr! Vaisnavas as stressing
the necessity for worshipping the Lord several times
over, as against the creed of many others, to prostrate,
at a time, only once. The latter avoid the overtone
or semblance of self-eﬁ'ort for the propitiation of the
Lord, which militates against the basic principle of
‘
Prapatti ’ or loving surrender to the Lord’s sweet
grace. References to this my topic of worship elsewhere in ‘Tiruvaymoli’ (II-10-9 and IX-3-9), go to
reinforce the latter code of discipline.

kankalil kana varunkoll emu icaiyﬁl,
man konta vamanan Era, makilntu col
pan konta pullin ciraku oli pavittu,
tin kolla Orkkum kitantu-en cevikalé.
Translation
My ears long to see Vimanan (the Lord),
Who (from Bali) got hold of the land,
Movin g on His merry mount, (Garuda)
And intently hear the sweet sound,
or the tuneful wings of that bird.

(III-8—5)
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Notes
(i) The Alvin’s ears long both to see and hear and, therefore.
drew up a picture, as above. The Lord moving on
His merry mount, Garuda, must be seen by the cars
which should also listen to the sweet strains emanating
from the wings of that angelic bird, in ﬂight. like unto
the tuneful Séma Veda (Brhat and Rantra sama).
(ii) As Vimana or Tr'vikrama, the Lord did not press into
service His standing vehicle, Garuda and yet, what is
intended to convey here is that the Lord would ﬂy,
here and there, to reclaim His straying possessions.
(iii) In tently hear: Hearing the music of the wings of Garuda
to the exclusron of everything else, not even the Lord
or His mount. Even as the Alvar is now seen engrossed
in the music of the wings of Garuda, Rukmini was
thrilled and enraptured by the sound from Sri Krsna’s
conch (Pancajanya), at the crucial moment near
about the Devi’s temple where she was anxiously
awaiting Him, the great Rescuer. And then, when
Site, was tortured into believing that Rama was dead.
Ravana holding out before her the severed head of an
illusory Rama the heartening sound came to her from
Sr! Rama’s bow, right from the sea-shore, and enabled
her to see through the dirty game of Ravana.

in

cevikalal
air; kirttik kani ennum
kavikale kalap pan-t6]; uraippat tum,
puviyinmél pon netum cakkarattu unnaiyé
avivu inri atarikkum-enatu éviye.

(III-8—6)

Translation
My spirit yearns to have its ears ﬁlled, oh Lord,
With songs that do your glory laud.
Sweet as fruits soaked in the honey of tunes appropriate
And enjoy on Earth with no respite,
Your form eﬁ'ulgent, wielding the discus large and exquisite.

m
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Notes
(i) The Alvin’s spirit either wants to grow ears or be transformed into cars to feast sumptuously on the songs
singing the great glory of the Lord, the delicious fruits
rendered sweeter, soaked and saturated with honey.
If the songs are like unto fruits the tunes in which
they are sung, sweeten them like honey.
(ii) Hearing such melodies as sama Veda and beholdin g the
Lord with His eﬁ‘ulgent discus are experiences pertainingto Heaven and yet, the Alvin aspires for them, right
here, on Earth.

sr amuté! ennai alutait

év1yél

tﬁvi am pul utaiyay! eutar némiyay!
paviyén neﬂcam pulampap palakalum
kﬁviyum kanapperEn-una kolamé.

(III-8—7)

Translation
You are my very Soul, the nectar dear,
(Garuda), the bird with lovely plumes, my redeemer.
Is your glorious mount, You are the wielder
Of the discus resplendent, Your form exquisite,
This sinner couldn‘t behold, as yet,
Tho’ many a time, my anguished mind called you out.
Notes
(i) From this stanza onwards, the Alvftr

narrates his own
woes and wants. Hitherto, those of his senses were
described. This is like the kin g narrating the miseries
of his subjects ﬁrst and then talking about his own.

(it) It is difﬁcult to live apart from one’s life. The Lord is
not only dear to the Alvar like his own life but is also
extremely delicious, the rare Nectar.
(iii) Once the mind is bent towards God and steeped in enjoyin g Him, there is no question of the woes still sticking
on. Perhaps such beneﬁts accruing to 'other minds
are denied to the Alvar’s mind because of his heavy

2"!

Third 030mm (III-8)

sins, according to him. While it would suﬁice if He is
called but once, in this case, by calling Him

out repeatedly, the River has contravened his essential
nature (Svarupa) and yet, the Lord has not materialised,
a double loss indeed!
kolamé! tamaraik kannatu 6r aﬁcana
nilamél nimu enatu aviyat irkima
cIlamé! cenru cellatana mun nilamkalamé! unnai on 11511 kantukolvané?

(III-8—8

Translation
Being lotus-eyed, With the unique complexion

Of a dark-blue mountain,
You are sheer beauty, Oh, Lord, Your loving condescension
Has my soul ensnared; Time you do ordain,
Past, present and future, you when can I attain?
Notes
(i) To the complaint made by the Alvin in the preceding song

regarding the non-appearance of the Lord despite
repeated calls, the Lord would appear to have observed
that the Alvar should wait till the appropriate time
for the bestowal of His grace. But the Alvin is quick
to point out that ‘ Time is also at the Lord’s beck and
call and He is the sole Controller of ‘ Time ’, made up
of the past, the present and the future and that the plea
of time-factor cannot, therefore, hold water.
’

(ii) The Lord is not merely beautiful but is beauty itself.
And it is not beauty alone but beauty and goodness
combined. It is the persevering goodness on the part
of the Lord that has enabled the Alvin to cling to Him.

overcoming hlS natural tendency to run away from
Him, for fear of deﬁling Him.

(iii) When can I attain you? The Alvar prays to the Lord to
specify the point of time at which he can behold and
enjoy His physical presence, even as Sr! Rama told
Bharata that, on the completion of fourteen years, they
will get together again.

“munch-nook m
kolvao nip, mavalit mttvati ti enra
kalvanE! kallcanai vailcittn, vanamu'
ul vanmai tira, Or iyiram to! with
pa! valley! unnai ennanru poruntuvané?

(Ill—F9)

Translation
Oh Lord, ﬂying the bird (Garuda)!
You did, on the sly, from Mavali demand
Three strides of land;
Kailcan’s plans treacherous you foiled,
vam's mental attitude you dispelled
And lopped his arms thousand;
When do I get unto you bound?
Notes
(i) Indra, Chief of the Devas was dispossessed of his Kingdom
by Mavali (Maha Bali), the Asura Chief. The former
prayed to Lord Vienu for the restoration of the lost
Kingdom. But then, Maha Bali was a generous donor,
although he belonged to the Asura clan. So, the

Lord had to adopt the peculiar method of seeking alms
from Bali for getting back the lost domain. Not
being conversant with the art of begging, the Lord,
came down as vamana. the little lad, addressed Bali,
by name, instead of the adulatory form of address,
usually resorted to, by seasoned beggars. Bali didn’t
mind it so much, seeing that the supplicant was but a
lad, but when the demand, made by the lad, was just
three paces of land, the pompous donor didn’t take it
seriously. Looking at the indiﬁ'erence of Bali to the
seemingly paltry demand, Vimanamﬁrti reiterated His
demand and compelled Bali’s attention.

(ii) Kaﬁcan (Kamsa) kept himself in the background and

hit upon many a treacherous plan to kill Srl Krona.
The felon of an uncle would not indulge in a frontal
attack on Krsna, the nephew, and was hoping that
one or the other of the several agencies energised by
him would be able to kill Krsna, so that he (Kamsa)
might bemoan, in public, the loss of his nephew.

ﬂ!
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Alas! all his plans were thwarted by the Divine Lad.
who vanquished the formidable array of His opponents
and ﬁnally slew Kamsa himself.
(iii) Vinau (Banasura). an avowed enemy of Lord Visnu,
was, however, an ardent votary of minor deities. The

Lord, appeared before him, mounted on Garuda,
disabused him (Banasura) of his heretical notion of
God-head and revealed His supremacy, chopping oﬂ‘
his thousand arms, like felling trees in the forest.
See also detailed notes under III-104.

poruntiya

mi marutin itai

pOya em

penmtakiy! un kalal kaniya péturru
varunti, nan vieakamalai kontu, unnaiyé
iruntuinmt'u ettanai kilam pulampuvané?

(III-840)

Translation
’
My bounteous Lord, the ‘ maruta trees huge, You broke,
Crawling in between; how long shall I cry out, without break,
Unto you, words of anguish, ﬂowing like a wreath,
Eager in the extreme to behold your lovely feet!

Note
Sage Natada saw Nalakllpar and Manigrva, sons of Kubera,
the Deity of Wealth, bathing in the river naked, and curled
them to become mere trees. Tied to a mortar by Queen
Yasodha, as a punishment for His many pranks, Kma
crawled on and hit the trees in question. The trees fell

down and broke, releasing the regenerated Gandharvas
from within. Sage Pariéara, who chronicled this episode
in his Visnupurana, admired Sr! Knna’s lotus eyes, in this
context. The Alvin's mind is, however, steeped, as usual,
in the feet of the crawling Lad.

pulampu cirp pnmi alanta peruminai
nahm k0! clr nan kurukiirc catakdpan col
valam konta ayirattul ivaiyum 6r pattu
ilanku Vin yivarum etuvar couullé.

(III-B-ll)

herniation
Those that recite these songs ten,
Out of the thousand of great literary excellence,
Composed by the richly endowed Kurukt'rr Catakopan,
In adoration of the muniﬁcent Lord who spanned the Universe,
Will, one and all, ascend the resplendent heaven.
Note
As the Alvin aspired for heavenly bliss in this decad those
that recite these ten stanzas are also assured of their ascent
to heaven.

Third Centum—Ninth Decad (III-9)
(Conuﬁl Virotam)
Preamble
(1) Among the myrrads of the Lord’s Creatures the human
form is a rare gift of the Lord. Exen so, the human form, thus
dowered, has to be free from physrcal and mental handicaps.
Even then, acquisition of a high degree of learning is rare and
rarer still is the capacrty for writing Verses. And then again,
this extremely rare gift of verSe-makrng has to be put to proper
use but, more often than not, this talent is prostituted for the
poet’s selﬁsh ends, by indulging in praise of the petty humans,

as, for example, the Sanskrit work, entitled ‘Pratapa Rudryarir’.
The Alvar naturally deplores such misguided poets and advises
them to give up their low base and elevate themselves to their
legitimate stature, as the Lord’s bards, soaring high, singing
exclusrvely His great glory, in beautiful, me‘rical compositions.
The Altar mostly bemoans his separation from the Lord during
those moments when communion with Him gets snapped, for one
reason or anorher But now and then, he turns his attention on
the worldlmgs around, moved by their sad plight. In this decad,
he exhorts the poets to harness their literary excellence to useful
purpose by singing the many auspicious traits and wondrous
deeds ofthe Lord and not to go the wrong way, eulogising the frail
humans.

Third Caitlin (III-9)
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(2) The Alvar had addressed the worldlings earlier too, but
with little success. In stanza 25 of his ‘ Periya Tiruvantati ’,
he exclaimed, in sheer disgust, that it was impossible to correct
the worldlings and that he would, therefore, leave them severely
alone, free to do whatever they liked. But then, his fellow-feeling
asserts itself; his deep compassion for the suffering humanity
wallowing in worldly life, was such that he just could not be indiﬁ'erent to them and abandon them to their fate. That is why he
turned his attention on them, now and then, in the midst of his own
mystic experiences, alternating between union with and separation
from God. The reasons prompting the Alvin to exhort the worldlings are three-fold, namely,
(i) the inter-relationship between Man and God is the same
as that between God and the denizens of the high
heaven and yet, while those in heaven partake of
that perennial bliss emanating from the Lord, all

the time, the worldlings are straying away from Him,
bogged down in the difﬁcult and miSerable terrain
The fundamental relationship
of worldly life.
between them and God, therefOIe, needs to be
impreSSed upon the worldlings so that they may also
be turned towards God;
(ii) The Alvar’s inability to stand the sight of the suffering
humanity caught up in the unenviable meshes of

worldly life and

(iii) The Alvar’s tender solicitude for the Earthlings overﬂows its continent and seeks to sustain itself by
reclaiming even those given up by the Almighty
Lord, as ‘Incorrigibles’. (See aphorism 203 of

Acarya Hrdayam).
(3) In the realm of God-love, the lovers’ thoughts are always
rivetted to Him, their lives are nestled in Him and they sustain
themselves through mutual joy and enlightenment derived by
talking about His great glory and listening to it by turns. The
Await turns round in search of such enlightened company but
he is sadly disappOinted. He advises the men around, hoping
to bring them round to his way of thinking, but ﬁnds that his advice
has once again fallen on deaf ears. He, however, ends up this

’1

Thwlmoll-nook it:

dead on a complacent ncte,

satisﬁed with his own role as God’s
pOet, unlike the Earthlings who misuse their poetic talents.

conga] virbtam itu, ikilum colluvan; kénminot
en nivil in kavi yin oruvarkkum kotukkiléntenni tena emu vantu mural tiruvénkatattu
on iuai. cu appan. em perumiu ulasikavé.

(111-9-1)

Translation
Listen, Ye, men, let me my mind speak out
Although it may not by you be liked;
The songs sweet that from my tongue sprout
Laud none but my Liege-Lord
At Tiruvénkatam, by humming bees swarmed,
My Benefactor great, majestic like elephant;
Waste I shan’t on anyone else my poetic talent.
Notes
(i) The Alvin" does not straightaway say what he intends to
preach, in this decad. He begins by stating his own
case, namely, that his tongue shall sing exclusively

the glory of the Lord at Tiruvénka’tam, the holy Mount
The individual Soul is as
and its fauna and ﬂora.
good as non-existent, when it does not turn its thoughts
on God and sustain itself by singing His glory. But,
here is an extraordinary situation, the Lord stationing
Himself in near-by Tiruvénkatan in order to sustain
Himself through the songs sung by the Alvin. There
IS, therefore, no question of the Alvin turning his
attention on any one else and, by saying so, he wants
the men of the world to emulate him and follow in
his foot-Steps.
(ii) The Alvar is quite aware that calling upon the worldlings
to desist from praising the frail humans, the so-called
earthly Lords, will not be palatable to these shortsighted folks, as that would mean depriving them of the
odds and ends, the petty favours they may otherwise

m Chum
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obtain. Nevertheless, he advises them, unable to
stand the sight of their suﬁ‘ering, like unto the advice
tendered by
(i) Sita, the Divine Mother to the demoniac Ravens,

(ii) Prahlada unto Hiranya and the fellow—pupils
and (iii) Vibhisana unto a terribly hostile Ravana.

ulanikavé enni, tannai omika, tan celvattai
valana
in manitattaik kavi pati en—
kulan tr kalani cﬁl kannan kuxunkuti meymmaiye

matin

ulanaya entaiyai, entai pemmanai oliyavé?

(111—9—2)

Translation
What use is there in composing hymns
In praise of these frail humans
Who think no end of themselves and their wealth ephemeral,
Without landing my benefactor great, the Lord eternal,
Truly abiding in Kutunkuti, with many a pond and ﬁelds
fertile?
Notes
(i) The Lord’s wealth and His auspicious traits are unlimited,
in dire contrast to the petty wealth possessed, for a
short while, by the mortals who still think no end of

themselves and their so-called possessions. It provokes
the righteous indignation of the Alvin when he ﬁnds
people running after the petty men and their equally
petty wealth, as good as non-existent, without turning
their minds on God (near at hand, full of auspicious
traits) and singing His glory.

(ii) (a) What to do: The Lord Who stays in Heaven in His

transcendental Form, Who reclines on the milkocean in His ‘ Vytlha ’ aspect, Who incarnated as
St! Rama, Ktsna and so on, who resides in His
Iconic Form in Pilgrim centres like Kurunkuti,
is alone praiseworthy and, therefore, the few of us
gifted with poetic talents should compose hymns
singing the Lord’s glory, His. countless auspicious
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traits and wondrous deeds, cosmic wealth of unlimited dimensions etc.
(b) What not to do: Don’t debase your poetic talent by
composing poems gloriyin g the in signiﬁcant humans,
importing merits where there is none and overlooking all their faults although they are too
numerous to be ignored. Here is an interesting
anecdote: A wealthy man,named, cola Brahmaraya.
wrote out a commentary on ‘Tiruvaymcli’ and
gave it to Naﬂclyar for perusal and writing out the
Foreword. The Saint did not, however, like to
get involved in this. lest he should have to point
out the mistakes and incur the displeasure of the
glossator. He, therefore, passed it on to his disciple,
Nampillai, who discreetly gave it back to the author

after some time, complimenting him, more as a
matter of formality, on his close adherence to
Saint
Nammalvar’s
philosophy. Thereupon,
Céla Brahmaraya felt unduly elated and went
even to the extent of rating himself above
Nammalvar on the ground that, With his superior
talents, he was able to write out the commentary
in the midst of the multifarious duties his high
position demanded of him, while Nammalvar had
nothing else to do when he composed ‘ Tiruvavmcli’.
This brings to the fore the vanity of people who
easrly lose their heads, the more so, when they are
surrounded by sycophants indulging in fulsome
ﬂaztery.

(iii) ‘ Kururikuti ’, a pilgrim centre, in the deep south in Tamil
Nadu, rs also known as ‘ Vaisnava Vamana Ksetra ’.
It was due to the grace of the Lord enshrined here that
Nammalvar was born.
olivu omu illata pal ﬁlitoru ﬁli nilavappOm
valiyait tamm nankal vanavar Icanai nirkap pay,
kaJiya mika nalla van kavi kontu, pulavirkall
iliyak kamti, 6r.manitam patal en avaté?

(III—9-3)

Third Contain (Ill-9)
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Translation
Ye, men

of learning, What do you gain at all

petty humans thro’ songs supeiﬁne,
Shutting your eyes to the glory of the Overlord of Celestials,
By landing the

Who shall unto you vouchsafe everlasting service divine?

Notes
(i) In his address to the poets of the world, the Alvar
appeals to their good sense and discriminative faculty,
to discern for themselves that the Supreme Lord,
served and adored by the whole lot of them in the high

heavens, the repository of innumerable auspicious
qualities, is alone praisewmthy and one can praise
Him till the end of time and still cannot exhaust His
glory. And to those who adcre Him He vouchsafes
the eterna‘ bliss of serving Him. Again poetry comes
into its own only when it lauds His glory and not
when it is profaned by making it the medium for
eulogising the worthless humans.
(ii) And now, look at the other picture, dark and dismal.
The so-called big men of the Earth these poets run
after, get scent of the latter’s approach and run away
from them for fear of having to be510w gifts. And

then, the poets overshoot the mark and make even
people very much amenable to ﬂattery suspect that
they me either being fooled or the cap does not ﬁt
them In this absurd chase for illusory gains, petty
and ephemeral, the pa ets, far from edifying themselves,
descend to the bottom-most depths of depravity, just
the opposite of what they intend to achieve, all
because they have chosen the wrong theme for their
poems notwithstanding their literary excellence.
en avatu-ettanai nalaikkup potum-pulavirkal!
manna manicaraip patip pataikkum perum porul?
min ar mani muti vinnavar titajyaip patina),
tannakave koutu, canmam ceyyamaiyum kollumé. (IH-9—4)

H
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ﬁlmed“
Ye, poets, how long can the wealth immense you obtain,
By singing the praise of the mortals sustain
You all? better sing the glory of the Lord Supreme.
Wearing the crown resplendent set with gems,
The Devas’ Sovereign; He will take you unto His fold,
Besides, you will from further births be freed.

Note
To the question put by the Alt/at what the Earthly poets
would gain by praising the petty humans, the poets say
that their patrons do give them gifts, in appreciation of
their composition. The Alvér, however, questions them
again and asks them how long the wealth, they so
obtain, will last. As a matter of fact, it takes the scholar
quite some time to write out a book or compose a poem
in adoration of these mortals and just when he sets
out to meet the prospective donor, the shocking news
comes of the latter having passed aWay. Even otherwise, the poets themselves do ,not live to enjoy the
fruits of their labour and if they live long the gifts
bestowed on them by the earthly patrons do not last
long. Is it not therefore clear that the scholars
should shift their base and concentrate on the glory of
the Lord of the ‘Nitya Sﬁrts ’ (Eternal Heroes) in Heaven?
The Lord, the one and only Giver, there being no gift beyond
Him. will bestow on the hymnographers the choicest gift
of eternal service unto Him and cut out the material body
to sustain which they went about praising the frail mortals.
The Lord has the unique reputation of elevating the subjects
on a par with Him—the great giver with no restraint!
kollum payan illai, kuppai kilarttauna celvattai
vaual pukalntu, num vaymai ilakkum pulavlrkal!

kouak kuraivu ilan, vetttiuu elllm tarum kbtu i1 en
vallal, manivannan-tannaik kavi colla vamminb.
(III-9—5)
Translation
Ye, scholars, that do your tongue deﬁle
In eulogy of the fellow-beings frail

'IHI'd Corinna (III-9)
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Whose wealth is little better than a mound of ﬁlth!
Come and compose songs lauding the one, fully worth
All the praise you bestow on Him,
My Lord ﬂawless, like unto blue gem,
The benefactOr great, the donor supreme.
Notes
(i) It is indeed a deplorable exercise in futility to compose
songs glorifying the fellow-beings who, far from being
praise-worthy, will only have their many drawbacks
exposed in the process, like unto the scrutiny of the

contents of the dust-bin. Apart from not getting anything tangible and everlasting, from their mis-direoted
eﬂ‘orts, the poets lose their veracity by indulging in
fulso me ﬂattery. Thus, while there is no positive gain,
there itindeed a positive loss.

(ii) Flawless: The Lord whose wealth is unlimited, is a
ﬂawless Giver, giving in plenty, without expecting
anything in return. In His gifts there is no constraint;
they are not merely abundant but exuberant.
vammiu pulavirl num mey varuttik katccytu uymmigo;
im man ulakigil celvar 1pp6tu illai nokkigOm;
num in kavi kontu num num itta teyvam éttinﬁl,
(III-9—6)
cem min cutar-muti er_1 tirumalukkuc cérumé.
Translation
Come, ye, pOets, give up eulogising the humans,
There’s none 1n this land big, as I now examine,
Wealthy enough to reward you well for your hymns;
‘ Tis but meet,
you shall, by the sweat of your brow, earn;
If you praise the deity of your heart, even then,
Those promises shall reach my »Tirumal, with lustrous crown.
Notes

r

,

(i) Come, Ye, poets: The Alvar beckonsthe poetsin the same
way as a person invites persons caught up in a forest
ﬁre to come and have a dip in a pond, full of water, cool
and deep. The poets, however, submit that they have
1—10
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to eke out their livelihood by lauding the humans.
The Alvar emphaSiSes that they should not debase their
talents and they might as well earn by physical labour.
But then, the poets, not accustomed to bodily exertion,
make out that composmg mom was the easier of the
two and that they should, therefore, be allowed to
pursue their normal avocation. The Alvar does not,
however, mince matters and rightly points out that
there is none in this world wealthy enough to reward
their talents suitably and that they should not undersell
themtielves.
(ii)

If you praise the Deity of your heart: If you say that

even

if there be no wealthy person amcng the humans, Indra

and other Devas could be considered wealthy and you
would, therefore, compose poems singing their glory,
well, whatever praise you heap on them will actually
reach ‘ Tirumal’ (Lord Visnu), as their Internal
Controller, rather, it Will be more appropriate to Him,
being the one really praiseworthy. And, therefore, you
had better praise the Supreme Lord, straightaway.
instead of passing through intermediaries.
06mm kotar pukal ellai llénat, Or ayiram
pamm utatya prrénal allal, marru yan krlégmarl anatya kar, mal varat okkum tm tol emu,
paril 6r panaryarp paccatp pacum poykal pécave.

(III-94)

Translation

Utter I Can’t damned white hes that project
The duds on Earth as the cloud muniﬁcent
And glorify their shoulders as mountains great,

Praise I can only my gracious Lord ofglory unlimited,
Bearing a thousand names, my benefactor great.

Notes
(i) [n the preceding songs, the Alvin addressed the world
around but his advice fell on deaf ears, as before. In
sheer disgust he withdraws unto himself, satisﬁed

mm
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Centaur (III-9)

that he could get back from the earthly poets,
uncontaminated, like unto a person clearing a dacoit-

infested area, without getting robbed.

(ii) Thousand names: Doesn’t mean exactly thousand. Actually, it connotes innumerable names, even as His glory
is inexhaustible.
(iii) White lies. Abominable lies, without the slightest

of truth.

veyin malrpurar tdlr pronaikku manilanar
iya perum pukal ellar ilatana patippOy,
kayam kalittu, avan til-inarkkilp pukum kitalan,
maya manicarai en colla vallén, en viykonté?

tin;

(III—9—8)

Translation
With passron deep to sing the limitless glory of the consort
0f Pinnai with shoulders pretty, for a long, long time
And then discard my body and attain His lovely feet,
Shall my tongue praise, at all, men in mundane moorings?
Notes
(i) Even as the Lord cutout the impediments to the way of
attaining the charming Nappinnai, He destroyed all the
obstacles confrontingtheAlvarin attaining Him. When ,
at last, the material body is shaken 011‘, the Alvar will

acquire non-physical (ultra-mundane) body and Serve
the Lord, staying at His feet all the time. How could
such a one ever think of singing the praise of the miset able mortals caught up in the mesh of mundane life?
(ii) The Lord’s glory is unlimited and it can bear any amount

of laudrng for any length of time. Such being the case.
there is hardly any scope for turning one’s attention
on others. Even if the Alvin be inclined to sing the
praise of others, his tongue would not be a party to it.

viykontu manitam pita vanta kaviyén allén;
dykonta cir vallal alip piran enakké ulan;
cay konta immaiyum catittu, vanavar nittaiyum
ni kantukol enru vitum tarum nimuninra.

(111-9-9)

H
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Motion
I am not the poet born to extol the frail humans,
My tongue shall praise only the Lord holding the discus,
The Donor great, full of qualities auspicious,
‘Who presents Himself here in iconic Form delicious
And grants heavenly bliss in due course.

Notes
(1)

The Alvar will not sing the praise of any but the extremely
generous Lord. Although several Sages and Saints
including the other Alvars have sung the Lord’s glory,
Nammélvar’s poems are hymns with a diﬁ‘erence, of
peerless excellence.

(ii) Although the Alvin has expressed his abhorrence of
this harrowing abode with its evil propensities, in
several places, earlier, he does nct mind eking out his
stav here, because of the Lord’s living presence, right
here, in His iconic Form, a bliss which compares
favourable with, rather excels, heavenly bliss. As a
matter of fact, the Alvin asked the Lord in stanza
53 of ‘ Periya Tiruvantati ’ whether the heavely bliss
which He grants, is by-any-means superior to the sweet
contemplation of His inﬁnite glory.
(iii) In due course: Nampillai is of the view that the heavenly
bliss is granted by the Lord duly regulated with regard
to the capacity of the recipient, just like a person who
has been on a month-long fast, breaking the fast by
stages before he resumes the normal in-take of food.
This theme has already been elaborated upon, in the
preamble to 1-9. Other commentators have, however,
interpreted the corresponding phrase in the original

text of this stanza as ‘In due course ’, that is, at the
appropriate time.
ninrum'nru pala nil uykkum iv utal ninkippby,
centucenru ékilum kantu. canmam kalippén enni.
omiomi ulakam pataittan kavi ayinerku
(III-9-lO)
emmeuum ini mauoruvar kavi arkumE?
.
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Translation
Would it be appropriate if I, the pact of the zealous Lord
Who with the creation of the worlds goes on, full of hopes
That His subjects will some day (sooner or later) give up
The age-long shackles of the material body and attain Him,
Sang the glory of any one else, any more?
Notes
(i) At a time when the individual soul was lying defunct, just
as inert as the non-sentient matter, devoid of the
.capacity to lament or enjoy, it was the Lord’s

boundless grace that put the Souls back on their feet,
by endowing them with body, limbs and sense-organs,
for eking out their progress. Against this background,
the Alvin queries how the limbs, desrgned for the
Lord’s servrce, can be put to any other USe.
(ii) In the ancient farmof ‘Samsara’. the Lord, asan indefatigable and time-honoured Cultivator, has been raising
crop after crop (world after world) hoping for a
richer harvest of ‘ Bhakti ’ (devotion) every time.
There are four diﬂ'erent routestaken by the Souls when
they depart from the material bodies, namely,
(1) garbhagathi, (2) yamyagathi, (3) Dhﬁmagathi and
(4) Arciradi gathi. Although the Lord looks forward
to the subjects attaining Him through the lastmentioned ascent of ‘ Arciradi gathi ’, they are
mostly moving away from Him, through the other
routes. But that does not deter Him and He gets on
with His work of creation, hoping for better results,
some day, sooner or later. The Alvar says that the
Lord’s unremitting labour has yielded the desired
fruit, at least in his case, inasmuch as he has become
the Lord’s poet, singing exclusively His glory.
Erkum perum pukal vanavar ican kannan-tanakku
arkum perum pukal van kurukﬁrc catakbpan col

arkum perum pukal ayirattul ivaiyum Or pattu
érkum perum puke] colla vallirkku illai canmamé.

(111—9-11)
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Those that recite these prarseworthy songs ten.
Out of the praiseworthy thousand uttered
By the praiseworthy Kurukﬁr Catakbpan,
Adoring Kantian, the praiseworthy Lord,
Chief of the Celestrals, will from births be freed.
Notes
(i) Those that recite these ten stanzas wrll not run the risk of
being born again and hankering after the earthly patrons,

lauding them.

(ti) The Lord is praiseworthy, as the Supreme Master of all the
worlds.

The AlVél’

IS

praiseworthy, as the

Lot-(1’5 pod,

an appellation which ﬁts him admirably;

Ttruvaymoli is praiseworthy, as the ‘Dramida Veda ‘, truly
reﬂecting the Lord like a mirror and this decad is praiseworthy,
in as much as it enjoins upon every one to preserve, in tact, the
essential nature (svarﬁpa) by singing exclusively the Lord’s
glory and prohibiting the profanatron of the tongue and the
poetic talent, in singing the praise of others

Third Centum—Tenth Decad (III-10)
(Canmam Palapala)
Preamble
The Lord IS most eminently suited for laudauon by virtue of
His innumerable auspicious traits, wondrous deeds and vast possessions. And yet, the worldlings would not listen to the Alvar’s
advice, as in the preceding decad, to praise Him exclusively and
desist from praising others. The Alvar, however, felt happy that
he could at least get back fromthem unscathed without following
in their footsteps. That spirit of complacence runs through this
decad also with an extra gusto. The Alvér gives expression to the
various beneﬁts accrued to him through his total absorption in
the Lord, namely, full and complete freedom from (1) want, (2)
obstruction in the enjoyment of the Lord, (3) trouble. (4) sorrow,
(5) inﬂiction. (6) hindrance, (7) fatigue etc.

Md
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canmam palapala ceytu velippattu, cankotu cakkaram, vil,
onmai utaiya ulakkai, ol vél, tantu kontu, pul-t'irntu, ulakil
vanmai utaiya arakkar acurarai milap patai poruta
nanmai utaiyavag cir paravap perra nan Or kuraivu ilané.
(III-lO—l)

Translation
Singing the glory of the benevolent Lord
Who took many a birth, visible unto the eyes naked
Of the worldly, Wielding the sword, the mace,
The pounder bright, bow, conch and discus
And slew, ﬂying that bird (Garuda), the Asuras and the ﬁends
Free from wants of any kind am I indeed
Notes
(1)

Whtle the Lord mcarnates as a matter ot grace we are
born under co mpulsron, as the result of our past Karmas
(deeds), to eke out our load. But by the Lord’s
spontaneous grace, the cycle of birth and rebirth will,
some day, be brought to a halt in our case. and we won‘t
have any more births, having once reached the Eternal

Land (Heaven) whencetherc is no retuming. The Lord,
however, goes on taktn g births assumingthe Form most
appmprtate to His needs. While recounting the Lord's
Avataras (incarnations) carrying about His person the
unique weapons of transcendent fame, the Alvar feels
that he ts above wants of any kind. As a matter of fact,
only those can suffer from wants, who are either devilish
(asurik) 01 are running after petty men for paltry gains.

(ii) The ﬁends: Those whose hearts ate hard like a rock
impervious to the exquisite charm of the Lord’s enthr alltng Form, and who become the targets of His bow and
not of His beauty.

kuratvu tl tatan katal k6] aravu ext, tan kelac centamaraikkan
uraipavan pola 6r yoku punarnta oli mani vannan, kannan,
karai ani mﬁkku utaip pullaik katavi, acuraraik kaynta ammin
nirai puka] attiyum, patiyum. itiyum yin oru muttu ilané.

(m-to-z)
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Trmlltlon
Hindranoe there’s none far me to sing,
Dance and enjoy my lustrous Lord, full of fame, resting
0n the serpent-bed in the milk-ocean, full and broad,
Closing the red-lotus eyes, in deep thoughts absorbed.
Who came down here as Kantian and destroyed
The fell Asuras, mounted on that bird with beak bloody.
News
(i) The Lord reposed on His serpent-bed in the Milk-ocean in
‘
Yoga niddbrﬁ ”, preparatory to His incarnation as Sr!
Krsna to destroy the evil forces arrayed against the
Godly men. The Alvar recounting, as he does, the
great glory of Lord Krsna, says that He has cut out all
the impediments for his continual enjoyment of this
bliss.
(ii) In deep thoaghts absorbed: The Lord’s ‘Yoga niddhra’
referred to in (i) above is not the tamasik variety of
sleep but the highest form of activity, being the activisation of one’s energies inward. Deeply absorbed in

ﬁnding out the sure solvent for winning over the straying
subjects, tossed up in ‘the ocean of samsara’, and
taking them ashore, He visualised the enchanting
form which would cast its irresistible spell on the worldlings and wean them. It was this very form He assumed and came down as Krsna. In his inimitable diction,
Nampillai observes that the Lord’s tongue got parched
up due to His deep mental exertion in ccncerting the
ways and means of redeeming the worldlings and just
then, this enchanting form passed before His mind’s
eye, like the edible camphor relieving the dryness of the
tongue in an exhilarating manner.
(iii) That bird with bleak bloody: The blood-stains on the
beak of the mighty Garuda caused by his slaying the
opponents, has not been wiped 011', there being hardly
any time left for it. Far from presenting an untidy

appearance, these stains seem to be decorative.

M
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muttu il pal pokattu oru tani nayakan, mﬁvulakukku uriya
kettiyai, tanai, amutai, nan palai, kanlyai, kammpu-tannai,
mattu evil tan am tulay mutiyinai vananki, even-tinttup
patta pinnai, iraiyakilum, yin en manattup parivu ilané.
(III-lO—3)

Translation
Mental aﬂiictions have I absolutely none, absorbed in my Lord
Whose cool tulaci garland sheds hcney in plenty;
Full of bliss uninterrupted, He is unto all the worlds
The peerless Master, delicious like honey and candy,
Pure milk, fruit, nectar, sugar cane and all that.
Notes
(i) The Alvar- declares that, attracted as he is by the Lord's
extraordinary sweetness and steeped in His service, he
is absolutely free from mental aﬂiictions. Even the
heavenly bliss he is having right here.
(1i)

0fbliss uninterrupted:

Unlike the felicities of all the others,
includingthe exalted Devas like Indra, Brahma and Siva,
which have their limitations both in regard to the
quantum and duration, the Lord is a perennial fountain
of inexhaustible bliss.

(iii) While the cool, honey-studded tulaci garland brings out the
sweetness of the Lord’s Form (Divyamangala vigraha),
the other ‘ Rasas’ (tastes) mentioned in the last two
lines denote the highly delicious and delectable ‘ Atma-

svarﬁpa ’ or attributes of the Lord.
parivu inri, vananaik kittum emu, anru pataiyotum vantu etirnta,
tiripuram cenavanum, makanum, pinnum ankiyum par tolaiya,
poru crraip pullaik kataviya miyanai, ayanai, poncakkarattu
uiyinai, accutanaip patri, yin iraiyénum itar ilané. (111-10-4)
Translation
Distraction there’s none whatever for me,
The votary of the wondrous Lord, Accutan, (the steadfast),
Ari, whose discus lovely destroys the enemies;

II
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As Krsna, mounted on that valiant bird, He made them all eat

the dust,
(Siva), the destroyer of Tiripuram, his son and Niki, ranged
opposite,
As sworn allies of the demoniac Vanan, in a distant past.
Notes
(i) The Alvar brings out here that the lesser de1ties can hardly
‘
protect their votaries while the Supreme Lord, Accuta '
sure and steadfast, will never give up His devotees.
The Alvintherefore, feels he is in a very happy position,
absolutely safe, free from obstruction of any kind.
(ii) Usa, the Charmin g daughter of Banasura (Vapart, in Tamil)
fell madly in love with a very handsome youth during a

dream, and insisted that her mate Citralekha, of extraordinary occult powers, should arrange for the physical
presentation of the youth of her (Usa’s) dream The
ﬁgure of the youth in question havrng been projected
on paper from the canvas of Usa’s mind, Citralekha
identiﬁed him with Aniruddha, the grandson of Lord
Kl'SlJa and managed to lift the youngster bodily, along
with the cot on which he was fast asleep, and put him
right in Usa’s private apartment. With her dream
realised, Usa was in the land of ecstasy in the company
of her lover but when Banasura came to know of this
intrusion, great was his wrath and he bound Aniruddha
by a ‘Nagastra’, a serpent-missile. The whole of
Dwaraka, Lord Krsna’s township got agitated over the
disappearance of Aniruddha and when Sage Narada
acquainted Sr! Krsna with the youth’s whereabouts,
the mighty Garuda was commissioned from Heaven.
Mounted on Garuda, Krsna. accompanied by a host
of Others, sallied forth to Banasura’s Citadel to recover
the missing youth. But Siva, his son, Subramanya,
their attendants, Agni (Anki, in Tamil) and other Devas
ranged themselves on the side of Banasura, having
vouchsafed protection unto him. Sri Krsna put Siva
out of action through a missile (Jrumbhanastra)making
him yawn all the time, drove the rest away and ﬁnally
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encountered the thousand-armed Banasura, lopping at!
his mm. A penitent Siva then prayed to Sr! Kﬁna,
and at the former’s request, Banésura was let off with
a mere four arms, as against the thousand, he had before.
The grateful Banasura gave his daughter in marriage
to Aniruddha and the wedding was celebrated with
great eclat.
Siva’s part in this episode was Indeed most unfortunate.
When the milk-ocean was churned erd Visnu functioned in eight different forms. LikerSe, when Siva
encountered Tripurasu: as and destroyed their ﬂying

citadels, Visnu imparted the requisite strength to
Siva’s bow, toughness to the bow-string, sharpness
to the arrow and above all, He was within him
as the Internal Controller, as ever. But when Siva
was extolled by the ignorant poets as the destroyer
of Tnpura, he got infatuated to such an extent
that he was impudent enough to think in terms of
taking up arms against Krsna, Lord Visnu, incarnate
and allying with Banasura. No doubt, Siva had to
repent for it, as seen from the episode cited above.
(iii) Distraction, there

13

none

for me: Despite being Lord

Krsna’s grandson, Aniruddha had to suffer imprisonment at the hands of Banasura, as in the above episode.
But, as the Lord's ardent devotee, the Alvar doesn’t
have to suffer any such indignity.

itar imiyé, am 11:11 oru pultil ella ulakum kaliya,
pater pukalp parttanum vaitikanum utan Era, tin-tar katavi,
cutar-oliyay nima tannutaic cbtiyil vaitikan pillaikalai
utalotum kontu kotuttavanaip pani, omum tuyar ilane.
(111-10—5)

Tramlation
In me there isn’t the slightest tinge of grief,
Having attained my gracious Lord who delivered

The 10 st sons of a ‘ Vaidik ’ back to him quite safe,

WWII-look m

an“

Taking him and Arjuna in a chariot strong that covered
The upper regions, reclaiming from the Heaven resplendent
the sons (four).
Notes
(i) The Alvar asserts that there is no question of his being
confronted by grief of any kind, having taken sole
refuge in the Supreme Lord, Who, as Krsna, went right

into Heaven, reclaimed the four missing sons of a
‘
Vaidik’ (Brahmin) and delivered them back to him
as promised.
(1i)

referred to in (i) above, lost three sons
successievly; immediately they emerged from the
mother’s womb, the babes disappeared. When his
wife conceived again, the Brahmtn prayed to Sri Krsna
to ensure the safe retention of at least the current
progeny. At the trme of conﬁnement, however, Arjuna
dissuaded Krsna from diSengagmg himself from a
rrtual currently going on and undertook to look after
the Vaidik’s affair himself. But then, Arjuna failed
miserably despite his standing guard at the Vaidik’s
house, blocking, with arrows, entry into the house by
any outsider, not even air. The progeny disappeared
as usual soon after emergence fromthe mother’s womb.

The ‘Vaidik

’,

The Vaidik bitterly reproached Arjuna but Krsna appeased
the grief-stricken brahmin, promising to get him back all
the four missing children. Just in one day the three
of them ascended the upper regions in a mighty chariot
specially commissioned for the purpose. Detaining the
Vaidik, Arjuna and the Chariot Just outsrde Heaven,
Sri Krsna alone entered the dazzling Heaven and located
all the four children in the company of His Divine
Consorts there, who longed for seeing Him in the
exquisite Form of Krsna and lifted the Vaidik’s sons, one
by one, unto Heaven, in order to secure their objective.
The children were thus recovered, safe and sound, and
restored to the Vaidik, a grand and thrilling feat which
none but the Supreme Lord could perform.

Third
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so:

tuyar il cutar-oli tannutaic cOti ninra vannam nirkavé,
myaril inaliyum manicar piraviyil tom, ken kins. vantu,
tuyaraﬁkal ceytu, tan teyvanilai ulakil puka uykkum amman,
tuyaramilcirk kannammayanpukal tuna yin 6r tunpam ilané.
(III—lO—G)

Translation
Absolutely trouble-free am I, singing the glory great
Of my wondrous Lord, full of auspicious traits
And devoid of qualities base, who did, as Kannan. come down
In all that splendour supernal, amidst sorrow-stricken humans
And spread, in this world, His glory unique, attracting every one.
Notes
(i) Though born among humans as Sr! Krsna, son of Vasudeva, the Lord retained His Supernal Form and traits
in tact as He assumes the Form of His choice, unlike
the bodies He dowers on us under compulsion, according to our Karma. Making Himself VlSlble to the
worldlings and mixing with them freely, He displays
His auspicious traits in “abundance. Meditating on

these great qualities of Lord Krsna, the Alvin aﬂirms
that he has no worries whatsoever.
(ii) The Lord attracts the devout by His auspicious traits and
the ungodly men by exhibiting His strength and prowess.

(iii) Even while performing such functions as running an
errand and driving the chariot, Sr! Krsna displayed
His transcendental glory, a rare thing indeed for the
worldlings to have, right here, a taste of what obtains
in Heaven.

tunpamum inpamum akiya ceyvigai ay, ulakaiikalum ay,
inpam i1 vem naraku ski, iniya nal van cuvarkkankalum 5y,
man pal uyirkalum aki, palapala maya mayakkukkalil
inpurum iv vilaiyattu utaiyinaip perm, étuin allal ilané.
(III-10—7)

Translation
Sorrows have I none, as I commune
With my Lord, the Sportive Controller overall,

an
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Of the Creatures many, their pleasure and pain,
Their acts, good and bad, the pleasant Svarg and dire hell.
Note
The Lord who delights tn the creatlon of the Universe 9.8 a
pastime, is in over-all control of the acts, good and bad, of
His subjects, the reward and punishments therefor, the seats
of enjoyment of the reward (Svarg) and inﬂlCUOI'l of punishment (Hell) and so on. Having attained Him, the Alvir
avers that he is free from sorrows of any kind, rid of the
bonds of Karma, the fountain source of all suffering,
through His unfailing grace.
allal il inpam alavu irantu enkum alaku amar cit] oliyan,
alli malar-rnakal pbka mayakkukkal akiyum nirkum ammin,
ellai il ﬁanattan, ﬂanam akte kontu ellak karurnankalum cey
ellai il mayanai, kannanait tal pani, yap 6r tukkam ilane.
(111—10—8)

Translation
I have nothing to worry, worshipping, as 1 do, the feet compact
Of the Lord of bliss unalloyed and beauty unlimited,
Permeating allover, who is rapturous in contact

With (Laksmi), the lotus-bom, of radiant knowledge unlimited
By which He, the work-a-day worlds does create
Who did as wondrous Kannao of glory unlimited incarnate.

Notes

obtains only m Heaven. Even
Svarg, the seat of enjoyment of the reward for one’s
good acts, known to be pleasurable, does not provide
unalloyed happiness, as the inmates are haunted by the
fear of being thrown out at the end of the prescribed
tenure of their stay there. This fear gathers momen-

(I) Bliss unalloyed: This

tum every ttme a fellow-being is hurled down.

(ti) The Lord is, no doubt, the natural embodiment of bliss
(Amanda) but it is only His conjunction with Laksml of

ravishing beauty that confers on Him, the bliss supreme
(Paramananda). It is this blissful conjunction, par
excellence, that provides the necessary incentive for
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His creation of the Sportive Universe (Lila Vibhuti).
Although He could create the entire Universe by a mere
resolve (Sankalpa), He came down as Krsna and enthralled etery one by His entrancing beauty. As_ an

ardent worshipper of Lord Krsna, the Alvér conﬁdently
asserts that he has absolutely nothing to worry about.

tukkam il ﬁinac cutar-oli mﬁrtti, tuliy alankal-perumdn,
mikka pal mayankalal vikirtam ceytu, vantum urrvu kontu,
nakka piréndtu ayan mutaléka ellarum evaiyum tannul
okka otunka vilunka vallinaip pen-u, omum talarvu ilané.
(HMO-9)

Trmlation

Fatigue have I none, having attained my Lor d beattﬁc,
Of knowledge pure and form resplendent, wrth tulaci garland
bedccked,
Who, by HIS wondrous prowess, assumes any form He likes and
performs
Many a wondrous deed and msrde HIS stomach contains all
at once
(During deluge) Nakkapiran (Siva). Ayan (Brahma) and all
other things and beings.
Note
It 15 only the Omnipotent Lord who can achieve the seermngly
imposmble and blend into harmony the incompatibles, such
as limiting on atender ﬁg-leafoverthe vast watery expaHSe
as a mere babe, holdm g in its stomach all the worlds with their
variegated contents, all things and beings. Singing the glory
of the great Sustainer. the Alvar ts naturally free from
fatigues.
talarvu inriyé em'um cnkum paranta tagimutal ﬁénam onxﬂy
alavu utai aimpula nkal ariyavakaiyal aruvu aki nirkum
Valar oli icanai, mﬁrttiyat, pﬁtankal aintai, int cutarai,
kilar o]: mayanai, kannanait talpani, yap enrum kétu ilane.
(III—lO—lO)

Translation
Never can any harm alight on me, adoring the feet
or Kantian, my wondrous Lord of form exquisite,

‘6
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With radiance ever-expanding, who permeates at all times,
All things, with no eﬁ'ort, of knowledge supreme,
Controller. of the elements ﬁve, whom the senses ﬁve can’t
comprehend.
Note
everywhere, permeating eﬁ'ortlessly everyone and
everything, at all times and yet, He is not tainted by them
nor can He, in His universal Form, be comprehended by the
ﬁve senses. Far from beingtainted by the persons and things
wherein He stays, His resplendence goes up all the time and
His exclusive, auspicious Form (Divya mangala vigraba) is of
matchless grace and beauty; Adoring Him of such great
prowess, the Alvin lS naturally well beyond the mischief

The Lord
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of harm of any kind.

kétu il vilup pukalk kécavanai kurukﬁrc cataképag conga
petal 6r ayirattul ivai oru pattum payina vallarkatku avan
natum nakaramum nankutan kéna, nalanitai ﬁrti panni,
vitum peruttit tan mﬁvulakukkum tarum oru niyakamé.
(III—lO—ll)

Translation
Those that can recite these songs ten,
Out of the thousand composed by Kurukur Catakopan
In adoration of Kécavan of undying fame,
Will in His servrce be enlisted and granted by Him
Heavenly bliss, well in sight of the men of this world,
And made the sole monarchs of all His worlds.
Note
Those that can recite these ten stanzas will be blessed by the
Lord, right here, with spiritual fervour of universal fame
and, on their ascent to Heaven, He would invite them to rule
over it.

The Centum, in retrospect
(Deena-wise Summary)
[III-l)
In the opening decad of this Centum, the Alvin, who had expounded the glory of mount Maltruﬁcolai in the immediater
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preceding decad (II-10), drinks deep of the nectarean charm and
enthralling beauty of Lord Alakar (The Beautiful), enshrined there;
(111-2)

In the second decad, wenotetheAlvar's mental agony dueto his
inability to enjoy the Lord in His Iconic Form in tato and give the
fullest expression to such enjoyment. God is limitless and to
enjoy His boundless beatiﬁc vision in full, would be attempting the
impossible, namely, limiting the limitless. The Alvar is, however,
invited by the Lord to enjoy His Iconic Form at Tiruvénkatam to
his heart’s content;

(III-3)
In the third decad, the Alvin seeks to render blemishless service
unto the Lord at lovely Tiruvédkatam in ever so many ways,
without break, even as a person, feeling the pinch of hunger and
with the food packet in hand sets the table, as soon as he comes
across a suitable spot with plenty of shade and water;

(III-4)
Profoundly impressed by the intensity of the Alvar’s yearning
for Divine Service, the Lord threw into focus His unique faculty of
omnipresenoe, pervading all things, all over and at all times. It
is the Lord’s immanence, the astounding phenomenon in front of
him, that the Alvin attempts to sing in the fourth decad, with bewrldering amazement;
(III—5)

In the fifth decad, the Alvin extols the kindred souls, thrown
into a state of ecstasy, enraptured by the contemplation of tie
Lord’s wondrous deeds and auspicious traits, moving about singing
and dancing, and cc ndemns unreservedly those that remain callously
indiﬁ'erent, unmoved by and imprevious to the Lord’s glory;

(III-6)
Expounding the Lord’s extreme ‘ Saulabhya ’ (easy-accessibility) in His Iconic manifestation, the AM: exhorts, in the sixth
decad, the fellow-beings out of deep compassion and love to worship the Lord in His Iccnic Form and make good their lives;

M
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The Alvin’s advice, as in the Slxth decad, havmg once again
fallen on deaf ears, he drowns his disappointment, in the seventh
decad, in the blissful contemplation of service unto the Lord’s
devotees, the logical culmination of service unto the Lord, declaring
that he is the vassal of those that stand last in the chain of the
Lord’s devotees, sure and steadfast, who ate enthralled by the
bewitching beauty of the. Lord holding the charming discus in

hand;
(III—8)

In the eighth decad, one Witnesses a very extraordinary state
of affairs, each one of the Alvar’s senses yearning for the delight
experienced by the other senses; in its competitive exuberance to
enjoy the Lord, each faculty aspires to transcend its functional
limitations. Thus the hands would want to praise the Lord, the
cars would long to drink deep of the nectarean charm of the Lord,
the eyes would like to offer Him fruits and ﬂowers. so on and so

forth;

(III-9)
The mnth decad contains the Alvar’s exhortauon to the poets

of the world not to debase their rare poetic talents by eulogising
the frail humans for the sake of petty gains, ﬂimsy and ﬂeeting, Or

the minor deities, but to elevate themselves to their legitimate
stature as the Lord’s bards, soaring high, singing exclusively
the Supreme Lord’s great glory in beautiful metrical compositions;

(III-10)
Once again, the worldltngs would not listen to the Alvar's
advice as in the ninth decad and yet, it was no mean consolation
for him that he could at least get back from them unscathed, without
being contaminated by them. In the concluding decad of this
Centum, the Alvin gich expression to the various beneﬁts accrued
to him through his total absorption in the Lord, namely, full
and complete freedom from (1) want, (2) obstruction in the
enjoyment of the Lord, (3) trouble. (4) Sorrow, (S) aﬁliction, (6)
fatigue etc.

BOOK IV
Fourth Centum—First Decud (IV-l)

(Om niyakamiy)
Preamble
The last oentum ended on a very happy note, an exuberant
Alvar, gratefully conscious of the felicities showered on him by a
loving Lord, declaring that he is above wants of any kind and free
from afﬂictions of any kind. Just the opposrte is, however, the
plight of the ‘Samsaris’ (worldltngs), and it was out of an irrepressible fellow-feeling and deep compassmn that the Alvar tried to
bring them all,on a par With him and advised them in III-9 (connal
vnbtam) to give up running after the pettyhumans and their petty
wealth. The des1red response was, however, not forthcoming
presumably because the men whom the Alvin then addressed were
thinking in terms of somehow enriching themselves by waiting on
the so called earthly potentates. And yet, the Alvar’s tender
solicrtude turns his attention on to them once again and that too,
so soon. In this decad, he impresses upon his addressees that, for
all their mountainous labours, they get much less than a mouse,
in return, the so-called wealth they acquire being after all muchtoo-ﬂimsy and ﬂeeting. So saying, the Alvin calls upon these
straying subjects to realise the importance of holding on to the
Supreme Lord as an end in itself, the wealth supreme and ever-

lasting.
In VIl-16 of Bhagavad Glta, the Lord has referred to four
types of votaries propitiating l-lim. These are: (l) Arta,the sorrow
stricken ones who wish to get back their lost wealth; (2) Arthdrthl,
the poor men craving for wealth and power, (3) Jijﬁasu, the seeker
of the self, that is, emancipation from the cycle of birth and death
and enjoyment of the disembodied soul in the ultra-mundane
sphere, known as ‘Kaivalya Moksa’ and (4) Jiléni, the gnos‘ic,
fully alive to the essential nature of the Individual Soul as the sole
servitor of the Lord, seeking the Lord as the ﬁnal goal and looking
upon Him as the sole Means for attaining the end in view.
All the four categories of supplicants have. however, been
labelled as ‘Sukrts’ (persons with good deeds to their credit) al‘
though all but the Jhﬁnis’ would, strictly speaking, deserve to be

'
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termed as ‘ Dhuslq-t', craving, as they do, for the lower or inferior
fruits. This is because all of them seek whatever they want from
the Supreme Lord, instead of committing the further transgression
of coolingthcir heels elsewhere, that is, at the door steps of the
minor deities or the so-called earthly magnates. Of course, the
Lord would no: mince matters any more, and He brings out, in
Ian-ambiguous terms, the spec-ral greatness and glory of the ‘Jﬁani’
in the three succeeding slokas (VII-17 to 19). The Jﬂéni, engrossed
in the Lord as the highest goal, is dear to the Lord beyond words,
and is looked upon by the Lord as His very self. The Alvar is
only echomg this theme in this decad, pointing out the Superior
stance of the Jﬁanl, which the people of the world should stuve
after, and deprecating the pursuit after the mtransient riches and
the inferior goal of ‘ Kaivalya Moksa ’.

For facility of recapitulation it may be pointed out that the

Alvar has been similarly addressing the world, oﬁ‘ and on. with an
eye on Its uplift and deliverance, vide 1-2, 11-8, III-6 and III-9.
oru nayakamay eta ulaku utan antavar,
karu nay kavarnta kalar, citarkiya panaiyar,
peru natu kana, unmaiyilé piccal tam kolvar—
tirunaranan-tal kalamperac cintittu uymmlno.

(IV-l-l)

Translation
The monarchs great who did once hold sway supreme,
Will, under the nose of the worlds they ruled, seek alms
With broken bowls in hand, on legs by black dogs bitten.
Be quick, thereft re, ye, men, to meditate on the feet
Of Tirunaranan where indeed lies your salvation.
Notes

(I) The ﬁrst three lines speak about the ephemeral wealth
while the remaining lines deal with Eternal wealth.
That the earthly riches, whatever their magnitude, are
evanescent, has been brought out by citing the well-known
example of mighty monarchs being reduced, in one and
the same span of life, to abject poverty, seeking aims
under cover of night. Treading upon black dogs during
nights, the distinguised beggars get bitten of them but desist
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from crying out their pain for fear of attracting public
attention. But then, the earthen begging bowls drop down
from their hands and the resultant noise draws huge crowds
witnessing the pathetic plight of their erstwhile monarch.
Oh, what a pitiable contrast between these broken
earthen bowls and the decorated bowls of gold they ate
from before; people who couldn't have dreamt of
coming face to face with the monarch or would have
to wait for months before gaining entry Into the Palace
gates, could now see him right on the road, with an
apology of a begging bowl held by the hand which
once doled out large territories to petty princes and
nobles. So then. the Alvin exhorts the men around to
adore the feet of Sriman Narayana, the Donor, par
excellance and attain salvation, the everlasting opulence
of Divine Service.
Thls decad is in propitiation of the Deity, known as ‘Veda
Narayana ’, enshrined in Tottiyam Tirunarayanapuram, in
MUSlll Taluk, Tiruchirapalh District, in Tamil Nadu.
Tradition has it that, during his stay of twelve years in
Tirunarayanapuram (Melkét), in Karnataka State, Sr!
Ramanujacarya affectionately bestowed this decad unto the

Deity of that pilgrim centre, going by the name ‘Tiru-

narayanan ’.
uymmin tiraikonarntu enru ulaku antavar, immaiyé
tam igcuvaj matavaraip pirar kollat tam vittu,
vem min oli veyil-kanakam pOyk kumaitinparkal—
(IV—l-2)
cem min mutit tirumalai viraintu at! cérmino.
Translation
Lose no time in worshipping ‘Tirumal’, with lustrous crown,
Seeing that the earthly over lords who did dominate for long,

With many a minor Chief paying unto them tributes, grow
forlorn,
Losing, in this very birth, their kingdoms and consorts dear
And eke out miserable existence in the formidable forest yonder.
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Notes
(i) Even those mighty kings who held sway for long, keeping
under their heels many a chieftain foreedto pay them
tributes, lose their vast kingdoms and become helpless
spectators when the lovely damsels kept in their proud
harem, are forcibly seized by others under their very

nose. If this happens to the mighty overlords what
to say about the lesser men and their so-called riches?
The River, therefore, calls upon his fellow-beings to
worship the feet of L01d Visnu (Tirumal) and attain
Him, the Eternal Wealth, the inexhaustible fountain
of perennial bliss.

(ii) The Pandavas who celebrated the ‘Rajasuya Yaga’ with

great pomp and eclat, had to retire into the forest and
their wrfe, Draupadi, was badly handled under their
very nose.

(iii) Unto those who seek Him, the Lord is there to part with
His very crown; there are His consorts to plead for us
and get from the Lord HIS choicest favours and yet,
the default lies on our past, in not hastening.

ati car mutiymar aki aracarkal tam tola,
iti cEr muracankal munattu iyampa, iruntavar,
poti oér tukaltiyp p6varka1; italil, nokkenak
kati car tulay mutik kannan kalalkai ninaimmo.

(IV—l—3)

Translation
The earthly overlords of empires mighty, who care least
For the kings who on them wait days on end and get lost
In singing and dancing, the drums in the courtyards beating
fast,
Will, in no time, get ground to mere bits of dust,
Be quick, therefore. to meditate on the feet of Kantian,
Wearing tulaci garland full of fragrance sweet on His Crown.
Note
The supercilious overlords who once took pride in despising
their subordinates, will soon be reduced to a predicament
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wherein they Will, in turn, be despised by others. From the
durbar hall to the dust is not along way cﬂ‘ and these men

of erstwhile eminence become imperceptible non-entities,
as good as the life-less dust men tread upon. The Alt/at,
therefore. advises us to spum the ephemeral wealth of the
world and switch on to the feet of the Lord wearing the
sweet tulaci garland on Hrs crown, the symbol of His undisputed sovereignty over one and all.

ninaippan pukil, katal ekkahg nunmanalil-palar
enaittor ukankalum iv ulalru antu kalintavar,
manaippal marunku ara maytal allil, maﬁuk kantilam—
panait til mata kaliru attavan pitam panimino. (IV-l4)
'l‘nnslation
The number of those that ruled for long this land
And into oblivnon passed, leaving no trace behind
0f their erstwhile possessions and things around.
Far exceeds the particles of the sea-sand minute;
So then, worship the feet of the one Who slew
(KuvaJayapIta) the monstrous elephant in rut.
Note
When a mighty tree comes crashing down, it destroys qmte a
few things all around, as well Likewrse, when the kingdoms
of the earthly Lords perished the territories around also
got w1ped off, the unrelenting ravage of time! The Alvar is
emphasising the mtransigencc of the mundane wealth in so
many ways, song after song. Side by side, he stresses the

positive need for worshipping Vlsnu, the Supreme Lord,
the Eternal Wealth. During His avatara as Krsna, the Lord
slew that monstrous elephant m rut set on Him by Kamsa,
the felon of an uncle, by pulling out the tusks.

pammm tiruvaru] ennum am citap palm pﬁm paur
anj men kulalar inpak kalavi-amutu untar
tuni munpu nala, pal Elaiyar-tam ilippa, celvarmani minnu mini nam mayavan pér colli valmino. (IV-l-S)
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Translation
Sing and subsist on the holy names of our wondrous Lord,
Shining like blue-gem, seeing that those who seek
The bed, cool and lovely and pine for getting locked
In the sweet embrace of the damsels sleek,
With ﬁne stresses of hair, become poor and under -clad,
Going about begging, by many a woman ridiculed.

Note
Even the glamour of sensual pleasures wears out soon; with
energy dissipated and wealth gone, the participants cut a
sorry ﬁgure, becoming the objects of ridicule by those very
persons who once adored them. The material wealth and
the sensual pleasures derived therefrom, therefore, deserve
to be eschewed alike. On the other hand, one should eke
out one’s existence, smging the Sweet names of the Lord of

innumerable auspicious traits.
valntarkal valntatu ma malai mokkulin mayntu mayntu,
alntar enru allal, am'u mutal igru amtiya
valntarkal valnté nirpar enpatu illai; nirkuril
(IV-'l-6)
ﬂntu ar katamaui antral atiyavar amino.
Translation
Probing, since the beginning of time, into the lives of those
Said to have ﬂourished in this world in yonder days,
You will ﬁnd that they stayed not for ever
In that state but vanished like bubbles in rain water;
So then, if you seek life that truly lasts,
Become the vassal of the Sire Who on the deep ocean rests.
Note
The earthly opulence goes on dwindlina with the passaee of
time; from the beginning of creation up till now, it has been
seen that the so-called earthly magnates, said to have ﬂourished in this world with all that show of amuence, did not
last long. They had their cups of sorrow duly served, while
the riches of the mundane world buried them deep into the
earth and they could thus never get 011' the ground to which
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they got themselves consigned. The Lord’s lotus feet alone
can lift us up to eternal existence in its true sense. The Lord
reposing on the milk-ocean is concerting ways and means
of reclaiming us and it behoves us to co-operate with Him
and make His task easier.
am in cuvai avai emu aticil untu imtapig,
tt'i men moli matavir irakkap pinnum tuﬁuvar,
imin emakku oru tum: emu itaruvar; atalig,
kamin tulay muti ati am ooti kunankalé,

(IV—14)

Translation
Those who had a surfeit of hearty drinks
And delicious dishes, pampered by sweet-tongued damsels,
Will soon lose all that wealth and, at ruin’s brink,
Go about begging for food, morsel by morsel,
Better sing and enjoy in a chorus the renown
0f the Lord resplendent with tulaci garland on Hrs crown.
Note
This is yet another stanza wherein the Alvar brings out, in
sharp contrast, the ﬂeeting and the ﬁrm, the ephemeral
and the eternal. The pompous participants in the pleasures
of the world put up a poor show when their wealth is gone
and health is lost,naturally forsaken by the sycophants who
once paraded in their courts and pampered them. Recounting the great glory of the LOrd and His auspicious trails,
one can, however, enjoy the eternal bliss, with no ups and
downs like its earthly counterpart, the mundane happiness.
kunam kol nirai pukal mannar kotaikkatan pﬁntiruntu,
inanki ulaku utan ikkilum, afrku avanai illar
manam konta p0kattu manniyum milvarkal; milvu illai,
(IV—1—8)
panam kol aravu-anaiyz'tn tirunémam patimino.
Translation
Even kings, good and bounteo us, with a great name,
Who wealth immense do wield,

Will come to grief if they propitiate not the Lord Supreme;
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Recite them, the holy names of the Lord on serpent-bed
And wealth eternal do earn.
Note
Even kings of ﬂawless fame Will get dislodged from their seat
of distinction, if they do not turn their minds towards God
rn grateful acknowledgement of His gifts. But those who
laud the Lord’s glory and recite His holy names are bound

to enjoy the perennial 131188 of eternal Servwe unto the Lord,
even as Adi-Sesa does. The Lord will also cling fast to
such devotees even as He clings to Adiiesa

pati mannu pal kalan pandtu axuttu, aimpulan vem'u,

ceti mangu kayam cemirkalum, anku avanai illar
kuti magnum in cuvarkkam eytiyum milvarkal; milvu illai,

koti magnu pul utai annal kalalkal kurukumrno.

(IV—l-9):

Translation
Even they that do wealth hereditary renounce
And conquer the senses ﬁve, domg hard penance.
With aversion great for this body, gross and dense,
Will but reach the pleasant Svarga and be hurled thence
Back to Earth; better attain the feet of the Lord
Who has, on His banner, that bird (Garuda)
And enjoy the bliss that for ever lasts.

Note
In the preceding stanzas, the Alvin deprecated the earthly
pleasures. Arcl now, he points out that the ‘Svarga’,

the fairy land known for its unmixed pleasures attained
through rigorous penance, abjurrng the wealth and bodily
pleasures over here, is not hospitable enough to provide
these men asylum for all time. They are literally hurled
down to Earth at the end of the allotted tenure of their
stay in Svarga (Bhagavad Gita-IX 21). If only these
practicants had sought the Lord’s grace instead, they would
have been better off, enjoying the bliss of eternal service
unto Him in the same way as Garuda. the Lord’s
proximate attendant, does.

Fourth
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kuruka mika unmattotu nokki, elllm vitta
irukal imppu ennum danikkum ap payan illaiyal,
cituka ninaivatu 6r pacam untam; pinnum, vitu illai,
marukal il icanaip parri vitavitil; vitu akte.
(IV-l—lO)
Translation
Even the gnostic who, thro’ many an austerity, strives

For mere emancipation from rebirth and remains shut unto
service divine.
Shall be. by petty desires, impediments to his goal beset
Or shall in Self-enjoyment be for ever lost;
Better seek, therefore, refuge in the immaculate Lord
And reap the bliss supreme that does for ever last.

Note
The Alvar exhorts people to give up striving after ‘ Kaivalya
Moksa ’, even though it is everlasting, unlike the limited stay
m Svarga and seek, instead, the Supreme bliss of eternal
service unto the Lord, as enunciated in the opening stanza
of this decad. The ‘ Kaivalya Nista ’ subjects himself to an
extremely rigorous course of mental and physical discipline
tn his attempt to perceive the Soul wrthin and hold an
exclusive rapport with it. In the prosess, he studiously
eschews all other values of life and it is indeed most
unfortunate that this exclusiveness even goes as far as
keeping him away from God-consciousness and God-love.
Thus. devoid of Divine grace, these people run the risk of
not attaining their cherished goal of self-realisation, getting
tainted by some petty desires lurking in remote corner of
their minds during the last moments of their lives, which
will put them back into the vicious cycle of birth and death
as in the case of Adi-Bharata (Jadabharata) who got
distracted by tender solicitude for his pet deer at the
crucial moment.
akté uyyap pukum aru emu kannan kalalkalmél
koy pﬁm polil cﬁl kurukurc catakbpan kunéval
eey kolattu ayiram clrt totaip patal ivai pattum
akkamal karpavar a] tuyar poy uyyarpalare.

(IV-Ht)
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Translation
Those that learn well these songs ten
Out of the thousand composed by Kuruktlr Catakopan,
Chaste and elegant, stressing that salvation
Lies in adoring lord Tirunaranan's feet and there alone,
Will from deep distress be relieved and salvation attain.
Notes
(i) The Alvar ends up this decad, just as he began it, by
stressing the importance of taking refuge at Srlman
Néréyana‘s lotus feet which dispel our distress and
elevate us unto Him.
(it) Chaste and elegant: The chastity of Tiruvaymoli ’, as a
composition, lies in the fact that it has been compiled
by the Alvin m a spirit of Divme Service with supreme
dedication. Again, ‘Tiruvaymcli, ’ as the Dramida
Veda, does not lag behind its Counterpart, the Sanskrit
Vedas, in elegance and literary embellishments. The
former has all the facets and ingredients correspon-

dmg to those of the latter.

(iii) Deep distress: The dire distress resulting from hankering

after material wealth, ‘ Kaivalya Moksa ’ etc; relief
from distress would, in this context, mean abstinence
from all else but exclusive devotion to the Lord.

,

Fourth Centum, Second Decad (IV-2)

(Pilan 5y, El ulaku untu)
Preamble
In the eighth decad of the third centum, the Alvin and his

sense-organs intensely longed for the enjoyment of God, in a spirit
of competitive exuberance. In the three succeeding decads, this
God-hunger was temporarily displaced, partly by the Alvir’s preoccupation with his fellow-beings and partly by his joyous recounting of the various beneﬁts conferred on him by the bounteous Lord.
And now, in this decad, the Alvin's God-hunger has lifted up its
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head once again, the recoilin g, as it were, of the Alvar’s advice to the
worldlings on the Alvin- himSelf. Well, this is precisely what happened when Vibhisana advised Ravana. Vibhlsana's advice, as we all
know, fell on deaf ears but, at the same time, it led to Vibhisana
himself getting into Sri Rama’s camp. And then, take the caSe of
Prahlada. The little lad’s advice to an unresponsive and uncompromising ﬁend of a father (Hiranya) only tended to enrich the
former’s God-love. The Alvar’s God-love having been excited,
he longs for the lord’s vision, as during His Avataras, in the days
gone-by. 80 deep is his longing that the frustration resulting from
its non-fulﬁlment renders the Alvin insensate, like a female forsaken
by her lover after their erstwhile union. The mother steps in, once
again, to describe the critical condition of her daughter, the Parankusa Nayald.

It is worth recalling, in this context, how Bhimasena prayed to

Hanuman, when the former met the latter several thousands of
years after Sri Rama had gcne back to the Celestium, that Hanuman be pleased to exhibit the gigantic form he had assumed while
ﬂying across the ocean to get lIltO Lenka. Well, Bhlmasena was HOl
that ludicrous sort to ask for the impossible. Actually, he was well
aware cf Hanuman’s great prowess and his ability to meet the demand in question. Likewise. the Alvin was also quite conscious
of the Lord’s capacrty to take him through back periods, cutting
across even the proverbially irretrievable past. This knowledge of
the Alvin, coupled with his irrepressible longing to enjoy the
Lord’s past Avataras, could very well form the background for
this decad.
ulaku untu, parivu imi,
alilai annavacamceyyum annalér
til-inaimél ani tan am tulay cure
milumil-valvinaiyén mata valliyé.

palag ﬂy,

6!

(IV-2—1)

Translation
Alas! this fell sinner’s tender daughter, like unto a creeper young
Is madly in love with the Lord and keeps pining
For the tulaci garland, cool and nice, on His feet worn,
When He, as a babe, held in His stomach, the worlds seven,
With no effort, reposing on a ﬁg-leaf thin.
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Note

“It

ts amazing “, the Mother exclatms, “

that my daughter

should pine, at this distance of time, for the tulaci garland
worn on the Lord’s feet when He contained, in His stomach,
all the worlds and reposed, as a tender babe, on a ﬁg-leaf,
ﬂoating on the vast expanse of water. Had the Lord gulped
down the worlds as an adult, it might not agitate
my daughter’s mind so much. She is indeed worried that He
should have done it, as a mere babe, even as children are
generally prone to gulp down the mouth whatever comes
handy. And then, I can understand her mouth constantly
utteringthe words,‘ tulaci , cool and lovely, at the feet of the
Lord ’ confounded that she is with deep love but she longs
to have It, tight now. If a person comprehends as ﬁre the
lustre shed by a gem, should the heat of this imaginary ﬁre
be also felt" How strange is my daughter’s stance indeed!"

Valll cér

nun ttai-aymtyar-tammotum

kollaimai ceytu, kuravai pinaintaVar
nal atimél ani naru tulay enré
collumil-cﬁl Vinaiyéttiyég pévaiyé.

(IV-2—2)

Translation
Ha! the statuesque daughter of this stnner dtre
Always pines for the tulaci fragrant, worn on the lovely feet
Of the Lord who (as Krsna) did around Him gather
The thin-waisted shepherdesses and on them unleash
Many a wrly prank and With them merrily danced.
Note
It was a glorious night, the night of nights, when the classwal
dance, known as ‘ Rasa Kttda ’, in Sanskrit and ‘ Kuravai ’,
in Tamil. took place in Vrindavan. Sr! Krsna, assuming
several forms, enchanting beyond description, danced in
between one (30p! and another, His hands being locked up
with theirs. Parankusa Nayaki now pines for the fragrant
tulaci worn by the Lord on His feet at that time, being a
legitimate aspirant, comparable to the Gopis in question.

Perhaps, the gnostic mother had pointed out to the Nayakl
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that her pining for the tulaci garland worn by the Lord
during the great deluge as a measure of universal protection,
in a remote past, was not merely out of date but also
out of place.
pa iyal véta nal malat pala kontu,
tévarkal ma mugivar iraiﬂca nima
cavatimél ani cem pon tulay emé
kﬁvumil—kcl vinaiyattiyea kOtaiyé.

(IV-Z-S)

Translation
Thts dire Simmer ’5 daughter, wrth locks lovely,
Pines for the pretty tulaci. like red‘gold, at the Lord’s feet
comely,

(That spanned the worlds), adored by Devas and Sages great,
Chanting the Vedas, set in metres appropriate,
Like unto many a garland exquisite.
Note
The Nayaki covets the tulacr, worn at the feet of the Lord,
when He spanned the Universe long, long ago and the great
Sages and Devas worshipped Him with beautiful garlands,
namely, the sweet metrical composrtions of the Vedas. The
Mother is indeed surprISed that her lovely daughter of
ravishing beauty, the garland covded by the Lord Himself,
should covc‘ yet another garland.
kOtu ila van pukal kontu, camayikal

pétankal collip pitanum piran, paran
patankalmél ani paim p09 tulay emf:
Otumal-iilvinaiyén tatan toliyé

(IV—2—4)

Translation
l-la! this terriﬁc smner’s daughter, wrth shoulders fair,

Craves for the tulaci. pretty like Gold, fresh and pure,
That decorates the feet of the Supreme Lard in heaven,
Whose traits ﬂawless are debated upon
By the votaries over there with great fascination
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Notes
(i) The debate by the distinguished denizens of Heaven arises
ffom the fact that one section feels attracted by the Lord’s
transcendent glory (Paratva) while another is drawn

Saulabhya ‘, simplicity galore. Each
section adores the Lord from its own angle. A trait
is said to be ﬂawless only whim the person who contemplates it is wholly immersed in it without being led
on to any other trait. The Lord’s traits are ﬂawless in
the sense that each one of them is of unlimited dimensions and one can get immersed in, rather, rivetted to
it, for all time.
towards

HIS

‘

(ii) The mother having pointed out that the Lord’s incarnate
forms belonged to the irietrievable past, like the rivers,
once in spate, having gone dry, the Nayaki would be
satisﬁed if she could at least get hold of the tulaci
garland from the Lord, in His transcendental abode.

tali cér pinnaipomttu, erutu él taliik
kbliyar, kovalagar, kutak kuttanér
til-inaimél ani tan am tulay emé
nalum mil naikimatal-en-tan mataré.

(IV—2—5)

Translation
Alas! day by day, my daughter keeps withering down,
Pining for the tulaci, cool and lovely, on His feet worn
By Kovalag, the Pot-dancer, who pounced upon the bulls
seven,
To win the hand of Pinnai, the pretty bride, with shoulders ﬁne.

Note
Parankuéa NaYaki is said to be withering away, in contemplation of the tulaci worn by K6valan (Gopala Krsna) when
He tamed the seven unruly bulls to secure the hand of Nappinnai, the charming niece of Queen Yasodha. If the gnostic
mother could not get for the Nayakl, the tulaci garland
worn by the Lord m the heavenly abode. she would want
to know why she cannot have the tulaci from the feet of
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Sr! Kane. who encountered the seven unntly bulls for the
sake of one like her.

Initar mi manmatantaiporuthi,

Guam 8y,

ati am kalattu akal-itam kintavar
patankalmel ani pairn pon tulﬁy cure
Otum mil eytinaJ-en-tan matantaiye.

(IV-2-6)

Translation
My young daughter stands entranced by the tulaci, superﬁne,
Which did the lovely feet of the Great Boar adorn,
Who the Earth pulled out in a distant past,
From deep waters to placate Mother Earth of charm exquisite.

Note
The Mother says that her daughter goes into raptures over the
tulaci worn at the feet of the Lord who assumed even the
form of a beast and reclaimed the earth from beneath the
deep waters for the sake of just another lady, namely. Dame
Earth.
matantaiyal, van kamalat trrumatinai,
tatam kol tar marpigil vaittavar talinmﬂ
vatam kol pﬁm tan am tulay malarkké ival
matankumal, vil—nutalir!—en matakkompe.

(IV—24)

Translation
Ye, damsels With foreheads bright! here’s my daughter,

lee unto the creeper young, madly after

The tulaci garland, cool and lovely, closely knit,
At the feet of the Lord who lodged on His broad chest,
With garland. bedecked (Laksmi), the lotus-born.
The lady, young and lovely (when He did the ocean churn).
Note

Parankusa Niyaki’s mind leaps back to the churning of the
Milk-ocean, when Laksml emerged and got herself lodged
on the Lord’s chest. Following the usual pattern, the
Nayakl is after the tulaci worn by the Lord on His feet at
that time.
T—ll

an
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kompu pol citaiporuttu, ilanlrai nakar
ampu eri uyttavar til-inaimél ani
vampu avil tan am tulay malarkke ival
nampumal-néa itatku en ceykéa, nankaimir?

(IV-Z-B)

Translation
Ye, young ladies, what can I do for my daughter
Who does for the fragrant tulaci, cool and lovely, aspire,
Worn at the feet of Rama whose arrows spat ﬁre
0n Lanka to reclaim Cltai. like unto the comely creeper?

Note
The creeper is but a part of tin tree and Sita, the lovely creeper
is thus part of the tree, namely, Rama (like unto the gem and
its lustre, the Sun and its sheen)

nadkaimir! nirum 6r pen pemi nalkigir;
eddané collukén-yén pena élaiyai?
canku ennum; cakkaram ennum; tulay ennum;
innané collum irap pakal-en ceykéu?

(IV-2—9)

Translation
Ye, ladies, you too have reared up daughters,
But what to say of mine, this odd thing of a daughter”
Day and night, she keeps mentioning the Lord’s conch,
The discus and tulaci; what can I do for her, as such?

Note
Addressing her mates, the Mother points out the difference
between their daughters and hers. Deeply engrossed with
God-love. Paradkusa Nayaki’s speech is halting; not being
suﬂiciently articulate, she spells out, at long intervals, the
words ‘ conch ’. ‘ discus ’ and ‘ tulaci ’.

en eeyken7—ennutaip pétai, en kOmalam,
en collum on vacamum allal; nankairnlrl
min oer pﬁn miminan kannau kalal-tuléy
pon coy pun men mulaiklru enru meliyume.

(IV—Z—lo

Pomh

m
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Translation
Ye, ladies, what shall I do with my daughter?
She listens not to me, being immature and tender,
Well beyond control, poor thing, she is getting thinner.

Wanting to decorate her fond but languishing breast
With tulaci worn on the feet of Kannan on whose chest,
Broad and bedecked, the jewels gleam bright.
Note
The ladies, to whom the Mother complains, tum round and
ask her whether she could not counsel her daughter suitably
and keep her under restraint. The Mother regrets that
her daughter has gone out of hand, being enthralled by the
charming personality of Sri Krsna. bedecked with lustrous
Jewels. Unable to secure the tulacr, worn on His feet, with
which Parankuéa Nayaki wants to decorate her emaciated
but all the more attractive breast, she IS thinning down and
the Mother just does not know how to deal with a daughter
like thlS, infatuated wrth God-love, too deep for words.
The Mother cannot punish the daughter because she is not
merely immature but much-too-tender to stand the punishment. Bringing the God-intoxicated daughter round to the
commonplace standards through routine advice. is also out

of the question.
meltyum noy tirkkum nam kannan kalalkalmél
mall pukal van kurukﬁrc catakopan col
oli pukal ayirattu 1p pattum vallavar

mali pukal vanavarkku avar nal-kbvaiyé.

(lV—2—ll)

Translation
Those that can recrtc these songs ten
Out of the thousand glorious songs of Kurukur Catakbpan,
Of established fame, adoring the feet of Kannan,
The cure certain for the wasting malady of separation from
Him,
Will on a par be with the oelestials in heaven, of great fame.

Wynn-Book
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Note
This end-stanza spells out the beneﬁt accruing to those who
are conversant with the ten preceding stanzas. The scholars
will enjoy parity with the ‘ Nitya Soris ’, the Ever-free angels
in heaven. As the Alvar who pincd for the tulaci at the
feet of the Lord all along now describes those very feet as
the cure for the malady of separation from Him. it is clear
that the Lord has again obliged the Alvin with His beaming
presence and regaled him, even as Lord Krsna regaled the
Gopls, after a spell of separation from them.

Fourth Centum—Third Decad (IV-3)
(Kﬁvai Viytil)
Preamble
This decad would appear to have been appreciated in three
diﬂ'erent ways by the ‘ Purvacaryas’ (Preceptors of yore), as indicated below:
Notes
(i) According to Empar, the Lord did not, as such, fulﬁl the
aspiration of the Alvar, as set out in the preceding decad,
but focussed his attention on some of His auspicious
traits enjoying which the Alvin remains oblivious of
his erstwhile longing. This is like the baby crying for
the Moon being appeased by a substitute, say, a

Coconut.
(ii) Tirumalai Nampi would have it that the Alvin could be
placated by a mere assurance from the Lord to fulﬁl his
aspiration. According to this preoeptor, the Lord
would seem to have told the Alvar to his face that his
aspiration would be duly met and this assurance was
enough to make the Mvar forget his erstwhile misery
and exult as in this decad.
(iii) Sri Parasara Bhattar does not seem to have been satisﬁed

with such half - hearted compliance by the Lord. Time
being at the heck and call of the Supreme Lord. He could
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certainly meet the demand of the Alvir and regale him.
It is a fully satisﬁed Alvar who, according to Bhattarya,
gives expression to the resultant joy in this decad.
k6vai viyalporuttu, euin eruttam imttayl matil ilankaik
kovai viyac cilai kunittéyl kula nal yanai maruppu ocittayl
pﬁvai vtya nIr tﬁvip petal vanaﬁkénélum, niu
pt‘ivai viyam menikkup pﬁcum Cantu en neﬂcamé. (IV-3-l)
Translation
Oh, Lord, You broke the hump of the bulls truly
And secured (Nappinnai), the red-lipped beauty;
The king of Lanka, with ramparts high, you killed
With Your bow infallible and out you pulled
The tusk ﬁne of that majestic elephant and slew it;
At these crucial moments, I served you not in manner ﬁt,
With ﬂowers ﬁne and water pure and yet
My mind is the sandal paste ﬁt for you: lovely body of lily tint.
Notes
(i) The Alvar regrets that he wasn’t keeping himself close to
the Lord, when He tamed the unruly bulls for winning
the hand of Nappiunai, the charming bride, when he
. slew Ravana, the king of Lankﬁ and killed Kuvalayapita, the high class elephant, Set on Him by the treacherous Kamsa, by crushing its tusks. Had he (Alvin)
been by the side of the Lord on those occasions, he
could have tended Him well and relieved Him of the

fatigue. Despite this lapse on his part, the Alvinwonders how the Lord looks upon his mind. with
great delight, as if it was aromatic like high class sandal
paste, ﬁt for anointing His exquisite body.
(ii) Had the Alvar been by the side of Lord Krsna when He
pounced upon the unruly bulls. he could have cautioned
Him that they were not bulls, as such. but demons in
disguise, even as Laksmana, pointed out to Sr! Rama,
that the deer, coveted by Site, was but a Rakeasa in
disguise.

“NW“ 1'
(iii) There is no greater security for us than the Lord and yet,
Ravens relied on his forts and masts, and Kamsa, on
Kuvalayapita, the mighty tusker and the like and little
wonder then, they all came to grief.
pﬁcum cantu en neﬁcamé; punaiyum kanni enatutaiya
vacakam cey malaiyé; van pattu ataiyum akté;
técam ana anikalanum en kaikﬁppuc ceykaiyé(IV-3—2)
ican, flalam untu umilnta entai, éka mﬁrttikké.
Translation
My mind alone is the sandal paste eminently ﬁt
For the supreme Lord of form unique
Who once did gulp the worlds and then spat them out;
The hymns by my tongue knit do His garlands make
And His silken robes as well; my salutation With joined palms
Decorates Him with many a jewel that gleams.
Note
The Alvar keeps meditating on the Lord’s resplendent Form and
His extraordinary love for him. All the three faculties
of the Alvar—word, deed and thought—are extremely delectable to Him and loom large in His eyes. If the Alvar’s
mind is unto Him as aromatic as the sandal paste, his
hymns are like unto the colourful garlands made of choice
ﬂowers of special fragrance. These very hymns of the
Alvin also serve as the silken robes donned by the Lord
with great pleasure. It is said that the apparel oft proclaims
the man, and here, the Alvar’s hymns, proclaiming the Lord’s
glory, serve as His apparel. And then, a single salutation
made by the Alvin to the Lord by joining his palms, makes
Him feel as though He has been fully decorated with jewels
of extra-radiance. The Alvar is simply amazed at the
astounding love of the Lord for him, as above.

mﬁrtti iru murtti mﬁnru mﬁrttr pals mﬁrtti
ski, aintu pﬁtam ay, irantu cuts: 53/, aruvu iki,
nakam eri, natal: katalul tuyinra narayananﬂ up
akam mun'um akattu atakki, avi allal mayttaté.
Elsa

(IV-3-3)
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Translation
You assumed a single form, then two, three and many,
The form you took of the senses ﬁve, the Sun and the Moon;
Formless, you did everywhere, as Internal Controller, pervade,
Repose you did, Oh, Narayana, in mid-ocean on serpent-bed
And now your body and all it needs you have compressed
Right in my mind and thus feel fully relaxed.
Notes
(i) Here is a complete reversal of the picture, we saw in the
last decad. The Alvar, sunk deep in dejection in that
decad, is now very happy and proclaims that the Lord
is also jubilant that HIS task has been well done, having
taken the Alvar unto His fold, with great delight.
(ii) Single Form: This refers to the state

of affairs prior to

creation, when the Lord alone subsisted, containing
within Himself, in a subtle state, all sentient and nonsentient beings; there was no scope then for diﬁ'erentiation, by name and form.
(iii) Two forms: Keen on creating the Sportive Universe, the
Lord assumes the twin forms of ‘ Prakriti ’ and ‘Mahan’
(iv) Three Forms: The triple ‘ahankaras’ of Satva, Rijas and

trims;
(v) Many Forms: The wonderful variety (i.e.) variegated forms

of creation arising through inequalities among the three

Gunas ’, referred to in (4) above, the ﬁve sense-organs,
the ﬁve elements etc.
‘

miyttal enni, vay mulal tanta mayap péy uyir
maytta aya mayanél vamanané! matava!
put tan malai kontu unnaip pctal vanankénélum, nin
put tan malai netu mutikkup punaiyum kanni enatu uyire.

(IV-34>

Translation
My Lord, I served You not with garlands nice, when You
killed

The strange demoness with poisoned breast, who suckled

as
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You with intent to kill, when, as Vimanan, aims You did leek
From Bali, when You churned the ocean and as ‘Matavan' took
Laksmi (Mother) on Your chest and yet, how is it, my life
You hold dear like the garland on Your crown high?
kanni enatu uyir; katal kanakac coti muti mutala
en i1 pal kalankalum; alum ataiyum akte;
nanni mﬁvulakum naxinum kirttiyum aktékannan, em pirao, emman, kala cakkarattanukké. (IV-3—5)
'I‘I'anslation

Unto Lord Kaunas, my benefactor great, holding the discus
that ‘ Time ’ controls,
Delectable like the garland ﬁne is my soul;
Deems He my love as His gleaming gold crown smart,
The jewels innumerable on His person, the silken robes appropriate
And the praises the three worlds heap on Him, their aggregate.
Notes
(i) The Alvar speaks of the Lord's adoration, strong and
steadfast, of his soul and inordinate love for him.
Having made the Alvar subsist in the real sense, the Godbound, rejuvenated life of the Alvar is as dear to Him
as His famous garland ‘Vaijayanti’. And what more? The
Lord sees the Alvar’s God-love as manifesting itself
in His dazzling crown and the numerous jewels on His
glowing person as well as the silken robes beﬁtting Him.
Again, He sees in the Alvar’s devotion for Him, the
aggregate of the praises heaped on Him by all the worlds.
(ii) Controller

of the wheel of Time: Had it not been for the

fact that the Lord is the Controller of the past, present
and future, He could not have fulﬁlled the aspiration of
the River to have a glimpse of His past Avataras, as set
out in the last decad. As a matter of fact, the present
decad is only the outpouring of the Alvar, in grateful
acknowledgement of the Lord’s extraordinary com-

pliance.
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(iii) Speaking about the Lord’s acceptance of the Mvar's
devotion as equivalent to the silken robes of His choice,
here is an interesting anecdote:

One day, a Dhobi of the holy men of Srirangam brought
the clothes, laundered by him with loving care, to be
worn by the Idol of Lord Ranganatha, to the great
Acarya, Ramanuja ﬁrst, for his approbation. Very
pleased with the extra-ﬁne work of the washerman,
Sr! Ramanuja led him straight to the Shrine and requested Lord Ranganétha to have a look at the clothes,
laundered so well, beﬁtting His august Self. The Lord
not only condescended to signify His loving approval
but also declared, “ For the loving service of this washerman, we now grant reprieve to that other washerman,
who offended us during our Avatars. as Krsna ”. It
may be recalled that, when Krsna and Balarama went
to Mathuia, escorted by Akrﬁra, the dhobi, who washed
the clothes of King Kamsa, was passing along with a
donkey-load of laundered clothes of the royalty. He,
however, declined to supply the clothes demanded of
him by the Divine Brothers. For that offence, committed nearly four thousand years earlier, the Lord, in
His Iconic Form as Ranganétha, now granted him
pardon because of the devotion of the washerman
ushered into His presence by St! Ramanuja. This
is a case of vicarious reward, rather, expiation, betokening the Lord’s adoration of the true devotion of His
Subjects.

kila cakkarattotu vencankam kai Entinay!
halam munum untu umrlnta narayanané! emu enru,
61am ittu nan alaittal onrum varayakilum,
kolam am, en cenmldtu up kamﬂam anna kuraikalalé.
(IV-3—6)

Translation
Oh, Lord, holding In your hands exquisite,
The deadly discus and the couch white!
0h, Narayana, Who once ate all the worlds and then spat out!
Many a time, Your name I did call out;

no

Wymdi-Boak IV
Even

if You don’t respond at all, Your lotus feet,

With the victorious anklets on, shall my head decorate.
Note
In the preceding songs of this decad, the Lord’s love for the
Alvar was expatiated on, and now, the Alvar’s reciprocal
love for the Lord is being talked about. The Alvar avers
that, even if the Lord studiously kept Himself away without
responding to the repeated calls from him, His feet
shall always adorn his head. It might be asked how the
Lord’s feet could adorn the Alvar’s head, even when He
is away. The Alvar subsists only on the sweet contemplation of the Lord’s feet and when he says, as above, he
is only dwelling in his thoughts.
kurai kalalkal nitti, man konta kola vamana!
kurai kalal kaikﬁppuvarkal kﬁta nima mayané!
virai kol pﬁvum nirum kontu éttamatténélum, up
urai kol cétit tiru uruvam ennatu avi melaté.

(lV—3—7)

Translation

0h, Vémagé, the handsome, Your resounding feet
Measured the worlds; they who but once salute
Those feet shall attain You, wondrous Sire,
Even if I worship You not with fragrant ﬂowers
And water pure, Your resplendent Form, which beggars
Description, has made my Soul subsist, what a wonder!
Notes
(i) Despite the failure of the Alvar to worship, with ﬂowers
and water, the Lord, who is attainable by a single
salutation with joined palms, the Alvar’s soul has
become the sole object of redemption by the Lord! The
Alver simply thaws down at this boundless love and

magnanimity of the Lord.
(ii)

It was Vamana, transformed into Trvikrama, that

measured the worlds, in just three strides, and yet, the
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Alvar says, in this song, that “image did the job. This
is because vamana’s bewitching beauty has such a
strong hold on the Alvin
ennatu avi mélaiyay! ér kol El ulakamum
tuna: muuum aki nima coti ﬁana mﬁrttiyayl
unnatu ennatu aviyum; ennatu unnatu aviyum;
inna vannamé ninray emu uraikka vallégé?

(IV-3-8)

Translation
With love intense for my soul, you did, in full, pervade
The lovely worlds seven, all things are but your modes;
Radiant knowledge personiﬁed, you have my soul in you
blended
And yours in me; how can I express this blending unique
indeed?
Notes
(i) The original text lends itself to a two-fold interpretation,

namely:
(a) Havrng secured my soul and thus made It subsist
in the real sense, You are mighty pleased and
are even inclined to feel that the purpose of
Your immanence was achieved only when you
got at me. This is like a whole town being
besieged, for capturing just one person.
(b) Very keen on getting at me, You pervaded all
thingsm their entirety, to ensure that I don’t
Slip oﬂ‘, by any means.

(ii) It sounds rather odd that the Lord's Soul should be at the
disposal of the Alvin. But the illustrious Yﬁlmmicarya put it straight, by pointing out that there was
nothing odd about this, because there is none to inhibit
the Lord when, at His volition, He chooses to place
Himself at the disposal of one of H18 subjects. When
the individual 80111 has to attain the Lord, the former‘s
‘Karma ’ could operate as the impediment, which has
to be cutout, by His grace. In the reverse gear of the

m
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Lord subordinating Himself to the Individual, there
can be no obstruction whatsoever!
uraikka vallétl alien; uh ulappu il klrtti vellattin
karaikkan emu celvan, nan? kital maiyal etinén;
puraippu ilata paramparané! poy ilata paraﬁcutarél
(IV-3—9)
iraittu nalla ménmakkal Etta, yénum éttinég.

Translation
Oh, Lord, complete and certain are your sovereignty and
splendour
(Like unto your mingling with me); I can hardly express
Whether at all I can ﬁnd the shore of the ocean endless
01' your connubial love; steeped in love, I do praise
You, a little, in the foot-steps of the Celestials, good and great,
Who your glory chant in tones that reverberate.
Note
The Alvin is well aware of his incompetence to sing the
praise of the Lord of limitless glory; for the matter of
that, the Celestials (Nitya Sﬂtis) also fall far short, in
this regard, their eminence notwithstanding. Even the
Lord does not know the full extent of His glory. That
being the case, the Alvin praises the Lord, in a state of
ecstatic imbalance, lured by the roaring sound of
chanting by the Celestials. After His mingling with
the Alvar, well and truly, the L0rd's sovereignty is
also complete and His splendour real.
ulakum mumm étti, pinnaiyum
thnum éttilum, tannai Etta Etta enku eytum?
tannin pilum kaunalum amutum ikit tittippa,
yﬁnum em piranaiye Ettinan, yég uyvané.

yinum étti,

El

'lhmlltion
How can it ever exhaust His great glory
If I sang His praise, followed by all the worlds

(IV—340)
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And the LOrd Himself? sweet unto me like honey,
Milk and candy, subsist do I, landing my nectarean Lord.
Note
The Alvar, blest by the Lord with divine knowledge, full
and complete, srngs HIS praise, all the worlds without
distinction of high and low, knowledgeable or otherwise,
extol Him and then, the Omniscient, Omnipotent LOrd
Himself follows suit. And yet, all of them, put together
cannot exhaust HIS glOry, even if they Sang His praise
for ages, notwithstanding the involvement of the LOrd
Himself in this project, because His glory is limitless.
The Alvar, deeply conscious of the felicities showered
on him by the Lord, goes on srnging the glory of
the Lord, sweet unto him like all things delicious
put together; otherwrse he just cannot subsist.
uyvu upayam

mam inmai téri,

karma!) on kalelkalmél

ceyya tamaraip palanat tennan kurukﬁrc catakbpan

poy il pital éyirattul ivaiyum pattum vallirkal
vaiyam manni vIniruntu vinnum alvar mannﬁté. (IV-3—ll)
herniation
Those well-versed in these songs ten,
Out of the voracious thousand composed by Catakdpan
Of lovely Ten kurukﬁr, with lotus ponds and ﬁelds fertile,
Adoring the comely feet of Kannan, for sheer survrval,
Will for long ﬂourish in this abode
And rule as well, right from here, the heavenly abode.
Notes
(i) The Alvar spoke about the love that subsists between him

and his beloved, the Supreme Lord, in this decad, not
because he could talk about it, in any appreciable
measure, but for his mere survival.

(ii) Even as Brahma assured Sage Valmiki, that not a word in
the great Kivya (RamaYana) would be untrue, the Dra-

mida Veda (Tiruvaymoli) is of unquestionable veracity.

m
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The truthfulness, claimed for the Sanskrit Vedas.
equally holds good, in respect of the Tamil Veda.
(iii) Prior to his being brought into the Sri Vaisnava fold,
the illustrious Preceptor, NafiCIyar (formerly known as
Vedéntr) was a staunch exponent of Advaita philosophy. Sr! Parééara Bhattar conquered Vedénti in a
religious disquiiition, held at the latter’s home town
(Melkﬁt in Karnataka State) and thereafter, Vedanti,
turned into the ascetic Naﬂciyar, got himself inducted by
Bhattarya into the rapturous realm of the ‘Divya
Prabhandas ’. Little wonder, an IntellectUal giant that
Naﬁciyar was, he soon mastered the four thousand
hymns of the Alvars and imparted special lustre to
the commentaries thereon. He longed to listen to the
discourses at the feet of Bhattarya but the latter passed
away at the tender age of 32. Whenever Naflciyar
recited this Song, he suffered the pangs of separation
from the Master, all the more.
(iv) Verily, the chanters of this decad would be able to grant
passpOrt to heaven, to the people of their chorce, right
from here, betokening their sway over heaven

Fourth Centum—Fourth Decad (IV-4)
(Mannai iruntu tulivi)
In the last decad, the Alvar rejoiced, over head and ears,
in the sweet contemplation of the connubial love subsisting between
him and the Lord. The Lord, however, apprehended that the Alvin

might be swept off his feet and thrown overboard by such exuberance of joy, the overwhelming divrne ecstasy jeopardismg one’s
Very existence. As already pointed out, at length, in the preamble
to 1-9, He is known to regulate the ﬂow of His grace, consistent With
the recipient’s capacity for in-take and He, therefore, brought
down the tempo, a little, just to stabilise the Alvin’s God-enjoyment.
Even this slight diminution, in his erstwhile enjoyment, upset the
Alva: and reduced him to the plight of Sri Rama, during his separation from Slté. Sri Rama is said to have gone about asking the
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trees, the rivers (east-bound female rivers as well as the west-bound
male rivers) and other inanimate objects, about the whereabouts of
Site. And now, the Alvin, transformed once again as Paraakusa
Nayaki, in a state of heavy depression, runs after the objects resembling her beloved Lord, in one respect or another, and things usually
associated with Him and the disenchantment brought about, on
nearer approach, makes her dumb-founded. This is like a man,
dispossessed of his treasure, the money-bag, running about frantically, mistaking, as his own, the bags of others resembling his lost
bag.
The Mother comes on the scene once again and relates the
pitiable predicament of her daughter and the words she utters. The
Mother also reveals her own sad plight, seeing her daughter in
great distress. The merciful Lord, however, presents Himself
before the Alvar, towards the end of this decad (tenth song) and
puts the Alvar back on his feet.
mannai irtmtu tulavi. vamanan man itu eunum;
vinnait tolutu, avan mévu vaikuntam emu kai kattum;
kannai ulnir malka ninru, katalvannan ennum; anné! en
pennaip perumayal ceytarku en ceykén, pey valaiyiré?
(IV—4-l)

Translation
Ye, ladies, with bangles bedecked, thro' earth, her hands she

runs
And exclaims, it is the one trodden upon by vamanan,
The sky she worships with joined palms as Vaikuntam,
Her Lord’s transcendent abode, and points it to others as well;
Her mental anguish ﬁnds its outlet thro’ tears torrential
And says she, her Lord is of oceanic hue;
Unto Him who has my daughter thus entranced, what to do?
Notes
(i) The Mother tells, as above, those who come and enquire

of her about the condition of her daughter, Parankusa
Nayaki.

(ii) Earth, trodden upon by Vﬁmam This kind of glamour for
the earth, recalling its association with vamana who
trod upon it, long, long back, has a parallel in Sage
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Visvamitra: When Rama and Laksmana accompanied
the sage to help him through his yaga, they passed by a
nice orchard. On being asked by St! Rama whose it
was, the sage replied that it was the Siddhasrama, where
the Lord, as Vimana, once resided, which the sage was
still clinging to fondly, enjoying the scent of the soil.
(iii) Parankusa Nayakl, pointing to the sky, says that ‘ Vaikunta ’, the permanent abode of the Lord is over there.
This has a parallel in Sloka 16 of chapter 160 of Vanaparva in Mahé Bharata, where a few people are said to

have had a glimpse of the Heaven, right from the hermitage of Argtisena, the Raja tsi.

Unable to visualise the actual setting in Heaven, tears
come to Parankusa Nayaki’s eyes and musing on the
Lord’s blue complexion, she says her Lord is of oceanic
hue. The mother just doesn’t know how to deal with
the situation, whether to ask her daughter to await
His arrival patiently or to request Him to come quick
and meet her daughter.
peyvalaik kaikalaik kﬁppi, pit-an kitakkum katal eggum;
ccyyatu or hayinaik kitti, ciritarau mﬁrttr itu, enuum;
naiyum kannir malka ninru, naranan ennum; anuél en
(IV—4-2)
teyva uruvrl-cirumﬁn ceykigratu onru ariyéné.
Translation

Hal comprehendl can't the actions of my daughter,

Angelic little one, reverently joining her hands decked with
bangles
And looking at the ocean as where reposes her great Bene-

factor;

'

Pointing to the Sun with red sheen peerless, she tells
That is just the complexicn of Cirltarau; ﬂooded with tears
In her languishing eyes, the word Naranan, she always
utters.
Note

It is because Parankusa Nayakl keeps meditating on her Lord
of oceanic hue that the bangles could be sustained on her
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wrists, despite her separation from her beloved. It is now
night and nothing is visible. The pensive Nayaki with
joined palms, however, hears the roaring noise of the oceanic
waves and instantly envisions her Lord of oceanic hue, with
her mind’s eye, and says, it is the place where her Lord
reposes. It could also be that she was recalling Sri Rama
languishing before the ocean, without food, in order to get

at Sité.
And now, the Sun has risen and there is the visible Sun, unlike
the ocean which she could only muse upon the previous
night, without actually seeing it. The Sun reminds the
Maya“ of the conjuncticn of the Lord and Lalsmi, like
unto the combinattcn of the gem and its lustre. Did not
Sita tell Ravana that she was but the sheen of Rama, the
Sun and that she could not be separated from Sri Rama?
Sr! Rama also echoed the same sentiment, later on. The
Nayaki is too feeble to mouth the word ‘ Narayanan ’, in
full and merely mutters the incomplete word ‘Naranan ’.
ariyum centiyait taluvi, accutan ennum; mey vEVaI;
eriyum tan kanait taluvi, engutaik kévintan ennum;
veri kcl tulay malar nil-um vinaiyutaiyattiyén pcna
ceri valai mun kaic cirumén ceykinratu en kannukku ogre?
(IV—4~3)

Translation
This fell-sinner’s little daughter, whose wrists are with bangles
packed,
Clasps the blistering ﬂame red, saying it is Accutan, her Lord
But remains unhurt; the chill wind that blows she does embrace,
Saying it is Kevintan, her Sire, and acquires the sweet fragrance
Of the tulaci on His person; many a thing like this do 1 witness!
Notes
(i) The ﬂamboyance of the Lord’s person is referred to, as
a bundle of brilliance. And so, the Nayald embraces
the red ﬂame with the same avidity with which she
would embrace the Lord and because of her sincerity,
she does not get blistered, even as Prahlada was not
scalded by ﬁre and remained unscathed.

'

all
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(ii) The cool, southerly breeze is unto the Nayaki, like Kim,
back home in the evening after tending the cows, coming
towards her for a sweet embrace. .Locked in the Lord’s
embrace, in the form of the cool breeze, the Nayaki
acquires the sweet fragrance of the tulaci on the Lord’s
person. (It is well known that ﬁre blisters the common
man while even the cool, southerly breeze has ablistering

of separation from
her beloved. From what the mother has seen of the
Niyaki, she does not fall in either category—inscrutable
eﬂ'ect on the lover during moments

indeed are her ways.

onriya tinkalaik katti, oh man: vannaué! eunum;
nigra kum'attinai nOkki, netumalé, val egru kﬁvum;
nan!“ peyyum malai kanil, naranan vantau emu alum;
emu ina maiyalkal ceytég-ennutaik kOmalattaiyé? (IV—4—4)
Translation
Says my tender daughter, love-intoxicated, pointing to the
full Moon bright,
“Ha! my lustrous Lord of sapphire hue,”; beckons she the
mountain high,
Saying, “Come, oh, Netumal,”; beholding the rain-clouds ﬁne,
She exclaims, “Naranan has come.” and dances with great
delight.

Notes
The Moon is said to have emerged from the Lord’s mind:
The Moon is cool and exhilarating like the Lord and hence,
Parankusa Nayaki looks upon the Moon as the Lord Himself.
The well-grown mountain, tall and majestic, reminds the
Nayakl of the tall karama, who measured the worlds.
Naﬁciyar puts it admirably that the Lord ﬁghts shy of
coming to the Alvar straight, weighed down by a clogging
sense of default and puts a cloak on His head. The green
growth on the mountain-tops corresponds to this cloak and
the Nayaki now beckons the Lord, in the shape of the
mountain, to come and shake oﬂ‘ all reserve.
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The Water-laden cloud is taken to be the Lord Himself, and the
Néyaki dances with joy even as the peacock does, in
rapturous delight, at the sight of the rain-cloud.
kOmala van kagraip pulki, k6vintan méyttana cerium;

p6m ila nakattin pin poy, avaLl kitakkai itu ennum;
din alavu onrum anyén: aruvinaiyéttiyén pena
komala valliyai mayon mal ceytu ceykinxa kﬁtte. (IV—4-5)
Translation
My daughter, like the tenan young, has a hearty hug
At the young calves hefty, saying these are the ones
Tended by Kovintan; she runs after the 01'anng cobra young,
Saying that it is her Lord’s bed; what the wondrous Lord means
To do with her, I, the incurable sinner, know nothing.
Notes
(i) More than tending the cows, SrI Krsna was fond of looking

after the calves, the young ones, unable to look after
themselves. This only indicates the special care, bestowed by the Lord on the weaker subjects.

(ii) Least afraid of the poisonous cobra, Parankuéa Nayaki
would run after it, with the alluring afﬁnity that it is
the Lord’s bed. The Mother stands perplexed, not
knowing to what lengths such things might go.

kﬁttar kutam ctuttu atil, ktwintan am c135. (Shim;
vaytta kulal-Ocai kétkrl, mﬁyavan earn maiyékkum;
aycciyar vennaikal kanll, avail} unta vcnnai itu ennum;
péycci mulai cuvalttarku en penkoti ériva pittéi (IV—4—6)
Translation
Whoever does the pot-dance, my creeper-like daughter
Takes him to be Kovintan and runs after;
The sweet sound of the ﬂute, when she hears,
Thinks she of her wondrous (Kaunas) and goes into raptures;
The butter she beholds in shepherdesses’ hands, she avers
.
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Is the same as that He ate; ha! she is over head and ears
In love with Him that sucked (unto death) the breast of the
demoness.

Note
No doubt, during the Lord’s avatars as Krsna, He partook of
the community life and excelled in pot-dance. But that we:
long, long ago. But any one doing this dance as a piece of
public show for eking out his livelihood, is mistaken by
Parankusa Nayaki for Krsna and she runs after the performer, despite the clariﬁcation furnished by the people around.
The sweet strain from a wayfarer’s ﬂute electriﬁes the Nayaki
who sees in it Krsna Himself, who was known to go round
the Gopis, playing on His enchanting Flute meaningful
songs, meant to placate the frustrated ones among them, by
vindicating His position. If a shepherdess brought butter
for sale, the Nayaki would look upon it as what remained
after Krsna had consumed. This extraordinary fascination for Krsna, on the part of the Nayaki, is said to be an
expression of her gratitude for Him for having killed, as a
mere babe, the treacherous Pﬁthani, the imposter of a
mother. The Nayaki thinks that the Lord survived the
ordeal, only for her sake.
etiya pittlrmtu ellé ulakum kannan pataippu ennum;
niru cevvé ltak kénil, netumal attyar emu otum;
naru tulay malar kanil, naranan kanni itu ennum;
(IV—4-7)
tériyum tératum mayoLI-tirattanalé lt tiruvé.
Translation
My daughter, in the mould of Tirumakal, knows naught
Besides the wondrous Lord, be her mind agitated
Or clear; well under the spell of God-love, she says,
“All the worlds are but Kannag’s creation "; she goes

After those who, on their foreheads, apply the ash
Vertically, as Netumal’s votaries; when she sees
A fragrant tulaci garland, “ This is Naranan’s. ” she says.
Notes

(i) The world might ﬁnd the Nayaki excited, being out of
the ordinary run, but she is absolutely clear, so far as
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God-head is concerned. Actually, she knows nothing
else. Even in her present state, she is voicing forth
effortlessly, the Vedio truths delved into, by the great
‘Brahma-Jiianis' like Sage Parasara. This is like a Vedio
scholar reciting the Vedas even during mental aberration.
(ii) The Alvar is well aware that ash is eschewed by the
votaries of Lord Visnu and yet the vertical application
of the ash on their foreheads, by a few, caught in two
minds, makes the Nayaki look upon them also as
Vaisnavas (wearing the vertical caste-mark) and go
after them. The word ‘ niru ’, in the original text of
this song, need not necessarily denote ‘ ash ’ (bhasma);
it could as well mean the dust off the feet of the devotees
of Lord Visnu, as indicated by the use of this very word
in IV-6-6.
(iii) Parankusa Nayaki is said to be an incarnation of
Goddess Laksmi. Laksmi is coveted by the Lord
while the Nayaki covets the conjunction of them both.

tiru utal mannaraik kanil, timmalaik kanténé ennum;
uru utai vannankal kanil, ulaku alantan emu tullum;
karu utait tévu ilkal ellam katalvannatj k6yilé ennum;
veruvilum vilvilum Oval; kannan kalalkal virumpumé.
(IV—4-8)

'lhnslation

0n seeing the wealthy Kings (of the Earth), says my daughter,

She has seen ‘ Tirumal ’; nice things with gay colours,
She jumps at, seeing in them her Lord, who did measure
The worlds; any temple she sees, with idol inside, she adores
As the temple of her cloud-hued Lord; pines she for ever,
Kannau’s feet, be she amorous or in a state of fear.

Notes
(i) Beholding the earthly kings, the Nayaki says she has
seen her Lord. As the Sastras put it down, none can
become a King without the grace of Lord Visnu. The
king is, therefore, said to contain an element of
Lord Visnu.

m
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(if) The Nayaki visualises Lord Trvikrama in all things gay

and colourful, and any stone-image in any templelilte structure, she looks upon as the Iconic Form of
Lord Visnu and His temple respectively. As a matter
of fact, salutation made to minor deities also reaches
Him, as the Internal Controller of one and all.
Indeed, the divine consciousness in her has developed
to such an extent that she perceives Divinity in all
external objects.

It is said that Saint Nathamuni once saw a King mounting an elephant, by planting one foot on the head of
a subordinate prince standing nearby, and exclaimed:
“ Well, this is how my universal Lord mounts His
vehicle, Garuda, stepping on the heads of Brahma, the
deml urge and others ”.

During those periods when she is steeped in God-love,
the Nayaki is said to be in an amorous state while, at
other times, she is seized with fright, at the sight of the
earthly relations around.
virumpip pakavaraik kanil, viyal-itam untané! engum;
karum peru mékankal kanil, kannan enru érap parakkum;
perum pula a-nirai kanil, piran ulatl enru pin cellum;
arum petal-pennigai mayor) alani,ayarpp1kkimané. (IV—4-9)
Translation
This daughter of mine, diﬂicult to attain, 18 made to cry out,
Mad with love for her wondrous Lord; if ascetics she met,
She would with devotion exclaim, “ Oh, Saviour great,
Who did the sprawling worlds in your stomach sustain, "
She would want to leap up to the dark-cloud, dense,
Saying, “ Tis Kannan, my Lord ”; after cows, hefty and nice,
Run she would, hoping to meet her Lord, the Cow-herd divine.
Notes
(i) Indeed, Parankuia Nayaki is a daughter, rare of attainment, who has enriched the world she liVed in, with
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her lofty thoughts and noble conduct, surcharged with
God-love of a unique order.
(ii) Seeing the water-laden cloud, the Nayaki felt that Lord
Krsna presented Himself before her and she would want

to reach Him, high up there. Here is an anecdote to
illustrate how devotees felt entranced by the rain-clouds,
seeing their likeness to the Lord’s complexion.
Tiruvaykulattalvar, a resident of Rajendra C61an,went to
the ﬁelds during a rainy season to inspect the crops.
As he approached the ﬁelds, he saw the clouds above,
which instantly put into his mind the cloud-hued Lord
Visnu. In a ﬁt of ecstasy, he fell down unconscious.
One of the cultivators, standing nearby, gathered him
up and escorted him to his house. The escort, however,
blamed the inmates of the house for having allowed one
of such saintly temperament to go out for ﬁeldinspection during the rainy season.
ayarkkum: cur-[um parri nokki, akalavé nil noklcuk kollum;
viyarkkum; malaikkan tulumpa, vevvuyirkollum; mey comm;
peyarttum karma! euru pécum; perumagé, va! emu kﬁvum;
mayal-peruﬁ katal en pétaikku enceyketl valvigaiyéljé?
(IV—4—10)

Translation
Love-mad, my daughter looks around many a time (for Kantian)
And then, she looks far across, with eyes wide open,
Tears well up her eyes and (disappointed) she sweats and

withers down,
Heaving a deep sigh; even so, Him she fondly beckons,
‘
Karina, my Sire, ’; what shall this sinner do for her, love-10m?

Note
Unable to get at the Lord in the manner the Nayaki attempted,
namely, running after things bearing His likeness, the Nayakl,
stands dazed. However, in the certain hope that her be.
loved Krsna will go to her, Paraﬁkuia NayakI looks around
but not ﬁnding Him anywhere near at hand, she fancies,
He must be on His way, having already left the celestium,
bound for her. And, therefore, the strains her eyes to look
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at Him, coming down from Heaven, and enjoy His majestic

But then, she sweats heavily, with disappointment and
tears well up her eyes. Withering down, she breathes hot
and yet, she couldn’t resist calling out for Him, at the top of
her voice, At this stage, due to the exhilaration of reciting
the Lord’s names, she fancies that He has come within sight
of her mind’s eye and lovingly welcomes Him, saying,
“Come along, my Lord, ”
gait.

valvinai tirkkum kannanai van kurulcﬁrc catakbpan
col vinaiyal conga patal ayirattul ivai pattum
nalvilJai enru kamérkal nalagitai valkuntam Danni,
(IV—4—ll)
tolvinai tira ellarum tolutu ela vinirurparé.
Translation
Those that learn, with devotion great, these songs ten,
Out of the thousand skilfully composed by Catakopan,
Chief of fertile Kurukilr, adoring Kannan, the Redeemer
0f sins, one and all, will of all their sins be cured
And attain the blissful heaven, revered by the Celestials over
there.
Notes
(i) Unable to stand the sufferings of the Alvin any longer,
the Lord came down post-haste and relieved the Alvar
of his erstwhile distress. That is why the Alvin calls
Him, the great Redeemer of all sins. Even if the
parents give up their daughter, the husband who took
her by the hand, will never give her up. The Lord’s
paragata svlkﬁra’ (i.e.) wooing His devotee and taking
him within His grip always endures unlike the mother
who ﬁnds herself helpless and plays the role of an

anxious on-looker.
(ii) Those that learn this decad, either engrossed in its sweetness or banking on its potentiality for good, will
attain the blissful Heaven, where there is no risk of
separation from the Lord (vislesa), and have a royal
‘
reception, at the hands of the exalted band of Nitya
Sﬂrts.’ (The ever-free, eternal angels).
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(Virriruntu 6| ulakum)
Preamble

If the Alvar was seen in the last decad in a heavy state of
depression, it was because the Lord intended it to be so. Even as
hunger is the pre-requisite for consuming food, for God-enjoyment
in its entirety, a consuming passion of the highest intensity, as seen
in the clirractic tenth decad of the tenth centum, is imperative. Meanwhile, what is happening is a course of Shock-treatmwt, working
the Alvar up to the required pitch. By experiencing, alternately,
the bliss of Divine presence and rapport and the cruel pangs of
separation from Him, the Alvar’s appetite for God-enjoyment is
whetted and his divine love and wisdom enriched all the time. If
the Lord had stayed away from the Alvar altogether wrthout
obliging him with His vision, now and then, both the Lord and the
world would have lost him. Apart from the afore-mentioned
technique adopted by the Lord to enrich and mtensrfy the Alvar’s
God-love, his continued stay in this abode has enriched the world
through his hymns of unparalleled excellence, a rich fare for the
devotees revellrng in sweet contemplation of the Lord’s auspicious
traits and wondrous deeds. This is yet another purpose of the Lord
in lengthening the Alvar’s stay in this abode. And so. we seein
this decad the very antithesis of the Alvar’s harrowmg experience
in the last decad; his Joy knows no bounds and leads him on to
exclaim, “Could there be any want for me hereafter?”, “ Is there
any one equal to me rn all the world? ” and so on. The structure
of this decad suggests that the Alvar is right at the peak of divine
bliss and, in the opinion of Naﬁclyar, this could as well have been
the very last decad of this grand hymnal.
Unlike the spurious objects which misled the Alvar in the
last decad, he now visualises the Lord’s cosmic wealth in all its
facts. The Lord seems to call upon the Alvar to sing His glory
to his heart’s ﬁll, adding that His cosmic wealth can acquire special
lustre only through his laudation. Accordingly, the Alvar sings,
with cymbals in hand, and goes into raptures.
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virgimntu a: ulakum tanikkbl cells, vivu il clr
anal miklcu alum ammsnai, vem ms pilantan-tannai,
pom enxe kaikal arat tolutu, col-milsikal
(lV-S—l)
éna nonetku ini enna kuxai elumaiyumé?
Translation
Could there be any want for me for generations,
Blest that I am to prostrate lustily, in benedictivc adoration
And offer besides hymnal garlands appropriate
Unto the Lord, who the ﬁerce horse-shaped ﬁend’s mouth smote
The repository of auspicious attributes endless, seated in heaven.
Holding sway unique over all he worlds with great serenity?
Note
Being in the happy position of landing the Master of the
entire universe and envisioning, right from here, the heavenly
splendour, the Alvar feels he is above wants of any kind.
For instance, in the last decad, with joined palms, the Nayakl
pointed to the mere sky as the heaven and now the void is

more than ﬁlled, those hands being lustily fed by repeated
salutation of the Lord in all His splendour. Supreme
Sovereign though, the Lord is not a despot. He rules the
worlds with quiet dignity and is exceedingly generous even as
Sri Rama, the Lord in His incarnate Form, was at the
disposal of the subjects.
maiya kannal, malar mél uraival urai marpinan,
ocyya kolat tatan kannan, vmndr peruman-tannai,
moyya collal icaimilaikal étti, unappealin—
veyya nOykal muluturn viyau ﬂilattu viyavé.
Translation
Blest am I, while still in this sprawling land,

To contemplate and laud thro' hymnal garlands,
Well set, the Lord of Celestials, with large eyes.
Red and lovely, on whose chest always stays

(lV—S—Z)
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Laksmi, the lotus-born with collyrium in her eyes, well set
And get all dire ills and evils rooted out.
Notes
(i) It is laksmi, the Goddess of plenty and riches, who adds
lustre to the Lord’s glory by making His chest, her
permanent abode. This glorious conjunction, which
the Alvér praises, cures all ills and evils. If the Divine
Mother looked at the Lord full in the face just once,
the latter would feel exhilarated, cool and pleasant,
as at the end of a heavy downpour. It is indeed a
matter of reciprocity that Laksmi’s eyes are dark and
the Lord’s eyes are red, the red complexion of the former
having got transplanted in the eyes of the latter and the
latter’s dark complexion having likewise been transposed,
when they gazed at each other
(ii) It rs signiﬁcant that there is no mention in the text, as
to whose ills have been rooted out by the Alvar’s hymns.
Evidently, it is Intended to be of universal application
and not parochial, beneﬁting the Alvin only, like the
poor shade, thin and small, cast by the palmyrah tree.
vivu 11 rnpam mika ellai mkalnta nam accutan,
vivu il ciran, malark kannan, vinnor peruman-tannai,
vivu il kilam icarmélarhal éttr, mévapperrén;
(IV—5—3)
vivu il inpam mika ellai mkalntaLlaLI mévryé.

Translation
Dwell do I at the very acme of bllss perennial,
Having attained Accutan, my Lord, Chief of Celestials”
0f limitless glory and eternal bhss, wrth red-lotus eyes,
By incessant praise thro’ hymns melliﬂuous

Notes
(i) The bliss that the Alvér experiences, as a result of singing
Tiruvaymoli’, is not merely unlimited but also supreme.
Unlike the Veda Purusa, who attempted the impossible
in trying to gauge the extent of the Lord‘s bliss and had
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to acknowledge defeat, the River has, right from the
beginning, been declaring that the Lord is an inexhaustible fountain of bliss. And now, he ﬁnds that the
bliss derived by him by singing the Lord’s praise through

his scintillating hymns is also endless and supreme,

there being nothing higher than this.

(ii) The tell-tale lotus eyes of the Lord proclaim His Sovereignty over all the worlds. It is not as if there is none to
enjoy the Lord’s charming eyes, like unto moon-shine
wasted over the depopulated jungle, as we are likely
to conclude, seeing the men over here turning their
faces against Him; the whole lot of Celestials, the
denizens in the yonder heaven, stand rivetted to these
eyes, enthralled by their magic spell.

toluvir vinai poka mévum piran,
tuvi am pul utaiyan, atal an ammiIJ-tannai,
ns iyalal icaimélaikal étti, nannap penég;
mEvi ninru

lvi en

Aviyai

yin ariyén-ceyta arraiyé.

(IV—5—4)

Translation

I know not how the Lord, inside my soul,
Transformed it so as to sing His glory thro ‘hymns tuneful;
The Supreme Benefactor that He is, He does mingle
With those in Him absorbed and their sins destroys, one and
all;
Garuda, the bird With lovely plumes, is His mount
And He holds in His hands, the discus valiant.
Notes
(i) The Lord gives Himself to those who long for Him ex-

clusively, cutting out all other desires. All other
desires gone, the sins also vanish. Oh, what a wonder,
the Lord of the Eternal Heroes lavishes His bounty on a
worldling like the Alvar, and the latter, a mere speck
enjoys the bliss and beatitude, on a par with the inﬁnite

Lord, if not more!
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(ii) The hymns come off eﬂ'ortlessly; the Alvar has only to
set his tongue in motion, and there we have the melliﬂuous songs, sending the listeners, in all ages and climes,

into raptures.

an'a nalla vakai kittum ammanai. amarar-tam

énai, ellap porulum virittanai, emmdn-tangai.
mam. malai punaintu étti, nalum makilvu eytinetjv

kénin munnam katuki vinai nOykal kariyavé.

(IV—S-S)

Translation
Singing the praise of my Lord, Chief of Celestials,
Who does unto His devotees, by stages, reveal
The wholesome path of progress and knowledge sound impart,
Thro’ hymnal garlands that do dense ills and evils cut out,
Moving faster than wind, I feel for ever jubilant.

Notes
(i)

That the Lord duly regulates the inﬂux of His grace has
been brought out at length, in the preamble to 1-9,
quoting the relevant aphorism of ‘ Acarya-Hrdayam,
which elucidates the theme admirably.

(ii) The great truths: In Bhagavad Gita Lord Krsna imparted
to the world at large, through Arjuna, a volume of
the
spiritual-knowledgc—the distinction between
Supreme Lord and the Individual Soul (Jiva), the diffe‘
’
rence between the Jiva and the non-sentient matter,
immortality of the Soul, the Lord, as the Supreme
Ordainer of all beings and things, controlling motion
as well as rest, being easily attainable by devotees but
diﬂicult of attainment by others, differentiation between
the Divine and the Devilish, equality in the eyes of the
Lord, irrespective of caste, conduct and erudition, the
path of loving surrender to His redemptive grace and
all that.
(iii) All these beneﬁts lavished by a loving Lord the Alvar
could hardly repay, and hence be started landing His
great glory, which laudation assumed the form of
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Tiruvaymoh' ’. Result: The miseries and the acts
giving rise to them have all been expelled expeditiously.

kariya ménimicai veliya niru cirite itum
periya kolat tatankannan, vinnor perumaLI-tannai,
uriya collal icaimalaikal Etti ullapperretku
ariyatu unto enakku inru tottum ini enrumé?

(IV—5—6)

Translation
Could there be anything scarce for me, now and beyond,
Blest that I am to praise thro’ hymnal garlands,
In diction appropriate, the Chief of Celestials, my Lord
Whose large eyes lovely are with collyrium gently smeared?
Notes
(i) To a question put by the Lord to the Alvin what he needs,

pat goes the reply from him, saturated with divine bliss,
that there IS scarcely a thing he hasn’t got already and

there would be nothing beyond attainment in the days
to come. This depicts the mental state of the divine
bard, 1n the realm of ecstasy, born of singing ‘ Tiruvaymoli ’, which stands on a pedestal of its own; It contains
nothing but the praise of ‘Tirumil’ (Lord Visnu), in
choice diction, true to the Alvir's resolve in ‘ Tiruviruttam ’, the ﬁrst of his four works. Indeed, he who is
inspired by God Himself, becomes the most worthy
instrument to praise Him; he becomes the Lord’s own
poet. In his Ramayana, Sri Valmiki introduced quite
a few extraneous anecdotes, such as the genesis of
Ganga, birth of Karthikeya and so on. Sage Vyasa’s
Mahabharata also turned out to be a war-memoir, with
a bewildering maze of episodes, instead of telling
exclusively, the story of Narayana, as the author had
intended at the outset. Herein lies the superior merit
of Tiruvaymoli.
(ii) The bewitching eyes of the Lord would certainly need
no further beauty-aids and yet, there is the ceremonial
application of collyrium.
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em'um onru iki, ottamm mlkkarkalum tan-tanakku
inti nigratjai, ella ulakum utaiyiLI-tanﬂai,
kuntam onral malai kitta piréﬂai, col-malaikal
nagru cﬁttum viti eytinam; enna kurai namakké? (IV—S—v'l)
Translation
Blest that we are to offer garlands of hymns
Unto the Benefactor great, who repelled the rains,
Holding the mount aloft, with none above or equal to Him,
Sovereign master of all the worlds, who constant remains
For ever, could there for us be any want?
Notes
(i) In the peceding song, the Alvin declared that he is free
from wants of any kind and shall be above wants in the
days to come as well. This might sound boastful but
such a stance on his part is attributable to his authorship
of the marvellous hymns, the Tiruvaymoli, which again
is due to the Lord’s grace, a fact emphasised in this
song.
(ii) The Lord Is constant ard unchanging, whatever be His
modes. In all HIS ﬁve manifestations, of ‘ Para ’,
Vyﬁha ’, ‘Vibhava ’, ‘Antaryaml’ and ‘Arca ’ the
Lord has none above or equal to Him. Even so, it is
in His Incarnate (Vibhava) Forms, that He excels.
In fact, He excels in His trait of ‘ Asrtaparatantra ’ (subservience to His devotees) for which His incarnations
afford the maximum scope and there is hardly any
equal for Him, in this respect.

namakkum pﬁvin micai nankaikkum inpanai, ﬁalattar
tamakkum vanattavarkkum perumanai, tan-tamarai
cumakkum patap perumanai, colmalaikal collumaru
(IV—5-8)
amaildna vallérku ini yavar nikar-akal vanatté?
Translation
Is there any one, even in the spacious heaven, equal to me
Gifted with the capacity to compose hymns,
Adoring the Lord, dear alike to us and the lonrsvbom (Laksrni)

I
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Sovereign Master of those in heaven and all other realms,
Whose lovely feet the cool lotus bears?

Notes
(i) Seeing the Lord’s overwhelming love for him, the Alvin
feels tempted to declare that there is none equal to him,
the Lord’s poet, even in Heaven. The Lord’s love for
His devotees is even greater than that borne by Him for
Laksmi, His consort, as could be seen from the fact that
we the devotees, are mentioned ﬁrst, in the text of
this song, Laksmi comes next. This is further elucidated
in aphorism 122 of Acarya Hrdayam. This fact is also
reinforced by an episode in Ramayana. Standing on a

mountain top overlooking Lanka, Sugrlva saw, for the
ﬁrst time, Ravana, on another hill-top, opposite.
Swayed by the ﬁrst impulse, Sugriva leapt across and
toppled down the crown of Ravana. Sri Rama who
witnessed that, gently reprimanded the Monkey-King,
on his return, saying “ what you have done is
indeed something not expected of you.
If Ravana
had harmed you or humiliated you in any manner
what use is there for me in reclaiming Slta thereafter? ” This clearly shows that Sri Rama’s concern
Sita
for Sugriva was even greater than that for Site.
would be of no consequence to Sri Rama, once
Sugriva’s honour was compromised.
(ii) As already stated in III-l-l ,the Lord’s feet stand poised on
a lotus base. And here, the lotus is said to carry the
Lord ’s feet. This is because the Lord’s feet score over
the lotus, in all respects-ehillness, fragrance and tint.
The lotus thus stands subjugated and carries its victor,
the Lord’s feet.
(iii) The Alvar’s capacity to sing hymns is commendable, not
because of his excellence as a poet, but because he could
steady himself and sing, when called upon by the Lord
to sing His praise, instead of thawing down in ecstasy.
The Alvar’s poetic excellence is not emphasised here;
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actually, in the Seventh oentum, ninth decad, the Alvar
says that it is the Lord who sings His own glory, keeping
the Alvar as but His mouthpiece.

vanattum vanattul umparum mannuuum manninkilt
tanattum en-ticaiyum taviratu ninran-tannai,
ltﬁLlal catilrat tatakkaiyavanai, kutam atiyai,
vanak koLlai, kavi colla vallérku mi maruunté?

(IV—5-9

Translation
Is there a poet on a par With me,
Singing the glory of the Lord, pervading everywhere,
Top, middle and bottom, all things, all over,
Holding in His hand hefty the spiral conch lovely,
The pot-dancer entrancing, Chief of the Celestials?
Notes
(i) The Alvar is the peerless poet, smging the Lord’s glory
’
embracing all His ﬁve aspects of ‘ Para (transcendent).
’
Vyt'tha (Operative), Vibhava (Incarnate), ‘Antaryémi
(Internal Controller) and ‘Arca’ (Iconic) Forms. The
‘
Nityas ’ (Eternal Heroes) and ' Muktas ’ (Released
Souls), in Heaven, conﬁne themselves to the transcendent glory of the Lord; Sages like Parasara and Vyasa
recount only Lord Krsna’s glory even as Sage Vélmlki
Sages Sanaka,
stands rivetted to Sri Rama’s.

Sanandana and others of that group sing the praise of
the Lord as the Internal Controller. Thus Nammalvar,
stands out as the only poet covering all the aspects of
the Lord. It is also noteworthy that the Alvin repeatedly
refers to the Lord’s mmancnce, full and complete,
setting at naught the controversial view held by some
that the Lord’s pervasion is only partial and not complete.
(ii)

‘

Spiral conch ’ stands for all the Lord’s efl'ulgent weapons,
like discus, mace etc, even as ‘ Pot-dancing ’ stands for
all the other activities of Lord Krsna.

T—12
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untum umilntum katantum itantum kitantum ninrum,
konta kolattotu virriruntum, manam kﬁtiyum,
kanta anal tanate ulaku ena ninrﬁn—tannai
van-tamil nurka narréu-atiyarkku inpa miriyé.
(lV—S—lO)
Translation
Joy do I rain on devotees thro’ Tamil hymns ﬁne,
I have the fortune to compose, adoring Him, who, from time to
time.
Ate, spat, spanned and pulled out the worlds,
Who (as Rama) lay (on sea-front) and (victorious) stood
(on the battleﬁeld) and then sat for long, on the throne,
Acts which, on the fact, proclaim Him as Sovereign Supreme.
Notes
(i) The Alvar feels doubly blessed, in that he not only ren-

ders servxce unto the Lord, by word of mouth, (Vacika
Kainkarya) but also regales His devotees, through his
hymns. The Lord’s wondrous deeds and marvellous
achievements, the Alvar recounts rapidly but with great
ease. The Lord sustained, in His stomach, all the
worlds, for the duration of the deluge and then let them
out; He measured the worlds in three strides and on
another occasion, retrieved the Earth from the ocean;
He prostrated in front of the Indian ocean, invoking
the help of the king of the ocean to bund it and cross
over to Lanka and stood Victorious, after Ravana was
slam, granting audience to the Celestials, gathered in
the outer space. After His return from exile Sri
Rama ruled this land for eleven thousand years and
thus graced the earth, rather held Mother Earth in His
embrace. All these deeds of the Lord clearly establish
His Sovereignty over the entire Universe, even as we
recognise the earthly owners of lands from their various
dealings, connected with the lands.
(ii) The Alvar is the joyous cloud, unleashing the rain of joy
upon the Lord’s devotees through Tiruvaymoli.
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mari mirata tan am malai venkatattu annalai
vari matata paim pi'im polil ci'il kuruki'ir nakark
kari matan catakbpan col ayirattu ip pattal
véri marata pﬁmél iruppé] vinai tirkk'umé.

ass

(IV—S-l 1)

Translation
Laksmi, the lotus-born, of perpetual fragrance, will help those
that learn
These songs ten, out of the thousand composed by Catakbpan,
Of Kuruki'ir, with perennial water and big gardens,
Full of ﬂowers lovely, landing the Lord at Véi'ikatam, the
mountain
Cool and lovely, With continual rain, to get rid of all sins.
Notes
(1)

There is no mention in any of the ten preceding songs,
about the Lord enshrined in Tiruvénkatam, and yet, in
this end-song, the Lord, in His icomc Form, has been
referred to. This only shows that the emphasis rests
‘
on ‘Arca ’throughout Tiruvaymoli ’. In the eighth
stanza of this decad, the amazing extent of God's
condescending love, giving precedence to the worldlings
over even the Divine Mother, was alluded to. The
Lord at Tiruvénkatam is the very personiﬁcation of
such condescending love, and He has, therefore, been
referred to in this end-stanza. Continual rains in
Tiruvénkatam ensure the abundance of water for all
time in Kuruki'ir (Tirunakari), the birth place of the
Alvin, and because of this plentiful supply of water, the
fragrance of the lotus-ﬂower on which Laksmi, the
Divme Mother is seated, is undiminishing. (Grand
3
poetic imagery indeed!)

(ii) The text, as in the original, is misconstrued by some as

placing the Divine Mother on a par with the Lord, in
regard to the grant of ‘ Moksa ’. Hers is only a recommendatory role and she can only be instrumental in
our attaining Moksa at the hands of the Lord whose
indivisible and inalienable prerogative is ‘ Moksa pradatva (grant of Moksa). The following is the elucidation
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of Srlman Nigamanta Desika, in his commwtary

on Saint Yamuna’s Cetus Slokl ’ in regard to this
point. “ It is the sole prerogative of the Lord to reward
or punish the subjects, in the light of their ‘ Karma ’,
the good and bad deeds. The Merciful Mother, however, makes admirable use of her position and privilege
and gets the reward magniﬁed and the punishmant
minimised through her good ofﬁces. ”
The chanters of this decad are thus quite safe under the
apron of the Divine Mother, the sure deliverer of the
goods.

Fourth Centum—Sixtb Decad (IV-6)

Tirppirai yam igi
Preamble:

In the last decad, the Alvin was seen at the acme of divine
bliss, bubbling wrth joy and fully satisﬁed. The Lord has, however,
since withdrawn Himself from the Alvar’s mental vision and he is
now consigned to the bottom-most depths of dejection, transformed
‘
once again as a Nayaki ’, unable to speak out her woe. It is her
mate that speaks, in this decad. Parankusa Nayaki lS thinning
down alarmingly, in her present state of extreme desolation. The
elderly women around who notice this with great concern, seek the
help of the professional sooth-sayer (a female gipsy) for dIVlmng the
cause of the Nayaki’s malady and suggesting the remedies therefor.
On being told by the gipsy that the Nayaki is under the spell of a
minor (inferior) deity, these women proceed to propitiate that
deity with the customary offerings of meat, liquor etc, as advised
by the concerned priest. This only aggravates the mental agony
of the Nayald and, at this stage, her mate, who knows the real cause
of the Nayaki’s malady, is critical of the steps taken by the womenfolk and vehemently condemns them. Thus, this decad brings out
the Alvar’s singular devotion to Lord Visnu and his total abhorrence, rather intolerance of anything which smacks of allegiance
to the minor deities.

It is indeed puzzling that such a traumatic experience should
at all overtake the Alvin, just after what we had seen of him in the
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last decad. If one searches for any link between these two consecutive decads and attempts to explain the violent ﬂuctuations in the
Alvar’s fortunes, lack of coherence seems to be the only coherence,
as Empér would put it, ‘ asangathireva sangathih ’. Of course,
‘
asangathi ’ could mean either lack of coherence or disunion (i.e.)
Separation from the Lord (vislesa). As a matter of fact, the vicissitudes in the mystic eXperiences of the Alvin alternating between
the satiate and disconsolate states of mind, constitute the chief
feature of ‘Tiruvaymoli’. The Lord’s purpose in bringing about

such contrasting situations has already been elucidated, time and
again.
enhanam natutum, aunaimirlOrppal iv ol-nutal una nal noy rtu téﬂnbm;
parppaku tau ceytu, auru aivarai velvitta mayapport
(IV-G—l)
térppakauirkku ival cintai tulayt ticaikkinraté?
tlrpparai yarn

iLli

Translation
Ye, Elders, where shall we seek hence, the one that can cure
The malady of this young one, with forehead bright?
A delightful sickness of Spirit ‘tis, I am sure,
She her mind has lost m Him that drove the chariot
In the wondrous battle and victory for the (Pandavas) ﬁve did
secure.

Note
Face is the index of the mind. The agony of those killed
by arrows or drowned in water is writ large on their faces.
The unique sickness of spiritual character, the Nayaki is
suﬂ'ering from, is reﬂected on her forehead The glow on
her forehead helps to diagnose her malady as one that can
be cured only by the Lord who inducted it, by stealing away
her heart. Far from ﬁnding a cure for this, it is but meet
that every one should aspire to acquire this kind of sickness
and develop it. The Nayakl felt entranced by the Lord’s
overwhelming love for His devotees, doing all odd jobs, such
as driving their chariots, running errands on their behalf
and so on. The present malady is the result of such an
infatuation. Actually, this reﬂects the mood of all the

ﬂ
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Alvin-s, steeped in God-love, in sharp contrast with

his,

noted for clarity of mind, unperturbed by the sentimental
God-love, God-hunger and things of that sort.
ticaikkigrate ival nay; itu mikka perun teyvam;
icaippu inri nir ananku atum ilan teyvam anru itu;
ticaippu inriye canku cakkaram emu ival kétka, nir
(IV—6—2)
icaikkirrirakil, name i1 perum; itu kanminé.
Translation
Ye, mothers, confounded, do not go the wrong way and propi-

tiate
The minor deity, You should know it is inappropriate;
This young lady’s sickness is induced by the Supreme Lord.
Better utter the words’ conch’ and ‘discus’, so as to be heard
By her and you will then see it does her real good.
Notes

(i) The mate clariﬁes to the bewildered womenfolk, going the
wrong way by propitiating the inferior deity, that the
Nayaki is not under the spell of any but the Supreme
Lord and the cure for her malady, therefore, lies in their
singing His glory, in a chorus, within her hearing. In

fact, nothing but this will enter the Nayaki’s ears.
(ii) Here is an anecdote. One Ayccimakau, a pious nonbrahmin was sick and lying unconscious. As he was a
great devotee of Lord Ranganatha, Sri Paraéara Bhattar
went to see him and whispered into his ears, “ Lord
Raﬁganatha (Alakiya Manavala Perumil) is the sole
refuge ”. This at once brought the patient back to his
senses and he went on repeating these words, till the end.

(i)

There is yet another anecdote to drive home the fact that
minor deities dare not approach the devotees of Lord
Maha Visnu and much less make use of their belongings,
for self-propitiation. One of the land-tenants of Pillai
urankavilli tacar, a great devotee of Lord Visnu, was
tormented by the village deity known as Aiyanar. For
the appeasement of its wrath, the deity demanded that
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it be offered milk and fruits, be smeared with scented
sandal paste, be nicely dressed and bedecked and then
be taken out in a ceremonial procession in a litter with
umbrellas held over its head. The villagers borrowed
all these things from their master, the Tacar, and put
through the procession, as demanded by the deity. But

what was the result? The tortures of the tormented
tenant were only redoubled. Quened by the villagers
about us strange behavrour, the deity gave out: “ You
fellows have brought me the articles belonging to
Tacar; under his umbrella, I feel blistered by the Sun, the
sandal paste burns me out like ﬁre, his ornaments
hang on me like heavy fetters and so, I shall surely
take this man’s life. ”
itu kanmln, annaimir! ik kattuvrcci col-kontu, nir
etuvanum ceytu, anku 6r kallum iraicmyum tﬁvétlmin;
matu var tulay muti mayap pirin kalal valttinal,
(IV-6—3)
atuvé 1va1 una noykkum aru maruntu akumé.
Translation
Look here, ye, elders, try the recipe I suggest,
Listen not to this gipsy, you’d better desist
From offering meat and liquor; if you would but laud
The feet of the wondrous Lord with tulaci garland,
Studded with honey, on His crown, the sure remedy
It will be for this young lady’s unique malady.
Note

The mate appeals to the good sense of the elderly ladies, not
to be led astray by the queer nostrums of the gipsy, the votary
of a deity of a very low order, and deﬁle the sacred precincts
of Parankuéa Nayaki with such unsavoury things like meat
and liquor, totally repugnant to her breeding. She also
stresses the importance of singing the Lord’s praise, as a sure
and certain remedy for curing the Néyaki of her malady,
induced by the Lord Himself.
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maruntu akum enru, anku 6r maya valavai col-kontu, nlr
karuﬂ comm manaic ceh c6rum kalan ilaittu e13 payan?
ornﬁkakavé ulaku élum vilunki umilntitta
(IV-64)
pauntévatl pér collakirkil, ivalaip petutire,
Translation
Ye, ladies, what use is there, applying remedies queer,
Leaving lumps of cooked rice, black and red,
At the junction of cross-roads, by a quack misled?
For this Néyakt’s revival, better chant within her hearing,

The holy names of the Lord Supreme, Who ate
The worlds seven (during deluge) and then spat out.
Note
Once again, the importance of chanting the Lord’s holy names,
proclaiming His glory, is emphasised by the mate besides
repeating the warning, not to be led astray by the quacks.

ivalaip perum paricu iv anariku atutal anru; anté!
kuvalait tatan kannum k6vaic cevvayum payantatlal;
kavalak katak kaliru atta piran tirunamattal
(lV—6—5)
tavalap potik kontu ntr ittitumin; taniyumé.
Translation
Ye, folks, this Nayaki is terribly oﬁ' colour,
Alas! the methods you adopt can’t save her;
Singing the names of the Lord who slew the tusker
In must, let the dust from the feet of devotees pure
Be on her strewn, there’s no remedy, so sure.

Notes
Finding that the methods, adopted by the elderly women
around, worsen the condition of Parankusa Nayaki, her
mate lustily pleads with them to give up all their unwholesome activities and follow the certain remedy suggested by
her. All that needs to be done is to scatter on the Nayakl’s
person, the dust collected from the feet of the devotees,
pious and pure, to the accompaniment of the chanting of

“I.
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the names of the Supreme Lord. To preserve the Nayakl is
to preserve the Lord Himself, as the Lord thrives and subsists
on her nourishing looks.
Two separate remedies, namely, chanting the names of the
Lord within the Nayaki’s hearing and smearing her with
the dust 011‘ the feet of Srl Vaisnavas, have been prescribed
for warding off the twin evils of contact with inferior deities
and contact with those who have dealings with those
deities, respectively.

taniyum polutu illai nlr ananku stutir; annaimir!
piniyum olikinratu illai, perukum itu allil;
maniyin ani nira mayaLI-tamar ati nIru kontu
aniya muyalin, mauu illai kantlr-iv anankukké.

(IV-6-6)

Translation
Ye, mothers, pity it is, in wrong methods you persist,
It does only aggravate the malady; I insist

That you on this young lady smear the dust
Off the feet of devotees of the Lord Who excels
The blue gem rare; no other remedy can work so well.
Notes
(i) The elders pay no heed to the advice of the mate and
persist in propitiating the inferior deity, which only

aggravates the malady of the Nayaki. An exasperated
mate now asks them to stop their activities forthwith
and smear the Nayaki with the dust from the feet of
SrI Vaisnavas. When the women plead that it is
beyond them to collect the dust in question, the mate
advises them to think of it, at least, as even the mere
thought of doing so will cure the Nayakl. Resolving to
do the right thing and giving up the wrong things are
two of the six pre-conditions for ' Prapatti ’ or loving
surrender to the Lord’s grace, as laid down in ‘ Sr!
Pancaratra ’. Whereas even the mere resolve to do
what is right is enough, the evil or wrong things have to
be necessarily given up. And so, the elderly women
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are asked to give up their unwholesome activities and
just contemplate the right step, namely, smearing
Parankusa NayakI with the dust off the devotees’ feet.
(ii) Here is an anecdote to prove the efﬁcacy of the
dust from the holy feet of devotees, by way of
removing the contamination from inferior deities.
Two devout followers of Sri Ramanuja accompanied
Akalanka nattalvan, a prince, while going to some place.
On the way, the Prince pointed to a jain temple with
images of lion in front, and jokingly asked his followers
to prostrate, saying that it was their favourite
Visnu temple. It was dark and they couldn’t clearly
make out which temple it was but they took the Prince
at his word and reverently prostrated in front of the
temple. When, however, a little later, they came to
know that it was a jain temple, the shock was too great
for them and they fainted. It was only when Pillaiurankavilli Tacar, a very intimate disciple of Sri Ramanuja, arrived on the spot and smeared them with the
dust from his feet, that they recovered their
consciousness and got up. (The greatness of Tacar has
already been alluded to, in the notes under IV-6-2).
(iii) Once, when NaﬂcIyar and his disciples were assembled in
an enclosure, near the holy pavilion inside the temple of
Lord Ranganatha, this very theme of smearing the dust
of holy men on the God-sick came up for discussion.
One of the disciples wished to be enlightened as to how
the foot-dust of the holy men is prescribed as the cure
for a malady induced by the Lord Himself, instead of
the very cause (the Lord) being also looked upon as
the cure for the God-afﬂicted. The illustrious Preceptor
elucidated that there are two distinct stages, namely,
initial recovery through ﬁrst-aid and then the Sovereign
remedy. If buttermilk, the antidote for ﬁts is not ready
at hand, ginger-powder is applied to the patient’s nostrils, as a preliminary measure. The sprinkling of the
dust of the holy men corresponds to the application of
ginger-powder to the patient’s nostrils and when the
patient recovers his breath somewhat, then the butter
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milk, the sovereign remedy, the beatiﬁe vision of Lord
Krsna(the Divine Charioteer, longed for, vide IV-G-l)
will be administered.

anankukku aru maruntu eoru, anku 6r alum kaltum party,
tunankai ctintu, mm to] kulaikkappatum annaimlr!
unankal ketak kalutai utatu attain kantu e0 payan?
Vanankirkal mayap piran-tamar vatam vallaraiye. (IV—64)
Translation
Ye, elders, you think it is a cure rare and dear,
For this young lady’s sickness when you offer
Unto the inferior deity, sheep and liquor and, in distress, witness
Men with trembling shoulders in awkward dance;
Could you the moving lips of a donkey keep admiring
As it eats up the paddy, spread out for drying?
Better worship Vedic scholars, the holy men of the wondrous
Lord.
Notes
(i) The mate disconcertingly asks the elders what exactly
they mean by persisting in all that tom-foolery, at the
expense of Parankusa Nayaki.

What they do is like
admiring the movement of the lips of a donkey noted
for its ugliness, as it eats up the boiled paddy spread out
in the open for sun-drying, unmindful of the loss of
paddy. She advises them to worship the holy men who
realise that Lord Srlman Narayana is the Supreme God
and revere Him. There and there alone lies the cure for
this Godcsickness.

(ii) The mate feels distressed that the women-folk should
indulge in such futile exercises, ill-conceived and disas-

trous, notwithstanding their special religious background and their ingrained belief that a single salutation
by them would be deemed by the Lord, too heavy a
burden imposed on Him.
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vuam vallarkalaik kontu, vinndr perumin tirup
.

pﬁtam panintu, ival nay itu tirttuk koﬂatu pay,
Etam parsintu, alla ceytu, kal utu kalayt tuy,
kitam mulavu ittu, nir ananku atutal kllmaiyé,

(IV-6—8)

Tnmlntion
What you do, ye, mothers, is derogatory indeed,
Speaking words unseemly. with a liberal use of liquor
Amidst drum-beats propitiating the deity inferior,
Instead of worshipping the feet of the Supreme Lord,
Chief of Celestials, thro’ the good oﬂices of Vedic Scholars,
To cure the sickness of this young lady, the remedy sure.
Notes
(i) The mate advises the womenfolk to desist from the propi-

tiation of minor deities and adore instead the feet of
the Supreme Lord through the good ofﬁces of the Vedic
Scholars, the Lord’s devotees, and get Parankusa
Nayaki cured of her God-sickness.

The direct approach to the Lord is hazardous like mounting an elephant in the absence of its keeper. That is
why it has been ordained that the supplicant should be
ushered in by the Lord’s devotees. It is noteworthy that
Vib‘ isana sought asylum in Rama’s camp, only through
his appeal to the monkeys around and Sugriva also
got at Sri Rama only through Hanuman.
(ii) In the preceding song (IV-6-7), the holy men were required
to be worshipped, while in this song, the Lord is required
to be worshipped through the mediation of the holy
men. This apparent discrepancy is reconciled by Nampillai, as follows: “ There is, of course, no need to
worship anyone other than the pious Sri Vaisnavas.
And yet, it is extremely difﬁcult to shake off the complex
of fellowship and look upon other humans, like ourselves, as the Supreme and revere them with unﬂinching devotion. Hence, the next best, namely, looking
upon them as eﬂicient mediators for presenting us to the
Lord, is recommended ”.
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(iii) The unseemly words are those uttered by the priest or
other oracle of the inferior deity, getting into a trance,
possessed by the deity. The mate warns the elders
that the wrong tactics adopted by them will be a slur
on their progeny as well and pull them down.

kilmaiymil adku or kilmakan itta mulaviu kil
nalmai pala colli, nir ananku atum poy kinkilm;
Elmaip pirappukkum cémam; in nOykkum ité maruntu;
(IV—6-9)
ﬁlmaiyil karma-piran kalal vilttumin, unnittél
Translation
Ye, womenfolk, witness I can’t your activities base,
The dirty concert of a mean fellow and hear the rotten words
By him uttered; meditate on Kannan’s feet and praise
His glory; for generations it will do you good,
It will cure this lady’s sickness besides.

Note
While condemning the base activities indulged by the womenfolk, the mate advises them to meditate on Lord Krsna’s
feet and sing His glory, as this will operate both ways, that
IS, it Will stand them in good stead for generations to come
besides curing Paradkusa Nayaki of her God-sickness. This
is like those harvesting jute making bundles of it with jute
itself, unlike the paddy stalks, for tying which one has to

look for some other material, a string or rope.

unnittu matgu oru teyvam tolaal, avanai allal;
num iccai colli, num tol kulaikkappatum annaimir!
mannappatum maraivanauai, van tuVarapati
mannanai, Ettumin! attutalum, tolutu stume.
(IV—6-10)
Translation
Mother, You mouth base words at will
And in awkward dance your shoulders tremble;
None but the Lord Supreme this lady will deem
Fit for worship, You’ll therefore do well to hymn
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In praise of the lovely Prince ofTuvarapati, by scriptures adored
And revive this lady, make her dance and go gay galore.
Notes
(i) The mate insists that the womenfolk should take due note
of the Nayaki’s unbounded love for Lord Krsna, the
Prince of Dvaraka and remould their activities suitably.
“ What fun is it, tending the ncse for an injury in the

knee?”

(ii) Parankusa Nayaki has never worshipped any one but the
Supreme Lord, not even as a tender child. The crescent
moon is usually worshipped by young children but
Parankus-a Néyakl didn’t do that, even at that tender
age.
(iii) The mate vehemently deprecates the elderly women's
mis-directed activities, ill-fitting and totally unbecoming
of the clan to which they belong. By indulging in these
activities, they harm themselves as well as the cause
they intend to serve, namely, relievmg Parankusa NayakI
of her sickness. 0n the other hand, if they praised the
Prince of Dvaraka, it will elevate them and also revive
the Nayaki, making her get up and dance with Joy.

tolutu ati, tt'l mani Vannanukku atceytu, nay tirnta
valuvata tol pukal van kurukﬁrc cataképan col
valuvita ayirattul ivai pattu verikalum
(lV—6—l 1)
tolutu atip pita vallir tukka diam ilarkalé.
Translation
They will of miseries be rid that recite, adoring and dancing,
These songs ten, deprecating those that go about appeasing
Minor deities, out of the ﬂawless thousand of Catakopag,
Chief of lovely Kurukﬁr, of ﬂawless fame in-born,
Who danced in adoration of the lovely Lord, gem-hued
And serving Him, with devotion great, got his sickness cured.

Notes
(i) This decad has clearly brought out the Alvar’s unﬂinching and exclusive devotion to Lord Visnu (Srlman
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Narayana), of sapphire hue and his intolerance of those
who stray into the domain of worship of the minor
deities. The elderly women listened to the mate’s advice,
at long last, and by adoring the Supreme Lord and
dancing, in a body, singing His praise, they dld help the
Nayaki regain her consciousness. It is not as if she got
a cure as such, much less a complete cure. Actually,
it is an incurable malady, not being of the ordinary run.
This God-sickness lasts as long as the Soul exists and
the Soul never dies.
(ii) This end-song confers the boon of relief from all miseries,
particularly, the pangs of misery of separation from the
Lord, like those undergone by the Alvar, on all those
who recite these ten songs, with great devotion. The
chanters will not run the miserable risk of contamination by straying into the domain of worship of minor
deities.

Fourth Centum—Seventh Decad (IV-7)
(Cilam illic ciriyan)
Preamble

The Alvar, who was insensate in the last decad, due to the
poignancy of his separation from the Lord, just regained consciousness, when the holy names of the Lord, chanted by the women
around, trickled down his ears. This is like a creeper, dried up and
lying low, becoming green again, when rain-drops fall on it. But
then, it has only made matters worse for the Alvin While in a
state of coma, the patient feels no pain but when he regains consciousness, the pain becomes all the more acute. Hunger pinches
a person to the marrow of his bone but luckily, sleep overtakes
him. Hunger does not press its claim for the duration of his sleep
but when he wakes up, the pangs of hunger are even more prottrounced than before.
.
'

The Alvar keeps mulling how the Lord, who is a friend-in, capable of dispensing the appropriate remedies, could keep
way from him. Unable to stand the separation, he cries out his
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heart so lustily that it melts down. the hearts of his listeners too, as
Sits did, during her captivity in Lenka.
cilam illac ciriyanélum, ceyvinaiyo perital;

ﬂilam untay! ﬁiua mﬁrttil nériyanal em'u emu,
kilantbr'um yin iruntu, kaitalaipﬁcalittél,
kola méni kana varay; kﬁviyum kollayé.

(lV—7-1)

Translation
Bereft of merit, I am indeed small
And yet, the evil in me looms large;
Alasl respond you don’t to my lusty call
As Narayana, Sustainer of the worlds (during deluge),
Knowledge incarnate, and so on, many a time, with hands lifted
overhead;
Neither do you come And let me your hewitchrng Form behold
Nor do You lift me up, unto your sweet fold.
Notes
(i) Even

if one did not actually do anything good, the mere

thought or intention to do good things will suﬂice and
it can yield good results. In respect of evil, however, it
is only the actual commission of evil acts that is harmful
and not the mere contemplation of it. And so, the
Alvin says that he has actually perpetrated evil deeds to
a very large extent and that this impedes his getting at
the Lord.
(ii) Knowledge incarnate

The individual Soul also possesses knowledge but that
gets perverted and puts him or her, right into the world,
eking out a miserable existence, literally lame and blind.
0n the other hand, the Lord’s knowledge is pure and
unalloyed; there is scarcely a thing He doesn’t know
and nothing is beyond His capacity to do. The Individual, lame and blind, therefore, needs to be guided
by the Lord. Such an obligation, on the part of the
Lord, cannot be disowned by Him because He is Narayana, in whom all things and beings subsist.
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(iii) The lord’s bewitching Form is intended to be seen and
enjoyed by His devotees and yet, how can He stay away
from the Alvar, like keeping a pot of nicely ﬂavoured

water out of bounds to the thirsty? The other alternative, which is only the second best, is to call him off
to the heavenly abode.
(iv)

It is noteworthy that all the ﬁve topics (Artha paficaka) have
been mentioned in this song: (1) Narayana—the SuperSoul; (2) The small self—the Individual Soul;
(3) Reckoning the Lord—The Lord

IS

at once the

‘Means’ for attaining Him; (4) Beholding the Lord—The
‘
End’ or the destined goal and (5) Large volume of
evil—The impediments for the inﬂux of the Lord’s
grace.

kolla mils inpa vellam kOtu ila tantitum en
vallaléycl vaiyam konta vimanavol enzu emu.
nal iravum nan pakalum nan iruntu, Olamittal,
kalla miyé unnai en kan kéna vantu iyiyé.

(IV-7—2)

Translation
Day and night, I call You out with love immense
And ardour great, as Vimana, Who the worlds did measure,
The Donor great, Who on revelling devotees confers
Bliss unlimited with no reserve and Yet there’s no response
0h, elusive Lord, You deign not to come and feast my eyes.
Note
When the Alvin refers to the Lord as the great Donor, conferring limitless bliss, he is only recalling his own experience in
IV-S, a painful contrast indeed, with the present predicament.
If, as Yamaha, He could beg of Bali and get back the lost
territory for Indra, the self-seeker, should the Lord withhold
Himself from a selfless devotee like the Alvar who seeks

none but the Lord Himself?
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Ivu ilata tivinaikal ettanai ceytanankol?

tavi vaiyam konta entay! tamOtara! emu emu,
kilvik kilvi, neﬁcu uruki, kanpani obi-a ninril,
pavi 11! earn onru colliy, paviyén kana vanté.

(IV—7—3)

Translation
Endless sins I should have indeed committed,
Therefore it is, You come not before this sinner,
At least to say so, though I (all You out many times over,
With melting heart and tearful eyes, as my Lord,
Who measured the worlds and Tamotara, (got bound by a cord).

Note
The Alvar lustily calls out the Lord, stressing alternately His
transcendent glory when He measured all the regions, high
and low, in just three strides, and His amazing simplicity asthe
naughty child (Tamotara), whose tummy was bound by a

rope, as a punishment for stealmg butter. It matters not to
him whether the Lord calls Him a Saint or a Sinner and even
if the Lord wants to despise him as a sinner, the Alvar would
want Him to come, face to face, and say so, as he will then
have the pleasure of seeing Him. Even if the Lord would
not appear before the Alvar, the latter will be pleased if the
Lord could tell, within his hearing, that he is a despicable
sinner. The Alvar will then have the satisfaction of hearing
the Lord’s voice.
kana vantu, en kanmukappé tamaraikkan pirala,
ani cempon mini entay! ninru-arulay! enru enru,
nanam 1115c cirutakaiyén nan inku alanuvatu en—
(IV-7-4)
péni visor kénaméttip pitu utai appanaiyé?
Translation
To come up to me, shamelessly do I beckon, all the time,
The rcdoubted Lord, even (Brahmia and other Devas) seeking
Him
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Can hardly behold, of the hue of red gold, pure and ﬁne,
That this mean fellow may on His lotus eyes feast, how futile!
Notes
(i) In aspiring to behold the Supreme Lord, beyond the
reach of even Brahma and other Devas seeking Him
ardently, the Alvar feels that he is attempting the impossible. And yet, he calls Him out all the time,
because of his deep yearning.
(ii) The cloud-hued Lord Is referred to here, as of the complexron of red gold. The comparison is not on all
fours and what 18 intended to convey IS that the Lord’s
complexion is just as attractive as red gold of the highest
reﬁnement. It could also be that the gold complexion
of the Divine Mother is reﬂected on His person, turning
it also into gold colour.

appané! atal-aliyané! at katalark katainta
tuppane! ut_l t61kal nankum kantitakkutunkol? emu,
eppolutum kanna nir kontu, aw tuvarntu tuvamtu,
(IV—7—5)
lppoluté vantitay enru élaiyén nakkuvané.
Translation
Oh, Benefactor great. my potent Lord, holding the discus valiant,
The ocean deep you did churn and delivered the nectar,
Eager to behold your lovely shoulders four, I want
You to come up to me right now; tears welling up for ever,
Greedily do 1 look around my Soul drying up, again and again,
Notes
(i) The Alvar exclaims how greedy he is trying to see the
Lord, inaccessible even to the exalted Brahmé and other
Devas, and that too, right now. But then, he longs
to see the Lord’s shoulders unlike the Devas who were,
all the time, looking at the ocean for the nectar to come

up, foregoing the pleasure of beholding the Lord moving
around with His thousand shoulders, gaily bedecked
with exquisite garlands. With the prior knowledge of
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His condescending love unto Gajendra and Prahlada,
the Alvar is so certain of the Lord’s unfailing response
that he keeps looking around for Him all the time.
(ii) The greedy looks: Here is a thrilling anecdote. Krimikanta, a obla king, was a rash bigot of Saivism. He
launched a crusade of religious persecution and forcibly
compelled every one to sign a ,bull, he had proclaimed, to
the effect that there was no other God but Siva. Kurattalvan, an intimate disciple of Sri Raménuja, was also
ordered to sign the declaration in the Royal court. He
not only declined to do so but vindicated the supremacy
of Lord Visnu, quoting chapter and verse. The enraged
king, however, ordered Alvén’s eyes to be gauged but
Alvan plucked out his eyes himself, exclaiming that the
pair of eyes which had the misfortune to see the wicked
king, weren’t worth having any more. When Sr!
Ramanuja got to know about this later, his heart bled
at this catastrophe and he intensely longed for the
restoration of Alvin’s eye-sight. At the Master’s

command, the blinded Alvin composed hymns landing
Lord Varadaraja, enshrined in Kaﬁchipuram, known
when the verses were read
as ‘Varadaraja
out by Alvin to Sri Ramanuja, the latter rejoiced, in
particular, when he came upon the twentysecond verse,
and burst out, “ Alvan, when the Lord listens to this
particular verse, He cannot but grant you the vision to
behold Him. Well, turn this side, let me scan your
face, right now”. This anecdote illustrates the ﬁrm
belief of the devotees that the Lord will surely respond
to such a moving submission.

vaa'

nokki nokki, unnaik kanpin, yin enatu aviyuﬂé
nikku nilvan; ﬁanam illai-naltorum ennutaiya
ikkaiyullum, aviyullum, alla pursttinuuum
nikkam ingi, enkum ninrayl nintlai arintu arinté. (IV-7—6)

[hmlation
What a fool am I to hold out my tongue (and in my heart)

Long to behold Your form exquisite and for You look around,
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Knowing full well that You who pervade all round
And at all times, my body, soul, limbs and other parts,
With no exception, will not unto me Your grace impart!
Notes
(i)

[Ivar to the Lord: “ My Lord, You don‘t make yourself
visible unto poor me, despite Your pervading among
other things my entire being, because You are not so
inclined. This is quite evident and yet, I keep looking
for You in all directions, like the innocent children
aspiring for things they can’t have, holding out their
tongues all the time, unable to conceal their longing.
Of course, as You are aware, seeing You is an end in
itself, as far as I am concerned.

(ii) Here is a juicy observation of Nampillai: Like unto a
person having plenty of money, tied up in bundles and
kept inside, still wandering about in search of money
outsrde, with aching legs (swollen), the Alvin is not
contented Wlth the enjoyment of the Lord in His full
complement inside him, and tires himself out, looking
for Him outside!

arintu arintu, térit téri, yin enatu aviyullé
nirainta ﬁﬁna mﬁrttiyayai ninmalarnaka vaittu,
pirantum cettum ninru itatum pétaimai tirntolinténnarun tuliyin kanni ammal nan unnaik kantukonté.(IV—7—7)
'ranslation
Oh, Sire, sporting the tulaci garland fragrant,
(My mind) could behold You and knowing You full well
’
’
(As the ‘ Means and the ‘End combined), I do revel
With all clarity and in my heart immaculate
Is my nescience which gave rise to birth and death.
lute

Lord to the llvdr: 0h, Alvar, why do you vex yourself in
this manner as though I have done you nothing?
Can’t you recollect at least a few things you have
got from Me?
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Alvar to the Lord: My Lord, I wouldn't fail to acknowledge
the many favours you have done me. you have of
course imparted to me knowledge, clear and concise,
free from imperfections and blemishes of any kind, and
further clariﬁed it by impressing upon me Your
transcendent glory, easy- worshippabllity, easy-accessibility, readiness to forgive, the pie-eminence of your
‘
Arca’ (iconic manifestation) etc. Wlth my nescience
thus rooted out, I also stand rid of the terriﬁc involvement in the cycle of birth and death. I also enjoy
your vision mentally; you are perfect knowledge
personiﬁed. And yet, how can I rest contented unless
I came face to face with you?

kantukontu, en kaikal Era, nin tiruppitankalmél
en-ticaiyum ulla puk kontu Etti, ukantu ukantu,
tontaronkal pati ata, cu] katal halattullé
van-tulayin kanni v6ntél vantitakillayé.

(IV-7—8)

Translation
Oh, Sovereign Master, bedecked with tulaci garlands comely.
Why don’t you appear before me in this very land,
By ocean surrounded, that I can feast on Your Form lovely,
Gather choice ﬂowers from everywhere and with my hands
Offer them lustily at Your holy feet and laud you in a chorus,
Singing and dancing with delight immense?
Note
Having enumerated in the preceding song, the favours already
received by him from the Lord, the Alvar now lists out what
he Stllls needs from Him. The eyes, hitherto starved, must
feast on His nectarean charm, the hands which remained
idle so far, should be fully engaged in gathering ﬂowers from
all the eight directions and offering them at the feet of the
Lord to his heart’s content; seeing the Lord’s delight, he
and his fellow-devotees should give vent to their joy, singing
and dancing. Without deferring all this enjoyment till he
reaches heaven, he should be enabled to have it all, right
here. When one feels enormously thirsty, the thirst needs
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to be quenched there and then; there is hardly any point in
extending a promise to relieve the thirst some time later, at
some other place. The Lord is required to present Himself
before the Alvin, right here, in all that heavenly splendour,
which is precisely what the Celestials drink deep all the time.
This, he has been praying for, since long, and yet, the Lord
hasn’t responded. This sums up the present plight of the

Alvar.

itakilén; onru atta killén; aimpulan vella killén;
katavan aki, kalantbrum pup parittu Etta killén;
mats val neﬂcam katal kiira, valvinaiyén ayarppayt
tatavukinrén; enkuk kappan-cakkarattu annulaiyé? (IV-7-9)
Translation
Alms I gave not, nor did I allay to any extent
The thirst of others, the senses ﬁve I kept not under restraint,
Flowers I offered not unto the Lord at the appropriate time,

Rash and hard-hearted, an impudent fool I am,
Sinner heavy, I am still fondly groping thro’, to get hold
Of the Lord, wielding the discus; Him where shall I behold?
Notes

The Alvar puts himself the question whether he, who did not
’
‘
pursue the disciplines of Karma-yoga etc, had at all the
‘
Means ’ to get at the Lord. All the above-mentioned
omissions and transgressions notwithstanding, the Alvar
fondly hopes to get hold of the Lord, gripping the discus
even as Queen Yasodha caught hold of Sri Krsna red handed while gripping (stealing) butter.

cakkarattu annalél emu tilntu, kannir tatumpa,
pakkam nbkki ninru alantén; piviyén kinkiuriléo;
mikka Elana mnrtti aya véta vilakkinai en
(IV-7—10)
takka ﬂanak kankalale kantu taluvuvane.
Translation
With tears Welling up my eyes, I looked around,
But sinner that I am, I remain worn out and frustrated;
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Behold I don ’t my Sire, holding the discus and yet, in my mind,
Him I see and embrace, fed by Knowledge appropriate,
‘The One who is supreme knowledge personiﬁed, by Vedas

illumined.

Note
If, in spite of all the eﬂ'orts of the Alvar to see the Lord outwardly, He abstained from the Alvin the other alternative
would be for him to forget all about the Lord and carry on
as before. But then, the Lord has endowed the Alvar with
the appropriate knowledge and is perpetually in front of
his mind’s eye. Forgetting the Lord is, therefore, out of
the question. And so, there are two distinct facets in the
Alvar, namely, God-love (Prema) and knowledge (Jilana);
the former makes him intensely long for external perception
of the Lord, formal worship with ﬂowers etc, as distinguished
from a mere mental rapport with the Lord, which always
subsists by virtue of the Alvar’s profound knowledge (Jilana)

taluvininra kital-taunal tamaraik kannan-tanuai
kuluvu matat ten kurukur maran catakbpatl col
valuvu ilata on tamilkal ayirattul ip pattum
taluvap pati its vallar vaikuntam éruvaré.

(lV-7-ll)

Translation
Those that sing with zc a1 and revel in these songs ten,
Out of the thousand ﬂawless Tamil songs bright of Catakopan,
Chief of Tenkurukﬁr with a cluster of castles,
Adoring the lotus-eyed Lord with love inexhaustible,
Will the high Heavens scale (and enjoy bliss perennial).
Notes
(i) The lotus-eyed Lord having blessed the Alvin, right inside
his mother’s womb, the Alvar emerged into this world
with God-love, ingrained in him.
(ii) The clustering of houses in Kurukﬁr would, ipsa facto,

denote the clustering of people, in that town. A juicy
explanation for such crowding, furnished in ‘ Itu ’, is
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that the Lord’s advent in Kurukﬁr was expected any
moment, in view of the Alvar’s inordinate longing and
people clustered around him to watch the great event.

There is a strong parallel to this in Valmlki Ramayana.
At the end of his long exile Sri Rama met Sage Bharadwaja at the latter’s asram, enroute to Ayodhya and
enquired about Bharata’s welfare. The sage replied:
“ Yes, all are well; anxiously awaiting your return,
Bharata is spending sleepless days and nights, smeared
with mud raised by torrential tears from his eyes falling
on the ground ”. If Bharata is in such a forlorn state,
how could all be well there? What the Sage emphasises
here is that the Intensity of Bharatha’s dev tion was
such that it inSpired robust conﬁdence in the citizens
that Sri Rama would hasten his home-coming and
So, they had all gathered, in great glee, to greet him.

Fom'th Centum—Eighth Decad (IV-8)
(Eru ilum Igaiyonum)
Preamble
The Alvar’s passionate appeal to the Lord, in the last decad, did
not yield the desired result. The Lord didn’t present Himself
before the ardent devotee, and the latter, therefore, concluded that
he was not in His good books. And, in this context, the Alvar felt
that neither he nor his possessions deserved to exist. The very
valuable Sastraic meaning that anything, which linders Divine
Service and does not actively aid and participate in such service,
deserves to be eschewed, is imparted in this decad. The Alvar is
now in the same predicament as that of Slta during her captivity
in Lanka. SIta then exclaimed that her very existence was meaningless, staying so far away from her Lord and not rescued by Him as
yet. The sentiments expressed by the Alvar in this decad, are fully
echoed by Saint Yamuna, in Sloka 57 of his ‘ Stotra Ratna ’. The
saint swears that he would not tolerate for a moment anything
which was outside the domain of His service, be it his body, his
very life, the happiness desired by all beings, the Soul and other
social relations like wife, children, friends etc.. and that he
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would want all these to get destroyed in a hundred ways, if they
proved a hindrance to Divine Service.
Even in this decad, the Alvar continues in the feminine state,
as is evident from the text of the songs referring to the Nayaki’s
bangles, garments, complexion etc. Srl Anti} is found even more
emphatic when she says in ‘ Nacciyér Tirumoli ’ that, if her beloved
Lord would not come and embrace her, she would rather pluck out
her breasts from their base, and throw them at Him. The breasts,
as already explained earlier, s1gmfy the emotional upsurge, divine
love, too deep for words.

alum iraiydnum, ticaimukanum, tirumakalum,
kﬁru alum tani utampan, kulam kulama acurarkalai
niru akumpatiyaka nirumittu, pataitotta
mil-Elan kavarata mani mamai kuraivu ilamé.
(lV—8-l)
5111

Translation

Of what use is my complexion lovely
If it attracts not my valorous Lord,
Who resolved to rout the Asura hordes
And destroyed them with weapons deadly,
On whose unique person, vast and expansive, dwell
Ticaimukan (Brahmé), Iraiybn, whose mount is the bull
And Tirumakal (Laksmi) (well apart)?
Note
The Alvar highlights the Lord’s ‘Sauéilya or condescending
love, allotting portions of His body, well demarcated, for the
occupation of Iraiyon (Siva), Brahma and Laksmi. And
then, the Lord’s valour is talked about. By a mere resolve,
He could create the entire universe and likewise, He could as
well destroy all the evil forces. And yet, He incarnated, now
and then, and engaged the ungodly in a personal combatand
destroyed them with His mighty weapons, simply because
of His intolerance of their aﬂront to His devotees. The
enemies of His devotees are regarded by Him as His opponents and He will never forgive them. If the Lord, so loving
and valorous, did not come and delightfully pounce upon
’
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Parankusa Nayaki, of what use is her lovely complexion?
She too, ﬁnds no charm in a complexion which ceases to
attract the Lord.
mani mamai kuraivu illa malarmatar urni marpau,
ani manat tata varaittcl atal-alit tatakkaiyan,
pani minam pilaiyame atIyEnaip panikonta
manimﬁyan kavarata mata neﬁcﬁl kuraivu ilamé. (lV—8—2)
Translation
Even my docile mind I shall discard outright,
If it attracts not my Lord of sapphire hue,
Who did in His service enlist this vassal all right,
Who holds the discus bright in His hand huge,
0f shoulders, stout and strong, on whose chest
Resides the lotus-born (Laksmi), of hue exquisite.
Notes
(i) It was the charming conjunction of the Lord and Laksmi
of exquis1te complexion that attracted the Alvar and
enlisted him as their vassal. And yet, if the Lord is not
attracted by his docile mind, of what use 18 it to him
either? Naﬁciyar would elucidate this, as follows: There
was a time when the Nayaki’s mind was unto her
lover as delectable ashigh-class sandal paste Vide IV-3-l.

The Nayaki’s discarding her mind In the present state
lS comparable to the frustrated female lover breaking
the cosmetic bottle, right in front of her beloved to
express her resentment over the latter’s delayed
appearance.

(ii) Laksmi’s complexion 1s exquisnte and of undimmishing
charm as she dwells on His winsome chest inseparably,
unlike the Alvar’s complexion, which suffers for want of
such patronage.
(iii) The Alvar’s service, referred to, in this song, is the ‘ Vaclka
Kairikarya ‘, that is singing the Lord’s glory in these
hymns. The Lord is said to have enlisted the Alvin, in
His service, in a punctilious manner. Here is an
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instructiveanecdote. Inthe holy monastery of Sri Ramanuja, the Sr! Vaisnavas used to be fed daily and they
were served by Kitampi-Accén, a disciple of Sri Ramanuja. One of those days, Sri Ramanuja noticed Accan
serving drinking water to the guests, standing sideways,
a sort of indiﬂ‘e‘ence or lack of respect for the gue ts,
Sri Ramanuja ran up to him and striking him on the
back, burst out: “You dud! don’t you know that you
have to serve the guests reverently, by standing in front
and facing them?” Without feeling hurt, in the least,
Accan gratefully acknowledged the Master’s correction,
administered out of his abundant affection for the
disciple and bowed unto him, reciting the appropriate
line from this song as in the original text.
mata neﬁcal kuraivu illa makaltayceytu oru péycci
Vita nailca mulai cuvaitta miku flanac ciru kulavi,
pata nakattu anaik kitanta paru varait to] parampurutan,
(IV—8—3)
netumayan kavarata niraiyinal kuraivu ilamé.
Translation
My sense of modesty I shall abjure if it attracts not
The Lord Supreme, of wondrous deeds unlimited,
0f shoulders, huge and hefty, resting on hooded serpent-bed,
Who, as the little babe with Knowledge great, sucked the life
out,
Of the demoness that played the mother perfect
And suckled Him with deadly poison on her breast.
Notes
(i) In the preceding song, the Nayaki disowned her mind,
on the ground that it failed to attract the Lord and
become the object of His affection. And now, she is
prepared to abjure her sense of modesty, which had kept
her under restraint so long, thinking that the Lord
would come to her of His own accord. What is the
good of her modesty, after she has been discarded by the
Lord who had once lavished on her all His aﬂ'ections?
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(ii) The little Babe with knowledge great

Pﬁtana, the demoness played the perfect mother and
Krsna, the Omniscient Babe also played the perfect
babe, and sucked her breasts, coated with deadly poison,
without the reservation usually shown to strangers and,
in the bargain, sucked her life out. Thence forward, even
Yaéodha was awakened to the realisation that it was
not a mere babe and began to look upon it with great
awe. That is why Sri Krsna is referred to, in this song,
as the Omniscient Babe, ‘the little babe with great
knowledge ’, even as the Lord’s devotees have been
referred to elsewhere as the ‘little big men ’, that is,
men of great prowess moving about, in frail physical
frames.
(iii) The Lord Supreme (Parampurutan): It is only when He
reclines on Adisesa, the Lord looks the Supreme Sove.
reign that He is, like unto the gem, well set on the foil.

mraiyinil kuraivu illa netum panalt

tOI

matap pinnai

poraiymal mulai anawén, poru Vital é] atarttu, ukanta
karaiyinar tuvar utukkai katai évm kali kél kaic
caraiyinar kavaréta talir nirattél kuraivu llama. (IV-8—4)
Translation
This tender leaf-like complexion of mine
Is by me hardly liked when it holds no attraction
For (Krsna), my Lord, Who His body tends not, whose cloth

leathern.
Bears many a stain, Who, With bamboo pipe and lovely whip,
Moves about, Who tamed the unruly bulls seven, to grip
And embrace pinnai with shoulders long and feminine perfection.

Note
The pastoral life led by the Lord, as Krsna, the young cow-herd
is vividly described in this song, in all its details. The shepherds wear cloth made of leather, when they move about in
the forests tending the cows and calves, as a safeguard
against brambles and bushes. The wild fruits they gather
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in plenty, tie them up in clothes and eat, thereby staining the
clothes. They always carry with them the whip to control
the cattle and the vessel made of bamboo pipe to hold milk,
as and when the cows are milked. They seldom bathed,
and even on the few occasions they had some sort of a bath,
it was only partial. Even this semblance of a bath, Krsna
didn’t have, as he had hardly the time for it, tending, as he
was, the cattle all the time. This only exempliﬁes His sole
‘
concern for His subjects. The word, Caraiyigar ’, 1n the
text of this song, could mean either the one, not tending
his body or the bell the shepherds tie round the waist the
tingling sound whereof would guide the movement of the
cattle following them.

tallr nirattal kuraivu illit tanic erraiyil vilappu uua
kilimoliyal karanamak Kilar arakkan nakar critta
kall malart tulay alankal kamal mutiyan, katal halattu
(IV—8—5)
alimikkan kavarata arivinal kuraivu ilamé.
Translation
Knowledge 15 of no avail unto me as well
If it attracts not (aids not service unto) the Lord,
Full of love, sporting on His crown tulaci garland of fragrance
full,

Shedding honey in plenty, Who the city destroyed
Of (Ravana), the demon haughty, and rescued
The sweet-tongued (Sita) of peerless grace
And exquisite complexion from her captivity unique.
Notes
(i) Captivity unique: Ramayana is said to describe the greatness of Sita, the captive. The greatness of Sita’s captivity m Lanka lies in the spontaniety with which she

courted imprisonment in Lanka and underwent unspeakable suﬂ‘erings, in order to secure the release of
the numerous celestial beauties, kept in bondage by the
formidable Ravana-an act of grace galore! The superﬁcial reader who sees not the element of grace but only
a Site, forcibly abducted by the love-smitten Ravana,
complewa misses the mark.
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(ii) Sweet-tangued Smi: On return from his pioneering visit

to Lanka, Hanuman narrated to Sri Rama, the dialogue
between him and Sita. This sent SrI Rama musing
over the sweet speech of Sita and he exclaimed:
‘
Madhura Madhuralapa.
’

(iii) True knowledge is that which keeps one's mind wetted
to the Supreme Lord. The so-called knowledge of mundane
affairs, divorced from divine consciousness, however perfect
in its own right, is hardly worth its while; it is not knowledge
in the real sense.

anvmal kuraivu illa akal ﬂalattavar apya,
neti ellam etuttu uraitta, nirai ﬂanattu orumﬂrtti,
kuriya man uru aki, kotun kolal nilam konta
kiri amméu kavarata kllar Ollyil kuraivu ilamé.

(IV—8—6)

Translation
My charming beauty is unto me of no avail
When it holds no charm unto the Lord unique, of Knowledge
full,
Who did, unto the people of this wide world, knowledge imo

part,
The ways and means of attaining Him and all that,
Who, as the midget resourceful, got land (from Bali), on the sly.
Note
The Lord Himself has clearly set out, 111 Bhagavad Gita, the
ways and means of attaining Him. Those who are not
amenable to advice, He would entice by His alluring Charm
and His exquisrte Form, enthralling every one, as in the case
of Maha Bali. “ Of what use is my comeliness if my Lord,
so generous, is not attracted by it? the Alvin questions himself.

kilar oliyal kuraivu illa an uruvayk kilarntu eluntu,
kilar oliya iraniyanatu akal marpam kilittu ukanta,
Valar oliya kanal-ali valampuriyan, mani nila
valar Oliyin kavarata vari valaiyal kuraivu ilamé. (IV—8—7)
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I wouldn’t need the bangles nice, disliked by the Lord,
Lustrous like the blue gem, who the discus ﬂamboyant holds,
Who, as ‘ Ari‘ the Man-Lion of mounting radiance, emerged

with rage
And gladly split the broad chest of lraniyan, of prowess great.

Notes
(i) The Lord, who emerged as Narasimha, the effulgent Man-

Lion, split into two, the powerful Hiranya’s broad chest
and rejoiced that He had destroyed the enemy of Prahlada, His great devotee. The only weapons, He then
used, were His sharp nails. The boons which had
fortiﬁed the demon, virtually served as the feed for his
gigantic strength of formidable proportions and yet
it could hardly appease half the hunger of Narasimha’s
nails. The ferocious Man-Lion’s formidable appearance
with open mouth, tongue protruding over the lip, clenrched ﬁst, ready for the knock and tumultuous ejaculations, reduced Hiranya to the sad plight of a roasted
pig and the Lord tore him off effortlessly. The discus
and the other weapons of the Lord should have
obviously been ﬂaming with rage that they could not be
commissioned to share the spoils in the peculiar context
of slaying the demon, armed with special boons of
a bewrldering variety.
(ii) The Nayaki laments that she hardly needs to be bedecked,
when He, who came to the aid of Prahlada, the young
lad whose very father had turned terribly hostile to him,
would not succour her, who also pines for His patronage.
(I!!!)

vari valaiyal kuraivu illap peru mulakkal atankarai
eri alalam puka uti, iru nilam mun tuyar tavirtta,
terivu ariya civan, piramau, amarar-kon, panintu Ettum
viri pukalao kavarata melralaiyal kuraivu ilame.
(IV—8-8)

Fourth
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Translation

I needn’t the garments which attract not
My Lord of fame far-ﬂung, who rid the Earth vast

01' its burden heavy and did in the enemies kindle
The ﬁre of mounting fright when He blew the conch spiral,
Adored by Civan, Piraman, Amararkén and other Celestials.

Note
Pancajanya ’, His conch, on the
battleﬁeld, it instantly unnerved all His enemies. On the
other hand, it warmed up the ardent devotees. Rukmini
was in such a forlorn state, after her betroth l to Sisupala,
that she was on the very verge of collapse and it was the
heartening sound from Sri Krsna’s conch, from an ambush
nearby, that revived her. When the severed head of an
illusory Rama was exhibited before 81th, in Asoka Vana, it
was the sound from Sri Rama’s bow-string on the battleﬁeld
that disillusioned her and put her at ease. Parasara Bhattar
would say that Parankuéa Nayaki naturally pined for
srmilar relief as she was also one like Sita and Rukmini.

When Lord Krsna blew

‘

mékalaiyal kuraivu illa, melivu una akal alkul
pokamakal pukalt tantai viral vanan puyam tunittu,
nakamicait tuyilvinpbl, ulaku ellam nanku otunka
yéku anaivan kavarata utampinal kuraivu ilame. (IV-8-9)
Translation
We have no need for this body disliked by the Lord,
Who seems asleep on the bosom of (Adisesa) the serpent
But thinks out ways and means of the worlds’ betterment,
Who the sturdy shoulders severed of Vanna, the redoubted

Father of (Usa) the young lady of supple grace
And ravishing beauty, with plenty of garments nice.

Note

If Banasura’s life was spared by the Lord, it was only out of
consideration for Uni, that she shall not be orphaned.
The Nayaki naturally feels that the Lord does not extend
'r—is
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a similar care in her case and if her body holds out no
charm for Him, it hardly deserves to be relished by her.
utampinal kuraivu illa uyir pirinta malalttuntam
kitantanapél, tuni palava, acurar kulam tunittu, ukanta,
tatam punala cataimutiyan tam orukuru amamtu uraiyum
utampu utaiyén kavarata uyirinal kuraivu llama. (IV—8—10)
Translation
My Soul I can hardly love if it repels the Lord,
Who into bits many did split the hefty Asura hordes
And complacent feel, on whose body huge does TCSldC
Siva, bearing the cool waters (of Ganga) on matted locks.
Note
The essential nature of the Soul [S to subserve the Lord but if
He doesn’t like to take service from it, it Just doesn’t deserve
to exist. The immortality of the Soul 15 not to be brought
in here and the point at issue confused What is emphasised
here is that things Wthh are not linked up with God, are as
good as non-existent. The Nayaki lS indeed vexed that the
Lord who has allotted a portion of His body even to Siva
whose ego often times gets bloated and makes him feel that
he is the Supreme, does not oblige ier likewise. It is a
pity that the LOrd who destroyed all the evnl forces out of
loving condescension for the welfare of His devotees, should
be indifferent to the Nayaki, who Is as good as non-existent
(asat), when not sustained by His loving attention.
uyirinal kuraivu illa ulaku

tannul otukki
teyir Venney untanait tatam kurukurc cataképan
ceyir il col icaimilai ayirattul 1p pattal
vayiram cér pirappu aruttu, vaikuntam nannuvaré.
é]

(IV—8—l 1)

Translation
Those that chant these songs ten
Out of the thousand, ﬂawless and melliﬂuous, of Catakbpan,
Adoring the Lord, Who did in Him compress and sustain
The souls innumerable and their worlds seven
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And then ate up the curds and butter (as child Divine),
Will have their chronic cycle of birth and death ended
And attain Vaikuntam (the high heaven)
Note
Unlike the worshipper at the sanctum, remaining worried
about the safety of the pair of sandals left by him at the
temple gate, the Lord attended to His cosmic duties ﬁrst,
such as the sustenance of the worlds and their contents in
His stomach during the deluge, and then addressed Himseli
to the task of eating up the curds and butter in the pastoral
village of Gokula, with no let or hindrance from other
quarters. Even as pregnant women get extra-nourishment,
the Lord, holding in His stomach all things and beings,
had all the nourishment He could have in Gokula.

Fourth Centum—Ninth Decad (IV-9)

(Nanniitir Muguvalippa)
Preamble
In the last decad, the Alvar got terribly vexed With himself
and his possessmns and wanted to give up his body, life, that and
the other. But, even for this kind of dissolution, he had to depend
upon the Lord’s help, as in the case of salvation. And so, he prays
to the Lord to ﬁnish him oﬂ‘ altogether. The Alvér’s ardour in
this respect is remarkable. His longing to get out of this world is
due to (I) frequent interruptions in communion with the Lord

and the resultant pangs of separation, (2) intolerance of contacts

with the worldlings, straying away from Him and (3) the cruel
impact of the ﬁve senses and the domineering sense-organs, with
the serious risk of his straying back into the domain of the sensual
pleasures.
In the last decad, we saw the Alvar’s pangs of separation from
the Lord; in VII-l, he dwells upon the cruel impact of the sense,
while, in this decad, he displays his intolerance of living in the midst

of the worldlings.

I.
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It would indeed be some consolation iftheAlvar who had the misfortune of not being able to see God, lived at least in the midst of
those who were not averse to seeing Him. But even this bit of
solace, the Alvar felt, he was being denied, having to live in the
midst of the worldlings, watching their scramble for food and raiment and their stupid pursuits after sensual pleasures, farther away
from God. How then could he tolerate this agonising state of
affairs? Did not Tirumankai Alvar declare that he shall not think,
even for a moment, about those who do not meditate on the Lord
reclining on the seashore at the pilgrim centre, called ‘ Katanmallai’
in the Bay of Bengal? Conveying the same sentiment, in a slightly
different manner, that Alvar also said that sweet were the moments
when he didn’t think of those miserable humans who would not
cherish in their hearts the Lord enshrined at Tirukkannamankai
and bear His lovely feet on their heads. Vibhisana abandoned
Lahka and ﬂew towards Réma’s ,camp on the other shore, determined to get out of the territory of Ravana, the heinous offender,
whatever be the prospects of his (vibhisana) admission into Rama’s
camp. Saint Nammalvar would likewise want to get out of this
wretched abode but even this could be got done only at the Lord’s
volition. Therefore it is, he appeals to Him, in this decad, in such
moving terms as, ‘ pray, deign to take me unto Your feet expedi‘
tiously ’, Pray, hasten my death that I may unto Your feet attam’,
“when will you clear me out of this fortress and lift me unto Your
feet in Heaven?” etc.
Life in the midst of blazing ﬁre is
indeed preferable to staying in the company of the sinners who

just do not know what it is to think of God.

The genesis of this decad is appreciated by Empar and Kﬁrattilvan in two different ways. According to Empar, it is like this:
The Alvar prays unto the Lord, “ My Lord, I could, in a way, put
up with my grief due to my separation from you. But it is very
much beyond me to bear the misery of staying in the midst of the
worldlings who do not reckon with you at all, and wallow in sex
and sensuality; you would, therefore, do well to put an end to this
kind of misery which can neither be cured nor endured and take
me out of this abode ”.
Kﬁrhttélvan’s elucidation is, however, as follows: The Alvar’s
attention turned on the world around in search of like-minded
persons with whom he could share his grief due to separation from
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God and secure some relief. But he found them all steeped in
sensual pleasures, as intensely as he himself was in the realm of
God-love and God enjoyment. This was, according to the Alvar,
far more calamitous than his own privation and he, therefore, forgot
his own misery, like unto a person stung by a scorpion not minding
his own agony so much, when he sees another in greater distress,
smitten by a sword. The Alvar, therefore, enters into a dialogue
with the Lord and pleads for the redemption of the worldlings but
the Lord asks the Alvin not to worry about them who are senseburied, totally oblivious of Him and leave them to their fate. Thereupon, the Alvin insists that he should no longer be kept in their
midst. The Lord, however, consoled the Alvar by pointing out
to him that he was already on a pedestal of his own, unattached to
the world. As a further concession, by way of curing the Alvar’s
grief caused by his looking at the world, the Lord revealed to him
the glorious setting in Heaven where He is seen along with the
Divine Mother, Laksmi, surrounded by the exalted Celestials.
Beholding this heavenly splendour with great joy, the Alvar ends
this decad on a jubilant note. Such an approach is only indicative
of the melting tenderness of heart of Kﬁrattalvan and his extraordinary solicitude for fellow-beings. It is said that once he saw,
as he was passing along, a frog ll] the jaws of a snake, croaking
piteously in agony. He sighed, “ Alas ! to whom does this frog
appeal and who wrll hear it and come to its rescue?” and fainted.

nannatar muruvalippa, nal urrar karaintu Erika,
en arat tuyar vilaikkum ivai enna ulaku iyarkai!
kannalal katal kataintay! una kalarké varum paricu,
(IV-9—l)
tannavatu atiyénaip pani kantay, camare.
Translation
Oh, what a world is this, which countless miseries breeds,
Where over one’s privations, friends and relations do grieve
While the hostile ones do with joy immense chuckle!
0h, merciful Lord who did the milk-ocean churn,
Pray hasten my end so that I do your feet attain.
Notes
The Alvar lays before the Lord two options, namely, curing
the miseries of the worldlings or terminating his stay over
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It is a fantastic world, without a correct perspective
of good and bad things. When calamities befall a person,

here.

his friends and relations bemoan his lot while his foes rejoice,
as if there is a festivity in their homes. This is indeed too

much for the Alvar to bear.
The Alvar seems to suggest to the Lord who undertook all
that trouble to churn the milk-ocean and deliver the nectar
unto the selﬁsh Devas, that He could also mend the ways
of the world and cure them of their miseries. The Lord
said, there was nothing He could do in the case of the
worldlings who did not reckon with Him at all, and struck a
divergent path. So then, the Alvin is pressing the other
alternative, namely, cutting out the tenure of his stay here,
like unto the one caught up in forest ﬁre looking for water
and shelter, the immediate needs.
cam arum, ketum arum, tamar, unir talaittalaippeytu,
Emirik kltantu, alarrum ivai enna ulaku iyarkail
1m iru onru ariyén nan; aravu-anaiyay ! ammané!
kﬂmaré wraikantéy-atiyénaik kurikkonté.
(IV-9-2)
Translation
My Sire, resting on serpent-bed, I shudder
How I can out of this mesh escape unhurt,
Pray call me quick unto your lovely feet;
Oh, what a world this is! death befalls all of a sudden
And people are beset with miseries ummeen,
Grief-stricken, the near ones do their lots bemoan,
Falling on each other, indeed a pathetic scene.
Notes
(i) The material world taints people to an alarming extent.
They plan ahead for a long stay here but death suddenly
overtakes them like the thunderbolt. They set much
store by their so called possessions, and sink into grief,
when they get dispossessed due to loss by ﬁre, theft
etc. They are so miserably addicted to lucre as to 1001:
upon their dear money as even more valuable than
life. They look upon their earthly relations as all-in-all
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and when they pass away, they cry out their hearts.
Apprehending that continued stay in such a world might
taint him also, the Alvar lustily pleads with the Lord to
arrange for his early exist from this abode. In this land
of nescience, the Alvér is probably the solitary Soul
crying out for such emancipation, and the Alvar wants
the Lord to take special note of it.

ltu, depicting the
worldly men’s morbid love of lucre. A man, accused of

(ii) A striking illustration has been given in

treason, had his legs and hands lopped off under

an

King’s orders. However, when his friends came to
condole With him in his dire misfortune, he took the
initiative and asked them to congratulate him, rather
than condole With him, for having been let off so
lightly without being called upon to part with a portion
of his dear money. The compassionate hearts of
Saints like Nammalvar naturally deplore the fate of
such men who pin all their faith on lucre, totally
oblivrous of God.

kontattum, kulam punaivum, tamar, unar, vilu nitiyum,
vantu er pan kulalalum, manal oliya, 11er maytal
kantu arrén ulaku iyarkail—katalvanné! atiyénaip
pantépdl karutatu, un atikké kilyp panikollé.
(lV-9-3)
Translation
My Lord of oceanic hue, think not of this vassal as before,
Lift me up that I may serve right at your feet,
Endure I can’t the trends of the world, any more;
Unto name and fame shoot up people overnight, these upstarts
Acquire home and hearth, the bride fair and all that,
But leaving them all behind, life suddenly departs.

Notes
who have delved deep into the sastras and
acquired a keen insight of Vedanta, the spiritual domain,
are no less keen in their observation of the mechanics
of the mundane world, as revealed by the commentary
on this song. A fellow who was nobody till yesterday,

(i) The Acaryas

m
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suddenly comes by a few chips and gets boosted by
people around, waiting for a suitable opportunity to
grab from him. The fellow of obscure origin and
humble parentage, having risen to fortune, becomes
vain and starts masquerading as one of high descent,
under the cloak of his new-found wealth. Relations
who would not acknowledge him earlier, throng round
him now and openly parade their kinship with him.
Fathers who would not even look at him and much
less consider him as eligible for the hand of their daughters, now vie with each other in netting him. Our
hero who has now amassed money which generally
accumulates like the dried leaves dropped from the
trees during autumn, also thinks it worthwhile to marry,
although he is well beyond the borders of youth. The
poor girl, his partner, still in her teens, falls an easy
prey to the prying eyes of the greedy youngsters around.
The home is jolly well there, built by our hero for him
and his wife to live in privacy, but, leaving all these
behind, he gives up his ghost one day all of a sudden.
Oh, how pathetic! The Alvar doesn’t want to stay in
this abode any more, watching such harrowmg scenes.
(ii) Think not of this vassal as before: As one Cinilkontar
would put it, the Saint wants the Lord to note that his
present appeal is not on a par with his earlier ones, being
the offshoot of his mental agony over the calamitous
ways of the world and the Lord should not, therefore,
ignore his call even as people are prone to ignore the
continual tittle-tattles of the newt (wall-lizard).

kol enru kilarntu elunta perum celvam neruppu aka,
kol emu tamam mutum; ivai enna ulalru iyarkail
valiant! manivannal una kalatke varumparicu,
vallal ceytu atiyenai uoatu arulil vankﬁyé.
(IV-94)
Translation
Bounteous Lord of sapphire hue, may Your benevolent grace
On me alight and lift me up to Your feet l
How impudent is this world, in nescience steeped,
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Madly after the riches elusive, which only gut
The whole lot like the ﬁre well ablaze!
Notes

(i) Material wealth is a virtual man-killer, being open to the
hazards of theft, arson and even murder, not to speak of
the rank jealousy it kindles in the have-nets, friends and
the relations and the disastrous results that follow. In
short, the so-called earthly riches literally burn down the
wielders, like ﬁre which burns out whatever it gets hold
of. The worldlings are fully aware of the potential
harm of the riches and yet, truly characteristic of the
‘
tamas ’, darkness that envelops their minds, they
do not proﬁt by this knowledge but madly run after
the mundane wealth and perish. Persistence in mistakes wrthout proﬁting by the experience of their own
and others is a fundamental characteristic of ' tamas ’
which dominates these unwary people, who would
tumble, during nights, into the very pits which they
had clearly seen by day.

(u)It

is indeed His unbounded generosity,

that the Lord

presents His exquisite Form of Sapphire hue!

vanku nlr malar ulakil nimanavnm tirivanavum
anku uyirkal pirappu irappup pini muppal takarppunnum
Inku itanmél vem narakam; ivai elJlJa ulaku iyarkai!
vinku enai ni, manivanna! atiyénai marukkele.
(IV—9—5)
Translation
Confound not this vassal, oh, gem-hued Lord,
Pray take me out of this sprawling world,
Which from the waters emerged, where all creatures.
Static and mobile, are seen screaming,
Ground by the wheel of birth, death, old age
And pestilence and going hence to hell to drudge.
Notes
(i)

llvdr to the Lord: “ Sire, are you keeping me on in this
abode, just to witness and realise the harrowing depth
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of the sufferings of the worldlings, tossed up between

birth on one side, and death, on the other, and old age
and pestilence, in between? and then there are the postmortem sufferings in hell, far more severe. I prayThee
not to stir up my feelings any more, but to take me unto
Thy feet without any further delay. ”
(ii) The frequent reference to the Gem hued Lord in these
songs, emphasises the fact that the Alvin- was weaned

from the world, only when he came under the magic
spell of His exquisite Form.

marukki, val valaippatutti, kumaittittu, konru unpar;
arapporulai arintu orar; ivai enna ulaku iyarkai!
verit tulava mutiyané! vinaiyénai unakku atimai
(IV—9-6)
arakkoatay; In! en ar amutél kuyarulaye.
Translation
Oh, Lord, wearing on Your crown tulaci garland fragrant,
My perfect Nectar, You have as Your vassal enlisted
This sinner great and now I pray that You grant
Me a lift and clear me out of this place I detest,
Where men live by torturing others, immorality running

rampant.
Note

It is indeed remarkable that Saint Nammalvar, seated in the
hollow of a tamarined tree inside the temple, could televise,
as it were, the happenings in the world around and lament,
“ oh, the ways of the world! ” He deplores the unfair
means by which people hoard lucre, throwing morals to the
winds. Here is a typical example of the nefarious means by
which people stuff their stomaches.

A poor, harmless soul, having a little bit of money, went to a
village, thinking that he could live there in peace. The
headman of the village, however, frightened the new-comer
by telling him that the people around suspected him and
might even harm him. Put in dread, the simple fellow
succumbed to the artiﬁce of the headman and entrusted all
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money and land to the latter’s custody. Lest the poor
victim should, later on, make hold to demand his money
and land, the headman got a document executed in his
favour for a loan, not actually paid, and interest was made
to accumulate thereon. Not stopping with all these machinations, the headman feared exposure of his infamy sometime or the other and, therefore, contrived to murder the
poor fellow and thus did away with him altogether.
Little wonder then, the Saint deplored and detested such
surroundings and longed to‘ get away.
ayél iv ulakattu nlrpanavum tirivanavum
niyé; mam: oru pornlum inri ni ninramaiyal,
nOyé muppu, irappu, pirappu, piniye enru ivai o|iya,
(lV—9-7)
kuyé kol atlyénai; kotu ulakam kittélé.
Translation
My Lord, all things in this world,
Still or mobile, are by you controlled;
I pray that this vassal be not shown
This wicked world but be shorn

0f birth, death, old age and pestilence
And lifted up to Your feet in high heavens.
Notes
(1)

Lord to the [[vﬁr: Why don’t you try to get what you aspire
for, without my interference?

(ii) llva'r to the Lord: Sire, not a tiny twig can move without
Your aid. Having segregated me from the rest, as a
legitimate aspirant for entry into heaven, why don't
‘
you release me from this world and make me a Mukta ’,
the released soul in heaven, which You intend the to be?

kitti, ni karantu umilum nilam, nir, ti, vicumpu, kil
mi, ni vaittu amaltta imaiybr val tani muttaik
kottaiyinil kalittu, eonai no kolum coti uyarattuk
kuttu-ariya tiruvatikkal eﬂdénru kuttutiyé.
(IV-9-8)
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Won

.My Lord, when will You take me unto Your feet

In the resplendent heaven, diﬂcult to attain.
Pulling me out of this fortress the cosmic egg You did ordain
Out of the elements ﬁve, which for a time shone
Then got inside Your stomach and was then let out?
Notes
(i) The Lord tells the Alvar that He would certainly fulﬁl the
Alvar’s desire. The Alvar, however, wants to know
when exactly He would do it. The Lord has to set a
date for the Alvar’s entry into heaven, even as Bharata
was assured of Sri Rama’s return from exile at the end

of fourteen years.
(ii) Pillai Tirunarayﬁr Araiyar is said to have observed that
the net woven around each individual soul by the
Almighty Lord, in the light of past Karma, has to be
disentangled by Him alone, seeing that we are muchtoo-feeble and cannot disentangle even a bird’s nest.
It is a matter of common knowledge that the intricately
woven bird’s nest is neatly disentangled by the bird

itself and man can, at best only destroy it. if ever he
attempted to disentangle the nest. And so, He alone
can undo this bondage of ours, and that He will do,
when we clasp His holy feet.

kuttuti nip kurai kalalkal; imaiybrum tolavakaiceytu,
attuti ni; aravu-anaiyiyl atiyénum aktu arivan;
vetkai ellam vituttu ennai un tiruvatiye cumantu ulalak
(IV—9—9)
kuttu-ariya tiruvatikkal knttinai-nin kanténé.
Translation
Oh. Lord on serpent-bed, this vassal too knows your ways,
That unto your jingling feet you lift (those by you favoured)
While even (the exalted) Devas you just keep away;
Pbrceive do I, my craze for pleasures sensual you have destroyed
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And me, unto your feet difﬁcult to attain, you now admit
That I may on my head bear them and roam about.
Notes

'

(i) The Lord having revealed to the Alvér the glorious setting

in Heaven, he rejoices.
(ii) Sr! Rama gave to Bharata only a pair

of wooden sandals.

But the Lord has now made it possible for the Alvar
to bear His very feet on his head, and move about.
The Alvar’s joy, therefore, knows no bounds. The
observations made by the Alvﬁr, in this song, about the
Lord’s ways are not based on hear-say but on his
personal experience.

kautu, kéttu, umt, mentu, untu, ulalum ainkaruvi
kanta inpam, terivu ariya alavu illac cirrinpam,
on-totiyil tirumakalum niyume nilanitpa,
kanta catir kantolintén; ataintei} up, tiruvatiyé. (IV-9-10)

Traulation
I beheld you, my Lord, in the glorious company
or Trrumakal, wearing on her wrist bangles lovely
And I abjured the pleasures lowly
0f the sense-organs ﬁve besides the Kaivalya state
0f bliss limitless, yet inferior and attained your feet.
Notes
(1)

Besides the Lord and Laksml, the Divine Consort, there
‘
‘
’
are millions of Muktas ' (Released Souls) and Nityas
(Eternal Heroes) in Heaven, in constant attendance on
the Divine Couple. Reference to the Lord and the
Divine Mother only, in this song, goes to show that all
the other denizens of Heaven literally merge in the
patronising love of the Divine Couple and do not
require to be mentioned separately.

(ii) The bangles rest well on the wrists of the Divine Mother,
as She is inseparably planted on His Winsome chest,
unlike the lady-love, separated from her love, who
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thins down alarmingly and her wrists cannot, therefore,
keep the bangles on. Beholding the Lord, in conjunction with the Divine Mother, the Alvar naturally pines
for uninterrupted bliss of service unto the Couple,
eschewing all else on both sides-the sensual pleasures
over here and the limitless self-enjoyment (Kaivalya)
on the yonder side.
tiruVatIyai, narananai, kECavanal, paraficutarai,
tiruvati cervatu karuti, celun kurukﬁrc catakbpan
tiruvatimél uraitta tami] ayirattul ip pattum
tiruvatiyé ataivikkum, tiruvati cérntu onguminé. (IV—9—ll)
Translation
These songs ten out of the thousand of Cataképan
0f fertile Kurukﬁr, adoring the lovely feet of Naranan.
The Lord Supreme, Kécavan, of splendour supreme,
In order to gain these feet, will lead the chanters on,
To those very feet; steadfast unto those feet do therefore

remain .
Note
The Alvar exhorts the people of this world to keep on chanting
this decad, as long as they stay in this abode, as that will
ensure their attaining His feet in Heaven. Throughout this
decad, the Alvar longed for the feet of the Lord and by
merely chanting this decad, one can attain those very feet
in Heaven and render uninterrupted service.

Fourth Centum—Tenth Decad (IV-10)

(Opium-tam, ulakum)
Preamble
The Alvar expressed his abhorrence of the ways of the world
and lustily pleaded with the Lord, in the last decad, that he be removed at once from this infernal land. And yet, the Lord did not
take him away but contrived to pacify him by exhibiting to him the
heavenly splendour, right here, and to keep him on here. The
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Lord’s idea in doing so was to propagate, in this confounded world,
the true knowledge about God-head, through the Alvar’s hymns,
par-excellence, shorn of doubts, discrepancies and deviations.
The Alvar seems to have taken due note of the Lord’s intentions;
he preaches, in this decad, the Supremacy of Sriman Narayans
(Visnu) and tries to disabuse the people of their mistaken notions
in this regard and wean them away from the propitiation of other
deities. Of course, the Alvar has already dwelt on the Supremacy
of Lord Visnu, in 1-1 and 11-2, based on His ‘ Para ’ (transcendent)
and ‘Vibhava ’ (incarnate) aspects, respectively. And now, he
establishes the Lord’s Supremacy in His ‘Arca ’ (iconic) aspect and,
for this purpose, he concentrates on the Lord, enshrined in Kuruktlr
itself, as He bears the name, ‘ Adinétha ’, the First Lord or Progenitor and it comes in handy to establish His Supremacy.

The Supreme Lord should obviously be the ﬁrst cause of all
things and beings. Who this One is can, however, be ascertained
only from the Scriptures. Even without such a study, the Lord, in
His ‘ Arca ’ (Idol) Form, compels attention and makes one instinctively cogmse Him, as the causeless Cause, the Primordial Lord.
Some might say that Brhama, Visnu and Siva are all, on a par, of
equal eminence. Some others might hold that there is yet another
Power, superior to these three, which should be revered as the
‘
Supreme. In stanza 72 of his Peria Tiruvantati ’, the Alvér
corrects these misconceptions and avers that the lotus stalk which
sprouted from the navel of Sriman Narayana (Visnu), tells the
true story. From this stalk emerged the four-beaded Brahma from
whom Siva, the ﬁve-headed, appeared and Siva, 1n turn, gave rise
to the six-headed Subramanya and so on, resulting in the many
heads we see in the world.
In Candogya Upanisad, the text, ‘ Sadeva Somya idamagra
ésith’ indicates ‘sat’ as the ﬁrst Cause. In another Upanisad, the
ﬁrst Cause is indicated by the word ‘ Atma’, in the text ‘ Irma v6
ayameka evdgra asith', while yet another upanisad employs the word
‘ Brahma ' to indicate this, in the text ‘Brahma v6 idamekamevﬁgra
dslth! While, in the above texts, the First Cause or the Ordainer of
the Universe has been referred to, in such general terms as ‘ sat’,
‘ltmd’ and ‘ Brahma ’, the text in Mahopanisad pin-points this
Supreme Authority as Narayana—‘Ekohavai Nara'yana asith na
Brahma nesanah’, that is, Narayana was the only one then, when

ﬂ
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Hana andotherswereintheunevolved, subtlestate. The
Lord, Whose Supremacy is thus established only alter srwh n

herculean task as delving into the different texts of Vedantas, is,
however, easily accessible in Tirunakari (Kuruktlr). The Alvin,
therefore, calls upon people to worship the Lord in His iconic Form,
right here, and be redeemed, instead of going adrift, running after
lesser deities. Thus, this decad shakes oh” the stupor of the votaries
of the minor deities and exhorts them to concentrate on the Supreme
Lord, the one and only God.

There are very many persons, in this world, who are quite
conversant with the scriptural texts in all their ramiﬁcations and
yet, do not have a clear conviction as to who exactly is the Supreme
Lord to whom they should owe undivided allegiance. These people,
therefore, waver and bow unto a number of deities. The followers
of Sri Ramanujacarya, however, stand out in dire contrast to these
so-called learned men, and have unﬂinching faith in the Supremacy
of View (Sriman Narayana), although they may not have any
academic learning, as such, to their credit. This is, of course,
due to the grace galore of Saint Nammalvér in bequeathing this
decad to posterity, as Empar would put it. An illustration of this
robust faith is given below.
Tripura Devi, the wife of Raja Akalarikanattalvén, in the
holy fold of Sri Ramanuja’s faith, would not worship the idols of
the minor Gods, although she was not quite literate. When asked
to quote the authority supporting her conviction, the queen replied:
‘
I know no authority other than the dictates of Sri Ramanuja, my
Saviour. Should he command me so I would certainly worship
even the deity guarding the north-east (Isanya) point of the
Compass, where our waste-water pots are kept”.

onum-tévum, ulakum, uyirum, marmm yatum-illi
anru, ndnmukan-tanBOtu tavar ulakbtu uyir pataittﬁn,
kunram pol mani matam nitu tirukkurukur-atanul
ninra atippiran nirka, manait teyvam natutire‘? (lV—lO—l)
Translation
Ye, folks, why do you run after other deities,
When in holy Kurukur with towering castles
Is our Lord Alippiran, unto one and all visible,
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The Progenitor who created Brahmi and other Celestials,
worlds, men and animals, when there was none of these?

1h
Notes

(i) The Alvar deplores the fate of those who fail to worship

Lord Adinatha (Atippiran), the Supreme God, making
Himself easily accessible to all, in Tirunakari (Kurukﬁr)
and go past Him, in quest of lesser deities. This is
just as absurd as a thirsty fellow trying hard to dig a
well on the bank of Ganga river, in order to quench
his thirst, instead of drinking handfuls of the flowing
water of Gangs.

(ii) Creation is just the refunding into the gross state and
assortment of the different entities as Devas, humans,
etc., from the erstwhile subtle or unevolved state, when
they could be hardly distinguished from inert matter
and were as good as non-existent. (Itu)

nati nir vanankum teyvamum, ummaiyum mun pataittan.
vitu i1 cirp pukal atippirau-avan mévi urai kOyil,
mita malikai culntu alaku éya tirukkurukur-atanaip
pati, ati, paravic celmiukal, pal ulakir! paranté. (IV-lO—2)
Translations
Ye, men of this diverse world, move about all over,
Dancing and smgmg the praise of lovely Kurukﬁr,
By stately mansrons surrounded, where lovingly resides

Lord ‘ Atippiran ’ of traits, auspicious and abiding,
Who created both you and the deities you revere.
Notes
(i) In this song, the Alvin exhorts the people of all sorts to
converge into Tirunakari (Kurukﬁr) from different
directions in great jubilation, dancing and singing the
praise of that pilgrim centre, even as people congregate
in a festive mood at SrIrangam during the ‘big festival’

(Panlruni uttaram celebrations). The emphasis has
now shifted from the Lord to the pilgrim centre where
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He lovingly resides and even the different routes leading thereto. The Lord loves the pilgrim centres on
Earth even better than His stay in Heaven, where His
heart always pines for the teeming millions of His
straying subjects down below. Such an attitude is His
crowning trait and it does not alter the fact that Heaven
is a land of unalloyed bliss. In the midst of all that
bliss, His heart leaps towards the weaker sections elsewhere, because of His tender sohcitude.
(ii) It is Izord Visnu, the Supreme, that ushered in all the
subjects, classiﬁed under different denominations and
so, worshipping the lesser deities amounts to the worship of one section of the Lord’s subjects, by another.
The Alvar deprecates the men of this world running
after these deities, searching for them, instead of searching for the Supreme Lord, as enjoined by the Scriptures,
‘
Sonvesfavyah ’.

(iii) The Universal Father is the only Lord and all the others
are His vassals. Whoever arrogate to themselves
independence are veritable thieves. The lesser gods
also are such thieves in as much as they gulp down the
sacriﬁcial food which should legitimately go to the Lord
and when the sacriﬁcers seek them with prayers for
boons, they run away like thieves. These gods only
rob from the sacriﬁcers what is God’s own and they
have nothing which they can call their own and grant.

paranta teYVamum, pal ulakum pataittu, anru utané vilunki,
karantu, umilntu, katantu, itantatu kantum teliyakilllr;
cirankalal amarar vanankum tirukkurukﬁr—atanul
paran tiram auri, pal ulakirl teyvum man-u illai pécuminé.
(IV—10-3)

Translation
There’s no God other than the One who did create
The Universe vast, Devas and other denominations,
Kept them all within Him (during deluge) and then spat,
Who spanned the worlds in strides three and from the ocean
Pulled the Earth out; how is it you aren’t clear yet,

Pom-til Oeutrm (WHO)
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Ye, men of this diverse world, You‘d better speak out
If there is another beside the One by Devas revered
In lovely Kurukﬁr, bowing low their heads.
Note
The herculean tasks performed by the Lord Who created the
worlds to protect them on diﬁ‘erent occasions, should be
sufﬁcient to dispel all doubts regarding His Supremacy.
And yet, the worldlmgs are not clear-sighted, a distressing
state of affairs indeed, according to the Alvar, the more so,
when those very deities whom these people adore, come and
worship the Lord in Kurukﬁr
péca mnra civanukkum, piraman-tanakkum, pirarkkum,
nayakan avané; kapéla nal mOkkattuk kantukonmin;
téca ma matil cﬂlntu, alaku aya tirukkurukilr-atanul
icanpal 6r avam paraltal en avatu ilidkiyarkké? (IV-104)
Translation
What use is it to the votanes of Ilu‘lkam, who take
Their stand (on mere inference) and heresies talk
About the Lord, in lovely Kurukﬁr enshrined,
With smart and stately walls around?
Learn, ye, men, who talk of Civan as God Supreme,
From the way the skull in his hand was redeemed
That He (Narayana) is unto him, Brahma and others, the Lord'
Supreme

Notes
(1)

Those who determine the Supremacy of God, purely on
the basis of inference, as well as those who assert the
Supremacy of Siva (Ilirikam) and Brahma, are disabused
of their wrong notions by this song. Basing their
stand on certain texts, in isolation, some people afﬁrm
the Supremacy of Siva and some others look upon
Brahma, as the Supreme. There are, however, various
other texts establishing the Supremacy of Visnu,
Relying on these numerous texts, Saint Nammalvar has
clariﬁed the position here and asserted the overlordship

of Visnu.
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(ii) The ﬁve~headed Siva, born

of the ﬁve-headed Brahma,

abhorred the similarity between him and his sire and,
in an uncontrollable moment, plucked out one of
Brahma’s heads, by way of removing the vexatious
parity. The skull of the Father, however, stuck fast
to the Son’s palm. 0n the advice of the Sages and
Devas. Siva went a-begging. The skull would not drop
out, unless it was ﬁlled with the alms and unfortunately,
it was never full. It was only when he went to Badrininth and appealed to Lord Nariyana that He gave
alms, uttering the word ‘ aksayaih ’ (plenty) and instantly, the skull got completely ﬁlled up and dropped out of
Siva’s palm. Surely, neither the chopper nor the
chopped could be the Supreme God.
iliﬁkattu itta puranattirum, camanarum, cikkiyarum,
valintu vitu ceyvlrkalum, manum num tewamum aki nimﬁn,
malintu cennel kavari vicum tirukkurukur-atanul
polintu ninra piran kantir-onrum poy illai, pen-umine.
(lV—lO—S)

Translation
Ye, hardened perverts, led away by stories about Ilinkam,
Jains, Buddhists, heretics, one and all! you see, the Lord

Supreme,
Internal Controller of you and your deities, Polintuninrapiran
does gleam
In Tirukkurukﬁr with paddy ﬁelds rich, better worship Him,
There isn‘t any untruth whatever in what I proclaim.
Notes
(i) Addressing the aliens and heretics, the Alvar sums up
beautifully the quintessence of the vedic texts and

puranik teachings, other than those pertaining to the
‘Rajasik’ and ‘timasik’ varieties. He afﬁrms that his
addressees and the deities they revere (Agni, Siva,

Brahma etc). are all controlled by Lord Visnu, as the
Supreme Controller, seated inside one and all. Unlike
’
‘
Linga Purina and other Purinas, which treat of the
origin and prowess of particular deities and are prone,
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inthepsniculucontexatoexaggeratetheimportance

of those demi-gods, Sri Visnu Purina says, in reply to
a general question as to who is the Supreme God who

brings into being all things and lives and ﬁnally dissolves them, that Visnu controls all the three functions
of creation, sustentation and dissolution. And this
Supreme Lord, the Alvar now points out, is right here
in Kurukﬁr, in His Area (iconic) manifestation, wherein
all His superlative excellences converge in a perfect
’
measure as His name, ‘Polintu ninra piran connotes.
This being the dark land of neseience, His great qualities shine here far better than in Heaven, where it is all
day and no night, that is, all light and no darkness.
The Alvar avers that what he says is perfectly true, as
there is no need for him to import greatness to the Lord
Who is greatness itself unlike the demi-gods who need
special boosting to prop them up.
teyvam pénap purattittu, ummai inn!
tEni vaittatu, ellirum vitu penal ulaku illai cure;
cénil eennel kamalam Ohku tirukkurukﬁr-atanul
aua vallavau mayam kantIr-atu arintu arintu otuminé.

pbni marru
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Tramlstion
Know, ye, men adoring the lesser deities,
‘
Tis your past Karma that has kept you in this state.
Away from the goal of emancipation, under sastraic restraint;
Better realise you can this ocean of mﬁya ford
Only if you can get hold of the Almighty Lord
Who resides in Tirukkurukﬁr with ﬁelds fertile and lotus ponds
ﬁne,

And knowing this, do unto His feet hasten.
Note
To a question supposed to have been put to the Alvir by the
votaries of minor deities, as to why Sriman Narayana,
declared by him, in so many ways as the Supreme Lord, did
not bend them towards Him, instead of allowing them to
drift in the manner they were doing, adoring the lesser gods,
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this song provides the answer. It is because of the heavy
sins committed by them in the past that they have been
tied down to their present lot of worshipping lesser deities,
with the result that their emancipation from the dreadful
cycle of birth and death and attaining Heaven have also
been put oﬁ'. Their hopes of redemption, therefore lie
-only in taking refuge at the feet of the Supreme Lord in
His worshippable Form in Kurukﬁr. cf. the Lord’s statement in Bhagavad Gita, (VII-l4) that only those who take
refuge in Him, cross beyond this ‘maya ’, prakrit1 which
helps their liberation instead of hindering it by concealing
His real nature, as it does, in the case of the non-seekers
of His grace.
Oti Oti,

pala pirappum pirantu, manu 6r teyVam

piti atip panintu, palpatikal vali Erik

kantir—

kuti vétlavar Etta ninra tirukkurukﬁr-atanul
itu pul-koti ati murttikku atimaipukuvatuvé.

(IV—104)

Translation
Serve you did for ages and in many ways,
The lesser gods, passing thro’ several gates of birth,
Well have you seen the extent of their so-called grace;
Better seek refuge at the feet of Lord Atinéta,
With the bird (Garuda) on His banner, enshrined in Kurukﬁr,
For Devas, in their strength, to come and revere.
Notes
(i) The text, “ Brahménam Sitikantaﬁ ca yés

canyi Devatah

smrutah, pratibuddha na sevante yasmat parimitam
phalam ” says that knowledgeable persons do not
worship Brahmé, Siva and other lesser deities, as the
beneﬁts derived thereby are much-too-slender and limited. The Alvar, therefore, exhorts people to seek
refuge in Lord Atinatha, in lovely Kurukﬁr. The very
fact that these people have been worshipping the godlings in myriads of ways through countless births and
have still not been able to get rid of the dreadful cycle
of birth and rebirth, shows that these deities could do
precious little for their emancipation. What is even
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more noteworthy is that those very deities throng
round the Lord, enshrined in Kurukﬁr and sing His
praise to their hearts’ content.
(ii) Actually, these deities derive all their power from Lord
Visnu, the Supreme Lord, see also 1-1-5; again, in spite
of their internal bickerings, these deities join together
in the face of a common danger and propitiate the
Lord, in a body. The Alvar, therefore, advises his
addressees to seek refuge at the Lord’s feet With immovable faith. In his scintillating commentary, Nampillai cites, as examples of such robust faith, king
Ambarisa and Saint Tirumalicai Alvdr.

In order to test Ambarisa’s steadfastness the Lord appeared before the King, disguised as Indra, mounted on
Airavata, the white elephant (which again was but
Garuda, the Lord’s mount, in disguise) and offered to
grant him boons. Pat came the King’s admonition, as
follows:

“ Who are you and what is this insect you have brought

with you? Don’t you know that I am votary of Lord
Visnu from whom all of you derive your position and
authority. Surely, I am not the one who would pay
homage to strollers like you, passing along the streets.
May it please you to depart from here ”.

Saint Tirumalicai Alvar (BC 4202) was sitting with his
legs stretched, stitching his torn-out garments, when
Siva and Parvati passed by. The Alvar’s nonchalance,
unmindful of the presence of the exalted couple, provoked Parvati and, at her insistence, an indignant Siva
demanded the Alvar’s explanation for his disrespectful
behaviour. Calm and unruﬂ‘led, the Alvar queried
whether the distinguished visitor could grant him
salvation (make) but the latter said, “ No, it is beyond
my jurisdiction; it can be attained only by resorting
to Visnu ”. The considerate Alvar, thereupon asked
Siva whether he could postpone the death of creatures,
at least by a day. On his betraying his helplessness
once again, the Alvin jeeringly asked the visitor to decree
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that the thread, the former was holding, did follow the
needle as he was sewing. Unable to brook this insult,
Siva opened up the third eye on his forehead but the
Saint overpowered it by pointing to the innumerable
such eyes in his leg.
(iii) There is yet another anecdote, cited in

ltu commentary,

to illustrate the certainty of salvation through oneness
of faith in the Supreme Lord.

When Sri Paraéara Bhattar was once reading that portion
of Visnu Purina, dealing with the life of the meritorious
King Yayati whom Indra conspired to pull down
apprehensive of the usurpation of his own position,
two of the listeners, Pillai Vilupparaiyar and Appan
Tiruvaluntur Araiyar asked the learned discourser
about the chief lesson to be learnt from the life-story of
king Yayati. Bhattarya elucidated: “ Here is the lesson;
the lesser gods, when propitiated, grant men their
desires, but, side by side, envy rankles in the hearts of
the former over the latter’s mounting stature and they
seek an opportunity to pull the votaries down, to prevent
their drawing level with those very gods. 0n the other
hand, Lord Visnu looks upon His creatures’ happiness
as His own and He can never be swayed by such base
passions as the lesser gods. One should not, therefore,
resort to lesser gods but place all one’s faith in the
Supreme Lord ”.
(iv) Bhattarya also cited the example of Lord Rama and
Laksmana serving Sage Viévémitra as his humble
servants. On being questioned at this stage how the
Yadhavas came to grief, in spite of their close association

with Lord Krsna, Bhattarya pointed out that the
Yadhavas had to share the fate they did, because of
their irreclaimable ways, although Lord Krsna did
His very best for them, such as bringing from Kubera,
the God of wealth, Treasures such as Sanka nidhi’ and
‘
Padma nidhi ’. Further, they looked upon Krsna, not
as God but as a mere kinsman, companion and so on,
an ephemeral passing relationship which automatically
lapsed at the end of their lives.

Fourth

0mm (IV-10)
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atimaiyinil mnuaik Rania markkanwm-avaaai
naldta
anru uyyakkontatu nsrayanao antic;
kokku alar tatam talai velit timkkurukur-atanul
mikka atippiran nirka, manait teyvam vilamputire. (IV-10—8)
Translation
‘

Tis the grace of Narayanan Whom Nakkapiran (Siva) did

invoke
’
That succoured Markkantéyan (from Yama’s yoke)
And made the latter peep into His stomach and have a look
(At Siva) inside; the Lord Supreme now stands enshrined
As Atippirin, in Kurukur with lovely hedges, white as the
crane;
Why then do you at all about other deities mention?
Note
Some persons would appear to have objected to the Alvar
under-rating Siva, despite his fame as MarkantEya’s Saviour,
who successfully resisted Yama’s attempt to take away the
devotee’s life, at the tender age of sixteen. The Alvar now

disabuses them of their wrong notions about that episode by
giving them the correct perspective in this regard. Sage
Mrkandu’s ardent prayers for the grant of a son were heard
by Brahma who, however, asked the Sage to opt for either a
son, deformed and devilish, with a long life or one brilliant
and beautiful, but short-lived, his term of life not extending
beyond sixteen years. The Sage having indicated his
preference to a son of the latter category, he was gifted with
the gem of a son, Markandeya. As the little lad was approaching the end of his brief tenure of life, the parents were
throbbing with painful anguish. The young one, however,
placated them by asserting that he could surely overcome the
ordeal through the good oﬂices of Siva whom he
worshipping intensely. At the zero hour, when the boy
completed sixteen years of age, Yama’s hordes came down
to snatch him away but the aura of his piety for Siva was
such that they could not get anywhere near him. They
went and reported this strange phenomenon to their boss
who sent his Minister Kalan who fared no better. The
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infuriated Yama himself came and threw his life-snatching
cord along, which, however, encircled the idol of Siva also,
Markandeya was then embracing tight. Siva meditated on
Sriman Narayana and with His grace, he emerged forth
from inside the idol. kicked yama out and blessed Markandeya with perpetual life and perennial youth. Although the
superﬁcial reader takes it that it was Siva who rescued
Markandeya from Yama’s clutches, the truth of the matter
is that it was Sriman Narayana, as the Supreme Lord and
Internal Controller of Siva, among others, who did the job,
as narrated by Markandeya himself to Yudhistira, (see
Maha Bharata, Aranya Parva, chapter 192"l that he
(Markandeya) sought refuge in Sriman Narayana. This is
also corroborated by the eighth chapter of the twelfth
skanda of Sri Bhagavata which clearly says'l‘ that by
propmating Sriman Narayana, Markandeya deﬁed Yama.
and conquered death.
As a matter of fact, Siva who was immensely pleased with

Markandeya’s devotion, wanted to reward him suitably
and, therefore, put him on to Sriman Narayana, Whom he
(Siva) himself was worshipping. Markandeya, blessed with
immortality, prayed intensely to Sriman Narayana that he
might be allowed to wrtness the Deluge (Mahapralaya).
Swimming across the vast expanse of water, he could not
merely have access to the Lord reclining, as a mere babe, on
a tender ﬁg-leaf aﬂoat but he was also allowed to peep inside
the Lord’s stomach. Seeing inside the Lord’s stomach,
one and all, including Siva, whom he had been worshipping
for long, Markandeya had no longer any doubts about
Sriman Narayana’s Supremacy He took refuge in Him and
was admitted by the Lord unto His fold
Vilampum aru camayamum, avaiakiyum manum taupal

alantu kﬁntarku arryan akiya atippiran amarum
valam kol tan panai cﬁlntu alaku aya tirukkurukur-atatlai
ulam kol ilﬁnattu vaimmin-ummai uyyakkontu pokurilé.
(IV-10—9)

‘ Pitrubhaktosl Viprarse! mahcarva saranarh gatah.

Thadhayan Hrsikesarh Jlgye mnyum sudurjayam.

Pourth Datum (IV- 10)
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Translation
Neither the aliens preaching their systems six
Nor the heretics can by-any-means ﬁx
And measure the glory of ‘ Alippiran ’ the Primordial Lord,
Who, in fertile Kurukﬁr, cool and lovely, has His abode;
Better keep Him for ever in your mind ﬁrmly lodged
If you are keen on your salvation indeed.
Note

The aliens are those who do not admit the authority of the
Vedas and the Séstras expoundrng them. The six systems
of such aliens are: ‘ Sakhya ’ (Buddhists), ‘ ulukya ’ (Carvakas), ‘ Ksapana ’ (Jams), ‘ Aksapada ’ (Naryéyikas),
‘
Kaprla ’ and ‘ Patanjali ’. And then, there are those
perverts or heretics who admit the authority of the Vedas
but not in their entirety. They also misinterpret the texts
and say that God has no form and no attributes, reducing
Him to the position of a vast wilderness, mere icy abstract,
cold and colourless. Both the aliens and the heretics are
thus bungling in then own ways. These people cannot,
therefore, comprehend the Lord’s cosmic wealth and gauge
the extent of Hrs glory, Wthh lS unfathomable and unlimited.
uruvatu avatu-et tévum ev ulakarikalum manum taupﬁl
maru il mﬁrttryotu ottu rttauaiyum ninravannam nirkavé,
ceruvrl cennel karumpotu oriku trrukkurukur-atanul
kurIya man uru aklya nil kutak kilttanukku él-ccyvaté.
(lV—lO—lO)

Translation

‘Tls but meet that you should serve the immaculate Lord

Whose bodies, the Devas all, the worlds many and all else are,
Who did as the celebrated midget (Vémana) descend
As well as (Kantian), the pot-dancer grand
And now in Tirukkurukﬁr, in full splendour stands,
Amid bumper sugarcane crops and rich paddy ﬁelds

Note
Indra, Candra, Kubera and all other Devas as well as all the
worlds, with their contents, sentient and non-sentient, are
like unto the Lord’s bodies, directed, controlled and sup-
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ported by Him. That Lord resides in Kurukﬁr (AlvarTirunakari), in unabated splendour. The Alvar, therefore.
calls upon people to come and worship this Lord, going by
the name of ‘ Atinétan ’ standing ﬁrmly in Kurukur and
get redeemed.
al-ceytu slip piranaic cérntavan. van kurukurnakaran,
nil-karma! makil malai marpinan, mitan, catakdpan
vétkaiyal conna patal ayirattul ip pattum vallar
mltci inri vaikunta manakar mauatu kaiyatuve. (IV-lo-ll)
Translation
Those that can recite these songs ten,
Out of the thousand sung with deep devotion
By Kurukﬁr Cataképan, wearing on his chest,
The fragrant narcissus garland and blest
By the Lord donmng the discus, to render Hun service grand,
By turning unto God the wayward worldlings,
Are assured of the eternal Kingdom in Heaven.
Notes
(i) In the original text of this song, it has been said that the
Alvar attained the Lord donning the discus, through
service. The ﬁnale is, however, yet to come and he has
to wait till X-lO. The service rendered by the Alvar
by hymning the Lord’s peerless glory and clearly
establishing His Supremacy, in this decad, is unique.
The votaries of the minor gods have been weaned away,
en masse, through the Alvar's grand exposition, in this

decad and all of them have become ardent followers of
Visnu, a great feat indeed, not achieved even by the
Almighty Lord.
(ii) Saint Nammalvar, known in sanskrit parlance as Vakulabharana, is said to have been wearing the narcissus
garland with perennial fragrance. Sri Vedanta Desika
has said in his ‘Yatiraja-Saptathi’ that the fragrance
of the narcissus permeates ‘Tiruvaymoli’ (Dramida Veda)
as well, whereas such an exhilarating fragrance cannot
be found in the Sanskrit Vedas which are indee

the poorer for it.

BOOK V

Fifth Centum—First Decad (V -l)
(Kai it Cakkarattu)
Preamble
Through his brilliant exposition of the Lord’s Supremacy,
in the last decad, the Alvar could wean away the worldlings from
prOprtiating the minor deities and turn their attention to the Supreme
Lord (Visnu). The Alvar is about to smg the song of benediction
for the new state of affairs to ﬂourish 1n all its glory, v1de V-2.
Meanwhile, he draws the searchllght inwards to examine the
root-cause of the extraordinary grace showered on him by the
Lord, whereby he could not merely stand apart from the worldlings
without wallowmg as one of them, but also advise and correct them.
This introspection, however, reveals that even for a mere show of
piety by him devoid of genuine love for God, He has condescended
to open up the ﬂoodgates of Hrs grace on him, without caring in the
least to go beneath the skin and expose his hollowness. The
Alvar just marvels at the Lord’s overwhelming grace and gives vent
to his wonderment, in this decad
kai ﬁr cakkarattu en karumimkkamél emu enru,
poyyé kaimmai coll], puramé puramé ati,
meyyé perrolintén: viti vaykkinru kippar ﬁr?
aiyb! karma-pith}! araiyb imp pbnilé!

(V—l—l)

Translation
Stlii engrossed wrth pleasures sensual, I dld sham
Love unto you and called you out many a time,
As my Lord of sapphire hue, holding the discus majestic and‘
so on,

And yet, you did your grace on this imposter rain
As if I am genuine; ha! who can its inﬂux resist?
Oh, Kannapiran, You can’t from me part hence, even if you
insist

'
‘

Note
No doubt, the effulgent discus in the Lord’s exquisite hand and
His sapphire hue are very attractive and can easily steal
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away the hearts of beholders. The Alvar’s heart, hard like
steel, is, however, impervious and yet he called out the Lord.
not once, but several times, shamming the love of true
devotees. Apart from this treachery of the tongue, the
Alvar’s behaviour, as he puts it, was also most unworthy of
the Lord’s grace. And yet, he now exults that he has been
rewarded like the true devotees soaked in God-love, and
exclaims that none can obstruct the inﬂux of His voluntary
grace, ﬂowing with remarkable spontaniety. In this hour
of victory the Alvar challenges, with a gusto, even the Lord
to get parted from him, if He can! Did He not declare, as
Sri Rama, on the seashore, that He would not give up any
one who sought refuge in Him, even if the supplicant be a
foe in the disguise of a friend, an imposter? It is not as
if the omniscient Lord has been duped into believing a
pretender and taking him at his face value. The truth is
that, though He is Omnipotent, He elects to be incapable
of abandoning the sinner, when the latter seeks His
protection, half-heartedly though, in view of the eternal
bond of relationship subsisting between the Creator and
the Creature. Perfectly safe under the wings of the Lord’s
mercy, the Alvin makes bold to declare that the Lord cannot
tear Himself away from him.

pansy ma marutin natuvé! en polls maniyél
téné! in-amutél enru cure cila kilttuc colla,

tinEl, em perumatl avan en-aki olintio;
vane, ma nilamé, manum, mumm en ullanavé.

(V—l—Z)

Translation
Shamming deep love, I called out the Lord
As the One who ‘tween the twin trees crawled,
My honey, nectar grand, gem of the purest ray serene
And so on; lol the Lord and His possessions have now become
mine
And the cosmic duties He carries out from within me.
Note
The Divine child (Krsna) was tied to a pounder by the Mother.
as a punishment. But the child dragged it along and crawled
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in between two ‘ Maruta ’ trees and felled them. The
Mother grew apprehensive of the safety of the child and it
was, therefore. quite all right when she questioned the young
‘
one anxiously, Ha! my darling, did you crawl between the
trees?’ But the Alvar repeats it now, as if he had even a
fraction of the concern of the Mother. How pretentious!
And yet, the Omniscient Lord has been pleased to take hum
at his face value and unto him repaired With all Hrs retinue
and got inside him. The Alvér wonders how this could be.
(In him that is charged With God-love, the entire world of
God stands illumined. This IS now demonstrated.)
ullana manu ulava, puramé Clla mayam coll],
vallal! mamvannané! enru enré unnalyum vaﬁc1kkum
kalla manam tavimté, unnaik kantukontu uyntolmtén
vellattu analkkitantay! inn unnai Vittu en kolvané? (V—l—3)
Translation
My Lord, resting on serpent-bed 1n the milk-ocean,
My mind was in other things steeped, but time and again
ltried to deceive you and uttered words msmcere
Calling you out, oh, my Lord of sapphire hue, generous Sire,
And so on; With a mind by you redeemed and rendered pure.
You 1 now enjoy, I can’t from you be apart any more.

Note
With a mind duly reconditioned by the Lord, purged of all
its erstwhile grossness, dirt and delivery, the Alvar says, he
cannot think of any but the most delectable Lord and there
is no question of his givmg up One who has such a strong
hold on him and running after others who are hardly adorable
and having nothing to grant, even if adored.

en kolvan unnar vittu‘l-ennum vacakanka] colliyum,
van kalvanén manattai valittu, kanna nir karantu,
niukan nerunkavaitté, enatu aviyai nikkakillén;
enkan malinam aruttu, enuaik kuviaruli)’. kannané!
T—M
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Oh Karina, I, a terrible thief, uttered words insincere
That I would think of none but you and now, may I implore
That you do forcibly reclaim my wayward mind with its woeful

tears
And ﬁx it on you besides ridding me of nescience dark
And lilting me up to you, away from the mesh intricate
(0f worldly life), whence my soul I am unable to extricate.
Note
There are two ways of appreciating the genesis of this song.
The ﬁrst is: “ My Lord, You have no doubt redeemed my
mind but I am still apprehensive of slipping back to my old
ways, because of the impact of this material body and the
mundane surroundings. I, therefdre, pray that you be
pleased to steer me clear of the material contacts and liﬁ
me up to your feet in Heaven ". The other elucidation is:
In the preceding song, the Alvar declared that he had attained
the Lord from whom he could not be separated any more.
But that was only a mental appreciation while the Alvar
longed for physical contact as well and actually held out his
hand to clasp the Lord. The Lord could not be got hold of
physically and the Alvar was quick to realise that it was not
possible because of his material shackles. Hence, he prays
unto the Lord to cut these out and make him stay at His
feet for ever.
Terrible thief: The Alvar played the thief in two ways: While
he was actually steeped in sensual pleasures, he addressed

the Lord, professing great piety, that he thought of none
but Him and things of that sort. Again, by holding himself
as the Master of his soul which actually vested in the Lord,
he had committed theft, a serious one, at that. The magnitude of a theft is determined by the value of the thing stolen
and the rank and eminence of its owner. Seeing that the
live (Individual Soul) is the coveted possession of the Supreme
Lord, the theft committed by the Alvﬁr is terrible indeed.

It is indeed a very dimcult task to wean the mind away from its
escapades and ungodly pursuits and the Alvin has given it
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up, as one much beyond his capacity. Only the Almighty
Lord could do it and hence His intervention has been sought.

kanna-pirinai, vinnOr karuminikltattai, amutai,
nanniyum nannakillén; natuve 6r utampil ittu,
tinnam aluntak kattip pals ceyvinai van kayinal,
Punnai maraiys varintu, ennaip para vaittay, puramé. (V—l—S)
Translation
Oh, Karina, I am near yet far from my nectar sweet,
The blue gem by Celestials adored, being put by you aside.
In a body by violent desires bound, neat outside
But full of dirt within and in blinding ignorance rendered weak.
Note

In this song, the Alvin expatiates on the heinous material
contacts, referred to in the previous song. In the ﬁrst two
lines, he draws a picture of God-head, with melting tender'
ness, while, in the next two lines, he speaks of his own inglorious material shackles, With great abhorrence. Neatly
cloaked outside, this body is but a bundle of guts and glands,
blood and bones, nerves and muscles, dirt and delivery. But
for the skin outside, it would become an easy prey to the
greedy crows and man’s whole occupation would then be to
keep oﬁ‘ the crows from pecking at the human ﬂesh.
ThlS body stands as a big barrier between the Alvar and the
Lord and therefore it is that the Alvin lustily pleads for its
removal

puram azak kattikkontu, lru valvmaiyar kumaikkum
murai murai yakkai pukal oliyak kantu kontolintén;
niram utai nal tatam t6], ceyya viy, ceyya tamaraikkan,
aram muyal an ankaik karuméni amman-tannaiy'e'. (V-l-G)
Translation
Seen have I my Sire of sapphire hue with shoulders four,
Broad and lovely, coral lips, lotus eyes red and hands comely,
Wielding the discus dutiful and thus cut out the entry

ill
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Into this body, of actions good and bad that seek to enter
By turns and get badly mixed up, hard to decipher.
Notes
(i) The Alvin, who grieved over his serious handicap, the
material shackles, in the two preceding songs, was compensated by the Lord, when He blessed him with the
vision of His exquisite Form. In the resultant joy, the
Alvér drowned his erstwhile miseries.
(ii) The so-called merit (Punya) and demerit (Papa) play

havoc with this body, the seat of action, the one
A golden fetter is a
being as fettering as the other
fetter all the same

(iii) The Alvar feels

that the Lord is embracmg him and His

shoulders are thus mentioned ﬁrst. Then He addresses
sweet words and casts sweet glances and, in this very
sequence, the Alvin refers to the Lord’s coral lips and
lotus eyes. The hands wielding the discus, a prominent
member of the Lord’s protection force, are mentioned
next.

amman alippiranavan ev itattan? yan ﬁr?
em ma paviyarkkum viti vaykkinru vaykkum kantlr;
kaimma tunpu olittéy! enru kaitalaipﬁcalltté
(V-l-7)
meym mil ayolintén: empiranum en mélané.
Translation
How great is the Lord wielding the discus
And how unworthy am 1 and yet, how gracious
That He, my Benefactor great, should His grace immense shed
Unto me, a sinner great! with joined palms overhead
I did, in hollowness address Him, as the one who rescued
The elephant in great distress and a devotee true
He has turned me, with love immense unto Him!
Notes
(i) One can’t but shrink back while contrasting one’s own
abject lowliness with the Lord’s peerless excellence.
Reciting the ﬁrst line of the original text of this song,
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Pillai-amutanar would exclaim: “ How great and
worthy He is, the Lord wielding the discus! ” raising
his arms up, pointing to heaven and then drop them
down earthward, saying “ how vile and unworthy I am!”
And yet, when His grace descends and overﬂows its
continents, this enormous disparity is more than made
up. Then it is all one vast expanse of water (grace),
where the high and low, big and small, cannot be
differentiated. Sri Vedanta Desika would appear to
echo the substance of this song in Sloka 65 of his ‘Dayi
éatakarh’, where he has observed that inundation of the
Lord’s grace has rendered one and all, big and low,
quite even, all of them having been submerged under
the vast expanse of His grace-people of low stature like
Guha, the hunter chief, Sugriva, the monkey King, a
jungle inhabitant, named Sabari, kucela, the famished
brahmin in rags, Kubja, the malformed maid of Kamsa’s
establishment, the young Gopis of Vraja, Malakara, the
ﬂower vendor etc., on the one hand, and Lord Srinivasa
Himself at that charming eminence, known as Timvénkatam, on the other.
(ii) The Lord’s grace becomes all the more lustrous and
pronounced, when it embraces even fakes like the
Alvin (as he puts it). He just feigned devotion and
referred to the Lord’s rescue of Gajendra in distress,
though not with the intense feehng of a true devotee
whose heart can’t but melt down at the Lord's posthaste arrival in the pond which was the scene of a
titanic struggle between the elephant and a crocodile.
The Lord pounced upon the Alvar even as a famished
fellow pounces upon food.

méldt tévarkalum nilat tévarum mévit tolum
mildr vantu, inane! atiyén manatté manninar;
cal 5y kanniyarum, perum celvamum, nanmakkalum,
(V—l—B)
mélat tﬁy tantaiyum avaré ini svare.
Translation
The Lord, by the exalted Celestials and Brahmins revered
And adored, now in my heart lovingly inheres;
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He is from now on, All-in-one untome,
The ﬁsh-eyed damsels, riches big, adorable parents and sweet
progeny.

N“:
The Lord, lovingly worshipped by vast multitudes in Heaven
and the pious brahmins on Earth, has condescended to
exhibit even greater love unto the Alvin than to them all.
What is more, He has got right inside the Alvin Little
wonder then that the Alvin looks upon the Lord as the
aggregate of all happiness derived by the earthlings through
various sources, Father, Mother, Wife and all these.

Ivar sr tunai? enru alai nirk katalul aluntum
miviy p6] piravikkatalul ninru, nan tulanka,
t5vu ar kelattotum tiruc cakkarsm cankinotum,
as! enru arulceytu, atlyénotum anané.

(V-l-9)

Translation
Like unto a ship sinking in the surging ocean,
With none gomg to its rescue, I was struggling hard
In the ocean of worldly life when the resplendent Lord,
Wielding Conch and Discus and bursting with compassion,
Shed unto me His grace and in me joined, in a state of fusion.
Note
The Alvar gratefully acknowledges the supreme grace of the
Lord in dispelling all his erstwhile miseries by exhibiting His
exquisite charm and entering his person, making His union
with him just as natural and perfect as His holding the
glorious weapons-Conch and Discus.

slutaiyau emu akté kontu, ukantu vantu,
tape in-aruloeytu, ennai munavum tin “in;
auxin

min ay, amaiyum 5y, naracinkamum ay, kural ay,
kin ﬁr enamum 5y, karki am innam-klr vannané, (V—l-IO)

Mutilation
That the cloud-hued Lord has me His vassal made
I gratefully uttered and He has His grace on me shed
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Most lovingly and unto me become everything delicious;
He is the One who did incarnate as Fish, Wild Boar, Tortoise,
Man-Lion and Midget and will, as Kalki, appear in due course.
Note

The age-long efforts of the Lord, an indefatigable cultivator.
to redeem and reclaim the Alvar, have, at long last, yielded
results. The Alvar who is now God-bent, gratefully
acknowledges the Lord’s herculean efforts. And this simple
gesture of the Alvar has drawn the Lord inside him, when
He lovingly stays, ﬁrm and fast. This is, however, nothing
new for the Lord who spared no pains in the process of
sustentation and incarnated in various forms. Even as the
clouds go on unleashing the rains, the cloud-hued Lord will
not stop with the many incarnations already made by Him;
He will also incarnate as Kalki hereafter. Looking at all
the past incarnations of the Lord as those solely directed
towards the Alvar‘s reclamation, His future Avatars as
‘
Kalki ’ would seem to be superﬂuous but it is not so,
being intended as a safeguard or corrective against the
possible future pit-falls, as long as the Alvin remains in this
abode.
liar vannan, kanna-piran, kamalattatankannan-tanpsi
Er vala on kalanik kurukurc cataképan Gonna
cir vannam on-tamilkal ivai iyirattul 1p pattum
(V—l-ll)
arvannattal uraippar atikkilp pukuvar polinté.
Translation
Those that lovingly recite these songs ten,
Out of the perfect thousand Tamil songs, composed by

Catakdpan

0f Kurukﬁr,

with fertile ﬁelds where many a plough plies,
Adoring Kannan, the cloud-hued Lord with lotus eyes,
Will remain pious unto Him and His feet attain.

Note
Those that recite these ten songs with intense love, as if they
are drinking nectar, will remain pious Srl Vaisnsvas during
their stay here, and attain the Lord’s feet. like unto children
reposing on the mother's lap.

Fifth Curtain—Second Decad (v.2)
(Polika Polika)
Preamble
In IV-10, the Alvin preached to the world at large the Supremacy' of Lord Visnu, in convincing style and thereby weaned the
people from propitiating minor deities. The resultant upsurge of
devotion to the Supreme Lord converted this abode into a land of
bliss, hardly distinguishable from Heaven. This again resulted in
a free ﬂow of visitors from Heaven and other upper regions to this
land, to behold and admire this new state of affairs. A golden era
having thus been ushered in, the Alvin hails it in this decad. He
also envisaged, with a prophetic vision, the happy preservation and
propagation of God-love thus generated, in the coming ages as well,
through the advent of the illustrious Tirumankai Alvin and Saint
Rimanujaoarya, the veritable destroyers of the evil forces of
Kaliyuga.
[illai;
polika! polika! polika! peyinu val uyirc capam;
naliyum narakamum nainta; namanukku inku yatu onrum
kaliyurn ketum; kantukonmin; katalvannan pﬁtankal manm'e'l
(V—2—l)
mallyap pukuntu, icai pati, ati, ulitarak kantbm.
Translation
Hail! hail! hail! the state of affairs new!
Gone are the sins heavy, the hells with miseries strewn
Have been destroyed; no work here for Yama’s hordes
And Kali too will soon be destroyed, please note.
Seen everywhere are the devotees of the sea-hued Lord,
Singing sweet songs in His praise, all over the land.
Notes
(i) The Alvar says, “ May this state of affairs ﬂourish! ”
thrice over, after the Vedic pattern of“ Santih, Santih,

Santih ".
(ii) All sins, however, deadly, having been destroyed, there is
no question of the Subjects going to hell and hence,
there is no work for Yama, so far as the denizens of this
abode are concerned.

-Mun (V-Z)
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(iii) Even Kali Purusa will soon become defunct-this was the
prophesy of no less than Saint Nammalvar, blessed by
the Supreme Lord with far-sighted knowledge,

envisioning the future advent of Tirumahkai Alvar and
Sri Ramanuja. The expression, “ Please note ”, carries
with it an aura of certainty, the sure fulﬁlment of this
prophesy. This is further reinforced by saying that
the entire land is ﬁlled with devotees, singing the Lord’s
praise, leaving no room whatsoever for Yama and his
hordes or Kath and his agents to step in and play their
pranks.

kantom, kantom, kantém; kannukku igiyana kantbm;
tontirl ellirum varir; tolutu tolutu nigru Arttum;
vantu hr tan am tulayag matavan pﬁtarlka] manmél
(V—2—2)
pan-tan patl nimu, ati, parantu tirikinranavé.
Translation
Seen, seen, seen we have indeed, sights feasting the eyes!
Devotees of Métavan, donning tulac1 garlands, cool and nice,
Studded wrth honey, are ambling about all over the place,
Singing songs tuneful and dancmg merrily; Come, one and all,
Ye, pious men, revere them we shall and revel to our heart’s ﬁll.

Note

In the exuberance of his joy, the Alvér beckons like-minded
devotees to come and enjoy this grand gathering of Sri

Vaisnavas. This is in dire contrast to the unsightly world
from which he wanted to be removed earlier (IV-9). The
eyes prove their real worth, only when they behold such
pious gatherings.

tiriyum kahyukam nihki, tévarkal tamum pukuntu,
pcrlya kitayukam pargi, périnpa vellam peruka,
kariya mukilvannan, emman, katalvannan phtahka] manmél
(V—2—3)
iriyap pukuntu, icai pap, enkum itam kontanavé.
Translation
Kaliyukam, with its morals topsy-turvy, is gone
And the golden Kitayukam, with morals sound, is back again;

Wink

as

v‘

my

The Devan too have come close to devotees, in
bound,
Singing with great eclat, ﬁlling the space all round,
The glory of the Lord of oceanic hue, like unto water-laden
cloud.
Nouns
(i) Packed with Sri Vaisnavas Lord Visnu’s devotees all over.
this land now easily attracts even the exalted Nitya
Sin-Is from the High Heavens. Earlier, as we saw in
IV-9, this was a forbidden land of dirt and delivery.
(ii) The trend of Kali yuga, that is, toppling down all moral
values, has been forecast in ‘ Moksa Dharma ' of MahaBhérata. And yet, Saint Nammalvar, born as early as
on the 43rd day after the advent of Kaliyuga, could,
ironically enough, turnout to be the destroyer of Kali,

almost at its very inception.
(iii) The Heaven is reputed to be the land of perfect bliss and
beatitude while this Earth used to be just the reverse.
But what is the position now? The Earth is now inundated with bliss, ever in spate, throwing into shade
even the Heaven.
(iv) The Sr! Vaisnavas are now thronging all over, like the
inhabitants of Ayodhya who went to Citrakﬁt to meet
Sr! Rama, singing all the way, “ When are we going to
have darsan of our cloud—hued Rama, with valiant

shoulders, ﬁrm and steadfast,
sorrows of the Universe?”

the destroyer of the

itam kol Camayattai ellam etuttuk kalaivana p616,
tatam katal-pallip perumau tannutaip pﬁtankalé ﬂy,
kitantum, iruntum, eluntum, kitam palapala pati,
natantum, parantum, kunittum, natakam ceykinragave.

(MA)

Translation
This land is full of ardent devotees of the Lord,
Reposing on the milk-ocean; lying, sitting and standing,
Walking along, singing many a song and dancing,

Flt
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Flying about with heels above the ground, they are “mm“
Like those out to uproot the heretical religions rampant in the
world.
Notes
(i)

It is a matter of common knowledge that unwanted things
easily multiply themselves at random and can be had in

plenty dirt-cheap while life-saving herbs are very rare,
needing such herculean eﬂort to get at them, as Hanuman undertook to secure the life-giver, in the story of
Ramayana, uprooting the mount as a whole. Even so,
the heretical religions grow up like mushrooms on a
rainy day, while the Vedic religions are few, and so
their propagation is limited. But now, the Alvar is
most agreeably surprised to ﬁnd the land seething with
Sri Vaisnavas, bubbling with God-love. These Godlovers do not have to make any eﬁ'ort, assuch, to root
out the heresies. The latter will automatically vanish
like the blade of grass when the paddy is harvested or
the light introduced into a dark room, clearing the
darkness as a matter-of-course.

(it) As the devotees are entitled to even greater reverence than
the Lord Himself, the Alvar enjoys the different postures of the devotees in their ravishing moments of
God-love, even as he mentions the Lord’s postures of
sitting, standing and lying, quite often

ceykinratu en kannukku 0an okkigratu-iv ulakattu
vaikuntan putankalé ay, mayattinal enkum manni;
alyam Onru illai ; arakkar acurar pirantir ulllrél,
(V—Z-S)
uyyum vakai illai, tontlrl ﬁli peyarttitum komé.
Translation
I see this land with the Lord’s devotees full
And they act in many ways; the ungodly and devilish
Among you, worldlings, have no means of survival;
They will just ﬁnish you off and the world replenish
With the golden age .there is hardly any doubt about this.

III

M

Tit-MW v

To the Alvar’s eyes, it is all one vast concourse of Sri Vaisnavas,
including the ' Nityas ’ and ‘ Muktas ’ from Heaven, gathered
here, there and everywhere. No doubt, Heaven is the
Eternal Land whence there is no returning to this abode.
There is, however, no bar for the denizens of Heaven
moving out, at their volition, as distinguished from forcible
expulsion. In this pious gathering, there is absolutely no
place for the ungodly and the devilish, who wrll fare no better
than Suka and Sirana, the two spies from Ravana’s Lanka,
who smuggled themselves into Sri Rama’s camp.

The Lord’s devotees Will not merely vanquish these quislings
but also redeem the ‘ yuga ’ itself and usher in the Golden
ase (Krta yusa).

konru uyir unnum vicati, pakai, paci, tiyana ellam
ninru iv ulakil kativan, némip piran-tamar pantar;
nanru icai patiyum, tulli atiyum, ﬁilam parantar;
cenru tolutu, uymmin; tontirl-cintaiyaic cenniruttiyé. (V-2—6)
Translation
Devotees of the Lord Wielding the discus have come here
And spread themselves out, singing and strutting about,
To banish from this abode pestilence, hunger and hate,
Evrls, one and all; Ye, worldlings! let not your minds wander,
Better ﬁx them on morals sound and revere, with a mind pure,
These devotees and at their feet salvation secure.
Note
The Lord’s devotees are here in this abode to quell all evils,
just as His discus does. The Alvin exhorts the worldlings
to get themselves salved through this holy band. A precondition for worship is concentration of the mind and this
is being stressed here. Again, purity of worship consists in
seeking nothing in return, worship being an end in itself.

has mm (M)
‘

a,

nimtti num uﬂattuk kollum teyVankal ummal uyyakkol
matutmm avanbté kantﬁr; mirkkantéyanum kariyé;
karutta manam onxum vénta; kaman allil, toyvam illai;
iruppatu ellam avap mﬁrtti-yiyavarkké iruminE.
(V—2-7)

Translation
The deities whom you in your minds forcibly lodge
And worship, help you only thro‘ the Supreme Lord
Whom they revere; Sour you needn’t feel when I say
There’s no God but Kannan and all homage you pay
To other deities goes but to Him, as they His bodies are;
Well. Markkantéyan will unto this Witness bear.
Notes
(i) The Alvar was mighty glad

that this land was full of $11

Vaisnavas but suddenly, he happened to notice a lew
non-vaisnavas too, here and there These were not
only not attached to the Sri Valsnavas but were immersed
in the propitiation of the Godhngs (minor deities). And
so, the Alvin wished to bring them also round through
advice. He tells them. “If you think you should
persevere in your present method of worshipping the
minor deities and propitiating them, you may, by-allmeans, do so, but With the knowledge that there is but
one God, namely, by Lord Krsna (Visnu) and all the
other deities are but HIS bodies as stated in the upanisad. All the homage, that you pay unto your deities,
actually reaches Him, as they are but His bodies.
Already, you have blackened your faces by worshipping
the lesser gods but now I ﬁnd your minds also turning
black, as you are evidently not happy with what I say.
But then. I am telling you the barest truth. Markantéya whom you have all known as a staunch devotee
of Siva, will bear me out "
(ii) Very pleased with Markantéya's penances
devotion, Siva told the supplicant:

and deep

“ Mirkanteya, you have waited on me so long. I will now
recommend you to our Sovereign Lord Narayana whom

TWP”
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I myself wait upon, to hold my present position. The
Supreme Lord will then requite you for all your services
unto me. In doing this, I only follow the rules of
hospitality which demand that if a ,guest happens to
come, the host must oﬂ‘er food. If, however the host
has no food, he has to guide the hungry guest to a good
neighbour's house where he is sure to be fed; otherwise,
the host will sin ”. Vide also notes under IV-lO—8.
imkkum irai iruttu, um. ev ulakukkum tan mﬁrtti
niruttinln teyvankal hka; at teyva ndyakan-tagé;
marut tiru mlrvaoavan-tan putankal kitankal pati,
veruppu inri, ﬁdlattu mikklr; mévit tolutu, uymmin niré.

(v-z-s)
Translation
Tis the Supreme Lord who has set up ID. diﬁ‘erent chmes
The minor deities appropriate. to receive the homage the
votaries pay them
And grant them bonus; the devotees of the Lord with (.s‘rivatsa) the mole
On His winsome chest, singing songs of His glory, ﬂourish
‘

well

In this abode; better revere them and in their footsteps follow.
Note
The Emperors of yore used to receive the tributes payable to
them through the subordinate oﬂicials and, in the present day,
Government dues are collected through a vast network of
agencies. The Scriptures likewise prescribe the rites and
rituals to be offered to the various deities who are but the
agents of the Supreme Lord, rather, His bodies through
which He carries out His enormous functions. The Alvar
says that those who propitiate the minor deities can as well
emulate the Sr! Vaisnavas, who are spread all over this
land and strightaway worship the Supreme Lord, the Sovereign Master to whom the minor deities owe allegiance.

in WW4)

or

mévit tolutu, uymmiu nirkal; véta'p punita irukkai
,nivil kontu, accutan-tannai ﬂanaviti pilaiyimé,
pﬁvil pukaiyum vilakkum cintamum nlmm malintu,
mévit tolum atiyirum pakavarum mikkatu ulaké.
(V-2-9)
Translation

Here we have those that with devotion great serve the Lord
With ﬂowers and incense, chanting the Vedic mantras sacred
And those immersed in deep contemplation of His traits ausplClOllS;

Revere them all lovingly, ye, worldlings, and redeem yourselves.
Notes
(i) The two types

of devotees, referred to here, correspond to

Laksmana who followed Sri Rama into exile and
served Him in all ways, and Bharata who was stationed at Nandigram, in devout contemplation of Srl
Rama.

(ii)

‘

Devotion great: This refers to the discipline of Bhakti
marga taught by Lord Krsna.

mikka ulakukal tbrum mévi, kannau tirumﬁrttr
nakka piranotu ayanum intiranum mutalakat
tokka amarar kularlkal erlkum parantana; tontirl
okkat tola kinirikil, kallyukam omum illalyé.

(V—Z—lO)

Translation
Ye, worldlings, the deities whom you do adore,
Nakkapirag (Siva) Ayan (Brahma), Intiran and all others
Worship, in strength, the Lord Supreme of form exquisite and
thrive well,
In their sprawling worlds; like these celestials you will also do
well
To worship Him and thus Kali’s mischief quell.

Note
Here is the certain recipe for counteracting the trend of Kaliyuga, which detracts men into worshipping the minor deities,
instead of adoring the supreme Lord.
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kaliyukam onmm intilrkﬁ tan stiyirkku
maliyum cutar oli mﬁrtti, miyap pirin, kannanntannai,
kali vayal ten nan kurukﬁrk karimiran, catakdpan
-oli puka] ayirattu ip pattu ullattai mien arukkumé. (V-Z—Ii)
Translation
The hearts of those that recrte these songs ten,
Out of the glorious thousand composed by Catakopan,
Of lovely Kurukﬁr in the south, with many a ﬁeld fertile,

Adoring the wondrous Kannan of resplendent Form that does
dispel
Kali’s inﬂuence unwholesome, will be rid of blemishes, one
and all.

Note
This Tiruvaymoh wrll cleanse the minds of its chanters thoroughly and ﬁx them, ﬁrm and fast, on to the Supreme Lord,
to the exclusron of everything else, such as the adoration of
other deities and selﬁsh desrres, the blemishes referred
to in this end-song Constant meditation on the Supreme
Lord is characteristic of Krta yuga while such a thing is
conspicuous by its complete absence in Kaliyuga. Thus the
change of mind wrought by this decad changes the character
of the Yuga too, replacing Kali by Krta yuga

Fifth Century—Third Decad (V-3)
(Mien agu C6ti)
Preamble

The Alvar now reverts to the state that obtained in IV-8 and is
all agog to get united with the Lord. Non-fulﬁlment of his intense
longing, however, induces him to contemplate the drastic step of
coming into the open and carrying his tale of woe to the public at
large so that the unresponsive Lord could be arraigned at the bar
of public opinion and the union with Him got accelerated. It might
be recalled that Sri Rama who had invoked the King of the oceans,
got furious, when the latter didn’t turn up, and bade Laksmana to
bring unto Him the bow, so that the entire ocean could be dried up
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for the monkey battalions to walk through to the other shore.
The frustrated Alvar is also likewise poised to negative GOd-head
altogether, if the union longed for, so intensely, by him cannot
materialise, there and then.
'

It can now be easily inferred that the Alvin is once again in the
’
‘
NayakI state, that is, the forlorn female lover, weighed down by
the intensity of God-love, unable to brook separation from her

In Tamil hterature, there is what is called
the matal ’, the episode of the hero going a-hunting and casually
meeting the heroine who happens to be alone, having got accidentally separated from her maids when they were all playing about,
picking up ﬂowers etc. The hero and the heroine exchange erotic
glances and part. The herorne whose heart has been stolen away
by the hero, draws a sketch of him and keeps on gazmg at It, days
on end; she languishes wrthout food, does not tend her person,
scratches her body with the teeth of a palmyrah stem and runs
about wrth dishevelled hair, bitterly complaining to the on-lookers
that she has been badly let down by a heartless fellow and things
of that sort. Moved by the prteous condition of the forlorn lady,
the people would intervene to hasten the union of the hero and the
herome or the hero himself would rush 1n, terriﬁed by the slander
heaped on his head, and take the lady. The third alternative would,
of course, be for the lady to seek relief through death (suicide). The
underlying sentiment is thus ardent love, eggrng the desperate lover
on, to a public declaration of such love, sometimes culminating in
the tragic act of self-immolatron. ‘ Tolkappryam ’, the ancient
Tamil work, seems to conﬁne ﬁns to the males only, the mad lovers
riding to death, through the Streets, on the toothed edge of a palmyrah stem, as if on a horse. But, 11] the North, females were also
permitted to have recourse to ‘matal’ (e.g.) sna, Vegavati, Visavadattai, Uma, Usa, Ulﬁpika etc.
Beloved, any longer.
‘

The Alvar’s contemplated move is indeed extraordinary, the
’
‘
more so when he 18 in the vanguard of Prapannas who are not to
invoke any means other than God Himselfand put to the imperative
necessity of catering to His sole delight. Nevertheless, it cannot
be criticised as improper; it is the exuberance of such love-intoxicated super-personalities that made them overshoot their mark.
The Alvars were no doubt endowed with supreme knowledge by
the Lord Himself and they could, therefore, be expected to be above
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elitism

But their knowledge was not the dry-as-dust stock but
one transformed into intellectual love of God. In the exuberance
of such love they were thrown into a state of mental imbalance
(Bhakti piravasya) and acts performed in such a state are indeed
praiseworthy and, surely,these are not comparable with the transgressions 'committed by the common people due to immaturity and
ignorance in a relatively unevolved state, still under the grip of
nescience. The Alvar’s mental attitude is but an inevitable facet of
God-love, seeking quick consummation by the Lord. It is worth
contrasting the Nayaki’s present stance with that in IV-8. Whereas
she was then prepared to sbjure herself and her possessions if they
could not be engaged in the Lord’s service, she is now out to
destroy Him and His cosmic wealth if He would not make Himself
pliable to her. The mate could no lorger keep the Nayaki under
sobering restraint and the la tter was determined to destroy God-head
even at the cost of her own destruction. The Lord could no
longer aﬁ'ord to be a passive witness to this state of aﬂ‘airs and,
therefore, He presented Himself to the Nayaki and thus redeemed
her and Himself.
macu aru cdti en ceyya vay manikkunrattai,
acu aru cilanai, ati mr'rrttryai, natiyé
pacaravu eyti, arivu ilantu, enai nilaiyam?
Ecu arum ﬁravar kavvai toll! on ceyyumé?

(V-3-l)

Translation
You know, my mate, my awareness is lost
And my lustre gone since long, in quest
Of the primordial Lord of splendour unalloyed and coral lips,
The mount of emerald, of loving condescension with no lapse;
How then will the rebuke of slanderous folks aﬂ'ect me?
Notes
(a)

The mates of ParankuSa Nayaki, who had prior
knowledge of her contemplated move, dissuaded her,
in a low whisper, from going ahead with it, lest the
people around should reproach her for her aggressive
stance. The Nayaki was, however, not in the least
worried about public opinion; as a matter of fact.

m

m

(M)

as

she had become impervious to it long back. The
Nayakl stood on a pedestal of her own and the
magnitude of her privation from God, of Supreme
eminence, was not comparable with any known to the
common man of the world. Hence her reactions were
also bound to diﬂ‘er widely from those of the worldlings
in regard to their individual privations.

(ii) The Alvar was no doubt endowed by the Lord with
knowledge, full and complete. But, intoxicated by
God-love, the Nayaki had long ago lost her mental
equipoise; else, would she fall at the feet of bees and

birds and beg of them to carry her message to God?

en ceyyum uravar kavvai, toll! iui nammai?
en ceyya tamaraik kannan ennai nirai kontin;
mun ceyya mamai ilantu, mém mehvu eytl,
en ceyya vayum karun kannum payappu ﬁrntavé.

(V—3—2)

Translation
My Lord with red-lotus eyes robbed me of my modesty,
With my complexion gone, my body is thinning down,
The hue of my red lips and eyes black is also gorng down
What indeed is the reproof of these folks unto me?
Note
Queried by her mates as to how she could afford to ignore
public opinion and be indifferent to it, the Nayakl says that
she is well past that stage, haying lost all sense of awareness
of the wo1ld long ago, when the Supreme Lord of exquisite
charm stole away her heart. Pining for Him, she has
thinned down alarmingly and is terribly off-colour. When
she recounts these disquieting changes, it is not by way of
stating her own loss; these were the things which had once
attracted the Lord and the loss is, therefore, His and not hers.

ﬁrnta eakatam utaitta patattan, pEyrnulai
cirntu cuvaitta cevvayan. t nnai nirai kontan;
pérntum peyamtutn avanbtu anti 6r col ilén:
mnta en toll! en ceyyum ﬁravar kavvaiyE?

(V-3-3)

as

'l'iruvlymoﬂt—lodk'c‘ V

Medan
My seasoned mate, now and again, I keep talking of none
But the coral-lipped Lord who sucked the life out of the demon
And unto pieces kicked the devilish wheel; He robbed me
Of my traits feminine and now what is it to me,
The rebuke of these slanderous folks around?
Note
Parankusa Nayaki enlightens her mate by saying that the Lord
kicked the demon who entered the cart-wheel, to a thousand pieces, and sucked the demoness who feigned as the
V
good mother, unto death, only to attract her and steal her
heart away. It was earlier assumed by the mate that these
incidents formed part of the general scheme of annihilation
of the Lord’s enemies set upon Him by Kamsa.
.

The Nayaki feels tortured and tormented, due to her separation
f1 our the Lord.
The mate whose role it is to put the Nayaki
on to her beloved, now questions the Nayaki’s wrsdom in
being soaked in God-love despite her pangs of separation
from the Lord and suggests that she might as well turn her
attention on other things and get over her misery. But the
Nayaki asserts that her thoughts are always rivetted to Him
and consequently, her cc nveisation has to necessarily
revolve round Him. This gladdens the heart of the mate,
quite in keeping with her true role and she hugs the Nayaki
to her bosom, in appreciation of the Nayaki’s steadfast love
to God. It is against this background that the Nayald
addresses her mate as the seasoned one. This 15 like Sita’s
appreciation of Hanuman, after her initial doubts about his
bonaﬁdes were dispelled.
ﬁravar kavvai eru ittu, annai col nIr patuttu,
Ira neI vitti, mulaitta neﬁcap peruﬁ ceyyul
pEr amar kital katal puraiya vilaivitta
kar amar méni nam kannan, tau! katiyané.

(V—3—4)

Translation

Kannan, my cloud-hued Lord, has indeed done me so much;
The rebukes of the folks around He made the manure rich,
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My mother’s sobering counsel, the channel of irrigation
And sowed He the seed of devotion that raised the
crop rich,
in
the
ﬁeld
OfGod-love,
spacious
of my heart, big as the ocean;
Could such a one, my mate, be dubbed cruel devoid of
compassion!
Notes
(i) Mate to the Nayaki

“I don’t mind

your being indifferent
to public opinion, it the Lord were at least with
you, but now, you are neither here nor there. Why not
give up the Lord who seems to treat you as of no

consequence?

Nﬁyaki to the More : “ Is it you speaking like this? How
can I at all blame the Lord Who has kindled in me the
undying ﬂame of love? Smitten I am, no doubt, by the
reproof of these folks, on one Slde and the porgnance
of my separation from the Lord on the other. But,
don’t you see that my mind dwells not on any but
Him, under all circumstances?”
(n) This song indicates the manner m which God-love of such
magnitude was generated in the Nayaki. The earthlings tried to nip her God-love nght in the bud but their
admonitions only mtensrﬁed her love and thus proved a
blessing in disguise. The constant attention of her
mother and her wholesome counsel tended and nurtmed
this God-love in the Nayakl, like unto a steady flow
of water irrigating the ﬁelds. Having created such a
fertile background, the Lord, as an indefatigable cultivator, sowed the seed of devotion in the Nayaki’s heart
and there sprouted the nch crop of God-love, sustained
further by the vision of H13 exquisite Form, like unto the
rain-cloud. The precise manner in which the Lord
reclaims the sense-buried Soul and eventually takes it
on to His exalted abode has been admirably set out in
aphorism 104 of Acirya Hrdayam.

as

“I'm-look V
katiyau, kotiyan, netiya mil, ulakam konta
atiyan, arivu-aru magi mayattan; ikilum,
kotiya en neilcsm avan emé kitakkum; ellé!
tuti k0] itai matat tolil annai en ceyyumE?

(V—3—5)

Translation
Agile and alert or cruelly indifferent could be the Lord,
Big beyond comprehension, His feet measured the worlds,
His form bewitching puts one in a daze and yet
My stubborn mind clings to Him alone, my thin-waisted,

modest mate!
How can mother over me prevail [if you can’t] ?
Notes

(i) The Nayaki reinforces her stand vis‘a-vis the Lord, as
set out in the preceding song, by stating that she would
adore the Lord even if He were to be a callous despot,
bereft of good qualities, and that it was, therefore, no use
trying to draw her away from the Lord. Be it a matter

of recounting the auspicious traits of the Lord or of
cataloguing His oppressive methods and tactics as

listed in this song, the Nayaki was indeed far more
competent than the mate. This is because it is the
Nayaki and not the mate who has alternately tasted the
bliss of union with the Lord and suﬁ'ered the pangs of
separation from Him.
(ii)

If it suited His purpose, He could do a thing with the
utmost speed and pounce upon the Subject, lulling the
latter into a sense of false security that the union would
last for ever; He would also not hesitate to leave the
Subject in great distress by snapping Himself suddenly.
Bent upon getting back the Kingdom lost by Indra, the
Lord would leave no space for Bali and send him to the
depths of the underworld. Knowing these oppressive
tactics of the Lord as well as she did, the Nayald would
nevertheless cling fast to Him. Drawbacks though
these might be, still they are His drawbacks and the
Lord's contact with them is enough to make the Nayaki
feel attracted to them. The emphasis is on the Lord’s
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contact, as such and not the nature or quality of the
contact c.f. aphorisms 108 to 110 of ‘Sri Vacana
Bhﬁsana’. Were it not disinterested love of God, love

for its own sake, as distinguished from love induced
by
the Lord’s auspicious traits, there should be an end of
such love during those moments when the devotee feels
frustrated and thinks that God is bereft of all those
endearing qualities, he pined for. The Lord might be
anything, selﬁsh, time-serving, elusive and so on, but
He shall be the sole refuge of the Alvin, under all
circumstances. In Periya Tirumoli, Xl-8-7 Tirumankai
Alvar also picturesquely brings home the inalienability
of the ‘ Master-Servant ’ relationship between God and
Man, whatever be the vicissitudes. Addressing the
Lord, he says: “ My Lord! you are generally known to
be sweet as sugar-cane; even if you turn bitter like the
margosa fruit, 1, Your eternal servant, will covet nothing
else but Your comely feet, like unto the caterpillar, bred
on margosa leaf, eating nothing but that. ”

(iii) It is worth recalling, in this context what transpired between Anasuya Devi, wife of Sage Atri, and Sita. Felicitating Sité on her ﬁdelity to her husband (giving up the
palace and all its wealth and relatives and following Sr!
Rama into exile) Anasﬁya Devi exhorted that the husband needs to be venerated as God Himself, be he in
town or wood, well or ill. Swayed by modesty, the
bashful sna stood with down-cast eyes and spoke out:
“It is indeed diﬂicult for one to prove that my ﬁdelity
to Rama stands by itself without any external provocations or inducements, as Rama and his excellence
can never remain apart. My ﬁdelity will remain constant even if he were the exact reverse of what he is ”.

annai en ceyyil en? ilr en collil en? toimlrl
canai ini umakku acai illai; akappatténmunnai amarar mutalvan, van tuvarapati
manuals. manivannan, vacutévan valaiyulé.

(V-3—6)
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It matters not, my mate, what the mother says
Or the folks around, leave me alone, will you?
Ensnared am I by vacutévan of sapphire hue
Prince of Tuvarakai, the city beautiful, chief of ‘ Nityas ’.
Notes
(i) Niryas—the ‘Nitya Sﬁris’ or the Eternal Heroes, the everfree angels in heaven.
(ii) Finding the Nayaki implacable, her mates tried to impress
upon her that, by her conduct, she would only imperil
the life of her mother and it would be a terrible loss, all

round—the Lord hasn’t come to her, her mother would
die and the folks around would heap abuses on her.
But the Nayakl tells them that, entranced as she is by
the bewitching looks of Lord Krsna, Prince of Dvaraka,
all the above considerations would be of no avail and
that they would do well not to pin their hopes on her
any more. Actually, she has lost alike her vision and
heart unto her Lord.

valaiyul akappatuttu, ennat nal neﬂcam kﬁvikkontu,
alai katal-palli ammanai, alippiran-tannai,
kalai kol akal alkul-télil nam kankalal kantu,
talaiyil vanar‘tkavum am kold, taiyalir munpé?

(V—3—7)

Translation
My lovely mate, well-clad, shall we with our eyes behold
The Lord who ensnared me and away with my good heart ﬂed
And rested on the surging ocean, the Benefactor, who the discus
wields
And bow unto Him, well in front of these (rebuking) ladies?

Notes
(i) The Nayaki longs for the Lord’s presence so as to enable
her to fall at His feet, right in front of the slanderous
folks and silence them. These folks were slandering
the Lord as faithless to the Nayaki and the latter as

foolishly sticking on to Him.
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(ii) When Ki'irathalvan discoursed on this song in a place
called Rijéntracdlan, a centenarian got up, shaking
from head to foot and reverently queued whether it
would be appropriate for the Nayaki to bow unto her

lover. The illustrious discourser quoted Sita’s conduct
in this regard as the precedent. She told Hanuman
when he took leave of her in Aéokavana at Lar'ika;
“ Pray, tell Sri Rama, corn to protect the entire world,
that I prc strate unto Him”. Sundara Kanda XXXVIII 53.

The Sandals got separated from Rama and went north.
Slta was separated from Him, later on, and she went
south. Whereas the sandals, installed on the throne
ruled over a whole Kingdom, Sita was a miserable
captive in Lanka. tormented and tortured by the seven
hundred and odd Raksasis Slta must have pondered
Within herself and realised that this disparity was due
to the contact of the Sandals wrth Sri Rama’s feet and
the absence of such contact, in her case Therefore
it is that she now tells Hanuman, the Acarya, that
she prostrates at the feet of her Lord, albeit from that
distance.
péy mulai untu, cakatam payntu, marutu itai
poy mutal cayttu, pul vay pilantu, kaliru atta,
tﬁ muruvaI-tontaivaip piranai en nalkolé
yam urukinratu, toll! annaiyar nanavé?

(V-3—8)

Translation
When shall we attain, my mate, the coral-lipped Lord,
Of smiles pure, who the demon’s breast sucked, crawled
‘
Tween the twin trees and uprooted, unto pieces smashed
The wheel, cleaved the bird’s beak and the elephant slammed,
So that these elders do their heads hang ir shame?
Note
The Nayaki enumerates the deeds of Lord Krsna, directed
towards the annihilation of the evil forces, the opponents of
the devotees. If such a great Benefactor could come and

All
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join her, it would put to shame the elders who were all
bereft of good qualities, condemning Him as heartless,
faithless and so on. It needs to be specially noted that
the lord’s appearance is sought, in this song, by the
Nayaki, not for her embrace but to vindicate her Lord’s
glory in the eyes of the elders as the One who is not only

quite responsive but also remorseful. Did He not, as St!
Rama, rush to the Rsis of Dandakaranya, to enquire their
nwds and place His services at their disposal and apologise
to them profusely, ﬁnding that they had already come a few
steps forward to exhibit their sufferings at the hands of the
Raksasas?
nanum niraiyum kavarntu, ennai nal neﬁcam kﬁvikkontu,
cén uyar vanattu irukkum tava piran-tannai
anal en toll! ulakutoru alar tam, am
konaikal ceytu, kutiriyay matal llrtume.
(V-3—9)
Translation
Oh, mate, be sure, I shall unto magal resort, getting out of hand
And arraign, in every way and in all lands,
The Chiel of the Celestials, Who my good mind stole
Besides my shyness and modesty and stays now in the heaven
tall.
Note

In the seventh song of this decad, the Nayakl had complained
that the Lord had stolen her heart and ﬂed with it to the
milk-ocean. Apprehending that the Nayaki might get at
Him even there, He seems to have since gone to the high
heavens, so as to be out of her reach. But the Nayaki is
now determined to get out of her shell and ferret Him out
wherever He might go and expose Him thoroughly all over
the land.
yam matal llmtum, em all ankaip pirin utal

tﬁ metal tan am tulay—malar kontu clituvomam matam inxi, teruvuttiru ayal-taiyalir
n5 matankip psli ton-i, natum iraikkavé.

(V—3-lO)
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multilaShaking all" all reserve, street after street shall I enter
And make women in all the worlds shout beside me and
clamour,
In sheer sympathy for me, having recourse to metal,
And from the Lord, wielding the discus lovely, procure
And wear the tulaci garland, cool and lovely, with petals pure.
Note

If the Nayaki contemplates such a drastic move, totally repug-

nant to her essential nature, it is because of the exuberance
of her God-love and the resultant intolerance ot delayed

consummation. This aspect has already been dealt with,
in extenso, in the preamble to this decad. At the end of all
these hectic activities, all that the Nayaki aspires for is the
Lord’s tulaci garland, that sacred basil. The Nayakl still
hopes that, frightened by this harrowmg state of her darting
forth, wrth ‘ Mata! ’ (the tooth-edged branch of the palmyrah tree) in hand, the Lord would rush forward, with discus
in hand, and placate her by bedecking her with the tulaci
garland worn on His person; if, however, He did not turn
up, it would mean, she threatens, the end of them both as
in a holocaust.

iraikkum karun katal vannan kanna-piran tannai
viraik kol polil-kurukurc catakopan conna
niraik kol antati or ayirattul ip pattum
uraikka vallaikku vaikuntam akum tam ﬁr ellarn. (V-3—l 1)
Translation
Those that chant these songs ten,
Out of the thousand, chaste and elegant, of Catakdpan,
From Kurukﬁr, abounding m orchards, full of fragrance,
Adoring Lord K2 nnan, of the hue of the roaring ocean,
Will heavenly bliss enjoy right at their residence.
Notes
(i) The Lord will court those that recite these ten songs and
remain inseparably united with them. Where the Lord

WV
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is there is Heaven and thus the chanters of this Tiruviy-

moli (decad) get the Heaven transported unto them.

(ii) " Roaring ocean "—The ocean is in a state of upheaval, the
bottom of the sea throwing the sands right up to the
surface in violent agitation, like unto the king of the
ocean who appeared before Rama trembling, when the
latter threatened to drive a shaft into the bosom of the
sea and dry it up altogether. The Lord was in the same
predicament as the King of the ocean when the Nayaki

threatened Him with dire consequences.

Fifth Centgm—Fourth Decad (V-4)
(Ur ellam tuiici)

Preamble
In order to put through the proceedlngs contemplated by the
Nayaki in the preceding decad, she has to ﬁrst of all draw a sketch
of her lover (the accused) for public exhibition and arraignment.
But it rs pitch dark and she can’t draw the picture. It seems as
if the Lord rs afraid of berng exposed by the Néyaki and has deliberately rnduced darkness of such intensity, The whole world is
fast asleep, and she has no company. In such a nulreu, she has
recourse to the contemplation ofthe Lord’s auspicious traits,
soothing indeed unto her aching heart.
ﬁr ellam tuilci, ulaku ellam na] rrul ay,
nit ellim téri, 6r nil iravuay nintatal;
par ellam unta nam pimpu-anaiyig virtual;
ar-ellé! valvinaiyén ivr kappir, igiyé?

(V—4—l)

Translation
The town is asleep and the world in darkness plunged,
Very, very quiet, the land and water have become;
Alas! ‘ tis one long night, the Lord on serpent-bed,
Who once ate up the worlds, unto me doesn't come;
Who will save the life of this terrible sinner indeed?
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Note
The Nayaki laments that the benevolent Lord, who sustained
all the worlds with their contents, in His stomach and protected them during the deluge, does not come to her aid in her
present state of distress. The slanderous folks whose
gossips actually fostered her God-love are fast asleep and
so is the rest of the world. The Nayaki cannot move about
either because it is one long night, even longer than the
longish“ nights of the Devas and visibility is next to m]. Further, there is none awake except her lone self.
avi kappar ini arts: katal man vin muti,
ma vikaram ay, 61' val iravuay nintatal;
kavi eér vannan en kannanum Varanal;
piviyén neﬁcamé! nlyum panku allaiye.

(V—4—2)

Translation
Who will save my life hereafter?
You, this sinner’s mind, aren’t friendly either;
Alas! tis one long, grim night that hides
The deep sea, the land and the sky; Kannan, my Lord
Of blue tint, my sole Refuge doesn’t unto me come.
Note
In the middle of the famous ‘ Rasa Krida, when Krsna danced
With the Gopis, the damsels of Vrmdavan, He disappeared
for a while, and the Gopis were thrown on tenter hooks.
But then, Krsna reappeared and made amends for His
sudden Withdrawal by assuming the form, par excellence, far
more exquisite than in the earlier session. The Nayaki too
probably expected the Lord to present Himself before her
likeWise, but this expectation didn’t materialise. Hence, this
lamentation.
‘Whereas ‘Time' stands still in the self-luminous region, known as

the ‘ High Heaven ', and it is all day and no night (darkness-mums). the day
Of the ‘ Devas ' in the lower reaches of the upper worlds is as 10118 85 011°
year of ours, six months (mid-January to mid-July-Uttarayana) constitutins
a day for them and the remaining six months (mid-July to mid-January—
Daksiniyana) their night.

«I

mum-look v
nlyum pinku aliaikln, nelicamél nu iravum
byum polutu luri, dilly ntntatll;
kiyum katum cilai en klkuttan urinal;
mayum vakai gum, valvinaiyén pen piranté.

(V-4-3)

Mﬂon

You too, my mind, do not with me co-operate;
Like unto eternity does the longish night further elongate;
Kakuttan, whose stern bow does the enemies annihilate,
Appears not before me; this fell sinner knows not
How to end this life, born a woman, alas! what’s my lot"

Note
The Nayaki is in the same predicament as Sita during her
captivity in Lanka. Sita lamented that there was none in that
hostile land who could help her with poison or a sharp knife
to end her miserable life. There at least, Slta could hear the
heartening sound from Sri Rama’s (Kakuttan’s) bow in the
nearby battleﬁeld, which disillusioned her and set her mind
at ease, when Ravana produced the illusory head of Rama
and wanted her to believe that Rama had been killed and
his head severed. And now, Rama does not come and present Himself before the Nayald. Her own mind, the principal
accessory, does not subserve her, the darksome night, interminably long, aggravates her misery and above all, a woman
that she is, with no independence, she is not free to die at
will, by putting an end to her life.
pen pirantir eytum perum tuyar kinkilén emu
on cutaroa varatu olittan; im man alanta
kan periya cevvay em kir éru variant];
on periya cintai noy tlrppar ﬁr ennaiyé?
Translation
Methinks the Sun from me hides and declines to see
A woman in such great distress; my cloud-hued Lord,
Trim as the bull, with eyes wide and lips red,

(V—4—4)
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Who the worlds spanned, comes not unto me;
Alas! who can indeed cure me of my cruel mental malady?
Note

The sun’s diurnal course is put through, regularly, at the
Lord’s command and he dare not disobey. And yet, he
would not come out, for fear of seeing the Néyaki in such
great distress. At the same time, he is atraid of being hunted
out by the Lord’s emissaries and, therefore, keeps hiding
somewhere beyond their reach. This has resulted in prolongation of the night. Well, Sun or no Sun, why should the
Lord who had enthralled the Nayaki and kept her madly
in love with him, keep Himself away from her? This makes
the Nayaki dread the frightful prospect of having to linger
for ever with her mental malady for which there seems to be
no cure.

it

ennai drayvaﬂ—annaiyarumtoliYarum
nir cane! ennité, nil iravum tuiicuvarél;
kar anna meni nam kannanum varinal;
pér ennui méyatal, valvinaiyén pin ninré.

(V-4—5)

Translation

The unrelenting elders and mates sleep thro’ the long night;
Alas! our cloud-hued Kannan too appears not before me,
Thus there’s none to stand by and think of me
And yet, my name shall stay on, all right,
Although this fell sinner be dead and gone.
Note

how enchanting is this God-sickness! The Alvar who
keeps scanning the whole scene, laments that there is none
to think of him. What is even more exciting is his own
statement that his name will outlive him. How true! the
entire vaisnavite world rests on him. But there the Nayakl
means to say that, on the one hand, the mates and the elders
sleep on with no thought of her, while, on the other, the
cloud-hued Lord is withholding Himself. And, therefore,
she ﬁnds herself left alone and even if she dies, as she would

011,
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very much like to, her name would still stay behind, making
it impossible to close the pages of history upon her, It is

noteworthy that the Mvar bears the name of the Lord's feet
(Satakdpa) where all of us rest our heads.

pin ninru katal-noy neﬁcam peritu atumal;
mun ninru ira-ﬁli ken putaiya mutlnal;
man nima cakkarattu em mayavanum vérénil;
in ninra nil avi kappar ar, iv itatté?

(V—4—6)

Translation
This love-sickness which from behind eggs me on,
Does my mind consume; alas! this age-long night, right in front,
Blinds my eyes, my wondrous Lord who the inseparable discus
holds on,
Comes not; who then can unto my lingering life protection
grant?
Notes
(1)

It

a strange sickness that aﬂlicts the Nayakl. This
Godsiclcness or God-love keeps on pushing her from
behind and will, she says, pursue her even on the yonder
side of death, unlike the earthly kind of sickness, which
holds sway only as long as there is life.
IS

(ii) While the night makes for physical blindness, God-love
screens her mind’s eye. It is a pity, the darkness prevents
the Nayaki from beholding her Lord, it He were at all to
present Himself before her at that hour.

kappar er, iv itattu? kanku lrulln nun-tuli ay,
cén-pélatu uli ay, celkima kankulvayt
tiip pala ven canku cakkarattan tonranal;
tip pale valvinaiyén, teyvankal! en ceykénO?

(V—4—7)

Traulation
The Lord, donning the discus and the couch, white and
immaculate,
Appears not before me, this night. dark and dewy;

m

Cinema (V4)

Who indeed can protect me, in this state?
Oh, godlings, what can this dreadful sinner do?
Notes
(i) When the whole world is plunged in protracted darkness
the Nayakl ﬁnds the godlings awake and, in a spirit of
companionship, the wakeful Nayaki cries out her woe
to the wakeful deities and perhaps enlists their sympathy.
(ii) The Nayaki who had earlier been proclaiming from the

house-top that the Lord is the Sole Protector and we,
His Subjects, are His exclusive vassals solely dependent
on Him, now looks at the ‘ Jiva (Soul), in isolation,
and feels tormented, saying “how am I to be protected?"
’

teyVankal! en ceykén ?—or iravu
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try,

mey vantu nimu, enatu avi meliVikkum;
kaivanta cakkarattu en kannanum Varanal;
taivanta tan tenral vem cutaril tan atumé

(V—4—8)

Translation
Oh, godlings, what can 1 do? ages, a Single night does loom,
To torment my life, it has, ll] ﬂesh and blood, come;
Even Kantian, my Lord, who the Discus always wields
Comes not; so then the cool and soothing southerly breeze
Blisters me worse than the ﬁre well ablaze
Note
The Nayaki is already emaCiated due to separation from her
Lord; the dark night of extra-ordinary duration now exploits
her weakness by inﬂicting on her countless miseries. In her
present state, even the cool, southerly breeze is far from
soothing; actually, it produces the diametrically opposite
effect. The night seems to assume, With a vengeance,
several forms, (even as Sage Saubhari dld for the enjoyment
of pleasures With his numerous Wives), to torment the
Nayald in ever so many ways. In the olden days, when a
would
person was pilloried in public for criminal offence, he
break down but the authority would nevertheless go on with
T—lS
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the punishment, after providing due nourishment for his
revival such as butter-milk etc.
vem cutaril tan atumél, vinku irulin nun tuli ay;
am cutara veyyon ani netum tér tomatél;
och cutart tamaraikkm-celvanum varanél;

neﬂcu itar tlrppar ini

yér?——nir_1;u

urukukigréné

(V-4—9)

Translation:

'

The darksome night With minute dew beset
Is unto me hotter than ﬁre; alas' nowhere in sight
Is Sun’s chariot, large and lovely or the opulent Lord bright,
Of red-lotus eyes; my heart does all the time melt,
Who will indeed my mind's ache dispel m such a state?

Note
The night is very oppresswe and the Nayaki lS Sinking deep
in dejection. There is, however, no hope of relief yet.
neither the Sun has come out nor even the Lord whom an
ardent devotee of the calibre of the Nayaki could reasonably
Indeed, the Lord is
expect in such moments of distress
the Sun that never sets and He illummes the entire universe
Heaven downwards The rising oi the Sun would but be
the dawn heralding the appearance of that Great Sun, the
Lord. But then, the night is tormenting the Nayaki, through
its accomplice, the blistering dew, like unto Malica, pressed
into servrce by the nefarious Ravana.
nigru urukukigrégé pole, netu vanam
cemu uruki, nun tuli ay, celkinra kar‘rkulvay
amu orukél vaiyam alanta piran varan egru
emu orukal collatu ulako urankumé!

(V-4—10)

Translation
Alas! the world had into deep slumber gone,
In this dark night, the minute dew drops down the sky broad,
Like poor me, the sky too seems to melt down,
There's none to tell me but once that the Lord
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Who spanned the worlds once upon a tune,
Would not unto me care to come.
Notes
(I)

The Nayaki thinks that the dew dr0ps come from the
sky, melting down, in distress, like her of. similar
sentiments expressed by the Nayaki in 11-1 ante.

(n) It would be some consolation for her, if there was yet
another soul, awake like her, to sustain her by recounting the Lord’s wondrous deeds as Trvrkrama or tell her
that she needn’t expect the Lord whose habit it was
to keep away like this. In the latter case, the moment
the Nayaki was disabused of her fond hopes, her life
would be extinct.

urankuvan pol yokuceyta peruminai
ciranta polil cs1 kurukﬁrc catakopan col
niram kllarnta antati ayirattul 1p pattil
irantu pby vaikuntam céravaru enhanéyo?

(V—4—l 1)

Translation
How can those that recrte these songs ten
Out of the tuneful thousand, composed by Cataképau
0f Kurukﬁr, surrounded by orchards lovely,
Adoring the Lord who 15 asleep apparently
But thinks out ways for [-113 Subjects to thrive,
Fail to enter Heaven at the end of their hves"
Note

The Nayaki had said, in the preceding song, that the whole
world was asleep, suggesting that even the Lord had gone
to sleep. The Lord was, however, quick to point out to
the Alvin that He was not asleep but was only contemplating
the manner in which He should present Himself to the Alvar
and resale him. Thus informed, the Alvin could sustain
himself and so also, the very township of Kurukﬁr, as could

O
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be inferred from the reference to its orchards, gay and lovely.

‘

Those that are conversant with this decad are bound to
reach at the end of the present span of life, the high I'eaven.
the land of perennial light, presided over by the Lord,
the perpetual Sun.

Fifth Centum - Fifth Decad (V-S)
(Ennanéyd, apnaimirkil)
Preamble
In the last decad, the Alvin felt miserably handicapped by
darkness and dew, the inner meaning whereof is that this land of
nescience is enveloped in ‘tamas ’ or darkness. The Nayaki's
irresistible urge for the speedy attainment of the Lord, wrtnessed in
V-3 (Macu aru c6ti), Violently disturbed her ﬁrm conwction in the
Lord as the Sole Means for attaining Him and made her contemplate the devious indulgence in selfneﬂ‘ort, such as embarking on
the techmque of ‘matal ’. The dark, dewy night, presented in
V-4 (Urellam tuﬁCi), only typiﬁes the Samsara, with its characteristic
nescience, into which one is thrown back, when one loses track of
one’s essential nature and With that, the correct perspective. In
sloka 49 of the ‘ Stotra Ratna ’, Saint Yamunacarya only echoed
this, when he likened a person, entangled in ‘Samsara ’, to one
badly caught up in foul weather, With dark, dense clouds gathering
in, losing the sense of direction, beaten continually by ever-expanding miseries pouring In like the torrential rain. The sun-rise
symbolises the removal of darkness, that is, ignorance and the
inﬂux ot spiritual light (Satva) or purity. The Alvar could, with
the return of light, enjoy, in his mind’s eye, the glorious vision of
the Lord, enshrined in Timkkurunkuti.
This decad is sung by the Alvin, while still in the feminine
state. The elders who tried to bring the Nayaki round
by admonishing her, are hit back. The Nayakl questions the
propriety of their admonishing her whose heart stands rivetted to
the exquisite form of the Lord at Tiruklcurunkuti.

Fifth
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annaimtrkill ennui munivatu nit?
Wye,
nankal kolat tirukkurunkuti

nampiyai nan kautaplu.
cankindtum, nEmiyotum, tamaraik kankalotum,
cenkani viy ominotum, celkinratu en neﬂcamé.

(V—S—l)

Translation
Lift I can’t my mind from Nampi, the Lord exquisite,
l beheld at Tirukkugunkuti, the conch and discus
In His hands, His lotus eyes and red lips. peerless,
With me how can you, elders, ﬁnd fault9
Notes
(1)

This pilgrrim centre, deep south m Tamil Nadu, 15 also
known as Vaisziava Vdmana Ksetra The end-stanza
of ﬁns decad also says that those who learn this decad
will become Varsnavas.
Further, it was at this
particular shrine that Kariyar, the father of Miran
(who later became Saint Nammalvar), prayed tor an
issue and the Lord srgmﬁed to him through the
temple priest that He would Himself incarnate as his
son and blessed the couple wrth temple honours.
At the Lord’s command, His high Chamberlain, Senesa,
otherW1se known as Visvakeéena, incarnated as
Nammalvar, the Savrour of mankind And so, this
pilgrim centre 18 intimately linked up With the advent

of Nammalvam

(ii) The query, as in the last line of this verse, serves to bring
out the fact that the Nayaki has only followed In the
footsteps of the elders who had initiated her in the
worship of the Lord and, far from being blamed, she
is really praise worthy. Be they one’s sons or disciples,
when they stand launched into the domain of God-love,
they become worthy of worship In this context,
Itu cites the following apt anecdote. When Kurattalvan
lost his mother, Narikayar, the father wavered for a
while whether he should marry again and lead the life
of a householder as ordained by the Sistras. Seeing,
however, the way step-mothers generally behave, the
bereaved father's sympathy was on the side of the son.
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the more so, when the latter was advancing spiritually.
The father, therefore, decided to lean more on the
son than on the Sastras and thus be more serviceable
to the son than be a slavish stickler to the ordinary
rules for one’s own gratiﬁcation, rather than ediﬂcation.
en neilcinll nokkik klnlr ennai muniyité;
ten nan calait tirukkurunkuti nampiyai nan kanlapiu,
minnu nulum, kuntalamum, mdrpil tirumaruvum,
mannu ptlnum, nanku, talum, vantu enkum nimitumé.
(V—S—2)

Translation

Rather than admonish me. you elders will do well

To see thro’ my mind; after I beheld
The Lord at Tirukkurunkuti with lovely orchards
The mole on His Winsome chest, the shining sacred thread,
The ear-rings, the jewels on His person inseparably worn
And His shoulders four are by me seen wherever I turn.
Note
The elders Will not allow themselves to be bamboozled by
the Nayaki and they insist that they too have seen the Lord
at Tirukkul'unkuti. The Nayaki sharply retorts that, if
only they could see through her eyes, they would feel the
difference all right.
Wherever she turned, she saw the
shining sacred thread like the lightning tearing the bosom
of the cloud, the mole on the Lord’s chest, the sweet array
of Jewels and the shoulders of the Lord.
ninritum, ticaikkum, naiyum enru annaiyarum munitir;
kunra matat tirukkurudkuti nampiyai nan kantapig,
venri villum, tantum vilum, cakkaramum, cankarnum,
(V-S—B)
ninru togrik kannul nlnka; neflcullum ninkavé.

Tramlatlon
You, elders say all things harsh about me,
That I wither down, looking stupid and dazed;
Better know that after my beholding the Lord at Tirukkurunkutl
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With its castles tall, His victorious bow, mace,
Sword, conch and discus cannot from my mind he eﬂaced.
Note

The Lord's lovely weapons also decorate the Lord’s person
just like His numerous jewels. This twm aspect is extended
to the Nayaki’s own experience, the Lord’s weapons feasting
her eyes as well as her mind.

ninka nilla karma nirkal enru agnaiyarum munitir,
tén kol colait tirukkurur’ikuti nampiyai nan kantapig,
pi'in tan malait tan tuliyuin, pon mutiyum, vativum.
panku ténrum pattum, nénum, iniyén pakkattave. (V—5-4)
Translation
You are indeed cross With me, oh, Elders,
That it isn't pOSSlble to Wipe off my tears;
After seeing the Lord at Tirukkurunkuti, With orchards lovely,
His gold crown, tulaCI garland, cool and comely,
His form exquiSite, the waist-band and Silk robe ﬁne,
All these beside this Sinner do always shine
Notes
(i)

It is but appropriate that one sheds tears of joy while
contemplating His auspicious traits And so, the
Nayaki is at a loss to understand why the elderly
women should frown at her for being in tears, all the
time She says that With the glorious VlSlOI‘l of the
[come Form of the Lord at Tirukkuijunkuti, ever in
front of her, she can’t but shed tears of ecstasy, which
Will never dry up. Perhaps the ﬂow of honey from the
ﬂowers in the big gardens of the pilgrim centre might
stop but not the Nayaki’s tears There 18, therefore,
no point in the elders being cross With her on this
account.

(ii) The Néyaki calls herself a Sinner in spite of the glorious
vision before her, because it 18 only a ViSion after all,
outside the purView of her physical senses, the external
perception, embrace etc

bi
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pakkam nokki nirkum, naiyum emu annaiyarum munitir;
ukka klrttit timkkurunkugi nampiyai nan kantapin,
tokka ectit tontai vayum, ntnta puruvankalum,
takka tamaraik kannum, piviyén aviyin mélanavé. (V-S—S)

W

That I pine for my Loxd, you, elders, fret and fume,
Look do I, in all directions, for Him of great fame;
Having seen the Lord at Tiruklruruhkuti, His red lips radiant,
Long brows and lotus eyes, a mass of radiance,
Prey on this sinner’s life, in constant attendance.

Note
The Lord’s line features With symmetrical perfection naturally
enthral the Nayaki’s mind and it meet would be that the
elders looked upon her with pride instead of frowning at
her.

mélum van pali nam kutlkku ival emu annai kanakkotal;
colai cu] tan tirukkurunkuti nampiyai nan kantapin,
kala n11 koti mukkum, tamaraik kannum, kani vayum,
nlla miniyum, nanku tolum, en neilcam niraintauavé. (V—S—G)

We!

Mother fears this girl Will brmg a bad name
Unto her sacred clan for all time to come,
And the Lord at Tirukkurunkuti, she wouldn’t allow me to
behold,
But Him I have beheld, His nose, long and lovely, lips red,
Lotus eyes, blue tint and shoulders four have my mind ﬁlled.

Note
The Mother is apprehensive that the Nayaki is transgressing
her bounds as a ‘ prapanna ’ who has to await the descent
of the Lord's grace, and decides not to allow the Nayaki
to see Nampi, (The perfect Lord) at Tirukkurunkuti. But
then, this is like erecting a bund after all the water in the
basin has ﬂown down the stream. The truth of the matter

is that the Nayaki has already seen Nampi and
right from
the moment she beheld Him, all the features of the Lord,
as
set out in this song, stand indelibly imprinted in her mind.
The restrictions now imposed by the Mother have,
therefore, no meaning. What would have been excertionable
in the earlier stages becomes praiseworthy In such

an

advanced state of uncontrollable yearning for quick
consumination of God-love It is a plty the elders could not
appreciate this

nixainta van pali nam kutikku ival emu annai kanakkotﬂ;
ciranta kirttit tirukkururlkuti nampiyai nan kantapm.
nirainta cOti Vellam ctllnta ninta pon méniyotum
niraintu, en ullé ninrolintan; némi ar‘ikai ulaté.
(V—5—7)
Translation
The mother wouldn’t allow me to behold the Lord
At Tirukkurunkuti of high renown, lest Ishould,
A standing slur on her clan prove; but I’ve seen Him
And in my mind stands He ﬁrm, of golden form,
Radiance, full and ﬂooding, With the comely Discus in Hrs
lovely palm.
Note
As already stated in V-3-4, the rebukes of the elders who
can‘t see eye to eye With the Nayaki in the matter of Godlove, sedulously nurture it and the Nayaki only feels elated,

rather ﬂattered by such rebukes With all HIS ineﬂ'able
radiant beauty, the Lord has entered insrde the Néyakl
and ﬁlled her entire being (Vigraha vyéptr or speciﬁc
presence as in His beautiful person, the lCOl‘llC Form), as
an act of benign grace. The Divrne presence (Vigraha
vydpti), of God who abides latent (Svarapa vydpti) in the
heart of one and all, becomes manifest when His grace and
our sanctity co-operate. This was elicited by Nanciyar
from Tirukkurukai Pillan one day when the former was
proceeding to the temple of Lord Ranganatha.

0|
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kaiyul nan mukam vaikkum, naiyumenru annaiyarum munitir;
mai kol mitat tirukkurunkutt nampiyai nan kantapin,
oeyya tamarailc kannum, alkulum, cinitaiyum, Vativum,
moyya nil kulal tilnta totkalum, paviyéu mun nirkumé.
(V—S—S)

Tn-lation
You, elders, fret and from that I do dwindle
And bury my lovely face into my palms;
Having seen the Lord at Tirukkurunkuti with black castles,
His eyes like the lotus red, His exquisite form,
The waist thin, the abdominal region and the shoulders
With the locks playing thereon, stay ﬁrm before this sinner.
Notes
(i) Seated inside the hollow of a tamarind tree in the quadrangle of the temple at Kurukﬁr (Alvar Tirunakari),
the Saint enjoyed the vision of the Lord, enshrined at
Tirukkurunkuti, as set above. Carried away by the
splendour of the vision, the Nayaki was, however,
tempted to clasp the Lord of such exquisite charm.
Her inability to do so makes her very sad and she,
therefore, buries her face in her palms.
(ii) The mansions in Tirukkurunkuti have become black
either on account of their antiquity or because the dark
blue tint of the Lord’s image enshrined there is reﬂected
all around.

mun mnray enru telimarkalum annaiyarum munitir;
mannu matat tlrukkurunkutl nampiyai nan kantapig,
cegni nil muti an aya ulappu ll anikalattankannal, pal, amutu aki vantu-en neilcam kaliyané. (V—5—9)

'lhnslation
You, mates and elders, do chastise me
That I appear before all; I did see

The Lord at Timkkurunlcuti with mansions stately,
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“fearing the crown long and countless other jewels lovely;
Firmly ﬁxed in my mind since then stands
Like cane-juice. milk and nectar, this spectacle grand

Note
The mates and the elders would want the Nayaki to keep
indoors, consistent with feminine modesty. But she says that
the exquisite charm of the Lord at Tirukkuruhkuti. bedeeked
with a vast array of lovely jewels, has already taken possession of her and that she is not, therefore, in a position to
conform to the ordinary norms of feminine conduct. With
the Lord in front of her mind all the time, how could she
shut herself up behind the doors?
kaliya mikkatu 6r katalal ival entu annaj ké nakkotél;
valu il kirttit tirukkurunkuti nampiyai nan kzntapin,
kulumit tévar kulankal kaitolac coti-vellattinullé
eluvatu 6r uru en nellcul elum; arkkum arivu-arité. (V-S—lO)
Translation
My mother sees my God-love intense
And decides not to allow me access
To the Lord at Tirukkurunkuti any more,
Well, what does it unto me matter?
After I beheld Nampi of fame ﬂawless,
The eﬂ'ulgent Lord, adored by Celestials m strength,
Does in my heart shine ever but this none here can comprehend
Note

”
not a case of “ out of snght, out of mind or the
with the
proverbial mellowing of sorrow due to separation,
m all His
passage of time. The Lord shines perpetually,

Surely, this

IS

resplendence. before the Nayaki’s mind, a grand spectacle
the hands
attracting even the denizens of heaven, claspmg
Lord’s
of one another, so as not to be swept off by the
brilliance in spate.

W
qivu-ariya pit-anal. iii ankaiyanaiyé alaui,

W
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nariya nan malsr nati, nan kurukure catakOpan conga
kuti kol ayirattul ivai pattum tirukkurunkuti-atanmel
(V—S—l l)
ariyak kan'u vallér vaitnavar, 5| katal halattulle.

bulletins
Those that learn well these songs ten,
Which unto holy Tirukkurunkuti pertain,
Expatiating the grandeur of Nampi, His form, jewels and
weapons,
Out of the thousand composed by Kurukﬁr Catakopan,
The connoisseur of fragrant ﬂowers ﬁne,
Chanting lustily the glory of the Lord, difﬁcult to comprehend,
Who does the discus hold in His lovely hand,
Will as chaste vaitnavar be lauded, in this world, sea-bound,
Notes
(i) Fragrant ﬂowers ﬁne: This could refer to either these
hymns full of fragrance, like unto a collection of choice
ﬂowers of sweet fragrance of soulful ﬂowers offered
in a genuine Spll'lt, emitting the fragrance of self-less
service.
(ii) Chaste Vaisrzavas: Those who fully appreciate, despite
their stay in this arid land of samsara, the sanctity of
the pilgrim centres, hallowed by the Lord’s loving
assocration, as well as the ‘ Nitya Shris ’ m the High
Heavens do.

Fifth Centum—Sixth Decad (V-6)
(Katal-i‘iilam ceytégum)
Preamble
The Mother ﬁnds Parankusa Nayaki, seated like a discourser,
with the ﬁngers in an instructional pose and declaring that it
is she that created the whole world, that she would become the
world herself and so on. The bmildered mother, when queried
by her kinsmen says that the Nayaki is perhaps possessed by the
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Supreme Lord who is the Inner Self of all beings. Every song
in this decad is in two distinct parts, namely, the narration of
the Nayaki’s God-vision (man identiﬁed with God), followed
by the Mother’s suggestion that it is perhaps God who has taken
possession of the Nayaki, that speaks through her. There is
of course, a parallel for this kind of behaviour of the Nayaki in
Sri Visnu Purina, V-13-23. In the midst of that rapturous balldance, the classical Rasakrida ’, Lord Krsna suddenly withdrew
Himself from the Gopis of Vrndavan, who were literally bursting
with joy in the company of the Divme cowherd boy, who danced
in between every two girls, assuming ubiquity to the extent needed.
The Lord’s sudden disappearance was motivated by His desire to
stabilise the Gopis ’ God—enjoyment, which was at its highest ebb
at that crucial moment, much beyond their capaCity to bear. Some
time later, He appeared in their midst back again, assuming afar
more enchanting Form than before, as if to make amends for
the pangs of separation inﬂicted on them. But what happened to
the Gopis during this interval? They were sunk deep in dejection.
expressed by them in immortal songs, known as ‘Gopika-Gita ’,
Some of the Gopis also resorted to the technique of impersonation
of Sri Krsna, so as to sustain themselves, as brought out in the
Sloka of Sri Visnu Purina, referred to above. There was a Gopi
claiming to be none other than Krsna and calling upon her mates
Another
to verify the truth of her statement from her gait
asserted that she was Krsna and started playing on the ﬂute; yet
another, posmg as Krsna, addressed a Gopi a5“ “ You, deadly
That other Gopi deigned
snake, stay, or I Will kill you”
to play the role of Kaliyan, the snake, so that she could be smeared
With the dust from the feet of Krsna (the Gopi Simulating Krsua).
With appropriate gesticulations and a great deal of gusto, a Gopi
feigning as Krsna, performed feats such as holding Mount
Govardhan aloft, slaying of Dhenukasura and so on By such
means, these Gopis managed to sustain themselves Without succumbing to the pangs of separation from Sri Krsna There is also the
“
example set by Sri Anti! through her immortal Tiruppavai ”,
the daughter of a high class Brahmm (Visnucitta) adopting, by
inclination, the pastoral life of the shepherds and becoming one
of them. This provides, therefore, the key to this decad.
‘
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total-“lam ceyténum me ennum;
htal-hilam ivénum yine ennum;

katal-ﬁilam konténum yiné ennum;
katal-ililam kIntEnum yiue ennum;
katal ﬁalam unténum yine ennum;
katal ﬁalattu {can vantu Erakkolo?
katal ﬁalattirkku ivai en collukén~
katal ililattu cg makal karkimave?

(V—6—l)

Translation
Says my daughter of this sea-bound world,
‘
Tis she that this world did create,
And all the world she would permeate;
It was she that took (from Bali) all the worlds,
She it was that pulled the world out and held
In her stomach (during deluge) all the worlds;

Unto You worldlings, what can I say about this?
She is by the Lord Supreme possessed, perhaps
Notes
(1)

It is God that created the entire Universe The relevant
expressions m ‘Candogya Upamsad’ are ‘Sadeva ’,
‘Ekameva’ and ‘advitiyam’, indicative of the fact that

the Lord combines in Himself all the three causes of
creation, namely, the ‘ Upadhana ‘ (material cause)
‘
Sahakari ’ (Operative cause) and ‘ Nimitta’ (Instrumental cause). The fact that the Lord 15 the sole cause
of creation 18 underlined by the Nayaki’s statement
that it is She (God, manifest in her) that created the
sea-bound worlds.

Apart from the Lord combining in Himself the triple
causes of creation, yet another unique feature is that
He is not apart from the things created. He resides
in all things and beings, having name and form. The
different names denoting them all, refer to Him as
well, He being the Inner Soul of all This is indeed
unique, as, in the work-a-day world, the names of the
creator and the things created are distinct. In the
terse language of Vedanta, this special feature is known

’
’
as aparyavasana vritti and this is what the Nayaki
emphasrses. Having created the world, she also
becomes the world, the thing created) by permeating the
whole of it.

(n) The mother wonders how her daughter, a staunch exponent of ‘ Visistadvaita ’, the triune momsm, says things
smoking of absolute monism (advaita) and apprehends
that the Néyaki, perhaps, stands possessed by the Lord
Himself and, therefore, speaks in this strain, The
kinsmen who expected the mother to be more speciﬁc
in her diagnosis of the Nayaki’s malady, are cut to
me, when she says that her daughter IS in such a
highly evolved state of God-love, on a par With the
exalted ever-free angels of Heaven, that her actions
and utterances are much beyond the grasp of the worldlings who were utter strangers to such ennoblmg experience of God-love and God-enjoyment.

karkum kalvrkku ellai ilané enn um;
kukum kalvr avégum yine ennum;
kagkum kalvi ceyvégum yigé engum,
karkum kalw tirppépum me ennum;
kagkum kalvrc céramum yané ennum;
karkum kalvr-nétan vantu Erakkolo?
katkum kalviyirkku ival en collukégkagkum kalvl e13 makal kinkintavé?

(V—6—2)

Translation
On learmng’s threshold 15 my daughter and yet she says,
All branches of learning she had mastered, she 18
Learning itself, all learning by her was set up,
She puts an end to it all and just stores it up
Insrde her, she is the qumtesscnce of all learning.
all learning
Evrdently, she is by the Lord possessed, whom
Reﬂects, what can I tell you, at the bottom of learning?
Notes
the aggregate
(i) The Lord is the embodiment of all learning,
of the Vedas; He disseminates particular branches of
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learning at the appropriate moments; He is the ﬁnal
arbiter of the true meanings of the texts and at the time
of dissolution of the worlds, He stores up all learning
in His mind. Indeed, the object of all learning is to
lcnow Him.
(ii) Mastered all learning: Transposed as Krsna, that the
Nayald is, this could refer to the mastery attained by
Sri Krsna Within a marvellously short period ofsixty-

four days, as the pupil of Sindipini.

kinkima nilam ellam yine ennum;

kinkinra vicumpu elllm me ennum;
kinkima vem tl ellam yiné ennum;
kinkim'a ik knau ellam yané ennum:
kinkima katal ellam me ennum;
kinkinra katal vannan Erakkolo‘?
kinkinra ulakattlrkku 6n collukén-

kinkigta en karikai ceykigtavé?

(V—6—3)

Translation
Says my daughter wrth insight clear,
The visible elements, the Earth, Wind and Water,
Sky and Fire she is; seems she possessed indeed
By the sea-hued Lord, what can I tell you. of this world?

Note
The mother tells the kmsmen that, unlike them all, With a
narrow vision, conﬁned to the things seen around, her
daughter (Parankusa Nayaki) has a cosmic vision. New
visions of beauty shine before the eyes of a Saint. He
alone can see and enjoy the visvarﬁpa (Universal form)
of the Lord. He hears the unheard melodies and enjoys
divme scents, unfelt on the Earth, and scars into an ampler
ether, diviner air. The Nayaki, deputising as God, says
that she is everything, the elements and all, with the clear
knowledge that the elements are subject to His control and
are ordained by Him.

WWW-6)
eeykinra kiti ellim yaoé ennum;
ceyvin ninranakalum yiné ennum;
aeytu mun irantavum yané enaum;
ceykaip payan unpénum yané ennum;
ceyvérkalaic ceyvén um yané ennum:
oeyya kamalakkannan Erakkolo‘?
ceyya ulakattirkku ivai en collukénoeyya kanivay ila-mén tiratté?

(V—6—4)

Translation
Says this tender girl wrth lips like red fruit,
‘
Tis she that dominates all acts, past, present and future,
And she ‘tis that creates the authors of those acts,
And again, ‘tis she that enjoys their fruits,
It seems, the Lord of red lotus eyes has into her got;
Of her, what indeed can I tell you, an Innocent lot"
Note

The Lord rs referred to as the enjoyer of the fruits of all
actions Wthh He controls. both the performance and the
performers. c.f. éloka IX-24, Bhagavad Gita, where the Lord
has said that It IS He that is propitiated by the various acts.
rites and rituals. The Nayaki, possessed by God, speaks
as though she rs God Not having the faintest idea of this
strange malady, the poor, innocent kinsfolk foolishly
msrst upon havrng more and more details
tlrampémal. man kakklnrén yané ennum,
tirampamal, malai etutténé ennum;
tirampamal. acuraraik konréné can-rm;
tiram katti, antu arvarark kattégé cnnum;
timmpamal. katal katainténé ennum;

tirampata katalvannan erakkollS?
tirampéta ulakattirkku en collukéntirampatu en tiru makal eytinavé?

(V—6—5)

Translation
Declares my darling, ‘tis she that justly governs the worlds.
She ‘tis that lifted eﬂ'ortlessly mount (Govardan).

“
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Slew the Asuras many unerringly and churned safely the milkocean,
Controlled once the military strategy and victory for the ﬁve
(Pandavas) secured;
She seems, possessed by the sea-hued Lord of unremitting

attention
Unto His devotees; to you, bent upon having all the information,
Oh, worldlings, What can I say of her that is beyond reclamation?
Note
All these deeds performed by the Supreme Lord, from time to
time, the Nayaki, possessed by Him, attributes to herself.
How can the worldlings standing ashore comprehend the
mysticism of the Nayaki (Alvar), sunk deep in the ocean of
Divine consciousness?
u_1a

véy m lai éntinén yané ennum;

ina érukal cerrénum yané cnnum;
rna an-kanru méytténum yané ennum;
ina a-nirai katténum yané ennum;
ma ayar talaivanum vane eunum:
mat tévar talaivan Vantu Erakkolt‘}?
ina vél-kan nalltrkku ivai en collukénina vél-kanni en makal urranavé?

(V—6—6)

Translation
‘
My spear-eyed daughter avers, tis she that lifted
Mount (Govardana) wrth bamboos profuse. slew the bulls

seven,
She is the Cowherd-Chief that tended the calves many
And a multitude of cows: seems possessed by the Lord,
Chief of Celestials; unto you, the spear-eyed dames,
What can I say about my daughter, thus transformed?

Note
The Supreme Lord, Chief of the ‘Nitya Sﬁris ’ in Heaven,
having taken possession of the Nayaki, she identiﬁes herself
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with His incarnation as Sri Krsna, as set
out above As a
little lad, Krsna tended the calves.
literally played With
them, as one of them and when He came of
age, He grazed
the cows, a vast multitude, like unto the
change-over
from, ‘Brahmacarya’ (bachelorhood) to the next
stage of
' Grahasta ’
(householder)

uuarkal enakku Illat yarum ennum;

uzrarkal enakku inku ellarum ennum.
unarkalaic ceyvénum yané ennum ;
um'trkalai alippénum yané ennum;

urrarkalukku unénum yané ennum'
unarili mayan vantu Erakkolo?
urrirkatku en collrc collukén yanun'u ennutaip pétai uraikkimavé?

(V—6—7)

Translation

-

What indeed can I tell you, my kmsmen"
Says my little one, With visron clear, relatives she has none
And yet, all are related to her, she makes relations
And ‘ us she that destroys them too, she IS all-in-one
Unto those that seek her, heart and soul; seems taken in
By the wondrous Lord whom by mere self-eﬂ‘ort none can
attain”

Notes
(1)

The Lord can be said to have no relations, in the sense
that the individual souls either stray away from Him
and run after minor deities or those that seek Him are
not quite conscrous of their true inter-relationship.
In any case, none has ever attained Him through
self-effort alone, without HIS co-operative grace.

(Ii) All are related to the Lord, as they are all His subjects

for whom He has great concern and He helps them all,
unseen, even though they may not be conscious of this.
Even if the subjects propitiate minor deities, He is
the ultimate object of adoration, being the Internal
Controller of those deities as well.

a
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(iii) The Lord makes relatives in the sense that He attracts
the subjects unto Him by exhibiting His charms. He
also puts aside those, who are, by dint of their Karma,
oblivious of their relationship with Him and are inclined towards minor deities. This is just as bad
as destroying their relationship with Him. In a sense,
the Lord can also be taken to destroy His devotees,
exclusively related to Him, by making them solely
absorbed in His beauty, traits and deeds and destroying their sense of individuality. Thus, they get literally
lost in Him.
(iv) The Lord is ‘All-m-one’ and constitutes every conceivable relationship unto those that look upon Him,
as the Sole Sustainer. (c.f. Sloka 5 of Stotra Ratna of
Saint Yamuna, where he a 'ores Saint Nammalvar, in

this manner)

uraikkinra mukkan—piran yané ennum;
uraikkmta ticaimukan yané ennum;
uraikkinta amararum yané ennum;
uraikkinra amarar-kdn yané epuum;
uraikkinra mupivarum yané ennum:
uraikkima mukilavannan ErakkoltS?
uraikkipra ulakattlrkku en collukénuraikkigra en komala on kotikké‘?

(v.5..3)

Translation
How nice 15 my tendril-like darling’s speech! What can I tell
You worldlmgs that insist I should about her tell?
Claims she to be Mukkatpirag (Siva) who, some proclaim,
Is the Lord Supreme, as well as Ticaimukan of great fame,
The exalted devas and their eminent chief besides the Sages
0f great renown; Could it be that she stands
Possessed by the redoubted Lord, cloud-lined?

Note
What the Nayald brings out here is that the Supreme Lord
is the Internal Controller of all, including Siva, Ticaimukan
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(Brahma), Indra and other celebrities. They
just constitute His bodies, in the same way as all 0th
'
er beams
and
things.

kotiya vinai yatum ilane ennum;
kotiya Vinai avenum yané ennum;
kotiya vinai ceyvénum yane ennum;
kotya vinai tirppénum yané engum;
kotiyan ilankai cenéné cnnum:
kotiya pul utaiyavan émkkolb?
kotiya ulakattlrkku ivai en collukénkotiyég koti en makal kalankalé?

(V—6—9)

Translation
Unto you, importunate worldlings, what can I say
About the antics lovely of this sinner’s daughter, like unto
a creeper?
Aloof she stands from (the subjects’) evil acts, she says
While in evil acts persist (those that do her displeasure incur),
Again, she it is that cures the (devotees ’) fell sins and passes
Them on to (their opponents) others, ‘tis she that reduced to
ashes
The felon’s Lanka; is she by Him possessed who bears
The bird tough (unto HIS opponents) on His banner?
Note

The sentient and non-sentient beings are the Lord’s bodies.
He is thus the ‘Visesya ’ or Substance present in all these
bodies, known as the ‘Visesana ', the attributes or modes
of the Lord. While the attributes undergo transformations.
such as growth and decay, enjoyment and misery, the
’
‘Visesya undergoes no changes and 1s ‘mrvikara ’. While
the ‘ Jiva ’ or the individual Soul experiences alternately,
weal and woe, the Lord insrde the ‘Jiva’ remains unattached to the fruits of the actions of the Jiva. While
the body, the outer cloak of the ‘Jiva ’, is imposed on the
latter by dint of its past ‘ Karma ’ (acts), the Lord enters
the Jiva, as a matter of grace, not bound by the compulsions
of a pre-determined factor. Creation actually means that

,4”
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He makes the non-sentient things undergo the changes of
state and endows the individual souls with bodies and sense—

organs, thus providing the necessary scope for expansion
of their knowledge. The disparities in the created beings,
some being happy and others sorrowful, will not, however,
render the Lord guilty of partiality and cruelty. The inequalities are the direct results of the actions of the individuals,
and their sufferings are intended to chasten them and cure
their ills through a cleansing process.
kolam kol cuvarkkamum yané cnnum;
kolam il narakanmm yané ennum ;
kelam tika] m6kkamum yane cnnum;
kelam kol uyirkalum yané ennum ;
kolam kol tanimutal yané ennumkalam kol mukilvannan émkkolé?
kolam kol ulakattirkku en collukénkolam tikal kbtai ei_i kﬁnt, lukké?

(V—6—lO)

Translation
Says my daughter, she 18 the cuvarkkam lovely, the dismal hell
And heavenly bliss (mokkam); the souls \vith bodies many,

at her disposal
She has; the Primordial Force, she also is, With its woﬁderful
potential;
Perhaps, she is by the lovely cloud-hued Lord possessed.
What can I tell unto you people squatting here so well,
About my daughter whose locks are With lovely garland
bedecked?
Notes
(1)

The Lord dominates every thing, the Svarga, the Hell
and the Heaven. The gnostic, whose goal is God,
attaches little importance to the Svarga, as, in his eyes,
it is no better than hell, the one being a golden fetter
and the other, an iron fetter. And yet, the worldlings
are enamoured of the pleasures of Svarga and perform
austere penances for gaining awess to it. It is only
from their angle of vision, the Svarga has been qualiﬁed
by the epithet, lovely, here.

Fifth Oentum
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‘

Mﬁla-Prakrti‘ or the Primordial Force works
wonders but even that can function only at the Lord’s
will. Hence, the Nayaki, possessed by the
Lord, says
that she is the Mala-Prakrti also.

kﬁntal malkr-maﬁkaikkum man-matant; ikkum
kula ayar-koluntukkum kélvz n-tagnai,
véynta valuti vala natag, mannu'
kurukﬁrc catakbpan, kurréval ceytu,
aynta tamil-malai ayirattul ivaiyum 6r
pattum vallér ulakil
éntu perum celvattarayt tirumalatiyérkalaip pﬁcikka nOHarkalé.

(V——6~l 1)

Translation
Those that are well-versed in these songs ten,
Out of the thousand composed by Kurukﬁr Catakopan,
In intimate service of the Consort of (Laksmi) the lotus-born
With locks lovely, Dame Earth and (Nappmnai) cream of
shepherd clan,
Will, in this world, be blest with the huge wealth of devotion
Unto Tirumal’s votaries, for their due propitiation
Notes
(1)

Worship of the Lord’s devotees is even more meritorious
than worship of the Lord and it is rendered possrble
only through the Lord’s specral grace. The inﬂux
of the Lord’s grace in this regard, 15 assured to the
chanters of 11118 decad.

(ll) Lakshmi, the unfailing intercessor between Man and
God, unleashes her irresrstible physical charms on the
Lord, when, in His unbridled independence, He turns a
deaf ear to her entreaty to admit unto HIS fold, the
contrite supplicant at His door-step. By Virtue of her
privileged position, as His beloved spouse, she casts a
bewitching spell on Him; enthralled by her ravrshing

m

rimmi-noou v
beauty, He then carries out Her dictates in full. The
lovely locks of the Divine Mother of extraordinary
fragrance play a very important part indeed, in this
context. Hence, the reference to the Divine Mother's
lovely locks, in this song.

Fifth Cerium—Seventh Decad (V-7)

(Nam

NﬁuPII)

Preamble

For the nonce, the Alvin attempted to sustain himself by
impersonating the Lord, even as the damsels of Vrndavan did,
during that oppressive break in the middle of the rapturous ‘Rasa

Krida '. But there, Lord Krsna reappeared in an even more
enchanting form than in the earlier session. But here, the L*rd
is still keeping Himself may from the Alvar, although, on the
previous occasions, He obliged the Alvin With His appearance,
mental vision of course, whenever the Alvar’s longing for such
communion was far too intense. Pondering within himself, the
Alvar apprehends that the Lord might either want him to adopt
other means such as karma, Jilina, Bhakti yogas or intend to give
him up on the ground that he was pursuing other means, instead of
looking upon Him, as the sole Means. The Alvar, therefore.
hastens to clarify his true stand at the feet of the Lord, enshrined in
Vanami'amalai. This pilgrim centre, also known as C irivara Mankai,
Cirivara Mankalam and Nankugéri, is deep south in the Tamil Nadu.
In each of the various pilgrim centres, the Lord displays one of
His numerous auspicious traits prominently. In Vinamamalai
(Cirivaramar'ikalam) shines, with extra-brilliance, the Lord's generosity, whereby He gives out to the devotees seeking Him with singleminded devotion, His very feet as their Sole Refuge. (vide aphorism 163 of Acarya Hrdayam).

nerra nonpu ilén; nun-arivu ilen; akilum, igi unnai vittu
[Datum
arra kirkintiléii; aravin mi
eerrut tamarai cennel ﬁtu malar cidvaramankalanakar
(V-7—l)
vlnirunta entayl uuakku mikai allEn ankﬁ.

mini!
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Trad-ﬂoOh, Lord on serpent-bed, m Cirivaramankalam
you graciously
reside,
Abounding in paddy ﬁelds rich where blooms lotus ﬁne;
Rituals I haven’t performed any, while of knowledge acute i
am
devoid
And yet, even for a while, apart from you 1 can’t remain;
Surely, you can’t keep me outside the scope of your protection.
Notes
(i) There was a time when the Alvar knew neither hlS essential
nature (Svasvarﬁpa) nor that of the Supreme Lord. [t
was but natural that he should have foregone Him while
in that state; how could he be made to forego Him even
now when he 18 quite alive to His greatness and his own
lowhness? But then, he hasn’t pursued any of the
well-known paths of disc1pline, karma yoga or Jhana
yoga or Bhakti yoga. The AM: is, therefore, in the
predicament of a hungry person without food, the means
of appeasing his hunger. He wants the Lord, as the
liberal Benefactor, to feed him looking to his enormous
appetite (God-hunger) and he can't think of any other
means but the Lord Himself
(ii) Reference to the Lord’s serpent—bed (Adi Sesa) 1n the
opening lme, lS suggestive of the Alvar’s inordinate
longing to serve the Lord, 1n ever so many ways, like
the Adléesa. Here then IS the suggestion to the Lord
to enlist the Alvin 1n HIS servwe, like Adisesa.

ankuﬂEn allén; inkunén allén;ur_1naik kanum Avavil vllntu
[n59
enkunénum allég; ilankai oerra ammané!
tinkal cér mani matam nItu cirlvaramankalanakar ural
(V—7-2)
cadku cakkarattiy! tamiyénukku arulayé.
Translation
Neither here nor there nor anywhere else am I,
But to behold you, oh, Sire, Who routed Ilankail i am sunk

MW
dim,
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In desire deep; my Lord wielding conch and
Cirivaramankai,
With spacious streets and castles, stately and shining,
Pray do I unto you to salve this soul forlorn.

v
in

Notes

The Alvar submits that he does not belong to the happy band
of denizens in the high Heavens, enjoying the immortal bliss
of perpetual Divine Service nor has he joined the rank and
ﬁle of the worldlings, following one or the other of the several paths of discrpline, calling for personal effort to attain to
His feet. There is also no question of INS falling in line with
the latter category, at least hereafter as he stands enthralled
by the Lord’s exquisite beauty and IS languishing to behold
Him, unable to brook separation from Him. Surely, He
who routed Lanka and reclaimed Site, should have no
diﬂ‘lculty in rooting the Alvar out from ‘Samsara ’. Could
there be a better recrpient of His grace than the Alvin
who is solely dependent on it?
karulap pul-koti, cakkarap patai, vane nata'
en karmukil-Vanna!

porul allata ennaip porulakkl atimaikontéy!
terul kol négmarai vallavar palar val cirivaramankalanakarkku
arul ceytu, anku iruntay' ariyén oru kaimmare (V—7-3)

Translation
Oh, Lord of Heaven, on Your banner

lS

Karulan and m

Your hand
Is the discus valiant, my cloud-hued Lord, mere chaff was
And yet, You Who gracefully resrde m Cirivaramankai,
Full of Vedic scholars of knowledge chaste, have turned
This dud into Your vassal [hymnin g Your glory great]
I know not how to recompense You, my Benefactor great.

I

Note
In between the preceding stanza and this one, there would
appear to have ensued a scintillating dialogue between the
Lord and the Alvar Put brieﬂy, the Alvar who prayed in
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the last song for the bestowal on Him of the Lord’s grace,
gets pulled up by Him, saying that there should be due
merit in him deserving of His grace The Alvar is quick
to put the ball back into the Lord's court, by pomtirig out
that He had already enlisted him, a mere dud with no equipment whatever, in His servrce. Had it not been for His
grace galore, the Alvar wouldn’t be able to render the glorious servrce (vaCika kaii'ikarya) of singing the Tiruvaymoli,
songs, par excellence And so, the Alvar prays unto the
Lord to go on bestowmg His spontaneous grace on him as
before, Without looking for any merit (Means) in him, in fact.
he has none whatsoever, comparable to the end in View, and
what little merit there is in him already, has also been
implanted by Him only Oh, how graCIous is the Supreme
Lord of Heaven, obliging the pious and scholarly residents of
Vagamamalai wrth His nectarean presence, in the same way
He does unto the denizens of Heaven and how indeed can
the Alvar recompense Him for His Grace galore'

maru cér patai nﬁrruvar manka 6r aivarkkuay, anru
mayappor panni,
nltuceyta entay' nilam klnta ammané'
tétu ﬁanattar véta vélvi arac cirivaramaﬁkalanakar
Eri

virriruntay' unnai enku eytak ki'ivuvané?

(V-7-4)
0

Translation
The ﬁve (brothers) You befriended and had their hundred
(cousins) routed,
It was a battle of wonderful strategy, by you directed,
have You
My Lord, the Earth You once salvaged and now

resorted
To Cirivaramai'ikalam, inhabited by men of Wisdom sound,
Where Vedic rituals go on, all the year round;
You, where and how indeed can I attain?
Notes
He looks
(I) In accordance With the Lord’s avowed creed,
all
no one Is His foe or His favourite

impartially,
upon
temperament.
on grounds of caste. culture, beauty and

m
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And yet, the Lord completely identiﬁes Himself with
His lovers, who stand rivetted to Him in thought, word.
and deed and He looks upon their enemies as His.
That is how, the Kauravas (hundred brothers) who
were hostile to the Pandavas (their ﬁve cousins), became
His enemies.
(ii) It was a wonderful battle indeed where devious methods
were justiﬁably adopted to quell the wicked opponents.
The Lord is known for upholding truth and justice and
yet, if He adopted devrous methods for outwitting the
wicked opponents, it was perfectly justiﬁed.
(ni) Even as the Lord condescendingly came down and took
His abode in Vinamémalai like the pious ones of
sound knowledge, who had already settled there and
mingled with them delightfully, the Alvin wants the
Lord to take the initiative in his case also, that is.
He should either come down to him or take him up to
His feet, adding to the list of many favours already

heaped on him
eytak kﬁvutal avaté cnakku? evva tevvattul ayumay mmu,
kaitavankal ceyyum karu méni Ammﬁné!
oeyta vélviyar vaiyattévar aric cirivaramankalanakar
(V—7—S)
kaitola Iruntay! atu nanum kanténé.
Translation

0h, dark-hued Lord, it isn’t proper that I make any

eﬂ‘ort

To attain you; you would with the ungodly mingle and pervert
Their minds and got their brute strength cut out;
Adored by Brahmins who the vedic rituals have put thro ’,
Reside you do in Cirivaramankalam, well, I have seen it too.
Notes
(i) The Lordto the llvdr: “ You cry out as if You haven’t
received any beneﬁt from me; haven’t You been shown
my Iconic Form in Cirivaramankai? ”

Fifth
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m

[Ivar to the Lord: “ Sire, I don’t deny that, but that is
hardly enough for me . I do long for pe renn la l
'
semcc
at Your lotus feet ”.
‘

Isvara (God) is the ‘ Svami ’ (Master) while the Cetana
(Jiva, the individual Soul) is the ‘ Svuih’ (Property)
It is this fundamental relationship that gives rise to
the inescapable obligation of the Master in regard to
His property, a matter of personal gain for Him indeed.
It is against this back-ground that the Alvin pomts out.
in this song, the impropriety of the property trying to
get at the Master; it should actually be the other way

round.

(ii) By sheer eloquence and fallaCious arguments, the Lord
did, as Buddha, pervert the minds of the ungodly Asuras,
bent upon torturing and tormenting others, and beat
them back. If these methods did not succeed, He
would, in the last resort, mystify them and render them
defunct by exhibiting His exquiSite charm, Vide detailed
notes under V-lO-4

énam ay, nilam kinta en appané! karma! enrum ennai aiutai
v5.9a nayakanél mani manikkaccutaré!
téna mimpolil tan cirlvaramai’ikalattavar kaitola “[al
(V-7-5)
vanam amalaiyé! atiyén tola vantarulé.
Translation
Oh, Lord Vinamémalai, made you do in cool Cirivaramar'ikai,
Surrounded by mango-orchards Wlth honey in plenty,
And adored by its reSidents; as the Boar huge You pulled
The Earth out and put it back in its place, my Lord,
Me you have enlisted as Your vassal, oh Lord of heaven,
Radiant like gem and ruby, oh, Karina, Pray come down
Unto me here that this vassal may also offer Thee salutation.
Notes
(1)

‘Vahamamaiat’ is alike the name of the Betty and the
‘
Pilgrim centre. It means, mountain, sky-high ’; so
and this
very imposing is the Lord’s Image there indeed
description ﬁts in admirably.

M
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(ii) The Lord’s incarnations are referred to by the Alvar, only
to remind the Lord of the basic idea, namely, the elevation of the souls down below. ‘ Avatara ’ means
descent and He comes down to push up the subjects,
working like a pulley system. The resuscitation of the
Earth from under the waters of the Deluge, the Lord
assuming the form of a Boar for this purpose, is Specially
mentioned by the Alvar to remind the Lord that he
should also be similarly rescued from the bottomless
ocean of Samsara (worldly life).
(iii) The Lord is required to walk down to the Alvar’s place,
for the latter to enjoy His glorious gait.

vantarull cn neflcu itam konta vanavar kolunté! ulakukku 6r
muntait tay tantaiyé! mulu é] ulakum untay!
centolilavar véta vélvi arac eirivaramankalanakar
(V—7—7)
antam il pukalay! atlyéaai akarrélé.
Translation
Oh, Chief of Celestials, You deigned to come and lodge
[n my heart; oh, Primate, You sustained, (during the Deluge),
All the worlds in Your stomach and now Your limitless grace
You do shed in Cirivaramankai where the pious ones
0f good deeds are m vedic rituals engaged;
Pray, despise not this vassal, my Lord.
Notes
(I) In the preceding song, the Alvin longed to see the Lord
m HIS Iconic Form at Vinamamalai, right where he

was (inside the hollow of the tamarind tree in Alvin
Tirunakari temple). But the Lord has not responded
yet, giving room for the Alvar’s apprehenswn of indifference on His part and hence be prays now that he
should not be despised and denied the favour sought
by him.

(ll) This song, where the Alvar gratefully acknowledges
the boundless grace of the Lord of the Celestials in
choosing his heart as His habitat, IS said to have had a
special appeal for Sri Parasara Bhattar. He asked his
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disciple, Naileiyar, to recite this song, and,
follownng it
up himself in rapturous strain, he observed with
great
feeling that it was indeed very like of Saints
like
Nammalvar to have bequeathed such verses of
melting
tenderness to soften our stony hearts He added
that
our hearts which are no better than barren rock, rough
and rugged, despite the severest course of
discipline
and austerity, such as ‘ yama' ‘niyama ’ etc, could be
mellowed, tempered and liqueﬁed, only by verses like
this Naﬁciyar was never tired of relating this mendent
to his disciples

akarra ni valtta maya val aimpulankalam-aval nanku armtanan ,

akam ennaiynm ni arum cérril vilttikantay-

pakal-katir man: matam nitu c1rivaramankai tanané! enrum
pukarku-arlya entity! pullln vay pliantanél
(V—7—8)
Translation
Well aware am

1

of the mischief of the senses ﬁve.

You have set upon me to keep me aside
And push me back into the fell bog of pleasures sensual,
Oh, Lord, resrdmg m Cirivaramaﬁkai With Its castles tall,
You are, my Sire, ever beyond reach
(Of the ungodly), oh. you who tore off the demomac bird's

beak'

Note

The Alvar pleaded, in the preceding song, that He should not
be despised by the Lord and made to drift away from
Him. The Lord, who had endowed the Alvar With perfect
knowledge of the Divme, could not, however, apprecnate the
basis of the Alvar’s complaint The Alvar makes his
posrtion abundantly clear in this song Situated as he IS,
in this land of nescience, open to the hazards of succumbing
to the mischief of the senses, he 15 afraid of untoward developments, despite all the knowledge imparted to him by the
Lord. The Alvar, therefore, prays that he be untethered
from the present moorings, so as to eliminate the possible
risk of contamination, even as He tore off Bakasura’s (the
demomac bird’s) beak.

*

Timvlymdi-M V
pawn vay pihntayl mamtu itai peyiolyl erutu 61 atartta an
kaﬂa miyavané! karuminikkac cuter-El
telliylr tiru ninmaraikal vallir mali tan cirivaramankaiyul irunta entlyl arulay uyyumiruaeigalcké.
(V—7-9)

Translation
My Lord, staying in cool Cirivaramafikai where do dwell
Many a vedic scholar with knowledge sound! You tamed the
bulls,
Wondrous and tricky, the bird’s beak You did pull and quell,
'Tween the twin trees You crawled, oh Sire of sapphire hue!’
Pray let me know the means of attaining You.

Note
In the preceding song, the Alvar laid two charges at the Lord’s
door, namely, (i) he had been kept away from the Lord
and (ii) he got bogged down in the difﬁcult terrain of
samsara. The Lord sent a feeler round, suggesting that
it was due to his past Sins he was in that predicament, to
which this song is the rejoinder. Surely, the Alvar’s sins
were not as tough as the evrl forces referred to in this song,
which the Lord destroyed eﬂ‘ortlessly. Removal of the
so-called impediment, in the case of the Alvar, was so very
trivial that the Lord should not heSitate to cut it out and
enable the Alvin to render service at the Lord’s feet,
even as the pious Vaisnavas of Vigamamalai, With blemishless knowlege, do.

aru enakku nii_i patainé caran akat tantolintiy; unakku Grkaimmiru nan onru ilén; enatu Aviyum unatécéni kol karumpum perum cenneluin mali tan cirivaramankai
(V-7-10)
him win tan-tuliy mutiyéyl teyva-niyakanél

Won

0h, Teyvanayaka, You wear on Your crown tulaci garland of

fragrance sweet
And grace cool cirivaramai’ikai,
in plenty;

with paddy and sugarcane
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As my sole refuge, You have unto me vouchsafe d
Your lovely

feet;
How indeed can 1 repay You for this gracnous bounty?
Even my soul is Yours and there’s nothing I can unto
you offer
Notes
(1)

‘

Teivanayakan IS the name of the Deity, enshrined in
vanamamalat, meaning the overlord of all godlings,
the Supreme Lord

(ii) This decad began by emphasnsmg the resourcelessness
of the Alvin, that IS, absence of any means other than
the Lord Himself (akiﬁcanya) And now, in this
concluding song, the Alvin compliments himself on the
strength of ms conwction that the Lord 15 at once the
Means and the End and that the Lord’s lovely feet,
the ultimate destination, constitute the Means as well,
his sole refuge. Giving up the means which have sastraic
backing and desrsting from the pursuit of the prescribed
paths of discrpline, should not, however, be construed
as being tantamount to atheism or loss of faith in the
sanctity of the Scriptures. The pomt driven home
here IS the Alvar’s robust faith and love in the Supreme
Lord as the Means and the End, rolled into one, and
sticking to Him exclusively. T1118 15 like Service unto
the Lord taking precedence over the daily rituals
enjomed by the Sastras. No harm wrll accrue to the
Subject by skipping over the rituals, m this particular
context, even as the snake-charmer, armed with the
requisite herbal antidote, inserts his hand into the Viper’s
mouth with impunity. Any other person, not so
equipped, Will meet certain death, if he ventures to take
liberties with the poisonous snake; likewise, it Will be
grievously wrong to give up the religious pursuits
enjoined by the Sistras, when not actually engaged in
Divine Service.
(iii) Aphorism 19 of “ Acarya hrdayam ” succrnctly brings out
the difference between those who pin their faith to the
eight-syllabled ‘Tirumantra ’, inculcating a sense of
total surrender to His grace and complete subservience
T—16
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to the Lord as His eternal vassal and those guided by
other texts. The latter category (Sastrajﬂas, wellversed in Sastras) can be likened to those trying to
swim across deep waters, clinging to an inﬂamd tube
or raft with one hand and caring with the other-a
combination of the light obtained from the Sastras with
their own individual eﬂ'ort. The former category is
like unto those seated on the cross planks of a boat
(the Lord’s grace) launched into the waters, eagerly
looking forward to reaching the shore, thus depending
entirely on the Lord’s grace, with no effort of their
own.
(iv) Called upon by the Lord to offer unto Him whatever the
Alvar deems proper by way of expressing his gratitude

to Him for sustaining in him such a strong conviction,
the Alvin submits that there is nothing of his own to

offer and even his soul actually belongs to Him. The
AM: says: “How can this insigniﬁcant self pay you

back, the overlord of the exalted Devas? You are the
incessant Benefactor and You are so full, above wants
of any kind, that you need hardly anything from me.
While there are those who care not for your favours
and engage themselves in mad pursuit of food and
raimmt, there are also the silly brats who fancy that
they have requited you for favours received at your
hands ”
teyva-niyakan, naranan, tirivikkiraman atI-inamucal
koy kol pﬁm polil cﬁl kurukﬁrc catakbpan
ceyta ayirattul ivai tan cidvaramarlkai méya pattutan
(V—7-ll)
vaikal pita Vallir vanbrkku iri-amuté.
Translation
Those that zealously chant, with no break, these songs ten,
Which unto the Lord of Cirivaramankai pertain,
Out of the thousand composed by Cataképan
0f Kurukﬁr, adorned by many a ﬂower garden,

Firth (harem

(V—s)

m

Adoring the feet of Tiruvikkiramn, the Lord Supreme,
Will unto Celestials be delectable like insatiable

cream.

Note
Those that enter into the spirit of these ten songs, highlighting
the Lord’s boundless love for His devotees, whose reclamation is indeed His gain and His readiness to offer them
His very feet, as their sole refuge (vide-V-7-10, the keysong), will indeed be highly delectable to the Nitya sum
in Heaven.

Fifth Centum—--Eighth Decad (V-8)
(A‘ri—amuté)
Preamble
Despite the Alvar’s intense longing for communion With the
Lord enshrined in Vanamamalai, at whose feet he fell like an
uprooted tree and sought refuge, he was not favoured with the
Lord’s presence. The Alvar now turns his attention to the Lord
gracing Tirukkutantai (Kumbakonam in Tamilnadu), h0ping that
He might be intending to grant him audience at that centre. The
Alvar is contemplating With all the fervour at his command, the
enchanting prospect of the Lord casting His sweet glances at him,
conversing With him and gathering him up to His bosom, in sweet
embrace. Akri'ira was also in such a happy reminiscent mood
during his journey to Vrindavan to fetch Krsna to Kamsa’s
court. Whereas Akri'ira had his ambition duly fulﬁlled, the Alvdr
has once again met With disappomtment, like Bharata who could
not prevail over Sri Rama to get back to Ayodhya from exile.
Depressed like the babe, wanting to suck milk from the mother’s
breast, being demed access by the mother, the Alvar ends this decad
on a despondent note, exclaiming that he just doesn’t know how
many more pilgrim centres he has still to knock at in this manner.
art's-amutél atiyén utalam ninpi'il anpiyé,
_
niriy alaintu, karaiya urukkukiigra netumale! .
ctr er cennel kavari vicum celu nirt tirukkutantal
6r it kalam tikalak kitantiyl kant'e'n, emmanél

(V—B—l)
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Tiruviymoli—quk V

'Fnllntion
Oh, non-satiate Nectar, Your form enchanting does enthral
And thaw my body down; in Tirukkutantai, the land fertile,
With bracing climate, paddy ﬁelds rich and plenty of water,
I’ve seen you reclining, my Lord, sweet indeed are you beyond
measure.
Notes
(i) This decad which opens by addressmg the Lord as
‘
non-satiate Nectar ’, has always had a special fascina-

tion for the great Acaryas of yore The Supreme Lord
is an inexhaustible fountain of bliss audit was but meet
that Nammalvar addressed the Lord at Tirukkutantai
as above. All the same, this appellation sounded
unique unto one Lokasarar‘iga mahamum who lived
In North India. When he enquired of a SOJourner
from South India as to whether there was any speCial
news from the South, the latter said that, in that part
of the country, people were chanting Saint Nammalvar’s
Tiruvaymoli. When called upon by the Mahamum
to cite a verse from the said work, the traveller said
that he knew but one phrase, namely, “ Ara Amutél”
(non-satiate Nectarl). On hearing this sweet epithet,
the Mahamum exlcaimed “ What! do they have
an epithet like this also, when there are several others
such as Narayana etc?" So saying, there and then, the
Mahamuni left for the holy land where this grand
epithet of the Lord was current.
(ii) It

noteworthy that the Lord’s enthralling Form at
Tirukkutantai makes even the Alvar’s body which is
non-sentient, melt down in ecstasy, competing, as it
were, with the Soul inside. Even as He is reclining on
the Serpent-bed with eyes closed, it is very enchanting
and one would want to enjoy it all the time. This is
in dire contrast to us, humans, who present a trim
appearance when we are up and moving, while, during
sleep, we look very awkward indeed.
IS
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cmmiuél en vellai-mﬁrtti! epnai alvané!
cm ma uruvum vintum emu avay! elil are!
ccm ma kamalam celu nirmicaikkan malarum tirukkutantai
am ma malarkkan valarkimiuél en nan ceykéné! (Y—8—2)
Translation
You are the immaculate One that made me Your vassal,
Oh, charming Lord, assume You do any Form at Your
sweet will;

In Tirukkutantai red lotus ﬂower large blooms everywhere.

But You repose with Your lotus eyes closed, how can I endure?

Note
The Alvar sees the red lotus ﬂowers in full bloom in the
ponds of Tirukkutantai But the lotus-eyed Lord doesn’t
open His eyes yet and greet the Alvin wrth sweet glances.
This 18 more than the Alvin can bear. The Saint would
expect quite a lot of favours from the Lord besides those
already heaped on him. Although the Lord, in His iconic
Form, does not, as a rule, open His mouth and speak or
embrace the yearning devotee, yet the Alvin would want
Him to make an exception in his case. If He could at
least open His lotus eyes and look at the Alvar, it would
be some consolation for the latter Otherwise, the Alvar
cannot sustain himself. In the ponds, where the lotus
ﬂowers are in full bloom, the bees are feedmgthemselvet
snmptuously wrt'i loney but here Is a bee (Alvar) languishing without food because the Lord’s lotus-eyes Stl" remain
closed
on nit} ceykég? yaré kalaikan? canal en ceykinray?

unnal allal yavaralum onrurn kurai véntég;
kan it matil ci‘il kutantaik kitantéy! atiyén aru vilnél
(V—8—~3)
eel nil en nil? an nal una tal pititte' celakkané
'I‘nnalatlon

Oh. Lord, reposing in Kutantai wrth parapet walls artistic,
What can I do and who shall my protector be?
What indeed do You propose to do with me?

as

Wanton—lent v
Means other than You I crave not; pray let the stick
Unto Your feet during the days this vessel is still to eke.

Note
Finding the Lord unmoved by his ardent entreaties, the Alvér
apprehends that the Lord expects him to fall back on other
means and, therefore, puts the Lord the triple questions
spelt out in lines 2 and 3 of this stanza. In essence, the
Alvar asks the Lord whether He expects him to fend for
himself or run after some one else seeking protection, or
He would do the job Himself. Side by side, he has also
clariﬁed his position beyond any manner of doubt, namely,
he has no other means but the Lord Himself. The Alvin’s
stand has been discussed threadbare in aphorism 46 of
Srivacana Bhusana against this particular background.
It is reproduced below:

No doubt, the Lord had endowed the Alvar with supreme
knowledge and yet, it was that very knowledge that stood in
the way of his adopting any other means for attaining Him,
as it would come into conﬂict with his essential nature as
Even if he
the Lord’s vassal, solely dependent on Him
could overlook this basic objection and pursue other paths
of discipline, the knowledge bestowed on him by the
Supreme Lord was saturated wrth God-love (Bhakti)——
intellectual love of God. It is this God-love that threw the
Alvar into a state of ecstasy, precluding recourse to any
means other than the Lord Himself, which would demand
steady and constant physical and mental exercise
celak kanlurpar kanum alavum cellum klrttiyay!

ulappu ilané! ella ulakum utaiya oru mﬁrtti!
nalattil mikkar kutantaik kitantayl unnaik kanpan, nan
(V-8-4)
alappu ﬂy, akacattai nokki, aluvan; toluvane.

mutton
0h, peerless Lord of all the worlds, Your traits auspicious
soar
As high as one can see and even beyond, without end;

Camw-S)
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To behold Thee reposing in Kutantai where men of piety alone
Do dwell, I look at the sky, weep and in worship bend.
Note
The Alvar- does not seek out the Lord in Heaven or in the
Milky-ocean but the One in nearby Tirukkutantai. Seeing
the Lord connotes not merely seeing His Form, as others
do, but conversing with and embracing Him. The {liver is
gazing at the sky, hoping that the Lord would drop down,
from above, as He did, to rescue Gajendra, the elephant in
distress. The Alvar weeps like a child and worships like
elders.
Aluvap; toluvan; atik kanpalJ; Piti alanuvan;
talu valvigaiyal pakkam nokki, nénik kavilntrruppan;
celu on palanak kutantaik kitantayl centamaraik kanna!
(V—S-S)
toluvanénai una ta] cérumvakaiyé cﬁlkantay

mutton

My Lord, with red lotus-eyes, m Kutantai, rich and fertile,
You repose; I do cry, worship, sing, dance and prattle,
Feeling shy, my head I bend and enveloped in heavy sins,
I look for You in diﬂ'erent directions; the ways and means
You should concert so that Your feet I do attain

Notes
hlS disposal
(i) The Alvar says that he has tried all methods at
to Induce the Lord‘s response, but in vain The young
while the knowledones cry out their needs and get them
worship ;
geable elders achieve their purpose through
the Alvér has tried both these methods It is now up to
the Lord to take him on to His feet

Alvar‘s
(it) The sms, referred to here, ccnnote the
remaining unrecrprocated by the Lord.

God-love

cﬁlkantay en tollai vinaiyal aruttu; up atieérum
Iruppan?
iil Rantirunté, tﬁrikkuli tﬁrttu, enai n51 akanru
koménél
vat tol pukalér kutantaik kitantayl véndr
(V—8—6)
yalin icaiyél amuté! arivin payanél ariéré!

m
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Reposing in Kutantai of hoary fame, oh, Chief of Celestials,
You are the sweet strain from the lyre and delectable
Lilte nectar, the end of all knowledge You are, and grand
Like the lion and the bull; I am unto Your feet bound,
I know and yet sense-buried am I; from You apart
How long can I be? I pray unto You to cut out
My sins hoary and poor me unto Your fold admit.

Note
The Lord lS unto the Alvar, the sum total of all things delicious,
and he prays that the Lord should cut out the sins of one
so deeply absorbed in Him, even as He dld 1n the case of the
chaste ones worshipping Him in Tirukkutantai. The
ultimate aim of knowledge is to secure happiness and: the
Lord is happiness itself.
arléré! en am pon-cutaré! cenkan karu mukilé!
eri éy pavalak kunré! nal tﬁl entay! unatu arulé
piriya atimai ennaik kontay! kutantait tirumalé!
tariyén; u_11 up caranam tantu, en canmam kalaiyayé.
(V—8—7)

'Ihnslation
My Lord of shoulders four, you stand
Like a coral mount, stellar-bound,
The golden beam lovely, oh, best of lions,
A blue mount you are, with red eyes lovely; by your grace,
You dld enlist me m your service,
0h, Sire, residing in Kutantai, no longer can I be apart
From you, pray cut out this body and grant me your feet.
Note
The Alvar‘s complaint is that, even after having induced in
him God-love of such a high order, the Lord has kept him
in this material body, instead of lifting him up to His feet.
In nearby Kutantai, the Lord and His Divine Consort are
gracing the votaries, enlisting them in Divine Service.
Is it not odd that the Alvin should languish like a child, dying
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of hunger, right at the feet of the parents, rich and bounteous? The Alvar prays that he be granted the Lord‘s
feet so that his body (earthly existence) may be cut out

even

as the babes are fed on the mother’s breast prior to surgical
treatment.

kalaivay tunpam; kalaiyatu olivay; kalaikan marru 11613.
valai vay némip pataiyay! kutantaik krtanta ma mayal
talara utalam, enatu avr carmtu pompotu
ilaiyatu una tal orunkap pitittup pota lcal niyé
(V—8—8)
Translation
My wondrous Lord, reposrng m Kutantai. when life ebbs out
Of my body worn out, let me by you be blest.
Oh, wrelder of the discus lovely, With its mouth bent!
That I relax not my hold on your feet; whether or not
You do my miseries cut out. other than you I’ve no resort

Notes
(i) The ‘Prapanna ’, pursuing the path of lovmg surrender
to the Lord’s Spontaneous grace, has to invoke the
Lord’s grace as the sole savrour, for deliverance from
all ills and evrls, he shall not knock at any door other
than HIS, whatever be the provocation Whether the
Lord fulﬁls His part of the obligation or not. the Alvar
will not budge from his avowed stand

(n) Why should the Lord not cut out the Alvar’s lllS despite
His holding the discus, ever ready for gomg into action?
This seems to be the Alvar’s Idea m referring to the
Discus m the Lord’s hand.
(Hi) What indeed is the purpose of the Lord’s manifestation

in His iconic Form at Tirukkutantar, if not to cure the
ills and evils of devotees like the Alvar? The Alvir
invokes the Lord’s grace. so that he may remain steadfast unto Him.

“WW-But V

09

icaivittu ennai un til-inaikkn iruttum ammﬁnél
Icaivu il amarar talaivar talaival atip peru mﬁrttil
ticai vil vlcum oelu ma mnnikal cérum tirukkutantai
acaivu il ulakam paravak kitantay! Rana varaye.

(V—8—9)

Translation
Chief Supreme of the eternal heroes in Heaven! 0h, primordial Lord,
Strayed I from You for long but unto Your feet, oh, Sire,
You have fathered me, inducing in me the desire therefor;
Reposing without break in Tirulrkutantai where muster
gems rare
And you are by the whole world adored,
Pray come down, my Lord, for me to behold.
Notes
(i) It is all due to the Lord‘s grace and age-long effort that the

straying individual is brought round and made to submit to the Lord’s protection, giving up all notions of
self-ownership and self-protection. Having generated
in the Alvar God-love of such great magnitude, the
Lord should naturally follow it up by obliging Him
with His presence. Having seen the Lord in repose,
the Alvar now wants to behold and enjoy the Lord’s
majestic gait.

(ii) The lustrous gems assembled in Tirukkutantai obviously
refer to luminaries like Tirumalisai Alvar.

vars aruvay varum en maya! maya mﬁrttiyiy!
are amutayl atiyég avi akamé tittippay!
tira vinaikal tira ennai intéy! tirukkutantai
ﬁray! unakku al-pattum atiyén innam ulalvégd?

(V-8-10)

Translation
My wondrous Lord of supernal Form, formless You stay in
my mind
And sweeten it but Your insatiable Form alluring,
You won’t unto me show; sins beyond cure
You destroyed and me, as Your vassal, did bind;

m
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Oh, Lord, holding sway over Tirukkutantai,
Even as Your vassal, suffer still should I?
Notes
(i) The Alvar who was fondly h0ping to enjoy the
resplendent
form of the Lord enshrined at Tirukkutantai, feels
frustrated, as the Lord didn’t come up to him and reveal
His alluring Form, insatiable The Alvar, therefore,
asks the Lord whether He intends that he should knock
at many more pilgrim centres.
(ii) When the Alvar addressed the Lord as ‘Insatiable
Nectar’, it is not a mere vocal exercise; it goes right
to the interior of his heart and sweetens it

ulalai enpil pEyoci mulaiyﬁtu avalai uyir untan
kalalkal avaiye caran akak konta kurukﬁrc catakopan
kulalin maliyac conna 6r ayirattul 1p pattum
malalai tira vallar kamar man Ey nbkkiyarkké.
(V-8—ll)
Translation

Those that thoroughly earn these songs ten;
Out of the thousand. sweeter than ﬂute, composed by Kurukﬁr
Catakopan
Who sought refuge at the feet of the Lord Who sucked
The tough-boned devil’s life out of her breast, will be liked
By the doe-eyed damsels as their lovers dear
Note
This end-stanza reveals that those who learn this decad
throughly, will unto the Lord’s devotees be as dear as the
erotic lovers are unto their suitors. The doe-eyed damsels,
obviously, refer to the Apsaras in Heaven, beyond the mischief of sensuality. The Alvar’s intention could only be
as explained above, as he is not the one to hark back to the
domain of sensual pleasures. What is said in this stanza
is a mere simile, not to be taken literally but applied to
God and the Godly who would feel attracted to the chanters
of this Tiruvaymoli.

Fifth Centum *Ninth Decad

(Mi!

‘éy

nokku)

(“9)

Preamble
A frustrated Alvér turns his attention on yet another pilgrim
centre, named Tiruvallaval (in Kerala), the coveted communion
with the Lord at Tirukkutantai not having materialised. Even
so, he couldn't get there, being obsessed with the fragrance wafted
across from there along with the breeze, the musical drone of
the bees humming in the orchards over there, the vedic chantings
etc. Thus stranded, en route, the Alvin- assumes the state of Nayaki
who speaks out her infatuation to her mates.
Of course, it is
all mental experience and no physical movement, as such, is involved.
man éy nokku nallir! vaikalum Vinaiyén meliya,
van in van kamukum, matu malltkai kamalum
t'e'n a: cOlaikal cﬁl tlru vallaval utaiyum
kdnarai atiyén atikﬁtuvatu entukolo?

(V—9—l)

Translation
Ye, doe-eyed ladies, when will this vassal be blest to join
The Lord in Tiruvallaval. with its orchards holding honey in

in plenty,
Where stand arecanut trees sky-high and jasmine sheds
honey
And throws forward its fragrance ﬁne, making this sinner
thin down?
enrukol-tolimirkal! emmai nit nalintu en ceytiro?
pon-tikal punnai, makll, putu matavi mitu anavi,
tenral manam kamalum tiruvallaval nakarul

nima piran atiniru atiyom kontu cﬁtuvaté?

(V-9-2)

Translation
Ye, mates, does your tormenting me make any sense?
My mind is unto the Lord drawn, who in Tiruvallaval stays
Where the southerly breeze does the fragrance sweet convey
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Punnar trees and their attractive kind;
When shall the dust from His feet anomt us Indeed?
POSh

1

Notes
l1)

The mates who were critical of the Nayaki‘s attitude
are
her.
She
reprimanded by
says that her mind Is attracted
by the Lord in Trruvalla‘ :11 through thefragranc waftcd
from there Having known her as well as they do
they would do well to smear her head With the dust
from the Lord’s feet instead of trying to pull her back.

(ii) The Alvar’s speCial fascmation for the trees etc., in Timvallaval, only typiﬁes the great love and esteem in which
the devout hold the several Pilgrim Centres where the
Lord lovingly stays for the reclamation of His subjects.
Their deep faith is reﬂected m their belief that the
trees etc , In these centres, are but the angels of
Heaven transplanted here and that this sportive Universe (Lila vibhﬁti)1tselfrs but the garden lovmgly
raised by the Lord and His Divme Consort asapastime.
That was why one Jananatha Brahma Rayar alias
Allalapperumal was pulled up by Sri Empar when the
former attempted to fell down trees in holy Srirangam,
Empar is said to have questioned the Rayar whether
he intended to take liberties With the Lord’s garden

(lsvara vrbhﬁtl)
cﬁtu malarkkulalir! tuyarattlyéu meliya,
patum nal véta oli paravait tirai pol mular'ika,
matu uyarntu 6map pukal kamﬂum tan tIruvalluval
nitu uraikigra piran kalal kantumkol nrccalumé?

(V—9—3)

Translation
You, ladies, havmg tresses wrth ﬂowers bedecked.
When can I, for ever, behold the feet of my Lord,
In cool Tiruvallaval amid holy ﬁres that send
Fumes sky-high and vedic chantmgs that resound
down?
Like the billows of the sea, thinning this miserable one

a

Won-Bookiv

Note
The mates, happily bedecked with ﬂowers on their long belts.
would expect the Parihkusa Nayaki to fall in line; with
them. But the Nayaki is inclined otherwise; drawn towards
Trruvallaval, with its sacred setting as above, she has
the
to behold the Lord’s feet there for ever and anon.
mates can tell her when and how she can realise her amliition,
well and good; otherwise, they would do well to desist‘ from
criticising and pulling her up.
,

niccalum télimirkal! emmai nir nalrntu on ceytiro?
paccilai nil kamukum, palavum, tenkum, valaikalum.
maccu ani matankal mitu anavum tan tiruvallaval
(V—9—4)
naccu aravin anaimél nampiranatu nal nalamé.
Ye, mates, what do you gain by teasmg me always?
Know ye, my good soul unto the Lord belongs. Who does

repose
On serpent-bed and stays now in Tiruvallaval, cool and nice,
With arecanut trees, green and tall, the plantains,
Jack and cocoanut trees hanging over the huge mansions
Note
The Nayaki tells her mates point-blank that she belongs to
the Lord in Tiruvallaval with its enchanting scenery and IS,
therefore, not free to respond to their wishes. It is no use
trying to veer her round to their way of thinking and all
their attempts will only prove futile. It was by revealing
the charming setting in which He reposed on Adiéesa
(Serpent-bed) that the Lord initially attracted the Alvar.
Therefore it is the Nayaki pines for intimate service unto
the Lord, emulating Adi-Sega;
nal nalat tolimirkall nalla antanar v61vip pukai
main nalam kontu uyar vin maraikkum tan tiruvallavél
karma] am katti-tannai, kaniyai, in amutam-tannai.
(V—9-5)
en nalam kol cutarai, enrukol kankal kanpatqu?
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Thistle:
My wholesome mates, when can 1, the radiant Lord behold,
The candy ﬂawless, the nectar, the fruit delicrous, Who stole
My all, staying in cool Tiruvallaval, where go up dense fumes
.
inky,
From the holy ﬁres of vedic brahmins and hide the sky?
Note
Pnlike the Mother and other elders who cannot see eye
to eye with the Nayaki, the mates know her mind well
enough, although, now and then, they too try to get her
round, seeing her extremely critical condition. That is
why the Nayaki ﬁnds the mates friendly and addresses them
as such. She would want them to tell her when she could
behold the Lord in Trruvallaval of raVishing charm in that
highly delectable setting The nectar obtained long back by
churning the ocean (treated lightly by our Acaryas as mere
salt-extract) pales into insigniﬁcance, in comparison with
the soul-stirring, :oul-elevating Nectar, the Lord 18 unto

the Nayaki.

kanpatu cﬁﬁamukolo vinaiyén-kanway matavir!
pan kural vantinotu pacun tcnralum aki, enkum

cén ciuai onku marac celun kanal-tiruvallaval
man kural kolap piran malart tamaraip pétankalé?

(V—9—6)

Translation
Ye, charming mates, When can this sinner behold
The lotus feet of the lovely Midget Who has His abode
In Tiruvallaval on the seashore, fall of orchards ﬁne,
Where plays all over cool, southerly breeze and tuneful bees

drone.
Note

vamana of
Although the Lord stays in this holy place as
of beauty and
bewitching beauty, With a happy blend
hold out a specral
bounty (easy accessrbility), yet His feet
all the
Charm to the Nayaki who covets the lovely pair
time, repeatedly mentioning them song after song.

4’6
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pitahkalmél ani pun tolak kﬁtunkol-pavai nailir!
bta netun tatattu] uyar tamarai, cenkalunlr,
matarkal val- mukamum kannurn Entum tiruvallaval
natan, iii fialam unta nam piran-taunai naltorurné?

(V—9—7)

Translation
Ye, charming mates, shall

1

worship daily the ﬂowers

at:

the

feet

Ofthe benefactor great, who the worlds sustained during deluge

And now presides over Tiruvallaval where the ponds;’huge
Are studded with flowers ﬁne and the women wear faces bhght?
Notes
(i) The bright faces and bewrtching eyes of the womenfolk
compete with the high class ﬂowers in the ponds, lotus etc.,
and it IS hardly possible to distinguish the one from the other
(ii) The Lord’s sustenance

of the worlds, during the Deluge,

not merely a matter of past history but one of personal
experience of the Alvin who has been redeemed by the
Lord from the deluge of ‘Samsara‘ and elevated to
the present pitch of devotion
is

naltoxum vitu inglyé tolak kﬁtunkol-nal-nutalir!
atu uru tin karumpum vrlai cennelum aki enkum
matu uru pt‘in tatam cer vayal cal tan tiruvallaval
nitu uraikinra piran nilam taviya nil kalalé?

(V—9-8)

herniation
Ye, mates wrth foreheads bright, shall i worship for ever
The feet of the Lord Who the worlds once spanned and now

resides
In cool Tiruvallaval with sweet sugar canes all over,
Ponds packed wrth ﬂowers lovely and l’lCh paddy ﬁelds alongside?
Votes

(i) Reference to the bright foreheads of the mates is but

wishful thinking on the part of the Nayaki who
expects the Lord in Tiruvallaval to come down where
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she is, through the good ofﬁces of
the mates On the
Lords arrival the faces of the mates wrll
naturally
brighten up by way of expressing therr
gratttudc to

Him.

(Ii) The Nayaki pines for the contmual WOl'Shlp
of the feel

of the Lord of lovmg condescensnor
gracmg Trruvall1h

val, cool and exhilarating

WM valal pﬁrtppa yam kantu luntolak kntunkolo-

kulal egga, yalum enna, kulrr colatyul tén aruntl
malalai var! Vantukal roar patum tlruvallava]
Gillan!) mali cakkarap pcrumanatu tol arulé"
Translation

(V—9~9)

;

thl

the Lord, wreldmg the dlSCUS dynamtc. shed HIS grace
natural.
For me to joyously behold, wrth bangles well set and adore Hun
That stays in Trruvallaval where pretty bees hum
ere ﬂute or lyre. fed on honey from the orchards cool"
Note
The Nayaki mvokes the Lord’s spontaneous grace for her to
behold Him with great joy, her bangles well set on her wrist
m the process and continually adore Hum
to] am!

ml vrnatyal colak kﬁtuﬁ'x()l-téllmirkﬁl!

tol arul magnum vrnrtum tola mma tirunnkaram
nal arul ayiravar nalan éntum ttruvallaval
nal am] nam peruman narayanan namankalé"

(V—-9-—l0)

Translation
Ye, mates, shall Narayanan’s grace mborn on us descend
That we may His holy names recrte? By Hrs grace grand
He resides 1n gracnous Tiruvallaval, by Heaven and Earth

adored,
Where thousands of brahmms, pious and gracrous. have thetr
abode.

d”
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Notes
(i) Tiruvallavil is described here as the city of grace, adored
alike by those on Earth and in Heavn. Actually, this
description holds good in respect of all the pilgrim
centes on Earth, where the Lord of limitless grace
makes Himself visible and easily accessible to one and
all, in His iconic (worshippable) Form, adored best
of all His ﬁve manifestations.
(ii) Tender solicitude for His subjects is a remarkable trait

of Lord Narayana; the pious inhabitants of Tiruvallavil
are even more solicitous than the Lord,of the welfare
of mankind and its uplift.
namanka] ayiram utaiya nam peruman atimél
canam kol ten kurukﬁrc catakopan terintu uraitta
namankal ayirattul ivai pattum tiruvallaval
cémam kol ten nakarmél ceppuvar cigantar piranté. (V—9-11)
”Ira-elation
Those that can recite these songs ten, which laud
The glory of Tiruvallaval, the walled city lovely,
Out of the thousand of Catakopan of Tenkurukur, well-laid,
Adoring the feet of the Lord with thousand names holy,
Will gain fame and distinction, though born in this land.
Note
Those that recrte this decad wrll indeed gain fame and distinction, not attainable by other househt lders. They will not
suffer from the disability the Alvin suffered and they can
thus freely move round and Visit the pilgrim centres. The
thousand names (Sahasranama), which actually connote
not a mere thousand names but many more without number,
depict the auspicious traits and glorious deeds of the Lord.
The thousand songs composed by the Alvar who considers
the Lord’s feet as his sole Refuge also reﬂect the glory of
His traits and deeds

Fifth Centum— Tenth Decad (V-10)
(Piranta iii-uni)
Preamble
Unable to reach the holy place of Tiruvallavaj, the [liver
contemplated the Lord enshrined there, from the outskirts of the
holy city, as we saw in the last decad. The Saint thought, he
would sustain himself by meditating on Lord Govmda’s (Krsna's)
auspicious traits but it made him thaw down. And so, he prays
unto the Lord in this decad to grant him at least the stamina to
contemplate His glory and sustain himself, even if He would not
oblige him with His company. For this purpose, he turns to the
Lord in His Incarnate Form (Vibhava), haying failed to realise his
longing for communion with the Lord in His Arca (iconic) Form,
in successive pilgrim centres

0n the face of it, the

Alvin would appear to be movmg in
the reverse gear. The Lord’s Area (Workshippable) Form is
intended to overcome the formidable handicaps and obstacles
that confront one in worshipping Him in any of His other aspects
And yet,
of ‘ Para’ ‘ Vyi'iha ’, Vibhava’ and ‘Antaryami’
the Alvar has recourse to the Lord’s Incarnations, overlooking the
time-lag, for the simple reason that the devotees could mingle
with the Lord freely, converse and embrace during His Avataras,
unlike the ‘ Area ’ where such exchanges are not possible, resulting
in the Alvar’s frustration. Even among the Incarnations it IS
noteworthy that all the Alvars had a partiality for Krsna. The
illustrious Parasara Bhattar explained this special preference. as

follows:
The grief caused by one’s bereavement loses its intenSity
Wlth the passage of time, while the pangs are very acute when
it is fresh. To the Alvars, Krsnavatara was the nearest in pomt
of time and hence, their lamentations. In the case of Saint
Nammilver, in particular, he missed the Krsnavatara by a bare
six weeks. Tradition has it that he came into this world just forty
three days after Lord Krsna’s ascension to the Celestium. The
Ali/ﬁr cursed himself as a sinner, born six weeks late, missing the
Kl'llnivatéra like unto a delicious dish hitting the teeth and falling
t0 the ground, while attempting to eat it. It was as if Krsna had
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left the pastoral township of Tiruvayppati by the North gate even
as the Alvar was entering the place by the South gate.
piranta arum, valarnta drum, perlya paratam kaiceytu, aivark
tirankal kittiyittuc ceytu papa mayankaium,
[kut
niram-tan ﬁtu pukku enatu aviyai ninru nim'u, urukki unkmxa; Ic
ciranta van outarél ungai emukol cérvatuvé?
(V—lO—l)
Translation

:

Oh, Lord of radiance beyond measure, The manner of Your
birth,
The manner You grew up, Your wondrous military strategy
In the great battle of Bharata leading the ﬁve to victory,
And Your return to Celestium thereafter, all these, taking
one ’s breath,
Get into the Vital region of my heart, sapping my soul
All the time; when indeed will You be joined by this vassal?
Note
After brieﬂy touching upon the L0'd's Avatara as Sri Krsna,
the Alvin deplores his inability to remain steady and recount
HIS wonderful deeds, as they send him into a trance, touching as they do the inner core of his being. As a matter
of fact, even as he contemplated the manner of the Lord’s
birth as Krﬁna, entering the mother’s womb as we, bound
souls do, he fell into a trance which lasted srx months.
This song did not, therefore, progress beyond the opening
’
phrase, ‘the manner of Your birth (as in the original text),
for six motnths. Then again, he was struck by the way
Krsna grew up, how He was shifted from the place of birth
the same night and brought up by a different set of parents,
under cover, the odds and ends He had to contend against,
right from infancy, the many miracles He wrought in the
battle that ensued between the Pandavas and Kauravas.
after His peace-parleys proved abortive, His functioning as
Arujuna’s charioteer and so on. Brieﬂy put, in the
inimitable language of Itu, the way Kannan grew up was
precisely the way the inimical ones were made to eat the
dust and the friendly ones drank deep of His nectarean
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charm (a continual feast for their eyes), gobbling
up ghee
and other milk products stored up m the
pastoral town.
ship of Tiruvayppati (Gokula)
vatuvai varttaiyul éru payntatum, maya mavmai véy
pllantamatuvai var kulalar kuravai pinamta kulakum,

[tum,

atu itu utu ennaléVana alla; ennal un ccykal nawrkkum;
mutu vaiya mutalva! unnal enru talaippcyVagé?
(V—10—2)
Translation
Oh, Primate, your wondrous deeds do description bafﬂe
And make me thaw down; pounce you dld upon the bulls
When the talk of your wedding(Napp1r_u_iai) was on,
The mouth of the treacherous ﬁend. horse-shaped, you tore
open,
Dance you did merrily in the sweet company
Of those damsels whose locks shed plenty of honey,
When can I your lovely feet attain?
Note
The moment the challenging task of taming the seven unruly
bulls, all at once, was set up as a pre-condition by the fair
Nappinnai’s father for wmning her hand, Krsna dashed
forward and pounced upon the ammals, killing them all.
Again, when Krsna was in the company of the Gapis, a
demon in the disguise of a horse came running ﬁercely to
trample upon Him, but, With perfect case, He tore Open the
longish mouth of the treacherous horse and put an end to It.
And then, there was the classical ‘Rasa Krida’ m Wthh
Krsna assumed many forms and stood besrde each Gopi, Vide
detailed notes given earlier about this wonderful wonder
of wonders. There is hardly any need to smgle out any one
of HIS many deeds. Each and every one of His deeds sends
the Alvar into raptures and sweeps him off 1115 feet And so,
he prays that he may atleast have the reqursrte stamina to
sustain and steady himself, recount the Lord’s glory and
revel in it without breaking down.

MWV

s2

peyyum pan kulal pEy mulai unta piuait tinemurn, par-mu 6r
ceyya pitam onral ceyta nip ciruc cévakamum,

my

111)

[citu irac

virttaiyul annai kol kolla, nt un timaraik kankal nit
malka,

‘

paiyavé nilaiyum,—vantu en neﬁcai urukkunkalé.

(V-10—3)

Translation
The innocent looks on Your infant face as You sucked
The devil’s breast, the juvenile valour of Your foot red that
kicked
The demon in the wheel, the fright You displayed with tears
In Your lotus eyes, when, before You, Your mother did appear
With stick in hand, to question You about stealing butter,
All these now do I in my mind envision, making it melt down!
Notes
(i) The infant looks

of the Babe reveal His innocence, the

inability to distinguish between the real mother and the
lmposter.
(ii) The Babe had pinching hunger and cried for the mother’s
breast-milk, casually kicking the cart-wheel. But then,

what a mighty kick it was and, that too, just from one
foot of the tender Babe! The wheel broke into bits and
with it, the demon who had taken possession of ItJuvenile valour indeed!
kalla vitattaik kontu, pay, puram pukka drum, kalantu acu[rarai
uﬂam pitam ceytittu, uyir unta upayankalum,
vella nirc cataiyanum ninnitai vérualimai vilanka nintatum.
(V-10—4)
uuam ul-kutaintu en uyirai urukki unnumé.
Translation
The form dubious You assumed (as Buddha) oh Lord!
And entry into the citadel: three manoeuvred,
Mingling freely with the Asuras, their outlook You altered
And get them annihilated; (Siva), with Gang! on matted locks
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'
In close unison with You, 1 behold and .in my mind
locked

Are all those, making my souLjust melt down
_

Notes
(i) The Alvar characterises the advent of Buddha as a mask
put on by Lord Visnu, in order to sow the seeds of
doubt, dissension and heresy among the Asuras (who
were very powerful, by dint of their rigorous rituals, but
most unscrupulous and destructive), With a View to
reducing their prowess and strength and getting them
annihilated thereby. The story of Buddha, as recorded
in the third Améa of Sri Visnu Purina, is as follows

Once upon a time, the Asuras invoked Siva by their
rigorous austerities and when he appeared before them
and enquired of them what they Wished to have, they
asked for three cities, invulnerable to attack from any
source. While granting their wish, Siva warned that
the cities should always move in the air Without touching
each other and if ever they chanced to collide, great
misfortune would befall them. The three cities, one
made of iron, another of silver and the third of gold,
came into existence forthwith Living in these ﬂying
citadels, the demons waged war against the Devas and
the Brahmins who offered libations to the latter “Depuved of the sacriﬁmal offerings from the Brahmins, the
strength of the Devas dwmdled and they fell an easy
prey to the Asuras. When requested by the Devas to
destroy the Asuras who posted themselves With their
ﬂying citadels at all places where sacriﬁces were performed, molested and slew the performers, Siva declined
to fell the three, he himself had planted, even if it be
poisonous. Thereafter, the Devas went With their
tale of woe to Visnu, resting on the Milky ocean and
begged of Him to destroy the demons. Queried by the
Lord whether the Devas and the Brahmins could not.
with their combined might, destroy the demons, the
Devas clariﬁed that the Asuras were inVinCible because
they too performed rites and rituals and sacriﬁces and
gained strength, all the time.
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Assuring the Devas that He would destroy the demons, the
Lord proceeded to the cities of the demons, disguised
as an aged Buddha (Wise man), carrying a book under
his arm and wearing a tWIsted Kusa grass round his
He preached to them morals ir a
ﬁnger, ring-like.
telling manner, and they had no hesitation in adopting
Him as their mentor (Wise ccunsellor) When they
began performing some Yaga (ceremonies), Buddha
accosted them' “ What are these sticks for? ” Pat
came the reply, “ For oﬂ'ering into the ﬁre ", evoking
the observation from Buddha that it was better to be
born a grass-eating cow than a stick-eating ﬁre. LikeWise, Buddha enquired the purpose for which huge
stocks of food had been kept in the venue of the Yaga
When He was told that it was all meant to be offered to
the Gods, He spoke deriswely that it would be nice to
do so if they could satisfy the hunger of a traveller by
Buddha asked next why
feeding some one at home
the goats were kept there and elicited the reply that the
omentum extracted from the animals would be offered
to the Gods. Buddha remarked, “ Oh, I see, butchers
seem to be the righteous people then! ” By means of
such preachings, Buddha succeeded in cajoling the
demons and With their faith in the sacriﬁces and their
efficacy shaken. they gave them up altogether. They
even began to reVile Siva, their great benefactor, and this
reached his ears through Buddha. The irate Siva resolved to destroy the ungrateful demons. In the battle
that ensued, the Earth became the chariot, the sun and
Moon, its wheels, the four vedas were the horses, Brahma, the charioteer, Maha-Meru, the mountain was
used as the bow and Adiéesa, the bow-string. Thus
equipped, the vile demons were exterminated by Siva
The old order of things was restored whereby the Devas
and the Brahmins could live in peace, the latter providing
the former with their usual sacriﬁcial offerings.
The authoritative texts (Maha Bharata, Kama parva)
declare ‘ Visnuratma Bhngavato bhavasyamita tejasah ’
and true to this, Siva could conquer the demons only
through Lord Visnu, his Internal Controller. This is
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precisely what the Alvér intends to
convey when he
refers to Siva standing in close
.
unison Wlth the Lo d
.
Buddha
should
This
not, however, be confounded with
Sankhya Muni (Gautama), born about 2,500
years ago
(ll) Read also the arguments, Sage Jabah advanced 1n Ramayana (II-108 ), to induce Sri Rama to get back to the
Kingdom, glvmg up the exrle imposed on Him by HIS
father Sri Rama had, however, no hesrtatlon in cashgatmg the sage for his specrous adv1ce. wrde apart from
Dharma, about which Sri Rama had a very clear

conception.

(m) The accord of Siva wrth Visnu. referred to here, denotes
the intimate relationship between the two, as Body and
Soul respectively, the latter being the ‘ Antaratma’ or
the Inner Soul of the former It [8 worth recalling,
m thlS connection, the dialogue between Kﬁratalvan
and king Krmikanta cola In the Royal Court. When
the king msrsted that Kﬁratalvan should subscribe
to the bull that Siva IS the Supreme Truth, Alvin pomted
out, quoting chapter and verse, that Siva derived all
the power he had only from the Paramount Lord of the
Cosmos, Vlsnu. Alvin would not Sign the order, as
commanded by the King and chcse to submit himself
to the inqursrtonal torture of the bigoted king (“ Blessed are they that suffer persecutlon for the sake of
”
|ustlce, for theirs IS the Kingdom of Heaven -—Bible)

unnt vanavar-konukku ayar oruppatutta atictl untatum,

[mayankal
vanna mal varaiyai ctuttu malal kattatum,
mannai mug pataittu, untu, umrlntu, katantu, Itantu, mananta
ennumtorum, en neﬁcu e: Ivéy meluku okkum mnré. (V—10-5)

Trumhttion
Like wax set on ﬁre, my mind does melt
Whenever I meditate on the Lord’s wondrous deeds
How He consun‘ed all the food by the cowherds set
Unto Devas’ chief, how He did the rains repel,
Holding the lovely mount aloft, how, in the days of old,

TM

M

V

He did the worlds create, ate and spat, spanned and pulled
Them out of the waters deep and did (Mother Earth) wed.
Note
The Alvar says that his mind thaws down in contemplation of
the Lord’s wondrous deeds, those performed for the general
weal of the Universe, as well as specially directed towards
the amelioration of His ardent devotees.

ninra drum, irunta drum, kitanta drum ninaippu-ariyana;
[yérku
onru ala uruvu ay, aruvu éya nin miyankal
ninru ninru ninaikkinrén; unnai endanam ninaikirpan? pavi(V-lO—6)
onru nanku uraiyay, ulakam unta on cutaré!
Translation
The manner in which You stood m one place, sat in another,
And reposed in yet another, these and several other
Wonders indeﬁnable are indeed beyond my mind’s reach,
Ponder do I over them little by little; You, I beseech,
0h, rcSplendent Lord, Who the worlds once gulped down,
To grant this sinner, strength to meditate without wearing down
Note
(i) The places where the Lord stood, sat and reposed, not

having been spemﬁed in this Song, the Acaryas take
delight in interpreting this m a number of ways, as
elucidated below:
1

Standing

(Incarnate Forms)
Sri Rama standing at the entrance to Lanka with bow in hand;

The victorious Rama standing with bow in hand after slaying

vali;
Sr!

Knna standing, holding mount Govardhan aloft;

'Sri Krsna standing inside the cradle, holding on to the side-rods;
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(Iconic Form)
Standing
In Mount Timveﬁkatam, Urakam, Sr! Vaikuntam
etc.
11.

Sitting

(Incarnate Forms)
Srl Rama sitting in citrakat and other places. Srl Krsna
sitting
m the cradle, unable to stand any longer
(Transcendent Form)
Sitting in the High Heavens on the Serpent-Couch
(Iconic Form)

Sitting in Patakan't, Varakunamarikai etc

;

Ill. Reposing
(i) Incarnate Forms

Sri Rama, reposing, In front of the ocean,
Sr! Krsna reposing on the laps of the Gopis, Just before the

commencement of Rasakrida;

Sri Krsna reposmg m the cradle, as

a.

tender Babe.

(ii) Vyﬁha

The Lord repasmg m the Milky-ocean,

1n

Yoga Niddhra,

(in) [come Form
Reposing m Trruvekkﬁ, Pulmkutz, Ttrukkutanta, Srlrangan't»

AnantaIayanam etc.
(ii) Although the lncarnatrons took place long ago, it should
still be possible to meditate on them even at this distance of time. But the wondrous deeds of the Lord
are too numerous to be narrated, with any degree of
he
cogency and precis10n and, in the case of the Alvin,
is unable to study himself and recount them Without
wearing down. And hence, the prayer, as in th1s song.

”
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(iii) The Lord’s wondrous deeds and the diﬁ‘erent postures
assumed by Him at various centres, have been mentioned
here by the Alvin, only to stress His gracious response
to the devotees who give their hearts to Him. It
would, therefore, be relevant to cite the following

anecdote to illustrate the manner and extent of the
Lord’s approach to us, when we will but take one step
towards Him

A certain devotee, proﬁCient in singing, came all the way to

Srirangam from the far north, longing to worship Lord
Rangane‘itha When he went to the temple, it was the
concluding day of a certain festival. Alvar Tiruvarafikapperumal Araiyar, the Temple Bard, chanted a hymn of
Tontaratippui Alvar before Lord Ranganatha With great
feeling and literally coaxed the Lord’s pleasure The Lord
was highly pleased With His Minstrel and seemed readily
inclined to do the latter’s bidding At this ripe moment, the
Araiyar introduced the devout VlSltOl‘ from the North, who
had covered, on foot, more than two thousand miles, and
prayed for the Lord’s condescension to honour the visitor
with a speCial recognition of his great devotion unto Him
The Lord immediately responded by walking four paces of
a rod length each (uyjara natai) in the hands of His holy
bearers, from the laurel tree in the Cloisters of the temple
Addressmg the Holy ch0ir, the Lord enquired~ “Come, Ye,
holy chanters, tell us whether what we have done is adequate
to the pains taken by this northern supplicant of ours "
Here then is the tradition highlighting the truth that, when
man ascends to the God’s foot-stool, God descends to the
soul of man

on cutarotu irulumi'iy ninra arum, unmaiyotu inmaiyi'iy vantu, en
kan kolavakai nl karantu, ennaic ceykinrana
en kol cintaiyul naikinrén; en kariya manikkamé! en kankatkut
(V—lO—7)
tin kolla oru nal arulay. ur_i tiru-uruvé.

'Ihnslaﬂon
My Lord of sapphire hue, With all radiance You shine
In my heart and yet, outside You aren’t seen,

Fifth Oentum (V-IO)

at»

And ‘ tis darkness indeed; ‘tween such contradict:
ons torn,
I ponder Wthh rs true and whrch is false and dwindle.
Once in a way let me see Your Form tangible
Note
The Alvar prays unto the Lord who has blest him wrth
perpetual hght msrde, the glorious mental vrsron of the
Divine, to make Himself perceptible to the external senses
as well, at least once m a way. The Lord does must for the
devout and sheds light on them While He does not cxrst so
far as the sceptical unbelievers are concerned and nonexrstence of God 15 but synonymous wrth darkness or blmd~
ness. For the conﬂicting mdmduals these contradictions do
exist

tiru-uruvu kltanta arum, koppulc centamaratmél ticaimukan
karuvul vimruntu pataittittu karumankalum, [ninru nekku,
porn il up tam nayakam anl kétkumtotum, en ncﬂcam
(V—lO—B)
aruvr cérum kannir, en ceykéu atlyéné"
Translation
Your exquusrte form m repose (on the Milk-ocean)
The emergence, from the lotus stalk on your navel, of (Brahma)
Trcaimukan,
For the creation of the worlds, pervaded by you as [nterna‘
Controller.
All these proclarmmg your glory peerless, I hear (the Vedantm:
utter),
My mmd m Itmg down In ecstasy and into torrential tears
Do my eyes break; oh, how can this vassal hold up"
Note
The Alvar IS srmply overwhelmed by the Lord’s transcenden
wrt
glory and, m an unsteady frame of mind charged
sustained thinking
great emotion, he is unable to do any
clear and cogent.

WV

SIG

atiyai mmai iranta uum, ahké niggu s1 katalum mmum
mutiya it atiyil mutittukkonta mukkiyamum,
[vinnum
notiyumiru avai kétkumwrum, en neﬁcam nin-tmalrke
karaintu ukum;
(V-lO—9)
kotiya valvinaiyén-uunai emukol kﬂtuvaté?

Trundﬂion
Your great glory by the devout recounted, I do hear,
How You (from Bali) sought land of three strides,
The unique valour with which You did cover
The Earth, the ocean deep and the Heaven, in two strides
And my mind, in You absorbed, thaws down; sinner heavy
That I am, when will I on You meditate, calm and steady?
kutl nlraik katamta arum, amutam tévar unna, acurai a1
vitum vannarikalé ceytu pong vittakamum,
ﬁtu pukku, enatu iviyai urukki untitukinra; nip-tannai
(V-lO—lO)
nitum vannam colliv, naccu naku-Anaiyané!
Translation
Oh, Lord on serpent-bed, the way You churned the Milky
ocean,
In conjunction with Devas and Asuras but gave the nectar
To Devas alone, keeping Asuras away. deep into my Soul
enters
This scheming wonder of yours and waters it down;
Say how I can Your glory contemplate without breaking down.
Note
The ﬁckle-minded Asuras gave up their bid for the nectar
that came from the Milky ocean, when they beheld Lord
Visnu’s Mohini Avatars of ravishing feminine charm and
ran after the strange Visitor. Contemplating this wonderful
sequence of events, the Alvar thaws down in wonderment
and prays that he should be enabled to meditate on Him
with that steadiness with which Adiéesa serves Him.
Reference to the Lord’s serpent-bed is thus quite signiﬁcant.

Ska cintaiYanayk kui'ukt‘trc catakdpan

may

aka nt'iua antiti eyirattul ivaiyum or
pattum valllr
make vaikuntattu makilvu eytuvar vaikalumé

(V—l0~l

l)

Translation
Those that chant these songs ten
Out of the thousand composed by Cataképan
0f Kurukt'ir for his ediﬁcation, With singular devotion
Unto to the Lord on Serpent-bed, whom he looked
upon
As his sole refuge. will enjoy bliss eternal in
high heaven
Note
Adisesa, the Lord’s couch cum bed will not allow the Lord to
give up the supplicants and therefore it is that the Alvlr
seeks to take advantage of this favourable combination.

THE CENTUM, IN RETROSPECT
(DECAD-WISE SUMMARY)
(V-l). The Alvar draws the searchlight inward, to discover the root~cause
of the extraordinary grace showered on him by the Lord, whereby he could
not merely stand apart from the worldlings, Without wallowmg as one of them
but also advise and correct them Finding, however, that, even for a mere
show of piety, dev0id of genuire love far him, the Lord has condescended
1° open up the ﬂood-gates ol‘ Hts grace on him, Without eating in the least
t0 80 beneath the skin and eXpose his hollowness, the Alvir Just marvels, m
”'9 Opening decad of this Centum, at the Lord’s overwhelming grace and gives
vent to his wonderment;
(V4)! The Alvlr having weaned the peoplt from propitiating minor
deities, through his splended exposmon of the supremacy of Mahdwsnu in
“'40. this abode has now become a land of bliss, hardly distinguishable ft om
Heaven. A golden era has thus been ushered in here, attracting ever the
denizens of the upper worlds to this land, to behold and admire this new state
0f affairs. It is such an exhilarating milieu that the Alvar hails, m the second
afecad, besides envisioning the advent of Tirumat'ikai Alvat and Saint Rhininuja,
‘“ the due to come, the veritable destroyers of the ungoldly forces of
Kaliyuga;
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was not favoured with the Lord's presence. The Alvar, therefore, turns his
attention, in the eighth decad. to the Lord gracing Tirukkutantai (Kumbakonam in Tamrl Nidu), hoping that He might be intending to grant him and:ence at that centre. The Alvar IS contemplating, With all the fervour at his
command, the enchanting prospect of the Lord casting sweet glan€es at him,
conversmg Wlth him and gathering hrm up to his bosom in sweet embrace
The Alvﬁr has, however, met wrth disappointment once again and he ends
this decad on a despondent note, exclatmmg that he Just does not know how
many more pilgrim centres he has still to knock at in this manner.
(V-9): In the nmth decad, we see a frustrated Alvar turning hlS attenuon
on yet another pilgrim centre, named Trruvallavél (1n Kerala), hrs coveted
umon With the Lord at TIrukkutantal, not havmg materialised Even so, he
could not get there, being obsessed With the fragrance wafted across from there,
the lovely breeze, the musrcal drone of the bees hummmg in the orchards over
there, the Vedlc chantmgs, etc. Thus stranded, the Alvﬁr assumes the state

of Niyaki and apeaks out her mfntuatron to her mates,

(Of course, It Is all mental experience and no physical movement, as such,
IS

Involved )

(V-lO). In the concluding decad of tins Centum, the Alvir prays unto the
Lord to grant him at least the stamina to c0ntemplatc Hrs gIOry and sustain
himself, even If He would not oblige him With 1118 company. Havmg failed
to realise his longing for communion With the Lord 111 Hrs Iconic Form, m
successrve pilgrim centres, the Alvar turns to the Lord tn HIS Incarnate Form,
OV¢rlOOklng the time-lag for the Simple reason that the devotees could freely
mmgle With the Lord, durmg HIS Incarnatrons, converse and embrace, unlike
the ‘ Arca ’ (lCOﬂlc manifestation), where such exchanges are not possible.
Even among the Lord's many mcamatlons, the Alvir has a parttalrty for the
proxrmate Krsnavatar, the manner in Whlch He was born and the way He
grew up, touching the Inner core of his being and sending him unto a trance.
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ERRATA (Vol. 11)
PAGE

LINE

194
195
196

,,

197

,,

202

206
207

.,

215

8

For Kovindé read as Govmdﬁ.
For Intirl read as Indra.
For wholesome read as unwholesome.
I3 Delete , after ‘ had‘.
4 (From bottom) For has read as have.
9 For Thence forward read as Thenceforward.

21
13
16

Insert , before ‘ ﬁrst ’.
6 Insert , after ‘ forms '
8 For into read as unto.

.,

18

241

7
2
8

252

6

254
256
272
277

3

216
219
232
235

,,

281

282
286
287
288
289
292

,,

7
6
20
22
13
8

4
20
26
6
18

20

305

13
5
5
8

308

9

295
296
303

,,

309
310
311

313

Last
7

20
6
2
3

,,

314
Si

(From bottom) For into read as unto.

2 Insert —- before ‘too ’.
24 Forin as much read as inasmuch.
2 (From bottom) For hum read as Him.
20 Delete " after ‘ said. ' and Insert “ before ' oh ‘.

1
—

9

(From bottom) Forth read as the.
(From bottom) For trails read as traits.
Insert " after ‘ one ’ and delete “ before ‘ So ’.
For He read as he.
For then read as than.
Substitute , for , before ‘our’.
(From bottom) insert , after ‘ hearts '
Substitute , for full-stop after ‘ dead ’.
Insert , before ‘the '.
For Vﬂekamﬁlai read as Vacakamilai
Insert , before ‘ in ' and ‘ those '.
For glonytng read as glorifying.
Insert , after ‘Earth ’.
Insert . after ‘ Him '.
(From bottom) For promises read as praises.
For favourable read as favourably.
For heavely read as hcavenly.
(From bottom) insert , before ‘carrymg’.
(From bottom) For Stains read as Stain.
(From bottom) For fatigues read as fatigue.
‘
(From bottom) insert , before out’ and after ‘love ’.
Insert , after ‘ Lord ’.
For of read as by.
Insert , after ‘from’.
For past read as part.
Insert , after ‘ Lord '.
Insert , after ‘ Lord ’.
Insert , before ‘ is'.
For them read as then.
Insert . befOre ‘thence '.

PAGE

314
315

,,

”

316
317

319
321

n

323

326
330
338
344
345
347

,,

349
352

,,

354
362
365
368
371

,,

372

.,

373
374
375
:9

377
381

382
383

,,

387

u

391

394
396

400

..

402

LINE

10 (From bottom) Insert . before ‘ land ’ and ‘
pleasures '_
‘

4 Substitute

for ; before v1tu '
10 (From bottom) insert , after desrres‘
‘
‘
‘
,, (From bottom) Insert , a’ after In
9 (From bottom) For E] read as E].
5 (From bottom) Insert , after ‘young
11 (From bottom) For cove read as covet
8 (From bottom) insert , after ‘ bedecked ’.
‘
‘
‘
‘
8 (From bottom) delete
, before bedecked and the
13 (From bottom) Insert , before‘ through ’
5 For enatutalya read as enatutatya
4 (From bottom) For Alver read as Alvar
6 Delete the bracket
10 For vrnalyal read as vmalyAI
4 (From bottom) For facts read as facets
4 For laksmi read as Laksmi
8 Insert , before ‘ full ’ and ‘Just ‘
3 (From bottom) Insert , after ‘ beneﬁts ' and ‘ Lord ‘
17 (From bottom) Insert , before ‘ m ‘ and after ‘ manner ‘.
16 (From bottom) Insert — at the end
12 For fact read as face
Last Insert — at the end
12 (From bottom) Insert , after ‘ Jute ’
14 For And read as and
10 (From bottom) Insert , after ‘ around '
8 (From bottom) Insert , after‘rs’
22 Insert full-stop before ‘ when ’
,, For when read as When
Insert between lmes 29 and 30
’
‘
EnjOy you, perfect knowledge persomﬁed. done wnh
9 (From bottom) For 5121115 read as St!“
‘
'
10 (From bottom) msert , after discus
‘
'
9 (From bottom) msert — after red
12 (From bottom) For Inders read as hmders
‘
13 Insert , before movmg’.
11
Insert , after ‘ watst’
6 For wetted read as rwetted
6 (From bottom) Insert “ after ‘1t'?’.
9 For Himsel read as Htmself
3 (From bottom) For sense read as senses
4 For exrst read as exrt.
7 (From bottom) For stomaches read as stomachs
4 Insert . after ‘ fortress ’.
11 (From bottom) msert , after‘so‘
Last For Alrppirao read as Attpptrin
7 (From bottom) For teyvum read as teyvam.
,

’

iii

Pm:

LINE

403

5

,,.

6
20

407
408
409
411

412
413

,,

414
422
426
428
429
436
437
441

,,

11

7
4
2

9
15
5

7
14
13
13

Last
15
8
12

,,

19
5

443
451

20

,,

452

,,

454
456
459
460
474
488
489
490

.,

17
7
10
3
13

Last
18
1

14
12
9
12

492

13

493
495

14
9
8
5

,,

497

Insert , after ‘ Lord ’.
Insert , after ‘ worlds '.
Insert ‘ the ’ after ‘ am ’.
Insert , after ‘ down '.
(From bottom) insert ‘ was ‘ after ' he ‘.
For Alippnﬁn read as Atippirin.
(From bottom)—Forindee read as Indeed.‘
Far away read as sway.
Insert , after ‘ asprration '.
Insett, bef01e ‘that ‘ and ‘ of’.
(From bottom) For akté read as algté.
Fo‘r turnout read as turn out.
(From bottom) Insert , after ‘ Lord ' and before ‘have '.
(From bottom) delete ‘ by ‘
Insert , before ‘He ’.
Insert , before ‘ on ’
For corn read as born
Insert , after ‘throne ’
Insert , after ‘ IS ‘.
(From bottom) For 1r read as in
Insert , before ‘ as ’
For en naoéyo read as eﬁkantEyo.
For Ennaoéyo read as Enkaoéyo.
(From bottom) Insert , after ‘ miseries ’
(From bottom) Insert , after ‘ elders ‘
Delete ‘ meet ' after ‘ It ‘ and Insert ‘ meet’ after ‘ be '.
Insert , before ‘m ’.
Substitute ‘ or ' for ‘ of' after ‘ fragrance ’.
Insert , after ‘ Lord ‘
Delete , after ‘ and ’.
(From bottom) For whetheF read as Whether.
For fathered read as gathered.
(From bottom) Insert , after ‘ gems and ‘ Tlrukkutantat
(From bottom) delete ' 1n ’.
(From bottom) substltute full-stop for , at the end.
(From bottom) For fall read as full.
(From bottom) Insert, before ‘ all ' and ‘cool '.
For feel read as feet.
a
read as Heaven.
-

-

'

--

than '.
-le read as worshippable.
or motnths read as months.
or three read as tree.
or study read as steady.
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NOTES ON TRANSLITERATION
In this book, Devanagari characters as Well as the Tamil
alphabet haVe been transliterated according to the scheme
adopted by the international body of orientalists and since
then generally acknowledged as the only rational and
satisfactory one, ruling out inconsistency, irregularity and
redundancy of English Spelling.
SANSKRIT (Devanagari) SCRIPT

1.

era; aria; :i; ii; on; an; an; Qc; Qai:
aﬁo; aﬁou; 'n‘l; 21.1; 35k; tikh; qg; sigh;

341“?“

aidh;

egch;

ﬁrs: HS;

th;

kai;

3%

11m;

gt;

5Lﬁ;

aid;

qdh;

qy; gr;

‘5];

25th;

in:

qv.

ed:

tip;
51$:

311;

ﬁ ki;

arka; mka;
%

qth;

(It;

"In;

quh; qb;

ajh;

6111';

ko;

Elﬁ

kou;

qﬁ'

ki;

$

ic;

gku;

Erika;

%

ke;

$2 kah.

Likewise, for all other consonants.
gives the visarga (z), dot above l'h gives the
while the dot below 11 gives the sound, as in ‘gone’.

Dot below
anusvara

(')

11

II. TAMIL SCRIPT

ala;
Cﬁgai;

Lt;
61V:
Grins;

eaka;
Gas

k6;

@i;

c9551;

@o;
avian;

96; 9mm;

5t;

abh;

asrrka;
ma; kai;

9.11;
55k;

g'n; L'ip;

Girl;

5291;

sins;

FFi;

is'ln;
L'nm; u'Jy;

6613;

,rbr_;

mi;
£015;

ere;

éc;

aé;
(6313;

r‘rr; sill:
gaj; virg;

«irks;

aki; 81d;
Gem ko;

Gain

Likewise, for all other consonants.

@ku; akﬁ; (Blake;
k6; Glamkau; mkah.

VOLUME

III

BOOK VI

Sixth Centum First Decad (VI-l)
(Vaikal pin kaliviy)
Preamble
We saw in the preceding centum from V-7 and onwards
the Alvar seeking refuge in successive Pilgrim centres, at the feet
of the Lord enshrined there. If the surrender at the feet of the
Lord which should yield the result as a matter of course, did not
meet with immediate response from the Lord, it was because He
willed that the contemporary world as well as posterity should
beneﬁt through the Alvar’s scintillating hymns ﬂowing from his
sweet lips. It is indeed our great good fortune that the Alvin was
not immediately lifted up to Heaven. In V—lO, the Alvar prayed
intensely for the acceleration of his union with the Lord and now
he seeks out the Lord at Tiruvanvantﬁr, a pilgrim centre in Keralé,
but is too feeble to reach that place. The next best he could do
in such a forlorn state, was to acquaint the Lord with his critical
condition through some one. The Alvar, once again, gets tranformed as a Nayaki and sends some birds and bees to convey her
message to the Lord. The birds, with their pair of wings, typify
the devout, endowed with great knowledge and good conduct,
the efﬁcient Preceptors, with a happy blending of these two
essential requisites. for serving as an effective medium between
Man and God.
This technique of the Alvar sending messages to the Lord
through birds, bees etc., has already been elaborated upon, vide
preamble to [—4. There are four decads, in the whole work, where
such messages are sent, the other three being 1-4, VI-8 and 1X-7.
Whereas the message in I 4 was sent to the Lord in His ‘ Vyﬁha ’
aspect at the Milky ocean, the seat of His creative activity, the
present one is held to have been addressed to the Lord in His
‘
Vibhava’ or Incarnate Forms. As the message is being sent to
the Lord in His ‘Arca ’ (Iconic) Form at Tiruvanvantﬁr, it might
be questioned how the Alvar is stated to have sent emissaries to
the Lord in His Incarnate Forms. The clue for this can be had
from the tenth stanza of this decad, where the Alvin speciﬁcally
mentions Sri Rama, stationed at that pilgrim centre. Further, the
r—17
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message in the last of the four dccads, referred to above, namely,
D{-7, is addressed to the Lord in His Area (Iconic) Form and there
is hardly any need for duplication in this regard. In l-4, the
Alvar invoked the Lord‘s special trait of forgiveness, while, in this
decad, the accent is on His pledge, the creed of extending protection to His devotees, seeking Him ardently. vide also aphorism
156 of ‘ Acarya Hrdayarh ’.
vaikal pan kalivéy vantu, mEyum kurukinankél!
cey kol ceuncl uyar tiruvanvantﬁr ugaiyum
kai kol cakkarattu en kanivayp peruménaik kantu,
(VI—l—l}
kaikal kﬁppi, collir-vinaiyattiyén katanmaiyé.
Translation
Ye herds of Heron , always seeking food in water-logged land!
Go unto my Lord with fruit like lips and discus in hand,
Who does for ever in Tiruvanvantﬁr resrde,
Where there are plenty of rich paddy ﬁelds;
And convey the depth of this sinner’s love, with your hands,
folded.
Notes
describes the place to which the herons
have to go and the hard-hearted Lord to whom they have
to report her unique love, emanating from a tender
heart. The description of the destination should
irdeed tempt the birds, for there too, they can have
plenty of food. Hard-hearted though He might be,
the Nayaki cannot lift her mind from His fascinating
lips and that too, on the heels of her enjoyment of
Krsnavatar, in the immediately preceding decad.

(i) The Nayaki

(ii) The inner meaning of this song, as brought out in aphorism
154 of ‘Acirya Hrdayath! is given below:

An Acarya (Preceptor) of spotless purity in and out,
who revels in God-enjoyment in the company of
his inseparable disciples and attends pious gather—
ings along with them, is being sought out, as an
eﬂicient medium for securing communion with
the Lord.
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(iii) The Alvin. who had tasted the Lord‘s condescending
love and amazing simplicity during those blissful
moments of union with Him, is now inclined to disdain
Him for His aloofness, the predominant trait of His
transcendent (Paratva) aspect. This is reﬂected in her
warning to the birds to approach the Lord with folded
hands. with due regard to His might and majesty.
katal men petaiyotu utan mEyum karu néray!
véta vélvi oli mulankum tan tiruvanvantt‘ir
natan, ﬁalam ellam unta nam peruménaik hantu.
patam kaitolutu. paniyir-atiyén-tiramé.

(VI—l—Z)

Translation
Oh, Stork of complexion ﬁne. move you do in search of food,
With your beloved mate: go and report my condition. with
hands folded.
Unto my Lord. Master of the Universe. Who sustained the
worlds
During deluge and now in cool Tiruvanvantﬁr resides
Amid vedic chantings and rituals with a ﬂourish of trumpets
loud.
Notes
(i) The Nayaki is commissioning a storlc to go and reverently
report her condition at the feet of the Lord who stands
pledged to redeem His ardent votaries, but now remains
wholly absorbed in the vedic chantings and rituals
put through with great eclat in Tiruvanvantﬁr by its
pious brahmins. It is said of Sri Rama that He would
be present wherever vedic chantings and ritualistic
proceedings were going on.
(ii) It is noteworthy that the Nayald advises her emissary
to prostrate at the feet of the Lord. This could either
reﬂect her attitude, already commented upon, in para
(iii) of the notes below the preceding song or stress the
correct code of conduct. It is no use paying obeisance
without actually prostrating before the worship-worthy.
The great Naﬁciyar used to say: “ Whenever I saw a
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devotee of Visnu and I fell at his feet with my head
touching them, it was only then, I felt as if I ate my
ﬁll and all my hunger vanished”.
tiraﬁkal aki enkum ceykal ﬁtu ulal pulliuar‘ikal!
ciranta celvam malku tiruvaanntﬁr uraiyum
karanku cakkarak kaik kaniiayp peruman aik kantu,
(VI—l—3)
i; nki, nir tolutu, pmiyir-atiyén itaré.
Translation
Ye, birds ﬂocking together all over the ﬂush ﬁelds,
Go and submit at the feet of my red-lipped Lcrd, Who wields
The revolving discus and in Tiruvanvantﬁr resides,
The abode of riches in plenty, how in misery this vassal fades.
Note

It

is the natural habit of the birds to ﬂock together and go
hither and thither, in search of food but the God—infatuated
Paréfikuéa Nayaki thinks that they are also moving about
in search of God, out of consideration for her. of II-l.
She tells the birds that the Lord whom they are after, resides
in Tiruvanvantﬂr and advises them to go and meet Him
there and, after making a low obeisance to Him, reverently
report her miserable condition also. The birds ask the
Nayaki how the Lord could stay at that centre, forgetting
all about her and the Nayaki clariﬁes at once that it is the
immense Wealth of the place that has kept Him engrossed
with it. whereas for her there is no greater wealth than her
Lord, the ‘ Srya éryarh ’.

i1 pékam mﬁlki, innntu atum mata annaﬁkali
vital il vEta oli mulaﬁkum tan tiruvanvantﬁr
katalin ménippiran, kannagai, netumalaikkantu,
utalam naintu, orutti urukum enru unarttuminé.

itar

(VI—l—4)

Translation
Ye, modest swans, in joy immersed and to misery unknown!
Go and meet the Lord Supreme, the sea-hued Benefactor
great,
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Who, in cool Tiruvanvantﬁr resides. where do reverberate
Vedic chantings and report, ‘ Here's a woman dwindling down’.
Notes
Addressing the swans who always move in strength and have
never, therefore, known the pangs of separation from each
other, the Nayaki asks them to go to Timvanvantﬁr and
tell her Lord that here, at this end, is a woman languishing
miserably, due to separation from Him.
The swans, immersed in joy and ﬂocking together, denote
those in incessant communion with the Lord, speaking the
same language (i.e.) the language of rapturous devotion, as
the Alvars did.

unarttal ﬁtal unarntu, utan méyum mata annaﬁkall
tin rtta vantalkalmel caﬁku carum tiruvanvantﬁr
punartta pi‘m tan-Inlay mugi nam perumanaik kantu,
(VI—l—S)
punartta kaiyinarﬁy, atiyénukkum port'uminé.
Translation
Ye, inseparable swans, against the ill-eﬁ'ects of separation
forewarnedl
Go to our Sire, with cool tulaci garland on His crown adorned,
Who resides in Tiruvanvantﬁr, on whose soft sands
Conches converge and worship Him, on my behalf also, with
folded hands.
Notes
(i) Estrangement on some slight pretext, followed by
reconciliation, culminating in union between the lover
and the beloved, are factors which commonly
characterise connubial
relationship. The swans,
moving always together, do not, however, have to pass
through these vicissitudes.

to the swans to worship the Lord
on her behalf as well and sing the song of benediction
unto Him, sets the pace for those who are not fortunate
enough to visit the various pilgrim centres but keenly

(ii) The Nayaki’s request
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miss the bliss. These persons request the fortunate
visitors to those places to worship on their behalf
also, It is not exactly worship by proxy but the
expression of one’s yearning for worship.

poni yin irantén, punnaimél urai pan kuyilkal!
cénil valai tullum tiruanvantﬁr uxaiyum
anal ali ankai amarar-perumanaikkantu,
mamm kontarulir-maiyal tirvatu oruvanname.

(VI—1—6)

Translation

I pray unto

ye, lovely koels, dwelling up the laurel trees,
To meet the Lord of the Celestials, Wielding the powerful
discus
Who, in Timvanvantﬁr resides, where revel the ﬁshes
In marshy lands and bring unto me heartening news.

Note

in Tamil) tree on the
west bank of the sacred tank within the precincts of the
Temple of Lord Ranganz‘ttha has come in for special
mention in Sloka 49 of the ﬁrst centum of ‘ Sri Rangaraja
Stavarh ’ of Sri Paras'ara Bhattar. It is said to have imbibed
the fragrance of Tiruvaymoli. This goes to show that
generations of devotees have sat under the shade of this
ancient tree and reverently chanted Tiruvéymoli and delved
into its inner meanings, discoursing on them. In this process,
all the aroma emanating from those recitals and discourses
attached itself to the tree, providing it first class nourishment too. It is very likely that the SWeet-voiced birds
(Koels), resting on the laurel tree, refer to these very devotees.

Up the laurel trees: The laurel (Punnai

oruvannam cenru pukku, enakku 013111 urai-on kiliye!
éeru on pﬁm polil cﬁl cekkar vela‘t tirux anvantﬁr
karu Vannam, ceyya vay, ceyya lan, ceyya kai, ceyya kal,
cent on cakkartm, canku ataiyélam tiruntak kanté. (VI—l—7)
Translation
Lovely parrot! whatever he the odds you should ﬁnd your way
To Tiruvanvantur of red soil with ﬂOWer gardens lovely and say
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Just one word on my behalf unto my Lord of dark hue,
Lips, eyes. hands and feet, all red. holding the discus bright
And the conch ins parable. spotting Him well from these
(clues.
Note

The parrot signiﬁes the Preceptors, true and steadfast, who
faithfully pass on the learning gathered by them from their
masters, without deviation or distortion. The parrot
is known to repeat just what it hears. The parrot in question
is advised by the Nayaki to somehow reach the intended
destination turning a blind eye to the enchanting scenery
en route, lest it should succumb to the way-side attractions.
Even at that end, the emissary shall, for her sake, submit to
indignity, if any, heaped on it, such as caning etc., by way
of denying it access to the Soven-ign Lord. By rendering
service to the Nayaki, the emissary will be the ﬁrst beneﬁciary
the immediate recipient of the Lord’s favours, much ahead
of the Néyaki herself, even as Hanuman, on his return from
his pioneering visit to Lanka, got himself locked in Lord
Rama’s sweet embrace (parsvango Handmatah), a month
ahead of Sita’s reunion with the Lord.
tiruntak kantu, enakku opru uraiyay-cn ciru pﬂvay!
cerunti, halal, makil, punnai, col tan tiruvanvantﬁr
perum tan tamaraikkan, peru nil muti, nal tatantol,
karun tin ma mukil p51 tiruméni atikalaiyé.
(VI-l-B)
Translation
You lovely little Pﬁvai, go and see closely you sh
My cloud-hued Lord with lotus eyes, cool and
Huge crown and hefty shoulders four, Who dv :
In cool Tiruvanvantﬁr, by lovely trees surro
And about Him come and tell me a nice wor

.-

,1

.

Note
'
Unless the emissary is a keen observer, he can’t .
messenger. The Nayaki wants the little lovely bird to have
a close look at the LordIn Tiruvanvantﬁrin all details and
,
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narrate to her what the little one saw. This is one way of
the God-lover sustaining herself.
atilral kaitolutu, alarmél acaiyum annaﬂkéll
vitivai canku olikkum tiruvanvantﬁr uraiyum

katiya miyan-'annai, lannanai, netumalaik kantu,
kotiya valvinaiyEn-tiram kﬁrumin-vérukonté.

(VI—l—9)

Translation
Ye, swans, gliding gently on ﬂowers! report you should
About this fell sinner, in secret and with joined palms,
At the feet of Kannan, my Wondrous Lord of love supreme
Unto devotees, Who does in Tiruvanvantﬁr always reside
Where, at day-break. sweet strains from the conch could be
heard.
Notes
In Secret:
When the Lord is alone with His consort, all the attendants
having dispersed after discharging their respective duties.
At the feet:
Getting hold of the Lord’s feet is the surest way of evoking
‘
anatilcramaniyan': hi caranagrahanam '.
response.

vetukontu ummai yin irantén; veri vantinankél!
téru nirp pampai vatapélait tiruvanvantﬁr
méru il por arakkan matil niru elac corru, ukanta,
Eru cévakanirkku ennaiyum ulal enminkalé.

(VI—l—lO)

Translation
You, sweet-smelling bees, with great respect do I entreat
That unto Him (Lord Rim) of valour great, Who did the ram-

parts rout

0f the mighty

demon and now has His abode
In Tiruvanvantﬁr, north of river Pampai, with its waters limpid,
You do resort and say, here languishes one of His wards.
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Note
The Naynki has all along been commissioning different birds
to convey her message to the Lord, but now she reverently
approaches the bees, even as Sri Rama chose Hanuman
for the special assignment of handing over His ring to Site.
The Nayald requests the bees to tell Sri Rama that He should
not rest on His oars with an air of complacence that He has
already done everything for Sita and through her, for her
tribe, as a whole; actually. she (Nayaki) is languishing here,
at this end, although she is also one of His many wards.
kol cEr purinﬁI-kural 5y, akal ﬁilarn konta
van kalvan atimél lzurukﬁrc tata‘tﬁpan conga
pan kol ﬂyira‘tul ixai pattum tiruvanvantﬁrkku
inkol patal vallz‘rr matagar, minnitai yavarkke.

mir_i

(VI—l-ll)

Translation
Those that chant these songs ten, highly delicious,
Which unto Tiruvanvantur pertain, out of the melliﬂuous
Thousand, composed by Catakopaﬁ of Kurukﬁr, adoring the
feet
0f the Lord, Who, as Vamana, Wearing on His personradiant,
The sacred thread charming, took (from Bali) on the sly, the
worlds,
Will unto the Lord be dear like the lovers unto their beloveds.
Note
The chanters of this decad will be coveted by the Lord and His
dexotecs, the Apsaras in Heaven.

Sixth Centum—Second Decad (VI-2)
(Min itai matavirkal)
Preamble

In this decad, the Alvér strikes an entirely new note, making
a bold departure, rather, in refreshing contrast to the earlier ones.
The Saint, who was hitherto pining for the lord’s presence and
crying out his heart, now keeps Him at bay, when He eventually
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turns up in post-haste (even as He rushed to Gajendra’s aid)
in response to the Nayaki’s piteous appeal in the last decad, conveyed to the Lord through her special emissaries. The Nayaki resents
the Lord’s delayed appearance and arraigns Him for having strayed
elsewhere, making love to the damsels of His special preference
and He is being asked to go back to them. The door is shut
against Him. a movement in the contrary direction indeed! But
there is nothing uncommon about this, as this is a natural ingredient
of convivial love, which is super-sensitive to, and extremely intolerant of the lapses on the part of either partner, the overzealous
female, in particular, being critical of the remotestriskof alienation
of the male from her, by his getting under the spell of any other
lady-the characteristic feminine jealousy, keen and cruel. Actually,
the Nayaki’s pangs of separation even egged her on to the extreme
step of putting an end to her life, rather than eking out a miserable
existence.

or the

nine kinds of relationship subsisting between the Lord
(Super Soul) and the Individual Soul, as set out in the Sloka “ Pita
ca raksakah Sesi, Bhartha Jiieyo Ramipatiln . . .” the husbandwife relationship is attracted here. The strained relationship such
as the one exhibited in this decad, did subsist, as a temporaryphase,
between Lord Krsna and the Gopis. The Nayaki would now seem
to have got into the mood of the Gopis. Simdar treatment is
noticeable in Kulasekara Alvar’s Perumil Tirumoli (of Ermalar
Punkulal) and Tirumankai Alvars Periya Tirumoli (Katil Katippith!)mig itai matavarkal-nin and cﬁtuvir-munpunan atu aﬂcuvan;
man utai ilaftkai aran kiynta mayavanél
uggutaiya cuntiyam nan arivan; ini atukontu ceyvatu en?
ennutaiya pantum kalalurn tantu, poku nampil
(VI—2—l)
Translation

I am afraid, You and I, the thin-waisted favourites of Yours
Will scold, all Your mischief do I know, yet it no longer matters.
The ramparts of Ravana’s Lenka, You pulled down in anger
great,
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You. perfect One of wondrous deeds, from here You better
depart
And go anywhere _You like but leave my playthings here. all
right.
Notes
(i) Reference to playthings, in this song, would make it

appear that Parankusa Nayaki and the Lord were playing some game and the latter suddenly left. The
Nayaki felt piqued by this sudden departure of the
game-partner so that, when He presented Himself
later on, she would keep mum. And now, the Lord
tried to coax her, in ever so many ways: He lavished
epithets on her describing her as a thin-waisted beauty
and so on. Even then, she would not respond and the
frustrated Lover got hold of the games-materials lying
on the ground (Ball etc.) and addressed them amorously.
Well, the farthest limit of provocation had been reached
and the Nayaki could no longer resist coming out of her
shell. She rebuked the Lord, saying that she was not the
thin-waisted beauty referred to by Him and He would
do well to go back to those beauties with whom He had
been indulging prior to coming down to her. She also
cautioned Him that, in case those ladies got to know of
His having come over to her, they would scold both
Him and her. But then, she was severing her connections with Him and the displeasure of those other ladies
was, therefore, of no consequence to her. As the Lord
was about to leave the place, picking in hand the gamesmaterials, the Nayaki stemly asked Him to leave her
playthings and go. It may be recapitulated that, in the
preamble to this decad, the Nayaki was stated to be in a
desperate mood, ready even to put an end to her life.
What else is it but (spiritual) death when she spells out
anything as hers, in His presence? That Savant Ciri‘
’
yattarr would point out that the notion of mine and
‘
not mine ’ reigned supreme in Dhrtarastra’s mind and
this eventually led to the destructionof his race. Right
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at the commencement of Bhagavad Gita, he asked
Saﬁjaya: Say, Saﬁjaya. sa,’ what wrought my people
(mamaka) and the Pandavas ”.

of Ravan’s Lanka is also taken by
the Nayaki with a pinch of salt. She sees in it an
attempt on His part to draw into His broad net, the
m mbers of the weaker sex, by making it appear that

(ii) The Lord’s destruction

He did so much, ate no food, spent sleepless days and
nights, bunded the ocean, fought a pitched battle with
the formidable Ravana and destroyed his citadel, all
for the sake of a woman. The Nayald spitefully declares
that she could very well see through His game.

poku nampil ur_i tamaraipuraikan—inaiyum, cevvay muruvalum,
ikulaﬁkzl ce,ya, a1 take negro-me yam;
tékai ma mayilirknl-mn arul cﬁtuvér-cevi écai vaittu ela
akal p6kav1ttu, kulal fitu péyirunté.

(VI-2—2)

Translation
Get thee gone, oh Sire; we womenfolk seem born to dwindle
Under the spell of Your lotus eyes and bewitching smiles
On Your red lips, better go and graze the cows,
Playing the ﬂute from behind unto the recipients of Your love
Having locks lovely like the spread-out plumes of the peacock.
Note
When asked by the Nayaki to get away, the Lord entered
into an argument with her, saying that she could not claim
ownershlp of the games materials and that apart, it would be
most uncharitable on her part to expel Him who had come
over to her, out of deep love. The Lover advanced towards
the Nayakl with bewitching smile and sweet glances but the
Nayaki, still smarting under a sense of deliberate neglect by
the Lover, observed that His smiles and glances actually
sapped her and other women, unfortunate like her, rather
than sustain and bade Him to keep grazing the cows and
playing the ﬂute for the delectation of the lucky damsels of
Gokula, the recipients of His favours, with lovely locks.
The description of the lovely locks of the Lover’s favourites
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given here, initially came from His lips, complimenting the
Nayaki but she would not acknowledge it and she spitefully
turned it on to those other indies, basking in the sunshine of
His love.

péyiruntu, nin pulluvam ar’yatavarkku urai, nampil nin ceyya
vay irun kaniyum, kunknlum viparitam in mil;
véy irum tatarn télinir it tiruvarul peruvir evarkolma irum katalaik katainta perumanalé?
(VI—2—3)
Translation
Oh, Sire, better keep oil' from us and try Your viles
On girls unwary; indeed Your red fruit-like lips and eyes
Are more charming than ever before; I know not who are
those,
With bamboo-like shoulders ﬁne that shall be blest
To enjoy this great Churner of the ocean, deep and vast.
Note
The Lord who was asked to go and fend the cows and play
the ﬂute, as in the last song, afﬁrmed that He could play the
ﬂute and give vent to His love all right, only in the company
of His beloved ones, of which the Nayaki was indeed the
crown jewel. But the Nayaki was adamant and retorted
that she would not be led away by' His guiles any more and
that He would rather play His pranks on unwary customers
elsewhere and get on with them. The Lord appealed to her
once again, asking her to behold His eagerness to taste the
bliss of kissing her lips and gazing at her charming ﬁgure.
Lo! she found His lips and eyes even more charming than
ever before. Overpowered that she was by the Lord’s
exquisite charm, she couldn’t help giving expression to it,
even in the midst of her feminine rancour. She thought
within herself, who those blessed damsels would be, that
shall have the most enviable rapport with the charming
Lord, like unto the Divine Mother who got at Him through
the churning of the Milky ocean.
_
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all]; nil ilai, El ulakum untu, auru ni kitantéy; un mayanka!
melai vanavarum ariyar; ini em paramé?
vélin nér tatam kanninar vilaiyatu cﬁlalaic cﬁlave ninru,
(VI—2—4)
kill méykka valliy‘. emmai ni kalarélé.
Translation
Aren’t You the One who once reposed on a fig-leaf tender,
Holding all the worlds in Your stomach? Your wondrous deeds,
How (an we know when even the Celestials can’t comprehend?
Oh, Lord, tending cows near about damsels with eyes like
[spear
Don’t tantalise us with white lies any more.
Note
The Lord refuted the Nayaki‘s allegation of hollowness and
insincerity and put it back on her and her mates, saying that
He was absolutely forthright and straightforward and it was
only they that were full of viles. The Nayaki was, however,
quick to point out the incompatibility of His reposiug on a
tender fig-leaf aﬂoat, holding, as a tender babe, all the worlds
inside His tummy and added that His mysterious deeds
baﬂled even the exalted Celestials. The Lord then explained,
rather apologetically, that He got detained by His Mother,
who had asked Him to grace the cows, giving Him the stick
and that the Nayald should not frown at Him to such an
The Nayaki
extent for this delay, beyond His control.
was, however, in no mood to swallow this fabrication and
scorned that, in the name of grazing the cows, He would have
been after girls of His special preference. The bubble
having been pricked, the Lord kept on shilly-shallying. The
Nayaki cut Him short, saying that He need not tarry any
longer and tantalise her with all lies and that He would
rather ply His trade with those damsels with ﬁne bambooIike shoulders, with whom all His pretensions might pass
muster.
kalarél nampi!

ur_1

kaitavam magnum vinnum nanku ariyum;

tin cakkara
nilaru tol patajyay! unakku onru unarttuvan nag;
malarn lén mcl'yarkal nix; arul cﬁt‘uvar manam vati nirka,‘em
kulatu pﬁvaiyotum kiliyotum kulakélé.
(VI—2—5)
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Translation
Oh. Sire, address not unto us such shallow words,
Your viles are well-known, in all the worlds,
You. wielder of the ancient discus, mighty and mobile!
Let me make You realise that desist You shall
From playing with the warbling Pﬁvai and parrots over here
Lest You should the minds of Your sweet~tongued favourites
injure.

Note
The Lord suggests that they should seek arbitration to prove
that He is the damned liar, they are dubbing Him to be.
The Nayaki, however, rules out the necessity for such a
course for His stratagems are t-‘Io Well known, both on
Earth and in Heaven. Did He not take advantage of the
screen raised by the smoke from the incense burnt by the
denizens in Heaven just after His sacramental bath and
come down here as Krsna and go back to the celestium, a
hundred years after, by which time the smoke subsided? The
Lord’s holy attendants in Heaven were not aware of His
departure during the interval. Again, all that He did as
Sri KtSt-‘a is history indeed! And yet, the Lord insists that a
wise and impartial witness should be called upon to sit in
judgement. The Nayaki rejoms that there is no dearth
of witnesses and, for the matter of that, the discus in His
hand is enough to knock the bottom of His case. Did He
not once say that He would not take up arms in the battle of
Mahabharata and eventually go back on His plighted word?
Cornered thus, the Lord kept silent, hanging His head down.
Thereupon, the Nayald advised Him to listen to her, in case
He was keen on ﬁnding a way out of this impasse. The
Omniscient Lord was being advised and yet, He took it all
in good parts and started praising the Nayald's speech as
honey and so on. The Nayakl took exception to this and
she and her mates withdrew after making the sarcastic
observation that the sweet-tongued damsels in His good
books, were elsewhere. Even then, the Lord wouldn’t
leave the place and started caressing the Pﬁvai, the little
warbler, and the parrots there. Seeing this from a distance,
the Nayaki warned that He would certainly prejudice those
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other ladies, the lucky recipients of His grace, by going over
here and, on the top of that, fondling the birds living at this
end. The Nayakj, therefore, advised Him to hasten to those
ladies.
kulaki, enkal kulamanankontu,koyinrnai ceytu, kaumam onru
[illai;
palalci yarn iruppom-paramé it tiru—arulkal?
alakiyir, iv ulakam mﬁnrukkum tévimai takuvar, palar ular;
(VI—2—6)
kalakarn érEl, nampi! unakkum ilaité kanmame.
Translation
Sire, ‘tis no use Your riding rough-shod, fondling our
dolls,
What You are, long association with you has shown us well,
Targets We aren’t for Your amorous advances, others there are
indeed,
Fit to be Your consorts, of beauty surpassing in all the worlds;
Force You shall not into our group, verily Your deeds
Will put even You to shame and make You hang Your head

0h,

Note
Sensing the pulse of the Nayald, even the birds ﬂew oh and
now, only the dolls remain on the scene. The Lord starts
fondling the dolls but the Nayaki prods Him, saying that all
this behaviour will not help Him. The Lord, however,
swears that He is hers, contemplating her all the time. This
draws forth a sharp rebuff from the Nayaki that she has
lmown enough of Him and His white lies, coming 06 in an
unbroken succession, with perfect ease. This again gives a
handle to the Lord who remarks that, being used to His
pranks so well, they would sorely miss them all, if He went
away. So saying, He stays on hob-nobbing, much to the
chagrin of the Nayaki who burst out that all His silly pranks
were more than she could endure and that He would do well
to turn His attention on those other favourites of His, of
matchless beauty. She further warns Him not to force
Himself any more into their group. But even this curt
warning would not deter Him and He lingers on, knowing
as He does, in His heart of hearts, that although the Nayald's
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tongue utters such harsh words. inwardly she would want
Him to stay on and handy words like these, with her. And
the Nayaki frowns at Him. saying that He would fall low in
His own estimation, if only He cared to examine the propriety of His conduct-literally, a re—enactment of the ‘KrsnaGopis episode ‘. Sri Paras‘ara Bhattar would exclaim:

" Oh, what an amazing simplicity! the Lord of the Universe,
the repository of all auspicious traits, the Supreme Controller
of all, is feeling helpless before a handfull of shepherdesses.
unable to move either way, neither go inside nor get out of
the place. How strange it is that sages Vyasa and Paiﬁsara
could not dwell on this astounding aspect of the Lord! Well.
who else but these Alvar Saints, soaked in God-love, could
comprehend and handle this theme which passeth all
understanding of the common man who can’t readily bring
himself to believe that the Supreme Lord could ever condescend to reduce Himself to such a strange pass?

kahmamangu et'lkal kaiyil pavai parippatu; katal-ﬂalarn untitta
ninmalal netiyiy! unakkélum, pilai pilaiyé;
vanmame colli, emmai ni vilaiyatuti;atu kétkil en aimmﬁr
(VI—2—7)
tanma-psvam ennar; oru tram-u tati-pinakke.
Translation
Oh, immaculate Lord, you once gulped down the worlds seabound,
it hardly beﬁts You, oh, great One, to squeeze from our hands
Our playthings; a mistake is a mistake even if by You committed,
Words you whisper, we dare not repeat and with us you ﬂirt;
Surely, our brethren, when they get to know, will feel hurt,
For good or bad they wouldn’t care and You they might hit.
Notes
(i) Finding the Gopis terribly vexed with Him, Sri Krsna
bade good-bye to them, wishing them Well and told

them that He would, however, be taking with Him, His
playthings. But the Gopis lost no time in picking up
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those pieces, with a view to detaining Him and prolonging the controversy. This gave Sri Ktﬁna the golden
opp )rtunity He was looking for, to come in physical
contact with the Gopis and snatch the materials from
their hands. The Gopis screamed that this was not the
kind of job, expected of Him, to which He replied that
this was too petty a job for Him Who had gulped down
all the worlds. While conceding His great ability, the
Gopis pointed out that, however big He might be, mistakes committed by Him cannot be overlooked. Sri
Krsna tried, in vain, to refute this by saying that He
was immaculate and, therefore, above mistakes. At
this stage, the Lord pretended to be non-plussed and
whispered quite a few secrets into the ears of the Gopis
and they administered a stern warning that He would be
belaboured by their brothers without any hesitation, if
they got to know about His silly behaviour and the
stupid things He spoke to them (Gopis).
(ii) The secrets whispered into the ears of the Gopis by the
Lord, referred to in (i) above, should, in the particular

context of Saint Nammalvar re-enacting the old scene
of the days gone-by, be taken as God’s secrets with

His Saints. While 15m 21: was discoursing on this song,
a few disciples asked him, “ What are the secrets, Sire,
which the Lord spoke to the Saint? ” He replied: “When
the Saint, illumined by God, has himself pronounced
them as secret, how can you expect me to spell them out?’
pinakki, yavaiyum yavarum pilaiyamal petittum pétiyatatu or
kanakku il kirtti vellak katir ﬁana mﬁrttiyinay!
inakki, emmai em tolimér vilaiyatap potumin ennap pontomai
unakki, ni valaittal, eI_l collar ukavatavaré?
(VI-2—8)
"Translation

0h, Sire, You are the embodiment of all that knowledge radiant,
You keep without name and form all things sentient and nonsentient
At the time of dissolution and at creation You do sort them out
And put the species back in their spheres, clear and cogent;
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(We knew not You‘d be here) our mates brought us for play.
If You hugged us close. what would the unfriendly say?
Note
When the Gopis threatened to get Sri Krsua beaten, He took
up the challenge and shouted at them. The Gopis coolly
told Him, they had known all about Him and there was no
need for Him to make all that fuss. When called upon by
Him to cite what exactly they had known about Him, they
stated, as in the ﬁrst four lines of this stanza. Sri Krsna
then questioned them how, despite all that knowledge they
dared to get Him belaboured and elicited the reply that one
so great, should not meddle with those frail little girls who
had come there to play, not knowing that He would also be
there. There was a vast gulf of difference between His play
and theirs. His was the creation, sustentation and dissolution of the Sportive Universe (Lila Vibhﬁti) whereas they
were engaged in simple games, with balls and dolls. Sn
Krsna was asked to go His own way, leaving them alone, free
to go on with their play. So saying, the Gopis were about
to withdraw themselves but Srt Krsna intercepted them and
would not allow them to retreat. The Gopis remonstrated
that, if He encircled and hugged them, personally they had
nothing to say, but it was likely to be criticised by the unfriendly spectators around, not aware of the intimate.
indissoluble bond that subsists between the individual souls
and the Super-Soul. It is here, the Gopis gave out their real
mind, hitherto concealed by their rough exterior.
ukavaiyal neﬁcam ul uruki, ur_1 tamarait tatam kan vilikalin
aka valaip patuppan alittay un tiruvatiyal;
takavu ceytilai; enkal cirrilum, yam atu ciru corum kantu, nin
(VI—2—9)
muka oli tikala muruval ceytu ninrilaiye.
Translation
Smile You could and watch with Your face bright,
The castles We built in our play and the food we cooked,
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But You kicked them all, You have indeed no heart.

Just to trap us into the sweet looks
From Your large, lotus eyes, with our hearts melting down.
Note
In spite of His intercepting the Gopis, they went their own way,
playing games like building houses and cooking food. Sri
Krsria, literally pining for their sweet glances, albeit by
way of quarrelling with Him, kicked all those things out.
Knowing His mind quite well, the Gopis looked at Him
squarely and addressed Him, as above. The inner (esoteric)
meaning of this is:
Those engaged in God-love quite often undergo the pangs of
separation, when He does not oblige them with His sweet
presence and the communion gets snapped. To avoid this
painful contingency, these very people switch on to worldly
affairs. But the Lord would not give them up and His lovely
feet drag them back into His fold, kicking out their erstwhile
aberration, the tendency to drift away from Him.
ninru iler’i'm mutiyinay! irupattor kal arar‘u kalaikatta
vcnri nil maluva! viyan ﬁalam mun pataittay!
inru iv ayar kulattai \itu uyyat tc‘mriya karumanikkac cutar!
(V1—2—10)
nin-‘annal nalivE patuwom ennnn. aycciyomé.
Translation
Oh, Sire of sapphire hue You sport the crown grand
With Your axe triumphant You did root out the kings
For generations, the vast Universe You created once,
And now You are here to redeem this shepherd clan,
But we shepherdesses are by You tormented for ever.
Note
The rancour of the overzealous Gopis would obviously not
last long, as it is but a temporary phase, an interim facet
of connubial relationship, culminating in the reunion of the
lover and the beloveds. Sn Krsna didn’t merely kick the
houses etc, put up by the Gopis during play, but kicked their
rancour out and made them gaze at His exquisite Form, from
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the lotus feet upwards, right up to His crown. It is only the
Victor that wears the crown and by mentioning the grandeur
of His crown. the Gopis mean to acknowledge Him as the
Victor, in their erstwhile squabble. Even as He created the
worlds, with all their contents, from the melting pot to which
they had been consigned earlier, He has infused fresh life
into the Gopis who had earlier been the victims of devastating
feminine jealousy. For Him, who as Paraéurama, destroyed
the haughty Ksatriya kings, extending over tWentyone
generations, is it at all much of a job to get the better of the
frail Gopis? Of course, the Gopis know, that rejoining their
Lord now doesn’t mean perpetual enjoyment of His company
and they are in for further spells of misery, due to separation
from Him. Even so, they are prepared to brave it and get
back to Him at least for the time-being.
aycci akiya annaiyal anru venney varttaiyul cirra muntu alu
kﬁtta appan-tannai, kurukﬁrc catakopan
éttiya tamil—malai ayirattul ivaiyum 6r pattu icai yotum
(VI—Z—ll)
nattannal navila uraipparkku illai nalkuravé.

'Ihnslation
Those that chant t'unefully these songs ten
Out of the thousand Tamil songs of Ca'akopan
0f Kurukﬁr, adoring the Lord, Who (as child Krsna) cried

bitter

When someone complained, in general, about the theft of
butter,
Unto His mother, will never from poverty (of God-love) suffer.
Notes

of the many infant
sports of the Lord. The shepherdesses of Brndavan
complained to Yasodha that all their butter had been
stolen by some one. Just cn hearing this g neral
complaint without any mention about Him in particular,
child Krsna cried immediately, as if to plead that He was
not the culprit. Thus, by His own unbidden cry, He
betrayed Himself as the urchin thief. An interesting

(i) Here is a splendid reference to one
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parallel for this IS cited in Itu commentary. One day,
the residents of a mutt (Monastery) asked among themselves as to who should clean and water the monastery
and it was decided that the unlearned (uninitiated in the
Vedas) among them should be detailed for such menial
service. One among them immediately cried (although
nobody had spotted him out, as the unlearned): “ Sirs,
how can I clean such a big place as this? ” Poor fellow,
he betrayed himself by this spontaneous cry, unnamed
and unsought.
(ii) The Lord’s grief, at His repulsion by the Gopis, shutting
the door against Him, was just as poignant as when
He was tied to the pounder by His mother, as a punishment for stealing butter.

Sixth

Centum———Third Decad

(VI-3)

(Nalkuravum, Celvum)
Preamble
In VI-l, the Saint sent messages to LordRama at Tiruvanvanlﬁr
but He responded, rather late. This made the Nayaki furious and
she enacted, in the preceding decad, all that tussle, which ensued
between Sri Krsna and the Gopis. Ultimately, the Lord proved
victorious, as seen in VI-2—10, and the reunion between Him and
the Saint materialised. The Saint now keeps musing over the
superior might of the lord, in having weaned him round, despite
his stout resolve not to have anything to do with that malingeriug defaulter any more. The Lord reveals to the Alvin His
extraordinary capacity for achieving the impossible besides the
glorious Iconic Form in which He stays in Tiruvinnakar (In Tamilnadu, near Tiruklcutantai, covered by V-8). The Alvar recounts this
experience, in the current decad.
nalkurzvum, celvum, narz kum, cuvarkkemum ay,
velpakaiyum, natpum, vitamum, amutamum ay,
palvakaiyum paranta peruman, ennai alvanai,
celvam malku kutit tiruvinnakark kanténe.

(VI—3—l)
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Translation
Seen have I in Tiruvinnakar, with riches ﬁlled,
My Liege-Lord, Who does encompass in His universe vast.
Pelf and penury, tell and Starga, love and hatred,
Poison and nectar and many such opposites.
Notes

(i) The Alvir says that he has s:cn in Tiruvinnakar, the
the Lord who composes within Himself all the incompatibles. It is He who kept kucela poor initially,

then made him rich and again pushed him into peuury.
It is He that puts some people in the luxurious and
delightful S arga and consigns some others to the
dismal hell; He engenders in us hatred as well as love
for Him, the one who hates Him is made to love Him
and vice versa. For example, the inveterate Kantikarna became friendly to the Lord whereas Simalika
who was an intimate friend of His, got his head severed
by the Lord’s discus. It is the Lord who gave Siva
poison and nectar to the Devas; He is like poison unto
some and like nectar unto others. Actually, those that
look upon everything as forming part of the Lord’s
immense possessions, vast and varied, will acquire
perfect mental equanimity, making no distinction between these opposite pairs, neither elated by the one
nor depressed by the other.

(ii) The Lord, enshrined in this pilgrim centre (Tiruvirinakar),
is called by the Alvar as ‘ Oppili Appan ’, the peerless
Sire, vide the ninth-song, while the Puranik tradition
carries the Lord’s name as “ Uppili Appay ", salt-free
dishes being offered to Him during the diurnal worship.

kanta inpam tunpa'n, kalakkankalumtérramum 5y,
tantamum tanmaiyum, talalum nilulum ay,
kantukétarku ariya peruman, ennai ﬁlvﬁl} ﬁr
(VI—3—2)
ten tiraip pupal cﬁl tiruvinnakar nal uakaré.
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Translation
Tiruvinnakar, the lovely city the limpid waters surround
Is where my Lord stays, whose possessions vast none can comprehend;
He is at once pleasuie and pain, one sees around.
Clarity and confusion, fury and favour, blistering heat and cool
shade.
Note
This is just a follow—up of the theme mooted in the preceding
song, the blending in Him of the opposites. Sensual
pleasures, hankered after by many, are studiously eschewed
by those blessed by Him, as a serious impediment in the
way of attaining Him. Again, there are the book-worms.
who despite their immense reading do not have clear ideas,
suffering as they do from lack of proper assimilation and
the Lord's grace which helps such assimilation. The un~
lettered score easily over the so-calied scholars and, by the
grace of their Preceptors, enjoy absolute clarity of thought
and understanding. This has already been illustrated in
the notes under 1-9-6. In respect of the impious and ungodly (Asuras), the Lord is fast and furious and is in no
mood to forgive them, while, at the same time, He swears
by His devotees, that they are above mistakes and even if
they commit mistakes, according to others, He takes them
all in good light, saying that they have done well. The
climate, with its components of heat and cold, is also
controlled by the Lord. Look at the Saints who see heat
in cold when the Lord does not commune with them and
cold in heat when in His company. In fact, there is nothing
in the Lord’s Universe, which is not worthy of love, so far
as Saints are concerned, in view of their universal outlook,
making them see God everywhere. Two devotees, by name,
Cénapati tacar and Nallar travelled together to the Holy
hill of Tirupati. On the way, Tacar beat the bushes with
a stick to clear the way. This brought forth a sharp rebuke
from Nallar who asked: " Comrade, why do you punish
God’s bush which has not stood in the way of your desires‘
(wealth and lust)?"

Sixth Centum (VI-3)

nakaramum natukalum, ﬁanamum mﬁtamum ay,
nikar il cﬁl cutar ay, irul ay, nilan 5y, vicumpu ay,
cikara matankal cﬁl tiruvinnakarcémta piran
pukar kol kirtti allal, illni-yavarkkum punniyamé.
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(VI—3—3)

Translation
For one and all, salvation lies only in the glowing grace
Lord in Tiruvinnakar, with its towering mansions,
Who is at once hall and hamlet, intelligence and ignoranceThe sky and Earth, pitched darkness and peerless brilliance.

0f the

Note
There are some, enjoying the luxuries of life in big cities with
extra amenities while there are others, toiling hard and eldng
out a miserable existence in the villages with no amenities
whatsoever. Well, these are all controlled and regulated
by the Lord. The correct perception of things, with due
intelligence as well as misconception resulting from ignorance,
light and darkness, the concrete Earth and the nebulous
Sky, all these are directed by the Lord who resides in Tim—
vinnakar, in His ‘ Area” (iconic) Form, wherein converge
all His excellences in a perfect measure. It is here, in this
land of darkness and nescience, that His auspicious qualities
shine all the more. unlike the Heaven where it is just like
a lamp burning in broad day-light.
punniyam pavam, punarcci pirivu enru ivai ay,
ennam av, marappu ay, unmai ay, inmai ay, allan ay,
tinna matankal cﬁl tiruvinnakar cémta piran,
(VI—3-4)
kannan in arulé kantukolminkal—kaitavamé?
Translation
Know, Ye, ‘tis all the sweet, spontaneous grace of Kannan,
enshrined
In Tiruvinnakar, with its solid mansions, Who in Him combines
Merit and demerit, solidarity and segregation,
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Remembrance and forgetfulness, truth and falsehood and yet
remains
To all these unattached; should this solid truth are onequestion?
Notes
(i) ‘Punya’, giving rise to happiness and ‘Papa’ leading
to misery, the corresponding pleasure of enjoying the
coveted things and pain of privation from them, are
directed and regulated by the Supreme Lord.
(ii) Again, remembrance and forgetfulness, the

truth

revea—

ling His existence and the falsehood denying it, are also
controlled by him, as the Internal Controller of one
and all and yet, He remains unattached to either of
these opposites. This is the supreme truth and its
veracity hardly needs questioning.

kaitavam cemmai, karumai velumaiyum ay,
mey poy, ilamai mutumai, putumai pajamaiyum 5y,
ceyta tin matil cﬁ] tiruvinnakar cémta piran
(VI—3—5)
peyta kavu kantir—perum tEvu utai mﬁvulaké.
Translation
The triple worlds where reside the exalted Devas(Brahma and
others)
Are but the orchards raised by the benevolent Lord in TimvimJakar,
With its ramparts, robust and lovely, who directs
Truth and falsehood, the sneaky and the erect,
The young and the old, old and new, black and white.
Notes
(i) From Brahma down to the smallest insect, all are His
wards, without distinction of high and low. Some are
forthright and straightforward while there are others
who are nothing but crooked and who can never be erect
in word, deed or thought. Well, all these are controlled by the Supreme Lord who also combines in
Himself these contrary traits. For instance, as Krsua,
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the oowherd boy, He would search for His missing calf
inside the butter pots while, as Sri Rama, He wouldn‘t
mind speaking out the bare truth even to a demoness
like Surpanakhé who met Him at Paﬁcavati and
enquired about Him.
(ii) Black and white: The Lord incarnated as Balarama, of
white Complexion and as Krsna. of black complexion.
When they moved, side by side, it looked as if a black
mountain followed a white mountain.

(ii') Truth and falsehood: As Sri Rama. the Lord was the
great apostle of truth while, as Sri Krsna, He was a
bundle of apparent contradictions. truthful unto the
devout and the opposite of it to the otherwise.
(iv) The young and the old: The ageless Lord incarnated as a
Babe, still retaining His stature as the Primate, the oldest
of all (Purina Purusa).
(v) 01d and New: Ageless and hence old He, no doubt, is
but, all the same, He retains the youthful freshness, exhilarating beyond measure.
mﬁvulakankalum ay, allan ay. ukappu 21y, munivu ay,
pﬁvil val makal ay, tavvzi 51y, pukal 51y, pali ay,
tévar mévit tolum tiruvinnakar (Erma piran
(VI—3—6)
paviyén manatté uraikinra paraﬁcutarE.
Translation
The resplendent Lord Supreme Who, in this sinner’s mind
resides
And in Him combines the eternal Heaven and the ephemeral
worlds,
Likes and dislikes. the Goddess of afﬂuence and her number
opposite;
Fame and opprobrium, stays in Tiruvinnakar. the Celestials’
resort favourite.
Notes
(i) The three worlds, with their strange admixture of Satva,
Rajas and Tamas, with their inhabitants, bound down
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by their actions, past and present, liable to dissolution,
as well as the Eternal Land (Heaven) in contra-distinction to the Sportive Universe, referred to above, are
controlled by the Supreme Lord.
(ii) A thing, liked by some, is disliked by some others; the
same person might like a thing at one time and dislike
it at another. Some are affuent, being the recipients of
Laksmi’s grace, while others are oppressed by chill
penury, due to the lack of such grace. Some are praise
worthy while there are others who are condemned as
despicable. All these are controlled by the Lord; while
He is extolled by the devout. He is condemned by the
demoniac.
(iii) The Saint calls himself a sinner, recollecting how, in the
earlier decad, he had the cheek, the impudenoe to shut
the door against the Lord, when He presented Himself.
param cutar utampu ay, alukkup patitta utampu ay,
karantum tonriyum, ninrum, kaitavankal ceyturn, vinnor
cirankalal vanankum tiruvinnalcar cérnta piran
varam kol patam allal, illai-yavarkkum van carané. (VI~3—7)
Translation
Refuge, safe and sound, for each and every one,
There’s naught but the glorious feet of the puzzling Lord,
Who’s both the mundane and the ultra-mundane, hidden
and open,
And stays in Tiruvinnakar where Devas come and bow their
heads.
Notes
The entire Universe is the Lord’s body. He also possesses
His own unique form (Divya mangala vigraha), the aprakrta
(ultra mundane) and Suddha Satva (impeccable purity).
He sustains all things and beings, hidden inside them as their
Internal Controller; He also comes out in the open as
Sri Rama and Krsna. He is transparent to the devotees
and hidden to the rest. His feet confer all booms and will
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not give up the devotees even if the Lord and His Divine
Consort Who is grace personiﬁed, do give up (a contingency
which will, in the very nature of things, never occur). Hence.

the Lord’s feet constitute the life refuge for one and all,
from the exalted Brahma down to the meanest creature.

van caran curarkku fly, acurarkku vent kﬁrramum ay,
tan caran nilarkil ulakam Vaittum, vaiyatum,
ten caran ticaikkut tiruvinnakar témta piran
(VI—J—S)
er_i caran en kannan, cnnai alutni en appanE.
Translation
In Tiruvinnakar, the Refuge of the southerly direction, stays
Kannan, my Liege-Lord, my sole Refuge, the Devas haven safe,
The deadly opponent of the Asuras, Who caresses under His
feet
And shelters the devout and leaves others in scorching heat.
Notes
(1)

(u)

The Lord is known to be absolutely impartial and yet,
whenever the Devas are tormented by the Asuras, the
former seek refuge in Him and He engages Himself
in a pitched battle against the Asuras and vanquishes
them. There is, however, no inconsistency, if looked
at in the manner indicated below.
the tanks dug by charitable men, one man allays his
thirst, while another drowns himself of death. The
lamp is there to shed light during nights and make
our movements easy. But then, the winged ants rush
in and die. The Lord, by Himself, is not overzealous
in protecting the Devas or hell-bent to put down the
Asuras but none can help the latter category if they
court destruction, as in the instances cited here.

111

(in) Unto those, who seek Him as the Sole Refuge, He
grants cool shelter and makes them forgot all their
erstwhile miseries. On the other hand, those who stray
away from Him and run after the sensual pleasures,
like unto trying to quench one’s thirst by swallowing
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the blazing ﬂame or reposing under the shade cast by
the swinging hood of the Cobra, are left severely
alone. to wither away.
on appar) enakku ay, ikul ay, ennaip perrava! ay,

appan, mani appan, muttu appan, en appanum ey,
mignap pon matil cﬁl tiruvinnakar cEruta appan,
(VI—3—9)
tan oppar i1 appau, tantanan-tana tal nilale.
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Translation
The peerless Lord Who unto me is Father, Mate and Mother,
All combined, my Sire, like gold, ruby and pearl put together,
Stays in Tiruvinnakar with its golden ramparts all around,
Me. He has under the cool shade of His feet grounded.
Notes
(i) The great Sages have proclaimed: “ Vasudeva tharucchayi
nathi s'itha na gharmadha. . . .,” that is, the shade of

Vasudeva, the gigantic tree, is most soothing and refreshing, it prevents entry into hell and is, therefore,
worth getting into. Such a shade has been granted to
Saint Nammalvar by the Lord of His own accord in
His spontaneous Grace. This great benefaction of
the Lord is being extolled by the Saint in this song.
By the shade of the Lord is actually meant service unto
Him in His immediate presence.
(ii) In the world around, the Father is distinct from the
Mother and the Mother is distinct from the Mate.

The combination of all these diﬂ'erent functionaries
in one and the same person, is not possible except in
God Who is unique in all respects. So also, Gold
serves a certain purpose, the ruby serves yet another
purpose and the pearl, a third, but one can secure all
these beneﬁts from the Lord alone, who is ‘All
in one’.
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nilal vcyyil, eirumai perumai, kurumai netumaiyum ay,
culalvana nirpaﬂa, mart-um 5y, avai allunum fry,
malnLi vay vantu val tiruvinnakar mannu piran
kalalkal auri, marrér kalaikan ilam; kanminkalé. (VI-3—10)
Translation
Take it on oath, Saviour we have none but the feet
0f the Lord, who resides in Tiruvinnakar where go gay
The lisping bees, Who is at once, short and tall, shade and heat,
Things still and mobile and all else but to them attached. in
no way.
Notes
In every centum of this great work, there is a decad which
is addressed by the Saint to the world at large, wherein
he preaches the Supremacy of God, His amazing simplicity
etc. So then, this is the crucial decad in this centum,
conveying the golden message to the people that the feet
of the Lord, enshrined in Tiruvirmakar constitute our sole
Refuge.
The Lord is said to combine in Him all these contraries, the
cool shade and the scorching heat, the smallest and the
biggest, still, mobile and what not, as the entire universe.
the c'eated worlds with their vast varieties, constitutes
His body and yet, He will not partake of these qualities.
kanminkal, ulakir! enru kamnukappé nimiinta
til-inaiyan-Iannaikkurukﬁrc catakopan conga
anai éyirattut tiruvinnakarppatturn vallir
konai inri, vinnorkku er_n_'um ivar kuravarkalé.

(VI-3—11}

Translation
Those that are well-versed in these songs ten, out of the
thousand,
Composed by Catakopanof Kurukﬁr, at the Lord’s command,
Pointing to the worldlings, right in front, the Lord’s towering
feet,
Will for unreserved admiration by the Celestials become ﬁt_
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Notes
(Tamil) Vedas, like the Sanskrit Vedas
command-‘ Srutis Smrtir mamai.
Lord’s
the
convey
vijﬁa.’

(i) The Dramida

(ii) Those that are well-versed in these ten songs will compel
the unreserved admiration of the ‘Nitya Suris ’ (the
Ever-free Angels) in Heaven and command their respect,
that even these people, dwelling in the dark land of
nescience, are enjoying the Lord so well.

Sixth Centum—Fourth Decad (VI-4)
(Kuravai ﬁycciyar'étu)
Preamble
In the last deead of the last centum, the Alvar wished to sustain
himself by contemplating the Lord’s wondrous deeds during His
Avataras but literally broke down, overwhelmed by emotion. It
was with deep sorrow, born of frustration, he then gave vent to his
inability to steady himself and recount the Lord’s deeds, mighty and
miraculous. But the picture which has now emerged, is vastly
different, the erstwhile emotional break-down and exhaustion
yielding place to exhilaration. In every song, the ﬁrst two lines,
(as in the original text), recount the Lord’s glorious deeds and activities while the next two lines bespeak the Alvar’s extraordinary
joy, resulting from such recital cum contemplation. In dire
contrast to the appalling sense of worthlessness, betrayed by him
quite often in the earlier songs, the Alvar now concludes each song
by showering on himself praises like, ‘ there is none equal to me in
all the land”, “there is none above me” etc. These do not,
however, smack of bravado or hauteur, being the expressions of an
ecstatic mind dissolved in God-love, by-no-means comparable
to the utterances of those who are in their normal senses,
dominated by egoistic compulsions.
In this decad, the Alvar ccnﬁnes himself exclusively to
Krsnavatara. Stray references, here and there, to other Avatiras,
such as the Lord spanning all the worlds as Trvikram‘, have also
an ultimate bearing on Krsnavatara only. of. Periyalvar Tirumoli
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where Queen Yaéodha beckons Baby Krsna as " Come. Come,

oh, Vamana Nampi! Come. my darling!“

auravai iycciyurétu kottatum, kunmm onru Entiyatum,
uravu nirp poykai nakam kayntatum utpata, mamm pala
aravil-pallip pirﬁn-tan méya vinaikalaiyé alargi,
iravum nan pakalum tavirkilan-cnna kurai enakké? (V1—4—l)
Translation
Could there be any want for us. who dote, night and day,
On the many exploits. mighty and marvellous, of the great
Benefactor,
Our Lord, resting on serpent—bed. His dancing with Gopis,
going gay,
Lifting up Mount Govardhana and trouncing the serpent in
deep waters?
Note
The Lord, who was reposing on His serpent-bed in the Milkyocean, gave up His bed and came down to Mathura (Uttar
Pradesh). Recountingt he many deeds of Lord Krsna,
Who thus came down from the Milk-ocean to Mathura,
the Alvar begins with the famous ‘Rasa Krida’ where
Krsna assumes many forms and holds the hand of each of
the half a million Gopis, moving in a circle. It is but appropriate that the Alvar begins with this event, as he feels that
his reunion with the 10rd, after all that squabble in VI-2,
is like the ‘ Risa Krida ’. On His part, the Lord, feels that
His union with the Alvin gives Him the same amount of
pleasure as He had, when in the company of that vast
multitude of Gopis during that classic dance. And then,
the said dance revealed the amazing simplicity of the lord.
Such simplicity can. however, be appreciated in its true
light only when it emanates from one who enjoys
paramountcy (paratva) as well. Therefore it is, that the
Alvin recounts the lifting of Mount Govardhana, betokcning Sri Krsna’s supremacy, immediately after ‘Rasa Krida’.
T—18
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kéyat tim kulal ﬁtirrum, nirai mEyttatum, kentai on kan,
vacap purl kulal pinnai tolkal manantatum, magi-um pala
méyak kolap piran-tan ceykai ninaint'u, manam kulaintu,

néyattotu kalinta potu -er_1akku ev ulakam nikare?

(VI—4—2)

Translation
Equal unto me, is there a world, as I go into raptures
Over the wondrous Lord, playing the ﬂute sweet, leading cows
to pasture,
Getting locked in sweet embrace of ﬁsh-eyed Pinnai, whose
locks
Are with fragrant ﬂowers bedecked and myriads of such
miracles?
Notes
(i)

A whole decad has been devoted by Periyalvar to a
thrilling description of the enthralling strains from Lord
Krsna’s ﬂute. Sri Parasara Bhattar has epitomised
all that, in just one Sloka of the second centum of his
‘
Sn Rangaraja Stavan'a ’, where the author goes to the
extent of saying that Sri Kisna felt entranced by His
own music.

of wonders! The Lord in Heaven,
‘
unfolding an unending stream of bliss unto the Nityas ’
and Muktas’, comes down to Earth, taking birth in the
”shepherd community, known for its low intelligence,
and becomes one of them, tending the cows and calves
with great delight, excelling even His desire to stay in
Heaven. It is said that, even after His return to the
Celestium, He fondly recollected this particular activity
of His, during His Avatara as Krsna, and sometimes
even uttered the sounds, “driyol driyc‘j! ”, fancying
that He was following the ﬂock of cows and calves,
tending them. Musing over Lord Krsna’s wondrous
deeds on Earth, the Saint feels that this unique enjoyment of his cannot be had even in the high Heaven where
the Lord’s transcendent glory is far more pronounced,
’
throwing into shade His other aspect of ‘ Saulabhya
(easy accessibility).

(ii) Oh, what a wonder
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nikar il mallaraic cerralum, nirai méyttatum, nil netum kaic
eikara mi kaligu attatum, ivai polvanavum, piravum
pukar kol eotip piran-tan eeykai ninaintu, pulampi, emum
nukara, vaikal vaikapperrén-enakku er_I ir_li n6vatuvé?
(VI—4—3)

Translation
Could there be any aﬂliction for me. who time does eke
With mind and tongue steeped in the deeds miraculous
Of (Krsna), the radiant Lord, His killing the wrestlers peerless,
Tending the cows and slaying the elephant, tall and huge, with
long trunk?
Notes
(i) Sri

Krsna had to encounter hostile wrestlers on two
different occasions. The ﬁrst was when Akrura
escorted Him and Balarama to Kamsa’s court, all the
way from Vrindavan. Right at the entrance to the
palace was stationed a frenzied elephant of formidable
size, in must, so as to pull down the Divine Brothers
and trample them to death. But Krsna pulled out the
tusk and slew the animal with it, effortlessly. After
overcoming this initial hurdle, they advanced towards
the palace, only to be confronted, very soon, by two
heavy-weight wrestlers, Canﬁra and Mustilca, of
enormous proportions. These were also vanquished,
in no time, by Krsna, the divine lad.

The next occasion, when Sri Krsna had to face wrestlers,
was in Duryodhana’s palace. The Lord went to
Duryodhana’s court, as a messenger from the Pandavas
but the evil-minded Duryodhana had put up a nicely
decorated throne for Sri Krsna, on a fake dais, with a
false ﬂoor. As soon as Krsna took His seat, the ﬂimsy
ﬂoor gave way and He went deep into the hollow
beneath, where remained hidden a band of wrestlers,
ready to pounce upon Him. Assuming a gigantic form
(Viéva Rips), He quelled them all, with perfect ease.

of Sri Krsna, referred to, in this song,
is the one, contemporaneously enjoyed and given

(ii) The radiance
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expression to, by the fdrtunate damsels in Mathuré city,
who beheld the special glow on the Lord’s face after
He vanquished the huge elephant and the mighty
wrestlers.
nova, éycei uralétu arldta irankirrum, vaﬁcap pennaic
cavap p511 nntatum, ﬁr cakatam irac catiyatum,
tEvak kﬁlap piran-tan ceykai ninaintu, manam kulaintu,
mévak kalankal kﬁtinén-enakku en ir_1i véntuvaté‘? (VI—4—4)
Translation
Contemplate do I, w1th all my heart, all the time,
The wondrous deeds of the Lord of ultra-mundane Form,
The pain on His person, when tied to a pounder by His mother,
His sucking to death the breast of (Pﬁtana), the Imposter,
His kicking to pieces the demon in the cart-wheel and many
others;
Is there indeed a thing I need, any further?
Note
Naﬁc-iyar used to observe, with great feeling, while chanting this
song: “ Look at the telling manner in which this song has
been worded by the Saint. The pain on the person of child
Ktslila, when He was tied to the pounder by Yaéodha. is
now felt by the Alvin as if it were inﬂicted on him. Oh,
what an engrossrnent!”
ventit tévar irakka vantu pirantatum, vinku irulviy,
pﬁntu anru annai pulampa, péy anku 6r iykkulam pukkatum.
kantal inri valarntu, kaﬁcanait tuﬁca vaﬁcam ceytatum,
into nan alarrapperrEn-enakku

enga ikal ulate?

(VI-4—5)

Translation
Full—~throated do I recount, right here, the deeds golden,
Of my Lord Who incarnated (as Krsna) at Devas’ request,
And to set at naught the mother’s fears did retreat,
Under cover of night, into the shepherd clan and hidden
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From enemies grew, outwitted Kaﬁcan and him did slay;
Is there for me any want that needs to be allayed?
Notes
(i) The Lord’s incarnation is ostensibly at the request of the
Devas but intrinsically to fulﬁl His own urge to mingle

freely with the devout, over here, and feed them with
His exquisite charm and exhilarating traits —the
‘
Sadhu paritranarh' (Sustenance of the devout). in
its true sense.

(ii) King Kamsa, simulating affection for Balaréma and
Krsna, his nephews, invited them to attend the festival

of archery so that they could

be vanquished by the
one or the other agency, set up by him for the purpose
and then openly bemoan their loss, to avoid public
suspicion. But, alas! he was outwitted by the Omniscient Krsna, Who was well aware of Kamsa’s nefarious
designs on Him, and put an end to him and his evil
intentions.

at emergence
from her womb, Devaki caught hold of the Divine
Babe’s feet and begged of Him, both, out of maternal
love and fear of the tyrant of a brother (Kamsa), to
retreat elsewhere and remain safe.

(iii) Having lost all the earlier babes, right

ikal kol pullaip pilantatum, imil Erukal cerratuvum,
uyar kol colaik kuruntu ocittatum utpata. mam-1m Pala
akal kol vaiyam alanta mayan, en appan-tan miyankalé
pakal irap paravap perL'EQ-enakku enna manap parippé?
Translation
Blast am I to land, day and night, the we
Of my mysterious Lord Who spanned
Tore into twain the beak of the demoni
The unruly bulls and slew, ‘tween the
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And pulled them down, these and many more wonders;
Could there for me be mental aﬂliction any longer?
Note
A demon, set upon child Krsna by Kamsa, stood on the bank
of the river Yamuna, in the form of a gigantic stork and
swallowed the Divine Child Who, however, blistered the
stomach of the bird. Unable to bear the torture inside,
the devil spat the child out and was about to peek at Him
with its beak, when the latter took time by the forelock
and split the bird’s beak into two and killed it. In his
‘Yadavibhyudhayam’, Sri Vedanta Deéika says that the
bird was of formidable proportions, looking like a winged
Kailas mountin, creeping slowly and that, after it was
slain, its plumes were tied up, here and there, by the shepherd
boys, as a warning signal for evil-doers, with sinister designs
on the Divine child.

manap parippotu alukku manita catiyil tag pirantu,
tanakku ventu urukkontu, tag tana cirrattinai mutikkum
pugat tulay muti malai mat-pan, en apPE-IJ-tan mayaﬁkalé
ninaikkumneﬁcu utaiyén-enakku ir_1i yar nikar nil nilatté?
(VI—4—7)

Translation
Is there any one, a match unto me, in this huge world,
Possessing as I do, a mind wholly absorbed in the wondrous
deeds
Of my Sire, wearing tulaci garland fresh, on His crown
And Winsome chest, the radiant Lord assuming Forms of His
own
And coming into the midst of the dirty humans,
Just to give vent to His fury and quell ungodly demons?
Notes
(i) The last line conveys the cream of

this song. The
benevolent Lord gets terribly furious when His devotees
are oﬂ'ended against; if He came down and took birth
among the humans, with all their dirt and squalor and
engaged Himself in a duel with Hiranya and Ravana,
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it was because of the terrible aﬁ'ront they had thrown
at His devotees. The Lord’s anger would not get
appeased until He tormented and tenured the offenders,
even though He could quell them all, by a mere resolve,
without moving His little ﬁnger. This is how the
illustrious Naﬁciyar would interpret the Lord’s advent
and obviously, he derived his authority from the text
of this song. Nampillai puts it that the mother’s
anger over those, who tease and torment her child,
can subside only when she pours forth her ire on them.
In this simile the mother takes the place of the Lord
and the child, that of His devotee.

and fresh, will be worn by the
Lord only when His anger subsides after the extermination of the enemies of His devotees.

(i) The Tulaci garland, cool

(iii) For His Avataras, the Lord assumes the form of His
choice, eminently suited for the purpose—” Iochi
grahito abhimatoru dehah”, as the Sages put it and
“Sambhavami atmamayaya”, as the Lord Himself
has stated in Bhagavad Gita (IV-6). The word
‘atmamayaya’ means ‘ahneochaya’, (as He likes).

nil nilattotu, Van viyappa, nirai perum porkal ceytu,
vanan ayirarn tol tunittatum utpata, man-um palamani ay, nilam konta—mayan en appan-tan mayankalé
kanum neﬁcu utaiyén-enakku ir_ri enna kalakkam unto?

(VI-4—3)

Translation
Blest with a mind that can envision my wondrous Lord
Who, as Vamana, got as a gift (from Bali) the whole world
And (as Krsna) waged the battle big, the denizens admired
Both in Heaven and Earth and Vinan’s thousand arms severed,
How can I from mental agitation suffer any longer?
Note
Banasura was a deseendent of Maha Bali from whom Lord
Vamana Mﬁrti managed to get the entire land, as gift. The
furious battle waged by Lord Krsna against Banasura and
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how, in the end, he was let off with a bare four arms, out

of the thousand he had, at the special intervention and
request of Rudra, have been set out already, in great detail,

in the notes below l'll-lO-4.

kalakka 61 katal. El malai, ulaku élum, kaliyak katay,
ulakkat tErkotu cenra mayarnum utpata marrum pala,
valakkai all, itakkaic cankam ivai utai malvannanai,
malakkumna utaiyérku maru ulato-im mannin micaiyé?
(VI-4—9)
Translation
By my tongue (love-inspired) I captivate the cloud-hued Lord

Who the discus wields in right hand and the conch in His left,
Who (as Krsna) drove to the regions afar, in a chariot deft,
Across the seas seven, the mountains seven and the seven
worlds
And many such wonders did perform; equal unto me
Could there. in all the land. any one be?

Notes

of Sri Krsna going in a chariot, along with
a Brahmin and Arjuna, to the ultra-mundane region
and restoring to the Brahmin, his missing children,
reclaimed from Heaven, has been set forth, in detail,

(i) The episode

in the notes below III-lO-S.
(in)

Saint Nammalvar is also known as Paranlcus'a, the goad
weaning round his spiritual antagonists through his
scintillating hymns and making the Lord Himself
pliable, enraptured by these SWeet, love-laden hymns.
The signiﬁcance of this name has well been brought
out, in this song. The discus and conch in the Lord’s
hands typify ‘Time’ and ‘space’ or ‘inﬁnity’ and
‘imrnensity ’, respectively. As Sri Parasara Bhattar
elucidated, while discoursing on this song, it is indeed
impossible to enclose and entrap a God of this nature,
but the prodigality of a Saint’s love does exceed these
limits and encompasses even the Inﬁnite. Verily, a
God of ‘ Space ’ and ‘ Time ’ is like a wayward Elephant,
roaming at liberty, unrestrained and even such an
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Elephant, Saint Nammz‘tlvar. rather ParankuSa, in this
context, claims to curb and restrain. That is why he
is signiﬁcantly referring to the cloud—hued Lord along
with His attributes. namely. ‘ Discus' and ‘ Conch'.

manmicaip perum param ninlu. 6r pirate mi't perum pér
panni. mayankal ceytu, céuaiyaip palpata nﬁrrittup p6).
vinmicait tana tamamé puka méviya cﬁti-tan tal
nanni, nan vanankapperrén-enakku ﬁr pirar nﬁyakaré?
(VI—4’40)
Translation
There‘s none to order me about, blest that I an: to approach
And adore the feet of my resplendent Lord Who rid the Earth
0f its unwholesorne burden. thro' the great war of Maha-

Bharatha

And its wondrous strategy, with the resolve ﬁrm to rout
The armies, one and all, and did later His Celestium reach.
Note
The inhabitants of the Earth having turned out to be unholy
and selﬁsh pleasure-seekers, Mother Earth couldn't carry
the tmwholesome burden. Lord Krsna is said to have
incur-hated, to rid the Earth of this unwholesome burden
and the great War of Mahabharata came in handy for this
purpose, the number of survivors on both sides being so
sparse that they could easily be counted on one’s ﬁnger
tips. Lord Kim. controlled the military strategy, unique
in several respects, at every turn and led the Pandavas to
a formal victory. After His hectic deeds, down below,
Sri Krsna went back to the Celestium. The Alvar exults
with chuckling pride, in this song, that he could enjoy the
manner of the Lord’s descent into this dismal abode of dirt
and devilry and His safe return to the Celestium, at the end
of His breath-taking activities over here. It is said that,
at the happy conclusion of the ten-day festival (Brahmotsava)
of Lord Ranganatha, in Srirangam, two Savants, by name,
Mutaliyantan and Empar, prostrated before each other and
got locked up, in an embrace, in grateful aclmowledgement
of the safe conclusion of the festival of the Lord, of an
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extremely delicate Form and that too, in the midst of crores
of persons, selﬁsh and egoistic. Naﬁciyar, who happenedto
watch the said rapport between those two God-lovers,
passed on the information to others and it has thus been
handed down to posterity.

nayakan mulu El ulakukkum ay, mulu El ulakum tan
vayakam puka vaittu, umilntu, avai ay, avai allanumam
kécavan ati, inaimicaik kurukﬁrc catakopan conga,
tﬁya ayirattu ip pattal pattar avar tuval inriyé. (VI—441)
Translation
Those that learn these songs ten, out of the immaculate thousand
Composed by Catakopan of Kurukﬁr, adoring the lovely pair
of feet
0f K6cavag, the Lord Supreme of the entire Universe Who
sustained
All the worlds in His stomach and then spat them out,
Who pervades them all and would all the same
From them remain apart, will blemishless devotees become.
'

Notes
(i) Blemishless devotees: Those

that learn these songs will be
exclusively devoted to Lord Krsna, like Saint
Nammalvar. It is this exclusive devotion like unto
that of Tontaratippoti Alvar for~ the holy Sﬁrangam,
that the word ‘blemishless’ connotes.
_

(ii) The immaculate thousand: Contrary to his prefatory
resolve to write out Sri Rama’s life story, Sri Valmiki
introduced quite a few extraneous anecdotes, such as
the genesis of Ganga, birth of Karthikeya and so on.
Likewise, Sage Vyasa made no secret of his intention
to tell the story of Lord Narayana but got terribly
discursive and literally turned his Mahabharata into
a war-memoir, with a bewildering maze of episodes,
inter-twined and inter-locked. 0n the other hand,
true to his resolve in ‘ Tiruviruttam ’, the ﬁrst of his
four works, that he would sing the praise of ‘ Tirumal ‘
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(Maha Visnu) and nothing but that. Nammﬁlvﬁr kept
up the tempo throughout, uninterrupted by anything
else and thus his works became the cream of the whole
‘
‘
compendium of Divya Prabhandham', even as Purusa
Sﬁktan‘n’ gets the pride of place among the Vedas,
‘
Manu Smrti ’, among the Dharma Sastras, ‘ Bhagavad
Giti ’ in Mahabharata and ‘Visnu Purina ’, among the
’
Purinas. Thus ‘Tiruviymoli is pure and unalloyed.

Sixth Centaur—Fifth Decad (VI-5)
(Tuval i] run mani mﬁtam)
Preamble
The theme of Nayaki, Mother and Mate, that is, the Alvin
expressing himself in the vein of a female lover, her mother and
mate, by turns, has already been dealt with, in extenso, in the
preamble to [-4. 0f the hundred decads, comprised in this work,
’
‘
as many as seventeen reﬂect the Nayaki aspect, seven are put in
the mouth of the Mother and three voiced forth, by the mates.
Taking this Sixth Centum alone, VI-l, VI-2 and VI-8 are the
utterances of Parink'usa Nayald, this one, the song of the mate
while VI-6 and VI-7 are ascribed to the Mother. Thus, this centum
reﬂects all the three types, like the fourth centum. As already
elucidated, all these songs were, of course, the compositions of
the Alvin, though ascribed to three diﬂ‘erent agencies, like unto
the waters of the main river being conveyed through different
channels. But then, let us now examine the necessity for the songs,
in this decad, being put in the mouth of the mate.

In V-6, we saw the Lord’s glory and grandeur, enumerated
by Parfuikuéa Nayalci, possessed by the Lord. And now, the
Alvér wishes to give expression to the depth of his love unto God.
This only redounds to the greatness of the Lord, because all the
auspicious qualities of the Lord and His unique prowess will go
unheard, unnoticed and unsung but for His devotees who can revel
in them and recount, just like the cool southerly breeze blowing
in a depopuIated place like the forest or the moonshine in the
wilderness. Did not Periyalvar, in his opening song of benediction,
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pray for long life for himself also, so that he could keep on
singing the Lord’s praise and praying for His safety? Is not Saint
Nammalvar the Lord’s poet and will not the Alvar’s greatness he,
therefore, but a reﬂection of the Lord’s own? Even so, it would
not be quite appropriate for him to sing his own glory, albeit the
reﬂected glory of God. And so, the mates are pressed into service
and, in essence, it is the exposition of the Alvar’s God-love, Godhunger and God-thirst, by some of the devotees. Thus, in this
decad, the mates are telling the elderly women around about the
‘
profusion of the Alvar‘s love unto the Lord, enshrined in Tolai—
villimankalam’, a pilgrim centre in the deep South (Tamilnadu)
near about Alvar Tirunakari (Kurukﬁr), the birth place of the

Alvin
tuval il ma mani matam onku tolaivillimankalam tolum
ivalai nir igi, annaimir! umakku acai illai; vituminétavala on canku, cakkaram enrum, tamarait tatam kan enruni,
kuvalai on malark kankal nir malka, ninru ninru kumurume.
(V 1-5—1)
Translation
Ye, mothers, this lady is unto you lost henceforth,
Better give up all hopes of her, who the Lord does adore
In Tolaivillimankalam where stand tall castles paved with
gems ﬂawless,
With a mind that whirls and tears welling in her ﬂowery eyes;
Utter she can’t the words she feels the urge to express,
" The Lord’s lotus eyes broad and His lovely white conch
and discus ".
Note
King Janaka showed the horoscope of baby sna to the court
While predicting her great good fortune of
astrologers.
getting married to the Supreme Lord and all that, they also
foretold her exile into the forests. So also, when Cataképag
was born, his parents elicited from the astrologers that he
would be endowed with supreme knowledge and become
world-famous and yet, there was the great risk of their losing
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him. if ever they took him to Tolaivillimankalam. The
devout parents could not, however, resist the natural urge
to take their child to the shrine in the forbidden place, come
what may. The high destiny of the God-bound souls and
their aim. none and nothing can avert. The resultant position, insofar as Parankusa Nayaki is concerned, the prophesy come true, is set out here by her mates. Actually,
the mates come into the picture, only when the elderly
women seek their aid for ﬁnding a way out of the trancestate into which the Nayaki has worked herself up, on seeing
minutely every little bit of the pilgrim centre. the temple
and the Deity. Temples and pilgrim centres are not places
to hurry through, like a race-horse, but to be paced through
leisurely, reverentially beholding the towers and turrets.
The buildings loom large in the rapturous eyes of the Nayaki
and look like tall castles, paved with ﬂawless rubies. And
then, she beholds the Lord’s enthralling Form, His holy
weapons and ornaments and gets completely absorbed in
admiration of them all. She stands isolated from her folks
and ﬁnding that she has gone out of hand, the elders seek the
good ofﬁces of her mates to pull her out of this engrossment.
But the mates haven’t anything encouraging to say nor is
there any point in putting up a bund after all the water has
escaped. They do not mince matters either; they admonish
the elders for having brought the Nayaki to this pilgrim
centre, knowing full well her susceptibilities. At the same
time, the mates throw a very useful hint to the elders, that
they would do well to follow in the Nayaki’s foot-steps and
get absorbed in the Deity and the surroundings, rather
than give her up, as incorrigible. It is indeed a sight for
Gods, the ravishing love of the Saint, throbbing with Godlove, during those blissful moments of communion with
the Lord. The Elders are, therefore, advised by the mates
to behold, with admiration, the rapturous state of the Nayaki
whose expression falters, choked with emotion, like unto a
cow, whose calf is tethered, away from her, pining for the
calf to be fed with the milk welling up her teats and yet,
unable to express, by mouth, her painful longing to reach
her calf.
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kumugum 6cai vilavu olit tolaivillimankalam kontupukku.
amuta men moliyélai nir umakku acai inri akarrinirtimir kontal ottu nirkum; mar-[u ival téva tévapiran enre
nimiyum vayotu, kankalnir malka, nekku, ocintu, karaiyumé.
(VI-5—2)
Translation
Ye, elders, brought you have to a point of no return,
This lady with a tongue, sweet and soft, having taken
Her to Tolaivillimankalam with its fan-fare of festivals;
Dazed she remains and mention of the name of the Lord
universal
Twists her mouth and brings forth tears in abundance
From her eyes and keeps she withering down.
Notes

of Tolaivillimankalam is
enticing enough and what to talk of the festivities, with
their rich and varied fares! The elders having brought
the God-bent Nayald during the festival going on there,
they stand no chance whatever of weaning her away from
the Lord and the allied attractions. Incidentally, we
get at the Sastraik meaning that we would do well to
get initiated into God-head through our elders, rather
than the direct approach.

(i) Even the normal environment

(ii) Could there be a tongue sweeter than that of the Lord’s
poet, singing the glory of that Insatiable Nectar? For
the devout, the Alvin provides the nectarean hymns to
drink deep from.
(iii) The Nayalci stands speechless like the profound Brahma
Jﬁani who scarcely speaks out. In the sixth prapataka
of Cindogyopanisad, Svetaketu comes home after
undergoing a twelve-year course of instruction
(Gurukulavasa) and ﬁnding him tongue-tied, his father
instantly perceives that the boy has acquired Brahma

Jﬁana.
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karai kol paim polil tan panait tolaivillimankalamkontupukku,
urai kol in rnoliyalai nir umakku acai igri akarrinirtirai kol pauvattuc cérntatum, ticai ﬁalam tavi alautatum,
niraikal mEyttatumé pitarri, netum kan nlr malka, nirkumé.
(VI—5—3)

Translation
Ye, mothers, your hold on this sweet—tongued lady is gone,
For you brought her to Tolaivillimankalam with fertile ﬁelds
and orchards ﬁne,
0n the river bank; utter she does how unto the Milky-ocean
The Lord came, how He spanned the sprawling Earth and
grazed
The cattle herds and as tears well up her longish eyes, she
stands dazed.
Notes
(i) Sweet tongued: The Alvar’s hymns are very sweet

to hear

and when one delves into their meanings, the commentaries, however numerous and copious they might be,
one cannot plumb their depth fully.

(ii) The elders cannot coax the Nayaki and get her dislodged
from this pilgrim centre, even as it would not be possible
to induce the fertile ﬁelds and the orchards fed by the
waters from the river Tamraparni to get uprooted and
proceed with them; in other words, the Nayaki stands as
ﬁrmly rooted there as the ﬁelds and orchards themselves.

nirkum nalmaraivanar val tolaivillimankalam kantapin,
arkam onrum ara ural-malintal kantir ival-annaimir!
karkum kalvi ellam karuﬁ katal-vannan, kannapiran enré
orkam ogrum ilal; ukantu ukantu, u! makilntu, kulaiyume.
(VI—H)
Translation
Ye, elders, this lady has ceased to be modest in the least
After beholding Tolaivillimarlkalam, the Vedic scholars’ seat;
All her talks centre round Kannapiran, the sea-hued Lord
And with no reserve, she thaws down, overjoyed.
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Note
The Néyaki was overwhelmed by the sweet chanting of the
Vedas in Tolaivillimankalamand she started musing over the
Lord Who disseminated the Vedas, at the commencement
of the epoch. to the four-headed Brahma. Her innate
modesty is no longer there, in her present rapturous state, and
she openly rejoices. speaking solely about the Lord, the
ultimate goal of all learning and knowledge.
kulaiyum val-mukattn Elaiyait tolaivillimunkalam kontupukku,
ilai kol cotic centamaraik kan—pirén iruntamai kittinir;
malai peytél okkum karma nirinotu agru tottum maiyantu ival
nulaiyum cinlaiyal, agnaimirl tolum-at ticai urru nokkiyé.
(VI—S—S)

Translation
Ye, mothers. this lady with forehead bright, deeply absorbed

In the Lord’s auspicious traits. unto Tolaivillimankalam you
brought
And showed her the lotus-eyed Lord of bejewelled radiance;
Rapturous she is since. with tears torrential in her eyes
And with a heart in His beauty rooted. in that very direction
she gazes.
Notes
(i) The effulgence of the God-love within is reﬂected on the
Niyald’s forehead. By her very nature, she would
thaw down in ecstasy, in deep contemplation of the Lord
and now that she has been brought by the elders, face to
face, with the radiant Lord, bedecked with jeWels,

at

Tolaivillimnnkalam, her God-intoxication has gone to
averyhigh pitch. The Lord, even when unadomed, is
extremely charming and now, He is adorned, imparting
lustre to the Jewels on His person. Unto Him, so
exquisite, the elders brought the Nayalci who just fainted
in ecstasy and even after she recovered, she would not
lift her mind off Him and kept gazing in the direction
of the Pilgrim centre. c.f. ‘Ekastha hrdaya nﬁnam
Ramamevinupaéyati ’ (Vilmiki Ramayana, Sundara
Kinda) Sothen, the chances of the elders getting the
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Nayaki restored to them were next to nil. The Na) aki‘s
love is unceasingly whirling. like the whirlpool in a
stream, boring deeper and deeper but never scattering
and passing away.
(ii) The torrential tears: When Manukkal Nampi discourscd
about God, Alavantar (later, Saint Yamunacarya). the
Royal listener caught the spark all right and exclaimed
that he Just can‘t exist without beholding Him. Struck
by this wonderful response. the great preceptor led Ala—
vantar to the august presence of Lord Ranganatha. on
seeing Whom, Yamuna broke into tears‘ full and
ﬂooding. Like unto the dry match-stick. which readily
strikes ﬁre, the devout have but to be told about God
and the heart immediately yearns to see Him; He has
but to be seen and it makes them weep with tears of
joy like Saint Nammz'tlvar.
nokkum pakkam ellz'tm karumpctu cennel onku centamarm
vaykkum tan porunal vatakarai van tOIaivillimankalzm
nokkumél, at ticai allil, mzru nokk'u ilal; vajkal naltorum
viykkol vacakamum maniVannan némame ival. annaimir!
(VI—5—6)

Translation
Ye, elders, ofl‘ Tolaivillimankalam. the lovely city on the
north bank
0f the cool Porunal, full of red lotus ﬂowers in the tanks.
Where stand Sugar-canes and paddy crops tall. where’er one

turns,

This young lady, her eyes can't lift and utters she the words,
At all times, spelling out only the names of the gem-hued Lord.
Notes
(1)

Mostly, the Nayaki is in a trance state and she seldom
opens her eyes; if ever she did open the eyes and saw
anything, it was only this pilgrim centre with its romantic Setting on the north bank of Tamraparni (also
known as Porunal), the cool river. If she opened her
month, she would only spell out the Lord’s glorious
names. Well, these are the observations of the mate.
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(ii) In its esoteric meaning, the sweet sugar-cane denotes the
devout, with a sweet bearing and disposition; the rich

paddy crops, bent with the weight of the grains on the
stalks, betoken the men of great learning, full of humility.
annaimir! ani mi mayil ciyumzin ival nammaik kaivalintu,
enna varttaiyurn kétkural, tolaivillimankalam egru allél;
munnam néga vitikolé? mukil-Vannan méyam kolé? avan
cinnamum tirunamamum iVal vayanakal tinmtavé. (VI—5—7)
Translation
Ye, mothers, this lady sweet, like the lovely peacock and the

doe young,
Has out of our hands gone and she wouldn’t hear about anything
But Tolaivillimankalam; could this fehcity on her devolve
By dint of accumulated merit or the cloud-hued Lord’s sweet
resolve?

How distinct does she spell out His names and attributes!
Notes

of hair are compared to the
colourful plumes of the peacock and her bewitching eyes
to those of the young doe.

(i) The Nayaki’s lovely locks

(ii) The Lord’s names and attributes gain colour, when they
are spelt out by His devotees with inimitable fervour,
as when Sri Parasara Bhattar sweetly ejaculated the holy

name, “ Alakiya manavélapperumal l” (lovely Spouse),
Sri Somasi Antan entoned “ Emperumanar! ” (My
own Lord, an epithet of Sri Ramanuja) and Anantalvan
uttered the holy name “ Tiruvénkatam utaiyan ! ”
(The Lord of the holy hill, Tirupathi). It has been said
that Valmiki Bhagavin could impart special lustre to
Ramayana. The mate wonders Whether all this felicity,
the Nayaki currently enjoys, could have accrued to her,
by dint of her own merit and is led to think that it could
be but the Lord’s sweet spontaneous grace.
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tiruntu vétamum, vélviyum, tiru mi makaliwm tam malintu
iruntu val porunal Vatakarai van tolaivillimankalam
karun tatam kanni kaitoluta an nil totaliki in naltorum
iruntu iruntu, aravintalocana! enru emé naintu, iraﬁkumé.
'

(VI—S—B)

Translation
Ye, elders, ever since this lady, with dark eyes large,
Started adoring Tolaivillimankalam, the aﬂluent city
On the north bank of river Porumal, full of felicity,
With scrupulous vedic chantings and rituals well done,
She calls out now and then. ‘ My lotLB-eyed Lord '. and
dwindles down.
Note
The Niyaki‘s eyes became dark through their absorption of.
and deep penetration into the dark-hued Lord. From the
moment, she worshipped the Lord, enshrined in this pilgrim
centre, she got entranced by His lotus eyes and thawed down,
when she addressed Him. as her lotus-eyed Lord. She
couldn’t go on repeating it, much as she would like to, as she
dwindled down in a state of ecstasy.

iranki, naltorum viyverii, ival karma nirkal alamara,
marankalum irankum vakai, manivannavo! enru kﬁvumal;
turankam vay pilantan urai tolaivillimankalamsum, tan
karankal kﬁp'pit tolum-avvﬁrt tirunarnam karratan pinnaiye‘.
(VI—5—9)

Translation
Ye, mothers, this young lady calls out, “oh, gem-hued Lord!”
Day in and day out, with her mind deeply absorbed,
And tears splashing down her eyes, moving trees besides;
Ever since she learnt the name of that city, Tolaivillimankalam,
where resides
The Lord who tore open the mouth of the demoniac horse,
In that direction she turns and with joined palms adores.
Note
Having been initiated into this pilgrim centre, the Nayaki keeps
on reciting the Lord’s name, in such a manner that even the
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inanimate beings, like trees, are moved. If these hymns can
move even the stony hearts of the uninitiated men of the
present day, what doubt could there be about their impact on
the contemporary men and things, when the songs ﬂowed
from the Alvar's rapturous lips! When Lord Krsna played
on the ﬂute, Periyalvar would have it, that the trees shed
honey in copious quantities. the ﬂowers started falling down
and the boughs bent down, in admiration. The voice of the
yearning soul of the Alvin with its melliﬂuity galore, would
have doubtless made things around him react likewise. In
fact, the mate says ‘that city ’, in line 4 of the song, because
she cannot reproduce the sweetness with which the Nayalci
‘
’
spells out Tiruttolaivillimankalam.

pinnaikol, nila ma makalkol, tirumakalkol, pirantittal?
enna miyam kolo! ival netumal enré ninru kﬁvumal;
munni vantu, avan ninru, iruntu, utaiyurn tolaivillimaﬁkalam
cenniyal vanankum; avvﬁrt tirunamam kEtpatu cintaiyé.
(VI—S-IO)
Translation
Perhaps this lady is Pinnai or Nilamakal (Mother Earth), full of
grace
Or Tirumakal (Mahalaksmi) herself, what a wonder it is, she
keeps calling out
Netumal (the all-pervading Lord) and bows before Tolaivillimankalam where He stays,
And longs to hear the holy name of that place, by others spelt
out!
Notes

at the Nayaki’s intense longing for Lord Krsna,
the mates guess that she might be Nappinna, reborn; and
then, her rapturous meditation on the Lord’s advent as
Varaha, the Great Boar, makes them inclined to think
that she might be an incarnation of Mother Earth.
But still, the mates could not make up their minds, as
the Nayaki’s devout contemplation of Lord Rama
suggests the possibility of her being no less than Sita,
reborn. In his inimitable way, Nampillai would say

(i) Looking
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that these divine consorts could, in certain respects,
be compared to Parankuéa Nayaki, but she is of such
incomparable excellence that one is left wondering
whether she has taken this unique birth for the resuscitation of the whole world. What a wonder it is!
Of course, anything can take place in the Lord’s
Universe.

(ii) Her own love for the Lord is of enormous dimensions and
yet, the Nayaki is overwhelmed by the Lord‘s love for
her and calls Him out, in terms of His tall love, the allconquering.
(iii) The Nayaki loves to hear the name of this pilgrim centre,
uttered by some one instead of mouthing it herself.
The Lord is said to have come down to Tolaivillimankalam and taken up His residence there, well ahead of
the Nayalci, so as to prepare the ground for the generation, in her, of such intense God-love.
cintaiyalum collalum ceykaiyinalum tEva pirénaiyé
enru atainta van lcurukﬁravar catakﬁpan
muntai a/irattul ivai tolaivillimankalattaic conna
centarnilp patt'um vallar atimaiceyvar tirumalukké. (VI—S—l 1)

tartai lay

Translation
Those that can recite these songs ten,
Which unto holy Tolaivillimar'ikalam pertain,
Out of the hoary thousand composed by Cataképan
0f Kurukﬁr, who, by word, deed and thought, adored
The Lord Supreme as Father, Mother and all, rolled
In one, will service unto Him render for ever.
Note
The hoary thousand: It might be asked how this work is claimed
to be antiquated while there is the distinct reference to Alvin
as its author. The element of antiquity comes in automatically if one considers the parity, which this Dramida Veda
enjoys with its Sanskrit counterpart. These thousand hymns
were ordained by the Lord, just like the Sanskrit Vedas, as
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revealed by His own words in Bhagavad Gita, “ Srutis
smrtir Mamaivajﬁa' ; the veracity and blemishlessness, claimed
for the Sanskrit Vedas, hold good equally for the Dramida
Veda (See aphorism 45 of Acarya Hrdayam).
The chanters of this decad will be blest to render service unto
the Divine couple, without break or blemish, as Laksmana
did.

Sixth Centum —Sixth Decad (VI-6)
(Milukku, vaiyam alanta)
Preamble
The last decad was put in the mouth of the mates of Parankus'a
Nayald, while, in the current decad, it is her mother who speaks
out the desperate condition of her love-lorn daughter. The manner
in which the Nayaki is dwindling down, losing, one by one, her
feminine charms and embellishments, is set out, stanza by stanza.
As a matter of fact, in IV-8 ante, these very things which now get
dropped 011', were despised by the Nayald, as not worth possessing,
insofar as they had no bearing on Divine Service. As she meditates
on the wondrous deeds, performed by the Lord, in each of His
various Incamations and the special traits then exhibited by Him,
the Nayalci goes into raptures and her body them down and
dwindles.

malukku, vaiyam alanta manilarku,
nllak karu nira méka niyéyarku,
kolac centz'u'naraik kannarku, en konku alarElak kulali ilantatu-canké.

(V 1—6—1

)

Translation
Engrossed is my daughter, whose fragrant locks are with ﬂowers
bedecked,
In the cloud-hued Lord with lotus eyes red,
The Spouse, Who the entire Earth once measured,
Full of love unto His devotees and she has her bangles lost.
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Note
The Nayaki withers down, as she gets absorbed in the Lord’s
features, His attributes and deeds. The head acquires
elegance because of the locks of hair. Again, that head is
praiseworthy, which bows down in reverence and thus, locks
which impart beauty to the head, correspond to the reverential attitude, which makes the head worth its while.

canku, vil, val, tantu, cakkarak kaiyarku,
cenkanivayc ceyya tamaraik kannarku,
konku alar tan am tulay mutiyinukku, e13
mahkai ilantatu-mamai nirarné.

(VI—6—2)

Translation
Meditating on the Lord with lovely lips and lotus eyes red,
whose crown is the tulaci garland, cool and lovely, which
honey sheds,
Who, the conch, the bow, the sword, the mace and discus wields,
My daughter has lost her complexion fair.

0n

Note
Pining for communion with the Lord of such enchanting description, who spanned the worlds, the Nayaki is off colour.
So says the Mother.
nirarn kariyanukku, nitu ulaku unta
tiram kilar vaYc ciruk-kalvan—avarku,
karankiya cakkarak kaiyavanukku, e13
piranku irum kﬁntal ilantatu-pité.

(VI—6—3)

Translation
With her thoughts centred on the dark-hued Lord,
Who the discus dynamic does in His hand hold,
Whose lips suggest His having gulped down all the worlds.
Who, in His stomach small. hid many a big world.
My daughter with dense locks lovely, has her majestic bearing
lost.
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Note
The Lord. as the great Saviour, sustained all the worlds. with
their variegated contents, in His stomach, during the deluge.
And yet. the Nayaki distressingly feels that it is all mere
story, inasmuch as He has failed to extend to her the
protection she badly needs.

pitu utai nanmukanaip pataittanukku,
matu utai vaiyarn alanta manilarku,
natu utai mannarkkut tutu cel nampikku. en
patu utai alkul ilantatu-panpé.

(VI—64)

Translation
My daughter, with broad tummy. has her natural pose lost,
Steeped in thoughts of the Lord Who from His navel did
create
The majestic Nanmukan (Brahmé), the Spouse Who the rich
Earth spanned
And for the landed monarchs ran an errand.
Notes
Nayaki’s natural composure undergoes alarming
modiﬁcations, as she keeps meditating on the Lord’s
traits, one by one.

(i) The

(ii) Lord Krsna ran an errand on behalf of the Pendavas, who
would not be granted by their cousin, Duryodhana, even

a square inch of land, not even a chair to sit on. And
yet, the Pandavasare referred to, as the landedmonarchs,
in this song, as the lord was on their side. The Nayaki
has just been thrown off her feet by the Lord's exhibition of such amazing condescension as running an
errand and doing the meanest of jobs for His devotees.
panpu utai vEtam payanta paranukku,
man purai vaiyam itanta varakarku,
ten punal—palli em téva pirénukku, en
kanpunai kotai ilantatu-karpé.

(VI-6—5)
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Translation
My daughter. with locks attractive, has been thrown

Into mental imbalance. steeped in deep meditation
Of the Lord Supreme. Who did on limpid waters \aN recline.
Who, as the Great Boar. did the earthen world lift
And (unto Brahma) the sanctiﬁed Vedas did gift.
Note
The Sastras have brought out the Lord‘s remarkable attention
for His devotees’ well-being and the various acts of benefaction. performed by Him for them. The mother now
says that her daughter (Parankuéa Nayaki) has, in her
present state of dejection, lost the perspective and begun to
doubt seriously the veracity of these statements. She is
perhaps inclined to think that Sages Vyés:.. Paras‘ara and
Valmiki might have been hired out by the Lord to say quite a
few good things about Him. which. in reality. do not hold
good.
kazpakak ka aha nal-pala tolagku,
kunru anna pﬁn tan mutiyaglu,
nal-pala tamarai nil-malark kaiyarkm en
vil-puruvakkoti terratu meyyé.
pon—cutark

(VI—6—6)

Translation
My tender daughter, with bow-like bmWs lovely, has lost control
Over her body. buried in meditation of the Lord. sweet to
behold.
With shoulders many, like an orchard and arms like lotus. in
fresh bloom,
Wearing the crown lovely which does like a gold mount gleam.
Note
(i) The loss of control over the body denotes the Nayaki’s
state of ecstasy, when she is entirely beside herself.
It is indeed a remarkable irony that the Nayaki, from
whom the Lord cannot bear being apart even for a
split second, should get lost in meditation of the
exquisite form of the Lord, whereas Sita said. as reported
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by Hanumfin, that she could wait for a month for her
reclamation by Rama.

of making the Lord
turn His attention in the direction of her glance, as
indicated by the twist of her brow. This ensures the
inﬂux of the Lord’s grace on all those associated with
the Alvar.

(ii) The Nayaki’s brow has the reputation

mey amar pal kalan nanku anintinukku,
pai aravin anaip palliyininukku,
kaiyotu kal ceyya kanna-piranukku, en
taiyal ilantatu-tannutaiccayé.

(VI—6—7)

Translation
Gone is the charisma of my daughter, entranced by thoughts
Of Kannan whose hands and feet are red,
Who lay on the hooded serpent, His lovely bed,
Wearing many a jewel, well matched with His Form exquisite.
Note
The Nayald’s mother says that her daughter sincerely believed
that all these enchanting features were possessed by the Lord,
only to hold a rapport with her and now that it has turned
out to be otherwise, she feels frustrated and withers down.
cayak kuruntam ocitta tamiyarku,
miyac cakatam utaitta manilarku,
, péyaip pinampatap 135.1 mi piranukku, en
vacak kulali ilantatu-manpé.

(VI—6—B)

Translation
My daughter with fragrant locks has her grandeur lost,
With a mind poised in the Lord Who the twin trees did uproot,
The Spouse who to pieces dashed the wicked demon in the wheel
And sucked unto death the breast of Pﬁthana, the devil.
Note
The mother regretfully watches the present miserable condition of her love-smitten daughter, shorn of all her erstwhile
grace and grandeur.
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(Vl—6—9)

'Ihmslation
My bejewelled daughter, with slender breasts, has lost all her
charm,
Wrapt in thoughts of Kikuttan (Lord Rama) of exquisite F orm,
Radiant like red blaze, the shining mount tall,
Vémana, the wondrous, whose charm did enthral one and all.
Note
Says the mother. in a ﬁt of depression: “Although born to
entice the Lord by her amazing beauty, yet my daughter has
now lost all her beauty, wrapt in thoughts of the handsome
Lord ”.

porpu amai nilmutip pﬁn tan tulayarku,
mal-poru t6! utai mayap piranukku,
nirpana pal uruvay nirkum mayarku, en
karpu utaiyatti ilantatu-katté.

(VI—6—10)

Translation
Stripped of all her attainments stands my daughter of knowledge
sound,
Wrapped in thoughts of the wondrous Lord, Who does abound
In one and all, still and mobile, wearing the tulaci garland
Cool and lovely, on His crown, tall and majestic, whose
shoulders
Are more than a match for the world‘s most mighty wrestlers.
Note
Having singled out the loss suffered by the entranced Nayaki, in
each of the preceding songs, the Mother now says that her
daughter has indeed lost all her feminine attainments, without
any exception. The Lord’s crown, by itself, is exceedingly
attractive and the tulaci garland, worn on it, enhances its
grandeur still further, keeping the Nayaki spell-bound.
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kattu elil-colai nal vénkatavananaik
kattu elil-ten kurukﬁrc cataképan col
kattu elil ayirattu ip pattum vallavar
kattu elil vinavar pokam unparé.

(V 1—6—11)

Translation
Those that are well-versed in these songs ten,
Out of the thousand, metrically excellent, composed by Cataképag Of Kurukur with its ramparts lovely, in adoration
0f the Lord at Tiruvénkatam, with orchards full of fragrance.
Will on a par with Celestials enjoy heavenly bliss par excellence.
Note
The Lord at Tiruvénkatam is referred to, but once, in this
decad, and that too, in the end-song. This is similar to
the solitary mention of this Deity, made in the opening song
of III-9.

Sixth Centum—Seventh Decad (VI-7)
(Unnum Cog-u, Parukum nit)
Preamble
The mother continues her narration, in this decad also. She
lay beside her love-10m daughter, soothing her, as best as could be
done. But suddenly, the mother groped the bed next to hers and
discovered that her daughter was not in it. The former searched for
the latter, high and low, but in vain. The mother was, however.
well aware of her daughter’s exuberance of love for the Lord, enshrined at Tirukkolt'tr and, therefore, rightly concluded that the
Nayaki should have gone there. The Nayaki’s extraordinary
devotion to that pilgrim centre is now voiced forth by the mother.
Actually, the Alvar's longing for incessant communion with the Lord
at Tirukkolﬁr ﬁnds expression, in this decad, the mother functioning
as but the mouthpiece.
unnum corn, parukum nIr, tinnum vertilaiyum, ellam
kannan em peruman enru enré, kankal nir malki,
manninul avan cir valam mikkavag ﬁr vinavi,
(VI—7—l)
tinnam en ilaman puk'um ﬁr—tirukkélﬁré.
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Translation

‘Tis certain that my daughter like unto the doe young.
Who, with tears welling up her eyes. always keeps saying,
Karma; is unto her the food of the hungry, beverage of the
thirsty

And the betel chewed for pleasure, has, after due enquiry,
Gone to Tirukkolﬁr where resides the Lord. grand and majestic.
Notes
(i) The famous author of ‘ Acarya Hrdayam‘ has succinctly
brought out the superior excellence of the Alvar vis-avis the Rsis. Whereas the 3515 subsisted on the forest
produce, such as roots, fruits etc, Lord Krsna was the
sole Sustainer for Nammalvar, the very food needed for
appeasing hunger. the water required for quenching thirst
and the betels one chews for pleasure, the one and only
source catering to his God-hunger, God-thirst and Godlove. The Alvar was ‘Krsna trsna tatva’, the very
personiﬁcation of God-love. Unto him, Vasudeva was
“ Vasudevas sarvamiti
The gnostic mother
all,
was, therefore, quite sure that her daughter of such a
disposition would have found her way. after due enquiry, to Tirukkolﬁr. the place where the Lord exhibits
the exuberance of His wealth and auspicious qualities,
in super-abundance.
(ii) An interesting question was posed by Alavantar (Saint

Yamunacarya) to his audience, as to which of the two,
Saint Nammalvar who looked upon God as his food
etc., or Saint Tirumarikai Alvar who exclaimed that
the Lord had stolen away his soul. they had to be more
apprehensive about. They observed. “We have indeed to fear more, the former’s precipitate ﬂight, alone
and unaided, to the shrine at Tirukkolur. than for the
latter who is already in the company of the Lord at
Tiruvali, no matter how the union came about. stealth
or otherwise. Our sympathies are naturally with
Parank'usa Nayaki, on her lone journey. in quest of the
Lord of her heart". The great master, however,
thought otherwise; according to him, there was the fear
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of Tirumankai Alvar and the Lord getting into a state
of delirium on account of their rapturous reciprocation
of ravishing love, a state of inebriation or stupor, such
as the addicts of dotura-narcoticfall into. The plight
of Saint Tirumankai Alvar, drowned in love, therefore,
excited their fear more than that of Saint Nammalvar
who was yet lonely and self-conscious, full of ardent
expectation of meeting his beloved Lord.
(iii) The eyes of the Saints, soaked in God-love, swim with
pearls of tears of delight. As Mahabharata puts it,
even God-Science, such as Upanishads, is remote from
the ambrosia of Lord Hari’s narratives, if it fails to melt
the heart, wet the eye and thrill the frame. Naﬁciyar
used to say: “ Thrice did I go over the treatise of Timvaymoli with Tirunaraiyﬁr Araiyar but none of the
teachings did affect and melt my heart so much as when
I actually witnessed him once, when explaining a passage,
transported into the region of ecstasy, with tears rolling
down the cheek ”,
(iv) A natiVe of Tirukkolﬁr left the holy land and employed
himself elsewhere, tilling the land. Anagtalvan, a
great devotee, who happened to see him, enquired
where he came from. On learning that the man hailed
from Tirukkolur, Anantalvag grew furious and exclaimed that one could as well graze a couple of asses,
staying in that holy land and eke out one’s livelihood,
rather than forsake the land of eternal living where the
Eternal Master stays, in all His splendour. Similarly,
when Saint Ramanuja was proceeding to Tirukkolﬁr, he
saw a woman coming from the opposite direction and
elicited from her that she was actually coming from holy
Tirukkolﬁr. The Saint exclaimed, in great surprise
“ What, is it at all possible for those who have once
taken their abode in that holy place to leave it ? ”
(v) Tirukkolﬁr is one of the eighteen pilgrim centres of
Pandiya nadu. It is also the birthplace of Maturakavi
Alvar.
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natum, ulakamum, tannaippol avanutaiya
tarkalumé pitarra, karpu van itari,
nal valam cér palauat tirukkolurkké
(VI—7—2)
kol, uraiylr, kotiyén koti-‘pﬁvaikalé?

Translation
Ye, Pﬁvai birds, this sinner's daughter, who makes
The whole world,hall and hamlet, prartle like herself the Lord's
names
And His insignia, breaking the bounds of modesty, has it seems
Reached Tirukkolﬁr, rich and fertile; will you unto me utter
If she would at least for your sake come back here?
Notes
(i) The mother enquiries of the little pi‘ivai birds, the playmates of Parankusa Nayaki, whether she would come
back, at least for their sake. She is so dazed that she
is not conscious of the fact that she can’t expect a reply
from the speechless birds.
(ii) The mother is at a loss to understand why her daughter
should at all go elsewhere, in search of the Godly, having
herself induced God-consciousness in one and all, in
her native place itself, where every one keeps uttering
the Lord’s holy names and attributes like her. It is
noteworthy that, to saints, the utterance of the holy
name of God is so preciously meet that they imagine,
the whole world sings forth like themselves. The
world is indeed acceptable to them when they invest it
with their own divine sentiments and see God everywhere; otherwise, it becomes detestable, just like the
Kingdom of Ayodhya itself, detested by Bharata, when
Rama was not there. Sri Nampillai puts it that the
mother questions the necessity for the Nayaki going all
the way to Tirukkoli'ir, while she could as well enjoy
all that felicity in her native surroundings, the mutual
enlightenment and entertainment in the domain of
God-love, in the company of kindred Souls.
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pﬂvai, painkilikal, pantu, tutai, pum puttilkal,
yavaiyum tirumal tirunamankalé kﬁvi, elum en
pavai-poy init tan palanat tirukkolﬂrkké—
kovai vay tutippa. malaikkannotuen ceyyurn kolc')?

(VI—7—3)

Translation
All that joy one derives from the articles of sport,
The ball, ﬂower basket, cooking pots, little birds and parrots,
In singing the Lord‘s holy names my daughter would have.
And yet, I know not how she would actually fare
In Tirukkolﬁr, cool and fertile, with trembling lips red and
tearful eyes.
Note
The mother says: "Even in her childhood days, when one
could expect her to play with toys, my daughter revelled in
singing the Lord’s holy names. It is not as if she was devoid
of the means of sustenance and had to go elsewhere, in
search of it. I don’t know why she has at all gone to Tiruk
kolﬁr ”.
kollai enparROIo-kunam mikkanal cnpar k016cillai vayp pentukal, ayal-céri ullarurn? e115!
celvarn malki avan kitanta tirukkélﬁrkké
mcl itai nutaﬁka ilaman cclla mévinalé!

(VI—7-4)

Translation
My daughter, like unto the doe young, has her mind made up
To go to plentiful Tirukkolur where reclines the Lord,
Straining her waist thin; I know not whether the local gossips
And neighbouring women will praise her as Godly
Or condemn her as immodest and unruly.
Note
There are two ways of looking at the Nayaki’s behaviour. Those
who have unﬂinching faith in salvation through the Lord’s
redemptive grace and await the descent of such grace on them,
in due course, would certainly not countenance the Nayald
running about, courting the Lord, while those, who are all
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agog for the quick consummation. the acceleration of the
union with the Lord, cutting short the interval, would
surely applaud the Nayaki's ﬂaming love and ardour. Thus
there is scope for condemnation as well as felicitation of the
Nayaki, by the women of the village and those in the neighbouring village, giving rise to the mother’s speculation, as
above.
mévi, naintu najnt'u, vilaiyatalural e13 cigut
tévi; poy, init tan tirumal tirukkélﬁril
p11 iyal polilum, tatamum, avan kéyilum kantu,
avi ul kulira, eﬁnané ukakkumkol ingé?

(Vl—7—5)

Translation
My little angelic daughter, in God-head engrossed, has thinned
down
And from recreation refrains, she has from here gone
To her Lord unique in Tirukkolur and to her heart’s ﬁll,
Enjoy she shall, the orchids ﬁne, the tanks and the temple;
What a pity, watch I can’t how indeed she regales!
Note
Even during childhood, the Nayaki‘s sole pastime was to sing
the holy names of the Lord while her playmates would want
to indulge in routine recreation. And now, she has gone to
the famous pilgrim centre, Tirukkolﬁr, abounding in lovely
scenery, warming up her heart. The manner of her enjoyment will indeed be unique but the mother feels that she is
not by the side of her daughter to watch her jubilation.
inru enakku utavatu aka.r_1ra ilaman inip péy.
ten ticait tilatam anaiya tirukkolﬁrkké
cengu, tan tirumal tirukkannum cevvayum kantu,
ningu ninru naiyum-netum kankal pani malkavé.
Translation
My doe-like daughter is unto me of no avail,
She has left me and gone to Tirukkolﬁr, the jewel
Of the South and there she would just dwindle,
T—19
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Gazing at the Lord’s lovely eyes and lips red,
With tears of joy swelling up her eyes broad.
Note
This song is but a follow-up of the preceding song, describing
the manner of the Niyaki’s rejoicing, at the other end.
malku nirk kannotu, maiyal urra manattigaléy,
allum nag pakalurn netumal enru alaittu, inip poy,
celvam malki avan kitanta tirukkolurkké
(VI—7—7)
olki olki natantu, eﬁﬁané pukumkol ocinté?
Translation

I wonder how my daughter, weak and tired,

With tears brimming the eyes and by deep love ﬁred

For the Lord of her heart, beckoning Him, day and night,
Could trudge her way to Tirukolﬁr, all right.
Note
The mother has now begun to suspect whether her daughter,
weighed down by God-love, could have at all trudged along,
to Tirukkolﬁr without getting bogged down on the way.
ocinta nun itaimél kaiyai vaittu, nontu nontu,
kacinta neﬁcinalay, karma nir tulumpac cellumkolocinta on malarél kolunan tirukkolﬁrkké
kacinta neﬁcinaléy, emmai nitta em karikaiyé‘?
(V 1—7—8)
Translation
With a mind, soaked in love, unto Tirukkoh'ir drawn,
Where resides the Spouse of Laksmi, the lotus-born,
My pretty daughter has forsaken me and gone;
Holding her waist, thin and emaciated, in great pain,
With tearful eyes, could she have to her destination gone?
Note
The mother thinks that the Niyaki should have forsaken the
former and gone to the Lord at Tirukkolﬁr, to Worship the
holy conjunction of the Lord and the Divine Mother
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(Laksmi), banking on Her support, sure and sweet. At the
same time. the mother also apprehends whether the frail
daughter could at all stand the strain of the journey to that
place and make it all right.

kariyam nallanakal avai kanil, en kannanukku enru
iriyay iruppal; itu ellam kitakka, inip poy,
céri pal pali thy iraippa, tirukkélurkké
nérilai natantal-emmai onrum ninaittilalé!

(Vl—7—9)

Translation
My bejeWelled daughter with her love-laden heart
Would all things good, unto her Kantian set aprt;
leaving all the wealth over here she has set out
Towards Tirukkolﬁr; the folks here will come out
With all sorts of scandals against her but she minds not
All that and unto her we really matter not.
Note
Whereas the worldlings would want all good things for themselves and their sons and daughters, Parankusa Nayaki
would, in the exuberance of her love for Lord Krsna, insist
that all good things be earmarked for His use. With such
great wealth of God-love in her, where was the need for her
to go anywhere else? This is what agitates the mind of the
mother; rather, she feels impoverished without the Nayalci
and pines for the latter’s attention. As a matter of fact,
one’s own children become worthy of reverence and worship,
when they become God’s own. Saint Tirumankai Alvar
said in Periya Tirumoli, VII-2-9, “How can I look upon the
(Spiritual) son, who goes to worship the Lord at Tirukanna—
puram, as my (bodily) son? ”. Indeed, worthiness makes no
distinction between father and son, preceptor and disciple.
It is said that one Ammuniyalvar used to prostrate unto his
own disciple, being fully conscious of the latter’s spiritual
greatness, demanding such reverence. One day, the great
Naﬁciyar led his disciple, Nampillai, to the holy assembly,
where the former loudly acclaimed the greatness of the

latter.
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ninaikkilén, teyvafrkal! netum kan ilaman inip poy,

anaittu ulakum utaiya aravintalocananait
tinaittanaiyum vital; avan cér tirukkolﬁrkké
manaikku van paliyum ninaiyal-cella vaittanalé. (VI—740)
Translation
gods. my broad-eyed daughter, like the doe young, has
gone
To thelotus—eyed Lord Supreme, in Tirukkolﬁr, all of a sudden,
With no thought of infamy on her family heaped and gazes
At Him there, all the time, I am indeed in a maze.

0h,

Note
Unable to brook separation from her daughter, the mother
feels that the Nayalci has been away from her, for quite a
long time. It was indeed high time, she had come back but
then the mother visualises the possibility of the Nayalci
getting absorbed in the exquisite charm of the lotus-eyed
Lord (Aravintalocana) standing in front of the Deity, all the
time, with no intermission. In such a frame of mind, there
was no question of her being worried about what others
might say about her abnormal behaviour and how it would
affect the reputation of the family, as a whole. The mother
addressed the Celestials in the upper regions, as if to enlist
their sympathy.

vaitta ma nitiyam matucﬁtanaiyé alarri,
kottn alar polil cﬁl kurukﬁrc catakopan conga
pattu nﬁgul ip pattu avan cér tirukkolﬁrkké
cittam vaittu uraippar tikal pon—ulaku alvare.

(VI—7—11)

Translation
Those that chant these songs ten, with devotion to Tirukkolﬁr,
Out of the thousand composed by Catakopag of Kurukﬁr,
With ﬂower gardens in ﬁne array all round, in adoration of

Matucﬁtan,

The accumulated Treasure supreme, will over the Eternal Land,
reign.
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Note
The Lord. as the Treasure supreme, can be freely drawn upon,
by one and all. without any fear of extinction. being an inexhaustible fountain of bliss. The chanters of this decad
will have none of the difﬁculties the Alvin faced, such as the
confrontation between Mother and daughter; on the other
hand, they can hold perfect sway over Heaven.

Sixth Centum—Eighth Decad (VI-8)
(Pon-ulaku ilirﬁ)
Preamble
This is yet another decad, where the Alvin sends messages to
the Lord through birds. bees etc, the two earlier ones being 14
and VI-l. This is the third such decad and the fourth and the last
decad of this kind is l'X-7. The technique, in this regard, having
been already elucidated in the preamble to [—4, it would sufﬁce
if the distinguishing feature of this decad is brought out, namely,
the message is now sent to the Lord in His ‘ Para ' or transcendent
and ‘ Antaryami ’ or hidden Form, as Internal Controller of all,
as could be gathered mainly from Stanzas 4 and 5 of this decad. It
may be recalled that the messages in 1-4 and VI-l were conveyed to
the Lord in His ‘Vyuha’ and ‘ Vibhava’ aspects, respectively.
The Nayalci, who set out for the coveted Tirukkolﬁr, couldn’t
reach the place; as apprehended by her mother, she got bogged down
en route, due to her intense God-love and, stranded half way through,
she sends the messages, as in this decad. The trait of the Lord,
invoked by the Nayalci, is ‘ compassion ' as P111313 would put it, as
could also be seen from the oft-repeated retain of the songs. in
this decad. According to Sri Pariéara Bhattar the Lord’s feeling
of oneness with His devotees (aikarasya), His sense of identity with
them,1s invoked, vide the sixth stanza.
por_1-u1aku aliro, puvani mulutu 51.no-

nal nalap pullinankal! vinaiyﬁttiyen nan irantén;
mun ulakkankal ellam pataitta mukil vannan, kannan,
er_1 nalam konta pirin-tanakku, en nilaimai uraittE.
(VI—8—l)
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Translation
Ye, birds of manners good, this sinner does entreat
That you should unto the cloud-hued Lord, Who did create
The worlds, the Benefactor, Who in me instilled love so great,
Report my condition; I will then unto you grant
The right to rule the entire Earth and Heaven grand.
Notes
(i) Two special points are made out, in this song. No reward
is too great for those who mediate between us and God,
not even the Earth and Heaven, put together. Therefore
it is, aphorism 432 of ‘Sri Vacana Bhﬁsana’ avers that it
wouldbe pOSSibleto recompense theAcarya,in an adequate
measure only if there were four vibhﬁtis and two Gods.
The ideaisthat anyreward, short of both the worlds (the
Nitya Vibhi‘iti or the Eternal Land and the Lila vibhﬁti
or the Sportive Universe) and God Himself, will be
inadequate and, in order to make a suitable reward, two
sets of each would be necessary, an obvious impossibility.
(ii) Again, the Alvra’s greatness is such that he has the
power to grant to whomsoever he wishes, sovereignty
over Earth and Heaven. God’s love for the Saints is
so great that they are endowed with the Lord’s own
powers, in this respect. Only a superﬁcial observer,
who is just puzzled over the Alvar falling at the feet
of birds and bees to carry his message to the Lord,
will question the Alvar’s competence, as above.
The questioner will do well to realise that the Alvar
has been deliberately kept on, in this world, by the
muniﬁcent Lord, so as to bequeath to His devotees,
the nectarean hymns to subsist on. The Lord is indeed
so pliable unto the Alvin that He unreservedly places
Himself and all His possessions at his disposal. The
messages, such as those featured in this decad, are but
facets of the Alvar’s God-love of matchless intensity.
(iii) Tradition has it that Arulalapperumal Emperuminﬁr (a
disciple of §ri Ramanuja) made a request to Kﬁrattalvitl
(an intimate disciple of Ramanuja) to plead with Lord
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Ranganitha to take the former to Heaven. Instances
of this kind could easily be multiplied.
mai amar \al netum kan mankaimér munru er_1 kai iruntu,
ney amar in aticil niccal palotu mévirokai amar cakkarattu en kanivéyp perumanaik kantu,
mey amar katal colli. kilikal! viraintu 6ti vanté. (VI-8—2)
Translation
Ye. parrots, meet you should my red-lipped Lord,
Holding the discus and convey my desire to get locked
In His sweet embrace; come back quick and daily take
In my hand perched, porridge sweet, mixed with ghee and milk,
In front of the mates with long, lovely eyes with collyrium treated.
Note
Having offered both Heaven and Earth to her emissaries, in
the last song, the Nayald now offers to give her very self unto
them, a more precious gift, coveted by the Lord Himself and
that too, not secretly, but in front of all her mates. It is
noteworthy that the Nayaki indimtes beforehand how she
would reward her emissaries. The accent thus ultimately
rests on service unto the Lord’s devotees.

otivantu, en kulalmél oli ma malar nth-6,
kﬁtiya vantinankél! kurunatu utai aivarkatku 51y.
atiya ma netum térppatai niru elac cerra piran
cﬂtiya tan-tulavam unta tﬁ matu vaykal konté.
(V I—8—3)
Translation
Ye, jolly swarm of bees, better go and suck the honey
From the cool tulaci on the locks of my Lord,
Who to pieces got smashed steeds ﬁne and chariots large
And victory won for the ﬁve of them (Pandavas), come back
quickly
And, amid the ﬂowers bright, on my hair make merry. Note
Here is a case of collective bargaining by a swarm of bees, on
behalf of the Nayaki. And when they come back with
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their mouths, soaked in honey from the Lord's locks, they
could jolly Well play right on the Nayald’s head and thus
indirectly feed her with the Lord’s honey.
tn matu vaykal kontuvantu, en mullaikalmél tumpikat!
pu matu unnac cellil, vigaiyénaip poyceytu akanra
ma matu var tan tulay muti vanavar-konaik kantu,
yam ituv5 takkavaru ennavéntum kantir, nunkatké. (Vl—8—4)

Trmlation
Ye, beetles sweet, lurking in Jasmine ﬂowers by me reared,
When next in search of honey you go, meet the Lord
Of the Celestials in Heaven, sporting cool tulaci garland
On His crown, Who with this sinner freely mingled,
As in a dream and left, and say ‘ tis hardly meet
That He should unto sovereignty stick and from me depart.
Notes
(i) The beetles, ever in quest of honey, are directed by the
Nayald to the Lord in Heaven, on whose crown is
honey-studded tulaci garland, so as to gather the honey
therefrom and incidentally tell the Lord that He should
not keep aloof from her, at that distance, gloating over
His transcendent glory. It is through such mediation
by the God’s chosen few, His detachment from us is
changed into attachment.
(ii) The creatures were languishing without honey, as the
ﬂOWers on the Nayaki’s locks as Well as the surrounding

gardens had all dried up, due to her separation from the
Lord. And so, the Nayald directs them to the Lord in
Heaven, sporting tulaci garlands, studded with honey.
(iii) Lest the Nayaki should collapse, if ever she got seent of
her impending separation from the Lord, He was telling
her, during their erstwhile rapport, that He would never
part from her. The Nayaki takes the blame on herself that it is her sin that made even the truthful Lord
utter lies, in this manner, during their erstwhile rapport.
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nunkatku yan uraikken vammin, yén valartta kilikﬁll
vcm kart pul-ﬁmtu vantn, vinaiyénai neilcam kavarntn
ceﬁkan—karnmukilai, ceyya vayc celun karpakattai,
er'tkuc cenrakilum kantu, ituvo takkavaru? enminé. (Vl—B—S)
Translation
Come here. ye. my pet parrots, let me unto you tell,
Be it anywhere, You have to go and meet the cloud-hued Lord.
The lotus-eyed, the wish-yielding tree, unique, mounted on
the hot—eyed bird,
Who unto me came and stole this sinner‘s heart; Him do tell
‘
Tis not meet that He should from me be apart.
Notes

ferret Him out, wherever He might
be hiding. even as Hanumz'tn solemnly resolved that
he shall go to swarga and ﬁnd out Sita even if he couldn’t
locate her in Lanka. It is this phrase that gives the
clue for the interpretation that this song deals with the
‘Antaryami ’ (hidden or all-pervading) aspect of the
Lord, as well.

(i) Be it anywhere: Go and

(ii) Unique wish—yielding tree: What indeed makes

the Lord

unique, as distinguished from the legendary ‘ Kaypaka ’
tree, has been set out admirably in ltu commentary;
The classical tree can only grant the wish of others; it
has no wish of its own nor can it make over itself to
others. But the Lord can and does, of His own will,
give Himself over to His devotees. The Nayaki feels
that the Lord has gifted away to her both His vibhﬁtis
(the Eternal land and the Sportive universe), in such a
manner that she could, in turn, gift them away to any
one of her choice.
referred to, in this song, is Garugla
who frowns on the ungodly and blisters them with his
looks.

(iii) The hot-eyed bird,
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en minnu nul marvan, en karum peruman, en kannan,

tan mannu nil, kalalmel tan tulay namakku anti nalkag;
kalminkal enru ummai yan, katpiyavaitta mérramcolli,
celminkal—tivinaiyén valartta eiru pﬁvaikalé!
(V1-3-5)

Translation
Ye, little Pﬁvai birds, by this fell sinner reared,
Go unto my dark-hued Kannan with shining sacred thread
On His Winsome chest which unto me He once gave,
Sweet and docile, He will to none but us give
The cool tulaci, decorating His feet long; unto Him recite
The hymns I have taught, remembering them quite in tact.
Notes
(i) The little Puvai birds, commissioned by the Nayaki to

carry her message to the Supreme Lord, were naturally
difﬁdent about getting the Lord’s attention. The
Nayaki, therefore, enthuses them by saying that the
Lord, who had enticed her by His sweet decorations,
exquisite Form and amazing simplicity, would surely
give unto His devotees, the tulaci worn on His feet.
As a matter of fact, the sacred basil is worn by the Lord
on His shoulders and chest, crown and feet and yet, the
devotees specially long for the tulaci, worn on the Lord’s
lovely feet, their safe haven. The Lord, who completely
identiﬁed Himself with His devotees, would give the
tulaci on His feet to none but them.

fell Sinner: The Nayald says this, in her state of
separation from the Lord, rather feels vexed at that she
has to take work from her pets, instead of fondling them
in the sweet company of her Lord.

(ii) This

(iii) Our great preceptors have taught the ‘ Mantra Ratna’
(Dvayam) to one and all, without distinction of big and
small. Likewise, the Nayaki has taught even these
little birds the truth about the Lord, how He would
surely yield the tulaci from His feet to the aspiring
devotees and that one of such great compassion could
ill-afford to be away from the Nayaki.
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at the bed-side of
Saint Arulalapperumal Emperumanar
towards the
fag end of his stay in this abode, found that the Saint
was exercising his mind over some thing. On enquiry,
they elicited, that he was meditating on how a simple
bird (dove) caused grief to Lord Rama and literally
bled His heart. Vibhisana’s admission to Sri Rama’s
camp was hotly debated, down below, while the
supplicant was anxiously poised in mid-air, having
entrusted himself to His keeping. The Lord was,
however, annoyed over the delay in responding to the
destitute’s call, caused by such a debate and He afﬁrmed
that whosoever sought refuge in Him, be he afriend or
foe, was entitled to His protection without demur.
Declaring this creed, the Lord also cited the episode
which won for a mere dove, deathless praise. Overcoming fear and hatred, the male dove welcomed the
slayer of his mate and fed, on his own ﬂesh, the weary
fowler. Verily, this episode should have wounded the
Lord’s heart sorely, when eventually He slew Rivana,
who had kept Sita in captivity. Nampillai used to give
out the full import of this episode, thus: “Once we
conﬁde in the Lord and entrust ourselves to His keeping,
as Vibhisana did, this simple gesture carries us on to
the very acme of spiritual eminence. After our surrender
unto God, as the Sole Refuge, He puts through the
process of salvation and such is His glory, perfection
and grace on which we have but to implicitly rely.
We don’t have to bend even a blade of grass for our
salvation”.

(iv) The disciples, who stood reverently

puvaikal pol nirattan, puntarikankal polum kannan,
yavaiyum yévarum ay ninra mayan, en alip piran,
mavai val vay pilanta matucﬁtarku en marram colli,
(VI—8—7)
pava-kall tirkkirriré, vinaiyattiyén pacaravé?
Translation
My dolls, can you my message convey

Unto the wondrous Lord of blue tint and lotus eyes,
Who unto me displayed His lovely discus,
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Who the forms of all things and beings acquires,
Who slew Matu and split the mouth of a demoniac horse,
And this sinner’s miserable plight allay?
Note
The Nayaki’s plight is such that she is obliged to seek the
assistance of even inanimate things like dolls; the Supreme
Lord seems to be indifferent while the mobile creatures
like the winged birds have their own occupations. In the
last resort, she falls back upon her very playthings. The
folks around question why at all she should agitate like
this, when the Lord is indifferent. The Nayaki’s answer is
that she just can’t but come under His spell when she
meditates on His charming complexion, bewitching eyes,
auspicious traits and wondrous deeds.

pacaravu eyti, inné vinaiyég enai ﬁli naivén!

acu aru tﬁvi vellaik kurukE! arulceytu, orunal
macu a1_'u nilac cutar muti vanavar-konaik kantu,
Ecu arurn nummai allal marunokku ilal-pérttu marge. (V 1—8—8)

Translation
You, immaculate stork with ﬂawless plumes, please spare
A day for me, go and meet the Lord in Heaven
With bluish locks, pure and ﬁne, and of Him enquire
How long this sinner should like this dwindle; tell Him, in
ﬁne
Except His impeccable Self, refuge for me there’s none.
Note
The Nayaki prays to the stork, near at hand, to carry her
message to the Lord of the Celestials, in Heaven and bursts
into grief. She can’t articulate and spell out her woes, in
detail, as both her grief and the Lord, whose separation is
the cause thereof, are too deep for words.

pérttu marru 6r kalaikan vinaiyattiyén nan onru i]ér_1;
nirt tiraimél ulavi irai té' um ruta inaﬁkal!
kart tiral ma mukil p61 kannag, vinnavar-kénaik kantu,
varttalkal kontu, aruli urailir-vaikal vantirunté. (VI—8—9)
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Translation
Ye, herds of herons, wading thro‘ waves, in search of food,
Other than you, this sinner has none to go and meet the Lord,
Like unto dense rain—clouds, Chief of the Celestials
And bring His message and recount graciously
Unto me, sitting beside me, days on end.
Note
These birds are commissioned by the Nayaki to go and meet
the Lord in Heaven, surrounded by Angels and regaling
them (like unto rains, unleashed on the ocean instead of on the
crops, withering away) and tell Him, His greatness lay not in
His might and majesty in that transcendent setting but in
His loving condescension unto the desolate Nayaki who
was dwindling, down below, sunk deep in dejection. And
then, these birds were to bring back His message and keep
recounting His words to her, sitting by her side, days on end,
being the only source of sustenance for her, in the present
context.

vantiruntu, ummutaiya manic cévalum nirum ellam,
antaram onrum inri, alarmEl acaiyum annanka'l!
en tiru mérvarku ennai innavaru ival kanmin enru,
mantirattu onru unartti, uraiyir-magumarrankalé. (VI—3—10)
Translation
Ye, swans, in front of me, gliding gaily on ﬂowers,
With your lovely males with no hindrance, go and tell
The Lord bearing Tiru on His chest, when alone in His chamber,
How I fare and unto me His reply do come and tell.
Note
The Swans are instructed by the Nayaki, to disclose her critical
condition to the Lord, when He retires to His private
chamber, on the conclusion of His Durbar, so that it can
catch the attention of ‘Tiru’, Laksmi, the Gracious Mother,
the great Intercessor between the Lord and His Subjects.
The birds are to bring back the Lord’s reply and inform the

Nayaki.
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marrankal ayntukontu, matucﬁta—piran atimél
narrankol pﬁm polil ca! kurukurc cataképan conga
torraﬁkal ayirattul ivaiyum orupattum vallar
(VI-B—l1)
ﬂrrinkan nun manal p61 urukanirpar nirayé.
Translation
Those that are conversant with these songs ten,
Out of the thousand composed in choice diction
By Catakopan of Kurukﬁr, full of fragrant ﬂower gardens,
Adoring Matucﬁtarr’s lovely feet, will indeed thaw down
Like unto the sands minute in water springs.
Notes

out the tangible (in concrete
terms) beneﬁt accrued by dint of learning the songs in
this decad. Melting tenderness of heart is indeed a
great virtue when one sees that only those with such
a disposition can tread the path of Bhakti (God-love)
and that is acquired by those who are conversant with
this decad. Intangible though it might seem to the
superﬁcial reader, it is indeed a priceless possession
worth coveting.

(i) The end-song usually gives

of Kurukﬁr are once again, in full bloom,
seeing that the Nayalci herself has derived sustenance
from the certain hope that the message conveyed to
the Lord in Heaven at His private chamber, will not
go unheeded.

(ii) The gardens

Sixth Centaur—Ninth Decad (VI-9)
(Nir 5y nilan 5y)
Preamble
The Lord did not present Himself before the Alvar in spite
of the errands run by his emissaries, as in the last decad. The
Alvar, therefore, decided to raise his own clarion call of deep
yearning, reaching the very Heavens, with robst faith in the
fruition of his full-throated call for deliverance. It would indeed
be well-nigh impossible for the Lord to stay in Heaven, once the
Alvar’s voice is heard by Him, over there.
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nir ay, nilan ay, ti ay, kal ziy, netu van 213'.
ch ar cutarkal irantu ay, civan ay, ayan array!
kﬁr ar ali yen canku énti. kotiyénpal
variay orunal-mannum vinnum makilavé.

(VI—9—1)

Translation
Oh, Lord, You pervade the elements, one and all,
The Sun, the Moon, Civan and Ayah, as Internal Controller
of them all;
Please appear before this sinner. for a day at least, holding
the discus sharp
And the white conch so that Heaven and Earth do rejoice.
Note
The Alvar could certainly cognise the Universal Form of the
Lord, in the created world of multifarious things and creatures. even as Prahh‘tda did. There was obviously no need,
in that case, for him to send emissaries to the Lord. here
and there, as he has been doing. And now, the Alvar
clariﬁes his stand; he pines for the Lord's extraordinary
Form of exquisite charm, wielding the sharp discus and the
white conch, the Lord‘s ‘Divya mangala vigraha ’, the
Supernal Form. It is for beholding this enthralling Form
of the Lord, even if it be but once, that the Alvin is pouring
out his heart. Did not Arjuna insist, after beholding the
Lord’s Vis‘varﬁpa’ (the breath taking Cosmic Form of formidable dimensions) that He be seen as the lovely Krsna, as
before, with just four arms. as against the thousands shown
to him?
mannum vinnurn mak'la, kural ay, valam kiltti,
mannum vinnum k-mlﬁﬂ. maya ammﬁné!
nanni unal nan kantu, ukzntu, kﬁttata,
nanni, orunal ﬁalattﬁté natavayé.

(VI—9—2)

Translation
Oh, wondrous Lord, as the midget (Vamana), your bewitching
Form,
The whole Universe did enjoy, you did (from Bali) take
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All the worlds; for a day at least, do unto this land come,
So that I dance around, under the magic spell of your walk.
Note
Unto the Alvar who invited the Lord to come down here
and exhibit His superb Form, the Lord would appear to
have told that He would rather comply with the Alvar‘s
request after lifting him up to Heaven, in due course. But
the Alvar insists that He, who displayed His exquisite Form
to Asuras like Maha Bali, shouldn’t hesitate to respond
to his (Alvar’s) devout call and regale him, right here.
halattﬁté natantum, ningum, kitantu, irunturn,
calap pala nal ukarntoru, uyirkal kappané!
kolat tiru ma makalotu unnaik kﬁtaté,
calap pala nil, atiyén innum talarvéno?

(VI—9—3)

‘I‘ranslation

Oh, Lord, in every
And succour Your
Assuming postures
From you and Your

age You did on Earth incarnate
subjects for thousands of years,
many; Still, should I for long be apart
consort Divine and languish, right here?

Note
The Alvar rightly questions the Lord who incarnated, in
many ways and on many occasions, to succour His devotees,
whether He cannot incarnate once more, for his sake. As,
Sri Rama, the Lord walked through the depopulated forests
Where very few could enjoy His entrancing gait. And now,
why should He not walk in front of the Alvin, yearning to
behold His majestic gait, at least once in a way?

talarntum murintum, cakata acurar utal vérip
pilantu viya, tiruk kil anta perurnanél
kilamtu piraman, civan, intiran, vinnavar cﬁla,
vilanka, orunal kéna varéy-vinmité.
Translation
Oh, Lord, Your mighty feet dashed to pieces
The demon in the cart-wheel; appear at least once

(VI—94)
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Up in the sky along with Piramag. Civan and other Devas
that I may enjoy the sight of your grand galaxy.

So

Note
The Lord‘s feet afford protectionnot only to us all. His subjects,
but to the Lord, as well. Baby Krsna was fast asleep in the
cart, an improvised cradle. when a demon entered the cartwheel. The Babe cried for milk and the legs kicked violently
against the wheel. shattering the demon to pieces. Therefore it is, the text in this song (original) contains a phrase
(Tirukkalanta Peruman) which denotes that the Lord got
many a thing accomplished through His feet. It should
indeed not be difﬁcult for the Lord to concede the Alvar‘s
request, as impediments, if any, could easily be overcome
by the Lord's feet.

vinmitu iruppay! malaimel nirpiy! katal cérppay!
manmitu ulalvéy! ivatgul enkum mataintu uraivéy!
en mitu iyanga punga antattﬁy! enatu aviulmItu iti, uruk kittaté olippayo?

(VI—9—5)

Translation
Oh, Lord. (in Your transcendent glory) You stay in High
Heaven.
Stand do You in Mount (Tiruvénkatam, in Your Iconic Form),
You recline on the Milk-ocean and on Earth You‘d roam
(In Your Incarnate Forms); invisible You’d remain
Inside all things and beings. innumerable are the regions far
beyond,
Which You pervade; should you hide yourself after stimulating
my mind?
Notes

of the Lord, namely,
‘
Vyﬁha ’, ‘ Vibhava ’,
Antaryami ‘ and
‘Arca’ are set out here. The ‘ Vyuha’ denotes the
Lord’s seat of creative activity, namely, the Milk-ocean;
all the other aspects have been indicated in the verse
itself, within brackets.

(i) The ﬁve different manifestations
‘

Para

’,

‘
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(ii) The Alvar longs for the external perception

of the Lord

inside, in His ‘Divya Mangala Vigraha’
Form of exquisite charm).
pay or ati vaittu, atan kilp paravai nilam ellam
tay, or atiyal ella ulakum tatavanta
mayog! unnaik kanpan varunti, enainalum
tiyotu utancér melukay, ulakil tiriveno?

(exclusive

(VT—9—6)

Translation
My wondrous Lord. encompass You did, in just one pace,
The entire land by oceans surrounded and by another
Pervaded all the regions above; in vain do I bother
To behold You, how long more should I in this world suffer
Like wax close to ﬁre ere we come face to face?
Note
There was a time when the Lord was after the Alvar, trying
to reclaim the errant soul, straying away from Him and
eluding His grasp. But'now, it is the other way round;
the Alvar is madly after the Lord. Who is eluding him.
The Alvar’s plight is hke that of the wax close to ﬁre, as
distinguished from wax actually placed on ﬁre, neither
dead nor alive, in the true sense.
ulakil tiriyum karuma kati ay, ulakam ay,
ulakukke or uyirurn array! pura antattu
alakil polinta ticai pattu aya aruvéyol
alakil polinta arivilénukku aruléyé.

(VI—9—7)

Translation
My Lord, You are the Super-Soul of both the visible and the
invisible,
The acts and the performers in all the worlds besides the souls
innumerable
In the regions afar, the released souls whose knowledge per—
meates
Ten directions; shed unto me, with failings innumerable, Your
sweet grace.
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Notes
The sentient beings (intelligent souls, embodied) and the
non-sentient matter, which constitute the worlds, form the
body of God and they are inseparably related to Him, as
attributes are to a substance, body to the soul.
Whosoever performs acts as the means for securing certain
objectives, owes the very performance of those acts to the
Lord who endowed them with body and limbs but for which
they can’t function in the manner they are doing. And then,
the reward due, in respect of such performance, is also made
by Him.
arivilénukku arulay, arivar uyir may!
veri kol coti mﬁrtti! atiyen netumale!
kiriceytu, ennaip purattittu, innam ketuppayopiritu onru ariya atiyén avi tikaikkavé?

(VI—9—8)

Translation
Oh, Lord, in the gnostics your very Soul You ﬁnd,
Your Form resplendent is full of fragrance, unto me You bear
Inordinate love, Your grace on this ignoramus please do confer,

I look upon You as my Sole Refuge, pray do not confound;
To put me astray thro’ some mischief, do You still intend?
Note
In the preceding song, the Alvér invoked the Lord’s grace and
yet, the Lotd did not condescend to come unto him. The
Alvar grows sceptical about the Lord’s intentions whether
He still tries to confound him and unsettle his ﬁrm conviction that the Lord’s lovely feet constitute his sole Refuge,
making him slip back to his old ways.
avi tikaikka, aivar kumaikkum cirrigpam
paviyégaip pala ni kittip patuppayo?
tavi vaiyam konta tatam tamaraikatké
kﬁvik kollum kalarn innam kurukato?

(VI—9—9)
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Translation
My Lord, won‘t you cut out the interval and in Heaven bind
Me unto Your lotus feet large which spanned the worlds
Or do You intend to ﬁnish this sinner OH and confound my
mind,
Keeping me unto petty pleasures of the senses ﬁve exposed?

Notes
(i) The Alvar prays unto the Lord that He need no longer
persevere in the dangerous experiment of keeping him
in this land of nescience, where the senses have free
play. Nampillai, in his unique diction, would put it,
as a preamble to this song, the Alvar telling the Lord,
“ You ask me what mischief You have played unto me;
let me tell You that Your exposing me to the vagaries
of the senses is the farthest limit up to which Your
mischief can go. I very Well knew, the day You put me
in this harrowing world, You actually buried me alive
and put spadefuls of earth on top”.
(ii) When Naﬁclyar was at the bed side of ailing Tirukkurukaippiran Pillan (one of the commentators of Tiruvaymoli), the latter was heard repeating the last line of
this song (as in the original text), “ Will not the ﬁnal
call from Heaven come quick?". Naﬁclyar started
sobbing, on hearing this, pained by the thought of the
master passing away from their midst. The illustrious
Pillan, however, called the Ciyar to order. asking him,
“What indeed moves you thus, to tears? Do you
really think that the Heavenly bliss is inferior to our
sojourn here?”
kuruka, nila, irutikﬁta enai ﬁll
cituka, peruka, alavu il inpam cérntalum,
maru kal inri, mayor)! unakké alakum
ciru kalattai urumo anté! teriyilé?

(VI—9—10)

Translation

0h, wondrous Lord, the so—called bliss, in disembodied state
On ﬁnal emancipation, is no doubt eternal and changeless at
any time.
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But, alas! can it ever match the bliss of service at Your feet
Even if it be but once and that, rnly for a shon‘. time?
Note
Reference to the petty pleasures, prompted by the ﬁve senses,
was made by the Alvar in the last song. This would appear
to have raised a doubt in the Lord‘s mind whether or not
the Alvar eschewed the ‘ Kaivalya Moksa ’, which was everlasting, undergoing no modiﬁcation, at any time. The
Alvar, therefore, hastens to clarify his stand in this regard,
as well. The so-called bliss of enjoying one’s own self
endlessly, in the disembodied state, is hardly worth a day‘s
purchase. It cannot stand any comparison with the bliss
of rendering service at the Lord’s feet, even if it be for a
short while.

terital, ninaital, ennal akat tirumalukku
uriya tontar tontar tontan catakopan
teriyac conga 6r ayirattul ip pattum
uriya tontar altlcum, ulakam untarké.

(Vl—9—l l)

Translation
Those that learn these songs ten
Out of the profound thousand, composed by Catakopan,
The vassal of the vassals ’ vassals, the eternal Servants
Of Tirumal Whom mere learning or contemplation
Or meditation cannot gauge, will become the exclusive servants
0f the Lord Supreme, Who did all the worlds gulp down.
Note
The Lord is, no doubt, to be realised through learning, contemplation and meditation but all these, by themselves, will be
of no avail, unless accompanied by deep love for Him. The
Alvar plunges himself down to the bottom-most depth of
service, like unto the extremely thirsty diving into the deep
pocket of water in the river bed. This is the only way by
which he could ward off the postures of the worldlings on
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the one hand, and the intensity of his longing for communion
with the Lord, on the other. In this very vein, the Alvar
spells out the beneﬁt accruing from the recital of the songs
in this decad, namely, getting absorbed in the intimate
service of the Supreme Lord.

Sixth Centum—Tenth Decad (VI-10)
(Ulakam unta Peruvﬁyi)
Preamble

In the last decad, the Alvin voiced forth, in deep anguish, his
inordinate longing for communion with the Lord, so as to be
audible to Him, right in Heaven. And yet, there has been no
response from the Lord and the Alvar is, therefore, in a state of
extreme mental distress and physical debility. He is, hOWever,
quick to realise that the Lord stands enshrined in holy Tiruvenkatam
‘
(Andhra Pradesh), the common meeting ground of the Nitya
the
Samsaris’
Heroes
in
Heaven),
‘Nitya
Siris’ (Eternal
(worldlings),
birds and beasts. At this holy centre, the Alvar seeks refuge at
the feet of the Lord through the good oﬂices of the Divine Mother,
inseparably poised on His Winsome chest, voicing forth his sole
dependence on Him. In the ﬁrst nine songs of this decad, the Alvin
dwells upon the glory and grandeur of the Lord, the Great Saviour,
and, in the tenth, he surrenders at His feet, the Sole Refuge. No
doubt, the Alvin had surrendered himself earlier also at the feet of
the Lord, enshrined in other Pilgrim centres, of. IV-9, V-7 and V-S,
but there is as much difference between those and the one currently
resorted to, as between ‘ Tirurnantram ’ and ‘Dvayam’. While the
holy conjunction of Mahalaksmi, the Divine Mother and the Lord
is but implicit in the former, it is explicit in the latter, as in this
decad, vide tenth song.
ulakam unta peruvaya! ulappu il kirtti ammanE!
nilavum cutar cﬁl oli mﬁrtti! netiyéy! atiyén er uyiré!
tilatam ulakukku ay ninra tiruvenkatattu em permigé!
Rule to] atiyEn una patam kﬁtum iru knme.
(VI—10—1)
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Translation
My Lord at Tiruvénkatam, the bright vermilion mark on Cosmos‘ face!
With Your mammoth mouth You gulped down the whole
Universe
And thus retrieving it, gained peerless fame;
Of supernal form resplendent, Thou art Supreme,
Dearest unto me, Your humble vassal from generations,
To attain Your feet, Your grace I invoke with veneration.
Notes

that he should be enabled to enjoy the
beatiﬁc bliss, in close proximity to the Lord at
Tirqunkatam. The Alvar’s grief. in not being able to
get at the Lord's feet, calls tor the same attention on
HIS part, as the great deluge when He did sustain all
the worlds. with their contents. inside His stomach.
All that fame. He derived by that great gesture, will
be totally nulliﬁed in case He didn't relieve the Alvar’s
distress.

(l) The Alvar prays

(ii) The great Saviour is indeed large-mouthed, as the Alvin
puts it. Pledged to protect the supplicants who seek
refuge in Him, He goes the whole hog out and still
does not feel satisﬁed that He has done enough for them,
as in the case of Draupati-nn insatiable lnmger for
protecting those who sack protection. At His bidding,
enemies turn friends. A serpent, named Sumukha,
sought Lord Krsna’s refuge and protection against the
fearful raids of Garuda, the tribal enemy of the serpent
race. The Lord vouchsafed protection to Sumukha,
invited Garuda and consigned the former to the latter’s
care. Garuda, the inveterate enemy, had thus to lay
aside his racial enmity and befriend Sumukht't; the
erstwhile oppressor becomes the protector, oh. how
potent is the Lord’s will!
kﬁru ay, ni_ru ay, nilan aki, kotu val acurar kulam ellam
eriyum tiru némi valava! teyvak komané!
céru a1- cunait tamarai centI malarum tirquﬁkatattané!
(VI—lO—Z)
are anpil atiyén ur_1 aticer vannam arulayé.
eirz't
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Translation
in Tiruvénkatam in whose cloddy
ponds
The lotus blossoms ﬁery red and holding in Your right hand,
The hissing discus eﬁulgent, which cut. burnt and razed to the
ground
Hordes of monstrous Riksasas, pray shed Your grace SWeet
Unto me of limitless love, to enable me to attain Your feet.

0h, Supreme Lord, residing

Notes
(i) The Alvar prays unto the Lord holding the discus, the
great destroyer of all enemies, to destroy his enemies

also and take him unto His lovely feet. so that His stay
on mount Tiruvenkatarn could indeed be fruitful.

(ii) The Alvér’s God-love is an inexhaustible fountain which
won't dry up even if the ponds in Tiruvénkatam went
dry; that is because all that knowledge, which blossomed

into intellectual love of God, was dowered on him by the
Lord Himself. (I—I—l).

vannam marul kol ani mékavanna! maya ammané!
ennarn pulruntu tittikkum amuté! imaiyor atipatiyé!
tel nal aruvi mani p013 muttu alaikkum tiruvénkatatténé!
annalé! un ati cEra, atiyérku as! ennayé.
(VI-lo—3)
Translation

of Celestials, beaming in Tiruvérlkatam, whose cascades clear and lovely,
Bring in rubies, gold and pearls in plenty,
0f wondrous traits, my cloud-hued Sire! grace personiﬁed You
are,
My heart you do sweeten as you enter,
Take pity on me and let me your feet attain, my Master!
Oh. Lord

Note
The Lord at Tiruvenkatam is the very embodiment of grace;
He, who imparted unalloyed knowledge to the Alvin,
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resulting in his single-minded devotion to the Lord.
should also help him to attain His feet. This is the humble
submission ofthe Alvar.

as! ennatu ulakattai alaikkum acurar val-nalmél
ti vay vali malai polinta cilaiya! tiru ma makzl kélva!
téva! curarkal, muuikkanar'ikal virumpum tiruvénkatattanél
pﬁ t'tr kalalkal aruvinaiyEn poruntuméru punaréyé. (VI—10—4)
Translation
Oh, Tirumamakal‘s Spouse Divine. residing in Tiruvéﬁkaiam,
Adored bysages and Celestials, in strength. arrows spitting ﬁre,
You, great Archer. did on the unrelenting Acurar shower,
Teach this sinner dire how to attain Your ﬂorid feet. my
Sanctum.
Notes
(i) The Alvar tells the Lord that none of the means, outlined
in the Sastras for attaining His feet, has been of any avail

to him and that He should, therefore, teach him yet
another way, implying thereby that, for him. the Lord
should at once be the ‘ Means’ and the ‘End ‘. the
path and the goal.
A disciple of Naﬁciyar caused him great mental pain by
questioning the need for the act of Surrender to God
(plainly indicative of something done, out of one’s
own free will), if God is our only Means of salvation
and there is nothing for us to do. It is a pity, the
‘
questioner did not receive the sacred truth of Prapatti ',
resignation to God, in good faith and failed to appreciate the spirit underlying it. namely, our free-will
inclining to God’s grace is itself due to His grace.
Naﬁciyar regretted very much that he should have
passed on to the questioner (not truly responsive) this
sacred truth, handed down, as a holy legacy, through
an unbroken succession of preceptors. Smiting his
palm against his forehead, he retired to his private
chamber, moved with pity and sorrow at the obduracy of
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men‘s hearts in not receiving and understanding such
sacred truths, in their proper perspective.
(ii) Unrelenting Acurar: The Asuras are the ungodly,

who

inﬂict miseries on their fellow-beings. The great
Naﬁciyar taught his disciples to distinguish the Godly
from the otherwise, as follows: We may console ourselves as related to God, if our hearts are moved with
compassion when any ill befalls others; if, on the other
hand, we gloat over others’ miseries, surely, we are cast
away from Him.

punara ninra maram El anru eytu oru vil valava! 6!
punar Ey ninra maram irantin natqu pona mutalva! 6!
tinar ar mekam enak kali_ru cérum tiruvénkatattané!
tinar ﬁr carnkattu una patam cérvatu atiyén, ennalé? (VI—lO-S)
Translation
Thou art the unique Archer, Whose shaft once sped
Sal trees seven huddled together,
The Primate Who ‘ twixt the twin (Manda) trees crawled,
And art now in Tiruvénkatam where elephants do gather,
Akin to dense clouds; My Lord. wielding the bow mighty,
When shall this vassal reach Thy feet doughty?
'I‘hro’ the

Notes

appear to have told the Alvar that He
was surely taking him to His abode in Heaven; the
expectant Alvar is, however, not satisﬁed with a general
assurance of this kind and insists that a date be set for
the consummation.

(i) The Lord would

(ii)

It can be both ways, namely, elephants gathering like
clouds and clouds gathering like elephants, in that holy
mountain. The Lord, enshrined there, is Himself
referred to, as the cloud adorning the crest of Venkatadri
(Mount Tiruvénkatam)—“ Sri Venkatidri sikharilaya
Kalam::kharh ”. Saint Tirumankai Alvir also refers
to the Lord at Tiruvénkatamas the Elephant, adorning
the North.
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(iii) The mighty bow in the Lord‘s hand is quite reassuring and
the Alvar is. therefore, sanguine of attaining to His feet.
All that He wants now is that the Lord should graciously
specify the point of time at which he would be lifted up.
ennz'ilé nam man alanta inait tamaraikal kanpatarku enru,
ennalurn ninru hnaiyérkal étti, iraiﬁci inam igamay
meyn n21 manattal valip-atu ceyyum tiruveﬁkatatlané!
meyn nan eyti, en rial ur_1 atikkan atiyén mEvuvaté? (VI—10—6)

Translation
Enshrined in Tiruvénkatarn where do wait reverently, days on
end,
Groups of Celestials, to worship Your lotus feet, the pair that
spanned
The Universe, and meditate on You by word, deed and thought,
Oh, Lord! when shall this vassal, in reality, attain Your feet?
Note
There was indeed no need for the Lord to set a date for His
union with the Alvar, as desired by him, in the preceding
song; he could very well enjoy that bliss, right here, at Tiruvénkatam, where even ‘ Nitya Suris ’ come down from Heaven
and worship. And so, he would not like to miss that bliss,
near at hand.
atiyén mévi amarkinra amuté! imaiyor atipatiyé!
kotiya atu pul utaiyané! kolak kanivéyp perumané!
ceti ar vinaikal tir maruntE! tiruvéﬁkatattu em perumanél
noti at polutum ur_1a patam kana nélatu, arréné! (VI-10-7)
Translation
You are the Nectar, by this vassal enjoyed, Oh, Lord of
Celestials,
On Your banner is Garuda Who the enemies burns out, for
dense ills
You are the panacea, Oh, Lord at Tiruvénkatam, Your lips
attractive
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Like unto lovely fruit, I am eager to behold; I am indeed restive,
Brooking no delay, not a trice, in worshipping Your feet,
Although I have to my credit no special rite.
Notes
(i)

It is the insatiable Nectar, deeply imbedded in the mind of
the Alvar, that he hastens to behold physically. All this
ﬂutter, on his part, is not because of any misgiving
regarding the attainment of the goal but because of his
inability to brook the delay in getting at it, overwhelmed by its grandeur.

(ii) ‘The Nectar by this vassal enjoyed '. is yet another addition

to the long list of the Lord‘s holy names, similar to the
one coined by the Alvar earlier, ‘The One in me
mingled’, vide H-5-2. The Nectar, enjoyed by the
Alvér, is indeed far superior to the one said to have been
enjoyed by the Devas, a mere salt extract, in comparison
to the current enjoyment of the Alvér, and, for the
matter of that, the Alvar’s manner of enjoyment is
unique, by-no-rneans comparable with that of others.

per the text in the original) is being chanted
by the devout while making oﬂ‘erings of dishes to the
Lord, as part of worship, as ordained by Sri Parasara
Bhattar.

(iii) This song (as

nolzitu {lg-En una patam kana enru, nun unarvin
nil ar kantattu ammanurn, nirai nanmukanum, intiranumeel Ey kannar palar cula-virumpum tiruvenkatattanel

milay mayakki, atiyenpal vantéy pole varayE.

(VI-IO—B)

Translation
My Lord, dwelling in Tiruvénkatam, unto you do resort
The revered blue-necked Sire Siva) of intelligence acute,
Nanmukan, of knowledge consummate, and Intirar), saying
that inadequate
Is their equipment to worship Your feet and with their consorts
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Of bewitching looks, they eagerly serve You; pray do appear
Before this dependant, as did the entrancing Kantian before
His parents dear.

Note
Apprehending the possibility of the Lord keeping aloof, in
view of the inadequacy, rather. absence of any equipment,
worth the name, in the Alvin referred to by him already. in
the preceding song, he now claims parity. in this
regard, with those in the higher echelons. Even the Celestials, at the top, suffer from inadequacy in this respect,
despite their massive learning. acute intellect and great
prowess. Still, they do come down to Tiruvénkatam, along
with their consorts. to serve the Lord. with great zeal.
vantay pole varatay! varatay p61 varuvane!
centamarailc kan, cenkani vay, mil to! amute! enatu uyiré!
cintamanikal pakar allaip pakal cey tivuvénkatattanél
antol atiyen una patam aknlakillén, iraiyumé.
(VI—lO—9)
Translation
Oh, Lord at Tiruvénkatam, where gems of unique sheen
Make the night shine like day, You are seemingly near, yet far,
But when (in despair), You seem afar, You draw near;
With lotus eyes red, lips like ripe fruit, Your Form nectarean,
With shoulders four, is unto me dearest; from Your feet,
Alas! this humble lover cannot, for a moment, be apart.
Notes

Mount
or those embedded in the Jewels on the Lord‘s person.

(i) The gems could refer either to those in the sacred

of the Lord was so full and
complete that he could easily mistake it for physical
perception, in three dimensions; when, out of deep
yearning, he held out his arms for embracing the Lord,
he would be disillusioned, rather extremely disappointed.
Again. at a time, when the Alvar would not have the
faintest hope of enjoying the Lord’s vision, the 10rd

(ii) The Alvar’s mental vision
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would suddenly present Himself before his mind’s
eye. As a matter of fact, we have witnessed such
ﬂuctuations and vicissitudes, all along.
akalakillén iraiyum emu alarmél mankai urai marpa!
nikar il pukalay! ulakam mugru utaiyay! ennai alvénEl
nikar il amarar, mugiklcanahkal virumpum tiruvénkatattanél
pukal 013:1! illé atiyEn ur_1 atikki! amarntu pukuntené.
(VI—IO—IO)

Translation

0h. Resident of Tiruvénkatam, reverently sought by the peerless
Amarars
And sages in their bunches, on Your Winsome chest inheres
The Divine Mother who from a ﬂower emerged, ever saying

that
From You she shall not for a moment be apart;
Of incomparable glory, You are the Lord of all the three worlds,
And at Your feet lovely, this vassal squarely takes refuge, with
no other hold.
Notes

the Lord’s
greatness and grandeur and also gave vent to his deep
yearning to get at Him. And now, he takes refuge at
the Lord’s feet, seeking the good ofﬁces of the Divine
Mother, ever present on the Lord’s chest, so as to
accelerate his union with the Lord. While doing so.
he gives expression to his abject destitution and exclusive dependence on the Lord. It has to be noted that
the Alvin is still seated in lotus pose, inside the hollow
of the tamarined tree at Tirunakari. 0f the three types
of ‘ Prapatti ’, surrender to the Lord‘s loving grace, by
word, deed or thought, this one falls under the ﬁrst
category, ‘vacika’ (Aﬁjali, parami mudré, ksiprath
Devaprasidini).

(i) In the preceding nine songs, the Alvar described

(ii) The Divine Mother, Laksmi, the lotus-born, is inseparably
poised on the Lord’s chest and yet, why should she keep
utteringthe words, “From you, I shall not, for a moment,
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be apart”? As the saying goes, "‘ A thing is too good
to last long ”. No wonder, in the exuberance of her
enjoyment of the Lord’s nectarean person, the Mother is.
side by side, haunted by the fear of getting dislodged
from this exhilarating milieu and hence, her constant
submission, as above.
atikkil amarntu pukuntu, atiyir, valmin enru enru aml kotukkum
patilc kél illap perumanaip palanak kurulcurc catakopan
mutippan conga ayirattut tiruvénkatattuklm ivai pattum
pitittar pitittar virriruntu periya vanul nilavuvaré. (VI—IO—ll)
Translation
Those that recite or listen to these songs ten,
Which unto holy Tiruvénkatam pertain,
Out of the thousand sung by Kurukir Catakopan
To cut out worldly ties, in swoet adoration
Of the peerless Lord, Who His feet exhibits for ever,
Exhorting the devotees to take refuge therein,
Will in High Heaven for ever remain.
Notes
by Saint Nammélvar,
stung by the severe fright of the worldly distractions
and the mischief of the unruly senses, in order to cut out
the worldly ties, vide also VI-9-9.

(i) The thousand songs were sung

(ii) These ten songs are made over to Tiruvénkatam, out of
the thousand, meant, as a whole, to adore Lord Kanganatha, enshrined in the walled city of Srirangam.

at Tiruvénkatam stands in a unique pose, His
right hand pointing to the danling feet below, to show
that there and there alone lies our salvation. It is worth
recalling, in this context, sloka 110 of the ﬁrst centum,
in Sri Parasara Bhattar’s Sﬁ Rangarija Stavam,
”
“Kiritarh Sri Range sayithuh
Itis said that, in His reclining posture, Lord Ranganétha

(iii) The Lord

......................
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is touching the crown on His head with one hand, while
the other hand, stretching down to His knee, points
to His lotus feet; the former proclaims His overlordship, the supreme sovereignty over Brahma. Siva and
all else, while the latter reveals His easy accessibility,
offering His lotus feet, as the sole Refuge of His devotees.

THE CENTUM IN RETROSPECT
(DECAD—WISE SUMMARY)
(VI-l): In the opening decnd of this retttum, the LOrd seeks out the Lord,
in His worshippable Form at Tiruvanvantnr (in Kerala State). Being too
feeble to reach that place, the Alvar. Once again transformed as the NAyaki,
in a forlorn state. sends some birds and bees to convey her message to the Lord,
in His Incarnate Ferm (a gathered from the tenth song of this decad), invoking
His pledge to extend protection to His devotees;
(This is the second of the four decads in the whole work, where the Alvin
(transformed as Nityaki) sends emissaries to the Lord at various destinations,
to convey her message [0 Him; the earlier one Is 1-4 and the later ones are Vl-8
and lX-7).
(VI-2) : In response to the message sent, as in the opening decad, the
Lord eventually presents Himself before the Nayaki who is, however, seen,
in the second decnd, resenting His delayed appearance. With the characteristic
femininejealousy and rancour, the Nayaki arraigns the Lord for having apparently strayed elseWhere, making love to the damsels of His special preference,
and asks Him to go back to them. This is virtually a re-enactment of KrsnaGopis episode of Srimad Bhagavatam; the rancour of the overzealous Gopis
would obviously not last long. being but an interim facet of connubial
relationship, culminating in the reunion of the all—conquering lover and
His beloveds;
—

(VI-3) : The Saint keeps musing over the superior might of the Lord, in
having got him round, despite his stout resolve not to have anything to do with
that malingering defaulter, any more. The Lord reveals to the Alvar His
extraordinary capacity for achieving the impossible and reconciling the
incompatibles besides the glorious Iconic Form in which He stays in Timvinnakar (in Tamil Nadu, near Tiruldtutantai, already covered in V-B).
The Alvar recounts his current experience, in the third decad;
(VI-4) : His erstwhile emotional break-down and exhaustion having yielded
place to exhilaration, we see the Alvin recounting, in the fourth decad, the
Lord's glorious deeds and activities besides giving vent to his extraordinary
joy, resulting from such recital cum contemplation. The Alva: concludes
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each song, in this decad, by showering on himself praises like “ There is none
equal to me in all the land ”, “ There is none above me " etc., expressions of
an ecstatic mind, dissolved in God-love;
(VI-5 I : In the ﬁfth demd, the Nayald’s (Alvar’s) mates tell the elderly
women around about the profusion of the Nayaki’s love unto the Lord,
enshrined in Tolaivillimankalam (deep south in Tamil Nadu). The mates
keep guessing whether the Nayaki could be but Nappinnai (Lord Krsna's
favourite Consort) reborn or an Incarnation of Mother Earth, full of grace
or Mahﬁlaksmi Herself;
(VI-6) : The gnostic mother speaks out, in the sixth decad, the desperate
condition of her iovelom daughter (Alvar); the manner in which the latter is
dwindling down, losing, one by one, her feminine charms and embellishments.
As the Nayaki meditates on the wondrous deeds performed by the Lord in
each of His various incarnations and the special traits, then exhibited by Him,
she goes into raptures and her body thaws down and dwindles;
(VI-7) : The mother continues her narration—in the seventh decad also.
voicing forth the Nayaki’s extraordinary devotion to the Lord at Tirukkoltlr
( a pilgrim centre, also deep south, in Tamil Nadu), her inordinate longing for
incessmt communion with Him;

(VI-8) : The Niyaki, who set out for the coveted Tirukkolur, could not
reach the place, bogged down, en route, due to her intense God-love; stranded
half-way through, she sends messages through birds etc., as in the eighth decad,
to the Lord in His ‘ Para ’ (transcendent) and ‘ Antaryimi ’ (hidden form as
Internal Controller of all beings), invoking His trait of‘ aikarasya ' (feeling of
oneness with His devotees);
(This is the third decad of this pattern, the earlier ones being 1-4 and
VI-] ; one more, namely, IX-7 will follow).
(VI-9) : His errands, as in the eighth decad, not having evoked the desired
response, the Kiwi: raises, in the ninth decad, his own clarion call of deep yeaming, reaching the very heaven, with robust faith in the fruition of his full-throated
call for deliverance;
(VI-10) : In the ninth decad, the Alvﬁr voiced forth, in deep anguish, his
inordinate longing for communion with the Lord, so as to be audible to Him,
right in the high Heaven. And yet, there has been no response from the Lord,
reducing the Alvir to a, state of extreme mental distress and physical debility.
Heis, however, quick to realise that the Lord stays, in His worshippable Form.
in holy Tiruvénkatam (Andhra Pradesh), the common meeting ground of
‘Nitya Suris' (ever-free angels in Heaven), the ‘Samsaris’ (WorldlingS) on
Earth, birds and beasts. In the ﬁrst nine songs of the concluding cenrum of thirdecad, the Alvin: dwells upon the glory and grandeur of the Lord, the great
Saviour and, in the tenth, he seeks refuge at the feet of the Lord, through the
good ofﬁces of Laksmi, the Divine Mother, inseparably poised on His Winsome
chest, voicing farth his sole dependence on Him.
T—ZO

BOOK VII
Seventh Centum--~~First Decad (VII-1)
(Ul niliviya)
Preamble
In Bhagavad Gita (VII-l4), the Lord statedthat those who take
refuge in Him alone can get beyond Maya (Prakrti). Then and then
’
‘
only, the Prakrti helps towards liberation instead of hindering
by concealing the real nature of the Lord. The net woven around
each individual soul by the Almighty Lord, in the light of past
Karma, has to be disentangled by Him alone, seeing that we are
much-too-feeble and cannot disentangle even the nest built by a
frail bird, in the manner it does. Only He can undo this bondage
of ours, when we clasp His holy feet as the Sole Saviour. It was
against this background that the Alvar sought refuge at the feet
of the Lord at Tiruvénkatam in VI-lO-IO. But then, it didn’t
yield the desired result immediately. Why was it so?
Who indeed can question the love and integrity of Bharata
who did ‘Prapatti’ (surrender) unto Sn Rama, begging of Him
to get back to Ayodhya and take up the reins of the Kingdom?
Why did Bharat's surrender not meet with quick response? Well,
the Rshis of Dandakaranya had surrendered unto Rama earlier
and He had promised them succour from the depredations of the
Raksasas. Bound by this earlier commitment, Sri Rama could
not obviously comply with Bharata’s request. Even so, some would
appear to have surrendered unto the Lord prior to the point of time
at which the Alvar did ‘Prapatti ', praying that they be blest with
hymns par excellence for their uplift. As a matter of fact, the
clue to this kind of inference can be had in X-7-5 which indimtes
the root-cause for the emergence of Tiruvaymoli, as such. That
crucial stanza brings out: The sages met at a conclave and decided
that they should pray unto the Lord for the birth of a work of this
kind, which will do adequate justice in bringing out the Lord’s
inherent nature, form, attributes, wealth and deeds. This was
again due to the fact that they found the Sanskrit Vedantas
(upanisads), meant to expatiate on the Lord’s greatness and
grandeur, lagging far behind and retreating, admitting defeat‘
yato vaco nivartante ’. The Lord Himself sang the Tiruvaymoli
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through Saint Nammilvar as His mouthpiece. Once Tiruvaymoli
came into being. the sages found it had done full Justice to their
cherished objectives and fully covered the various facets of the
Lord, enumerated above, with the result that they very much wished
that the Lord had still more attributes, treasures etc., so that they
can have another work of such excellence, a complete reversal of
their attitude towards the Upanisads.
And so, it is clear that the Lord deliberately delayed the consummation of the Alvar’s ‘ Prapatti ’ so as to get all the 1102 hymns
from his sweet lips, the full length of this splendid treatise which
would have otherwise remained truncated.
In this decad, the Alvin follows up the trend of thought as in

VI-9-9 where he dreaded the mischief of the senses and the frightful

possibility of his going astray in the event of the prolongation
of his stay in this abode. It might, hOWever, be questioned why the
Alvir, who was well beyond the mischief of the senses, having taken
a deep plunge into the ocean of divine consciousness, should dread
in this manner. For this, the River has himself provided the ans“ er.
This land is notorious for its corrupting inﬂuence, bringing within
its dirty pale even the ‘ Nitya Sﬁris ’, the Attendants in
close proximity to the Lord in Heaven, should they ever happen
to come on to this soil. Further, when a person sees the houses
all around, on ﬁre, he has got to apprehend the danger of his own
house catching ﬁre and safeguard it. A rope lying by the side of
an anti-hill, the hide-out of serpents, is easily mistaken for a
serpent. So also, the Alva: possessing a body like unto that of
the worldlings, grows apprehensive about himself, ﬁnding those
other persons dominated by the wayward senses.
ul nilaviya aivaral kumaitigi, ennai un patapankayam
nannilavakaiyé nalivan,inr_1umennukinray:
on Help peru mayanE! imaiyorkal Ettum ulakam mﬁnru utai
annalé! amutE! appané! ennai ﬁlvané!
(VII—l—l)
Translation
Oh, my nectarean Lord, Benefactor great, adored by Celestials,
Maya (Matter) of dimensions unlimited You have at Your
disposal,
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My Site. Master of all the worlds, do You intend this vassal
To be tormented by the senses ﬁve within, still,
So that I attain not Your lotus feet lovely?

Nuts
(i) The Alvar questions the propriety

of his being made a
prey to the senses haunting him from within, by being
kept still in this body by the Lord. Unlike the external
enemies who are quite visible and inﬂict injuries through
weapons etc., the ﬁve senses, constituting the hidden
enemies, torment the individual souls in ever so many
ways, a very pathetic and intolerable situation indeed.
But then, why should the Alvar blame the Lord for
this?

(ii)

Of the numerous names borne by the Lord, ‘ Hrsikeéa ’
is one; He is the Controller of the senses (Hrsikam),
Rsi Udanka approached Lord Krsna and queried him
thus: “Both kurus and Pandus are equal to Thee.
oh, Lord, and yet, you have caused the destruction of
the former while the treatment of the latter has been
quite the opposite. How can you be partial?” Lord
Kisna adduced many a reason for His preference for
one party as against the other and ended by pointing
out to the sage that Duryodhana and his party wete
found obstinately averse to all righteousness, despite
His indefatigable efforts to turn them from their evil
ways, the Kurus had a perversity of will which would
not listen to any persuasion and so on. The Rsi,
however, coolly retaliated, “But, my Lord, You
could certainly have predisposed them also for righteousness”.

(iii) The Alvar is indeed frightfully agitated as to why he
should be kept in this body, exposed to the vagaries of
the unruly senses, even after his taking refuge at the feet
of the Lord. A learned dissertation on the why and
wherefore of this posture can be found in ‘Srivacana

616
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Bhﬁsnnam’ where the illustrious Pillailokacarya has
admirably elucidated, as follows :
The ‘Pmpanna ', that is, a person who has surrendered
himself to the loving grace and protection of the Lord,
passes time in this world, between revelling in the glory
of God and His devotees and contemplation of his own
short-comings. Contemplation of his short-comings
incites fear of the dreadful possibility of prolongation
of the cycle of births and rebirths but the antidote for
this lies in recounting the Lord’s auspicious qualities
of love, mercy, etc., which at once dispels such fears.
If, on the other hand, he thought in terms of his
own spiritual equipment and advancement as sure
hopes for his salvation and tried thereby to get over
the fear in question, it would indeed be a case of virtue
defeating itself, a self-defeating virtue clouded by
conceit. Even as Saint Nammalvar has complained
in this song, Saint Tirumankai Alvar feels terribly
panicky about the forbidding prospect of the Lord
still condemning him to life inside the mother’s womb
and, on this account, feels insecure like the tree standing
on the fringe of a river, which could be uprooted any
moment by ﬂoods. This fear and the resultant
reproach from these Alvars, however, stem from their
intimate bonds with the Lord Whom they regard as
their Sole Sustainer. This is just like the child playing
in the streets, sustaining an injury at play, rushing home,
crying and beating the mother for her apparent slackness in preventing the injury. Apart from their eternal
and inviolable bond of relationship, the Lord is Omnipotent and could easily wipe off the malaise of His
subjects. And now, considering the relationship between the creatures and the Creator as between children
and Mother, it would appear as if God stands responsible
for everything that befalls the creatures. For instance,
if a child fell into a Well, they would hold the mother
as blameworthy for her failure to keep a watchful
eye on the child and prevent the occurrence. Had
she not permitted the child to walk up to the edge of
the well, the child would not have fallen into the Well.
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If non-removal of the child from the vicinity of the Well
could be construed as permission granted for its stay
there, it might as Well be argued that it is the same
permissive attitude of the Lord that is responsible for
the individual straying away from the Lord and getting
bogged down in the difﬁcult terrain of ’ Samséra'.
Well, this is not the case. Even as the consent of the
Individual to submit himself to the Lord’s protection
is not the cause of the benevolent protection eventually
extended by the Lord and it is His own redemptive
grace that matters, permission granted by the Lord for
the individual’s stay in ‘ Samsara ' is not responsible
for the latter’s downward trend. Actually, it is the
Lord’s command that the subjects should conform
to the dictates of the Sastras and work their way up to
Him. It is, therefore, but natural that He expects the
subjects to show due regard to the Sistraic decree
and injunctions and develop love for Him. In the
ﬁnal analysis hOWever, it turns out that the subjects
get stranded over here, enjoying the fruits of their own
‘
Karma ’ and it is only the Lord’s spontaneous grace
that pulls them out of the morass.
(iv) As stated in para 3, above, recounting the Lord’s
auspicious qualities of love, mercy etc. dispels one’s
fears. It is worth noting that in every song in this
decad the Alvin cries forth his fears in the ﬁrst two
lines (as per original text), while he dwells upon the
Lord’s glory and grandeur in the next two lines. As
Pillai TinmarayﬁrAraiyar put it, the ﬁrst two lines of
each song in this decad are like the outbursts of a child
right from the mouth of a tiger facing the Mother
in front (In the English rendering of the songs the
position is, however, reversed).
ennai alum van k6 or aintu ivai- peytu, irappakal motuunnai nan anuki vakai ceytu, potikantay:
[vittittu,
kannale! amuté! kér mukil vannané! katal-ﬁalam kékldnra
(VII—l—2)
minnu némiyinay! vinaiyénutai vétiyané!
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Trlulttion
My most delicious Nectar, Oh, cloud-hued Lord, You wield
The radiant discus which does the ocean-bound worlds shield
Well beyond this sinner's reach, You are by Vedas comprehended,
Me You have consigned to the senses ﬁve and their cruel sway
Day and night, and thus from You have kept me away.
Notes
(i) Alva; to the Lord: My Lord, why should You

at all
endow me with the refractory senses, which upset the
natural order of things and hold me in their cruel grip,
day and night? You are so far away that I can‘t even
cry out my woes to you. The natural order of things
would be: The individual soul is the vassal of the Lord,
the mind is subordinate to the individual and Ithe senses
are under the immediate control of the mind, the overall control of the mind and the senses vesting in the
Individual. But what is the position now? It is the
bottom-most member of the hierarchy that keeps the
top-most under its heels!

(ii) Lord to the Ailwir: Oh, Alvar, Why do you despise these

aneillaries which can be harnessed to the best possible
use? The cars can listen to discourses on Me, the
tongue can sing My praise, the eyes can behold Me and
My devotees, the nostrils can enjoy the sweet odour of
the sacred basil (tulaci) offered to Me and the body can
get locked in My SWeet embrace.
(iii) Allwir to the Lord: If the senses can subserve me in the
manner outlined by You, I would certainly love them
most. But, it is the other way round and they only
distract me from my single-minded devotion unto You
and hence my complaint about my continued stay in this
explosive setting. It is like Your presenting the fakedeer before Site and putting her into the hands of the
seven hundred odd Raksasis in Lenka, who teased and
tormented her.
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Lord to the ﬂvﬁr: In the untoward contingency of the
senses overpowering you, better let me know so that I
do apply the necessary remedies.

(v) zﬂrﬁr to the Lord: But then, my Lord, You are quite

out
of handandI am not in a position to lodge my complaint.
Had You not unravelled unto me Your glorious Form,
1 would jolly well like to be in the
company of the senses
unmindful of You. But now, Ijust dread every moment the mischief of the senses which might lead me
astray. And You keep Yourself away, out of sight,
as if You have to be comprehended only through the
Vedas instead of my enjoying You through direct perception!

vétiyénirkum aivaral vinaiyénai motuvittu, un tiruvatic
catiyavakai ni tatuttu, er_x peruti? antol
éti aki, akal-itam pataittu, untu, umilntu, katantu, itantitta
coti nil mutiyayl tontanén matucﬁtanané!
(VII—l—B)
Translation
Oh Lord, sporting the long crown radiant, the worlds You did
create
And gulped them down during deluge and later spat out,
You spanned them once and again, from deep waters, pulled

out;

Oh, Slayer of Matu, You did enthral me but then, shut me out
From Your lovely feet, ﬂocking me against the senses with no
respite,
Alas! this sinner knows not how, by this, You do proﬁt.
Notes

that the Brahmins should tend the
ritualistic (sacramental) ﬁre throughout life and
stipulate the morning and the evening as the periods
during which it should be done. The Alvar, however,
yearned to serve the lord all his life without any
intermission whatever. But what is happening? He is
cruelly dominated by the wayward senses without break.

(i) The Scriptures enjoin
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(it) The wondrous deeds of the Lord, mentioned in this
song reveal Him as the Benign Sustainer, but the question now is, why He does not play the same beneﬁcent
role, in the case of the Alvar also, without keeping
him under the terriﬁc clutches of the malignant senses.
cﬁtu nan agiyavakai cularri, or aivaraik kitti,ur_1 atip
potu nan anukévakai ceytu, potikantay:
yﬁtum yévarum inri nig akampal otukki, or iii!) nil ilai(VII—1—4)
mitu cér kulavi! vinaiyén vinaitir maruntél
Translation
As a mere Babe, You lay on a tender, ﬁg-leaf, oh, Lord,
And did in a corner of Your stomach all things and beings hold;
You are the drug that cures the ills of this sinner
And yet confounding me, You did put me into the snare ;
0f the senses ﬁve, on the sly, keeping me very far
From Your lotus feet, invisible and far off that You are.
Notes
The Alvir bitterly complains that:

from the mischief
of the senses and cured him of all his sins, has now
exposed him to the serious risk of slipping back to his
old ways;

(i) The Lord, who had weaned him away

(ii) The Lord has bewildered the Alvﬁr who was looking

upon His feet as the Sole Refuge, by bringing him once
again under the cruel spell of the ﬁve senses and
(iii) The Lord has kept aloof from him, lest He should have
to shed His grace on him, in case He stood beside him;
as a matter of fact, he would have put up with
any amount of torture by the senses, if only the Lord
could be visualised by him, all the time.

tir maruntu inri, aintu noy atum cekkil ittut tirikkum aivarai
nEr marunku utaitta ataittn, nekilppén okkinréy:
5r maruntu ini akuvér-atal ali Enti, acurar van kulam
vér marunku aruttéy! vinnula'u: perumané? 6!
(VII—l-S)
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Translation
Oh, Lord of Celestials, You have cut out, root and branch,
The mighty hordes of Acurar, with Your discus radiant;
Into the grinding mill where the sense-organs will crunch
Me under the impact of the senses ﬁve, with no way out,
You have pushed me, it looks as if your hold on me
You are loosening. Who indeed will hereafter my elixir be?
Notes

the ﬁve senses
are ever active with the relative activities and their
ramiﬁcations leaving no chance for the soul to thrive,
crushing it beyond recognition and making redemption
By putting
impossible, even by the omnipotent Lord.
it down as an incurable state of affairs, the Alvér only
stresses the severity of the impact of the senses, like
unto the young warrior (Abhimanyu, the great hero of
Mahabharata) caught up inextricably in the enemy
camp amidst doyens and super-doyens of warfare.

(i) The grinding mill is the human body where

(ii) If the Lord, who is at once the Drug and the Doctor, gave
up the subject, could there be any cure for the malady?
How could any one survive without that infallible
medicine, the Lord? That is why the text of the song
is “ Who shall be my elixir? " instead of ‘ What shall
be my life-saving drug? ”; the drug being an inanimate
substance, is usually referred to in the neuter gender.
(iii) The Alvar’s address to the Lord as the Chiefof the Celestials is meant to stir up the feelings of the Celestials in
that glorious setting of unalloyed bliss and draw their
attention to his own critical condition down below.
This is like unto the wailing of Sita, during her captivity
in Lenka.

vinnular perumarku atimai ceyvaraiyum serum aimpulan ivai
mannul ennaip penal, en ceyya-marru niyurn vittal?
pannul ay! kavi tannulay! pattiyin ullay! paramicagé! vantu, en
kannulay! neﬁculay? collulay! onru collayE.
(VII—1—6)
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Translation
Oh, Supreme Lord, my yearning, its depth and voice You know,
Reside You do in my eyes and mind and the word I utter,
Can't You unto me come and a word of comfort utter?
The senses ﬁve will taint even the Celestials, in Your service
aglow,
Should they this soil touch; what is it these won’t do
In regard to poor me if I am given up by You too?
Note
Even exalted persons, in the upper regions, including the high
Heavens are not above the mischief of the senses. That being
so, the Alvar's fears are indeed Well-founded, the more so,
when he stays in this physical body and in this land of dark
nescience. To cite but a few instances of the havoc played
by the senses on noted personages, let us take ﬁrst, Indra,
the Chief of the Devas. Among the many atrocities committed by the formidable Narakasura from his abode in
Prakjyotisa on Earth, was the snatching of the precious earrings of Aditi, Indra’s mother. At Indra’s request, Lord
Krsna slew the demon and went to lndra’s citadel along
with queen Satyabhama, mounted on Garuda to restore the
ear-rings to the venerable lady. The conceited and ungrateful
Indrani, Indra’s consort, however, thought Satyabhama, a
mere human, living on Earth down below, unworthy of
being offered the Parijatha ﬂower, grown exclusively in
DevaJoka for the exclusive use of the women-folk there.
This only excited the curiosity of the distinguished visitor
who managed to have the very tree uprooted by Lord Krsna
from Indré’s garden. As the divine couple were ﬂying back
to Earth on Garuda along with the tree in question, Indrani
got scent of it and at her instance, Indra, along with his
soldiers, intercepted and fought a pitched battle with Lord
Krsna. The Lord made them bite the dust, resumed His
ﬂight to Earth and planted the tree in Sathyabhama’s garden.
What a disgraceful behaviour of Indra, consumed by conceit
going to war with his great Benefactor, right on the heels of
the help received from Him!
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And then, did Garucja, adorning the glorious rank of ‘ Nitya
Siris ’ in Heaven, fare any better ? Sumukha, the serpent,
when hotly pursued by Garuda, took refuge at the feet
of Lord Krsna. When Garugla requested the Lord to part
with the serpent, He declined to do so and, on the top of that,
entrusted the serpent to Garuda’s safe keeping. The
mentally upset Garuda had then the cheek to tell the Lord:
“ Well, You have snatched my very food from me. Is it
for this that I have been lifting you and your consorts on
my back, all these days?” On another occasion, Garuda
took pride in his immense strength and boastfully enquired
of the Lord whether there was indeed any one more powerful
than he, who could carry effortlessly, at the tip of his plumes,
the Omnipotent Lord and His consorts. The Lord chided
the presumptuous Garuda and disclosed to him that all the
three worlds put together can hardly bear His weight and that
the truth of the matter is that He supports Himself and
Garuda who was supposed to carry Him and His consorts.
So saying, He placed just one arm on Garuda’s shoulder and
asked him if he could sustain it. Poor Garuda fell down
fainting, unable to bear the weight of a single arm of the

Lord.
Sugriva, the monkey-king abused the kindness of Sri Rama
and just lost count of time, immersed in the pleasures of wine
and Women. And then, a sage of the eminence of Viswamitra fell an easy prey to the meretricious charms of
Menaka and had a rapport with her for ten long years
till he got jolted back to normal thinking.

The Supreme Lord, who holds sway all over and who can't
but hear the Alvir’s heart-rending appeal and note the depth
of feeling behind it, is nevertheless holding Himself back and
it is indeed a matter of deep regret for the Alvin
onru colli oruttinil nirkilata 6r aivar Van kayavarai
enru yin velkirpan-un tiruvaxul illaiyél?
anru t6var acurar vanka, alaikatal aravam alavi, 6r
kunram vaitta entay! kotiyen paruku in amuté!
(VII—l—7)
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Translation
My Lord. You are the Nectar grand, by this sinner drunk,
The mountain huge You once planted in surging waters
And made the Devas and Asuras churn it with a serpent;
But for Your sweet grace how can I the senses conquer,
Notoriously ﬁckle. not sticking to one thing or the other?’
Notes
(i) The churning episode reveals the extent to which the Lord

would go to help His devotees in multifarious roles, and
yet, if He does not go to the rescue of the Alvar, how
can he at all get the better of the notoriously ﬁckle
senses?

Far from being
satisﬁed with the interior bliss with which the Lord has
endOWed him in super-abundance, the Alvin complains
that this is not supplemented by external perception and
experiences. Conscious of his ingratitude in not
acknowledging the many favours already heaped on
him by the Lord but running into a complaining mood,
the Alvar calls himself a sinner.

(ii) The Nectar grand, drunk by this sinner:

in amutu enat tongi or aivar yavaraiyum mayakka, ni vaitta
munnam miyam ell-am mulu vEr arintu, ennai ur_1
cinnamum tiru mﬁrttiyum cintittu,éttikkaitolavé, arul enakku:
en ammal en karma! imaiyor-tam kulamutalé!

(VII-l—S)

Translation
Karina, my Lord, Chief of Celestials, Your grace I invoke
To cut out, root and branch. my age-long yoke
Unto Samsara, the senses ﬁve under the garb of pleasures
nectarean,
Which cast their spell on one and all, just your creation
And ﬁx my mind on your insignia (the conch and discus ﬁne)
You: Form exquisite, sing your glory and worship you, all the
Note

time.

The sensual pleasures of sound, sight, smell, touch and taste,
assume the garb of happiness, to begin with and eventually

as

Seventh Centum (VII-l)

throw the participants into the abyss of endless miseries.
Hence, the request of the Alvér that he be studiously kept
beyond their mischief so that he may constantly meditate
on the Lord’s exquisite Form, wondrous weapons etc, sing
His glory and worship Him, thus involving himself in such
exclusive participation, by word, deed and thought.
kulam mutal atum tivinaik kotu van kuliyiriil vﬂkkum aivarai
valam mutal ketukkum varamé tantamlkantay—
nilam mutal igi ev ulakukkum nirpana, celvana enap porul

pala mutal pataittay! en karma!

e13

paraﬁcutaré!

(VII—1—9)

Translation
My Karma of splendour supreme, the worlds You did create
And their contents, still and mobile; of you do I entreat
To dOWer on me robust strength to cutout, branch and root
The senses ﬁve, breeding sins which would the entire clan uproot.
Note
The sins committed by the sense-buried affect generations,
back and forth. c.f. Hanuman’s advice to Ravana, that
one of the latter’s calibre and wisdom should desist from
committing sins which shall destroy the entire race.
The Alvir wants the Lord to doWer on him the strength
which will make him tougher than this tough fountain-source
of all sins, so as to demolish it effectively.
e13 paraﬁcutaré! egru uppai. alarri, up inait tamaraikatku
anpu uruki nirkum-atu nirka, cumatu tantay;
van paraﬁkal etuttu aivar ticaiticai valittu errukinranap
mur_1 paravai kataintu amutam konta mﬁrtti! o!
(VII—l—IO)

'Ihnslation
Oh, Lord, You churned the ocean once and delivered the nectar,
Steeped in love unto Your lotus feet, I am bound to utter
Your sweet names, oh Splendour Supreme! but this burden
(body) You did dower,
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For me to groan under its weight and the senses ﬁve do shatter
Poor me, pulling in different directions, alas! I can hardly bear.
Note
The Alvar is puzzled how the Lord gives nectar to some and
the sense—bound body to some, like unto a deadly poison.
The very body, dowered by Him for God-enjoyment. has
deteriorated into a facile ﬁeld for the foul play of the domineering senses, each pulling in a diﬂ‘erent direction; oh, what
a tragic picture, like unto a Prince standing on the road-side,
wearing a head-gear for carrying load, in place of his regal
crown, being forced by strangers to carry their loads!

konta mﬁrtti 6r mﬁvarayk kunankal pataittu alittuk ketuk[kum ap
puntarikak koppulp punal-palli appanukke
tontar tontar tontar tontan catakﬁpan col ayirattul ip pattum
kantu pita vallar vinai pom, kankulum pakalé. (VII—l—ll)
Translation
Gone are the sins of those who sing day and night these songs
ten,
With understanding ﬁne, out of the thousand composed by
Catakopan,
The vassal of the vassals’ vassals of Lord Padmanabhan,
Who, as Trinity, carries out the functions of creation, preser—
vation and dissolution
And who, during deluge, did on the vast expanse of water
recline.
Notes
(i) Lord Narayana, on whose navel emerged the lotus ﬂower

on which Brahma appeared, carries out the triple fun~
ctions of creation, sustentation and dissolution, the
middle one by Himself and the other two as the Internal
Controller of Brahmé. and Siva.
(ii) The Alvér seeks

to assuage his mental agony in talking
about the Senses and sensuality, by going the whole hog
out in the service of the devout, like unto a parched-up
soul diving fast into the deep pockets of water.

Seventh Centum——Second Decad (VII-2)
(Kankulum Pakalum)
Preamble
Towards the end of the sixth centum, we saw the Alvar surrendering himself at the feet of the Lord at Tiruvénkatam. Finding,
however, that he was still lingering in this material world, dominated
by the unruly senses, he cried out his fears in the last decad, like
unto a child crying out from the tiger‘s jaws, facing the mother
standing in front. The Lord was, no doubt, Well aware of the
intensity of the Alvar's God-love and his deep yearning to get out
of the material shackles with no further delay. And yet, He
deliberately prolonged the Alvar's stay in this abode and his.resul—
tant uneasiness, just to do lasting good to the world at large through
him. Of course, this is like starving one‘s children and entertaining
the guests. Actually, the Alvin wrought the miracle of transforming
the very duds and the deluded, given up as incorrigibles even by
the Omnipotent Lord and every moment of his stay in this abode
would certainly enrich the world through the scintillating hymns
ﬂowing from his lips, both by way of adoring the Lord and advising
.
the world.
But then, the Alvar, in deep anguish, is once again (ﬁguratively)
transformed as the Nayaki (Mistress), weighed down by melancholy
too deep for words. The critical condition of the speechless Nayald
and her various moods are narrated in this decad by the (Imagined)
mother to Lord Ranganétha, enshrined in Srirangam (Tamilnadu),
bending over her daughter, right in the Sanctum. The mother
enquires of Lord Ranganatha, the Sole Saviour, as to what His
intentions are and how exactly He would like to deal with her lovetorn daughter.
Whenever gri Paras'ara Bhattar discoursed on this decad, he
would place both his palms over his head, charged with emotion,
and cry, “ How can We, hard-hearted people, incapable of feeling
the pulse of Parankusa Nayaki, her sentimmts and yearning
do justice to the words of deep love uttered by her in this decad? ”
How can any one indeed enter into the spirit of the NayakI Whose
torrential tears were bailed out by her palms? It was like attempting to drain off the oceanic waters with a tiny leaf. c.f. Hanumin’s
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enquiry as soon as he met Sit?! in Asoka vana how it was that tears
kept ﬂowing from her lovely eyes like a cascade.
kankulum pakalum kantuyil ariyal;
karma nir kaikalal iraikkum;
canku cakkarankall emu kai kﬁppum;
tamaraik kan! ogre talarum;
ennané tarikkén unnai vittu? engum;
iru nilarn kai tula irukkum—
cenkayal pay nirt tiruvarankattay!
ival tirattu er_1 ceykingayé?

(VII-Z—l)

Tramlntion
Oh, Lord, reclining in Tiruvarankam where ﬂows water in
abundance;
And the gay ﬁsh gambol, this lady knows no sleep, day and
night,
Tears in torrents from her eyes do ﬂow and she with her palms
bails them out;
Utters she with joined palms, “ Oh conch,”, “ Oh discus”,
“ these are the lotus eyes ”,
She says and reels, all earth she gropes for her Lord from whom
she can't bear
Being apart, what indeed do you intend doing with her?
Notes

both day and night,
while the Celestials in Heaven have neither nights nor
sleep. The Nayaki also knows no sleep, like the
Celestials. It is said that she know no sleep instead
of saying that she doesn’t sleep, because when
in communion with the Lord, He wouldn’t allow her
to sleep and, when away from Him, she is so disconsolate
and dejected that she just can’t sleep. Either way,
sleep is unknown to her.

(i) The worldlings are steeped in sleep,

the cheeks copiously could be a
common occurrence in the case of devout contemplation of the Lord's auspicious traits and heroic deeds.
Bailing out the tears with the Nayaki’s palms, denotes

(ii) Tears trickling down
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the abundance of tears like the water in the river Cauvery
ﬂowing around. Reference to the fuh joyfully dancing
in the river waters carries with it the suggestion that
even as the ﬁsh cannot stay out of water. the Nayaki
can’t stay apart from the Lord. Delirious that she is.
she can still behold the Lord in His iconic Form right
in front and suddenly she exclaims. “ here is the conch,
here is the discus, here are the lotus—eyes " and so on.
As one subsisting solely on Him, she can’t bear being
apart from Him and she says so. Even then, she can’t
ﬁnd Him beside her and she runs her ﬁngers through
the whole Earth in search of Him, as if He is handy,
like taking sandal paste from a porcelain cup.
(iii) The mother exhibits the love-smitten Nayaki even as the
Rsis of Dandakaranya showed Rama their emaciated
bodies. tortured and tormented by the Riksasas and
enquires of Lord Ranganatha what He proposes to do
with her daughter, as the Lord’s remembrance of the
individual in the light of his ultimate redemption, is
the only ‘ Means ’ for his salvation. (see also aphorism
66 of Srivacanabhﬁsanam).
er_i tamaraik karma?
ennum; kannir malka irukkum;
et_1 ceykén, eri nirt tiruvarar‘ikattay?
ennum; vevvuyirttu uyirttu urukum;
rnun ceyta vinaiyél mukappatay ennum;
mukilvanna! takuvato? engum—
mun ceytu iv ulakam untu, umilntu, alantay!
enkolo mutikiggatu ivatké?

En ceykigray,

(VII—2—2)

Translation

“ My lotus-eyed Lord, unto me what will you do?”
Is the question by this lady put, her eyes ﬁlled with tears,
She stands still and queries again, ‘What shall Ido
To get at you, oh, Lord of Tiruvaraﬁkam with surging waters?’
Says she, panting and breathing hot, ‘Come before me, my
past sins,”,
‘
Oh cloud-hued Lord! is this all your mercy?’, tmto this girl
tense,
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Say what will happen, Oh, Lord, Who the worlds did create,
Ate and spat, spanned and did many such things, them to
protect?
Notes
(i) The Nayaki would like to know what those massive sins
committed by her, are, which stand between her and
the Lord. That only shows, she is painfully conscious

of the fact that she has to face the consequences of her
past sins, instead of blaming the Lord. But then,
the cloud-hued Lord, known for His muniﬁcence like
the rain-clouds, could, in the exercise of His quality
of mercy, wipe off the sins, in tom, and in no time.
(ii) Breathing hot, the Nayaki melts under the impact
that heat as if she isn’t there to sigh anymore.

of

(iii) So great is the heat generated by her separation from the
Lord that she would like to be thrown by some one
into the cool waters of the river Kavéri in Srirangam,
the river Tamraparni in her birth place having already
become hot because of her desolation.
vatku ilal iraiyum; manivanna! ennum;
vanamé nékkum; maiyakkum;
utku utai acurar uyir ellam unta
oruvané! ennurn; u! urukum;
katkili! unnaik kanumiru arulay;
kakutta! kannané! ennum—
tin koti matil cﬁl tiruvarankattay!
ivaltirattu en ceytittayé?

(VI 1—2—3)

Translation
Shaking oﬂ‘ all reserve, this lady calls out, “ Oh, Lord of sapphire

hue,”

And at the sky gazes, pining for Him unique, Who slew
The Asuras formidable, thawing down, she prays, “Oh, Lord
invisible,
You did incarnate as Kakutta (Rama) and Kannan, make
yourself visible
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Unto me now ”; Oh, Lord, who in Tiruvarankam docs
recline,
The walled city strong, what’s it you have unto this girl done?
Notes
is amazed at the complete lack of the innate
modesty on the part of her love-intoxicated daughter,
her calling out loudly the name of her spouse and that
too, the one indicative of His bewitching Form which
she ought to enjoy secretly at heart.

(i) The mother

(ii) The Lord, who slew the Asuras and relieved the distress
of the Devas, notoriously selﬁsh, should certainly rush
to the aid of the Weaker sex, particularly those who
cling to His feet under all circumstances.
(iii) The upanisads state that the Lord will exhibit His exquisite
Form and splendour to the subjects of His choice.
It is this that emboldens the Nayald to call upon Him
to appear before her. The Incarnate Forms like Rama
and Krsna could, of course, not be seen at all times,
they having already gone back to the Celestium. So
then, the Alvar wants the Lord at Tiruvarankam to
appear before him in His iconic Form. Actually,
the tough walls of the holy place would seem to extend
an invitataion to the devout to come and enjoy the
Lord Zreclining there in His worshippable form all the
time, unlike the Lord’s incarnations, the irretrievable
past.

what exactly the Lord had
done to bring about this kind of infatuation in her
daughter.

(iv) The mother wants to know

itta kal, itta kaiyalay irukkum;
eluntu ulay mayankum; kai kﬁppum;
kattamé katal er_n_'u mﬁrccikkum;
katalvannél katiyaikan ennum;
vatta véy némi valaﬁkaiya! ennum;
vantitéy enru enré mayaﬁkum—
cittané! celu nirt tiruvarankattay!
ivaltirattu en cintittayé?

(VII—24)
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Translation
Sometimes this lady is motionless and she moves about, at
times,
Insensate she remains but still seen with joined palms ,
She swoons, exclaiming. “ God-love is indeed hard to endure ” ;
Says she, " Oh, sea-hued Lord, You are unto me much too
severe ”,
Calling out many a time, Him that wields the discus round
In His right hand, she faints when He comes not; oh, Lord
immaculate,
Reclining in fertile Tiruvararikam, what is it you do for her
contemplate?
Notes

Niyaki, intoxicated with God-love, exhibits the same
behaviour as those struck by Sri Rama’s mighty arrows.
The targets of those arrows will be severally seen
fainting with pain, tortured or running about here and
there in great fright. So also. the Nayaki is at times
insensate. sometimes, she moves about here and there
agitated, and at other times, feels tortured by the
immensity of her God-hunger still remaining unappeased. The Alvar, who was hitherto looking upon
God-love as an end in itself, now feels it a terribletormenter, much beyond his capacity to endure.

(i) The

to an Immaculate God is rather
ironical. She seems to suggest that, after inﬂicting all
this pain on her daughter, He masquerades as the perfect One, like unto a Brahmin going about chanting
Vedas, wearing white sacred thread and twisted Kuéa
grass in the fourth ﬁnger, the very picture of a perfect
Brahmin, after killing several Brahmins.

(ii) The mother’s reference

(iii) Fertile Tiruvarwikam: The mother chides the Lord whether
He came down to that cosy place only to sleep away,
unmindful of the precarious condition of her daughter
and His duty towards her.
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cintikkum: ticaikkum: térum; kai kﬁppum;
tiruvarankattullay! ennum;
vantikkum; anké malaikkan nir malka,
vantitay enru egré mayankum—
antippétu avunan utal itantanél
alai katal katainta ar amutél
cantittu ur_1 caranam carvaté valitta
taiyalai maiyal ceyténé!

(VII—Z—S)

Translation
Oh, Lord, Avunan's body you tore 011' at twilight,
You are the Nectar insatiable that churned the ocean,
You have the heart of this lady stolen,
With resolve ﬁrm to join you and stay at your feet,
Dwindles she in contemplation of her erstwhile union;
Suddenly rallies round and with joined palms and head bent,
She calls out, “Oh, Lord in Tiruvarankam”, and tears from
her eyes do rain,
“You haven’t come, You haven’t come ”, she utters and
faints.
Notes
(i) Turning the searchlight inward, the Nayaki ﬁnds that a
soul, badly caught up in the vortex of worldly life, with
its terriﬁc involvement in a recurring cycle of birth and
death, was attracted by the Lord’s bewitching eyes,
had the blissful union with Him for a while, only to be
deserted by Him as at present. Contemplating thvs,
she breaks down and even then, her palms are joined in
reverence, a unique feature of hers, under all
circumstances.
(ii) Despite the Lord having taken up His abode in
Tiruvararikam, in His worshippable (Iconic) Form, it is
indeed distressing that He hasn't obliged the Alvar
with His presence. Did He not assume the Form of
Narasinga and keep Himself ready for emergence
at the precise moment, where and when His presence
would be demanded, all for the sake of the young
lad, Prahlada, son of Avunag (Hiranya)?
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of this lady: It was just because a mere
crow inﬂicted a slight injury son the person of His
beloved consort, Sri Rama sent ‘Brahmastra ’, a
super-missile, in hot pursuit of the little creature,
literati-ally applying heroic remedies for petty maladies.
Even so, He took great pains to enthral a petty soul
like the Alvar’s and the latter gave away her heart unto
Him, in sweet contemplation of this great gesture on
His part.

(iii) Stealing the heart

(iv) The three successive stages of love to God, indicated
in this song, are worth noting. These are Recollection,
Trance and Rallying—recollection of all the past ravishments vouchsafed by the benign Lord, trance, fainting
in desolation caused by such recollection in the light
of the present state of non-enjoyment and rallying,
that is, the sudden lucidity while in the trance state
considered to be very dangerous indeed. The
momentary lucidity in a delirious state, is akin to the
sudden lighting up of consciousness in a person under
the spell of death-coma or the sudden ﬂicker of the dying
light. That was the reason why Naﬁciyar exclaimed,
with great fright, when Uyntapillai, ciyar’s disciple,
recited this song, “Woe unto her (Saint’s) lucidity!
I am undone ".
maiynl ceytu ennai manam kavarntané!
ennum; ma miyané ennumceyya vay maniyé! ennum; tan pupal cﬁl

tiruvarankattulliy! ennum;
veyya val, tantu, canku, cakkaram, vil
entum Vinnor mutal!er_n_1un1;pai kol pémpu anaiyay! ivaltirattu aruiaypaviyén ceyarpalatuvé.

(VII-2-6)

Translation
Please say what this sinner can do unto her daughter,
“ Oh, you that enticed me and stole my
Who exclaims,

heart, ”
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“ You that worked many wonders huge, ”, “Oh. Arankan
reclining amid cool waters?”
“ You of sapphire hue, with lips red, Chief of Celestials,
wielding weapons hot, "
And so on, Oh, Lord, reclining on the hooded serpent,
Note
The mother says unto Lord Rahganétha;

“ My daughter keeps wondering how you stole her heart, by
engendering in her enormous love, how, during your union
with her, you worked many wonders such as exhibiting
your loving condescension of amazing magnitude, how
you enthralled her by your exquisite physical charm,
your red lips and sapphire hue, how you don’t come
unto her, although so very near in Tiruvarankam, how
your mighty weapons do not cut out her sins, if at all,
they do stand between you and her and so on. Should
you not be inseparable from my daughter even as
you cling to your serpent-bed? How is it you relax
yourself on this cosy bed, when my daughter is struggling hard, panting for you, as above? Please say what this
sinner (self) witnessing the sad spectacle, can at all do to
relieve my daughter’s distress”.

pala tunpankal inpankal pataittay!
paﬂilir pa1_1_'a ninranél
kala cakkarattay! katal item konta
katalvarini! kannané? er_1r_1um;
eel kol tan punal c111 tiruvarankattay!
ennum; en tirttané ennum;
k61a ma malaikkan pani malka irukkumennutaik komalak koluntE.

(VII—2—7)

Translatlon
Says my tender darling, her eyes, cool and lovely, ﬁlled with
tears,
“ Oh, Distributor of weal and woe among your creatures,
Even unto those who seek not refuge in you, you are the
Protector,
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0h. Controller of the wheel of Time. the Milk-ocean is your
abode.

0h, sea-hued Lord. Oh. Karma, You that
do reside.

Amid cool waters full of ﬁsh,

in

Tiruvarankam

You, my Sanctiﬁer, and so

011.

Notes
The Néyaki‘s address, as above, quoted by the Mother, when
analysed, would reveal her trend of thought as follows:
(i) My Lord, You are known to inﬂict miseries on the

un-

godly and regale the devout. Perhaps, you have
excluded me from the scope of such a dispensation.

that you extend
submit themselves
do
those
who
not
to
even
protection
as such to your protection (Asaranya Saranyah) and
yet, you torment me like this. Paradoxically, a prickly
plant has been gloriﬁed as a grand tree, like unto the
wish-yieldingtree.

(ii) My Lord, You carry the credential

that the propitious time
for my succour has not yet arrived, may I point out to
you that time is at your beck and call?

(iii) Oh, Lord, if you mean to say

(iv) Reference to Lord Ranganatha, in the midst of cool

waters, full of ﬁsh, points to the Niyaki’s incapacity
to stay apart from Him even as ﬁsh can’t stay out of
water. And yet. can He afford to Keep away from the
Niyaki?
(v) “You, my Sanetiﬁer!" The Lord has instilled in

the

Nayaki sanctity, by way of endowing her with the ﬁrm
conviction that He is her sole Saviour, a belief which
remains unshaken, even in the most desperate situation.

(vi) Tender darling like unto a creeper which can thrive only

when it twists round a pole, ﬁrm and ﬁxed, like unto the
Lord Himself. The mother says, her daughter is
shedding tears in plenty, unable to endure her separation
from the Lord. Actually, it was on account of His
indefatigable eﬁ‘orts that He has been able to induct
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in her such assiduous love for Him and yet, He would
not come and see for Himself, the fruits of His labour!

koluntu \anavarkatku! ennum; kunru Enti,
ko-m'rai kattavan! ennum;
alum; tolum! avi agala vewuyirkkum;
aﬁcana vannané! ennum;
eiuntu. mel nokki, imaippilal irukltum
eﬁﬁané nokkukén? ennumcclum tatam punal cﬁi tiruvarankattay!
en ceykén en tirurnakatké?

(Vll—l—B)

Translation
Oh, Lord, reclining in Tiruvarankam amid sacred waters,
what shall I do
For my daughter, like unto Tirumakal, ever calling you,
‘
Oh Chief of Celestials, 0h, Lifter of Mount (Govardhan)
and Protector of cows, ’?
With joined palms and tearful eyes, breathing hot she calls,
‘Oh, dark-hued Lord,’ gazing at the sky she would ask
How and where indeed she could for you look.
Notes
(i) The Nayaki mentions, side by side, the Lord‘s supremacy

and simplicity, so that one need not be scared of the
former nor be tempted to underrate Him because of

the latter ;
that the Lord should be inseparably
attached to her daughter even as Tirumakal (Mahalaksmi) inheres in His chest always, brooldug no
separation;

(ii) The mother suggests

(iii) Not sighting the Lord in the direction she looks up, the
Nayaki would turn behind in the fond hope that He
might take her by surpirse, and embrace her from
behind.
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en tirumakal cér mar-vane! ennum: ennutai aviyé! ennum;
nip tiru eyirral itantu, nI konta nilamakal kélvagé! ennum;
anru uru Elum taluvi, n1 konta aymaka! anpané! ennumten tiruvnrar‘ikam koyilkontané! telikilén mutivu ival-tanakkE.
(VII—2&9)

Translation
Oh, Lord in Tentiruvarankam enshrined, ‘tisn’t unto me
clear
What indeed will be the end of this lady’s inordinate longing;
Calls she. “Oh, my Soul, bearing on Your chest Tirumakal,
my Mother,"
“ 0h Spouse of Dame Earth whom You lifted on Your bent
tooth long,”
“ Oh, dear One unto the shepherd girl whom you once took
over ,
Slaying the unruly bulls seven with the voice of thunder,"
Notes
how she could suﬁ‘er inspite of
Tirumakal (Mahalaksmi), the unfailing Intercessor
betWeen the Lord and His subjects being ever present
on His Winsome chest. The Lord is the soul of all souls
and what is more, the Mother is always in conjunction
with Him; here then is a grand setting, the soul of our
soul, the super-soul being a mighty combination, highly
conducive to our well-being. When Naﬁciyar spelt
out in one breath, without a break, the ﬁrst line'of this
song as in the original text, (third line here), so as to
yield this meaning, his preceptor, Pariéara Bhattar,
the high Priest of Lord Ranganatha, was taking food
and listening to the marvellous recital by the inspired
Saint. Thrilled by this manner of chanting, with the
new light thrown on the text, Bhattarya stopped eating
and reclined in the easy chair, wrapt in rapturous
meditation.

(i) The Nayalci wonders

This way of addressing God is indeed very fascinating.
Tradition has it that the famous Anantﬁlvan named his
daughter as “ My Mother, Laksmi ” (En Tirumakal)
Sri Parasara Bhattar, reputed to be no less than the son
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of Lord, please consider me as but a part of the bridal
outﬁt of Your consort, Mahélaksmi, my Mother and
also grant that I may love You as the Beloved of my
Mother-(Alakiya Manavéla or Lovely Spouse)".
(ii) The Lord can be clear to Mother Earth only if He could
take care of her favourities like the Néyaki.
(iii) “Havingslain the seven unruly bulls with thunderous voice,
for winning the hand of Goddess Nilﬁ, incamated as
Nappiguai. the shepherdess. Oh. Lord, you are now
relaxing in Tiruvarankam on your serpent-bed. How
indeed do you intend to put an end to my daughter's
aﬂlictions?”. asks the gnostic mother of Parank‘uﬁa

Niyaki.
mutivu ival-tanakku onru arikilég ennum;
mﬁvulaku aliyE! ennum;
kati kamal komaic cataiyanél ennum;
nénmukak katavulé! er_n_1um:
vativu utai vigor talaivané! ennum;
van tiruvaraﬂkané! ennum;
ati ataiyatal p61 ival anuki,
ataintanal—mukilvuinan atiyé.

(Vll—Z—lO)

Translation
lady panting for the Lord wouldn't attain
Him,
‘I know not the end of my sufferings at all’, she did exclaim,
“ Oh, Supreme Master of the three worlds, ”, “ Oh Internal
Controller
Of Siva Wearing on matted locks fragrant ﬁOWers
And Brahmz't, the four-headed, " “ Oh, Chief of Celestials of
like form,
“0h, generous Tiruvaranka, " and so on, but now has she

It seemed this

attained

The lovely feet of the cloud-hued Lord indeed!
Notes
(i) The mother is mighty glad that her daughter, who was
in a hopelessly desperate condition with no prOspect
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of an early end to her sufferings. has. after all, attained
the feet of Lord Rar‘ignnétha Who is graciously reclinmg in Tiruvarankam so as to be worshipped by all
down below desirous of beholding and enjoying His
exquisite Form, instead of being the close preserve
of the denizens in Heaven.
(ii) The Celestials in Heaven are endowed with a
unto the Lord‘s own and what is more, the

form like
continual

stream of joy ﬂowing unto them from the Lord who is
an inexhaustible fountain of bliss, is reﬂected on their
person enhancing their charm, ever more.

mukilvannan atiyai ataintu, arul cﬁti
uyntavan, moy punal porunal
tukil vannat tﬁ nirc cérppan, van polil cﬁl
van kurukﬁrc catakopan
mukilvannan atimél conga col-malai
ayirattu ip pattum vallair
mukil vannn vanattu imaiyavar eﬁla,
iruppar—périnpa vellatté.

(VII—Z-l I)

Translation
Those that are well-versed in these songs ten,
Out of the choice thousand, composed in adoration
Of (Lord Ranganétha) the cloud-hued Lord, by Catalcopan
0f fertile Kurukﬁr on the bank of Porunal, the river sacred,
Who the cloud-hued Lord attained and was by His grace
salved,
Will be by Celestials surrounded in High Heaven
And immersed in eternal joy remain.
Note

It is quite clear from this song that the entire hymnal, comprising a thousand songs, is in adoration of Lord Ranganﬁtha,
enshrined in Tiruvarankam (Srirangam in Tamilnadu).
The invocatory song (serial number 4), cited at the beginning
of this
also highlights this fact. No doubt, particular
decads have been dedicated to-the Lord enshrined in other

anal,
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pilgrim centres as Well. This is like portions from the
main dedication, doled out like holy food ﬁrst offered to
Lord Rangzmatha being divided out and distributed among
the minor deities in the chapels around, as Nampillai would

put it.

Seventh Centurn—Third Decad (VII-3)
Vellaic cur-i cankotu
Prelmble
The bliss of the union of the Nﬁyaki and Lord Raﬁganétha
having overﬂown its continents. the Lord hit upon a method whereby the enjoyment could be stabilised instead of the Nayaki being
swept off by its exuberance. He went to TentiruppEreyil, near
the Alvar’s birth-place. game-hunting by way of relieving the
distress of the people over there from the depredations of wild
animals. The Nayaki herself equipped Him with weapons, went
with Him straight to the outer gate and bid Him farewell. wishing
Him success. The Lord, mounted on Garuda, threw a bewitching
parting glance at her. But then, she couldn't bear the separation
and insisted that she would also go to Tentiruppéreyil to join her
Lord, inthe face of opposition from her mother. mates and other,
kinsmen. The Nayaki, bent upon going, suggests a via-media
namely, if they are against her going alone, they could as well
escort her to the place and leave her there with her Lord.
vellaic curi cankotu ali énti,
tamaraik kannan en neﬁcinﬁté
pullaik katakinra arraik kanir;
e13 collie collukén, annaimirkal?
vellac cukam—avan virgirtmtaveta-oliyum, Vila oliyum,
pillaik kuli vilaiyattu oliyum
ara-tiruppéreyil cérvan nine.

(VlI-3—l)

Translation
Ye, elders, for Tiruppéreyil I am indeed bound,
Where Vedic chantings, festivals and joyous shouts of children
resound
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With no break and the Lord, the very spate of bliss, stays;
How can I express the glorious vision that sways
My mind, the way the lotus- eyed Lord mounts the bird
(Gurugla)
Holding the spiral conch white and the discus in hand,
Which is what You people can’t comprehend?
Notes
(i) The Nayaki says, she can’t describe her glorious mental

vision adequately. What she has said in this song,
touches but a fringe of the subject.

of the children at play, is the unique
feature of this pilgrim centre where the children play
right in front of the temple. Eager to witness the
children at play, the Deity would appear to have asked
Gamda. installed tight in front, to step aside without
obstructing His view. Further, the festivals, with
their usual fanfare, go on in this centre in an unbroken
succession: it is said that Akrﬁra. the great devotee of
Lord Krsné, celebrated festivals in quick succession,
after he came by the fabulous ‘Syamantakamani”,
a rare gem capable of generating fabulous wealth and
here is Parankusa Nayaki, the gem of a woman and
there can be no dearth of festivals, wherever she goes.

(ii) The undying noise

nanak kanu‘t kulal tolimirkal!
annaiyarkal! ayal—cériyirkal!
nan it tani neﬁmm kakkamattért ;
en vacam anru itu; irappakal poy,
tEn moytta pﬁmpolil tan panai cﬁl
tEn tiruppéreyil virrirunta
vanap pirag, manivannan, kannan
cenkani vayin tirattatuvé.

(Vll—3—2)

Translation
Ye, mates with dark hair aromatic, ye, elders and neighbours,
Gone out of hand, My mind, I can’t control; day and night,
Ahead of me it goes and lurks in the lips, like unto red fruit,
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Of Kannan, the heavenly Lord of sapphire hue. Who stays
In TentiruppEreyil with lands fertile and ﬂower gardens full
of honey bees.
Notes

of the mates appearing before
the disconsolate Nayaki with their hair nicely tended
and perfumed, is reconciled by Nampillai, as
follows:—

(i) The apparent incongruity

When the Nayaki was in communion with the Lord, the
ﬂowers worn and discarded by Him would be picked
up by the mates and worn by them even if they be mere
shreds. The perfume therefrom is everlasting and it
serves to sustain the Nayaki. when the Lord is not
beside her. as at present.
Alternately, it could be that the mates, bent upon rallying
the Nayaki round, should not themselves present a
picture of dejection, with dishevelled hair. This is like
Laksmana having kept himself ﬁt for serving Rama,
although the former’s grief was by-no-means less than
that of the latter over the abduction of Siti.
(ii) The worldlings cannot be weaned away from sensual
pleasures even as the Nayald cannot be Weaned away
from God-head. The God-bent mind of the Nayalri
has taken a leap ahead of her and got absorbed in Him
completely. There is, therefore, no question of her
being brought round by any one, not even the concerted
action of the mates. mother and neighbours. Instead
of the mind being subOrdinate to her, it is now the
other way round. In short, the Nﬁyaki, enthmlled by
the Lord at Tiruppéreyil, is beyond recovery, from the
point of view of the worldlings to whom she is lost
altogether.
cenkani véyin tirattataynm,
ceﬁ cuter nil muti talntntayum,
cankotu cakkaram kantu ukantum,

tamaraik kankalukku ar_rut tirntum,

T—Zl
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tinkalum nalum Vila arita
ten tiruppéreyil vigirunta
naﬁkal piranukku en neﬁcam—téli!
nﬁnum niraiyum ilantatuvé.

(VlI-3—3)

'I‘nmlntion
Come, ye, mate, enthralled by the Lord’s fruit-like lips red,
Enamoured of His tall resplendent crown. glowing red,
Enticed by His conch and discus and by His lotus eyes enslaved
My mind has unto the Lord, in Tegtiruppéreyil enshrined,
With its fanfare of festivals unbroken, lost its reserve and
reﬁnement.

None
(i) The elders and neighbours having retreated

from the

scene. giving up the task of reclaiming the Nayaki
as hopeless, only the mate stays on. for further counselli
ing. When she points out how unbecoming of the
feminine rank and position the conduct of the Nayald
is, the latter indicates in this song what indeed brought
her to this pass. Actually, the Nayaki‘s mind is getting
exclusively absorbed in each one of these features of
the Lord, even as He pervades all things, in toto,
inside out. It is worth recalling, in this context the
anecdote of Saubhari. Great indeed was the spiritual
prowess of sage Soubhari. One day he Went to a pond
and noticed the ﬁsh playing about, huddled together.
This fascinated the mind of the sage, steeped in renunciation till then, to lead a married life and rear up a
large family, as in the ﬁsh pond. Learning that king
Mandhatha had ﬁfty charming princesses, all unmarried, the sage asked the king to give him one of his
daughters in marriage. The King evaded the issue by
asking the sage to propose to the Princesses directly
so that whosoever liked him could be taken as his
bride. The sage knew the trick of the King quite well
and, therefore, transformed himself into a charming
young man whom the Princesses vied With one another
to marry. The powerful sage took on ﬁfty forms, on
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account of his great tapasyu, and married all of them.
Similar is the intensity of the Muir's longing to enjoy
the Lord. in minute details, assuming dill‘erent forms.
(ii) The Lord is enshrined in His Iconic IWorshippable)
Form for the sake of us. the bound souls lingering in
this world, even as His transcendent Form in Heaven
is for the enjoyment of the ‘ Nityas' (Eternal heroes)
and ‘ Muktas’ (Released Souls) there, the ‘ Vyﬁha'
(Operative Form) in the Milky ocean is for those akin
to ‘ Muktas‘ and the Incarnate Forms are for the
fortunate ones, who existed in those good olden times.
This being the case, how could the Nayaki keep away
from the Lord in His ‘ Arca‘ (iconic) form at Tiruppéreyil?

ilanta em mamaittirattup pﬁna en neiicinarum anke olintﬁr;
ulantu ini, yaraikkontu en, uuak67-6tak katal oli pola, enkum
elunta nal vétattu oli ninru. 6nku ten tiruppérey'il vinirunta
mulanku cankak kaiyan méyattu élnténannaiyarkal! ennai en muninté?
(VII—H)
Tramlation
Ye, elders, that doyen, my mind. sallied forth to get me back
The lustre lost but there itself got badly stuck;
My mind, thus lost. who shall hence my companion be
And what shall I speak ? can you indeed be angry with me,
Seeing me immersed in the wondrous Lord Who wields
The resounding couch and stays in Tentiruppéreyil, the
standing seat
0f Nalvétam, reverberating all over like the roaring sea?
Notes
(il The mind is accorded an exalted position by the Néyakl
and referred to, with great respect, by reasons of its
being God-bent and competitive in its exuberance for
Discoloration set in because of the
God—enjoyment.
Nayaki’s extreme dejection, in her state of separation
from the Lord. In a boId bid to restore to the Nayaki
her lost lustre, the mind Went up to the Lord but alas!
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it got stuck up at that end. completely absorbed in Him.
The Nﬁyaki can hardly ﬁnd any company other than her
own mind for giving her the much-needed solace and,
she feels worse off than Sita in captivity, where she had
atleast Trjada and Saramai to console her. The
Néyaki is worse off than Site, in the sense that the former
cannot court the company of anyone, neitherthe senseburicd Earthlings nor the egotistic tin-gods of the upper
worlds, nor the Nityas, totallya bsorbed in God-enjoyment in the yonder heaven and least of all, the One
who keeps aloof, having robbed her of her very garment.

up in the compelling charm of
the lord at Tentiruppéreyil and she keeps musing

(ii) She herself is now caught

over the Lord‘s fascinating features, all the time.
(iii) This pilgrim centre is said to be resonant with the sweet.
chanting of Nalvétarn (Simaveda)
munintu cakatam utaittu, mayappéy-mulai untu, marutu itai poy,
kaninta vilavukkuk kanru erinta
kanna—piranukku er_1 penmai torrenmunintu ini en ceytir, annaimirkal?
munni aVaJJ vantu virrirunta
kaninta polil tiruppéreyirké,
kélampega, ennaik laittuminé.

(VII—3—5)

'Ihnslatlon
Ye, elders, what would you gain by rebulcing me? lost is my
feminity
Unto Kannan, who the demon in the cart-wheel kicked in fury,
Sucked unto death the devil’s breast and crawled ‘twixt the
twin trees,
Smote a calf against the wood-apple right on the tree
And slew both the demons; take me, with no more delay,
To Tiruppéreyil, full of gardens nice where my Lord stays.
Note
The Nayald is lost unto Kannan (Lord Krsna), in the sense
that the bonds of feminine reserve and reﬁnement have burst
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in the face of her overwhelming, rather overpowering Godlove. She advises the elders not to attempt the senseless
task of putting up the bund after all the water has escaped
down the sluices but to take her to Tiruppéreyil and leave
her there where the Lord has come. in advance. to reclaim
her. This they should do quickly when she is still alive,
seeing her precarious condition.
kalarn pera ennaik kétturninkalkatal katalin mikap peritél:
nIla mukil vannattu em peruman
nirknm munné vantu; en kaikkum eytzin;
ﬁalattu avan vantu vigirunta—
nanmaraiyalarum vélvi ova,
kolae cennerkal kavari vicum,
kﬁt‘u

punal-timppéreyirké.

(VII—3—6)

Translation
Ye, elders, it seems the cloud-hued Lord is in front of me
And yet beyond my reach; alas! my love is bigger than the sea,
Better take me quick to Tiruppéreyil, the place on Earth
Where the Lord has come to stay, full of mirth,
With water in plenty and paddy crops lovely, the centre great
Where vedic scholars zealously perform sacred rites.
Notes
(i) The elders point out that the Lord had just left on a
hunting expedition with her consent and that the
Néyaki should not be so very impatient and that too,
so soon. But then the Nayaki’s consuming passion is
such that she can’t brook separation from her Lord
even for a short while. Her love is even more expansive
than the ocean. That it is fast gathering momentum can
be seen from the fact that her God-love. as set out in
V-3-4, was of the size of the ocean and now it has
grown bigger than the ocean. A little later, that is, in
the eighth song of this decad itself, we ﬁnd it surpassing the Earth, the seven peripheral oceans and the
ultramundane regions, far beyond as well. In X-lO-lo,
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it SWells up to such astounding dimensions as to
encompass the Supreme Lord Himself, the very object
of love.
(ii) How could the Nayaki contain the on-rush of God-love
with such rapid strides, and keep it under restraint, as
advised by the elders, the more so, when the glorious
vision of the blue-hued Lord is right in front, and yet
bafﬂes external perception and sensibility? The only
way this love could be nurtured is to take her to
Tiruppéreyil, where the Lord is in His worshippable
form, in all His heavenly splendour, surrounded by
profound Vedic scholars. fertile ﬁelds and lovely
gardens. Even as the paddy crops are sustained by
the standing columns of water, the entire landscape
of that holy centre sustains the Niyaki.
par cyil cﬁl katal ten iiankai cerra piran vantu vlrrirunta
péreyirké pukku, en neﬁcam nali, pérttu vara er‘ikurn kanamatt
arai ir_1i inku utaiyarn toli? en neﬁcam kﬁva valiarum illai; [61};
irai inikkontu El'_l catikkinratu? en neﬁcam kantatuvé kanténE.

Made.

(VII-3—7)

My mind that Went in quest of the Lord, who burnt down
Latiki, across the sea, surrounded by walls gigantic,
And now stays in Tiruppéreyil, hasn‘t come back;
Nobody else can keep me company not is there any one
To restore my mind unto me; here’s none who can perchance
Do unto me a good turn and my mind I shall follow hence.
Notes
(i)

seen in Tiruppéreyil, the victorious Lord who
vanquished that felon, Ravana ”, says the Nayaki unto
the mate, “ it is no wonder, my mind doesn‘t come back
to me. Having lost such a great companion, there is
hardly any point in my staying behind, as there is none
who can take his place. Even you are in a state of
extreme debility. It is, therefore, but meet that I follow
suit and join my mind right Where it has gone ". Did

“Having
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notSrI Rama say, in Uttara Ramayana. when he set out
for the Celestium after His long stay in this abode,
that He was going the way Laksmana had gone a
little earlier? Laksmana was the ﬁrst to go and
Sri Rama went a little later.
Sﬁ Nampillai would say that Hanumén visited even the
inpenetrable Laﬁki, remote and inaccessible. from
where none could return safely and came back with a
message from Sita but the Nayalci’s mind could not
get back from near-by TiruppEreyil. And now, instead of sending a message to God, she has to send one
to her mind. There is none to carry the message either.
There is thus no remedy except her going there herself.
(ii) The Lord in Tiruppéreyil is said to be fresh from His
victory over Ravana. But then, that was the time when
Szi Rama’s mind was vitiated by feelings of suspicion
and anger, leading to His acrimonious address to Siti,
in such harsh terms as:

“ My love is ﬂed, for on thy fame
Lies the dark blot of sin and shame;
And thou art hateful as the light
That ﬂashes in the injured sight".
Sri Alavandar(Saint Yamunacarya), the great preeeptor,
was greatly piqued by this unreasonable accusation of
the Mother and he said: “ Surely, it isn't my radiant
Mother’s light that hurts but Rama's sore eye that is
hurt. The mote is indeed in Rama’s eye; Siti is
absolutely pure, bright like the pure ﬂame that appears
tainted owing to dark: suspicion obscuring Rama’s

heart”.
kantatuvé kontu ellarum kﬁti,
kirk katal vannanétu entiratt'uk
kontu, alar tunirru; atu mutalak
konta en katal uraikkil, t61i!

60
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man tini ﬁalamum, é] katalum,
nil vicumpum kaliyap perital:
ten tirai cﬁlntu avan Vitrirunta
teg tiruppércyil cérvan-cegré.

(VII—3—8)

Tmslaﬁon
My mate, ever since the elders began to complain,
Seeing the outer change in me, about my union
With the Lord of oceanic hue, my love unto Him has swollen
Beyond the Earth, its peripheral oceans seven
And the ultra mundane regions afar; so then,
My Lord at Tiruppéreyil I have to go and join.
Note
The people around could hardly know the depth of the Godlove swelling up the Nayaki‘s bosom but they could, in a way,
notice it from the words she uttered, her lamentation and
other external changes in her complexion, behaviour etc.
Then, they started rebuking her but their remonstration
produced the opposite eﬂ'ect, virtually sewing as the rich
manure for the speedy cultivation of her God-love. And
now, it has grown to the astounding dimensions, set out
in this song (See also the notes under V-3-4), VH-3-6
and X—lO-IO).
cErvan cenru-ennutait tolimirkal!
angaiyarkﬁl! ennait térra vEnta;
nirkai uraikkinratu e13 itarku?
neﬁcum niraivum enakku inku illai;
karvannan kirk kagal ﬁélam unta
kanna-pirin vantu virginmtaEr vaIa on kalanip palagaten tiruppéreyil manakaré.

(VII-3—9)

Translation
Ye, mates and elders, make no attempt to reclaim me,
There’s hardly anything you can say, gone is my mind
And my modesty too, and now for Tiwppéreyil am I bound,
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With its ﬁelds fertile, fed with water in plenty,
Where resides Kantian, my Lord of blue tint.
Who the Sea-bound worlds did gulp.
Note
The Nayald insists upon going to Tiruppéreyil. as the mates
and elders counselled her patience and infused in her hopes
of an early return of her Beloved Lord. The Nayaki is,
however, in no mood to listen to such hollow inducements.
As a matter of fact, stripped of her mind, which has preceded
her in its ﬂight to the Lord, she can hardly be receptive to
all that they say. At any rate. she did not have that type
of mind, that would respond to their advice. Further, she
stands enthralled by the exquisite charm of the blue-hued
Lord, the great Redeemer.
nakararnum, natum, piravum tErvEn;
nan enaklcu illai, en tolimirkal!
cikara mani netu mitam nItu
ten tiruppéreyil virrirunta
makara netunkulaik katan, mﬁyan.
nﬁrruvarai anru maﬁka nﬁrra
nikar il mukilvannan, némiyan, en
neﬁcam kavamtu enai ﬁliyané‘.’

(VII—3—10)

Translation
My mates, I am not in the least shy to go forward
To cities and villages in quest of those that look down
Upon my love unto Makaranetunkulaikkitan, the peerless
Lord, cloud-hired,
With discus in hand, of wondrous deeds, who got slain
The hundred Kaurav brothers and now resides in Tiruppéreyil,
The ancient city with its turrets tall and stately castles,
Who since ages long did my heart steal.
Notes

but that the Néyalcl would, by darting
forth in the manner repeatedly proposed by her, only

(i) The mates pointed
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invite public ridicule and criticism of her conduct. The
Niyalci. however, retorts that she would go forward
in search of these very persons, in hall and hamlet, as it
would indeed gladden her heart to be told about her
union with Lord. Makarabhﬁsana (whose 'ears are
bedecked with pearls), especially in her present state
of separation from Him.
Lord manoeuvred, by stages, to get the
hundred Kaurava brothers slain, He seems to have
planned long, long back to steal away the Nayalci’s
heart.

(ii) Even as the

ﬁlitogu fili, uruvum pérurn
ceykaiyum véravan, vaiyam kakk'um
iii nir vannanai, accutanai,
ani k'urukﬁrc catakopan cor_1r_1a
k6} i1 antati 6r ayirattul
ivai tiruppéreyil méya pattum
all ankaiyanai Etta vallar
avar atimaittirattu aliyaré.

(VII—3—11)

'Ihnslntion
Those that adore the Lord, with conch and discus ﬁne,
By chanting this decad which unto the Deity at Tiruppéreyil
pertains,
Out of the thousand peerless songs composed by Catakopan
0f lovely Kurukﬁr, extolling Aocutan, the sea-hued Lord, Who
takes on
Diﬁ'erent names and forms in different ages, to carry on
His steadfast work of universal protection,
Will in His eternal service be blessed to remain.Note
The end-stanm brings out that those well-versed in these ten
songs, will be blessed with the great good fortune of tendering eternal service unto the Lord, like unto His discus, ever
alert and dutiful.

Seventh Centum—Fornth Decad (VII-4)
(Kn ela)
Preamble
Just when the Niyaki was attempting to go to Tiruppéreyil
where the Lord had gone for game-hunting. He returned victorious,
like Sri Rama back home from exile, after vanquishing Ravana and
his formidable horde of Raksasas. It may be recalled that Sita
locked Sri Ram in her sweet embrace by way of nursing wounds
on His person after His remarkable victory over Kara, Dhﬁsana,
Trsiras and the fourteen thousand Réksasas under them, singlehan—
ded and in an amazingly short space of time. Even so, Parankus'a
Niyaki, exceedingly jubilant over the Lord’s quick return from His
victorious hunting expedition, gets locked up in His sweet embrace,
by way of relieving His fatigue. In her festive mood, she also goes
on recounting the Lord’s wondrous deeds and benefaction, vast
and varied, as set out in this decad, exclaiming, “ What a marvel !"
“ what a wonder! ” and so on.
(Arayirappati Commentary)
ali ela, cankum villum ela, ticai
vali ela, tantum valum ela, antam
molai ela, muti patam ela, appariﬁli ela-ulakam kontavéré!

(VII—4—1)

Translation
Oh, how wonderful! the way the Benefactor great spanned the
worlds,
The discus, ﬁrst to grow tall like unto the Lord,
Was by the conch, bow, mace and sword follomd;
Benedictory shouts from all directions went up,
The massive globe got piertxd and bubbling came up
Peripheral waters, the Lord's crown and feet moving up,
And for Devas, the good days showed themselves up.
Note
The breath-taking expansion of the lord as Trvikrama,
spanning the entire Universe, up and below, is mentioned
ﬁrst. When the King embarks on a mighty undertaking,
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his immediate attendants vie with each other in exhibiting
their eagerness to ensure its successful achievement. When
Rama set out on exile, Laksmana was the ﬁrst to step forward
to accompany Him. Likewise, when the Lord started
expanding upward. His discus, the principal weapon, was the
ﬁrst to expand, the other weapons following suit. In
Sri Nampillai’s unique way of putting things, the discus
coolly stuck to the Lord‘s hand so that when the Lord rose
high up, it could automatically go up; actually, the amazing
rapidity with which the Lord rose up made the discus sceptical
of keeping pace with the Lord through its own effort and
hence this device. The luminous discus shone with extra
brilliance while the conch bellowad forth, striking terror
in the hearts of the ungodly. The discus has always had
a dominant role to play in all the Avatiras of the Lord.
During His advent as Rama, the aura of the discus permeated
the how, the same aura charged itself into the bent tooth,
long and protruding, of the great Boar (varaha), into
Narasirnha’s nails and Parasu Rama's axe. It was the
discus that spoilt the eye of Sukracarya, the high priest of
the Asuras, assuming the shape of the twisted grass in
Vamana’s ﬁnger. Ever sharp, the alert discus would dart
forth from the Lord’s hand and instantly hit the target,
the Lord wishes to attack, the moment He thinks of it.
(sudars'ana satakam)

In this marvellous expansion, the Lord’s crown and feet
seemed to rise together. With the ascent of the Lord and
His appendages, in this manner, the good days were also
coming up for the down-trodden Devas. The entire scene
is presented by the Alvar, as if it was a contemporaneous
event televised.

aru malaikku etirntu otum oli, aravu
ﬁgu culay malai tEykkum oli, katal
man: whom alaikkinta oli—appan
carupajta, amutam konta nagrE!

(VII—4—2)
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Translation
During the festive days when the great Sire for Devas gave
The nectar from the ocean churned, the great noise came
01' rivers bound for the ocean running back to the mountains,
0f the mighty snake rustling round the gigantic mountain
And of the oceanic water whirling round and round.
Note
When the momentous churning of the Milk-ocean took place,
so great was the upheaval of the ocean that the rivers bound
for the ocean were repulsed so fast that they had to swirl
back to the mountains whence they sprang. And then,
there was the mighty serpent, Vasuki functioning as the rope
churning the great mountain, making all the noise that the
tremendous friction could produce; and to cap it all was the
roaring of the oceanic water whirling with great momentum.
What an astounding scene indeed! It is even more astonishing that the Alvir could visualise it in such graphic details
at this distance of time. As already mentioned elsewhere,
the Lord assumed multifarious roles in this breath-taking
project.
mannurn tanattavé; pinnum.
tanattavé; pinnum,
nantila El katal tanattavé- appan
'nri, itantu, eyitril konta nélé.
nanzila

51

n'r_n_'ila 61 malai

(VlI—4—3)

Translation
Oh, what a wonder! when the Lord pulled the Earth out
With His tooth unique from under the waters deep.
The islands seven didn’t from erstwhile positions slip,
The mountains seven were as they had been and didn’t tilt,
And again, the oceans seven didn't burst and were in tact.
Note
The Lord incarnated as the Great Boar, slew the demon
Hiranyaksa (the golden-eyed) .in a pitched battle, and
forked the Earth, hidden by him under the waters, with His
unique tooth, long and portruding. When the Lord put
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the Earth buck in position. all its contents. namely, the
seven islands. the seven mountains and seven oceans were
quite in tact, without undergoing any change whatever.
This is indeed characteristic of the Omnipotent Lord.
The inhabitants also continued to jog on as before, running
after food and raiment. unmindful cf the herculean tasks
performed by the Lord. This is yet another wonder indeed!

nilum elu, nilam nirum ela, vinnum

kolum elu, eri kalum ela, malai
talum 21a, cum-tannin elm, appanuli cla uluk:.m unta ﬁné!

(VII—4—4)

Translation
Oh, how wonderful! the Lord did during deluge sustain
In His stomach which with noise great sucked in
The worlds seven, the sky and the planets tumbling down,
Land and water got uprooted and Time ceased to function,
The wind and ﬁre, the mountains seven,
The stars and other luminaries fell off their position.

Note
This song brings out the extraordinary situation that prevailed
at the time of the deluge when all the elements, Sky and
Earth, the Sun, Stars and other luminous bodies fell from
their respective positions and moved into the Lord’s stomach,
literally sucked in, to avoid being SWept 011‘. When the
Sun, the chief indicater of time and its numerous components
go. dislodged, Time automatically ceased to function.
Here then is a state of terrible impasse but all things are
quite safe inside the Lord’s stomach. Oh, what a miracle!

may

ﬁnutai mallar tatarnta oli,
in “Lie cénai natunkum oli, vinnul
En utait tEvar vcliypatta oli-appan
kanutaip paratam kai arai polté!

(VII—4—5)

Translation
When (Kt'sna) my Sire did the armies assemble
For the wondrous battle of Bharata where did scream and
tremble
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Kings and warriors great and wrestlers fat and strong, fell,
Clashing with noise great and the exalted Celestials.
Gathered in outer space, did witn great wonder bubble.
Note
On seeing Lord Krsna, the Divine Charioteer, ranged on the
side of the Pandavas, Kings and Warriers of great prowess,
arrayed opposite, screamed and trembled. The exalted
Celestials came in their strength and watched from above,
bubbling with reverent admiration, the wondrous battle
down below, whose strategy was directed by the Lord
at every turn, culminating in the victory of the Pandavas.
poltu melinta pun cekkaril van, ticai
cﬁlum, eluntu utirap punala, malai
kiltu, pilanta cinkam ottatal-appan
51

tuyar ceytu, acuraraik kollumarél

(VlI—4—6)

Translation
Oh, what a wonder! the way the demon (Hiranya) was by
my Sire slain;
Right at dusk, like a lion standing over a mountain lain
Down below and cleaving it, splashing blood in all directions
And high up in the sky, turning it all crimson.
Note
Oh, what a thrilling spectacle it was, the way Narasimham
slew Hiranya, like unto one mountain cleaving another
lain, down below, blood ﬂooding all over, high and low!
Isn’t it strange that the blood should ﬂow, in all directions,
including the sky, like water ﬂooding low-lying areas?

niraittu iraikkum carankal ina
nﬁru pinam malaipol purala, katal
aru matUttn utirap puuala-appan
nirupata, ilankai cerra net-é!

mat-u

(VII—4—7)
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'Ihmslnﬁon
Hundreds of corpses (of the Raksasas) were felled down
Like mountains huge. by noisy arrows darting in succession,
Filling with blood the ocean and thence into the rivers overﬂovm.

This is how the great Sire (Rama) did Lanka burn down.
Note
Oh. what a grand imagery! The blood of the Raksasas,
rolling down dead in large numbers, ﬁlls the ocean and
overﬂows into the rivers pushing the waters back. Lord
Rama’s arrows reduced Ravana’s Lanka to ashes, a veritable
grave-yard. The arrows spedindiﬁ‘erent directions, clashing
with each other, roaring like the sea.

nércariitan kotik koli kontéll; pinnum
nércarintan eriyum analog; pinnum,
narcarintan mukkan-mﬁrtti kantir-appan
nEreari vanan tintﬁl konta angel

(VII—4—8)

Won

When Krsna, my Sire, did chop oﬁ‘ the mighty arms
0f the retreating vinan the one with peacock banner
Had to give way and so did the one (Agni) that beams,
The triple-eyed (Rudra) too beat a retreat, in like manner.

Note
Krsna’s encounter with Vanan (Binésura) and his allies has
already been set out, in detail, in the notes under III-104.
Subrahmanya, Son of Siva, is referred to here as the one
with peacock banner. Agni, the ﬁre-god, ﬂannted all his
fortynine facets, in vain; he had to cut a sorry ﬁgure, like
his compatriots, before Lord Krsna.
anru man, nir, eri, Ital, vin malai mutal;
anru cutar iranpr, pigavum; pinnum
anru malai, uyir, tévum, marrum-appan
anru mural ulakam ceytatumél

(VII-4—9)
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Translation
When the Lord ﬁrst created the worlds.
The elements ﬁve. the mountains and other things were ushered,
All at once and so were the Sun. Moon and Stars,
That very moment came up the clouds that shower
Rains and the lives they sustain, all things still and mobile.
And the minor deities. oh, what a marvel!
Note
This song could refer either to the intial creation of the worlds
with their diverse contents as one of His great achievements
or be treated as a follow—up of the preceding song. dealing
with the subjugation of Banasuru by Lord Kisna. The
Lord’s creation became worth its while, only when He
subdued Bénésura and quelled his hauteur galore. cropprotection does indeed form an integral part of crop-cultivation.
méy nirai kil puka, ma purala, cunai
vay nigai nir piligic coriya, ina
a-niraipati ankE otunka-appan
ti malai kittu, kunram etuttiné

(VII—440)

'h'anslaﬁon
When (Kgsna) my Sire, held the umbrella of a mountain
And warded off (Indra’s) rain of destruction,
The whole of Amati, the town fertile, remained under its
protection,
The grazing cattle just mOVed aside and mied on,
The beasts tumbled as the mount was held upside down
And water from tanks, full to the brim, came gushing down.
Note
Here is a short and sweet picture, graphic enough, of Lord
Krsna’s mountain-lifting to protect a whole township
and its cattle from the fury of Indra, which visited on them
through a heavy down-pour of revengeful rains for a whole
week. While the cattle grazed on undisturbed, moving a
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little down on the mountain slopes, the wild animals, caught
unawares, tumbled down, as Sri Klima held Mount Govardan upside down, like holding an umbrella. Again, the tanks
on the mountain slopes, full to the brim, got inverted and the
waters discharged therefrom came down with roaring noise,
like unto rain—fall from numerous belts, the phenomenon of
a multiplicity of rains raised in the process of shielding the
township from a single rain visited by the irate Indra. How
magnanimous indeed of the Lord to have patiently held
aloft a mountain f0r a whole week and spared Indra, a
votary of His (unlike the inimical Asuras), despite the wrong
done by him!
kunram etutta piran atiyarotum
omi ninra catakopan uraiceyal
nagri punainta 6r ayirattul ivai
vegri tarum-pattum mévik karparkké.

(VII—4—ll)

Translation
Success in many ways will these ten beneﬁcent songs confer

On those that learn them, out of the thousand composed

By Catakopan who did unto the devotees adhere

0f the

Benefactor great, Who aloft did mount Govardan hold.

Note
The Alvar feels as if he is one of those who took shelter under
mount Govardan, when Lord Krsna held it aloft. It could
also be interpreted as his joining the rank and ﬁle of the
Sri Vaisnavas, who have sought refuge at the Lord’s feet,
scared of the worldly life, like unto those in the pastoral
village, who took shelter under Govardan. As Nampillai
puts it, the Alvin feels drawn towards the Lord’s remarkable
simplicity in holding aloft Govardan for a whole week
and His exquisite charm in that position. And so, he gives
vent to his Joy by mentally mingling with those who were
then under the Lord‘s protective umbrella.
Surely, the
chanters of this decad which sets out, one by one, the
Lord’s victorious achivements, will be crowned with success
in all their undertakings.

Seventh Centum —Fifth Decad (VII-5)
(Kagpﬁr—irama—pirﬁnai)
Preamble
The Altair. who revelled in the last decad. recounting some
of the Lord‘s glorious deeds. cites some more achieiements
of the Lord’s glorious deeds. cites some more achievements
of the Lord in this decad. much to his own delectation.
At the same time, he could not help wondering how the
worldlings. whose birthright it is to share this enjoyment,
kept aloof and he even felt vexed with them for their callous
indifference. What a pity! Oblivious of the huge treasure
of gold, buried within inches right in the centre courtyard
of their houses. these folks struggle elsewhere with swollen
feet in search of ﬂeeting wealth of no consequence.

karpar irama-piranai allal, marrum karparépul pa mutala, pul erumpu ati oniu ingiye,
nal-pal ayottiyil valum caricaram munavum,
nal-pélukku uyttanan-nanmukanar pcﬂa nattulé? (VIl--5—l)
Translation
Will those in quest of Knowledge seek to Know any but
Iramapiratl
Who did instil love great for Him even in the smallest ant
And tiny grass in Ayotti. the blessed city (with God-love
rampant),
Things still and mobile, with no effort on their part,
Of all the places in this world, created by Nanmukan?
Notes
(i) When Irﬁmapirdzt (Sri Rama) went into exile, even
inanimate things got choked with grief, the trees
withered away, the tanks and rivers boiled up to such
an extent that none could go near them. And when He
returned to Ayodhya at the end of His exile, the trees
started yielding fruits out of season, the orchards were
all in full blossom, betokening the exuberance of their
joy over the Lord’s home-coming. Such was the great
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spell of love east upon all things, still and mobile, and
all creatures in the blessed Kingdom of Ayodha, by
Lord Rama! It has to be noted that this God-love of
amazing magnitude was generated in them by the
Lord‘s spontaneous grace. without any effort on their
part such as pursuing the paths of discipline laid down
by the S’astras for cultivationg it. This aspect has been
dwelt upon in aphorism 105 of ‘Acz'trya Hrdayam’
with the Author's characteristic profundity. Even trees
and animals were spell-bound, when the Lord, during
His next Avtﬁrt as Krsna, produced SWeet strains from
His magic ﬂute.
‘
‘
(ii) In his Dramidopanisad tatparya Ratnavali Sri Vedanta
this
Desika. however, interprets
song, as referring to
ﬁnal emancipation of all things and beings in Ayodhya,
due solely to Sri Rama’s voluntary grace. ‘Sakethe
muktidhanat". All the other glossators, except the
author of the twleve thousand grantha commentary,
hold that this song highlights Lord Rama’s extraordinary
grace in investing the creatures in Ayodhya With an
abundance of God-love, matching with that of the
denizens in the High Heaven. Nanmukan (Brahma) is
the demi—urge nominated by the Supreme Lord for
carrying out the function of creation. Even so, in the
worlds created by him there was just one place known
as Ayodhya where all creatures, including the tiniest of
beings and things like the ants and grass, were soaked
exclusively in love for Lord Rama, instead of being
dependent on Brahmi. the ostensible Creator. Among
the living creatures, the ant is the smallest and the grass
is the tiniest among things, still and immobile. Mention
of these two in this song, goes to emphasise that it is
not one’s spiritual learning and deep erudition that
secure the ﬁna lgoal of ‘Moksa’ but the Lord’s sweet to
‘
spontaneous grace and apratisedha ’ or non-resistance
the inﬂux of His grace, on the part of the beneﬁciaries.
Of all places within the ambit of creation of that
functionary, known as Brahma, there is just one, called
Ayodhya where all things and beings from the highest
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to the lowest. subsist on God-love a passionate love
for Sri Rama, in total replacement of the normal
source of sustenance, namely. food. And. therefore,
can one long to know of any but Lord Rama who
instilled such love out of His sweet, spontaneous grace?
(iii) Among our Pﬁrvacaryas (Great Preceptors). Kﬁrattalvan
felt that the perfections and graces of Godship were
complete in His incarnation as Rama, eclipsing the
glories of all the other Avataras of the Lord.
Bhaltarya, the illustrious son of the illustrious father,
had also a distinct predilection for Ramavatéra. before
whom all the other Avataras paled into insigniﬁcance.
according to him. One day. he reacted sharply to the
observation made by one Cirizlttfm that Lord Rama
did not display the virtue of condescension (S ulabhya)
to the remarkable extent displayed by Lord Krsna
by running an errand, on behalf of the Pandavas
like unto a carrier-pigeon. Bhattz‘trya stoutly defended
his own position, saying: “It is not so; Rama would
have certainly been prepared to go as a messenger
but there was none to bid him to carry any message".

nattil pirantavar naranark'u at agri, avaro—
nattil pirantu, patatana pattu, manicarkkﬁy,
nattai naliyum arakkarai natit tatintittu,
nattai alittu, uyyac ceytu, natantamai kéttumé?

(Vll—S—Z)

Translation
Will those that to the land belong (where reigns supreme
The Lord’s glory), be the vassal of any one but (Him) Naranar
Even after knowing how He unto this wicked land came
And suffered miseries untold for the sake of the humans,
Tormented by the Riksasas, how He sought and routed them,
Restoring peace and piety in the land and went back to the
Celestium?
Notes
(i) Sri Rama stayed in this land for eleven thousand years
although He slew Rdvana'and vanquished the monstrous
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hordes under him in His thirty-eighth year itself.
During this long period, the Kingdom of Ayodhya
became saturated with love for Him and the subjects
looked upon Him as their sole sustaincr. No wonder,
when He went back to the Celestium, He took them
all with Him.

of this song, Rama is referred to as Narayana
(Naranan) being an incarnation of the latter. After
the overthrow of Ravana, Brahma, Rudra and other
Celestials assembled in outer space and sang Sri
Rama's praise in a chorus, when they said ‘ Bhavan
Narayano Devah’ etc. Brahma requested Rama to
get back to the Celestium just then, but Rudra referred
to by Valmiki, as “Sadartha nayana Srimin” pleaded
that He should deign to get back to Ayodhya and
restore happiness to His mothers, brothers and the
subjects pining for Him and nurture them with His

(ii) In the text

loving grace.
(iii) Wasn‘t it His condescending love and deep concern for
the sci-rowing mortals, down below, sunk in deep
distress, that made Him come down to this hideous
land which is abhorred even by us, mortals bound by
Karma, and stay in the mother’s womb for full tWelve
months, a couple of months more than we do? And
what more? No human ever suffered like Him, His
separation from Sita, His beloved Consort, like unto
the Soul remaining on one side of the ocean and the
body, on the other, loss of jatayu, the vulture King,
extremely dear unto Him etc., etc., and yet these
very men for whom He undeerent all the harrowing
hardships are so ungrateful as to criticise and ﬁnd
fault with Him at this distance of time. Even the
Devas, who would not deign to step on to this loathsmoe soil and receive the libations offered to them by
we men and over here, only from a distance, had no
compunction while requesting the Lord to come down
to Earth and slay Rivana, King of Lanki and rout the
city. So very selﬁsh, these Devas are.

Seventh Ccntum (VII-5)
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(\ ll—5—3)

Translation
Will those that yearn to listen to things great
Listen to aught but the glory of Kécavan from those
That know how He got restored unto His feet
Even Sis’upz'tla, the age-long enemy inveterate. who railed
abuses
0n Him, so vile and mean, that even those who longed
To hear Him maligned found them unsavoury and blistering?
Note
What is there to hear but the glory of the magnanimoul
Lord Krsnu (Kesava) who salved even the malicious Sisupila,
His sworn enemy, whose sole occupation it was to vituperate
Him in the meanest terms, from those who have already
got to know about it? Even while abusing, Sis’upala chose
Lord Krsna as his target, keeping Him in view and mentioning His name all the time, though in bad light. The felon
did so not only in one birth but in every one of his many
births. And what about the intensity of his hatred for the
Lord? Even those, who longed to hear the Lord maligned
and hired out persons for this job, could not stand the
blistering invectives of Siéupila. The merciful Lord perhaps took this as yet another form of recital of His names,
‘
Nama Sankirtana’ and salved the age-long offender!
So then, even enmity to God is preferred to friendship with
Satan, seeing that Sisupala could obtain salvation, although
he was a staunch hater of Lord Krsna, reciting His holy
names by way of malicious indictment, though coming
face to face with His bejeWelled Person, the great fortune
of a great enemy! And what to say of the inﬁniteness of
His grace, much beyond the competence of we mortals to
conjecture! The Lord's grace is all the more pronounced,
seeing that Sisupa‘tla had, on his part, not even the remotest
wish (arthitva) for salvation and it is incredible that he
could ever attain it.

I.“
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mnmai uripaxar tam mnrku 2! anti, {muopanmaip putar pOru! :itum il pill netum kalattu,
nunmaip punul panni, nanmukztnuip panni. tannullé
(VII—5—4)
tnnmui mayakkim torriya cﬁlnlkal ciutitlé?
Translation
Will those. that meditate on the grace galore of the Lord,
Become the vassals of any but Him who put back the worlds
In positions. as of old, creating the beneﬁcent water ﬁrst,
And Brnhmi. the four-headed. next. ﬁnding all things lost
For a whole eternity, in a state of veritable naught,
When one thing could not from another be told' in His stomach
caught?

Note
We can‘t but belong to the Supreme, Lord, our Sole Master,
the ﬁrst cause of all things, who created the worlds
of differences. with their assortments as Devrs, humans,
birds and beasts. plants and things. still and mobile. It
was indeed His grace galore that made Him sustain in His
stomach all the worlds with their varied contents, without
their being swept off, during the Great deluge (Mahapralaya),
a state of virtual non-existece or nothingness, pending the
restoration of the old order of things in due course when
He put them back in position. Is there any need then to
speciﬁcally state that We can’t but belong to Him, our
creator?
cﬁlalkal cintikkil, mayan kalal angi, cﬁlvaroalap perum punal-tannul aluntiya ﬁalattajt
talap patarnal, tanpal oru kottitait tan konta
kélal tiru uru iyirrult kart-um, unarntumé?

(VII—5-5)

Translation
Will those who seek the means to achieve their ends
on aught but the feet of the wondrous Lord,
Having (from sages) heard and pondered how He pulled

lean
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The Earth out from the depth of the water vast.
As the Great Boar. on His tooth unique. well in tact?
Note
Once We get to know the Lord‘s grace galore and ponder
over it, the manner in which He created the worlds and later,
preserved them from being swept ofl‘ by the deep waters of
the Deluge. does it not behove us to look upon Him as our
Sole Refuge? When He forked the Earth out. effortlessly
on His long tusk. bent and protruding. it looked like a blue
gem, at one end of the tooth. It was indeed the Lord‘s
extra—ordinary grace that induced Him to assume a Form
out of all proportion to the actual needs. like unto a generous
host out to feed a bare forty persons, cooking fora hundred.
unri, {ii-arokéttum unamtavar kEcnvarku
vz'ittam ilz'r van kai mavali \"Qtikka, tatippuntu,
ittam kol tévarkal eenru irnntarkku itar nikkiya
kﬁttu ankai vamanan ay, ceyta kﬁttukkal kantumé?
2'11

(VIl—5—6)

herniation
The Devils, tormented by Mévali, the donor great with devilish
pride ﬁlled,
Did the Lord entreat to rid them of their pain extreme;
Wonders He then performed and the donor’s pride He quelled,
As Vamanan. with outstretched arms, seeking the queer kind
of aims;
Having all these from the great sages heard
And pondered over, how can one submit to any but Kacevan,
my Lord?
Note

If Mavali (Mahabali) was a peerless donor, the Lord too
want to him as a peerless Seeker of alms! It was Bali’s
inﬂiction of unbearable miseries on the Devas, big and small,
which made the otherwise discordant team (cutting at each
other’s throat, one chopping the head of another, like
unto the land-lords envious of the greatness of one another)
combine together and appeal at the feet of Lord Mahavisnu.
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kantum, lelintum lunar knnnarku a1 angi, avarovantu un malart tonkal markkantéyanukku valum nal
intaic cataimuti lean utankontu ucac cella,
kontu anku, tannotum kontu, utan cenratu unamtumé?
(VII—S—7)

Translation
loan, with matted locks pronounced, led the little lad,
Markantéyan, with lovely garland bedecked, unto the Lord,
Who blessed the youngster with long life and unto His fold
Admitted him; having heard all these by the great sages told,
Will those that ponder over the Lord’s grace galore
Adore any but Kannan, with their vision clear?
Note
In the preceding song, Indra and other Devas who sought
refuge in the Lord. were blessed by Him. But that is
nothing when compared with His shedding grace on
Markantéya, a votary of Siva. Here then is yet another
poof of the Lord‘s inﬁnite grace. As regards Markantéya’s
episode and the relative role of Siva and Mahavisnu in
redeeming that great initial votary of Siva, see the elaborate
notes under IV-lO-B.
celln unamtavar celvan-tan cir agri, kagpardellai ilata perum tavattal pala cey mixai,
allal amararaic ceyyum iraniyan akattai,
mallal ari uru ay, ceyta mayam arintumé?

(VII—S—B)

Insulation
Will those with knowledge, full and perfect,
Learn aught but the glory great of the Lord aﬂluent,
Knowing how, as the gigantic Ari , He tore apart
The body of Iraniyan, the demon who thro ’ penance immense
Acquired enormous strength and did the Devas tease and
torment?
Notes
(i) The knowledgeable persons, whose thoughts can reach

the farthest lengths, will not stop short of revelling
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glory. His unspieious traits

(ii) Hiranya (lrnniyun) was \‘cr_\' formidable indeed. armed
with many a boon acquired by Him. by dint ol‘ the

severest penance imaginable. But he palcd into insigniﬁcance before the mighty Ari (Narasimha) of
enormous size like unto the water collected in the
hoof-mark of the cow (the shallow depression on the
ground caused by the hoof of the animal) vis-a-vis the
oceanic waters. Could one‘s mind be turned away
from a Lord shedding such astounding grace on His
devotees?
maynm aripavar mz'iyavarku iii anti. (wardtayam cerum oru nﬂnuvar mnr‘rku. 6r aivarkku
técam atiya or carntiyz‘iyc cenru, cénaiyui
nacam Ceytittu, nntanta nal \‘z‘trttai arintumé'?

51y.

(VII—5—9)

Translation
Will those well-versed with the wondrous Lord‘s exploits
magniﬁcent
Ever subserve any but Him. so loving and muniﬁcent,
Knowing how He became world-famous as the peerless
charioteer,
For the sake of the illustrious ﬁve to whom He did cater,
Annihilating their hundred coparcencrs unfrientﬂy and did the
armies shatter
And the heartening word that He went to the Celestium thereafter?
Note
Oh, what an amazing simplicity! the Supreme Lord of the entire
Universe did the mean job of driving Arjuna’s chariot
and that too, in public, on the battle ﬁeld. When. at his
SWeet will, a superior person condescends to serve a subordinate, it is usually done in camera. and not in public.
But here is the Divine charioteer. who not only kept Himself
open to public gaze in His Incarnate Form as Ktsna, but
even to day stands before us, in His Iconic (worshippable)
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Form as ‘ Partha Sarathi ‘ (Arjuna’s charioteer) at Triplicane
(Tiru-allildréni) in Madras, and as Pandava Dhﬁta in
Tamilnadu (near Madras) and also in Kaﬁci (also in Tamil
nadu).

varttai azipavar mayavarlcu at anti, amoportta pirappotu, noyotu, muppotu, irappu ivai
pErttu, perum tunpam vér ara nikki, tan talinldlc
oérttu, avag ceyyum cEmattai ennit telivurré? (VII—5—10)

mnslation
Will those that appreciate the wholesome message
‘
’
Song Celestial and with clarity of mind ponder
What unto them the Lord has done, the long list of favours,
Ridding them of the blinding cloak of birth, pestilence, old age
And death. cutting out, (root and branch), the great disaster
(Of getting lost in self-enjoyment) and granting asylum secure
At His very feet, serve aught but the wondrous Sire?

0f the Lord’s

Nots
(i) The quintessence of the Lord‘s message in
Gita is in the ‘ Carama Sloka ’ (XVIII-66),

Bhagavad

that which

treats of the ﬁnal or the ultimate ‘ Means ’, the loving
path of surrender unto God, taking Him as the Sole
Refuge, the ‘ Means ’ and the ‘ End ’ combined. This
song is virtually a commentary of that Sloka, vide also
the closing aphorism (289) of ‘ Mumuksuppati ’
(Lokacarya’s Manual for the seekers of Moksa).
(ix)

Birth, in the midst of the worldlings with the attendant
risk of becoming oblivious of one’s essential nature
caught up in a mesh like the spider’s Web, sickness
which saps one’s energies, the sudden onslaught of old
age, like a thunderbolt and the dark hand of death
falling on one’s shoulders unawares, are disastrous
enough. The greatest disaster of all would, however,
be emancipation from the above calamities and staying
in a disembodied state, lost in self-enjoyment (known
as Kaivalya moksa) without tasting the bliss of divine
service. It is indeed the greatest of all the favours
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showared on us by the Lord to wean us away in mm
from courting this eternal disaster of ‘ Kaivalya
anubhuva‘ and vouchsai'e unto us the blissful service
at His lotus feet. in that Etemnl Land (Heaven). with
absolutely no risk of our slipping back to the old
ways, indeed the greatest of all His benefactions
before which all the rest shall pale into insigniﬁcanee.
telivurru vivu inri nigraxarkku inpak kati ceymm
telivurga kannanait ter_i lcurukﬁrc caiakopan col
telivumt ayirattul ivai pattum vallar-avar

telivurra cintaiynr pa maru muvulakkattullé.

(VIl—S—ll)

Translation
Those that learn these songs ten
Out of the lucid thousand composed by Cataltépatl
Of kurulcur, adoring the Lord, who clarity personiﬁed is
And bestows on His devotees, clear and steadfast. ﬁnal bliss,
Will clarity of mind attain even in this land of dismal distress.
Notes

turbid water in the
river becoming clear and limpid in certain areas. the
vedas, confused like the gummy substance in the jack
fruit sticking to the straw-like stuﬂ‘ covering the fruit,
acquire clarity in the hands of Saint Nammalviar.

(i) The lucid thousand: Like unto the

dear and steadfast: Devotees with a clear
conviction. like that of the Alvar, that the Lord is
their Sole Refuge, which cannot be shaken. The
clarity of knowledge is like that obtained by Arjuna
who confessed to his doubts having been dispelled
on hearing Lord Krsna’s teachings. In this context,
it is interesting to recall the following conversation
between Naﬁciyar and his illustrious disciple, Nampillai:

(ii) The devotees.

NampiIIai: “ Sire, did Arjuna attain the Lord or not

”
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Naﬁcii'ar: " It is immaterial whether Arjuna attained
God or not and your question is hardly relevant. We
have to pin our faith to Gita as the Lord‘s teachings
without enquiring who are all the beneﬁciaries, even
as the thirsty quench their thirst by drinking nice,
cool water at sight. Without caring to ascertain the
names of those whose thirst has already been quenched
by drinking water".

Seventh Centum—Sixth Decad (VII-6)

(Pi maru mﬁvulakum)

Preamble
In the last decad, the Saint’s address to the world is implicit,
although the third person has been used throughout, instead of the
second. No doubt. the worldlings kept aloof from God because
of their exclusive absorption in sensual pleasures, totally shorn
of God-love. But then, here is the Alvar with an enormous yearning for the Lord, of unimaginable depth and yet, he has not been
able to experience the bliss of lasting communion with Him. We
have of course seen him ravished by internal joy, during those
delirious moments of union with the Lord (mental vision), overﬂowing its contents and ﬁnding expression through hymns adoring
Him and extolling His great glory. In the contrary state of desertion by the Lord, he would lament loudly as in this decad, melting
the stony hearts of even the ungodly. Sri Nampillai puts it that
the Alvar‘s lamentations were so loudly vociferous that it looked
as if a vast ocean rose on its feet and roared with all its might;
surely it cannot but dislodge the Lord from His seat in the high
Heaven and compel Him to come down to the Alvar and oblige
him with His sweet presence.
Acarya Ammanki Ammal would exclaim:

“We can only sing and listen to this decad sung by others.
We are. hOWever, least competent to gauge and express, in concrete
language, the unfathomable depth of the Alvirs languishment,
ﬁnding utterance in such soul-stirring diction”.
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Translation
Oh, Parpanépﬁ, Who created the worlds three. vast and varied.
Oh, Lord with lotus feet that spanned the sprawling worlds
three.
Oh,Lotus-eyed. You are the Master unique of this soul lonely;
Oh, Lord, with lotus hands, when do I attain Your feet comely?
Notes
(Padmamiblzri): The Supreme Lord. the
Primate, from whose navel sprouted the lotus stalk;
from the lotus ﬂower at the upward end of that stalk,
emerged Brahmi who gave birth to all the rest. The
navel of the Lord thus proclaims Him as the First
and Foremost: The implication of the address in the
opening line is: “Oh my Sire, can You who created all
things, destroy me? I am on the verge of extinction".

(i) Parpanapu

(ii) The worlds created by the Lord were misappropriated

by Maha Bali unto himself and hence the Lord had to
wrest them back from him. Thus there is reference
to the spanning of the worlds by the Lord as Trviknima.
The Lord set His feet then on all and sundries but now
He would deny those very feet to the Alvér who pines
for them.

(iii) The Alvar was enthralled by the Lord’s lotus eyes and
thenceforward he has been subsisting on them alone.
How then can the Lord withdraw from the Alvar his
very sustenance?
(iv)

It was with His lotus hands that Sri Krsna embraced
Akrt'tra and the same hands dealt a mortal blow to
Kantakarna. And now, the Alvar is not asking the
Lord to embrace him as He embraced Akrﬁra but only
wants Him to say when exactly He would lift him unto
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His lotus feet, even as He. as Lord Rama, assured
Bharata about His return to Ayodhya from exile at the
end of fourteen years.
cnrukOl cérvatu, amol-aran, nanmukan Ettum ceyya
nin tiruppitattai yin? nilam, nir, eri, kal, Vin, uyir
enru ivai-tam mutala, murrum ay, ninra entay‘. 6!
kunru ctuttu, i-nirai mEyttu, avai katta em kﬁtta! 6!
(VII—6—2)

Translation
As the Soul You stand of land, water and ﬁre,
Air and space, creatures, one and all, oh, Sire,
You tended the cows and held aloft mount (Govardhan)
To save them, oh, pot-dancer great. alas! when shall I attain
Your lovely feet, Nanmukat_1(Brahma) and Aran (Siva) adored?
Note
The Alvar longs for the Lord’s lovely feet, coveted by the
exalted Brahmi, the demi-urge. in charge of creation and
the eminent Rudra in charge of dissolution. Specially
endOWed that he is, the Alvin can of course conjure up the
cosmic vision of the Lord in all things and beings, as their
in-dweller but he ‘longs for the Lord’s holy feet in His
specialised Form of exquisite charm.

kitta em kﬁtta! o! malai éntik kal—mari-tanuai;
put tan tulay mutiyéyl punai konrai am ceﬂcataiyay!
vaytta en nanmukané! vantu er_1 at uyir ni analEttu-arum kirttiyinay! unnaienkuttalaippeyvane? (VII-6—3)
Translation
Oh, You Dancer great, aloft You held the mountain
And beat off the hail storm, on Your crown is tulaci, cool
and nice,
0h, Internal Controller of Siva and Brahma! Your glory
description deﬁes,
You are my Soul dear, me, you do, on your own, sustain
And Yet I know not where You I shall attain?
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Notes
(i)

Indra visited his fury

in the shape of a hail storm. raining
stones and Lord Krsna worded it oﬂ‘ by holding
mount Govardhan aloft like an umbrella. As
Nampillai puts it in his unique way, the Lord would
have lifted the ocean itself instead of the mountain and
shielded the subjects, had Indra sent down watery rain
instead of the stony one! The Alvar now asks whether
the Lord will shield only a whole township and that
against the fury of the elements instead of a single
individual like him. pelted by the rain of sorrow,
visited on him by his Very :xistenee in this world.
Actually. his affliction is much more intense than the
combined intensity of the sufferings of a whole township. And yet. the Alt-air does not want the Lord to
lift yet another mountain for his sake but pines only
for the sight of the sincwy arms of the Lord, the lifter
of Govardhan.

(ii) Says the Alvin “ Oh, Lord,

You are the Soul iunto me,
Your body. Where is the question of the body attaining the Soul? As one exclusively dependent on You,
I know of no Means but You, to attain you. Does
it not follow, therefore, that You have to pick me up?”

enkut talaippeyvan nan-elil mﬁvulakum niyé;
anku uyar mukkan-piran, pirama-peruman-avan ni;
vem katir vaeeirak kai intiran mutalit tcyvam ni;konku alar tan am tulay muti ennutaik kovalané? (VII—6—4)
Translation
The lovely worlds three You control, oh, Kovalan, wearing on
Your crown,
Tulacr, cool and nice, shedding honey; the triple-eyed Siva
and Brahma, the exalted
Are at Your disposal and so is Indra who the mace pOWerful
wields;
So then, how can I attain You, on my own?
T—22
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Note
The Lord having revealed to the Alvir, His grand glory, as the
great ordainer. maintaining the exalted Brahmé, Siva and
Indra, their respective estates, as the best of all good things
and at the same time. His inordinate love for His devotees,
it is but meet that the Rlvar calls upon Him to cut out all
his impediments and lift him unto His feet. There is no
question of the Alvar attaining Him through his own eﬂoﬂ.
Can a rat-boned weakling be expected to lift a mountain on
his back?
enputaik kovalanél en pollak karurnénikkamé!
uguutai unti-malar ulakarn-avai mﬁnrum parantu,

unnutaic coti vellattu akampal unnaik kantu kontittu,
(VII—6-5)
ennutai ar uyirar ennanékol vantu eytuvaré?
Tmslation
Oh, my beloved Kovalan, sweet unto me like virgin gem,
How shall this cussed soul. (soaked in worldly pleasures, one
and all)
Attajn You and behold Your resplendent Form,
In the High Heaven, the land aglow, unique and eternal?
Note
The Alvar avers that one like him steeped in sensual pleasures
cannot attain the Lord of Supreme Splendour in the High
Heaven, except through His spontaneous grace. This is
obviously his reply to the qUestion supposed to have been
posed unto him by the Lord, whether he should not make
some eﬂ'ort to attain the end in view.
vantu eytumagu ariyén-malku nilac cutar talaippa,
ceﬁcutarc cotikal pﬁttu, oru manikkam cérvatu p61,
antararnél cempattotu ati, unti, kai, marpu, kan, véy
ceﬁcutarc coti vita urai en timmarpanaiyé?
(VII—6—6)
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Translation
I know not how to get at my Lord
Bearing Tiru ( Laksrni) on the chest and reclining on Serpent bed,
In the Milk-ocean. His body beaming blue that expands,
His feet. navel, hands. chest. eyes and lips glowing red.
Like unto a ruby radiating lovely rays red.
Note
Here again, the Saint repeats that he has no “ Means‘ other
than the Lord reclining in the Milk-ocean like unto a
multicoloured garment spread over the soft. somnolent
serpent-bed, and that He should, therefore. admit him unto
His fold in the exercise of His voluntary grace.
en tirumz‘irpan-tannai, en malaimukal kuran-tannai.
enrum en namakalai akampal konta nanmukagai,
ninra cacipatiyai, nilam kintu eyil mum-u eritta,
(VII—5—7)
vent-u pulag turanta vicumpu aiiyai-kénéno?
Translation
Shall I behold Him that bears on His chest, Tiru, my Mother,
The Internal Controller of the Spouses of Malaimakal, Namakal
And Caci. the Redeemer of Earth, who did help Brahmt‘t,
conquer
The senses. the destroyer great of the triple citadels?
Note
The Lord got Brahmé and Siva married to their respective
consons, Malaimakal (Parvati) and Nﬁmakal (Sarasvati) and
so also Indra to Saéi as the parent gets the sons, come of age,
suitable brides. The Lord is also the Internal Controller
of all including these exalted personalities. There are certain
things like redemption of the Earth by the Lord Himself,
assuming the gigantic form of a Boar and certain others
like the destruction of the Trpura (three citadels) and the
three demoniac brothers who ruled the citadels, functioning
as the Internal Controller of Rwdra. Brahmﬁ, the Demiurge had to acquire control over the senses, preparatory
to his being entrusted with the task of creation.
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filiyuik kin pariyﬁy, ari kin nariyay, arakkar
ulai igtu anru ilankai katantu, pilam pukku olippa,
mili um pullaik katiy, viral miliyaik konru, pinnum
:1! uyar kunraﬁkal eeytu, atarttanaiyum kantum kolo?
(VII—6—8)

Tramlation
When shall I behold my Lord Who did mount the lovely
bird (Garuda)
And annihilate the Asuras who from Lanka ﬂed and hid
Inside the underworld, like the horse by the Dinosaur scared,
And the fox by the lion, slew the formidable Mali and his hordes
Throwing up the corpses into heaps of mountains tall?

Nata
The incidents, set out in chapters 5 to 8 of Ramayana, Uttara
Kinda, are alluded to in this song:
Malyavan, Mali and Smith, the three sons of Sukesa, a
Raksasa, acquired enormous strength through terriﬁc
penance, settled in Lanka and raised a huge population giving endless trouble to the Devas. The Devas, who sought
the help of Lord Sriman Narayana. were vouchsafed by Him,
This enraged the Asuras who invaded
protection.
the upper worlds, surrounded the Lord who appeared there,
mounted on Garuda and engaged Him in a pitched battle.
When Mali was slain by the Lord, his brothers Malyavan
and Suméli encountered Him and were also beaten off.
The two Asura chiefs then retreated, along with the remaining followers, into the Pathala (underworld) and hid themselves there. Sumali’s daughter, named, Kaikaéi gave birth
to Rivana and others.
The Alvar would want to know when he can enjoy the supreme
bliss of beholding the Lord who can undoubtedly cut out
all his foes (impediments) even as He destroyed these formidable demons. In the ﬁrst two songs of this decad, the Lord
has been set out as the goal, the next ﬁve songs reveal that
He is also the ‘ Means ’ for attaining Him while in this
and the next two songs, He is shown as the great Redeemer,
vanquishing the forces of evil and thus cutting out all our
s1ns.
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kantum kolo, neﬁcumél-katiya vinahé muyalum
an tiral mili moympin arakkan kuluttuit tatimu,
mintum avun tampikké viri nir ilunkui aruli.
until. tan coti pukka amaiar uriyérriguiyé‘.’

(_V'Il~6—9)

Translation
My mind, shall we at all behold the Chief of Celestials.
Who the clan routed of (Ravana) the formidable Asura bent
on evil
And on the throne of Lanka, the peninsular Kingdom, installed
(Vibhisana). his brother, returned to Ayodhyz't and there ruled
Thousands of years and then to the Celestium returned?
Note
The Alva: enquires of his mind whether he will be able to
behold Lord Rama in the glorious setting in Heaven,
surrounded by Angels, soaked in God-love, unlike the Earth
where the ungodly aimed missiles at Him.
Ergu—arum vaik‘untattai arulum

narnakku-iyar kulattu

[tu
mu ilam pillai onrayp pukku, mayankalé i_\ am,
kﬁnu iyal ka'ncanaik konru aivarkku ay, kotum oEnai tatin
(Vll—6—10)
arral mikkan, periya paraﬁcﬁti pukka ariyé
Translation
will be granted the Heaven. difﬁcult to attain,
, Who entered Gokul as a Babe just born,
Worked many a wonder ere the devilish Kaﬁcan was by Him
slain,
Got the armies of the cruel enemies routed, as a Partisan
Of the ﬁve brothers and repaired back to the High Heaven,
Still feeling that enough unto them hasn't been done.
Surely,

We

By the merciful Ari

Note
to which he had
posed the question, as in the last song.

(i) The Alvar is now placating his mind
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(ii) Krsna, as a mere Babe and later, as a Boy, worked

my

wonders culminating in the slaying of the ﬁendish
Kamsa who had tried all methods he could possibly
conceive of, to do may with the Divine Child. And
when Krsna came of age, He controlled the wonderful
military strategy in that great battle at Kuruksetra and
led the Pandavas to victory against the evil-minded
Kauravas. Having done so much, the Lord still felt
He had not done enough unto His devotees. How
magnanimous of Him! And what more? EVen after
His return to Heaven, His fury over the demoniac
kamsa, Duryodhana etc., remained unabated.

puklca ari uru ay, avunan utal kintu, ukanta,
cakkarac celvan-tannaik kurukﬁrc cataképan conna
mikka or ziyirattul ivai pattum vallar-avarait

tokku, pallantu icaittu, kavariceyvar élaiyaré.

(VII—6—11)

Tmslaﬁon
Those that are Well-Versed in these songs ten
Out of the illustriotm thousand composed by Cataképan
Of Kurukt'lr, adoring Timmal, wielding the discus ﬁne,
Who, as the Man-Lion marvellous, emerged and tore open
Avunan’s body, will the High Heaven attain
And there the damsels bright will adore them and entertain.
Note
Although the Lord did not wield the discus or, for the matter
of that, any other weapon during His Avatara as NaraSimha, it could be seen from ‘ Sudarsana Satakam ’ that
that the aura of Sudarsan (Discus) permeated Narasimha’s
nails, which tore open Avunan’s (Hiranya’s) body. The
chanters of this decad will have a good reception in
Heaven, attended upon by the Apsaras over there. See
also X-9-7.

Seventh Centum Seventh Decad (VII-7)
(ﬂaiyar ivi)
Preamble
The soul-stirring utterances of the Saint. as in the last decad,
should indeed have gone straight to the Lord in Heaven. In a
way, the Lord would seem to have paciﬁed the Alvin by enabling
him to comprehend mentally His exquisite Form. limb by limb.
Led away by the Lord’s charming beauty, the Alvér. aims at
physical enjoyment of the Lord‘s exquisite Form. with outstretched
hands and feels frustrated when such an experience is denied to
him. Thrown into deep dejection. the Alvin, once again (ﬁguratively) transformed as the Nﬁyaki. hits back the mates and elders.
She asserts that she could hardly yield to their threats and cajoling.
overwhelmed as she was by the Lord's bewitching Form, in all its
details, on a par with physical perception through the senses.
This decad is similar to V-5 and yet. there is a diﬂ‘erence between
the two. There was an alternation of the Rivers rejoicing and
regret, in the earlier decad, while, in the current one. the expression
of stinging regret dominates in so far as the Alvin could not envision
the Lord‘s Form as a whole, but perceive only one limb, at a time,
whetting his appetite, all themore, for visualising the Lord’s Form,
in its entirety. In this peculiar context. the Néyaki would look
upon the bewitching eyes of the Lord’s as but death-dealing
twins.
Elaiyar avi unnum inaik kﬁrram kolé? ariyég!
all am kanna-pirin tirukkankalkolé? agiyén!
culavum tamarai nil-malar p61 vantu ténrum kantir;
(VII—7—l)
téliyarlcal! annaimir! en ceykén—tuyarattiyéné?
Translation
Ye, mates and elders, I lmow not whether what I see
Are death~dealing twins or the lovely eyes of Kannapiran,
the sea-hued Lord;
Know ye that these are by me seen all around
Like lotus ﬂowers in full bloom, tormenting poor me
And women-folks; how can I get over my distress indeed?
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Note
Of all the limbs of the Lord, His lotus eyes, which kept the
Alvin dumbfounded, presented themselves before him ﬁrst,
because it was the Lord’s bewitching eyes that attracted
the Alvir unto Him, as confessed by him in the ﬁrst of his
four hymnals (Tiruviruttam). But then, Why should he
feel tormented by the vision instead of being delighted?
Had the Lord’s Form, as a whole, been perceived by him,
surely, he would have revelled in that glorious vision. But
now, the Lord would appear to indulge in some cruel fun
at the expense of the Alvar, by showing him His limbs, one
by one, and watching his reaction thereto. The Alvar
exclaims that these very eyes that attract the women-folks,
could also prove fatal if their ardent aspirations to enjoy
Him, roused by these eyes, are not fulﬁlled betimes. And
again. being seen all round like lotus in full bloom, they
oppress him without leaving him any chance to miss it by
turning his attention elsewhere. Indeed the Lord’s bewitching eyes would cast their spell on the Lord Himself if
only He beheld them in a mirror.
attiyum tﬁrriyurn ninru, angaimir ennai nir nalintu en?
mattu uyar karpakattin valliyo? kolunto? agiyen!
Ittiya venney untan tirumfikku enam aviyullé
mattiya val vilakkin cutaray nirkum-valiyaté.
(VII—7—2)
Translation
Ye, elders, there’s no use your prodding and rebuking me,
I know not whether ‘ tis the creeper or the leaf of ‘ karpaka ’
tree.
That does the Lord’s eyes adjoin or the nose of the One that ate
Butter by stealth, blazing like a steady ﬂame bright, in my heart.
Note
Now it is the Lord’s charming nose, in between the pair of
lotus-eyes, that tonnents the Nayaki. At ﬁrst sight, it
looks like a ‘ Karpaka ’ creeper or leaf adjoining the Lord’s
eyes. It is only on a closer examination, it turns out to be
the Lord’s nose. The nose instantly reminds the Alvin of
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Krsna. as a child, having eaten the stored-up butter stealthily
and exposed Himself by smearing the nose with the stolen
butter, :1 tell-tale. The Nayaki relates that incident as if
she has perceived it with her eyes: actually. even the
characteristic smell of butter she appreciates now in her
mental vision. The elders. therefore. asked the Niyaki
to point out to them the Lord‘s nose with which she was so
much obsessed, but she said it was shining forth in her heart
(mind’s eye) like a flame, steady and bright. as if to torment
her with a vengeance.
valiyatu 6r kanikol‘.’ vinaiyéttiyén vulvipaikol‘.’
kélam tiral pavalak kolum tuntamkolo‘.’ aIin‘g!
nila netu mukil p61 tiruméni ammz'in tontaivay
Elum ticaiyul ellam vantu tonrum-en ir_1 uyirkkE!

(VII—7—3)

Translation
Is this a fruit unique, ever in tact, or is it
This sinner’s sin tough, that can't enojoy it right now or is it
A chip of coral, pretty and delicate, [know not;
The red lips, fruit-like of the cloud-hued Lord are seen
In every direction I turn, tormenting my life sweet.
Note
The Lord's red lips look like a red fruit which is ever fresh
and knows no growth or decay; they also look like a chip of
coral. The Nayaki recognises on a closer look that they
are but the lips of the cloud-hued Lord of bluish tint, which
she would like to enjoy that very moment, but can’t do so,
because of her heavy sins standing in the way. The nectarean
lips are indeed oppressive to the Néyaki, in her present
state of frustration, like nectar becoming a veritable poison,
in so far as a sinner is concerned, precluding him from
enjoying it. Surely, the Lord’s lips would not lag behind
His eyes and nose, in exhibiting to the Nayaki their oppressive charm, making themselves distinctly visible wherever
she turns, determined to end her life.

6M
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in uyirldcu Elaiyarmél valaiyum inai nila virkolmanniya cir matanan karuppuc eilaikol?-matar_1antan uyirt tatai, kanna-peruman puruvam? avaiyé
(VII—7—4)
en uyir mélanavay atukinrana-enrum ninré!

Translation
Well, is this a tantalising pair of bluish bows
Whose targets are the sweet lives of poor womenfolks
Or the amorous bow of Matagan of undying charm,
Or his Sire, Kannan’s brows which ﬁercely aim
At my life, standing quite ﬁrm?
Notes

it is the turn of the Lord’s brows, Well bent
like a pair of bows, to torment the Nayaki and sap
her life. The proverbial bows of ‘ Manmata’ (Cupid)
are known to attack their natural targets, the
women.

(i) And now,

(ii) Lord Krsna could be regarded as the

Father of Manmata,

the deity of exquisite charm, inasmuch as He begot upon
Rulcmini, Pradyumna, extremely charming, as it were,
a reincarnation of Manmata. Kannan’s brows bore
such a perfect resemblance to the bows that they could
be easily mistaken for each other.

enrum ninré tilcalum ceyya in cutar ven minnukkol?
angi, en avi atum ani muttamkolo? ariyén!
kunram etutta pita]; muruval enatu avi atum;
onrum arikinrilén, annaimirl-enakku uyvu itamé! (Vll—7—5)
Translation

I just don’t know whether it is the lightning white
That stays and reveals the radiance red or pearls white,
In a cluster that does my life torment; well, these smiles
0f the Lord, Who lifted mount (Govardhan) aloft, do scorch
my soul,
0h, Elders, see I can't how I can survive at all.
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Note
The Lord's smiles are likened to the lightning. with
this difference that unlike lightning which is seem during
a split second. the lightning smiles of the lord stay on and
reveal the radiance of His red lips on which they keep dancing.
The smiles are also likened to white pearls. The Alvar
seems to have currently on view the smiles on Lord Krsna's
lips when He was holding Mount Govardhanaaloft. But
then, there a whole township look shelter but poor Nayaki
cannot ﬁnd a single spot where she can take shelter and
escape from the current oppression. Speaking about the
Lord's smiles. Sri Narnpillai admirably elucidates that they
dance on His lips and are thus virtually at the entrance of
the lips; they should, as such. have been dealt with ﬁrst and
the lips thereafter. The smiles, therefore, oppress the
Nayaki, now. resenting. as it were, their relegation from
the natural order.
uyvu itam Elaiyarkkum, acurarkkum, arakkarkatkum
evvitam enru ilanki, makaram talaikkum talirkol—
pai vitap pimbu—anaiyan tiruk kuntalak katukale‘!
(VII—7—6)
kaivital onrurn ii_n_-i atukintana-kanminkalél
'I‘rlmlaﬁon
Are these the leaves ﬁsh-shaped? No, these are the ears,
Bedecked with rings, studded with pearls, of the Lord Who has
As His bed, the hooded serpent poisonous, which ﬁnish off alike
Womenfolks, asuras and demons and torment me with no
break.
Note
The ears of the Lord leave no chance of survival for the Asuras
and Raksasas who will die of jealousy on beholding the
charming lobes, and again, the Weaker sex (women) would
pine for the Lord and collapse due to the non-fulﬁlment
of their aspirations. The Alvinfeels tormented because
he could not enjoy the Lord there and then, much as he
pined for such enjoyment. It is not merely the natural
charm of the Lord’s ear-lobes that torments the Niyah'
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but it stands heightened by the pearls worn on them and the
back-drop of Adiéesa on whom the Lord is reclining. So
then, the poignancy of oppression from this source makes
the earlier tormenters pale into insigniﬁcance, and they

even appear comparatively as benefactors like charitable
persons setting up booths to quench the thirst of the weary
sojourners.

kanmigkal, annaiyarkal! emu kéttum vakai ariyén!
nal mannu ven tinkalkol, nayantarkatku naccu ilaikol,
cEn mannu nal tatarn tol peruman-tag tiru nutalé?
(VII—7—7)
k6! manni avi atum-kotiyén uyir 1:51 ilaitte!
Translation
Whether ‘ tis the waxing moon in the mid-fortnight
Or the herb deadly unto God-lovers, say I can’t.
Oh, Elders, how I wish I could show you what I behold!
But I know not how it can be done, well, ‘ tis the forehead
Of the lord with shoulders four, stout and ﬁne
That blisters this sinner’s soul, out to snatch my life.
Notes

the
Niyaki. She wants to show it to the elders around but
she can’t do so, it being only a mental vision conﬁned
to her. Nor can she ask them to see it because they
are not similarly gifted with this vision. The Lord’s

(i) The Lord’s charming forehead is now visualised by

sinewy shoulders have also been mentioned in this
song to identity the forehead as that of the One whose
shoulders, stout and ﬁne, enthralled the Alvar even as
they atrracted Hanuman, at ﬁrst sight.
(ii) The Lord is indeed a delicious herb, as acknowledged by

the Alvin himself in V-7, but He turns out to be deadly
like poison, in the Niryaki’s present state of dejection.

(iii)

If the

Lord’s charming features should turn out to be
oppressive, it is because of the Alvar’s sins, as he
put it.
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k6! ilait tamaraiyum, kotiyum, pavalamum, villum,
kol ilait tan muttarnum. tulirum, kulir van piraiyum,
k6! iluiyi utaiyn kolum cétivattam kol-kannnn
k6! ilai val-mukamiy, kotiyén uyir kolkinraté'?
lVIl—7—8)
Translation
The eyes like unto self-decorating lotus, the crecper~like nose,
Coral lips, leaf-like ear-lobes. brows well bent like bows,
The radiant smiles, like unto a jewel, the moon-like forehead
A veritable region of radiance galore, all these decorate
Kannag, my Lord,
And His beaming face peeps out to sap this sinncr's life alas!
Note
The aggregate charm of the various limbs of the Lord, detailed
in the seven preceding songs, each one of which is a decoration byitself. is reﬂected in Kannan‘s beaming face, a veritable
region of radiance galore, which has, hOWevcr, a devastating
effect on the Saint in his present disconsolate state. If he
sinks down instead of being boosted up by the glowing vision
of the Lord’s superlative charm, it is because of his sins
which preclude the external perception of the Lord’s charm
as well.
kolkinra k6! irulaic cukirntitta kolum curulin
ulkonta nila nal nﬁl talaikol? antu; mayan kulal
vilkinga pﬁn tan tulay virai nara vantu, en uyiraik
kalkigravayu agiyir, annairnir! kalara niﬂ'iré.

(VII—7—9)

Translation
Is it that pitched darkness enveloping the whole world,
Compressed into dark-blue thread, neatly packed and rolled?
No, these are the lovely strands of hair of my wondrous Lord
Wafting the sweet fragrance of tulaci, cool and nice,
You, elders, know not how it steals away my life
And saying one thing or another, me you just chide.
Note

It

is indeed a grand poetic imagery, the comparison of the
peerless beauty of the Lord’s looks. If the unwholesome
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part of the grim darkness, that gripped the entire universe.
during the great deluge, were weeded out, the rest could be
compressed into nice, dark-blue rolls, like unto cotton
strands from which yarn is spun. Attempting a comparison
like this unto the Lord’s lovely locks, the Saint realises that
comparisons, as a rule, are much-too-feeble when it is a
matter of describing the Lord’s beauty galore, defying
description and he Would, therefore, simply call them the
locks of the wondrous Lord.
nirri murrattul enru neritta kaiyar ay, ennai nir
curriyum cﬁlntum vaitir; cutarc coti mani niram ay,
muna im mﬁvulakum virikinra cutar mutikké
orrumai kontatu ullam; annaimir! nacai en nunkatke'?
(VII—7—10)

Translation
Elders, You rebuke me as being forward and twist
Your ﬁngers, surrounding me for ever, in protest,
But ‘ tis no use your expecting me to get round,
For immersed in the Lord’s resplendent crown is my mind.
Note
The Lord’s radiant crown is shedding its lustre on all the worlds
and the Nayaki’s mind stands rivetted to it. There is,
therefore, no point in the elders blaming her as transgressing
the feminine bounds of modesty and pulling her up all the
time. On the other hand, she would expect them to take
steps to hand her over to the Lord to whom she rightly
belongs, having come of age for such consummation.
katku ariya piraman, civan, intiran enru ivarkkum
katku ariya kannanaik kurukﬁrc catakopan Gonna
utku utai ayirattul ivaiyurn oru pattum vallar
utku utai vanavarétu utanéy enrum mayaré.
tVII-7—ll)
5

Translation
Those that can recite these songs ten
Out of the thousand composed by Kurukﬁr Catakopan,
Presenting the picture of Lord Kannan, true and graphic,
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And adoring Him, invisible to humans and exalted Devas
alike.
Will for ever remain in the company of ardent Celestials in
Heaven.
Note
Those that chant these ten songs don‘t have to languish without
enjoying Lord Krsna’s Divine presence. They will remain
in Heaven partaking of the eternal bliss of divine Service,
’
inseparably.
along with the holy band of ‘ Nitya Suris
The entire hymnal of Tiruviymoli depicts the Lord’s Form,
attributes and wealth faithfully. There lies its merit, its
great strength.

It

is noteworthy that the Lord, whom even the exalted Devas
like Brahma, Siva, Indra and others cannot easily behold,
made Himself visible to the Saint wherever he turned.

Seventh Centum—Eighth Decad (VII-8)
(Mira! Vamaaaaé!)
Preamble
In the last decad, the Alvar felt tormented by the mental vision
of the Lord’s limbs, one after the other, rousing his appetite for
God—enjoyment all the more. The Lord would not, however,
fulﬁl the Rivers aspiration even now and is obviously waiting
for the appropriate moment of consummation. The Alvar knows
the Lord‘s mind all right but still he is egged on by the exuberance
of his God-love to crave for immediate union. So great was his
ardour that non—fulﬁlment thereof should have normally resulted
in his immediate extinction. He was, however. still kept alive,
much to his surprise and he enquired of the Lord how exactly
He enacted this wonder. “ Well, “ said the Lord “this is not the
only wonder wrought by Me, better behold Mykaleidoscopic cosmic
wealth ”. The Lord thus exhibited unto the Alvar many wonders,
as against just one on which he sought elucidation. Overawed
by the amazing magnitude of the Lord’s wealth and wonders,
even as sage Akrﬁra beheld with dismay the Divine Brothers
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(Balarzima and Kijsna) inside the running water of river Yamuni.
as well as on the river bank, the River voices forth in this decacL
his mental reactions to the wonderful phenomena in front of him.
It might be recalled that the Lord had displayed unto the Alvér
His cosmic wealth and splendour earlier also in III-4 and VB.
In III-4, however, the Alvar just didn’t know where to begin and
what to say, unable to express himself with any degree of precision;
in VI-3, the Lord revealed His extra-ordinary capacity to achieve
the impossible and compose, with perfect ease, the incompatibles,
the opposites, within His fold. And now, we see an over-aWed
Alvar attempting to describe the wonderful phenomena before him
and seeking clariﬁcation from the Lord in respect of the bewildering
complexities, bafﬂing intellectual comprehension.
mayal vamanané! matucﬁta! ni arulay;
ti ay, nir ay, nilan ay, vicumpu 5y, kal ay,
tay av, tantai ay, makkal ay, marrurn ay, mug-um ay,
(VII—B—l)
ni ay, ni ninravaru-ivai enna niyayankale!
‘I‘rnmlntion
Pray, reveal unto me Your facets many, oh, Vamana!
My wondrous Lord, You slew the demons, (Madhu and
Kaitabha),
You are the elements ﬁve and of us all, the mother, the father
And the progeny too and all else one can, by name, utter,
As well as those one can’t utter; I can’t comprehened how You
are
Your Form unique and also stand in all things everywhere!
Note
Many indeed are the wonders performed by the Lord. As
Vimana, the Midget, He Went to Mahabali, as soon as He
emerged, compelled his attention, got the donation of land
of three strides, expanded Himself and spanned the entire
universe; He crushed to death, the demons Madhu and
Kai‘abha under His thigh; He is at once fire and water,
father and mother and their progeny as well, a unique
position, none else can hold. Fire cannot be water and
water cannot be ﬁre; mother is diﬂ‘erent from father and the
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children are altogether separate entities. Well. all these
pertain to His attribute of being all-pervading. His cosmic
or universal form. And yet. the Alvar could enjoy, with
perfect mental equanimity the Lord‘s resplendent personal
Form, as in Heaven, the perennial spring of nectar which
the denizens over there drink deep all the time. as well as
His universal Form. permeating all things. all over. This
is because His immanence is a matter of superb wonder which
keeps the Saint aghast.

am kal malart tan tulay muti accutané! arulay:
tinkalurn ﬁayirum ay, celum pal cutar ay, irul ay,
pohku poli malai ay, pukal ay; pali ay, pinnum ni
vem kart vem kﬁrramum am-ivai enna vicittiramé! (VII—8—2)
Translation
Oh, Accuta, Wearing on Your lovely locks tulaci garland cool,
With honey-studded ﬂowers, pray let me know what the
wonder is,
That You are the Sun, the Moon, the bright stars in broad
expanse,
And darkness too, the rains torrential, fame and ill-fame
as well,
And then, the unrelenting Death with cruel eyes.
Notes

of the last song, the Alvar contemplated
‘the Lord’s exquisite personal Form. That has led
him on to the description of the tulaci-bedecked locks
of the Lord in this song.

(i) Towards the end

heat while the Moon spreads
its radiance, cool and refreshing; the stars and planets
affect people both ways, for good and bad; darkness,
the antithesis of light, provides a facile cover for the
lewd and the their; the rains help to raise the crops to
feed the lives of creatures; the Lord directs and controls
all these and He is also the much-sought—afterpraiSe
as well as the disdainful opprobrium; when the people
in different worlds, commit unpardonable moral

(ii) The Sun generates enervating

m
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transgressions, He functions, as the unrelenting Agent
of dissolution of the universe, being Yama’s Yama.
‘
‘
Mrutyu (Yams, the deity of death) is like unto the
pickles in the eating plate. The pickles, with their
appetising ﬂavour and agreeable taste, serve as eﬂective
media for consuming food with great relish and ultimaternately, what remains of the pickles in the plate, is also
consumed. Yams, functioning as the Lord’s appointed
agent for dissolution, is also consumed by the Lord
likewise, at the end of each Epoch, marked by the
great Deluge. The upanisads say: “Mrutyur yasya
upasecanarh‘. The Alvar seeks clariﬁcation from the
Lord how He could at once be all these things notwithstanding their mutual incompatibility.

cittirat tEr valava! tiruc cakkarattay; arulay;
cttanai or ukamum avai ay, avarrul iyalum
otta on pal porulkal ulappu illana ay, viyavu ay,
vittakattz‘iy nirri

ni—ivai

enna vitamankalé!

(VII—8—3)

Translation
Do unto me reveal, oh, marvellous Charioteer,
Wielding the discus lovely, the great wonder You are,
Holding the cycle of Yugas and their occurrences internal,
The lovely things, vast and varied, all under Your control.
Note
The thing mentioned last in the preceding song was ‘dissolution’. Speaking about dissolution, the Alvin would
seem to have been reminded about the riddance by Lord
Krsna, of the entire mass of unwholesome burden on Mother
Earth, through the annihilation of the armies in the great
battle at Kuruksctra. It is well known to every Student of
Maha Bharata that Lord Krsna was the pivotal Figure around
whom the whole thing revolved. The great Bhismw. was
heard to say that he would have routed the Pandavas and
their soldiers, with just one arrow, but for Lord Kljsna
functioning as Arjuna‘s Charioteer, plying it in an amazing
manner. When Arjuna’s horses were paralysed with thirst,
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the divine Charioteer could perform the miracle of getting
water from the depth of the barren soil. by sending a shaft
deep inside. Seeing this miracle. the monarchs. ranged
opposite, sank down to the bottom-most depth of despair.
And then, the Lord’s discus could shut out the evening
Sun and induct artiﬁcial sun-set. which lulled .layadratla.
the brother-in-law of Duryodhana into a sense of false
security and made him fall an easy prey to Arjun t's revengcful
arrow. Arjuna had sworn that he would avenge the death
of his son. Abhimanyu. by killing his slayer. Jnyadratha
before sun-set that day. Mistaking the artiﬁcial sun-set
induced by Krsna by holding His discus aloft and shutting
the Sun out for the real ore, Jayadratha came out of his
hiding place, feeling quite safe. when the Lord suddenly
withdrew the discus and the sun shone again, making it
easy for Arjuna to kill the enemy instantly. As regards this
episode, there could arise a legitimate doubt. how the discus
which is itself million times more radiant than the Sun.
could, by merely shutting out the Sun, introduce darkness‘Sudharsamm Bhaskara Koti tulyam ’. Well, this is yet
another miracle of Lord Krsna.
The cycle of Yugas has been going on and each yuga
is characterised by a special feature, which is its key or
dominant note. And then, the created world of staggering
diversity and strange incompatibility is held together by
the wondrous Lord betokening His Omnipotence. The
Alvﬁr cannot but marvel at this.
kal avil tamaraikkan kannané! enukku onru arulity:
ullatum illatum ay. ulappu illana ay, viyavu 5y,
vellat tatam katalul vita naku-anaimél maruvi,
ullap pal yoku oeyti-ivai enna upéyankalé!

(VlI~8—4)

Translation
Oh, Karina, the lotus-eyed, pray clarify a thing unto me not
clear,
The Master Supreme of all things and beings that You are—
The non-changing Individuals in many an assorted grade
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And the ever-changing things, vast and varied; in the Milkooean broad,;
You keep pondering, reposing on Your poisonous-serpent bed;
What are the plans up Your sleeves indeed?
Note
(i) The Alvér seems to question the Lord whether even He
has to indulge in this kind of contemplation, despite His
omni- science and omnipotence and seeks clariﬁcation
from Him as to what precisely He means to hit upon, as
a result of such deep thinking in a state of Yoga-nidhra
(the highest form of activity).

not change at all. only
the material outer cloak, the body changes; on the
other hand, the non-sentient things are ephemeral, in
the sense that they undergo frequent changes of state.
The Lord is the great ordainer of both the species.
Inn umerable indeed are the Jivas, each one with its own
propensities, accumulated wisdom and load of ‘Karma’
(deeds good and bad), unless the Jiva is God-bent, the
Lord cannot possibly pull it up and naturally He keeps
pondering over the ways and means of resuscitation
of the Jivas.

(ii) The sentient beings (the Jivas) do

pacankal nikki, ennai unakké arak kontittu, ni
véca malart tan tulay muti mayavanE! arulay;
kayamum eivanum ay, kalivu ay, pirappu ay, pinnum, ni
mayankal oeytu vaitti-ivai enna mayakkukkale!
(VII—B-S)
Translation
My wondrous Lord, wearing tulaci, cool and fragrant, on
Your locks ﬁne!
You rid me of all things unwholesome and made me Your
vassal
The body that binds and the bound souls, their growth and
decline
Are all by You controlled and yet, You have kept me still
In this body foul, what glamour You ﬁnd in it, please tell.
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Note
This is the key-song. providing the preamble for this decad.
The Saint asks the Lord to elucidate the riddle of His keeping
him, in this material body, in mundane surroundings. even
after weaning him away from the worldly things and
engendering in him inordinate God-love, brooking no further
delay in its consummation. With all this special equipment provided unto him by the Lord Himself, the Alvir felt
sanguine that the Lord had admitted him into His sweet
fold. Prolongation of his stay in this abode of dark
nescience, however, makes him doubt the Lord‘s intentions
and hence the clariﬁcation now sought.
mayakka! vamananE! mati amvannum onru aruliiy;
ayarppu 5y, térramum ﬂy, alal ﬂy, kulir ay, viyavu ay.
viyappu ﬂy, Vengikal ay, vinai ﬂy, payan ﬂy, pinnum, ni
tuyakku ay, ni ninravaxu-ivai cnna tuyaraﬁkalé! (VII—8—6)
Translation
Pray vouehsafe unto me clarity, oh, Vamaoa, of bewitching
beauty,
The individuals caught up in the vortex of varying experiences,
Heat and cold, wonder and the wonderful, confusion and clarity
Victory and defeat, act good and bad and their consegueneces,
Are all by You ordained; but then, immense are the sorrows
Caused unto Your Subjects by such (sporting) activities of
Yours.
Note
The Saint enquires of the Lord whether He would keep even
His votaries, unto Him solely devoted, bewildered like the
demoniao Mahabali. May be, it is all part of His lila
(Sport) but what a lot of distress it brings on His subjects!
tuyarax‘xkal oeyyum kanna! cutar nil mutiyay! arulay;
tuyaram cey manaﬁkal ay, matan ski, ulcavajkal ay,
tuyaram eey kamankal ay, tulai ay, nilai ay, natai ay,

tuyzu-aﬁkal ceytu vaitti-ivai enna cuntayaﬁkalél

(VII—84)
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Translation
Oh, Kenna, sporting the radiant crown, putting me in g eat
distress,
You set the temptations many and unwholecome desires,
Elation and lust breeding miseries, before all beings, stationary
and mobile,
Pray let me know why You indulge in such sports vile.
Notes
(i) The Lord, proclaimed by the upanisads as an inexhaustible
fountain of bliss, is addressed by the Saint, in this song,
as the Inﬂietor of miseries. The fact of the matter is

that, on visualising the Lord sporting the resplendent
crown, the Saint’s longing for communion with Him
has been intensiﬁed and he feels miserable. This is
but the language of the Saints, in such moments of
desolation.
(ii) The unwholesorne desires are those directed towards the
enjoyment of sensual pleasures. straying away from
God-head and remaining self-Centred ‘Soham ’ while
the wholesome desires are those centred round God and
His devotees (Dasohan‘t); the former breeds miseries
while the latter is blissful.

enna cuntayanltalal ninrittay-ennal alum kanna?
innatu 6r tanmaiyai enru unnai yavarkkum térrariyai;
munniya mﬁvulakum avai ay, avarraip pataittu,
pinnum ullay! purattayl-ivai enna iyarkaikalé! (VH—B-B)
'l‘ramlation
How Sportive indeed You are, oh, Karina, my Master,
None can comprehendhow and what You are;
You are the Controller of the worlds three and their Creator,
And You also pervade them all, in and out, oh, what a power!
Notes
(i) The Lord’s sports are many and inscrutable. Even the
wisest and the most exalted can hardly plumb the depths
of His mysteries, His disposition and dispensation.
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that the Lord‘s immanenee is full and
complete, in and out. even inside the minutes! object
of sub-atomic size. which, of course, bullies intellectual

(ii) The Vedas proclaim

comprehension.
enna iyarkaikalal enhané nigrittay-en knnna‘.‘
tunnu karacaranam mutalaka ella uruppum
unnu cnvai, oli, ﬁru oli, narram. murrum niyé:
unnai unaravuril. ulappu illai-nunukkaﬁkalé.

(\lI-8—9)

Translation,

0h, Karina,

my Lord, when one deﬁnes You, there’s no end
To Your intricacies, the mode and manner in which You
stand,
The senses ﬁve You control. taste. light and sound,
Touch and smell to enjoying which the various organs contend.
Note
The intricate glory of the Lord with its innumerable facets
deﬁes description andbaﬁles scrutiny. The deeds performed
by the vast multitude of His subjects, with the help of the
bodies and limbs dowered on them by Lord, the senses
ﬁve and their subtle bases. the elements from which they
emanate, all these are directed and controlled by the Lord,
standing within all things and beings; There is no end to
such intricacies.
illai nunukkaftkalé itanil pirilu ennum vannam
tollai nal nﬁlil conga uruvum, aruvum nIyE;
allit tulay alankal ani marpa! en accutané!
vallatu 6r vannam connal, atuvé unakku am vannamé.
(VII—S—IO)

Translation
My Lord, Accyuta, sporting on Your lovely chest a garland of
tulaci and lotus!
You inhere in shapely things non-sentient and sentient beings
formless,
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(Both in the subtle and gross states), as revealed by Vedas,
hoary and immaculate;
Yet You are just what Your devotees comprehend of You
and contemplate.
Note
Both in the unmanifest (subtle) state and the manifest (gross)
state, the Lord is in conjunction with the formless individual
souls and the shapely non-sentient things. This is revealed
by the Vedas, hoary and authentic. He is also visualised
by the Saint, in His unique Form, bedecked with ﬂowers
and bejeWelled, wielding conch and discus. Even the wisest
sages and the most exalted Devas can touch only a fringe of
His glory, attributes and cosmic wealth. And yet, the
Lord thinks. He is no more than what His devotees comprehend of Him and meditate upon, for He loves them so
well.
am
am
am
am

vannam innatu onru emu arivatu ariya ariyai
vannattal kurukﬁrc catakﬁpan arintu uraitta
vanna on tamilkal ivai ayirattul ip pattum
vannattal uraippér amaintﬁr, tamakku enraikkumé.
(VII—B—ll)

Trnmlntion
Those who chant, as best as they can, these songs ten
Out of the thousand elegant Tamil songs of Kurukﬁr Catakopan
Revealing the Lord, difﬁcult to comprehend but by him well
discerned,
Will for ever enjoy undiminished, the bliss divine.
Notes
(i) The Scriptural texts contain many

apparent discrepancies,
one text seeming to contradict or be at variance with another
and only the devout, blessed by the Lord Himself with
clarity of vision and understanding, as in the case of Saint
Nammalvar, can reconcile these apparent discrepancies
and get at the Spiritual truths, in their correct perspective,
shorn of all doubts, deviations and discrepancies.
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that recite this decnd will enjoy the Alvar‘s grace and
be thus assured of an unbroken enjoyment of eternal Divine
bliss, without being put to the necessity of direct supplication
to the Lord. As Nampillai puts it. these chanters do not
have to drink water off the Lord's sleeves.

(ii) Those

Seventh Centum—Ninth Decad (VII-9)
(Egraikkum)
Preamble

It was indeed the Lord’s ingenuity that was in full evidence
in the last decad, whereby He could gain time and divert the attention
of the Alvir, astounded by the bewildering net-work of H15 superb
wonders. In fact. we have seen this kind of happening all along.
the appeasement of the Alvin at every turn by the Lord, exhibiting
one or the other of His special traits and prolonging his stay in this
abode. But now, the Alvér is determined to clinch the issue
and demand of the Lord, what precisely makes Him resort to such
tanlalising tactics, without responding to the request made by
him far back, in the opening song of his very ﬁrst hymnal
(Tiruviruttam) that he should be lifted from this foul body,
full of dirt and devilry. Was there anything wanting in regard
to his yearning or did the Lod’s capacity to salve him
decline? No, neither this nor that. But then, why should the Lord
extend his stay in this cussed land with its sordid surroundings?
Well, this is precisely the Rivers query unto the Supreme Lord,
to which the Lord’s answer is “Alvar! You jolly well know my
intention and yet speak as if you are ignorant. Well, I have kept
you in this abode to get from you the soul-stirring hymns of
unparalleled sweetness for the ediﬁcation and enjoyment of Myself
and My devotees even as I kept the wise Bhismt in the specially
erected bed of arrows for quite some length of tune and enriched
the world through the dissemination of knowledge by that great
Savan ”. The Alvar feels OVeraWed by the Lord’s tender solicitude
and extraordinary love for him and exelaims: “ My Lord, You
are known to be above all wants and it is indeed very strange that
you too should be suﬁ'ering from a want like this. Even assuming
that you have one such desire, You could have easily got it fulﬁlled
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by sages Valmiki, Vyésa, Parasara and others of that eminent
order or by the ﬁrst three Alvars, the divine bards, par excellence.
It is indeed amazing that You should have chosen me, the lowliest
of the lowly, absolutely ill-equipped, for this great assignment.
This is indeed the limit of Your loving condescension.”
And so, in this decad, the Alvin gratefully acknowledges the
Lord‘s great gesture, perplexed a good deal, at the same time, over
his own inability to recompense Him.
enraikkum ennai uyyakkontu pokiya

anraikku anru ennait tannakki, ennal tannai
in tamil patiya Icanai, atiyay
ninra en eotiyai, en colli nigpano?

(VII—9—l)

'Ihnslation
Strayed I from the Lord for long and yet He did admit
Me unto His fold ﬁrm and blest me in ample measure,
Knowledge, strength and all He did on me shOWer.
Putting me with Him on a par and by His charm exquisite
Inspired me and brought out this hymnal sweet
How can I His grace galore express indeed?
Note
The Saint thaws down in gratitude over the Lord’s enormous
grace in getting hymnals sung through him, duly equipping
him for this assignment. Indeed, the outpourings of Saints
are all inspired by God and therefore it is that the Alvin
does not claim authorship for the hymnai, sung by the
Lord through him as His mouth-piece. This hymnal is
claimed to be sWeet because the authorship vests in the Lord.
Otherwise, it ill-becomes a poet to glorify his own poems.
As Nampillai would put it the liberated soul, that goes to
Heaven, sings there the same. Veda in sheer joy. Likewise,
the Alvar gives Vent to his joy by singing ‘Tiruvaymoli ’
and the Lord, attracted by it, participates in the singing
Himself and elaborates. It is just like the teacher holding
the ﬁnger of the young pupil and writing; the little lad pushes
the pencil in one direction and the teacher corrects it and
makes good the lapses of the young chap. And again,
the Lord Set aside the mantle and revealed His exquisite
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Form to the Alvar who stood enthralled by it and shouted
with Joy, which, in turn. took the form of this hymnal.

encoll: nirpan-en

in uyir ir_1[u onray,
en collal yan conna in kavi enpittu,
tan collal tan tannaik kirttitta mayan, en
mun collum muvuruvam mutalvané?

[Vll—9—2)

Translation
How shall I my gratitude express unto the Primate.
Who as Trinity functions and Who would from within me
dictate
And sing His glory in words, this mean vassal would repeat,
Bring out this hymnal and. as its author, make me out'.7
Note
The Alvin is indeed at a loss to ﬁnd words to express the
boundless grace of the Lord, who weaned him away from
his waywardness and chose him as His mouthpiece to repeat
the words dictated by Him and then gloriﬁed him as the
great author of this grand hymnal. This is just like His
discharging the cosmic functions through Brahma, Rudra,
Indra and the whole hierarchy, standing within them all
as their Internal Controller. The Alvar, it will thus be seen,
does not own authorship of the hymnals sung by him and
makes it out as the Lord's own utterances through the
medium of His beloved Saints. Even as the minor deities
are made by Him to appear as Creator of the worlds,
Destroyer of Trpura the (three ﬂying citadels) and so on, in
respect of acts actually performed by the Lord as their
Internal Controller, He makes it appear that the River is
the author of this hymnal. Had the Lord uttered this
hymnal directly, it would be just another piece like His
Gita and be far from the juicy thing it is, extremely delect~
able, coming as it does from the month of the Saint. Apart
from the fact that the Lord attaches more importance to
the utterances of His devotees than to His own, Nampi
Tiruvaluti Nitu Ticar would illustrate the relative importance
of the utterances of the Lord and the Alvar and their
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impact on an assembly of learned men, as follows: When
a person. reciting Slokas from Bhagavad Gita went there
a-begging, they just dismissed him with a handful of rice,
without allowing him a place in their midst. On the other
hand, when an itinerant came across, warbling the sweet
songs of Tiruvaymoli, the whole town and the Deity
enshrined there, as well, rose to greet him, escorted him to
places assigned by them with competitive exuberance and
treated him with the utmost respect and hospitality.
am mutalvan ivan enru tan tErri, en
mi mutal vantu pukuntu, nal in kavi
tﬁ mutal pattarkkut tan tannaic conga en
vay mutal appanai enru marappano?

(VlI—9—3)

Translation
Shall I ever forget my Lord Who desired, I would better
Become Chief of Prapannas’ clan and on me clarity bestowed,
Entered my tongue to sing songs delicious which unto the
pious cater,
The Benefactor great, Who unto me the gift of speech endOWed?
Notes
(0 The Alvar gratefully acknowledges the Lord’s assignment
to him of the role of redeeming the worldlings, sunk in
sorrow and despair, by instilling in him, as a preparatory
measure, clarity of knowledge and understanding that
He is the Supreme Lord of the Universe, the Sole
Refuge of all His subjects. Bent upon redeeming the
subjects in the ‘ Lila Vibhﬁti ' (Sportive Universe)
and bringing them on a par with the denizens of Heaven,
the Lord inspires His chosen few, His messengers.
Tradition has it that, during his sojourn at Sri Kaﬁci,
the great Alavandar (Saint Yamunacarya) spotted
out, by mere insight, young Ramanuja, seen in the
company of Yadavaprakaéa, at the holy shrine of Lord
Varadaraja, as the great religious reformer, the Chief
Personage, who would, in the coming days, spread the
gospel of Visistadvaita actually known as ‘ Emperumanar
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Dharsana’. Alavandir had no acquaintance with
Ramanuja nor did the latter know the former.
manner of its birth, this hymnal (Tiruviymoli)
scores over Ramayana. While the Lord stepped on
to the Alvin‘s tongue and straightaway produced this
great hymnal , Ramayana had to pass through a number
of intermediaries in succession, namely, Lord to Brahma
Brahma to Sarasvati and from her to Vﬁlmlki, in
the sense that she entered Valmiki’s tongue to enable
the latter to sing the great epic.

(ii) In the very

appanai enru marappan—en akiyé,
tapputal inri, tanaik kavi tan colli,
oppila‘tt tivinaiyénai uyyakkontu,
ceppamé ceytu. tirikinra cirkunté?

(V'll—9—4)

Translation
How can I, at anytime, forget my Benefactor great.
Seeing His great love unto me, the sinner great,
Redeeming me, tending me all along and singing His glory

great

Thro’ me, taking care to see no blemish creeps in, at that?
Notes
(i)

It is not a matter for any wonder if the Lord sang poems
of His great glory Himself. But the real wonder is,
He chose Cataképan, ill—equipped for hymning, to sing
the songs and ensured, at the same time, their perfeectin, eliminating the risk of contamination through
his association. ” It is because of His omniscience
and omnipotence that He could achieve this through
me” says the Alvin, “notwithstanding my absolute
incompetence and my sins galore, involving a good deal
of reclamation ”.

(ii)

Empér would reinforce the purport of this song, by
saying: “ when the Lord preaches directly, as He did,
in His Song Celestial (Bhagavad Giti), such gospel is
indeed absolutely free from blemishes. 0n the other
hand, when our human ingenuity is called into play,
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out laudatory hymns, it is laboured out,
bearing the mark of our limitations. But when God
chooses us as His select instrument for the propagation of His message to the world at large, He Himself
speaks, untainted by the imperfections of His medium.
As a matter of fact, He rids the medium of all imperfections and it is this that the Alvin gratefully acknowledges in this song".
in bringing

[c.f. Milton‘s exclamation in his swan-song:
“ Give me now my lyre, I feel the stirrings of a gift divine,
within my bosom blows unearthly ﬁre, Lit by no skill of
mine".]
cir kantukontu, tiruntu na in, kavi
nérpata yan collum nirmai ilamaiyil,
Ervu ila ennait tannakki. ennal tannaip
par paravu in kavi patum-paramaré.

(VII-Q—S)

Translation
The Lord Supreme blest me, least competent to hymn,
Thro ’ songs, sweet and pure, deeply absorbed in Him,
And the medium effective made of me, with Him on a par
To sing and spread His glory throughout the land, near and
far.
Note
The Alvir -.ays that he was not qualiﬁed to compose poems,
as he did not have any poetic talent worth the name, and
even assuming that he could compose poems, he was hardly
eligible to sing the Lord’s glory, as he didn‘t know a wee
wit of His greatness and grandeur. But what has the
Lord done? He has instilled in the Alvar the requisite
knowledge and qualities and elevated him on a par with
Him. The Lord sings through the Alvin and yet looks
upon him as the Poet, par excellence. The Saint
acknowledges this great gesture of the Lord Whose
magnanimity knows no bounds, with melting tenderness
of heart. Indeed, no further evidence is needed to establish
the Lord’s greatness.

m

Seventh Ccntut'n (VII-9)
in kavi paturn parama kavilculal,
tan kavi tan tanuaip patuviyatu. inru
nanku vantu, ennutan akki, ennil rannui
van kavi patum-cn vuikunta nanny?!

(\ll—9-6)

Translation
Oh. how gracious it is of the Lord of celestials
To choose me as His instrument and shed on me His grace
To get His glory by me sung although He could very Well
Press (the ﬁrst three Alvars). the sweet-singing poets supreme.
into service!
Note
There have indeed been many swat-singing pOets combining
poetic skill and piety. like Vyasa. Parasura and Valmiki,
the great Sanskrit poets and the ﬁrst three Alvérs and
'Tirumalicai Alvar’ who have many sweet. soul-stirring
hymns in Tamil to their credit. The Lord could have got
the ‘Tiruvéymoli' also sung by these super-eminent poets
and yet He deigned to shed His special grace on Nammalvar
who came long after, and got these songs of His choice
mouthed by him. The Lord revealed unto the Alvér His
grandeur as the Lord of Heavens so that the latter could
sing His glory. It was only when He heard His praise sung
by the Alvar, He could feel His position as the Heavenly
Lord, stable. Actually, the Heaven is the etemal land
of unquestionable stability, well beyond the mischief of the
deluge, when all the other worlds enter the Lord's stomach
for sheer survival. And yet, the Lord is inclined to treat
His transcendent glory in Heaven, on a par with the fame
attained by Him through the Alvin laudation.

vaikunta natan. en valvinai mayntu arac
cey kuntan, tannai er_1 akki, canal tanuai
vaikuntan akap pukala, van tIm kavi
cey kuntan-tannai, en mi! cintittu arvano?

(VII—9—7)

Translation
My heart’s ﬁll I never can have, however long I muse
Over my beneﬁcent Lord who did enthuse
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Me to sing songs. sweet beyond compare. of His glory
As the heavenly Lord. cleansing me of my sins gory
And putting me on a par with Him, mingling freely.
Note
The Lord of the Universe, Chief of the exalted Celestials has
condescended to shed His limitless grace on a great sinner,
and cleanse him throughly, making him pure like Him.
And what more? The regenerated Alvar, of immaculate
purity, is made by Him to sing His heavenly glory and
grandeur to His great delectation. It is indeed amazing
that the Lord should feel that He ﬂourishes only as a result
of the Alvar‘s laudation; this is akin to a father, who gifted
away a cow to his son, getting back the same cow as the
latter‘s gift. So great is the Lord’s loving condeSCension
that the Alvar can‘t but muse over it endlessly. Even so,
he cannot do adequate justice, seeing that the span of life
is much-too-short while the magnitude of the favours
heaped on him by the Lord is much-too-large.

an’ané, {ili ankai em pirin pukal
par, vin, nir, murrum kalantu parukilumérv-u ila engait tagnakki, ennal tannaic
cirpera in kavi conga tirattukke‘?

(Vll—9—8)

Translation
Will I reach the end of satisfaction, if all the worlds,
and down and those in the Milk-ocean assembled
And praised the Lord, wielding the discus, Who made me laud
Him, in hymns sweet, raising unto His level me, a mere dud?

'Up

Note
Yet another way of interpreting this song could be as follows:
Even if the Alvin acquired the combined power of speech
of the denizens of Earth, Heaven and the Milk-ocean, and
expressed his gratitude for the Lord who chose him as
His instrument for singing ‘Tiruvéymoli’, he can never
reach the end of exhaustion. This is so, because the Lord
not merely made the Alvar sing His glory, despite the absence

M
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of either the inclination or the competence therefor and on
the top of that, He felt elated that His glory was heightened
by the Alvar‘s laudation. Even otherwise, the songs He
made the Alvir sing are so very sweet and before this favour
of His, all the others heaped on him pale into insigniﬁcance.
Ey tuppuravu am tirumalin cir
irappu etir kalam parukilum, érvano—
marappu, ili ennait tannakki, ennal tagnai
urap pala in kavi conna utavikké’!

tirattukku

(VII—9—9)

Translation
Were I to muster back the entire past and assemble
The whole future. right now, and enjoy the glory great
Of the potent Lord, who unto His level did elevate
Me, totally oblivious of Him, and made me warble
Many a sweet song proclaiming His prowess great,
I would still never feel satiate.
Note
In the preceding song, the Alvir mustered the combined
power of speech of the denizens, currently on Earth, Heaven
and Milk-ocean but now he invokes the aid of those who
dwelt in those places in the past as well as the future inhabitants; with his insatiable ardour, he feels that all these
agencies, put together, would still be inadequate.
utavik kaimméru en uyir enna um! ennil,
atuvum marru aﬁkavan tannatu; ennal tannaip
pataviya in kavi patiya appanukku
etuvum onrum illaj ceyvatu-inkum alike.

(VII—9—10)

Translation
There’s nothing in all the worlds, here, there and everywhere
With which to recompense the lord Who made me hymn
Songs sweet, this grand Hymnal adoring Him;
T—23

m
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Methought I could unto Him my soul offer
But then even that is but His own.
Note
There's no question of repaying the Lord’s extraordinary
kindness; even otherwise, there is nothing the Alvar could
(all his own, which unto the Lord be could offer. Even
the soul is not his but belongs to Him as His vassal from
time immemorial. At least, in this land of dark nescienoe,
‘
people with their erronerous notions of ‘I’ and Mine’
the
Lord
might commit the mistake of offering something to
as their own and realise their mistake later on with the dawn
of true knowledge regarding their essential nature. Surely,
there is hardly any scope for the commission of a similar
mistake in the yonder heaven populated by the ‘ Nityis ’
and ' Muktﬁs ’, duly enlightened.

inkum aﬁkurn tirumal anri inmai kantu,
annane van kurukl'irc cataképan
inﬂame contra or ayirattu ip pattum,
ennané collinum, inpam payakkurné.

(VII—9—ll)

TranslationThese songs ten, out of the thousand sung
By that great Saint, Kurukﬁr Catakopan,
With no Refuge, both here and in Heaven,
Other than ‘ Tirumal ’, will breed joy, in whatever manner sung.
Note
This decad, whether sung with devotion or otherwise, will
breed joy. The Alvir, who heads the clan of ‘ Praparnas '
looks upon the Supreme Lord, the Spouse of Mahalaksmi,
as the Sole Refuge, both here, in the state of supplication
and in Heaven, after attaining the ﬁnal state of bissful union
with the Lord. These songs, whether sung mechanically
or with the ardour of the triple faculties of thought, words
and deed, will generate joy on a par with the per-renial bliss
of communion with the Lord. Certainly it goes without
saying that it will be ideal if one sang these songs with due
fervour.

Seventh Centum—Tenth Decad (VII-10)
(Inpam payakka)
Preamble
In the last decad. the Alvar. who thought in terms of repaying
the Lord's kindness in choosing him, of all persons, for the sacred
mission of singing ‘Tiiuvaymoli ‘, was bewildered on ﬁnding nething, he could offer unto the Lord, for there wasn't anything he could
call his own and the Lord, who is above wants of any kind. would
need anything from him either. The merciful Lord would not,
however, keep a devotee of such a high order in a state of mental
torture. And so, He told the Alvér that he too would be given
a chance to fulﬁl his desire by singing this hymnal in the pilgrim
centre, called ‘Tiruvaranvilai' (Kerala State), unto Him and His
Divine Consorts. much to Their delectation. It may be recalled,
at this stage, that Sri Rama listened to His own story, Ramayana,
sung by Kus‘a and Lava, the Divine lads, His own progeny. Even
so, it was not on all fours with the assignment currently given to
the Alvin by the Lord. There Sri Rama was alone when He
granted audience to the young minstrels, having got separated from
Sita. the Divine Mother, whose story, (Sitayés caritam mahat)
Ramayana virtually is. But here, the Lord. in His Iconic form, is
looking forward to the ecstatic experience of listening to the rapturous
songs of Tiruvaymoli, sung by the love-intoxicated Alvar, in the
company of His Divine Consorts. The Alvér leaps with joy, ﬁnding
that the Lord not only got the hymns sung by him but was also
intent upon listening to his chanting them. How gracious of Him
indeed! The Alvar, therefore, attempts to render the service
assigned to him, at Tiruvaganvilai in this decad, looking upon that
holy place as his ﬁnal goal, to the exclusion of all else, even as
Hanuman said ‘Bhavonanyatragacchati ’, thereby expressing his
stout determination not to forsake this land trodden upon by lord
Rama and go elsewhere, not even the much-coveted Heaven. As
a matter of fact, God would have nothing of our own and there is
nothing we can call our own either. All that He expects from us,
in return for all that He does, is to do His bidding and this is taken
by Him as adequate expression of our gratitude.
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inpam payakka, elil malar matarum, tanum. iv 51 ulakai,
inpam payakka, initu utan virriruntu alkinra enkal pirag
anpurru amarntu, uraikinra ani polil cﬂl tiruvaranvilai
anpurru ama'ntu, valaﬁceytu kaitolurn nalkalum alcurnkolo?
(VII—lo—l)

Translation
Will the good days draw near when I can lovingly go round
Tiruviranvilai which line gardens surround
And worship my Sire who happily rules all the worlds
And now stays there in the gay company of Laksmi, the lotusborn?
Notes
an enchanting place from
where He and His consort could enjoy listening to Timvaymoli recital by Saint Nammalvar. The Alvar is
eagerly looking forward to his visit to this pilgrim
centre.

(i) The Lord has indeed chosen

the blissful union of the Divine Couple
and happy indeed are the subjects who behold this
holy conjunction; on seeing the happiness of the subjects,
the pleasure of the Divine couple gets enhanced like
unto the mother happily watching the babe sucking
milk from her breast.

(ii) Happy indeed is

(iii) When Sri Rama took leave of Queen Kausalya while
setting out on exile, the venerable mother wished that
that very day could also be the day of His return from
exile , if at all he had to go. Likewise the Alvar pines
for quick consummation of his desire to reach this holy
centre.
alrumkol, aiyam onru inri?-akal itam murravum ir atiye
akurnparicu nimirnta tiruklcural, appatl amarntu uraiyum
makam tikal koti matankal nitu matil tiruvaranvilai
ma kanta nirkontu tilvi, valaﬁoeytu, kaitolak kﬁtumkolo?
(VII—10—2)

'Ii-nnslation
Sprinkling water richly perfumed, shall I go round
And worship at Tiruvéranvilai, the walled city with castles tall
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And banners aloft. where stays lovingly my Sire. Vﬁmnnnn,
Who spanned
In two strides, with no misgivings whatever. the worlds one and
all?
Notes
(i) Even now. the devout pilgrims visiting this centre besmear

the temple walls with sweet-smelling sandal paste.
echoing the sentiments of the Alvin as disclosed by this
song.

not Satrugna sprinkle ice-cold water all the way from
Nandigram to the 35mm of Sage Bharadvaja, to greet
SrI Rama’s home-coming?

(ii) Did

kﬂtumkol vaikalum?—k6vintar_1ai, matucﬂtauai, kolariyai,
atum paravaimicaik kantu, kaitolutu. anti, avan uraiyum
patum perum pukal nanmarai. vélvi aintu, ﬁru aﬁkam, panninitu polil tiruvaranvilai tolavayklcum kol-niccalume? [narval
(VII—lO—3)

Translation
Shall I be so blest that I keep adoring for ever
Tiruvaranvilai, with its gardens big, where reside scholars,
Performing the rituals ﬁve, chanting aloud the Vedas four and
well~versed
In their six adjuncts and worship the buoyant Hari, mounted
on the victorious bird (Guaruda)
Kévintan, Matucﬁtan, my Lord, who the demons slew?
When indeed will my longing deep be put through?
Note
Even as the Alvér adores the seat of the Lord and the devout
over there more than the Lord Himself, the Lord reciprocated by adoring Kuruk‘ﬁr, the birth place of the Alvir.
Therefore it was that He was speeding towards Kurukﬁr,
mounted on Garuda. They have now met halfway at
Tiruvaranvilai. The Alvar enjoys the Lord at this holy
centre as Kovinta, the ardent Lover of the devout and as
Hal-i and Matucﬁtan, the Destroyer of the enemies of His
devotees.
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vayklrumlrol, niccalum,eppolutummanattu inku nlgalkkappela.
vayldturn karumpum perum cennelum vayal cﬁl tiruvaranvilai
viyklrum perum pukal rm‘tvulaku icar_1, vatamaturaip piranta
vaykkum marti nirak kanna-pirén-tan malar atippotukale?
(VII—10—4)

Translation
When shall I the felicity acquire and without break contemplate
The blooming lotus feet of Karma, my Sire of saphire hue
delectable,
Who in Vatamaturai was born, the Supreme Lord of glory
SIP-3t.

Residing in Timvaragvilai with sugar-canes stout, paddy crops
rich and ﬁelds fertile?
Notes

of the lotus
Lord enshrined in Tiruvaragvilai, from
even if it be not possible for him to go
This contemplation is to run on, all the
the daily rituals like ‘Agnihotra ’ which
to Certain parts of the day only.

(i) The Alvar pines for perpetual contemplation

feet of the
where he is,
over there.
time, unlike
are conﬁned

a Jitanta sloka, recited at the end of the daily
worship of the Lord, which brings out that the mere
longing to serve the Lord, right in this mortal body, is
rated by the devotee higher than his ascent to Heaven
and occupying an exalted position there.

(ii) There is

(ii) Here is an interesting anecdote:

Ilayarrukkuti Nampi, a great devotee used to go to the
temple at Srirangam during the festivals only, and kept
on musing, with great delight, the proceedings of the last
festival, till he attended the next festival. With declining
age, the centenarian-devotee could not be present on the
opening day of a festival, afact, which the Deity took
special note of and exclaimed “We doubt very much
whether this is at all our festival when we don’t ﬁnd
our beloved Ilayénultkuti Nampi around! ” When
the devotee presented himself with great dﬁiculty on
the sixth day of the festival, the Lord felt greatly pleased
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and enquired, “Nampi what can we do for you!"
Nampi replied: “ Sire this body dowered by you
has done its job so far and now its mobility stands
“Well. said the Lord", “if your body
impaired”.
has dwindled. better stay with us
Nampi breathed
his last by the time the Deity left the temple gate for
the ceremonial procession.

malar atippotulral en ner'icattu eppolutum irutti vananka,
palar atiyar munpu aruliya pampu-anai appan amarntu uraimalarin mani netu matankal nitu matil tirm aranvilai
[yum
ulakam mali pukal pata, nammél vinai onrum nilla ketumE.
(Vll—lO—S)

Translation
The moment we sing the glory great, spread far and wide,
Of the high-Walled Tiruvaranvilai where ﬂowers abound,
The castles tall beam and the Lord reposes on serpent-bed,
Whose lotus feet lovely are for ever implanted in my mind,
Who chose me over many others and His grace on me shed
And made me wholly adore Him, all our sins will vanish indwd.
Note
The Alvir says, the Lord has shed His special grace on
him, even as Sri Rama lavished special graces on
Hanuman. See also notes under VII-9-6 in regard to
the preferential treatment extended by the Lord to
Nammalvar. Here is a ﬁtting anecdote to illustrate
how implicit faith in one’s masters works miracles.

A Cola king, named Krmikanta (the worm-necked)
launched a crusade on Vaisnavism, determined to break
the images of Visnu in the temples all over. On his,
hOWever, being warned by his advisers of the disaster
that would befall him, if specially consecrated idols
like those of Lord Ranganatha were demolished, the
King hit upon a safeguard, namely, the appointment of
a competent sorcerer, who would, by special incanta-

tions, render the images efféte, destroying their spiritual

power. The sorcerer would make himself invisible
by applying to his eyes a magical collyrium and then
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enter the Sanctoria of the Visnu temples, extract the
power from the idols enshrined there and then throw
them into the sea. Greatly depressed by this turn of
events and apprehending the calamitous repercussions
of such an unholy project, Saint Rémﬁnuja had serious
consultations with his Guru. Periya Nampi.
Periya Nampi decided that he shall pace round the
periphery of the holy temple of Srirangam, thereby
providing a cordon of protection and asked whether
Srl Ramz'rnuja could send a disciple to go with the great
Master, literally as his shadow, with no thought of the
self, as a separate entity. Sri Ramanuja very Well
knew that he had one such disciple, fully conforming
to the speciﬁcation of the master, in Kﬁrattz'tlvan and
yet, he wanted the choice to be made by the master
himself. Sri Raminuja, therefore, told his master,
“ Sire, I wonder whether there is any one answering
to your description, a camp follower, who hardly feels
that he is following another”. Periya Nampi was,
however, quick to point out, “Well, Kﬁrattéltan is
surely one such. Let him be detailed for this service ”.
Even as Kﬁrattalvan was spotted out by the master,
out of so many, the Lord pitched upon Nammalvar
for shedding on him the divine grace!
onrum nilla ketum muravum tivinai; ullit tolumin tontirlanru aﬁlcu amar venru uruppini nankai ani netum tol punarnenrurn cppﬁtum en neﬁcam tutippa ullé irukkinra piran, [tan,
ninra ani tiruviranvilai ennum nil nakaram-atuvé. (V1I—10—6)

Tnmlalion
Ye, votaries,

all your dire sins will get destroyed

If you could with reverence meditate on the city great,
The lovely Tiruvaranvilai, Where resides the Lord,
Who once came 011‘ with ﬂying colours in a skirmish and
caught
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Uruppini, the damsel, bejewelled and enchanting. in embrace
tight
And is in my mind ﬁrm, for me always to contemplate.
Notes
(i) The Alvar beckons the Lord‘s votaries to

just meditate
on holy Tiruvaranvilai to get all their ills and evils
eradicated, in retro. We can. at best. wipe off only
an inﬁnitesimal fraction of our sins. through our own
efforts. but the Lord’: grace will wipe them off in full.
of Mahalaksmi. was
the only daughter of Bhismaka, king of Kuntinam. She
had ﬁve brothers. When she came of marriagable
age, Sri Krsna Went and sought out her hand but her
brother Rukman opposed it. Intending that she should
be married to Sisupala, he arranged for her Svayamvara,
when several kings would assemble, from whom the
bride could choose the one most eligible. But Rukmini
was so resolute that she would marry none but Krsna
and emboldened by this determination, she even sent
a secret epistle to Krsna, inviting him to come dowu
at the appropriate moment and take her away some
how, from those devils. Sri Krsna accordingly got
hold of Rulrmini at the crucial moment. and drove her
away openly. Sisupala and other kings, mustered by
Rukman, who encountered Sri Krsna, were beaten off.
The infuriated Rukman, however, pounmd upon
Krsna, bent upon slaying Him and his life was spared
by the Lord, at the special request of Rukimini and,
poor fellow, he was let oil with mere disﬁgurement.
(Srimad Bhagavatam)

(ii) Uruppini (Rukmini), an incarnation

nil nakaram atuvé; malarc colaikal cit! tiruvaranvilai
nil nakarattu ugaikinga piran, netumal, kannan vinnavar—kdn
vanapuram puldru, mukkan-piranaittolaiya,vem porkal ceyru,
vananai iyiram tot tnnittan carat; anti, mam! onru ilamé.
(VII—10—7)

Tnnshﬂon
Tirnvéranvﬂai, the citadel huge, abounding in ﬂower gardens,

Is our destination and our Sole Refuge is the Benefactor great,
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01' love unlimited. Who lovingly resides there, Chief of the
denizens
Of Heaven, Lord Kantian, WhoVTanan's thousand arms did
smite,
Waging the battle ﬁerce in his citadel, putting the tripled
Rudra askance.
Notes

as his ultimate
destination, even the High Heavens being relegated
to a lower status and the Lord enshrined here, who
vanquished the formidable foes, as his Sole Refuge.
For details of Lord Krsna’s encounter with Banasura
and his great allies, see notes under III-lO—4.

(i) The Alvar considers this pilgrim centre,

(ii) No doubt, the heaven is the land of eternal bliss, the
land whence there is no returning. And yet, Tiruvaranvilai is so enchanting that even the Lord looks
upon it on a par with heaven.

anri marru onru ilam nin earané enru, akal irum poykaiyinvay
ninru, tan nil kalal éttiya anaiyin neﬁeu itar tirtta piran
oenru anku initu ugaikinra. celum polil cu1,tiruvarar_ivilai,
onri Valanceyya onrumo?tivinai uliattin cérvu allavé.
(VII—10—8)

'Ihmlation
Were it possible to visit and go round
Timvﬁranvilai, by lovely gardens surrounded.
Where lovingly resides the Lord, Who the deep distress relieved
0f the Elephant in the pond huge, who his faith did pin
On His lovely feet, squeeze we can from our hearts all sins.
Note
The Lord, who rid Gajendra, the pious elephant, of dire
distress, and now stays in Tiruvaragvilai, will certainly
cure us of all ills and evils. With its leg right in the jaws
of the tough crocodile, the elephant was engaged in a titanic
struggle for years, trying to extricate himself from the
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monster. When this self-elfort. gr: it and lung. proved not
only abortive but turned out to he a hindrante tn the inﬂux
of the Lord's grace. the great devotee that the elephant
was. he looked upon the Lord :is the Sole Rumour and
deliverance followod. The elephant was not in the least
bothered about its own emaciation and eventual dissolution
but its sole concern was to olfcr the lotus ﬁower plucked by
it. at such a heavy cost and still held in its trunk. at the feet
of the Supreme Lord. What distressed the elephant even
more. was his deep concern that the Lord‘s reputation as the
Sole Saviour should not get tarnished by His not coming down
to his rescue. It is precisely this. that has been referred to
in this song. as the deep distress of the elephant. And so, the
Lord feels beneﬁted by the elephant. helping Him to redeem
His reputation as the Sole Saxiour of His subjects. This
great trait of Lord Mahivisnu of identifying Himself as the
rec pient of a favour when He is actually conferring one on
His devotees and feeling distressed over the miseries of His
subjects even more than they do, is inherited by His devotees,
A true Vaisnava (a votary of Lord Visnu) is, therefore. one
who possessed this remarkable trait.
tIvinai ullattin citrvu alla aki, teli vicumpu Egalunjl,
navinullum, ullattullum, amainta tolilinullum navinru,
yz'tvarum vantu vanankum polil tiruvziganvilai-atanai
mévi valaﬁceytu. kaitolak kﬁtumkol'! ennum-en cintanaiyé.
(VII—10—9)

Translation
With a mind thoroughly cleansed, rid of all sins,
I could perhaps reach Heaven and yet, in my thoughts do I
pine For lovely Tiruvatanvilai where the pious with thorough
discipline
Of word, deed and thought congregate and worship; I wish
I would remain
In that holy cents-e, circumambulate and worship with joined
palms.
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Note
The Alvin‘s desire to reach this pilgrim centre is so great that
even the high Heaven recedes to the background. Therefore. his thoughts are wholly centred on whether he would
at all be able to reach that centre, stay ﬁrmly there and go
round the place with great piety. Not only that, he feels
that this holy centre is so very enchanting that is is bound to
attract even the denizens of Heaven.
cintai marronrin tirattatu allat tanmai tEva-piran ariyum;
cintaiyinal ceyva tan ariyatana mayankal onrum illaicintaiyinal, collinal, ceykaiyal, nilattévar kulu vanankum
cintai makil tiruvaranvilai urai tirttanukku am pinné.
(VII—lO—lO)

Translation
There‘s hardly a thought that crosses one's mind,
The omniscient Lord cannot comprehend;
Surely, He knows that I think not of aught
But the Lord immaculate, Who remains enshrined
In Tiruvaranvilai, that exilarates one’s heart.
Worshipped by the devout thro’ word, deed and thought.
Note
This song provides the reply to the question supp05ed to have
been put to him as to what he would do in case the Lord
forced him into Heaven, which he had been demanding from
Him quite often before. The Lord, being all-lmowing, He is
well aware that the Alvar’s mind now stands rivetted to
Tiruvaranvilai which has taken precedence over everything
else, including the Heaven. Further, He is known to grant
the boon prayed for by the subject, (Purusarta). That
being the case, there is absolutely no risk of the Lord granting
him anything other than that desired by him, even Heaven
falling in the excluded category in this particular context.
It is noteworthy that the Alvar does not even mouth the
word. ‘ Heaven ’ and says, in general terms, that he
does not think of anything else but the holy centre of Timvaganvilai.

Seventh ('entum tV‘llt-ln‘)
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lirttunukku uremia. margu 0r carat} lliui cut'u enni, llrttanukké
tirtta munnttnnan uki. celur'i kurukﬁrc unicorn“; conga
tirttankJI :iyirattul ivni pattum sallnrknlait tE\ .1r miknl
tirttankalé emu rueittu. rmlkl Untll‘l‘nr tam tEiiyarkké.
(\‘ll—lO—ll)
Translation
Unto their spouses shall ever say the Celestials in Heaven,
That those well-versed in these songs ten
Out of the immaculate thousand of Kurukur Catalcopan.
Dedicated to the immaculate Lord, as the sole Means
Are indeed very pure, entitled to great reverence.
Notes
(i)

It has been given out here. as the beneﬁt accruing to
those chanting this decad, that the Eternal Heroes
(Nitya Sﬁris), in Heaven, shall honour them a great
deal and refer to them as of great sanctity, while talking
to their spouses at the height of their joy born of
their blemishless service unto Lord Vaikuntanithn
(the transcendent Lord in Heaven, in His ‘Para’
aspect). It is then that they feel inclined to divulge
the secrets to their dear ones, even as the redoubted
saint Raminuja divulged to those, eagerly assembled
in front. the purport of the ‘Carama Slolca’, notwithstanding the oath of secrecy administered to him
by his master, Gostipurnar. Garuda has two wives,
by name, Rudra and Sukirti while the wife of Senépathi
(Cénai Mutaliyér) is Stltravati. These preeminent
‘
Nityas’ would always speak in superlative terms about
the chanters of this decad.

(ii) The Lord immaculate: Himself of impeccable purity,
He is also the great Sanctiﬁer, Who renders His votaries
also absolutely pure. River Ganga got sanctiﬁed by the
touch of His feet and Siva, in turn, got sanctiﬁed by
holding Gangﬁ on his matted locks.
(iii) Immaculte thousand: All the songs in this great hymnal
are like unto as many sacred waters.

THE CENTUM IN RETROSPECI‘
(DECAD WISE SUMMARY)
(VII-l ) : In the opening dread, the Altar follows up the trend of thought,
as in Vl-9-9, where he dreaded the mischief of the senses and the frightful
possibility of his going astray in the event of the prolongation of his stay in
this abode. If the Alvar dreads in this manner, despite his having taken a
deep plunge into the ocean of divine conseiousness, it is because this land is
notorious for its corrupting inﬂuence, bringing within its dirty pale even the
'Nitya Saris ’, the proximate attendants of the Lord in Heaven, should they
ever happen to step on to this soil;
(VII-2) : The Alvin whose stay in this abode is being prolongued by
the Lord, despite his protestation, is once again (ﬁguratively) transformed
as the Nayalti (Mistress), weighed down by melancholy too deep for words.
The critical condition of the Niyaki and her various moods are narrated
in rhe second decad by the ghostic mother to Lord Ranganatha, enshrined
in Srirat’tgam(Tamil Nadu), bending over her daughter, right in the Sanctum.
The mother enquires of the Lord, the Sole Saviour, as to what His intentions
are and how exactly He would like to deal with her love—lorn daughter. This
decad, however, ends on a happy note, the mother being mighty glad that her
daughter has, after all, attained the benign feet of Lord Ranganahe;
(VII-3) : The bliss of the union of the Nayaki and Lord Ranganatha.
having overﬂown its continents, the Lord hits upon a method Whereby the
God-enjoyment of the Néyaki could be stabilised, instead of her being swept
011‘ by it.
The Lord goes to Tentiruppéreyil (near the Alvar's birth place)
on a hunting expedition, by Way of relieving the distress of the people over
there from the depredations of wild animals. Although the Nayaki herself
equipped Him with weapons and bid Him fareWell, wishing Him success, yet
she is all agog to go there herself, unable to brook separation from her Lord
even for a short while. In the third decad, we see the Nayaki insisting that
she shall go, in the face of stiﬂ' opposition from her mother, mates and other
kinsfolk. At best, she would allow them to escort her and leave her with the
Lord, even if they cannot allow her to go alone;
(VII-4) . Just when the NAyaki was attempting to go to Tiruppéreyii
where the Lord had gone for game-hunting, he returned victorious.
Exceed—
ingly jubilant over the Lord's quick return from the victorious expedition.
Parankusa Nayaki gets locked up in His sweet embrace, by Way of
relieving His fatigue (mental experience of course). In his current festive mood,
the Alvﬁr recounts in the fourth deem! the Lord‘s Wondrous deeds and benefaction, vast and varied, exclaiming, “ What a marvel I" “ What a wonder!"
and so on.
(VII-5) : In the ﬁfth decal, the Alvar cites some more achievements of
the Lord, much to his own delectation. At the same time, he could not help
wondering how the worldlings whose birthright it is to share this enjoyment,
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Mutts. the Alvin gratefully acknowledges in the ninth decad the Lord's great
gesture, perplexed a great deal over his inability to recompense the Lord, as
there was hardly anything he could call his own;
(VII-10) : The Lord has indeed chosen an enchanting place, namely,
Ttruvéranvilai (Kcrala State‘ from where He and His dear Consort (Mahalaksmi) could enjoy listening to Tiruvéymoli recital by Saint Namma‘tlvir.
The Altar, whom we saw, in the ninth decad, remaining perplexed over his
inability to recompense the Lord for the extraordinary grace shed by Him,
was, therefore. given a chance to fulﬁl his heart's desire, by singing this great
hymnal unto Him and His Consort, in that holy centre, much to Their delectation.—And soI in the concluding decad of this Centum, the Alvir attempts to
render the service graciously assigned to him by the Lord. So great is his
desire to mach this fascinating pilgrim centre, looking upon it as his ultimate
destination, relegating even the high Heaven to the background.

BOOK VIII
Eighth Centum- First Decad (VIII-l)
(TEvimir Evir)
Preamble
[n the last decad. the Mvar longed for the pleasure of singing
Tiruvaymoli before the Divine couple at Tiruvanmvilai and rendering unto Them other kinds of service as well. But then. the project did not get off the ground and non-fulﬁlment ot‘his cherished
desire made the Alvar grow sceptical of the Lord‘s bonaﬁdes and
His ability to concede the wish of His devotees. This doubt is
expressed in this decad.
The River feels vexed that he has been thwarted from achieving
his desired objective even under the most propitious circumstances.
The Divine consorts are beside the Lord. reclining on the serpentbed at Tiruvaranvilai, ready to grant him audience and the ‘ Nitya
Suris’ are also around; the Lord is omnipotent and can easily
meet the aspirations of the devotees by assuming any Form. suited
to the purpose and on his part, the yearning is much-too-deep.
And yet, the Alvin could not achieve his objective, giving rise to
frustration that casts doubts in his mind as to whether the
well-known traits of the Lord such as His readiness to
respond to the requsts of His devotees, looking upon their
woes as His own. in the sense that they are but His
modes etc.. have become ineffective, because of him. This
was precisely how Site bemoaned her miserable lot during her
captivity in Lenka, seriously suspecting Sri Rama‘s intention- and
inclinations towards her. As a matter of fact. the saint; subsist
solely on the sweet contemplation of the Lord's auspicious traits
and once this vital communication is cut out, they will just cease
to exist. The Lord apprehended that the Alvar. sunk in despair
under the delusion that the Lord’s auspicious traits have dried up,
might collapse altogether and, therefore, set at naught his doubts
by calling upon him to ponder over all that He had done for him
earlier and assuring Him of the due fulﬁlment of whatever He
intended to do further for him. Thus consoled, the Alvir feels
elevated from the erstwhile depression.
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tEvimar avir tirumakal, pﬂmi;
Eva,

mam! amarar itccyvar;

méviya ulakam mﬁnru-avai atci;
véntu véntu uruvam nip uruVam—
paviyEQ-tannai atukinra kamalak
kannatu 6r pavala vay maniyé!
aviyé! amuté! alai katal katainta
appane! kanumaru arulay.

(VIII—l—l)

Translation
Tirumakal and Mother Earth are Your Consorts Divine,
(Beﬁtting Your beauty and majesty), the Celestials are Your
vassals,
(Ever ready to do Your bidding) You are the Sovereign
Of the three worlds, assume You can any Form at will;
Your lotus eyes and coral lips peerless, hOWever, torment this
sinner’s soul,
0h, gem of a Lord, dear unto me like life! Nectar insatiable,
0h, Sire, You did the surging ocean churn, pray, let me behold
you.
Note
The Lord has revwled Himself before the Alvin’s mental vision
in all His might and majesty in that glorious setting; the
Divine Consorts and the Nitya Sﬁris, who make the
supplicant’s position safe and sound by virtue of their good
ofﬁces, are around; the Lord is the Sovereign Master of all
the worlds and apart from the immensity of His wealth,
He is omni-potent, He churned the Milk-ocean once and
delivered the ‘Amrut’ (ambrosia) to the self-centred and
egotistic Devas and in spite of such an extremly favourable
background, it is a pity He would not grant the wish of a
selﬂess devotee of the eminence of Saint Nammalvir.
While this very thought is depressing enough, the dejection
gets accentuated when he muses over the Lord’s lotus
eyes, coral lips and radiant Form which he could not
currently behold. Of course, the Alvar doesn’t want the Lord
to take, for his sake, the trouble of churning the ocean as
He did for the selﬁsh Devas, and all that He‘ prays for is

_
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that he might be enabled to behold the Lord‘s bewitching
Form, so as to sustain himself.
kanumaru arulay emu egré kalanki,
karma nir alamara, vinaiyEn
pénumagu, ellam péni, nin pcy‘aré
pitan’umagu arul enakku; ante!
kanumaru arulay-kélcutla! kanna!
tontanén karpakak kaniyet
pénuve‘u- amute! periya tan punalcﬁl
peru nilam etutta pérala!

(VIII—l—Z)

Translation
Agitated stands this sinner, tears ﬂooding the eyes,
(For, many a time did I call you, eager to behold
Your Form exquisite), many a method did I adopt (which
success deﬁed)
Your grace rests merely on my prattling Your names (bad luck)
alas!
Oh, Lord, You did, as Kakuttan and Kannan, incarnate,
You are unto this vassal the fruit of the wish-yielding tree,
Nectar of the devout. You did redeem, oh, Benefactor great,
The big Earth from deep waters, cool, may You be visible
unto me.

Note
No doubt, it is the Lord’s grace that makes the Alvar cry out
for it all the time, till it actually descends on him, without
indulging in any kind of aberration, egging him on to selfeﬂort to induce His grace. An irrepressible longing for
quick consummation, resulting from inordinate God-love,
made an impatient Alvar attempt quite a few methods, aimed
at acceleration of his union with the Lord but all these proved
ineﬁ‘ective. And now, he does nothing more than mentioning the Lord’s names which again is, of course, due tot he
Lord’s grace and stamps him out as one apart from the
worldlings. But this is not enough and the Alvar pines for
beholding the Lord’s bewitching Form and he invites
Him to appear before hint even as He had come down
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as Rama and Krsna, in His incarnate Forms, making
Himself visible to sages and shepherdesses and the
inhabitants of the remote forests. Actually, the Lord
has never been apart from Himself nor is He aware
of those separated from Him; while the ‘Nitya Sﬁris’
(Ever-free angles) in Heaven, His proximate attendants
‘
know no separation from the Lord, the Nitya Samsaris ’,
oblivious
of Him and
wallowing in worldly life, are totally
from Him.
their
conscious
of
separation
therefore,
not
are,
The Alvar is the solitary soul, at this end pining for the
Lord, unable to bear the pangs of separation from Him.

etutta péralan nantaképan-tan
uyirc ciruvané! acotaikku
kula ilam kaliré!
pErinpak
atutta
atiyanén periya amméné!
katutta por avunan utal iru pilavak
kaiuldr énta em katalé!
atuttatu 6r umvay inru ni varayehﬁanam térnvar umaré?
ir_1

(VIlI—l—3)

Translation
The little one dear as life unto Nantaképan, the great Treasuregrasper,
Acotai’s vicarious Joy personiﬁed, the elephant calf of that
clan You are,
0h, Benefactor great, Who did unto this vassal Your glory
reveal,
An ocean of compassion unto the devout, You tore off with
Your nails,
Avunan,the battle-hungry, into halves and yet, now You appear

not

Before me, taking up the Form You deem ﬁt; (should you
'
thus neglect),
How can devotees like me trust You (as the Protector great)?
Notes
(i) The Alvar’s enquiry, as above, could either

point out to
the Lord, how at all His devotees can sustain themselves
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if He doesn’t oblige them with His sweet presence, the
great Elixir of life, but keeps away. as He is doing at
present,
or
express the doubt as to how His reputation as the
henchmen of His devotees, aired through the Scriptures,
the Itihasa Purinas etc.. with a great deal of fanfare
and publicity, could be taken for granted, without the
concrete proof thereof, especially when He is keeping
aloof from the Alvir, despite his passionate longing
for His immediate presence.
(ii) Nandagopa is aptly referred to, as the great Treasuregrasper inasmuch as the Lord (Sri Krsna) crossed over
to him on the very night of His descent into this world.
Nand-z hadn’t even dreamt of this windfall and yet, the
Lord of the Universe, higher than the highest (Para
Brahmam), at His sweet volition, courted Nanda's
courtyard, regaling him in a thousand ways, while
the luckiess Vasudeva had to be contented with a mere
glimpse of the Divine Babe, born in the Prison-house,
only to get out of it immediately. This makes all the
difference between ‘ Svagata svikira ’ (i.e.) courting the
Lord as the ‘ Means’ and ‘Paragata svikéra ’ (i.e.)
the condescending love of the Lord shed on some one
of His choice, at His sweet volition. Is there indeed
a greater Treasure than the Lord Who resides right
inside every one and yet can be enjoyed only by the
felicitous few? Nandagopa is, therefore, rightly acclaimed as the great Treasure-lifter, who didn’t have
to lift the Treasure, as such, but could enjoy it like one
who comes by a fabulous treasure-trove by sheer luck.
Even so, the lion’s share of the enjoyment of this great
Treasure went to Acotai (Yas dha) who played the
mother of the Divine Babe, a role which should have
actually been ﬁlled by poor Devaki. The bliss enjoyed
by Yasodha was indeed several times more than that
enjoyed by the Celestials in the High Heavens.
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(iii) The elephant calf: A mighty animal though, the elephant
meeldy submits itself to be tethered to a peg which could
be easily uprooted, with buta small jerk ofthe huge frame
of the beast. The Almighty Lord submitted Himself
to the yoke of Yaéodha who tied Him fast to a pounder,
as if He was such a helpless pigmy and then, the Gopis
(the damsels of Virundavan) would order Him about.
Oh, what an amazing submissiveness! The Alvar too
seems to feel, according to Nampillai, that the Lord
could have as Well been directed and controlled by him
even as Nandagopa and Yasodha did, assuming the
‘Vatsalya’ stance instead of following the ‘Masterservant’ relationship, allowing Him to play the overbearing overlord who would not mingle freely with
His subjects.
is the Tamil word for Hiranya Whom Lord
Narasimha tore down, all for the sake of that little lad,
Prahlada. The Aivér would seem to feel that he is not
obliged by the Lord Who did so much for that young
chap. The Alvar is even led to suspect whether the
Lord had hired out all those Sages, Vyésa, Parésara
etc., to lavish all those epithets on Him, which do not
actually ﬁt in with Him, At least to clear up such misgivings lurking in the Alvar’s mind, the Lord should
appear before him, assuming an appropriate Form.

(iv) ‘Avunan

’

umar ukantu ukanta unrvam nir_1 uruvam
aki, un-tanakku anpar anaravar ukantu amarnta ceykai un mayai
arivu onrum caﬁkippan vinaiyénamar atu panni, aka] itam putai cul
atu patai avitta amminﬁl
amarar—tam amutél acurarkal naﬁcél
ennutai ﬁr uyiréyél

(VIII—1—4)

Translation
My Lord, the battle (of Maha Bhérata) You brought on to
quell the cruel armies, spread across, nectar You are unto the
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Celestials, Deadly poison You are unto Asuras and dear life
unto me! You assume
The Form dear unto Your devotees, the wondrous deeds, You
perform,
Endear You unto the devout; this sinner is, however, led to
suspect
Whether all that is said of You is at all correct.
Note
The Alvﬁr hitherto subsisted on the sure and certain knowledge
that God subserves His devotees, ready to do their bidding
and assume the Forms they devoutly long to enjoy. But
his knowledge and faith, in this great trait of the Lord,
are getting shaken, in his present state of dejection. The
Lord is undoubtedly the repository of innumerable
auspicious traits and it is the Alvar’s sins, as he puts it,
that makes him stand apart from Him and even go to the
length of suspecting this unassailable position of the Lord.

a:

uyirEyé! akal itam mulutum

pataittu, itantu, untu, umilntu, alanta

pEr uyiréyc')! periya nir pataittu, aﬁku

uraintu, atu kataintu, ataittu, utaitta
cir uyiréyol manicarkkut tévar
polat tEvarkkum tEvavc')!
or uyirEyc'J! ulakankatku ellam!—
unnai! nan eﬁku vantu uruko'!

(VlII-l-S)

Translation
You are my life dear, oh Lord! You did create
The spacious Worlds, one and .all, pulled them out
From beneath the waters deep, during the deluge ate
And later spat them out, the Supreme Lord that You are,
You spanned the worlds, reposed on the vast sheet of water,
Churned the ocean once, then bunded it and broke the bund

later;
Could You unto Devas be what they are unto men, oh, great
~

One,
You, the unique Soul of all the worlds, where shall I attain?
3
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Notes
(i) In the preceding song, the Alvar would

appear to have
provoked the Lord into questioning him, how one, so
ill-equipped as he, could think of attaining Him and on
the top of that, doubt His greatness and bonaﬁdes.
The Alvar’s answer is that he is but the body and the
Lord, the life within, whose bounden duty it is to take
care of him. There was hardly any question of the body
pursuing a path of its own, by way of practising
austerity, discipline etc. Actually, it was He who did,
from time to time, all that had to be done, by way of
creating the worlds, sustaining them within His stomach
during the deluge, refunding them later on to their
former sistuations, rescuing the worlds from Maha Bali,
the usurper, by spanning them all, in just three strides,
so on and so forth. And then, He lay on the ocean
where came the Divine Mother through His churning;
He also bunded the ocean to cross over to Lanka, to
get at the Mother and later demolished the bund,
so as to prevent the entry of the Raksasas into the
mainland.

on mere food and water while
the Devas need ‘Amrut’ (ambrosia) for their subsistence. Ifthis marks the distance between the mortals
and the immortal Devas, well, there is not only that
much distance but very much more betWeen the Devas
and the Supreme Lord, the ‘ Devadi Deva ’ and the
comparison is thus not on at! fours. While the ratio
between Man and Deva is a deﬁnite quantum, that
between the Deva and the Lord would bafﬂe even the
wildest imagination and cannot be put in ﬁnite terms.

(ii) The humans could subsist

enku vantu uruko, ennai ﬁlm??—
51 ulakaﬁkalum niyé;
anku avarkku amaitta téyvamum niye;
aVarru-avai karumamum niyé;
ponkiya purampal porul ulavélum,
avaiyumﬁ

111

i995

5115.1,

mankiya arivam nErppamum nIyE;
van pulan irantatum nIyE.

(VIII-I-G)
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Translation
My Sovereign Lord. the worlds seven and the deities worshipped
therein,
The rituals unto them performed as well as things in regions
beyond,
All things and beings, subtle or manifest are unto You bound;
Well, such a one where and how do I attain?
Notes
(i) The Alvar’s query is how he can, on his own, attain the
Lord Who is the Supreme Controller of all the worlds,

Agni, Indra and other deities, worshipped by the respective votaries in different climes, the rituals performed,
as part of such worship, as Well as all things lying in
the regions beyond. How can a lame man get on to
the top of Mount Meru? The lameness denotes the
incapacity to pursue the normal paths prescribed
by the Scriptures to get at the Lord. But then, it
behoves the Lord, as the Master, who has striven hard
all the time for the Alvar’s evolution, right up to this
stage, to follow it up to the point of ﬁnal fruition, with
no ancillary effort on his part.
(ii) As already stated in V-2~8, it is the Supreme Lord Who
has set up in different climes the minor deities to
receive the homage the votaries pay them and grant
them boons. This is reinforced here. The prescriptive
rites and rituals oﬁ'ered to these deities actually reach
the Supreme Lord Whose agents these deities are, rather
His bodies through which He carries out His multifarious
functions.
(iii) As mentioned in Slolca 17 of Sﬁ Alavandar’s ‘Stotra
Ratna’, the Lord’s possessions (Vibhﬁti) are indeed
very vast and immense, comprising, inter alia, the
numerous Cosmic worlds with all their inner contents
and the external multiplicity of layers, each of which
is ten times bigger than the immediately preceding one.
(yat dasottaranyavaranani yani ca). The region beyond
the Seven worlds, alluded to in this song, denotes these
external layers.
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irantatum niyé; etirntatum niyé;
nihalvato ni; ingé anal,
ciranta nin tanmai atu, itu, utu enru
arivu ogrum cankippan vinaiyén—
karanta pal! 1'16ny! neyyig ir_1 cuvaiyé!
kaialitlul amutamél amutil

piranta in cuvaiyE! cuvaiyatu payané!
pinnai tol manauta pér eye!

(VIII-14)

Translation
Sweet as milk fresh-drawn and the ghee that from it ensues,
You are, my Lord, the very sweetness in ghee, the ambrosia,
That from the ocean emerged, with its sweet contents,
The joy that from such SWeetness results; the charming Pinnai
You did Wed, oh, Gopal, the past, the future and the present
You do control; this sinner is losing faith in You, even then,
As the Lord Supreme of all things, near, far and in between.
Note
The Alvar says that the knowledge of the Lord being the
Supreme Controller of all things and beings, abiding in
all, which sustained him hitherto, is forsaking him now, the
sinner that he is. Time, with its triple components of
‘
Past’, ‘Present’ and ‘ Future‘ and all things and beings
embraced within its folds, are but the Lord’s modes. The
Alvar could, therefore, discern the hand of the Lord, in all
happenings, at all times. The Lord is the qm'ntessence of
all that is delicious, the inner core of sweetness. This
SWeetness gets heightened manifold, when the Lord is in
conjunction with His Divine Consort. The Alvar can,
therefore, hardly subsist without partaking of such unalloyed
and unlimited bliss and yet, in his present state of separation
from Him, he is even led to suspect whether all this glory,
attributed to the Lord, is at all real or a mere ﬁgment of
imagination. The doubt expressed by the Alvar earlier in
this decad, was about the Lord’s capacity to redeem His
subjects. There at least, the Lord could escape by putting
the blame on the supplicant's inadequacy, failings etc.
But here, the Alvar is led to suspect even the basic feature of
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the Lord, as the all-pervading. inner Controller of all
things and beings, said to be but His modes or attributes.

mananta pér aye! mayattal mulutum
valvinaiyénai Irkigra
kunankalai utaiyay! acurar van kaiyar
kﬁrramé! kotiya pul uyarttéy!
panaﬁxal ayiramum utaiya pain nakap
palliyay! parkatal cEr‘ppa!
vanankumaru ariyén-manamum, vacakamum,
eeykaiyum, yanum nI-tané.

(VIII—l—S)

Translation
Mighty Gopala, Pinnai, You did wed with love intense,
Your auspicious traits, in their full complement, tear into
halve
This sinner great, deadly unto the mighty Asuras, You have
On Your banner Garuda, who does on them miseries impose,
In the Milk-ocean, on the thousand-hooded serpent You
repose;
I and my mind, word and deed are all swayed by You,
And so, I know not how I can, on my own, worship You.
Notes
(i) The Alvar would appear

to have been pulled up by
the Lord as to why he did not even make a formal
obeisanoe to Him. The Alvar clears up the position
by pointing out that, as one who belongs to Him,
lock, stock and barrel, and is wholly dominated by
Him, even this formal act of bowing has to be ordained
by Him.

of the Lord, which do sustain the devotees,
are proving injurious to the Alvin in his present disconsolate state, making his separation from the Lord
all the more poignant. The Alvar attributes this mental
state to his sins. Wounds inﬂicted by missiles could
be cured but not the sickness imposed by the Lord's
traits themselves. The ungodly Asuras are destroyed
by the Lord’s Weapons but His auspicious traits,

(ii) The very traits
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strangely enough, torment the devout like Saint
Namrnélvar, as he puts it in this song, splitting him
into halves, even as Hiranya was cleaved by Lord
Narasimha.

Lord's serpent-bed, can, on his spacious
bosom, accommodate the Lord and His Consorts;
his thousand hoods spread themselves out and dance
with great joy because of his contact with the Lord.

(iii) Adi-Sesa, the

of the sentient being are the
Lord’s gifts, capacitating the individual for worshipping
Him and yet, the Alvar could not, on his own, bow unto
the Lord, because he and his appendages, the mind
etc., are all wholly dominated by Him. This is indeed
the farthest limit of self-abnegation, totally objuring
the element of self-effort, (Sédhana yogyata), that is,
’
employing ‘Means other than the Lord Himself.

(iv) 'Mind, body and speech

yinum n‘i—tané avatc') meyyé,
aru narak‘u-avaiyum mi;

595.],

van uyar inpam eytil en? marrai
narakamé eytil en? epinum,
yénum nI-tanayt telitorum, nanrum
aﬁcuvan narakarn nan ataital;
van uyar inpam manni virriruntayl—
arulu nin talkalai enakké.

(VIII-l—9)

Translation
True it is, You are in me as You are in everything else,
The hell of a life I now eke out is also Yours;
So then, it matters not whether You grant me heavenly bliss
0r keep me lingering in this hellish life, full of distress.
And yet, life here I dread when I do my essential nature realise,
I beseech you, therefore, oh Lord, seated in the blissful heaven!
To bless me that I do your lovely feet attain.
Note
To those gifted with the vision of the Lord's Universal Form
(Visvarﬁpa), like Prahlada and Nammilvar, it should indeed
be possible to perceive the presence of the Lord everywhere,
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looking upon Hell and Heaven alike. with perfect mental
equanimity. The doubt, therefore. arises why the Alvér
abhors existence over here and aspires for his ascent to
Heaven, exhibiting a distinct predilection for the latter.
This song clears up the position in this regard. It is the
corroding, rather, the corrupting inﬂuence of life in the midst
of the worldlings with its potential risk of seriously interfering
with his essential nature, as the exclusive vassal of the Lord
solely dependent on Him, that scares the Alvar and frightens
him to such an extent. No wonder, therefore that he longs
for his quick ascent to Heaven where the Lord can be
served and enjoyed in that transcendent setting, without
break and fear of contamination of any sort.

talkalai enakke talaittalaic cirappat
tanta par utavik kairnmarat
tolkalai arat taluviI en uyirai
a1_'a vilai ceytz.r_1a1;l-c6ti!
tolkal ayirattay! mutikal ayirattay;
tunaimalark kankal ayirattay!
talkal ayirattay! pérkal ayirattayl
tamiyanén periya appané!

(Vm—l—IO)

Translation
With pleasure great, my Soul I have unto You, stld, sure and
certain,
0h, resplendent Lord, this is indeed in return
For the unﬂinching faith in Your feet, You have on me
bestowed;
Shoulders many, crowns in plenty and a vast multitude
0f lotus eyes and feet many, I see in You, bearing names many,
My Sire, I know you intend showering on poor me favours
many.
Notes

not obliged the Alvér with
His presence, the latter is jubilant that he has not been
contaminated by the worldlings and the Lord’s lovely
feet are unto him what food and raiment are for the
worldlings. This is indeed a great favour done to the

(i) Although the Lord has still
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Alvar by the great Lord, who has not only made the
Alvar abhor and abjure the ways of the world but also
look upon the Lord as his Sole Sustainer. What is
even more, He has chosen the Alvar for singing these
hymns of ‘Tiruvaymoli' without giving this special
assignment even to sages of the eminence of Valmiki,
Vyasa and Parasara or the ﬁrst three Alvars, a piece
of special favour, a great felicity, already acknowledged
by the Alvar in the earlier decad. For this benefaction, the Alvﬁr now seeks to recompense the Lord
by offering Him his soul, like unto a father putting his
arms round the shoulders of his daughter and giving
her away in marriage to the bridgeroom. In the
exuberance of his joy, the Alvar seems to have coolly
overlooked past history in this regard, his own earlier
attempt to barter away his soul, thwarted by an almost
immediate realisation that he was trying to give away
the Lord’s own, under the erroneous belief that it was
his own. Well, even as recently as in the eighth stanza
of this very decad, the Alvar was conscious of the
fact that he, his mind, word, and deed Were all swayed
by Him and that he had nothing to do with these.
(ii) Even as the Alvér delightfully made a confounded gift
of a thing that didn’t belong to him, the Lord received
it with great jubilation, as if it did not already belong
to Him, beamed withjoy and expanded marvellously
by way of expressing His great joy, exhibiting thousands
of shoulders, crowns, eyes, feet etc. This is on a par
with the Ksatrya Kings, in exultation overa great turn
of events in their lives, sharing their joy with their
favourite queens, in amorous company.
periya appanai. piramat! appanai.
uruttiran appanai, munivarkku
uriya appalled, amarar aPPaLJai,
ulakuklcu or tani appan-tannai
periya van kurukﬁr val; cataképan
pénina ayirattullum
uriya col-malai ivaiyum pattu ivarral
uyyalam, tontirl—nankatké.

(VIII-1*“)
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Translation
Ye, devotees, salvation We can all attain, reciting these songs ten,
Out of the choice thousand composed by Kurukﬁr Catakopan,
Adoring the peerless Lord of the Universe, of unique grandeur,
The great Sire of Piraman, Uruthiran and the worthy Master
Of illustrious sages like Sanaka and the Devas, one and all.
Note
This end-song epitomises the contents of this decad and avers
that those who recite this decad will attain salvation, even
though they have been immersed for ages in sensual
pleasures, straying away from God-head.
(Piraman =Brahma; Uruttiran= Rudra)

Eighth Centum—Second decad (VIII-2)
(Nankal varivalai)
Preamble
In the last decad, the Alvar began to suspect that, with his
coming into the world, the Lord’s reputation as the repository of
many an auspicious trait and the grand ordainer of all things, was
becoming extinct. The Alvin was, however, brought back to normal
thinking by the Lord and the Alvar’s misgivings Were cleared up
in a way. But then, the external perception of the Lord’s exquisite
Form and physical contact, longed for by the Saint, did not, as yet,
materialise. This, therefore, gave rise to yet another doubt in the
mind of the Alvar whether the Lord was keeping away from him
on the ground that he was still not quite free from worldly desires.
No doubt, the Alvar kept himself studiously aloof from the world
and its meietritious charms, as far as he could be conscious of it.
And yet, the Omni~Scient Lord might have found traces of worldly
desires still lurking inside the Alvin unknown to him, and this was
perhaps the reason why the lord was holding back. The Alvin".
therefore, thought of clearing up even this inkling of a doubt and
vindicating his absolute detachment from the world and its affairs,
but did not open up a direct dialogue with the Lord. Instead, he
resorted to the device of informing the Lord and impressing upon
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Him through argumentation between the Nayald and her mates
and elders, the theme of the dialogue being as follows:
The Nayaki (Alvin) who got separated from the Supreme Lord
after her erstwhile union with Him cannot contain herself and
patiently await His return. She, therefore,dartsforth, in an attempt
to meet her Lord in His dWelling place in the yonder region but
gets pulled up by her mates for transgression of the norms of
feminine conduct and the restraint of modesty which it imposes.
The mates counsel patience but it falls on deaf ears. The Néyald
sternly declines to conform to the so-called norms of the worldlings,
being on a pedestal of her own, totally dissociating herself from
all things ungodly and ﬁerecely concentrating on her Lord, with
no other thought, crossing her mind.
Against this background, the key stanzas of this decad are the
seventh, eighth and the eleventh.
naﬁkal varivalai ayaﬁkalél
nammutai étalar munpu néni,

nunkatku yin onru u-aikkum migram
nokkukinigén; enkum kana mattén;
cahkam carintana, cay ilantén;
tata mulai pop niramayt talarnténVeﬂkan paravaiyin pakan enkon
vénkatavananai véntic

cean.

(VIII—Z—l)

Translation
Ye, my mates, bedecked with bangles nice,
I Wish I could in you conﬁde and freely tell
What unto hostile elders I feel shy to disclose,
And yet, words I ﬁnd not, my thoughts to spell;
My Lord at Tiruvéﬁkatam Who conducts the bird
With hot eyes, I desired to see and lo! lose I did
My complexion ﬁne, down the wrists my bangles slid,
With the colour oh my breasts, I just became jaded.
Notes

03 colour and debilitated, her mates
enquired of her what was going wrong with her. The
Niyaki felt shy to disclOSe her love-sickness but her

(i) Finding the Nayald
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friendly mates could put her at ease. Even then, words
failed her and, at long last, she gave out the genesis of
her malady, as above.
(ii) The bangles would not rest on the wrists of the Nayaki,
grown gaunt and emaciated, while the mates had their
bangles, in tact. Even as Laksmana, whose grief over
was abduction, stemming from a stinging sense of
unwariness on his part, was even greater than Sri Rama’s,
steadied himself so as to be ﬁt to serve Sri Rama all
right, the mates here had to keep themselves ﬁt, in order
to bring the Nayaki round, instead of lamenting along
with her.
(iii) The elders have absolute faith in the Lord's grace, which
is bound to lead them on to the ﬁnal goal without fail.
They would, therefore, counsel the Nayaki to coolly
await the descent of the Lord‘s grace at His SWeet will,
without getting jittery. This kind of advice is, however,
unpalatable to the Nayaki, who is all agog for the quick
consummation of her inordinate God-love and hence,
the elders are deemed by her to be hostile. And now,
hostility is of two kinds, the inner and the outer, as
brought out in aphorism 139 of ‘Acarya Hrudayarn’.
Those, who employ ‘ means ’ other than the Lord Himself to attain Him, are regarded as the external enemies
while those who look upon God as the ‘ Ready Means ’,
the ‘ Siddhopaya ’, and yet remain opposed to getting
into a state of ﬂutter and throbbing for quick consummation, on the ground that it militates against the
creed of ‘Paratantrya ’ (exclusive dependence on the
Lord), are categorised by the Nayaki as the internal
enemies.
(iv) Garuda, the hat-eyed bird:

Garuda, being hot-eyed, is, at times, favourable, and
unfavourable at other times, depending upon the particular mood of the God-lover. This mighty bird could
quell the ungodly with blistering looks and ﬂy the Lord
uneningly down to where the Nayaki is eagerly awaiting
'r—24
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His arrival. The Nayaki would then thank G'aruda
for his good ofﬁces. The same Nayaki would, however,
speak disparagingly of the bird, When he takes aWay
the Lord from her and leaves her sadly alone, as in her
present state of ‘Viélesa’ (separation). This is just
like the Gopis (the damsels of Virundivan) dubbing
the saintly Akrﬁra as the one with a cruel heart, who
separated them from Krsna and took Him to Kamsa’s
citadel (Mathura)—‘Aln'ﬁrah Krﬁrahrudayah’.

Lord has some down all the way from Heaven to
Mount Tiruvéﬁkatam, to be beheld by us all. He
has not come to the Nayalci and so, she thought of
going up to this holy centre, specially courted by Him.
But these are the changes instantly wrought in her—the
sliding down of the bangles, loss of complexion and all
that.

(v) The

véntic cenru onru pezukirpéril
ennutait toliyar nunkatkélum,
intu itu uraikkum patiyai, auto!

kinkinrilén-itarattiyénnan;

kin taku tamaraik kannan kalvan,

vinnavarkon, nankal konaik kantal,

Intiya cankum njraivum kolvan
ettanai kalam ilaikkinrénél
Translation

(VIII—2—2)

,

Alas! I lmow not, in my present state of woe,
What to say of me even unto You, my mates dear!
Who would from me always get whatever you desire;
Were I to see the lotus-eyed Lord, bewitching to behold,
Who by His looks could our hearts steal, the Sovereign Lord
Of the Celestials and us alike, I can unto me get restored
My bangles and modesty and for this I am since long trying

hard.

Note
Ever since the Lord withdrew Himself from the Nayald's
vision, she has been without her bangles which slid
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down her wrists, and the innate sense of modesty,
characteristic of women under restraint. It is only
when she gets the vision back again, she can hope to
get back her lost possessions. It is a pity, she is still
in a state of longing, with fulﬁlment nowhere in sight.
halam ilaikkil allal, vinaiyén
nan ilaikkinrilan: kantukolmin;
ﬁalam ariyap pali cumantén,
nal-nutnlir! ir_1i nanit tan en—
nila malar netnrn coti cﬁlnta
ninta mukil vannag, kannan konta
kola valaiyotu mamai lcolvan,
ettanai kalamum kﬂtac cenré?

(VIII—2—3)

Translation

I am in endless pursuit of Kantian, my cloud-hued Lord,
Of limitless blue, beaming far and wide, to get unto me restored,
My bangles lovely and complexion fair; Indeed, the whole
world
Blames me for transgression of my bounds, Ye, mates with
foreheads bright.
There’s no use my ﬁghting shy anymore, please note;
This sinner will persevere and me Time can never beat.
Note

Apart from the crowning trait of modesty for women, as a
class, the ‘Prapanna’, who pursues the path of loving
surrender to the Lord’s voluntary grace, has to await the
descent of such grace at the time deemed appropriate by the
Lord, with absolute faith in Him, a robust conﬁdence. It
is this very plank, the mates also stand upon and so, they try
to bring round the Niyaki. But the Néyaki says, she has
become brazen, after all)he notoriety and opprobrium she
has earned by dint of her sending the birds and bees as
emissaries (1-4) and her attempt to come into the open
and arraign the Lord for His cruel unresponsiveness (V-3).
She is determined to try till the end of time and get back her
bangles, the external possession, and modesty, the internal
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decoration, stolen away from her by the Lord of exquisite
charm. This is, as it were, a challenge to the mates who
advised the Nayalci to give up her futile pursuit, right now,
instead of acknowledging defeat at a later date, after a long
and strenuous struggle.
kﬁtac cenrén-ini en kotukkén?
kolvalai, neﬁcat totakkam ellam
patu arru oliya ilantu, vaikal
palvalaiyarmun paricu alintén—
matak koti matil ter_1 kulantai
van kutapal ninra mayak k'ﬁttan
atal patavai uyartta vel por
alivalavagai ataritté.

(VIII—2—4)

Translation
Court did I Lord Mayaklcﬁttan, borne‘ aloft by the gay bird,
Enshrined in the western part of Tenkulantai with castles tall
And stately walls, Who the victorious disc does wield,
And lost my bangles lovely, my mind, one and all;
Indeed I have nothing more to lose, having lost, long back,
My feminine bearing, in the eyes of the women wearing
bangles, in bulk.
Notes
(i) This song brings out the Alvar s adoration of Mayakkﬁttan, the Deity enshrined in Tenk'ulantai, popularly
known as Perufilculam, near Alvar Tirunakari (Kurukm), the birthplace of the Saint.
(ii) Mﬁyakkﬁttay: This could either refer to Lord Krsna’s
vast array of wondrous deeds, performed during the
brief span of His advent over here, right in the middle
of the rituals performed by the Celestials in the yonder
Heaven, as part of their diurnal worship of the Lord in
His transcendent Form.‘

or
Generally, the Lord who binds us to this body, like
unto a bird’s nest and watches all the fun and frolic
that follow.
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(iii) Garuda ﬂutters its wings with hilarious joy, in contemplation of the prospective outing of the Lord mounted on
him.
(iv) When the mates chide the Nayak'i

that, by her daring
she stood to lose all her possessions, one by one. she
replies that there is nothing more to lose, having already
lost her all.

alivalavanai atarippum,
anku avan nammil varavum ellam,
toliyarkal! nam utaiyamétan?
colluvatc') inku ariyatutan—
ﬁlitéru ﬁli, oruvanaka

nanku unarvérkkum unaralakac

cﬁlal utaiya cutark kol atit
tollai am coti ninaikkunkalé?

(VIII—Z—S)

Translation
Ye, mates, it would hardly be proper to say things harsh

About the Lord wielding the discus, the Primate of brilliance
everlasting,
ultra-mundane origin, of wondrous deeds which the
devotees enthral,
Whose glory even the most knowledgeable can’t fathom and
comprehend,
However much and however long they might try to ﬁnd;
’Tis nothing new for devotees to covet Him and for Him to
respond.

0f

Notes

the Nayald out of her own mouth, the
mates advise her not to court the Lord and lose all her
possessions in the process, as owned by her in the
immediately preceding song. Pat comes the admonition from the Nayaki, warning them against any possible
misunderstanding of the Lord’s glory and greatness and
dubbing Him as callous, hard-hearted and so on.
It was not as if she was the only God-lover,. subject to

(i) Trying to convict
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such ﬂuctuations. There have been very many Godlovers before, who did covet the Lord’s presence and
craved, like Parankuéa Nayaki, for incessant communion
with Him and the Lord also graciously responded and
mingled with the devout very freely, exhibiting many
wonderful traits and deeds.

that intellectual stalwarts too cannot
comprehend the Lord, even if they should engage them.
selves in such pursuit for ages, might seem to come
into conﬂict with the texts, such as, ‘Vedahametan':
Purusam Mahz'mtaﬁf, ‘Aham vedmi Mahétménaﬁl’
etc., which claim to know God. The authority to whom
these texts apply is what is called the Brahma-Jﬁani or
‘Tattva vith ’, the knower of Brahman, the ultimate
Principle or Truth. Well, all that these eminent persons
could lcnow is that the Lord cannot be fully comprehended and His ways are inscrutable. For example,
the Lord Himself has declared many a time that He
would act only when Mahalaksmi plays the recommendatory role, mediating and pleading for the
supplicants at the door-step. And yet, He would also

(ii) The statement

say, ‘Nasou Purusakarena nacapyanyena hetuna,
Kevalam svecchiyaivaham preksa kaucit Kathacana ’,
that is, He could not be coaxed into redeeming His
subjects by any means including the mediation of the
Divine Mother and that His OWn will was paramount,
in the matter of extending His grace. Again, He has
declared, in unambiguous terms His severe displeasure
in regard to the transgression of the dictates of the
Scriptures, which are but His commands—‘ Srutis Smrutir
Mamaivajﬁa yasth amullangya vartate, agnaccheti
Mama dhrohi Madbhalctopi na vaisnavah ’. And
yet, in Chapter IX-30 of Bhagavad'Gita, this stern warning would seem to have got totally diluted, when Lord
Krsna averted, “ apicet suduracarahbhajate Mam ananya
bhak, Sidhureva samantavyah Samyagvyavasito hi,
sah”, that is, “Even he, who has committed grail."l
breaches of the codes of conduct, appropriate to the.
different stations in life, deserves to be placed on a pas
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with a Saint and honoured likewise, if he meditates on
Me, with selﬂess devotion, with no other end in View. "
Did not Lord Rama wind up the heated debate on
Vibhisana’s admission into His camp, by announcing
His great creed of granting asylum to any one. who
sought refuge in Him and responding, without fail,
to the call of a destitute, be he friendly or a foe in the
guise of a friend, and whatever be the magnitude of his
sins? How then can anyone, however exalted and
sagacious, claim to haVe lmown fully, the Lord and His
ways? The only exception could, of course, be the
chosen few unto whom the Lord has revealed Himself,
in 1010, and imparted crystal-clear knowledge, shorn
of all doubts, discrepancies and deviations.
(iii) The Nayalci’s hopes are kept alive becauSe the Great One,
Who bafﬂes scrutiny and deﬁes description, is also lmown
to be amazingly simple, mixing freely with His ardent
devotees. How then can the mates dissuade the Niyald
from pinning her faith in His condescending love?

tollai am coti ninaikkunkél, en
col alavu anti-l; imaiyér-tamakkum
ellai ilitalja kﬁlppuc ceyyum;
at tiram nirka—em mamai konlitl;
alli malart tan tulay'um taranarkku ituké inip pﬁcal? collirl—
valli vala vayal cﬁl lcutantai
mi malarkkan valarkinra malé.

(VHI—2—6)

Translation
Tell me, my mates, to whom else I shall my woes depose,
When the resplendent Lord of prowess extra-ordinary, much
beyond the grasp
Of even Celestials, the Great one of amazing grandeur, Who
does repose
In Tirukkutantaj amid nice gardens and ﬁelds fertile, who did
grab
My complexion fair but wouldn’t favour me with tulaci garland,
full of fragrance.
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Notes

appear to have been prodding the
Nayaki, saying that the Lord is indeed dear to attain
and not the easily accessible one, as she was making
out. The Nayaki, hOWever, effectivey Silences them by
pointing out that it matters not whether He is near or
far, seeing that He has kept her mind solely ﬁxed on Him.
And, in this state of mind, the Nayaki sees no other way
but to he a supplicant at His door-step, instead of
hanging on to those with whom she has nothing to do.
As a matter of fact, it would not be possible even to the
exalted Celestials like Brahma and ~Rudra to deﬁne the
Lord‘s stance with any degree of certainty. He, who is
beyond reach some times, is the most easily attainable
at other times, and’the doubt, therefore, assails the minds
of one and all, high and low, as to what the Lord would
be like, at any one time. Inthe ‘Moksa Dharma’ of
Mahabharata, Brahma said unto Rudra, that none, ‘
including them, could fathom the inﬁnite Mind of the
Lord and plumb its mysterious depths.

(i) The mates would

(ii) Such a Great one condescended to reveal His exquisite
Form unto the Nayak’i and steal away her heart, as
evidenced by the discoloration that has set in. During
those moments of His union with the Nayaki, He was
totally subservient to her but now that He keeps aloof
of her, He would not care to give her even the tulaci
garland worn on His person, which could, to some
extent, allev1ate her suffering. Even so, it behoves her
to wait at His door-step only, whatever be His dispensation, good, bad or indiﬂ‘erent, because of the inalienable link betWeen the two.
mail, ari, kEcavan,

naranan, cimatavan,
kovintag, vaikuntan enru enru
61amita ennaip panni, vittittu,
onrum uruvum cuvatum kattéh;
éla malarkkulal annaimirkal!
ennutait téliyarkall er_1 ceykén?
kalam pala cenrum kﬁnpatu-anai;
unkalotu ehkal itai illaiyé.

-

(VHI—2—7)
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Translation
Ye, elders. with fragrant locks. ﬁower-bedecked. Ye. my mates,
His names, my Lord has made me cry out.
As Mal. Ari, Kécavan, Narnnan. Cimfitavnn. Kovintan.
Vaikuntan, and so on.
But of Him no trace could I see: what shall be done?
Till the end of time, struggle shall I. on and on
And see Him, sure and certain, let me swear.
There’s indeed no link ‘tween you and me I am sure.
Notes
(i) Even when the Lord keeps aloof. the subject cannot help

pining for Him and uttering His sweet names. expressive
of His auspicious attributes and wondrous deeds, as
the sole means of subsistence. That is why Parank'usa
Nayaki resent. the advice tendered by her mates. not
to attempt the unattainable but stay quiet. She would
rather cut away from her kith and kin who can’t see
eye to eye with her. (See the concluding para of the
preamble to this decad) The Lord (Tirumal) lmown to
possess boundless love for His devotees, cannot keep

away from them for long; He is Ari (Hari) the destroyer
of all our sins which impede our union with Him; He
is Kesava, whose dark, curly locks entrance the devotees
and He should be fully aware that the Nayaki would
be musing over this sheer beauty, all the time; and then,
He is Narayana, of tender solicitude for the devotees,
‘
‘
Madhava ’ (Cirimitavan)
Asrtavatsala ' and also
Who, by reason of His conjunction with the Divine
Mother (Sri), would never give up the devotees; He is
Kovintan (Govinda) Who subserves those that take
refuge in Him and all these qualities only go to embellish
His transcendent glory as ‘ Vaikuntan ’ residing in that
super—eminent abode, known as Heaven.

(ii) Although the Nayaki called out the Lord’s names lustily,
yet, He was nowhere in sight. When Bharata Went to
the forest to meet Sri Rama, the former could locate the
latter’s residence with the aid of the smoke that shot up
in the sky from the ritual-ﬁre. But, in the Nayald’s
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case, currently there is no trace whatever of the Lord
nor any clue regarding His whereabouts.
itai illai-yan valartta kilikél!
pﬁvaikaikal! kuyilkal! mayilkallutaiya nam mamaiyum, cankum, neﬁcum,
ourum oliya ottatu kontap;
ataiyum vaikuntamum, parkatalum,
aﬁcana verpum avai naniya;
kataiyarap pacankal vittapinnai
anti, avar_1 avai kankotané.

(VIII—2—8)

Translation
Ye, parrots, peacocks, Koels, little Pﬁvai birds, my pets all,
There’s nothing more you can from me have, my possessions,
one and all,
The Lord has from me snatched ‘ tis, however, not diﬂ'icult to
attain hence
Vaikuntam, Milk-ocean, Mount Aﬁcanam and other holy
centres,
But these the Lord reveals not unless one sheds the last shred
Of attachment unto things in the domain outside.
Notes

of this decad being complete eschewal
of, and total dissociation from all things ungodly, this
is yet another topical stanza of the decad.
(See also
stanza 7)

(i) The main theme

(ii) The pets were reared up by the Nayaki merely as ancillary
to her God-enjoyment, by way of heightening the
enjoyment and now, in her present state of separation
from her beloved Lord, all these birds are of no avail
and the Nayakl doesn’t hesitate to sever her connection
with these unwanted pets, in the same way as she stands
apart from her mates and the riders who tempt her the
wrong way. A doubt might, hOWever, arise, at this
stage, how these birds, which are said to denote the
great preceptors (Acaryas), as elucidated earlier, could
at all be discarded notwithstandingtheir exalted position
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as the sure Guides to Heaven. As a matter of fact. in
Saint Ramanuja’s swan-song. ‘Saranagati gadya', he
speciﬁcally includes even the preceptors in the category
of persons, dear and near, excluded by him, ‘ Gun‘m
santyajya ’. The idea behind this is that one’s parents,
wife, sons, relations. friends and preceptor, loved and
adored, as belonging to the Lord, have also to be
eschewed, if they turned out to be inimical to God~
enjoyment. Vide also aphorism 153 of ‘Acirya

Hrudayam’.
(iii) The Lord having forsaken the Nayaki after His erstwhile
union with her, He has simultaneously deprived her of
her fair complexion, bangles, mind and all, which He has
taken with Him to the yonder Heaven, thinking that it
is much beyond the Nayaki’s reach. But the Néyalci is
well aware that the Heaven is not that remote and unattainable, being, as a matter of fact, the destined Land,
the ultimate destination of every one, which the Supersensitive Lord shall, however, make available only
when the earthly desires and sensual pleasures are given
up in toto and one loves Him exclusively. Mount
Aﬁcanam, mentioned in this song, is Mount Tiruvéhkatam. This holy centre and the Milk-ocean are held
on a par with Heaven.

kankotuppin allan arkkum tannai;
kaicey appalatu or mayam-tannal
man kural, kola vativu katti,
magnum virinum niraiya malamta
cén cutart talkal pala talaitta
téva-pirarku en niraivinotu
nan kotuttégzini en kot'ulckén?—
ennutai nal-nutal nankainﬁrkal?

(VIII—2—9)

Translation
My mates with foreheads bright, I have to lose nothing more,
Having my feminity lost and with that, my sense of modesty
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Unto the Lord of the Celestials, with shoulders many, bright and
hefty,
Who the most exalted eludes and remains unseen but did
appear before (Bali), as the unique Vamana, charming
beyond compare,
And did from him snatch, on the sly, all the worlds,
Earth, Svarga and all, which He did span and pervade.
Notes

that the Lord
His
transcendent
admission
to
would certainly grant
attachment
to all
abode, if we unreservedly gave up
the
back
hit
She
by
mates, who
was
things ungodly.
said that all that the Nayald could do was to sever her
connections With them and go on losing all her possessions, one by one, but she would never gain the Lord, she
longed for, at such great cost. And now, the Nayald
says that she has nothing more to lose, having already
lost her feminine bearlng itself, along with modesty, its
essential ingredient. She has thus lost both her priceless kingdoms, whereas the Lord restored to Indra,
his lost kingdom, getting it back from Mahabah. The
Nayald and Bali sail in the same boat, both having lost
their respective kingdoms, enthralled by the Lord’s
exquisite charm. Even so, Bali won everlasting fame as
a great donor.

(i) The Nayaki averted in the preceding song

(ii) The Lord would not reveal Himself to those, who seek
to gain His presence, by dint of their own efforts, how—
ever exalted they might be. So far as the Nayaki is
concerned, she has been enthralled by His bewitching
beauty, which He revealed unto her and, in the process,
He has stolen away her heart and all, even as He appeared before Mahabali, as the exquisite Vamana and
snatched away all his possessions. The shoulders and
the entire frame of the Lord’s person went on expanding
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the moment Bali poured water into His right palm,
betokening his gift unto the Lord of what was sought of
him.

ennutai nal—nutal nankaimlrkfil!
yan inic ceyvatu en-en néﬁcu ennai
nin itaiyén allén elJflJ ninki,
némiyum cankum irukaik kontu,
pal netum cﬁl cutar ﬁayirrotu
pﬁl mati énti, 6r kola nila

nal netum kunram varuvatu oppan
nal—malarp patam ataintatuvé’.’

(\"Ill—l-IO)

Translation
My mates with foreheads bright, me my mind has forsaken
And attained the lovely feet, like unto lotus in fresh bloom,
Of the Lord, Who does the conch and discus wield and gleam
Like a lovely blue mountain, tall and mobile, bearing on its
crown
The eﬂulgent Sun with multiple rays besides the Silvery moon;
What then can I do, thus dispossessed of my mind?
Notes
(i) The elders coaxed the Nﬁyakl, saying that they are the
persons really interested in her well-being and she was,
therefore, bound to listen to their advice. But the
Nayaki felt helpless, having become totally unreceptive
and impervious to advice of any kind, in the absence of
her mind, which has already crossed over to the Lord
and taken shelter at His lovely feet, much beyond her
reach, at the moment.
(ii) The hefty Lord of bluish tint is like unto a gigantic blue
emerald mountain, tall and lovely; His holding the
radiant discus and the white conch looks like the Sun
and the Moon rising on the crest of a blue mountain
simultaneously, a phenomenon which can hardly be
noticed, except in the person of the Lord and is thus as
unique as the Lord Himself.
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patam ataivatan pacattalé magavan
pacaﬁkal murra vittu,
him i] pukalk kannan—tan atimél
van kurukﬁrc catakopan conga
titu i1 antati 6r ayirattul
ivaiyum 6r pattu icaiyotum vallar
étum 6r titu ilar aki, inkum
aﬁkum ellam amaivarkal tame.

(VlII—Z—ll)

Translation
Those that sing tunefully these ten songs unique,
Out of the ﬂawless thousand, graciously, composed by Cata-

kopan
Of Kurukﬁr, who to attain Lord Kannan’s feet was very keen

And adored His glory immaculate, shedding all desires, alien
To the cherished goal, will from blemishes of all kinds be
absolved
And enjoy the best of all good things, here and abroad.
Notes

out the beneﬁt accruing from the
tuneful chanting of this decad, namely, God-enjoyment,
both here and in the yonder Heaven, completely purged
of all grassness and worldly desires. The portion underlined is the key-note of this decad. As a matter of fact,
these chanters will gain unique prominence, both in this
world and the yonder heaven.

(i) The end-stanza gives

of the Lord is meant that, by
meditating upon which one cannot entertain any other
desire. Should the two, hOWever, go hand-in-hand, it
shall indeed be a reﬂection on the self-suﬂﬁciencyof the
Lord’s glory for one’s exclusive enjoyment and will thus
constitute a blemish. The ﬂawlessness of this hymnal
of Nammalvar and its exclusive excellence, rather
incomparable excellence, have already been brought out
at the appropriate places, and do not, therefore, need
repetition.

(ii) By the immaculate glory

Eighth Centnm—Third Decad (VIII-3)
(Ankum inkum)
Preamble

It was indeed a grand poetic imagery of the Alvar, conjuring
up the vision of the Lord, as an emerald mountain, tall and lovely,
moving along, bearing on its crest the radiant Sun and the silvery
Moon, all at once vide VIII-2—10. The Alvar could not lift his
mind off this spectacular grandeur and, at the same time, this made
him apprehensiVe of the safety of the Lord, so charming, who in this
exquisite Form, moves about alone and unattended in this wicked
world peopled by the ungodly and the selﬁsh. The Alvar, felt
vexed that there was none else to share his anxiety in this regard.
While the Celestials in Heaven are soaked in ‘ Brahmﬁnubhava ’,
drinking deep of that perennial nectarean spring, namely, the Lord
in that glorious transcendent setting, the w0rldlings are engrossed
with sensual pleasures, Brahmé. and other Devas would not hesitate
to secure their selﬁsh ends involving the Lord in battling against
the ungodly Asuras and making Him the target of the arrows of the
hostile hordes. When the Saint voiced forth his fear, as above,
the Lord set him at ease, by pointing out that there was hardly any
‘
room for such fears, surrounded as He always is by the Nityas’,
‘
’
Muktas and the devout seekers of salvation. The Alvar then
regains his composure, rid of his erstwhile fears. The initial disquietitude is reﬂected in the third song of this decad and its clearance
is revealed in the tenth song.

ankum inkum, vanavar tanavar, yavarum,
enkum inaiyai enru ur_n_1ai ariyakilatu, alarri,
ankam cérum-pﬁmakal, manmakal, aymakalcanku calckarak kaiyavan enpar caranamé.

(VIII—3—l)

Translation
The Vanavar, Tanavar and all else, here, there and everywhere,
Can hardly comprehend You but reckon You,in their own way,
Merely as their Saviour, in times of need,
The one, who the conch and discus wields
And does on His person the triple Consorts Divine hold.
‘
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Notes
The highest love to God is love rendered for God's sake, love
culminating in benediction or gloriﬁcation of God. Love,
so disinterestedly rendered, is love of purity and virginity
and, under its inﬂuence, whatis uppermost in the mind of the
devotee is the Lord’s remarkable tenderness (Saukumarya)
and bewitching beauty and he grows apprehensive of
and seeks HIS Well-being. This
the Lord’s safety
is what the Alvar would expect of every votary of
the Lord but, on a close scrutiny, he was shocked
to ﬁnd the votaries in all ranks, the Devas known to be
friendly to God, the Asuras, inimical to the Devas and the
humans falling under numerous categories, one and all of
them, praying to the Lord only for making good all their
deﬁciencies and bestowing on them the felicity they lack.
None of them is found to bear any love to God for God’s
sake, in the manner indicated at the outset. The glorious
setting in which the Divine consorts are borne on the Lord’s
Winsome chest and the manner in which the white conch and
the radiant discus are gracefully held in His hands should
make the true God-lover enjoy them all and become, in
turn, apprehensive of the Lord’s safety, ever alert to the
possible danger to the Lord’s person, with a view to averting
it. But these self-seekers look upon this very setting as
conducive to their own well-being, to bestow choice gifts on
them through the mediation of the Goddesses and protect
them, with the discus and other Weapons, whenever they are
in trouble: The Alvar just abhors all such selﬁsh persons
seeking transient riches and expresses his abhorrence in this
song, couched as an address to the Lord Himself.
caranam akiya nanmarai nﬁlkalum caraté,
maranam, torram, Van pini, muppu enru ivai mayttomkaranap pal patai parru ara otum kaljal éli
(VIII—3—2)
aranat tin patai Entiya icarku alaEy.
Translation
Alas! even those, who abjure the path the Vedas four prescribe
For acquiring riches, have their ﬁnal goal circumscribed
By mere freedom from birth and death, pestilence and old age
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And do not get themselves in service engaged
0f the Lord who the grand galaxy of protective Weapons wields.
Note
In the preceding song, the Saint condemned those who hanker
after the transient riches, instead of getting soley absorbed
in God-love. And now, he speaks disparagmgly of the
‘
Kevalas ’, those whose ﬁnal goal is limited to mere emancipation from the terriﬁc cycle of birth and death and remaining thereafter in disembodied state, lost for ever in that
stupid self-enjoyment, thereby denying themselves the
supreme bliss of serving the Lord in Heaven in that glorious
setting. It is a great pity, these persons are not alive to
their essential nature (Svarﬁpa), as the excluSive vassals of
the Lord, bound to serve Hll'l‘l. exclusnvely. And so, the
River can hardly muster strenth for the service of the
Lord either from the ranks of the seekers of the so-called
‘
riches ’ or those of the ‘ Kevalas ’.

alum alar; aliyum cankum cumappar tam;
valum'villnm kontu pin celvar marru illai;
talum tolum kaikalai arat tolak kénén;
nalum nalum nétuvan atiyen-ﬁalatte.

(VIII—3—3)

Translation
Alas! there’s none to attend on my Lord,
The conch and discus He Himself bears,
I see none following Him, carrying His bow and sword;
There’s none to admire His lovely feet and sinewy shoulders
And worship Him to heart’s ﬁll and so, I do fear
His safety in this wicked world and Him I wish to follow.
Notes
(i) In the last two songs, the Alvin deplored his own loneliness,
there being none to join him in whole-hearted and
self-less service of the Lord. And now,he feels for the
Lord’s loneliness, there being no camp<follower to carry
His weapons and attend on Him, with utter devotion,
swayed by His exquisite charm.
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(ii) The Alvar feels agitated, seeing that the Supreme Lord of
the entire universe has not employed any one to attend
on Him; deeply touched by His tenderness (saukumarya),
the Rivar feels that the conch and discus might impose
a great burden on Him and that He should, therefore,
employ some one to carry them. Well, even if, as
some would put it, the conch and the discus are the
Lord’s insignia and have to be necessarily borne by Him,
why should not some one be pressed into service for
carrying His sword and bow? As a matter of fact,
during His incarnationas Sri Rama, there was Laksmana
to carry the bow and arrows and serVe Him in every
conceivable manner. But now, in His Iconic Form,
ther is no such attendant and this depresses the Alvar,
a great deal.
(iii) The Lord’s majestic gait and His imposing shoulders are
indeed so charming that one can’t but pray that nothing
untoward happened and marred the beauty, par
excellence. And yet, the Alvin ﬁnds none in this
wicked world, attracted to the Lord in this manner.
That is why his fears are aggravated and this is particularly relevant in the context of the Lord’s iconic
manifestation in this notorious world of miscreants like
Ravana, Kamsa and Duryodhana, each with his own
machinations for harming the Lord during His avataras
as Rama and KIWI.
ﬁalam ponakam parri 6r muga uru aki,
alam pér ilai annavacamceyyum ammané!
kalam pérvatu or kar irul 111i ottu ulatal-un
kolam kar elil kinalugru, alum kotiyérké.

(V III—3-4)

Translation
Oh, Sire, as a tender babe, You did on a ﬁg—leaf repose,
Bearing in Your stomach the entire Universe;
Feast I would on Your Form exquisite like unto a rain-cloud,
And when this Sinner is from it precluded,
A split-second seems an age like unto the longish night.
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Note
The Lord allays the fears of the Alvin by pointing out to him,
His role as the Protector of the whole Universe and reminding him of how He sustained all the worlds with their
numerous contents, right inside His stomach, during the
deluge. Instead of allaying the Alvér’s fears, this episode
only stirred up his thoughts in yet another direction, like
unto a doting mother. On a vast expanse of water ﬂoats
a tender ﬁg—leaf on which reposes a tender babe and this
babe holds in its stomach all the seven worlds with their
massive contents. How incongruous and hence how frightful , the whole setting is! The Alvér can think of this babe
only in terms of the turbulent One that slept in Yas'odha't’s
cradle. after getting fed by her. Whether it was the result
of immaturity, the work of a mere babe, the Alvar kept
wondering. Could not the Lord have assumed a gigantic
Form, sprawling far and wide on an equally spacious
platform, so as not to frighten God-lovers of the calibre
of the Alvin? His boundless love unto the Lord makes him
lose all perspective of time-sequence and the Lord’s omnipotence itself, reducing Him to the abject position of a mere
ward, under his loving protection. The Alvar’s anxiety
is whether the Divine Babe lying on a tender leaf. alone and
unaided, might slip into the deep waters; at least there was
Yaﬁodha keeping constant vigil when He slept in the cradle,
but now there is none beside the Babe (itu.)

kotiyar matak kolﬁr akattum, pulinkutiyum
matiyatu inné ni tuyil rnévi makilntatu-tan
atiyar allal tavirtta acaivo? angel, ip
pati-tan nintu taviya acaivo? paniyayé.

(vm_3_5)

Translation
How is it, my Lord, You lovingly repose and turn not this
side or that,
In 1min: and Puliﬁkuti where banners play on castles smart?
Is it due to the fatigue caused (during Your avataras)
When you did many a feat perform to alleviate
Your devotees' sufferings or the one that did result
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From the long strides you took to span the world immense?
Which it is, may You unto me disclose.
Notes
(i) Seeing the Alvar’s disquietitude over His lying alone
on a tender leaf during the deluge, the Lord hastens
to reveal unto him a different setting altogether, pertaining to His Iconic Form where He is attended upon
by the votaries in their full complement. Mention of
just two pilgrim centres, in this song, should be taken
as covering the numerous other pilgrim centres where
the Lord is reposing on His serpent-bed, such
as Sﬁrangam, Tirumeyyarn, Katanmallai, TiruppEr,
Anpil, TiruVekha etc.
(ii) The banners are displayed on house tops in the pilgrim
centres. as a measure of decoration. But, in the eyes
of the Alvin, this looms as a potential danger, helping
the ungodly to easily locate this centre and invade it,
intent upon harming the Lord enshrined there.
Actually, the Alvar would want the Lord to remain out
of reach of the devilish folks, even as Lord Krsna grew
up asa babe and then as a boy, in studious seclusion,
fearing Kamsa’s machinations.
(iii) The Lord, in His perfect Iconic Form, is seen reposing
in the aforementioned pilgrim centres, since long, all
for the sake of redeeming HlS straying Subjects over
here. It is indeed noteworthy, rather praiseworthy
that He has not changed His posture even once, by
turning right or left and yet, for all this immense hardship
undergone by Him, none seems to appreciate it. If
the Lord has not got up in sheer disgust and gone back
to the Celestium, it is because of His fond hope that,
some day, some devotees might turn up and appreciate
His great gesture;
(iv) The Lord appears to be relaxing after all the labours
undertaken by Him on behalf of Indra, spanning,
on the very day of His emergence as Vamana, all the
worlds, high and low, setting His tender feet on hill
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and dale. The Alvin enquires of the Lord whether
He would not permit him to massage His shoulders
or the feet, whichever needed relief from pain.
paniya amarar panivum. panpum, tame am
ani 511' aliyum cankamum Entum a‘-'ar k5nmin—taniya vem noy ulakil taxirppén. tirunila
mani a: maniyotu. en manam cﬁla, varuvare.

(VIII—B—G)

Translation
The Supreme Lord, served and adored by the Celestials in
Heaven.
Who know no Master other than He‘ has into this world come
down,
Wielding the conch and discus, like unto lovely jewels.
Displaying His Form exquisite of saphire hue. the panacea for
all 1115;
Bcwildered is my mind whether any evil shall on Him befall.
Notes
(i) The Lord’s exquisite charm is such as

to excite the fear,
(needless, of course, in that holy Land of the Celestials
in Heaven) in regard to His safety. As elucidated, time
and again, such an attitude stems from the inordinate
love borne by them for the Lord whose rare charm and
eﬁ‘ulgence, just like all good things loved and longed
for, cxcrte, rightly or wrongly. fears regarding
their durability. Such being the case, it is no wonder,
the River grew apprehensive of the safety of the Lord,
who has come down, in all His splendour, to tiu's dark
land of dirt and devilry.

(ii) The Celestials, referred to, in the ﬁrst line of this song,

‘
are the Nitya Sﬁris ’, the ever-free angles in heaven,
as distinguished from the ‘Muktas’, the souls that
reached heaven, after emancipation from the bondage
of birth and rebirth, that dreadful cyclic operation.
Unlike the latter, the former have the unique distinction
of never having prostituted and deﬁled their head and
tongue by bowing before the unworthy and singing
their praise.
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varuvar, celvar vanparicérattu irunta en
tiruval marvarku en tiram collar; ceyVatu e13—
uru at cakkararn canku cumantu, inku ummotu
(VIII—3—7)
orupatu ulalvan, 6r atiyanum ulan enré?
Translation
Alas! these passing in and out of Vanpariciram, where resides
my Lord
Bearing Tiru (Laksmi) on His Winsome chest, tell Him not,
Here is a vassal ready to get close to Him and roam behind,
Carrying His discus and conch lovely, keeping one end.
Note
The River, seated inside of the hollow of the sacred tamarind
tree in Tirunakari, pines for the service of the Lord in
nearby Tiruvanpariciram. He fancies that the passers‘
by are all moving to and from Tiruvanparicaram, only to
tell the Lord over there about him and his ardour to serve
Him, looldng upon Him as his all (Visudevassarvamiti),
and bring him back the message from that end. But,
unfortunately, none goes near him and he concludes, with a
galling sense of disappointment, that none of these persons
has functioned in the manner he expected. By offering to
keep up one end, the Alvér is only ﬁlling up a gap, the other
end being always kept up by Laksmana, ever in the Lord’s
service.
cure-ennai 1m Er at kolat tiruntu atikkil
ninré atceyya ni kontarula ninaippatutan?
lcunru 6!, par 61, ch], katal, ﬁalam mulu Elum
ninté taviya nil kalal alit tirumﬁlé.

(VIII—B—B)

Translation
Oh, Tirumal, Wielding the discus, when will You deem me ﬁt
To get a lift unto your extremely lovely feet
And serve You ﬁrm and steadfast, for ever?
Merely standing on Your feet tall, you did cover
The worlds seven, islands seven, mountains seven and the
oceans round about.
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Note
Seeing that there is none to plead with the Lord on his behalf,
the Alvar himself now enquires of the Lord what exactly
His intentions are in the matter of taking service from
him. The Alvar sees in front of him the Lord, full of love,
ready to concede his wish and yet, the Alvér can brook
no further delay. He impresses upon the Lord his rapturous
love unto His ornamental feet, so very alluring that He cannot bear being apart from Him, any longer. The Alvar
longs to render selﬂess service unto the Lord, with singleminded devotion and with no break, remaining by His side
always. The Lord, however, keeps silent and this makes
the Alvin suspect whether the Lord insists on the necessary
attainment in him to warrant such an aspiration. Reference
to the Lord measuing all the worlds, setting his feet on all
and sundries, is, therefore, signiﬁcant. Did He not set
His feet on one and all, high and low, unsolicited, caring
least for their attainments? As a matter of fact, the Alvir
is bound to serve the Lord, out of gratitude for
His condescending to come all the way to Tiruvanparicaram.
It further behoves him to go the whole hog out to serve the
Lord and get Him fully relaxed after His arduous spanning
of the worlds, setting His tender feet Over hill and dale, full
of rubbles and brambles. And yet, the initiative for this
should come from the Lord and the Alvar is eagerly awaitng
the day when He would invite him to do His bidding.

tirumal! nanmukan, ceﬁcataiyén enru ivarltal em
peruman tanmaiyai yar arikirpar? péci en?
oru ma mutalva! ﬁlip pirag! ennai alutaik
karu ma méniyan! enpan—en katal kalakkavé.
(VIII—3—9)
Translation
Tirumal, can either Nanmukan or the one with
red
Comprehend Your tenderness? ’tis indeed no
Talking about this; with a mind by deep love
I keep saying, You are the Primate unique, my

matted locks
good
confounded,

Lord,
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Time and all else are by You controlled
And so on, by Your exquisite Form of bluish tint enthralled.
Note
On the Alvar being told by the Lord that there is hardly any
room for the fears entertained by him regarding His safety,
when the four-headed Brahma and a host of other Devas
were there to attend on Him, the River rebuts this position.
He points out that they are not the persons to appreciate
Him, In terms of His remarkable tenderness and bewitching
Form, being mere self-centred boon-seekers. Even he
(Alvar), soaked in God-love, could only touch a fringe of
the Lord’s tenderness of Form and keep on uttering a few
things over and over again, in the exuberance of love for Him
and do nothing more. Neither the self-seeking Devas nor
the love-intoxicated Alvar is, therefore, up to the mark in
the matter of expressing solicitude for the Lord’s well-being.
kalakkam illa nal tava munivar, karai kantér,
tulakkam illa vanavar ellam toluvarkal;
malakkam eyta ma katal-tannaik kataintanai
ulakka nam pukalkirpatu en ceyvatu? uraiyiré.
(VIII-S—IO)
Translation
There are the sages great with perfect clarity of mind,
The released Souls and Eternal Heroes of Heaven to attend
And dote on the Lord. who the mighty ocean churned;
Say then, if we frail beings can at all comprehend
His glory great, seeing that unto it there is no end.
Note

It was only when the Lord ﬁnally brought home the fact,
Iquite reassuring, that He was carefully attended upon by the
most eminent sages like Sanaka, Nandana and others, the
‘
Mulctas ’, released from the bondage of samsara and the
‘Nityas ’, the Eternal Heroes in Heaven, and, above all,
His own prowess unlimited, the Alvin’s fears were set at
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naught. But then, it might be asked whether this was not
already known to the Alvin, endowed by the Lord with
perfect knowledge. The love-intoxicated Alvar just didn’t
know when and what could be the source of his anxiety about
the Lord’s well-being and when and how such anxiety
would get cleared, as the illustrious Nampillai would put it.
uraiya Vern noy lavira, arul nil mutiyanai
Varai ar matant mannu kurukﬁre catakopan
urai éy coltotai 6r ayiruttul ip pattum
niraiyé vallar nitu ulakauup piravaré.

(VIII—S—ll)

Translation
Those that learn well these songs ten,
Out of the thousand divine songs of Cataképan,
Hailing from Kurukﬁr with its castles tall,
In adoration of the Lord wearing the crown tall,
Who did his parlous fears about Him quell,
Will never in this sprawling world be reborn.
Note
The beneﬁt accruing from learning Well this decad as set out
above, is self-explanatory. It is, of course, not more freedom
from rebirth in this wretched land where there is none who
would feel concerned about the Lord’s safety and wellbc-i' g but also eternal enjoyment in Heaven where the whole
lot of them are dedicated to the Lord’s well—being. As
regards the reference in this song to the tall crown of the
Sovereign Lord, here is a juicy interpretation furnished
by a preceptor, named, Ammar'lki Ammil :

“The Lord

would appear to have nodded His crowned head,
by way of assuring the Alvin about fulﬁlling his desire.”
The fulﬁlment of the Alvar’s desire in this context, would
mean exhibiting unto him the band of devotees who Would
attend on the Lord and do His behest, such as following
Him, carrying His bow and arrows etc, thereby curing him
of his erstwhile fears regarding the Lord’s loneliness, unaided and unattended.

Eighth Centum—Fourﬂr Decad (VIII-4)
(Var kati aruvi)
Preamble
The Lord’s presence, in this dark land, alone and unaided,
excited the reasonable fear of the Alvar that the worldlings would
approach Him only to achieve their own selﬁsh ends, with little
or no care or love for Him. No doubt, the Lord allayed the Alvar’s
fears, as We saw towards the end of the last decad. Still, the Lord
has a lingering doubt that, in the exuberance of the Alvar’s love for
Him, he might once again entertain similar fears about His safety
and feel agitated. And so, He wanted to dispel the Alvar’s fears,
with no chance whatever of their revival and revealed unto him
His invulnerable abode in Tiruccenlcunrﬁr Tiruccirriru (in present
Kerala State), out of bounds to the ungodly, attended by the mighty
band of three thousand Vedic scholars, full of devotion. As a
further precaution, the Lord also exhibited unto the Alvin, His
wondrous deeds revealing His extra-ordinarystrength and valour.
With his fears thus eradicated in tom, the Alvar could
whole-heartedly enjoy in this decad the Lord’s exquisite beauty.
A striking parallel to this can be found in Lord Rama's exhortation to Sugriva, the monkey king, by way of dispelling his fears
regarding Vibhisana's admission into their camp. In the heated
debate that was going on, opposition to the grant of asylum to
Vibhisana was mounting high. Interveninginthe debate, the Lord
asserted, inter alia, that He could, if He liked, destroy the RélcSasas
all the world over (not merely those in Lanka) with the mere tip of
His thumb. This was enough to root out Sugriva’s fears about the
possible ill-eﬁ'ects of granting asylum to Vibhisana, come down from
Ravana’s Lanka. The reassured Sugriva, the erstwhile leader of
the opposition in the debate that preceded, exclaimed:
“ 0h, Rama, You have a thorough mastery over the subtleties
of Dharma; as the Protector of the entire universe, your creed is to
instil happiness in one and all and it is indeed praiseworthy. I am
now quite clear in my mind about the bonaﬁdes of Vibhisana and
it is but meet that I myself go up to him, anchored in the mid-air.
and bring him here. ”
I

While Sn‘ Rama quelled the fears of Sugriva and others in His
camp by a mere utterance, as above, Lord Krsna set at naught the
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grim fears of the on—lookers through actual demonstrationof His
immense strength, making mincemeat of the monstrous wrestlers,
set up by Kamsa, in no time.
var kata aruvi yanai ma malaiyig
maruppu inaik kuvatu iruttu, urutti,
ﬁr kol tin pakan uyir celcuttu, arankin
mallaraik konru, cﬁl paranmél

por kata aracar purakkita, matam
mimicaik kaﬁcanait takartta
cir kol cirréyan tiruccenkunrﬁril
tiruccig'aru enkal celcarvé.

(V III—4—l)

Translation
Tiruccenkugrﬁr Tiruccirriru is unto us the fearless haven,
Where resides the victorious cowherd young (Krsna) who pulled
down
Kaﬁcan from the ﬂoor above and slew, having already slain
The Wrestlers at the palace gate and the elephant terriﬁc,
Like unto a mountain in must, pulling out its tusks,
The twin peaks and the mahout as Well, making the armed kings
around run back.
Notes
The valour, exhibited by the Lord unto the Alvar, permeates
this very song, as seen from its martial tempo. KuvaIayipita, the huge elephant, in must, stationed right at
the entrance to Kamsa’s palace, is compared to a mountain
with its cascades and the tuslcs of the elephant, the
mountain peaks. The Divine cowherd boy slew the
elephant eﬁortlessly and killed the mahout also. The rest
is self-explanatory and yet, it is interesting to note down
here what Acﬁrya Ammanki Animal said about the Lord’s
decapitation of Kamsa.

“ The Lord makes, at His pleasure, a king of a man and invests
him with a crown and other insignia of royalty; but when it
pleases Him to unmake the King, he is deprived, ﬁrst, 0
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all his royal emblems, and, thus stripped, the erstwhile King
becomes a mere pigmy of a man and he is then punished as
he might deserve. ”

It was a frustrated and terribly frightened Kamsa, who had
taken shelter in the ﬁrst ﬂoor of his palace, who was pounced
upon by young Krsna who shot up to where the felon of an
uncle was hiding. The Divine lad pulled Kamsa down, by
the locks and broke him up like an earthen pot, still wet.

enkal celcarvu, yamutai amutam,
imaiyava: appan, en appan,
poriku mﬁvulakum pataittu, alittu, alikkum
poruntu mﬁvuruvan, em aruvan,
cenkayal ukalum tém panai putai cﬁl
tiruceﬁkunrﬁrt tiruccirraru
anku amarkigra atiyan allalyavar marru en amar tunaiyé?

(VIII—4—2)

Translation
Saviour have I none but the Primate, my very life,
Residingin fertile Tiruccenlcunrﬁr Tiruccirragu, our haven safe,
The overlord of the Celestials, our Nectar, who takes on,
For the creation of the sprawling worlds, their sustentation
And dissolution, the triple forms appropriate.
Note
In the preceding song, the Lord displayed His valour and now
He reveals His nectarean sweetness. When the Alvér refers
to Him, as ‘ our Nectar ’, instead of “ My Nectar ’, it only
bespeaks his universal love and catholicity, his deep concern
for us all, who have the great, good fortune to be connected
with him, the Progenitor of the clan of ‘ Prapannas ’, vide
also II-7. The Lord discharges the functions of creation
and dissolution, standing within Brahma and Rudra, as
their Internal Controller, While He Himself looks after the
function of ‘ Protection ' of the whole Universe. Such a
one stays permanently in Tiruccigéruin His Iconic Form,
(Unlike His IncarnateFarms as Rama and Krsna, of limited
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duration, in by-gone days), the safe haven of the Alvir and
all those associated with him.
en

mar

peruman, imaiyavar peruman,

iru nilam itanta em peruman,
munnai val vinaikal mulutu utan mala,
ennai alkinra em peruman,

ten ticaikku ani kol
tiruccenkunrﬁril tiruccirrartafikarai mipél
ninra em peruman ati allal-caran
ninaippilum piritu illai enalcké.

(VHI—4—3)

Translation
The Lord is the Master of the Celestials and me alike;
From beneath the Waters deep, the wide Earth He pulled along;
His is the glory of destroying, in a trice, my dire sins age-long
And making me His vassal; embedded in my thoughts, as my
sole refuge,
Are the feet of my Lord, Who does on the west bank reside
Of Tirucchenkunrﬁr Tiruccimirn, the beaming jewel of the
south.
Note
The Lord is the Master of the exalted Celestials and that proclaims His Supremacy; but then, He is also the Master of the
Alvar, the lowliest of the lowly and this brings out His
amazing simplicity. The Lord could enlist the Alvin as
His vassal, by revealing unto him His great pI‘OWeSS as the
Sustainer and Redeemer of the universe, during and after
the deluge, respectively; the River, therefore, seeks refuge
at His feet and his mind cannot turn towards any one else.

piritu illai enakku-periya mﬁvulakum
niraiyap pér uruvaméy nimiinta
kuriya man emman, kurai katal katainta
kola manikkam, en amman,
ceri kulai valai, kamuku, tenku ani cﬁ]
tirucceﬁkunrﬁrt ti uccirréru
ariya meymmaiyé ninra em peruman
atiinai allatu-dr aranE.

(VHI—4—4)
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Translation
Refuge have I none but the pair of feet of my Lord,
Who stays in Tiruccirriru with orchards, ﬁne and fertile,
In all His true splendour, the Benefactor great, Who did unto
me reveal
His emerald Form lovely, Vamana, rny Sire, Who grew big and
spread
All the worlds over, who the bellowing ocean once churned.
Notes

in His stomach
all the worlds, where was the need for Him to grow
big and span all the worlds in three strides, instead
of doing it in His diminutive Form as Vamana, with
which He had demanded the gift of land from Bali?
The great Nampillaj has a ready aHSWer. admirable as
The expansion of the Lord’s Form into
usual.
Trvilcrama, was due to the exuberance of His joy in
having accomplished the mission for which He incarhated.

(i) If, as a tender Babe, the Lord could hold

(ii) Whenever the episode of the churning of the ocean is
alluded to, the Alvir invariably feels why the Lord,
of remarkable tenderness, should have under taken
all the trouble, when there were large numbers of
Devas and Asuras, rugged enough, for the job.
Actually, these guys, with all their complement, Were
not equal to the task and the Lord had to assume
two different forms and join both the groups, so as to
put His own shoulders to the wheel and deliver the
goods.
(iii) The Lord of such great prowess has manifested Himself
in all His pristine splendour in the Iconic Form in
which He stays at Tiruccenkunrﬁr Tiruccirraru, so that
every one could recognise Him as the Supreme Lord.

allatu 6r aranum avariil véru illai;
atu porul akilum, avanai
allatu er_1 avi amarntu anaikillatu;
atalal, avar_1 uraikinra
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nalla nanmaraiyor vélviyul matutta
narurn pukai vicumpu oli maraikkum
nalla nil matat tiruccenkunrﬁril
tiruccirréru enakku nal arané.
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(VIII—44)

Translation
True ’tis, the Lord enshrined in temples elsewhere isn’t
different
From the One in TiruccenkunrﬁrTiruccirraruenshrined and yet
’
My mind abides not, in any other; tis indeed my haven safe,
Where there are castles, tall and elegant and the fumes fragrant
Shoot from the ritual ﬁre and darken the ﬁrmament.
Notes

that the Lord, enshrined in
Tiruccirraru, also graces many other pilgrim centres,
the Alvir says that his mind stands rivetted to this
particular centre. This is like Hanuman having abjured
even the Heaven and preferred to stay in this abode
itself, saying, “ Bhévo nényatra gacchati ”.

(i) While conceding the fact

(ii) The rituals performed by the Brahmins of this sacred
place Were not for securing any selﬁsh ends and thus

‘niskamya ’, done, not with an eye on results, but as
an end in itself. Even if there was a motive behind,
it could be only by way of warding oﬂ’ the evil forces, the
ungodly, so that no harm shall befall the Deity. This
is, by-no-means, objectionable, as Nampillai would
say. Even the great Ramanuja had recourse to special
rituals, using spells and incantations invoking Lord
Venkatesvara of Holy Tirupati, for cutting out the
seemingly interminable life of that felon, the cruel Cola
king, krmikanta (worm-necked) whose religious persecution had forced that Saint to stay away from Srirangam for eleven long years. After a lapse of two or
three days, a stinking smell, like that of singed hair,
emanated from the sacriﬁcial ﬁre, whereupon Saint
Ramanuja stopped the ceremony, guessing that the
heretical Cola must be dead. The same day, a doorkeeper of Cola poked the king in the neck with a staﬂ‘,
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causing a loathsome stinking sore, full of vermin and
the King gave up his ghost.
enakku nal aranai, enatu ar uyirai,
imaiyavar tanta tay-tannai,
tanakkum tan tagmai arivu-ariyanai,
tatam katal-palli ammanai,
manakkol ci- mﬂvayiravar-van civanum,
ayanum tanum oppar-val
kanakkol tin matat tiruccenkunrﬁril
tiruccirraru atanul kantehé.

(VIII—4—6)

Translation
My haven safe, my sole Sustainer, the All-in-one unto Celestials,
He, who can’t gauge His own disposition (unfathomable),
He. who does on the ocean vast repose, I could envision
In Tiruccenkunrﬁr Tiruccirraru, abounding in solid mansions
And Brahmins numbering three thousand, potent like the
mighty Civar_1
And Ayan, in whose whose hearts the Lord stands enshrined.
Notes
(i)

It may be recalled that, as already mentioned in the
preamble to this decad, the Lord paciﬁed the Alvar and
disarmed him of his fears, by pointing out to him this
very setting. The Lord is safe and sound in this
pilgrim centre, surrounded by three thousand brahmins
who are as potent as Brahma and Siva and could as
Well discharge the functions assigned by the Lord to
those exalted functionaries. c.f. Sloka 20 of Alavantar’s Stotra Ratna-“ tvadisritanaam jagadudbhavasthiti,
pranisa samséra vimocanadayah bhavanti leela, ” which
means:

“ The creation, preservation and dissolution of the universe, release from family bondage etc., constitute the
sporting activities of Your devotees themselves ”.
(ii) These Brahmins, immersed in devout contemplation of
the Lord’s numerous auspicious traits, are ever alert to
the impending danger, studiously safeguarding the
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Deity of their hearts. They are on a par with Sage
Bharadvaja, who was apprehensive of the safety of
Sri Rama and party in exile, during theinterval between
their ﬁrst meeting with him and their subsequent
return after vanquishing Rivana.

tiruccenkunrﬁril tiruccimiru—atanul
kanta at tiruvati cummtiruc ceyya kamalak kannum, cevvayum,
eevvatiyum, ceyya kaiy'um,

tiruc ceyya kamala untiyum, ceyya
kamalai marpum, ceyya utaiy'um,
tiruc ceyya mutiyum, aramum, pataiyum
tikala-en cintaiyulané.

(VIll—4—7)

Translation
Lodged in my heart for ever is the Lord, I envision
In Tiruccirritu with red lotus-eyes, coral lips and feet red,
Red palms, the navel lovely, bearing the lotus red,
The chest red, bearing (Laksmi) the lotus-born,
Silken robes red, the crown red, the lovely jeWels and gleaming Weapons.
Note
The Alvar goes into the details of the Lord’s exquisite charm—
the eyes, broad and bewitching, like the red lotus in fresh
bloom, the stabilising smile, that is, the lord’s smile
from His coral lips which stabilises the attraction held
out by His gracious looks unto the votaries, the lovely
feet at which the votaries, enthralled by the Lord’s
scintillating smiles, seek refuge, the hands that gather
up and embrace those seeking refuge at His feet, the navel,
the seat of all creation, the centre of eternal attraction and
enjoyment, the Winsome chest bearing the Divine Mother,
the great intercessor, who could Wean away even the ungodly
and make them God-bent, the matching robes, the feardispelling crown proclaiming the Lord’s sovereignty and the
beneﬁcent weapons. With this intense enjoyment of the
T—25
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Lord’s regal Form, inch by inch, could there at all be any
room for any kind of fear in the Alvar’s mind?
tilcala e13 cintaiyul iruntanai,
oelu nilattévar nanmaraiyor
ticai kaikﬁppi, éttum tiruccenlcunrﬁril

tiruccirrarran karaiyanai,
puke: kol vanavarkal pukalitam-tannai,
acurar van kaiyar vem kﬁrrai,
pukalumaiju ariyEn—poruntu muvulakum
pataippotu ketuppuk kappavané.

(VIII—4—8)

Translation
The Lord sparkling in my heart, Who in holy Tirucciggaru
resides,
Adored by the vedic scholars, brahmins bright, from all sides,
The shelter safe unto exalted Devas but deadly unto Asura
hordes,
The great Sire, who creates, sustains and dissolves the three
worlds,
Him I hardly lcnow how unto my heart’s ﬁll I can laud.
Notes
(i) The exaltation of the Devas results from their ability to
grant the boons, sought by their respective votaries.
Even these luminaries seek refuge in the Supreme Lord
in times of dire need and danger. Did not the Lord
save Prajipati (Brahma) from a calamity like the
spoliation of the vedas and Paéupati (Siva) from the
sin of patricide and molestation by demons, besides
conferring on them. several other beneﬁts? At the same
time, the Lord is worse than deadly to the ungodly
Asuras, who give endless trouble to Devas.
(ii) The Alvar cannot resist the urge to praise the Lord of
such great glory but, at the same time, he does not lmow
how to laud Him, the precise manner in which he could
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sing the Lord’s praise. At best, he can only say, in
general terms, that the Lord controls the triple functions
of creation, sustentation and dissolution of the three
worlds and so on.

pataippotu ketuppuk kappavan, pirama
paramparan, civappirag avané;
itaippuhku 6r uruvum olivu illai avané;
pukalvu illai; yavaiyum tinekotaip perum pukalar inaiyar tan agar
kﬁriya viccaiyétu olukkam
nataip pali iyarkait tiruocenkunrﬁril
tiruccirraru amarnta natané.

(VIII—4—9)

Translation

The,Lord. Who lovingly stays in Tiruccirraru where do reside
The Brahmins, known alike for their piety and generosity,
richly endOWed
With knowledge sharp and pOWer immense and in worship
Well engaged,
Is the One, Who, creation, sustentation and dissolution, con-

-

trols,
Who, Brahma and Siva, directs, as their Internal Controller
And staying in between them protects the Universe, pervades
every one
And things, one and all; ’tis indeed no exaggeration.
Notes

Alvir avers that the Lord, enshrined in holy Tiruccen—
kunrﬁr Tiruccirriru is the One, who controls all creatures from Brahma down to the tiny insect and directs
them through the different stages of creation. sustenance and dissolution, like unto the Soul directing and
supporting the body.

(i) The

(ii) This song also highlights the manifold glory of the Brahmins residing in this holy centre, whose attainments
place them on a par with the Lord Himself. The Alvin
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ﬁnds it really heartening that there are a good many
of them, attending on the Lord unremittingly, with
great devotion.

amarnta natanai, avar avar ski.
avarkku arul arulum amménéi,

amarnta tan palanat tiruccenlcugruril
tiruccirrarran karaiyanai,
amarnta cir mﬁvayiravar vétiyarkal
tampati avanitévar valvu
amarnta mayonai, muldcan ammanai,
nanmukanai-amarnténe.

(VIII—4—10)

The worthy Master, the Lover great of His votaries all,
The great Granter of boons by them sought, one and all,
Who resides in fertile Tiruccirraru, the home and hearth
0f the three thousand brahmins and Vaisnavas, the Devas on
Earth,
The wondrous Lord I have attained, who dWells within
The triple-eyed Sire (Siva) and (Brahmé) Nanmukan.
Note
The Supreme Lord, Maha Visnu alone deserves the appellation,
‘Master’. His supremacy notwithstanding. He has made
Himself visible and easily accessible to one and all, staying
in the holy Tiruccenkunrﬁr Tiruccirraru. The Alvar says,
he has attained the Great Master, right here. The Lord is
the one and only Giver, a liberal Donor, who exults in
lavishing His bounty on all those who seek favours from
Him.
tenai, nan palai, kannalai, amutai,
tiruntu ulaku unta ammﬁnai.
Vina nanmukanai malarnta tan koppﬂl
malarmicaip pataitta mayonai,
konai, van kurukflr van catakopan
conna ayirattul ip pattum
vanig mItu 611i arulceytu, mutikkum
piravi ma mayak kuttinaiyé.

(VIII—4—ll
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Eighth Contum (VIII—5)
"Translation

These ten songs out of the thousand of Kurulcﬁr Catakopanr
Adoring the Lord, highly delicious, like honey, milk and canejuice,
Who in His stomach did all the worlds sustain,
The wondrous Lord, who did on the cool lotus, from His navel,
produce
The exalted Brahma, will their chanters lift unto Heaven
And engage them in the eternal service of the Lord,
The mysterious cycle of birth and rebirth, no more to dread.
Notes

that is, end ofthe great saga
of worldly life and attainment of the ﬁnal bliss of eternal
service unto the Lord in Heaven are the beneﬁts of chanting this decad. Attainment of the heavenly bliss
automatically results in the severance of worldly ties,
like unto the prince, languishing in prison, being
crowned as soon as the king dies, (so as to avoid
the land going without a monarch eVen for a while),
followed by the removal of his fetters.

(i) Release from family bondage,

(ii) The Alvar grew apprehensive of the Lord’s safety because
of His extra-ordinary SWeetness, like unto honey, milk

and cane-juice and this fear got dispelled by the recollection of the Lord’s unique prOWess in sustaining all
the worlds, during the deluge.

Eighth Centum—FifthDecad (VIII-5)

(Miyak kitti)
Preamble
In the third decad of this centum, the Alvar grew apprehensive
of the safety of the Lord of exquisite charm, moving along in this
_

wicked land alone and unattended. The Alvﬁr could, however,
regain his composure, shaking off the fear in question, on the
assurance given by the Lord, vide VIII-340. The following decad
revealed an Alvér, fully relieved of his erstwhile fears, but the
ntense mental enjoyment of the Lord’s regal Form, enchanting
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eVery inch, resorted to by the Alvar in VIII—4—7, once again resulted
.in a deep yearning, an insatiable longing for external perception
of the Lord’s Form, as envisioned by him and getting locked in
His sWeet embrace. Non-fulﬁlment of his longing has consigned
the Alvar to the bottom-most depths of dejection, the like of
which has not been witnessed in the earlier decade. He cries out,
like unto one bodily trapped in a forest ﬁre and his limbs appear
to be even more worn out than their owner. The Saint beckons

the Lord to appear before him in all His regal splendour, wearing
His crown, tall and majestic and moving along, like the exhilarating rain-cloud, the rising Sun, so on and so forth. The Lord did
not, hOWever, respond and so, this decad ends on a despondent
note, the Alvar being led to believe that he Would just pass away,
immured in grief.
mayak kﬁttal vamana! vinaiyen kanna! kan, kai, kél
tﬁya ceyya malarkala, cotic cevvay mukilata,
cayal camat tirumeni tan pacataiya, tamarai nil
vacat tatampol varuvanél orunal kana varaye.
(VIII—S—l)
Translation
Wondrous Lord, 0h, Vamané, oh, Karina beyond this sinner’s
reach!
With eyes, hands and feet like red lotus in fresh bloom,
Lips, red and radiant, cool, green, leaf-like complexion, You
seem,
As You walk along, a huge lotus pond in motion, full
of fragrance!
May it please You to appear before me, for a day at least.
Notes
(i) The Alvar’s request to the Lord is that He should appear
before him like a lotus pond, the mere sight of which
quenches one’s deep thirst. The Lord’s eyes, hands
and feet look like red lotus ﬂowers in bloom. His coral
lips with beWitching smiles resemble the lovely lily and
His emerald form looks like the green pond with lotus
leaves. This completes the picture of the lotus pond,
envisaged by the Alvir. c.f. ‘ Karacarana Saroje --------- .
Harsaran‘ '—(Mukunda M515)
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(ii) What precisely egged the Alvér on to such a longing
has also been indicated in this song. As he was
comtemplating the Lord's incarnation as the bewitching
Vamana, at Indra’s behest, the Alvar longed that He
should also present such an exquisite Form to him.
If the Lord’s incarnation as Vamana was for the sake
of Indra, His incarnation as Krsna was only to torment
the Alvar, by going back to the Celestium, just six
weeks before his coming into this abode, like unto a
dainty dish hitting against the teeth and falling to the
ground without getting inside the mouth to be chewed
with great relish. That is why the Alvar calls Krsna.
as the one beyond his (sinner’s) reach.

him varay enru enru, kannum vayum tuvarntu, atiyén
nani, nal nattu alamantal, iranki, orunal nl, ante!
Rana virayl—karu nayiru utikkum karu ma manikka
nal nal malaipol cutarc coti muti cér cenni ammané!
(VIII—5—2)

Translation
Many a time did I call you out, with dried up eyes
And lips parched up, that You do before me appear
Like unto a dark, rising Sun, shedding the lustre rare,
Like the saphire grand, sporting Your radiant crown, neatly
poised
0n locks beaming like a lovely mountain, just sprung up;
Alas! for me to behold but once, You don’t turn up,
Stricken with shame, fatigued do I on this good Earth languish.
Notes

out, loolcing for the
Lord in all directions, hoping that He might come from
any direction; the lips have become parched up, by
calling Him out frequently. The Alvar’s stinging
shame is due to the Lord not turning up, even though
he had not called him for trivial personal gains but
merely for the pleasure of beholding Him. This might
make the worldlings look at him askance, in a derisive
spirit, that it is such an unresponsive Lord, he is madly

(i) The eyes have become dry and worn
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’
‘
after. The expression Good Earth could either be
in the ironical. sense, indicating its notriety indirectly,
or might mean, as Pillan would put it, that the Earth
is really a good place for all but the Alvir, inasmuch
as all others presumably enjoy the Lord, quietly as could
be inferred from their not calling Him out, as the Alvar
does. It seems the River is the solitary Soul, left
without such enjoyment and, therefore, crying out,
as he has been doing.

(ii) The Sun, rising over the emerald mount, appears to be
dark and the Lord’s person is like an emerald mountain
and hence, the imagery.
muticér cenni amma! ni1_1 moy pﬁm tamat tan tulayk
katicér kannip perumane! enru enru enki alutakkal,
paticér makarak kulaikalIIm, pavala vayurn, n51 tolum,
tuti cEr itaiyum amaintatu or tﬁ nir mukil pol tonrayé.
(VIII—5—3)

Translation
Time and again, did I in deep anguish call You out,
Oh, Sire, donning on Your lovely locks the majestic crown,
Oh, Lord, wearing the tulaci garland, pretty and fragrant;
But You wouldn’t before me appear and exhibit Your pearl
pendants,
Which Your Form exquisite beﬁt, coral lips, shoulders four,
Thin waist and Your complexion like rain—cloud bearing water
clear.
Note
The Alvar has been crying himself hoarse, pining for the
external perception of the Lord’s enchanting Form and
enjoying it in all it details. When, due to constant
clamouring, his voice gets choked, it should indeed compel
the Lord to come down at once and see what has gone wrong
with the yearning devotee. And yet, He has not turned up,
making the Alvir suspect whether He is beyond his

ear-shot.

m
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til nir mulcil pol togrum nil; cutar ko] vativum,kar_1ivayum,
té nirk kamalak kankalurn vantu, en cintai niraintavama rjr velli malaitanmél van kér nila mukil pola,
tﬁ nirk katalul tuyilvagéi entayI—collarnitténé. (VIII-5—4)
Translation
My Sire, reposing in the Milk-ocean on serpent-bed,
Like unto the dark rain-cloud on the crest of silvery mount,
Embedded in deep waters! describe I can't
How my thoughts are ﬁlled with Your Form radiant,
Like the rain-cloud bearing water clear, lips red
And eyes lovely, akin to lotus which sweet water holds.
Notes

and the next, striking a jubilant note, the exact
opposite of what is revealed by the other songs in this
decad, are indeed ironically couched. The Alvér
really feels vexed that the Lord’s sweet and enchanting
Form torments his thoughts, in the absence of the
external enjoyment, longed for, by him.

(i) This song

(ii) Here is indeed

a grand poetic imagery. The cloud-hued
Lord resting on Adi-Sosa, the white serpent, in the
Milk-ocean, is likened to the transparent water-laden
cloud on the crest of a white mountain embedded in
the deep oceanic waters. Not only this enchanting
Form but the lovely eyes and the fruit-like lips appear
before the Alvin and each one of these tempts the Am:
to enjoy them separately and thus torments him.

colla méttén atiyEn-un tulanku cotit tiruppatam
ellai i1 cir ila néyiru irantupol en ullava;
allal ennum irul cErtarku upayam ennE-ali cﬁl
mallai ﬂalam mulutu unta ma nirk kontal vannaué?

'Ihnslation

(VIII—S-S)

Oh, Lord, You are like unto a water-laden cloud,
The worlds, by oceans surrounded, You did in Your stomach
hold,
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The radiance within me, shed by Your dazzling feet superﬁne,
Like unto a pair of rising Suns, I just can’t deﬁne,
Say then, how I can the affliction dark, of forgetfulness.

attain.
Notes
xﬂvﬁr to the Lord:

enchanting Form is tormenting my mind
without respite; I can survive only if I forget all about this.
I can, hOWever, never forget this and I, therefore, pray unto
You, my great benefactor, to suggest ways and means of
forgetting You altogether ”.

“My Lord, Your

Lord: “Alvin, You haven’t gained my physical presence
as yet. It should, therefore, be possible for you to forget
me easily ".
‘

“Oh, Sire, have I not told You already (in 1-10-10)
that I can never more forget You, ﬁrmly lodged in my heart?
Having cut out my nescience, in toto, through Your redemptive grace, Your danling feet are in my mind ﬁrmly
implanted. It is up to You now to solve this riddle and
ﬁnd out some means by which I can forget You and be

A—Ivﬁr:

spared all this misery ”.
So then, here is a peculiar problem for the frustrated Alvar
who can‘t have the external enjoyment, intensely longed
for by him and is yet continually tormented by the radiance
of the Lord’s dazzling feet, shining in his head. The Alvﬁr
prays unto the Lord to put out this light and induce darkness
that can make him forget Him altogether. In Nampillai’s
Itu commentary, two interpretations have been set out:
According to Partisan Bhattar. the Alvér prays unto the
Lord: “If You are intent upon tormenting me by withholding from me Your physical presence, better induce
in me the dark nescience, rather suggest how I can
acquire it”.

Aécarya Ammanki Animal Would say: “With Your dazzling
feet illumining my mind all the time, there is no room
whatever for nescience, the distressing darkness; if such
darkness could, however, be induced in me, I-can safely
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align myself with the worldl'ngs and run after food and
raiment like them, forgetting You altogether.”

kontal vanna! kutakkﬁtta! vinaiyén karma! kannal en
anta Vina! enru, cnnai alak kﬁppittu alaittakkal,
vin—tanmEl-tan, manmél-tag, viri nirk katal-tan, marruttén,
tontanén

ui_1

kalalkana, orunal vantu, tonrayé.

(VIII—5—6)

Translation

0h, cloud-hued Lord, Oh, Pot-dancer, when this sinner calls
You out,
Oh, Kanni, Oh, Karina, Oh, heavenly Lord, so that You may
enlist
Me, in your service, even for a day You appear not
Before this vassal either from Heaven, Earth or oceanic waters
vast
Or from wherever You might be, omnipresent that You are,
For me to behold your lovely feet.
Note
Where there is a will, there is a way. The Alvar feels poignantly
why the Lord, who could, if He so wills, come from anywhere, does not present Himself before him. He could
manifest Himself right from the space above, come .down
from Heaven in all that transcendent splendour, from
the Earth where He had already incarnated as Rama and
Krsna or from the vast ocean, the Vyﬁha, the seat of all
His creative activities, or from any of the Pilgrim centres,
in His Iconic manifestation or from anywhere else, being
all-pervasive, in every post and pillar. The Lord’s feetconstitute the Alvar’s source of subsistence and it is only to
behold them and render service at those very feet that the
Alvir is inviting the Lord to appear before him, at least
one day.

vantu tonray; angel, m_1 vaiyam taya malar atildtil
munti vantu yan nirpa, mukappé kﬁvip panikolliy—
centan kamalak kan, kai, kal, civanta vay 6r karu nayiru
antam illélc katir parappi, alarntatu okkum ammz'ngé!
(VIII—5—7)

m
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Translation
Oh, radiant Lord, like unto the endless rays of a black Sun,
With eyes like lotus, cool and red, hands, feet and lips, all red,
Even if You appear not before me, pray, lift me on
To Your lotus feet, which did span all the worlds
And from this vassal service do command.
Note
The Alvar is granting the Lord the option either to come down
here so that he may behold Him or if, in the light of His
grandeur and the pettiness of the supplicant, He doesn’t
deign to come, He would do well to take him over to that
end (Heaven). There, the Alvar would not only behold the
Lord and have his heart’s ﬁll but he would also want the
Lord to take service from him, so that he could render unstinting service at the Lord’s feet which spanned the worlds
and, in the process, stepped on the heads of one and all,
without distinction of high and low, Vasista or candida.
The Lord’s enchanting beauty has made the Alvar pine
for Him and like the ﬁsh out of water, he can’t bear being
apart from Him any longer and hence, this kind of insistence
on his part.
okkum amman uruvam enru, ullam kulaintu n51 nalum
tokka mékap pal kulankal kanumtomm, tolaivan nan;
takka aivar—tamaklﬁy anru ir aimpatinmar til cayap
pukka naltért tanippaka! varay-ituvo poruttame? (VIII—5—8)
Translation
Every time I see the gathering clouds, I am by Your memory
stung,
My Lord, Your fame as the devotee’s henchman is far ﬂung,
As [Arujuna’s] charioteer unique, You led to victory the worthy
ﬁve,
Their hundred cousins crumbling down yet down you don’t
dive
And regale me [in that very Form],
Is this how You do unto Your fame conform?
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Note
Here is the Alvir who sees in the rain-clouds, gathered up
above, the Lord’s likeness and is haunted by His memory,
unlike the worldlings who would think of such clouds only
in terms of the rainfall and the bumper crop. Even the
Pandavas, on whose behalf the Lord underwent immense
hardships and did even the menial service of driving Arjuna's
chariot, Were not of the grand calibre of the Alvar. And
yet, the Lord known for His readiness to serve His devotees,
does not deign to appear before the Alvar and satisfy his
craving to behold Him and feast his eyes on His insatiable
beauty. The Alvin’s poser, as in this song, would seem to
raise grave doubts about the veracity of the great epic of
Maha BhEirata, the wondrous deeds performed by the Lorp
and His breath-taking activities on behalf of His devotees,
establishing His fame as a partisan of His devotees. Could
it be mere propaganda, carried on, through His hirelings,
the sages?
itnvo poruttam’? min alip pataiyay! Ernm irum ciraippul—
atuvé kotiya uyarttané! enru enru énki alutakkal,
etuvéyakak karutunkol-im ma ﬁalam porai tirppan!
matu var colai uttara maturaip piranta mayané? (VIII—5—9)
Translation

0h, wielder of the eﬁ'ulgent discus, that mighty Weapon!
On Your banner is that bird, Your carrier with large plumes,
How indeed your callousness can unto Your fame conform,
Often do I ask myself and keep sobbing; what is at all the
intention,
I can hardly guess, of the wondrous Lord, Who was born
In Uttaramaturai (Mathura), abounding in orchards ﬁne.
Notes
The Alvér is now revolving within his mind, What the Lord
of wondrous deeds and auspicious traits, who, during His
incarnation as Krsna, took birth at Mathuri (in Uttara
Prades) might be intending to do with him. La alone what
He did for the Péndvas, as against the Kauravas, how indeed
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does He mingle with Garuda, who (as Alavantar puts it, in
Sloka 41 of his Stotra Ratna) is said to fulﬁl several roles,
as serVant, friend, vehicle (carrier), seat, banner, canopy
and fan! Does the Lord really take all this service from
Garuda or does He keep him also at a distance, as is the
case with the Alvar? If the Lord so wills, He could come
down to the Alvar, mounted on Garuda. Perhaps, even
Garuda is not pressed into service, by the Lord, these days!
And then, the discus could have jolly Well been commissioned
by the Lord, to cut out all those impediments, which operate
as a bar to the Alvar’s union with Him and yet, if He has not
done so. that only means, His relationship with the discus
is no better than that which subsists between Him and
the Alvin
The Alvar is now left a-guessing what precisely the Lord’s
intentions might be, with regard to him.
piganta maya! paratam p0ruta maya! ni inné
ciranta kal, ti, nit, van, man, pigavum aya perumane!
kaljanta palul neyyé pol ivarrul enkum kantukol—
irantu nima peru malya! unnai cake kankéné? (VIII—5—10)
Translation
Wondrous indeed are Your incarnations, oh, Lord,
Many a wonder You did, during the battle of Bharata,
perform,
The famous elements ﬁve and all things from them derived
Are unto You, the bodies many; like ghee, latent in milk
fresh drawn,
You do in all things mysteriously abide; where can I ﬁnd you
indeed?
Notes

doubt, the Lord exhibited His amazing simplicity
during the Incarnations, betokening His loving
condescension. But the Alvar, born at a later time,
missed them all. Again, the Lord is said to abide
in all beings and things and yet, He cannot be see

(i) No
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with the naked eye. Where then could the Lord be
seen is the question put by the Alvar in this song.
He is really worried whether he would just pass away
without realising his desire to come face to face with
the Lord.
(ii) The Lord’s incarnation itself is a matter of great wonder.
the birthless Being born, of course, at His sweet will
and then His mingling with the rest, with no reservation.
The wonders performed by Him, during His incarnation
as Krsna, Were many indeed and, in particular, those
bearing on the course and conduct of the great battle
of Maha Bhirata Were: Taking up arms, at one stage,
contrary to His earlier pledge not to Wield any Weapon,
conversion of day into night, spotting out the vital
centres of life, the vulnerable spot in the enemy attacking which would prove fatal, so on and so forth.
(iii) How could it be asserted that the Invisible Lord resides
in all creatures and things? The Upanisad provides
the anSWer: “ghrutamiva payasi nigﬁdarh ”. The
milk is churned into butter, which again is melted into
ghee. But none can, on the face of it, perceive the
presence of ghee in milk. And so does the Lord abide
unseen in all that exists.
enke kankén, in mm amman-tannai yin? enru emu,
alike tainta corkalil, am tan kurukﬁrc catakopan
cenkel conga ayirattul ivaiyum pattum vallarkal,
inkE kana, ip pirappé makilvar—elliyumkalaiye. (VIII—5—l_1)
Translation
Those that are conversant with these songs ten,
Out of the thousand elegantjsongs of Kurulcﬁr Catakbpan,
Who did pine for the Lord, wearing tulaci garland superﬁne,
And with melting tenderness cry out where indeed he could
behold Him,
Will, right here and now, enjoy with no intermission bliss
supreme.
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Note
The end-song avers that those that learn this decad will be
steeped in God-enjoyment, day and night, right in this world
and, in this very birth, without undergoing the hardships
and the vicissitudes which the Alvar had to pass through.
The Lord will, on His part, make amends for His remissness
in not responding to the Alvar’s invitation, as in the opening
song of this decad, to come and take service from him,
by duly requiting the chanters of this decad. Unto these
persons, He will rush up and shower on them divine bliss
without intermission.

Eighth Centum—Sixth Decad (VIII-6)
(Elliyum kﬁlaiyum)
Preamble
The Alvar’s yearning, in the last decad, was indeed too deep
for words. At the same time, it has to be stressed that, if the
Jﬂﬁni loves God dearly, He loves the Jﬁani even more. And so,
the Lord’s love for the Alvér also deﬁes description. Stung by a
deep sense of remorse over His laxity in not responding to the
Alvar’s invitation, the Lord pondered over the step to be taken
by Him to placate the Alvar. But then, if He straightaway presented Himself before the Alvar, in his present state of mind, he
would just collapse, due to excessive joy. It was, therefore, expedient that the Alvir's enjoyment of the Lord should be induced
by stages, so as to be stable, without anything untoward happening.
This was precisely the reason why Sri Rama despatched Hanuman
ﬁrst to meet Bharata and convey to him the news of His return from
exile soon. It was only a day later, after availing of Sage Bharadwaja’s hospitality en route, that Rama met Bharata who was
meanwhile getting ready to receive the elder, back home from His
long exile. Lord Krsna likewise adopted the ‘ go-slow ’ tactics
by making a night-halt outside Hastinipur and going to the citadel,
only the next day. Meanwhile, news had reached the ardent
devotees like Vidhura, of the impending visit of the Lord on His
famous errand to Dhrutarastra’s court. But for this phased
programme, excessive joy due to the sudden arrival of Lord Krsna
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would have upset those devotees and thrown them into a state of
mental imbalance. In this particular case, the Lord who wished
the Alvin to come and mingle with Him freely, stationed Himself
at the pilgrim centre, known as Tirukkatittanam (in Kerala State).
The Alvgr, who got scent of it, felt greatly elated over the Lord’s
overwhelming love for him. He gives vent to his resultant joy,
in this decad.
elliyum kalaiyum tannai ninaintu ela,
nalla arulkal namakké tartﬁ-arulceyvan—
alli am tan am tulay muti appan ﬁr,
celvarkal valum, tirukkatittanarné.

(VIII—6—l)

Translation

Tirukkatittanarn, where reside the devotees rich, is the place

Where my Lord sporting tulaci garland cool and lovely, on
His crown, stays,
And salves us, shedding on us solely His extra-ordinary grace
And making us meditate on Him always [day and night].

Nates
Alvar is indeed overwhelmed by the Lord’s
spontaneous grace. Well, he doesn't take it on a quidpro—quo basis, that is, he does not look at this inﬂux
of the Lord’s extra-ordinarygrace, making him meditate
on Him day and night, as compensation for the grief
he experienced in the last decad, but as one shed on
him for the Lord’s own pleasure and exultation, at His
sweet will. What more? The Alvar feels that the Lord
has not shed on any one else, not even the ‘ Nityas ’
in Heaven, grace of this magnitude. It is indeed most
gratifying to the Alvir that the Lord presents Himself
in Tirukkatitténam, wearing the tulaci garland, pretty
and fragrant, as longed for by him in the third song of
the last decad.

(i) The

(ii) Rich devotees: The text of the song, as in the original
refers to this pilgrim centre, as one inhabited by rich
persons. The richness. alluded to here, is, however,
not of the material kind but the ‘Kaitikarya Sn” like
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that of Laksmana who served Lord Ramain all possible
ways and was thus extremely rich in divine service.
Real aﬂluence lies in eternal service to the Lord.
tirukkatittanamum ennutaic cintaiyum
orukkatuttu, ullé uraiyum piran kantirceruk katuttu ar_11_'u tikaitta arakkarai,
uruk keta, vali polinta oruvané.

(VIII—6—2)

The Lord, who lovingly resides in Tirukkatitténam and my
heart alike,
Is none but the Warrior great, Who arrows did rain
On the Asuras, who, ﬁlled with pride, had grown
Violent and War-mad, and destroyed them, in bulk.

Note
The Aivir acknowledges the Lord’s great gesture in quelling
the Asuras, symbolic of the clearing up of all the evil forces
in him, the impediments that stood in the way of the Lord
reclaiming him and thereafter, stepping on to Tim]:katitténam, the spring-board, whence He was to land right
in the Alvar’s heart, His ultimate destination. The Lord’s
attachment to the Jﬁani’s physical form even surpasses His
love for the pilgrim centres, where He has condescended
to shed His grace on the votaries in His ‘Arca ’ Form.
This is quite understandable, seeing that the very purpose
of His manifestation in ‘Arca’ Form, is only to get hold
of His subjects, by some means or the other. And when
He gets His catch all right, and a big haul at that, His gratiﬁcation knows no bounds. The Lord’s stay in the pilgrim
centres is thus not an end in itself but only a means for the
reclamation of His subjects, His ultimate destination being
the heart-centre of the subjects, spiritually regenerated
through His redemptive grace. Once the destination is
reached, the means employed for reaching it get relegated to
a place of secondary importance. It is then the turn of a
devotee like PEy Alvar to request the Lord not to relax His
interest in the pilgrim centres which operate as the springboard whence the Lord could reach His devotees. It is
now a case of the Lord loving the pilgrim centres, ﬁrstly. as
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places adored by His devotees, and secondly, out of
gratitude to those centres for helping Him to relcaim the
subjects, by making them God-bent (See aphorisms 169-174of Sri Vacana Bhﬁsanam).;
oruvar, irUVar, 6r muvar, ena ninru,
uruvu karantu, ullumtorum tittippantiru amar marvan, tirukkatittanattai
maruvi uraikinra mayap pirané.

(V III—6—3)

Translation
The Warrior Great, Who did arrows on Asuras rain
Was seen ﬁrst as one, then as two and three later on,
And at one time hardly visible; this wondrous Benefactor
great,
Who bears Tiru (Laksrni) on His chest, does in Tirukkatittanam
lovingly stay
And is indeed very sweet to contemplate.
Notes

stand by itself, being but a follow-up
of the preceding song. The warrior, referred to, is

(i) This song does not

Sri Rama. When Ravana unleashed his special Reserve
forces (Malabalam), after the valiant Raksasas had
vanished, one by one, into the jaws of death, the manner
in which this extra-ordinary situation, which struck
unspeakable terror in the minds of the Devas, was
handled by Sri Rama, is alluded to here. The battle was
as spectacular as it was terriﬁc and Vélmiki was simply
thrilled by the uncanny and superhuman eﬂ‘ort, displayed by Sri Rama. In sloka 22 of chapter 94 of
Yuddha Kinda, it has been said that Rama was hardly
visible and yet, one could see the enormous extent of
destruction wrought by Him. This only reveals the
marvellous agility with which He Went gyran'ng around,
routing the enemy forces. A little further down, in
s’loké. 27, it has been stated that thousands of Rimes
Were seen in action. Again, in the latter half of the
same sloka, it has been stated that Rama alone and
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none else could be seen on the battleﬁeld. It was indeed
a wonderful wonder of wonders the way the Lord
encountered the enemies who were not only powerful
but also very elusive.

Lord exhibits even greater love towardsthe Alvarthan
that bestowed on the Divine Consort, borne on His
very chest, the simple reason that he is Her ward.
Again, the Lord loves Tirulckatittinam, only because
it is adored by the Alvar. This has already been set out,
at length, in the notes below the second song. Yet,
it is mentioned here,only to reveal the Alvar’s immense
jubilation, as he meditates on this aspect.

(ii) The

méyap pirén, ena valvinai mayntu ara,

nécattinal neﬁcam—natu kutikontantécattu amarar tirukkatittanattaj
vacap polil mannu k6yil kontané.

(VIII—6—4)

Translation
The wondrous Lord, Who, in Tirukkatitténam, stands
enshrined,
Abounding in orchards, full of fragrance, thelovely resort
0f even the CelestiaJs bright, has lovingly sought
The kingdom of my heart, to get my dire sins ruined.

Note
Whereas the Lord gives ‘dharsan ’ to the votaries in the
pilgrim centres only during stated hours, mostly by day,
He stays for ever, in the heart of the Alvir, coveted by Him
a great deal. This very thought, coupled with the realisation of the fact that the Lord has chosen to grace Tirukkatittanam, only to please him, has heightened the Alvar’s
Joy.
1(5in kontay tan tirukkatittanattai;
koyil kontan atanotum en neﬁcakam;—
koyilkol teyvam ellam tola. vaiktmtam
1(6in konta kutakkﬁtta ammané.

(VIII—6—5)
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Translation
The Lord Who is by the exalted Celestials adored,
Who has the high HeaVens as His abode,
Who (as Krsna) did the wondrous pot-dance perform
Is the One Who made Tirukkatitténam His home,
And has, along with that home, moved now into my heart,
Making it His new habitat.
Notes
elucidated, Tirukkatittzinam was but the
stepping stone, the spring-board whence the Lord could
get into the Alvir's heart. The Lord initially thought
of entering the Alvér's heart, all alone, without His
retinue and all that. But then, He changed His mind
and entered the Alvar’s heart along with that pilgrim
centre itself of. Periyalvir Tirumolj V-2-10, where
Peryilvz‘tr says that the Lord resorted unto his body
with His entire retinue, the serpent-bed, the Milk-ocean
and the Divine Consort and rested on the cool crest of
the ocean, to grant him the necessary protection.

(i) As already

(ii) The Lord incarnated as Krsna, among the cowherds
and performed the pot-dance; to get over the resultant
fatigue, He relased Himself at Tirukkatitta'tnam and
thence shifted to the Mvir’s heart, along with that
pilgrim centre.

kntta ammén, kotiyén itar munavum
maytta amman, matucuta amman, urai,
pitta polil tan tiruklnatittanattai
Etta, nilla-kurikkolmin itaré.

(VIII—5.5)

Translation

Tirukkatitténam,the holy centre, cool and nice, amid orchards,

in full bloom,
Where resides my Lord of wondrous deeds, Matucﬁtan,
my Sire,
Who did, in full, destroy the miseries of this sinner dire,
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Will set at naught our miseries, one and all, be sure,
The moment We adore it, with love supreme.
Note
preceding song should give some the impression that
the pilgrim centre, known as Tirukkatittanam, has ceased to
exist as such, having entered the Alvar’s heart, en masse
the Alvér now calls upon his fellow-beings to worship the
holy centre. As already elaborated upon in the notes below
the second song of this decad, the pilgrim centres acquire
importance, ﬁrstly, as places adored by the Lord’s devotees
and hence loved by the Lord as well, and secondly, as the
centres of attraction helping the Lord to reclaim His subjects,
by making them God-bent and hence gratefully loved by the
Lord.

lest the

kolmin, itar keta, ullattu-kovintan,
man vin mulutum alanta on tamarai
mannavar tam tola, vanavar tam vantu
nannu tirukkatittana nakaré.

(VIII—6—7)

Translation
Set your mind on Tirukkatittinam, the holy city,
Where the people of this land worship the lotus feet lovely,
Of Kﬁvintan, which, the earth and the regions above, did
'
measure wholly,
And the denizens of heaven also come down and adore,
So that all your miseries do instantly disappear.
Notes
(i) In the preceding song, the Alvir exhorted the worldlings
to worship this pilgrim centre but here he says it would
suﬂice if they just think of the place.
(ii) Even as Heaven is the land of the Nityas (Eternal Heroes),
the pilgrim centres on Earth belong to us, the earthlings,
as Narnpillai would put it. It should indeed be a matter
of deep wonder to the exalted ‘ Nityas ’ in Heaven,
with profound knowledge, how the Great Lord abides
in the midst of the worldlings over here, steeped in dark
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nescience and is easilyaccessible tothem, an act of grace
galore, denoting His amazing simplicity, the very
antithesis of Heavenly grandeur and majesty (Paratva
or transcendent glory). And so, it is a case of the
‘Nityas’ coming down here to have a taste of His
amazing simplicity, even as those over here go up to
Heaven to witness and enjoy His transcendent glory.

tana nakarkal talaiccirantu efikenkum—
van, in nilam, katal-murrum em mayarké
anavitattum, e13 neﬁcum tirukkatit-

tana nakarum tana tayap patiyé.

(VIII—6—8)

Translation
This earth, the yonder Heaven. the Milk-ocean and other

habitats
Are, no doubt, elegant and exhilarating, which my Lord beﬁt
And yet, Tirukkatittinam, the holy city and my heart
Are just the ones, the Lord has chosen as His favourite spots.
Note
There are innumerable delectable centres here, there (Heaven)
and elsewhere, which could regale the Lord. Still, Tirukkatittanam and the Alvar’s heart are the only two regions,
which the Lord feels compelled to enjoy and esteem, as
devolving on Him as a matter of right.
tayap patilcal talaiccirantu enkenkum,
mayattinal manni, virriruntan-urai,

técattu amarar tirukkatittanattul,
ayarklau atipati, arputan—tané.

(VIII—6—9)

Translation

Tirukkatittanam, the loving resort of even Celestials bright,
Is where the wondrous Chief of cowherds (Kannan) alights,
With pleasure immense, looking upon it as the best
Of the pilgrim centres that do all over exist.
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Note
All pilgrim centers, without distinction of big and small are
sacred indeed, and yet, the Lord covets Tirukkatitténam
most, being the centre which enabled Him to gain access
to the Alvar by exhibiting to the latter His grandeur as
Well as grace galore, His amazing simplicity.

arputan, narayanah, ari, vamanan,

nirpatu-mévi ir'uppatu en neﬁcalcam—
nal pukal vétiyar nanmarai nigru atir
karpakac colait tiruklcatittanamé.

(VIII-6—10)

Translation
’Tis only to stay lovingly in my heart, His ultimate abode,
Narayauan, Who is also Ari and Vamanan, the wondrous Lord,
Stands in Tiruklcatittinam, with lovely orchards,
Where the celebrated brahmins reside,
Chanting the Vedas four, for ever and aloud.
Note
In order to gain access to the Alvar, the Lord came down to
Tirukkatittinam and stood there. Once He got on to His
destination, the Alvin’s heart-centre, He would stay there
only all the time.
colait tirukkatittanattu urai tiru—
malai matil kurukﬁrc catalcépan col
pilét’u amut'u anna ayirattu ip pattum
mélai vailcuntattu iruttum—viyanté.

(VIII—6—ll)

Translation
These songs ten, out of the thousand delicious songs,
Gracefully composed by Kurukﬁr Cataképan, adoring
The Lord Who resides in Tirulckatitténam, abounding
In orchards many, will the chanters thereof elevate
Unto the exalted Heaven with delight great.
Notes

ten songs will, by themselves, elevate their chanters
to the high Heavens, on the ground that the Lord shall

(i) These
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not brook separation from them even for a trice. This,
ofcourse, means that the Lord will be greatlydelighted to
hear these songs and, in the exuberance of His joy,
instantly lift the chanters up to His heavenly abode.
(ii) The songs relate the glory of the great Lord and their
author is no less than His most beloved Saint Nam-

mélvar. The text, in the original, says that these songs
are delicious like the milk porridge (rice boiled in milk
and neatly spiced); the Lord constitutes the milk and
the Alvar’s songs, the other ingredients, put together—
a delightful combination of diction and subject-matter
and manner of expression.

Eighth Centum— Seventh Decad (VIII-7)
(Iruttum, viyantu)
Preamble
The bliss enjoyed by the River in this decad, stands on a
pedestal of its own. It can even be asserted that there is no comparable decad in the whole hymna].
When one pauses and ponders which indeed is the greater of
the two pulls, namely, the Lord’s effort to get at the River and the
Alvar’s desire to get at Him, it will be seen that the 10rd exerts the
greater, naturally, the stronger pull, His desire to get at the subject,
His coveted belonging, being supreme. Did He not declare,
in His ‘ Song Celestial ’, that the gnostic, who knows Him truly, is
undoubtedly responsible for His very existence and that it is very
hard to ﬁnd a truly dissenting devotee who looks upon Him as
everything, the highest goal, the Sole Means, Father. Mother,
Friend. Refuge, Resting place etc.? It is, therefore, abundantly
clear that the Lord considers it His greatest gain to reclaim a Jiva
(individual soul) and, to this end, He goes on preparing the ground,
all the time. His intense longing to get at the individual Soul is
virtually the copper plate, establishing His right of ownership over
the subject, sought to be reclaimed. And, therefore, the Lord
mingles with the Alvir with such aninordinate longing. Noticing
this, the Alvar realises with a stinging sense of shame that he had
tried to reverse the role by begging of the Lord for his redemption
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overlooking the fact that it was the Lord who was all along been
the supplicant for the Alvir‘s love unto Him. The Alvar acknowledges in this decad with great feeling the enormous love bestOWed
by the Lord on the individual Soul, as the indefatigable cultivator
of God-love in the latter.
iruttum, viyant‘u ennait tan pon atikk‘il, enru
aruttittu, enait‘tu 6r pala nal alaittérlm,
poruttam utai vamanan tan pulcuntu, erg-tan
karuttai ura, virriruntan-kantu konté.

(VIII—7—l)

Translation
Vamanan, my Lord, Whose grace I invoked, days on end,
To lift me unto His golden feet, has, I ﬁnd,
Been very Keen Himself to get hold of me and now come
Right inside me, looking at me, all the time.
Nate
The Alvér was beseeching the Lord all along, panting and
craving for Him, to come and reign in his heart. This was
indeed superﬂuous for the Lord is even more enamoured of
the Alvar and He has, all the time, been looldng forward to
getting hold of the Alvir and being ﬁrmly lodged in his heart.
And now, He has got inside the Alvin and He keeps looking
at him with doting love, like unto a father who keeps looking at his beloved son, just recovered from a dire disease
generally known to be fatal. As a matter of fact, the Alvir
has survived the deep yearning of his, in VIII-5 (Miyakkﬁtti)
to which he could have as Well succumbed. Even as the
Lord, as Vamana, sought out Mahabali and snatched away
his possessions, the Lord sought the Alvar and took over
from him, his deep longing, and with a longing of even greater
intensity, He took hold of the Alvar and got inside him.

inmtan lcantukontu-enatu Elai neﬁcu alum
tiruntata 6r aivarait téyntu ara, manni;
perum tal kalirrukku arulceyta perumén
tarum tan arul-tan ini yin agiyéné.

(VIII-7—2)
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Translation
The Lord’s grace unto the elephant, with feet large,
Does in my eyes no longer loom large,
For standing within me, ﬁrmly lodged,
He has worn down to naught the cruel senses ﬁve,
Which had kept my ﬁckle mind in their grip tight
And He now keeps gazing at me, all the time.
Notes
What the Lord did unto the Alvér was to destroy his formidable
opponents, the ﬁve senses and wean him away from their
mischief by exhibiting His charming beauty.

In the case of Gajendra, the elephant, it was, no doubt, a
long and grim struggle but it was just an encounter with a
single crocodile, as against the ﬁve crocodiles, the ﬁve
formidable senses, the River was pitted against. And then,
the venue was a mere pond in the case of Gajendra, whereas
it was the vast ocean of Samséra in which the Alvar was
caught up. Again, Gajendra’s struggle with the crocodile
lasted a bare thousand years, while the Alvin’s grim battlé
with life Went right through a staggering past. Further,
the Lord has got right inside the Alvar and keeps on looking
at him with the same avidity with which a pauper from
generations, keeps gazing at his new-found treasure. It has
been said in Ramayana that, after Sri Rama befriended
Sugrlva, the monkey king, the two of them used to sit gazing
at each other with insatiable joy, days on end. There at
least, it was a sort of mutual pact, what could be termed as
complimentary roles. In the case of the Lord’s help to the
Alvar, hOWever, it was all one-sided with no obligation on the
{\lvar. All these go to' enhanCe the Lord’s grace unto the
Alvér mani-fold and make the Lord’s succour of Gajendra,
'
the elephant, pale into insigniﬁcance.

‘

arul-tén ini yin atiyén; avan en 11!,
irul-tan ara, virriruntan; itu allal,
porul-tan enil, muvulak'um porul alla:
marul-tan ité? maya mayakk'u mayakké?

(VlII-7—3)
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'I‘nnslation
Indeed, I lcnow of no grace but that of the Lord.
Who does inside me stay, dispelling the darkness Within;
It seems I am unto Him the sole concern,
He values not so much even His overlordship of the three
Worlds,

Is it yet another mystery of His or a mere illusion?
Notes
Overwhelmed by the immensity of the Lord's love unto him.
the Alvﬁr feels it to be too good to be true and even suspects
that it might be just an illusion.
In the preceding song, the Alvﬁr deemed it an incomparable act
of grace galore, on the part of the Lord to have subjugated
his unrelenting senses and destroyed them. But now, he
says even that dwindles down before the loving condescension with which He has got Himself lodged in the Atvar’s
heart, dispelling its erstwhile darkness. What is more, the
Lord’s condescension is full and complele, seeing that, in
His boundless love for the Alvin, He has relegated even His
overlordship of the Universe to a secondary place. In his
unique diction, Nampillai puts it, that the Alvar says here
“ Alas! the Lord had kept me in‘ a state of bewilderment
all along, caught up in the vortex of ‘ Prakrti ’ (Maya) and
new again, He keeps me bewildered by His extra-ordinary
love unto me. ”
mﬁya mayakku mayaldnin, ennai vailcittu;
ayan, amararkku ariéru, enatu amman
tﬁya cutarccoti tanatu en ul vaittan—
tEcam tikalum tan tiruvarul eeytE.

(VIII—7‘4)

Translation
The Divine Cowherd of limitless glory, even Celestials can’t
comprehend,
Has unto me displayed His grace galore of universal fame,
His resplendent Form immaculate, He has in my heart planted
ﬁrm.
A solid reality this is and not an illusion, as I did apprehend.
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Note
The Alvar is now quite clear in his mind, that the Lord is really
regaling in his heart and avers that it is a matter beyond
doubt. As a matter of fact, in His unbounded love for
the Alvér, the immaculate Lord has set His dazzling feet,
dispelling darkness and distress, inside the Alvér, keeping
all the worlds spell-bound by this act of grace galore. Surely,
He would not play ducks and drakes with His devotees and
bewilder them, as He did in the case of the ungodly Duryo—
dhana and others of his ilk.
tikalum tan tiruvarul ceytu, ulakattar
pukalum pulsal tan atu kattit tantu, en ul
tikalum manik kunram 0an ottu, nir_i[a13;
pukalum pukal marru enakkum 6r porulé‘?

(VIII—7-5)

Translation
Nothing more praiseworthy do I deem than the grace radiant,
Shed by the Lord, gleaming inside me like an emerald mount
And revealing to me the praises of the inhabitants
Of the worlds, heaped on Him, 011 this account.
Note

“Is there

indeed anything more praise-worthy than this superabundant grace of the Lord in standing within me ﬁrmly,
gleaming like an emerald mount? ”, asks the Alvin
Again, this grace is twice-blest, in that the Lord feels exultant
over the bestowal of His grace on the Alvar and the latter
is also bubbling with jubilation over his being the object of
the Lord’s extra-ordinary love. And yet another phase, the
third one is the chorus of praise sung by all the worlds forthis
act of grace galore on the part of the Lord and what is even
more impressive is the revelation of this fact to the Alvér
by the Lord Himself.

porul marru enakkurn 6r porul-tannil cirldcat
tarumEl, pir_ir_iai yarkku avari tannaik kotukkum—
karu manikkak kunrattut tamaraipol
tiru marpu, 1:511, kan, kai, oevvay untiyane?

(VIII-L6)
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Translation

If the Lord, whose winsome chest and other limbs
Do a cluster of lotus ﬂOWers blooming on emerald mount
resemble,
Were on me to bestow lesser gains, short of He Himself,
Is there at all any other to whom He will give of Himself?
Notes

of the Lord’s votaries, namely,
those who ask of Him boons like acquisition of Wealth,
freedom from rebirth and so on, while those in the other
group seek none but the Lord Himself. The Alvar
falls in the latter group, no doubt, and yet, if the Lord
has given Himself unto the Alvar, it is because of His
inordinate love for the Alvar and not because there are
no other like-minded votaries in that group.

(i) There are two broad groups

of the Lord’s exquisite charm,
as set out, in detail, in the original text of this song,
does not stem so much from the Lord’s natural charm
as from the extra lustre and grandam imparted to His
whole Form, limb by limb, by His union with the

(ii) The enchanting description

Alvir.

(iii) Reference to the lotus ﬂowers blooming on the crest of
an emerald mount is a grand piece of poetic imagery,
ﬂight of poetic fancy.
cevvay, unti, ven pal, cutark kulai tammotu
ewayc cutarum tammil mun valaylc lcolla,
cevvay muruvalotu enatu ullatt'u irunta
avvay anri, yin ariyén mam! arulé.

(VIII—7—7)

Translation
The Lord’s mouth red, the navel, the teeth sparkling White,
The earlobes with pearls bedecked and all other limbs bright
Do vie with each other to attract meal] right,
But I can think of nothing but the grace of the'Lord Who stays
‘In my heart with beaming smile which on His red lips plays.
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Note
Although the Lord’s limbs vie with each other in casting their
fascinating spell on the Alvar in whose heart the Lord is now
lodged, His bewitching smiles. revealing His great delight
in mingling with the Alvar, are said to attract him most.
Consequently, his mind is solely ﬁxed on these ravishing
smiles and the Lord's unique grace. Like unto the ﬂower in
fresh bloom, the Lord’s radian} smile illumines His entire
Form, limb by limb.
ariyén marru arul; egnai alum piranar
verité arulceyvar, ceyvarkatku ukant‘u—
ciriyE-nutaic cintaiy'ul, muvulakum tan
neriya vayirril kontu, ningolintaré.

(VIII—7—8)

Translation

I know of no other benefaction but the stay of the Lord.
Within my frail heart, keeping in His stomach all the three
worlds,
Well in tact; unto those of His choice, He, who has me
enthralled,
Does His grace solely extend, out of His own accord.
Notes

Lord's sweet, spontaneous
grace (nirhetuka krupa) inasmuch as the grace, with
which He has now ﬂooded him, is itself a matter of such
voluntary grace. The Lord of the universe has shifted
the venue of His vast governance to the heart-region of
the Alvin What else is this but the Lord’s spontaneous
grace and is there at all any need to adduce any other
example? In this song, the Alvﬁr thus pin points the
Lord’s spontaneous graCe, extolling the Lord as one,
who sheds His voluntary grace on those whom He
singles out for such favours and has thus chosen to get
Himself ﬁrmly lodged in the Alvar’s mind. While the
Alvar looks upon himself, as the lowliest of the lowly,
the Lord regards him as one far more precious than all
the worlds put together.

(i) The Alvar expatiates on the
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(ii)

In the hymns of the Alvar where the Lord's grace is
expounded there might appear to be mutual contradictions in some places to the superﬁcial reader, but
a critical and cogent study will remove such doubts.
This position has been thrashed out in aphorisms 393
and 394 of “Srivacana Bhﬁsanam”; the reader is
invited to study either the original text or the English
rendering thereof by the author of this work.

vayirril kontu nigrolintiuum. evarum,
vayirgil kontu ninzu, oru mﬁvulakum tam

vayiuil kontn ninravannam ninra mélai,
vayinil kont'u, manna. vaittén—matiyilé.

(VlII—7—9)

Trmlntion
The Lord, Who, in His stomach, holds with no effort,
The earthly rulers who, in their stomachs, keep their subjects,
The exalted Celestials and the Worlds three,
Ihave consented to get ﬁrmly inside me.
Notes

a question, doggedly put to him, suggesting that
there ought to be some merit in him for the Lord to
bestow on him His graCe, of such a magnitude, the
Alvar says that the only merit in him is his passive
quiescence or mere non-resistance to the inﬂux of His
grace. To those sticklers who have a fad for bargaining
and would, therefore, insist upon making the inﬂux of
the Lord’s grace contingent upon some kind of intiative
in us, the Alvér’s own utterances should serve as the
eye-opener. Even this consent to the Lord’s reclamation is induced by the Lord’s grace. Therefore it is,

(i) To

this hymnal is replete with expressions like: “Oh,
Sire, You have lifted me unto Your holy f et, after
duy moulding and reconditioning my mind, so as not
to stiﬂe your effort to redeem me”. See also the
elucidation in aphorism 110 of ‘Acérya Hrudayam’.

(ii) By the earthly kings holding, in their astomachs, their
subjects, is meant the protection extended by the
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former to the latter like unto the mother feeding the
babe inside her womb. The Lord’s retention, in His
stomach, of the exalted Celestials and all the worlds
with their contents, also denotes His role, as the
universal Protector, a function which He discharges
through a mere fraction of His resolve.
vaittérl matiyal enatu ullattu akatté;
eytté olivén allén ear-um, eppotummoyttu Ey tirai motu tan parkatalulal
paittu 5y cutarp pampu-anai nam parauaiyé.

(VIII—7—10)

Translation
The Lord, who has the hooded serpent bright,
As His somnolent bed on the cool, milk ocean,
With surging waters, I haVe got ﬁxed in my heart,
Suffer shall I no more from pangs of separation.
Note
Mere passive quiescence on the‘ part of the Alvér has resulted
in the Lord entering him, with all His retinue. Naturally,
this has infused in the Alvir robust conﬁdence that he shall
no more suffer from the pangs of separation from the Lord.

cutarp pimpu—anai nan: paranai, tirumélai,

atic cérvalrai van kurukﬁrc catakopan
mutippén conna éyiratru ip pattum canmam
vitat téyntu alga nokkum-tan kankal civanté.

(VIII—7—ll)

Translation
These songs ten, out of the thousand of Kurulrur Catakopan,
Whose natural bent it is to adore, ever and anon,
The feet of Tirumal, Who does on the radiant serpent recline,
Aimed at the complete severence of his moorings earthly.
Will grind to a halt the chanters'cycle of birth and rebirth,
Looking on it [as it Were] with red eyes [spitting deadly poison].
Notes
(i) As stated in what is known as ‘ Paryanka Vidya, in the
Upanisad, the Lord, seated on the serpent cushion,
T—26
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along with Mahalaksmi in that glorious setting, grants
’
audience to the ‘ Muktas (Released Souls) on their
This
very setting is alluded to in
reaching Heaven.
the opening line of this song as in the original, in
keeping with the beneﬁt accruing to the chanters of
this decad as set out in this song, namely, release
from the bondage of Samséra and the terriﬁc cycle of
birth and rebirth. These ten songs, by themselves,
deliver the goods, looking as it Were, at the worldly
ties of the chanters of these songs, with red eyes.
spitting poison. so as to eﬁectively destroy these ties
and put the chanters in Heaven.

pair of feet where
he longs to render incessant service, rather than the
heavenly bliss, as such.

(ii) The Alvin’s ultimate g0a1 is the Lord’s

Eighth Centum—Eighth Decad (VIII-8)
(Kankal civantu)
Preamble
In the ﬁfth decad of this centum (Mayak kﬁtta), the Alvar’s
yearning was too deep for words. The Lord responded with
even greater avidity and the two of them got wrapt up in mutual
delight. The Alvar gave vent to his jubilation in the last decad,
and even so, in the eighth song of that decad, he referred to himself
as a frail being, with whom the great Lord of unlimited prowess
has chosen to mingle freely and stay on. The Alvar’s frightful
sense of his own pettiness, in contra-distinction to the Lord’s
grandeur of limitless dimensions, which was rearing up its head
now and then, was studiously kept under eﬁective check by the
Lord who was apprehensive of the Alvar’s tendency to shrink back
from Him on this score. The Lord, who noticed, with great
concern, a revival of this trend in the Alvar, wished to cut it out,
there and then, root and branch. The Lord wanted to quell the
Alvﬁr’s notion of the soul’s pettiness by revealing to him its real
grandeur. But then, the soul, like unto a mere glow-worm, may
not hold out any appeal to the Alvar, profoundly struck by the
Lord’s exquisite charm. The other alternative for the Lord
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was to exhibit the grandeur of the Alvar‘s soul along_with
that of His own. The Lord accordingly revealed to the Alvir,
His charm ﬁrst and then the grandeur of the Alvar‘s soul, in its
relation of liegeship to the Sovereign Lord, as delectable unto Him
as His ornaments. And so. in this decad, the Alvér dwells on the
intrinsic beauty of the soul, as the exclusive vassal of the Lord, as
revealed by the Lord Himself.
kankal civantu periyavay, vayurn civantu kanintu, ullé
ven pal ilalcu cutar, ilalcu vilalcu makara kuntalattan,
kontal vannan, cutar mutiyan, nanku télan, kuni carnlcan,
on canku katai val aliyan, oruvan-atiyén Ullané. (V III—B—l)
Translation
The cloud-hued Lord of grandeur unique, with eyes, red and
wide,
Reddened lips, tceth sparkling white, imposing pearl pendants,
Beaming crown, shoulders four, curvate bow, lovely conch,
the sword,
The mace and discus majestic, stands, inside this vassal,
resplendent.
Notes
(i) In this song, the Alvér goes into raptures on beholding
the Lord’s exquisite Form displaying the rare charm
acquired by Him on His union with the Alvar. In
VIII-5-2, the Alvar was with eyes fully dried and lips
parched up, when he beseeched the Lord to oblige him
with His sweet presence. The Lord too had undergone
such modiﬁcations then and He was also off colour and
lack-lustre like the Alvar! It was only when His union
with the Alvir materialised, that He regained His
original complexion and composure, heightened by the
extra lustre imparted by the exuberance of His joy in
the coveted company of the Alvér. The Alvar, who
took due note of this marvellous reciprocity on the
part of the Lord, got choked down to a trance state,
as he meditated on the Lord’s amazing simplicity and
boundless love for him. This Was the third and the
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last spell of suspended animation, passed through by
the Alvin, who was struck dumb and insensate every
time he contemplated the Supreme Lord’s extreme
simplicity in bringing Himself down on a par with His
devotees and some times, even relegating Himself lower
still. Every time, this trance-state lasted six months,
’
‘
as seen from aphorism 53 of Acarya Hrudayam and
Sri Manavala Mamuni‘s glossary thereon; the two
earlier stages pertain to 1-3-1 and V-IO-l.
of the Lord and His mighty weapons,
(which in the eyes of the Alvar loom, m0re as lovely
jeWels decorating the Lord) is that of the rerVenated
Lord, on His getting lodged in the Alvir’s heart. This
could also ﬁt in with line 2 of Sriman Nathamuni‘s
’, in adorasloka, ‘Yadgosahasrarh apahanti
tion of Saint Nammalvar, as per the former’s yogic
comprehension. There it has been said that the
Bakula-ﬂowered (Narcissus) Nammalvir is the Sun,
beaming through the thousand rays of Tiruvaymoli,
where Lord Sriman Narayana resrdes, wielding His
discus and conch and surrounded by His entire retinue,
the region adored by the Brahmins learned in the
Srutis, the cynosure of the Celestials.
(See also
Introduction).

(ii) The description

..........

(iii) What the Alvar envisaged within him was like unto what'
meets one’s eyes when a box full of sparkling diamonds
is thrown open.
atiyég nuan; utal ullan-antattu akattan, purattullan,
patiye itu enru uraikkaizlm patiyan allan, paramparau,
katicEr narrattul alai inpat tunpak kali nérmai
otiya iigpap perumaiyog, unarvil umpar oruvaigé. (VIII—8—2)
Translation
The One, who does within me (His vassal) dWell,
Stays in this body, as Well, being the Inner Soul
Of the worlds, one and all and the regions beyond, as Well;
01‘ fragrance unique and meet like ﬂawless honey is His bliss
perennial,
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Higher than the highest, none can His modes fathom,
He is the One, of knowledge supreme.
Note
The Alvir has high-lighted, in this song, ‘ sesatva ’ or exclusive
service to the Lord,as the essential attirubute ofthe individual
soul. Instead of saying that the Lord, Who pervades all
things all over the worlds and the regions beyond (the
externalrnultiplicity of layers), stays within him and his
body, he says, the Lord stays in this vassal (atiyén) and the
body (utal) as well. The Allvﬁr has thus identiﬁed his soul.
as the servant (vessel) of the Lord, thereby bringing to the
fore, the ‘ Steam: ’ (servanthooa') attribute of the Soul.
‘
’
Although the word atiyén (self) occurs in various other
Alvin
in
the very ﬁrst song of his ﬁrst
the
and
of
even
songs
hymnal (Tiruviruttam), it has connoted, in all other places,
the embodied soul and not the soul, as such.
Of the two principal attributes of the Individual foul, namely,
‘
Jﬁatrutva' (bliss of wisdom or knowledge) and ‘ s’esatva ’
(service to the Lord), why should the latter alone be taken
as the essential attribute of the soul, in preference to the
former? This has been examined at great length in
aphorism 73 of ‘ Srivacana Bhﬁsanam ’. It is reproduced
below.

If Jﬁatrutva

is held to be the sole attribute of the soul, this
the attribute of the Lord and hence it is necessary to
bring out the distinguishing feature of the individual soul.
If, on the otherhand, ‘ Sesatva ’ is held to be the sole attribute
of the soul, this attribute is applicable to ‘ Acit ’ (non-sentient
matter), as well, and it cannot, therefore, be the distinguishing
feature of the Soul. And so, both the attributes of the
‘
Jiva ’ (soul), namely, ‘ Jﬁatrutva ’ and ‘ Seshatva ' are
attracted. We now come back to the question, as to which
of these two should be considered the essential attribute of
the soul. Could it be ‘ Jﬁatrutva ’, which stamps out the
soul from the unintelligent matter or ‘ Sesatva ’ which
differentiates ‘ Jiva’ from ‘Isvara ’ (Lord)? ‘Ses'atva’ or
service unto the Lord, being that which sustains the individual
soul and makes it thrive, this attribute naturally comes to
‘

is also

’
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the fore, relegating the other attribute to the back-ground.
The assumption of ‘ Jﬁatrutva ’, as the essential attribute of
the ‘ Jiva ’, would place it on a par with the Lord and this
smacks of ‘Advaita ’ or non-difference betWeen the two
entities. This is effectively quelled by the ‘Sesatva ’ aspect
of the ‘ Jiva ’. When this topic came up for discussion in
Saint Ramanuja’s holy court of religious discussions, the
Saint, although perfectly informed in the matter, wished to
get it expounded by his Guru, Tirukkottiyﬁr Nampi.
Kﬁrattélvin, the illustrious disciple of Saint Raminuja, was
sent, all the Way to Tirukkottiyur to learn from Nampi the
truth, in this regard. Even after waiting on Nampi for six
long months, Alvin could not obtain from the greapreceptor, any hint. But, when he sought Nampi’s permist
sion to return to Srirangam, the latter condescended, at
long last, to pin-point the truth admirably, by pointing out:
“ Son, don’t you know that Saint Nammalvir, inspired and
endOWed by the Lord Himself with perfect knowledge, has
said ‘Atiyén ullﬁn’ (the opening words of this song ?”
Grasping at once the implication of this, Alvin exclaimed
with joy, “ Good Sire, I am indeed blessed, I have known
the truth ” and returned to his Master at Srirangam. The
exact import of these two words has already been set out
in sub para above.
unarvil umpar oruvanai avanatu arulal uxar poruttu, en
unarvig ullé iruttigén-atuvum avanatﬁ in arulé;
unarvum, uyirum, utampum, mam ulappilanavum,palutéyam
unarvaip pera, ﬁrntu, ixa Eri, yanum tanay olintané.
(VIII—8—3)

Translation
To get at the overlord of the celestials of knowledge profound,
I did His grace invoke, impounding Him in my thoughtful

desires;
Even this act of mine was by His sWeet grace ordained,
Getting inside me thus, He did make me wholly'averse
To the earthly moorings, body and soul, pleasures sensual
And allied knowledge; He did unto me fully reveal
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The essential nature of the soul, as His exclusive vassal,
Who can‘t, apart from Him, remain viable.
Note
By His spontaneous grace, the Supreme Lord made the Alvér
God-bent and also revealed unto him, the true nature of his
Soul, in order to stabilise his God-love, to the exclusion of
everything else. The true nature of the Soul, as belonging
to the Lord, as His exclusive vassal, and remaining but His
mode, His very body, was discolosed to the Avlar so that
he shall not shrink back from Him, any longer.
yanum tanay olintanai-yatum, evarkkum munnonai—
tﬁnum, civanum, piramanum akip panaitta tanimutalai—
ténum, palum, kannalum, amutum akit tittittu, en
(VIII—8—4)
ﬁnil, uyiril, unarvinil ninra onrai-unarnténé.
Translation
Realised have the one unto Whom I stand indissolubly bound;
My soul, which does thro’ my body, spirit and intellect extend,
Is His body, delectable unto Him like honey, milk, candy and
nectar,
To things and beings, one and all, He is anterior,
The Primate unique, who did the Trinity compose and stand
Alongside Civan and Piraman, whose functions He ordained.
Note
The Lord has now made the Alvar aware of the fact that his
soul is indeed extremely delectable to Him. No doubt,
all things and beings, with diﬁ‘erent forms and namm, were
ushered in by Him alone, and yet, in the process, He
pursued different modes of operation. The ungodly and
those not bent towards Him Were created solely in the light
of their past actions; Brahma, Rudra and other Devas,
hankering after Wealth and power, Were assigned positions
where they could wield such power and command wealth;
in the case of the Alvin, hOWever, He demonstrated unto
him the fact of his soul being exclusively His, highly enjOyed
by Him, thereby making him realise that he is not apart
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from Him, being but His body, an attribute to Him, as
whiteness is to a white wall or white cloth. Prior to the
dawn of this knowledge, the individual relished the soul
as his own and now he relishes the soul as the Lord’s, even
as the Lord lavishes his affections on it as His attribute.
ninra onrai unarnténukku, atan nun nérmai-atu itu engu—
onrum oruvarkku, unaralakatu; unamtum, mélumkanpu-aritu;
cenru cenru, parampararn ay, yatum inrit téyntu arru,
nanru, titu enru arivu-arita)’. nanray ﬁanam katantate.
(VIII—B—S)

Translation
The subtle beauty of the Soul, eternal and intelligent, the
Lord’s attribute,
None can comprehend, in terms concrete, as this or that
And much less visualise; ’tis indeed very much apart
From matter and does its components, one by one, excel;
One can’t with things material compare and tell,
’Tis good or bad and yet He did reveal
Unto me, in its true perspective, my soul.
Note
In the opening song of this hymnal (1-1-1), the Alvin
acknowledged the fact that he had been gracisoulsy endOWed
by the Lord with knowledge, full and complete. Knowledge
of his soul, its characteristics, sepecial features and interrelation with the Lord etc., would have doubtless been
imparted to him then, as part of the vast range of that
knowledge. The emphasis, however, rested on God-love
(matinalam) and all that knowledge acquired by the Alvar
‘got rooted in it. (Bhaktirﬁpapanna Jﬁéna). The Alvﬁr
did not, therefore, turn his attention. to the study of his soul,
as such, a mere ﬁreﬂy, compared with the splendour of the
Supreme Lord. It has, however, become necessary now
for the Lord to impress upon the Alvér the grandeur of his
soul and its glorious impact on Him, in the particular context,
explained in the preamble to this decad. The Lord has now
condescended to exhibit the soul as His mode, that is, one
related to Him, as the predicate is to the subject or attribute
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is to substance. Even the wisest and the best informed
individuals, with the most strenuous mental effort (yoga)
or psychic meditation,cannot perceive this wonderful entity,
the soul (Atmé) not comparable with the external objects,
with form and content, discerned by the senses. The soul
transcends the several vestures veiling it, which could be
‘
grouped as ‘ body (annamaya) or as the senses, ‘ prana ’
‘
’
or the vital spirit (Prénamaya) or manas (manomaya),
the mind, or ‘buddhi’, the will. Not falling within the
mischief of the modiﬁcations and corruptions to which all
these are subject, the soul is very subtle and distinct from
any of these, not cognisable as ‘good‘ or ‘bad ’, being
outside the purview of sense-knowledge. Neither by speech
nor by any process of thought would it be possible to disclose the true nature of the soul in its entirety, even by
those who have made great advance in spiritual knowldge.
of. what the Lord said to Arjuna in Bhagavad Gita. “T 0
know, to see and to enter into the true nature of the soul
is difﬁcult ”. The soul is thus, by itself; a unique entity
(truth), characterised by its own special attributes of intelligence (Jﬁina) and bliss (inanda).
As the illustrious Acarya Empar would put it, in the preceding
songs, the soul was referred to as an appendage to the Lord,
His dependent, an attribute (visesana), the Lord being the
substance (visesya); in the four songs commencing from
this one, the soul is dealt with as a singular entity,
characterised by its own attributes of intelligence (Jﬂéna)
and bliss (Ananda).
namely

13an katantupoy, nal

intiriyam ellam irttu,

(tu,

on [aykkitanta arum pet-um pal ulapnu il-atanaiunarntu unamceIJE“ anku. inpat tunpankal ceyigulc Icalaintu, pacai arral,
anré appote vIt'u; atuvé vitu-vitamE.
(VHI—8—6)

Translation

If one can the cruel senses discard, gm'ng Well beyond.
The sense-objects and the sprawling domain of matter
transcend,
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Discern the soul as a distinct entity and its true natu:e
comprehend,
Abjure, with all one’s heart, the fruits of actions, good and
bad,
There and there lies the realisation of the soul from
bondage freed.
Note
The Alvar sets out here the enormous effort needed for the
perception of one’s soul, dissociated from its material
moorings, through the Yogic practices, aimed at the
conquest of the senses etc. The practicant has to discern,
ﬁrst of all, the soul as a separate entity, apart from the
inert natter with which it is intricately wound up, like oil
in seeds, ﬁre in wood etc. The next step will be to get
oneself weaned away from the sensual pleasures, the
Prakrti or matter-oriented desires, which are little better
than one aspiring for a rich harveSt in a vast desert area,
a huge waste land, non-cultivable and, therefore, lying
fallow. Even after giving up the inert matter as unavailing,
the acts giving rise to the fruits, know as ‘Punya’ and
‘Papa’ Will get one stuck up in worldy life. Therefore,
these should also be given up with no chance of their
revival, by striking at the roots and cutting out
the age-long propensities and the odours driven
underground. The soul, thus released from bondage,
could, unless the practicant was short-sighted, merely looking
upon such emancipation as the ﬁnal goal, he streped in the
eternal service of the Lord Without let or hindrance, the
destined goal. The other alternative will be to get lost in
self-enjoyment, the disembodied soul enjoying itself, without
turning its attention on the service of the Lord. Of course,
this alternative which the Alvar has elsewhere, in this hymnal,
referred to as a great disaster, is indeed farthestfrom his mind.

atuve vitu; vitupérru inpam tanum atu; téri,
etuve tannin parry inri, yatum ilikal akirkil,
atuvé vitu; vitupérgu inpam tanum atu; tératu,
etuvé vitu? étu inpam? enru eyttar-eyttar, eyttaJ-E. (VIII—8—7)
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Translation
The vision thus gained, of the soul, the Lord's attribute,
Freed from worldly desires and material contacts, does constitute
True emancipation and the bliss which from it accrues;
Those, who are about this not clear and get confused,
Will for ever remain so, “asking what is heaven and heavenly
bliss? ”
Note
The Alvar afﬁrms that this and this alone (the modus operandi.
indicated in the preceding song) is the way to achieve selfrealisation and the bliss resulting therefrom. Attempts
made, in any other manner, will not fructify. It is only
through a total abandonment of all desires passing in one’s
’
mind, except the desire for the ‘Atman (Self, forming the
Lord’s attribute), with no chances of their sprouting again,
one is said to be steady in the knowledge of the Self (Bhagaved
Gita 11-55). With a mind steadied in this manner, the
vision of the soul is acquired and such an acquisition is,
however, worthless, if it does not hinge upon the service of
the Lord, in keeping with the essential nature of the soul.
eyttar, eyttar, eyttar et_11_'u, illattarum purattarum
moyttu, anku alari rnuyanlca, tam pokumpotu, unmattarpol
pitté Eri, anuralcam poliyumpétu, em pemmanotu
otté cenru, anku ullam kﬁtak k'ﬁtirrakil-nal uraippé.
(VIII—8-8)
Translation
One has indeed to steer clear of all temptations,
The spurt of desires and ﬁx the mind, in great devotion,
On the Lord during those lingering, last moments
Of one’s life, when friends and relations gather around and
lament,
Wailing aloud, “ oh, he is gone! he is gone! he is gone! ”
With their minds agitated, like unto madmen.
Note
The Alvar stresses here the importance of meditation on the
Lord, with absolute calm and clarity, during the last moments
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of one’s life, when the whole scene is so tense and bewildering, what with the wanton wailing of the relatives and
friends and the terrible off-chance of a sudden spurt of all
suppressed desires and unrealised ambitions. It is
noteworthy that even 'stanzas four to eight of this decad,
which deal with the characteristics of the ‘Jiva’ (Individual
‘
Soul) are rooted in the Sesatva’ (servanthood) aspect of
is indeed grateful to the Lord for
Alvar
the soul. The
such revelation.
kﬁtirralcil, nal utaippu; kﬁtamaiyaik kﬁtinal,
ital-paraVai uyar koti em mayan avatu; atu atuvé;
vitaip panni, oru paricé, etirvum nikalvum kalivumay
(VIII—8—9)
otit tiriyum ydkikalurn ularurn-illai allaré.
Translation

It will be good, no doubt, if there can be a blend
0f the soul with the Super-Soul but it will be a notion blind,
That the soul could itself become the Lord with the ﬂying bird
On His banner, oh, what a grotesque misﬁt indeed!
Pity! there exist such perverts gross, at all times, who wallow
In family ties, with all fanciful notions of the ﬁnal goal.
Notes

of the Lord during the last moments of one’s
life, emphasised by the Alvar in the preceding song,
stresses incidentally the basic diﬂerence between the
two entities, namely, the ‘Jiva’ (individual soul) and
‘Paramatma ’ (Tsvara, the Supreme Lord). Unfortunately, there are perverts, extant in this world at all
times, who propagate fanciful notions that the individual
Soul, rid of nescience, becomes ‘ Brahman ’ and thereafter, there is but a single entity, namely, ‘ Brahman ’,
the other entity, the ‘Jiva’ having ceased 'to exist, as
such. The Alvin now condemns such heresies.

(i) Meditation

(ii) If the impossible happens, that is, the incompatibles
blending into one, as in the fanciful event of the individual Soul and the Super-Soul (the Supreme Lord)
blending into a single entity, the Alvin wonders what a
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grotesque and preposterous misﬁt it would turn out to
be. The individual soul can then be the Master of
Garuda, the Eternal Hero and ﬂy on him. But this
cannot be, ﬂying on Garuda being the sole prerogative
ofthe Lord. It is indeed a pity that there have been in
the past, there are at present and there will be in the
future, persons expoun. a such heretical doctrines
according to their individual fancies.

ularum illai allaray, ularay illai akiyé,
ular-em oruvar: avar vantu en ullattullé uraikinrar:
valarurn piraiyum téy piraiyum pola, acaivum akkamum,
valarum cutarum isulum p61, terulum marulurn miyttomé.
(VIII—8—10)

hanslation
Unto His devotees He can never cease to be and does always
subsist
While, unto others, He is not, though He does always exist;
Such a unique Lord does in my heart now subsist,
And in me knowledge clear prevails, with no ﬂuctuation
Like the Moon waxing and waning, darkness and sunshine.
Note
The Alvar rejoices that the Lord, who enthralled him by exhibiting His auspicious traits, exquisite beauty and cosmic
Wealth, has now entered his heart, dispelling all doubts and
discrepancies to which the perverts succumb and infusing
in him knowledge, steady and sound, unlike the ﬂuctuating
fortunes of the Sun and the Moon. The solar day is followed by the dark night while the Moon waxes for some time
and then wanes. The Alvin’s knowledge of the Divine is,
hOWever, not subject to such ﬂuctuations, rise and fall.
terulum marulum mayttu, tan tinmtu cempon kalal atiklﬁl
aruli iruttum ammanam, ayanam, civanam tirumalal
arulap patta catakc'ipan 6r ayirattul ip pattal
aruli, atihkii iruttum nam annal karumanikkamé.(VIII—S—I ).
1
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Translation
The Lord of sapphire hue will bless and under His feet retain
The chanters of these songs ten out of the unique thousand of
Cataképall,
Blest by Tirumal (Lord Supreme), Who inside Ayah and Civar)
stays
Astheir Internal Controller, infuses knowledge, ﬁrm and sound,
and takes
His devotees unto HlS victorious feet, with lovely anklets of gold
bedecked.
Note
All knowledge that militates against God-love and God-enjoyment will be rooted out and unalloyed knowledge of the
Divine infused in the chanters of this decad by the Supreme
Lord who discharges the triple functions of creation, sus—
tentation and dissolution, the ﬁrst and last being got done by
Brahma and Rudra, Himself standing within them as their
Internal Controller. What more? They shall be lifted by
Him unto His lovely feet, without being allowed to bow
unto others and fall at their feet.

Eighth Centum-LNinth decad (VIII-9)
(Karu minikka malai)
Preamble
This decad is spelt out by a mate of Paraﬁkusa Nayaki (Alvar,
ﬁguratively turned into a female lover). In the entire hymnal,
there are three decads of this type and this is the last of the series,
the two earlier ones being IV-6 and VI-5. In IV-6, the mate advised
the elders, gathered around Parankus’a Nayaki, who were treading
the mis-guided path of invoking minor deities to cure the Nayaki’s
malady, to desist from their wrong methods and smear the Nayaki’s
body with the dust from the feet of Sri Vaisnavas. In VI-S, it may
be recalled, the mates pointed out to the elders, the futility of their
trying to extricate the Niyaki, completely absorbed in the Deity
at Tolaivillimankalam, having committed the initial mistake of
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taking her to that pilgrim centre and
face to face with the Deity there.

then

brought her

The background of this decad is, as fOIIOWs:
Seeing that Parankus'a Nayaki (Alvar) has come of marriageable
age, the parents make known to the folks in the town their intention to get her married to an eligible bachelor. Paranlcus'a Nayaki
is, hOWever, ﬁercely steeped in the Supreme Lord. As a matter of
fact, she has already had secret contacts with the Lord, enshrined
in KuttanagtuTiruppuliyﬁr (Kerala State), of which her parents Were
not aware. The mate, who enjoys the Niyaki’s conﬁdence, however,
knew about it from the change Wrought in the Néyaki’s person
and the manner of her talking, but she was afraid of inviting the
wrath of the elders upon herself, in case she publicised the truth
about the Nayaki. At the same time, if the truth was not revealed
to the elders, they might go ahead with the unwholesome project
of getting the Nayakt married off locally to some one and embarrass
poor Nayaki who might keep reticent out of shyness. Caught thus,
in the horns of a dilemma, the mate hits upon a via-media to tide
over the situation. The mate makes it appear that she has just got
to know about the Nayaki’s affair with the Lord at Kuttanz'tttu.
Tiruppuliyﬁr and points out to the elders that, in view of this deve10pment, it would no longer be feasible for them to pursue their
former plans. This brings to the fore the Nayaki’s inalienability
from the Lord to whom she stands totally dedicated as the object
of His exclusiVe enjoyment. Thus, the essential nature of the soul,
as set out in the last decad, gets crystallised still further in
this decad.

It deserves to be noted that, enlightened by the Lord about the
soul’s grandeur as His vassal, highly delectable to Him, the Alvin
is mighty jubilant, to the point of being turned into the feminine
state (Nﬁyaki). The Alvar, thus transformed, highlights the current
mood of the Nayaki, her total dedication to the Lord as His exclusive vassal in the esoteric sense, adopting the theme as above.
In
fact, this is the solitary decad in the entire hymnal, where the Nayaki
gives vent to her joy, indirectly though. In all other decads
reﬂecting the Nayaki stance, she is in a state of extreme dis—
comﬁture due to the immediate non-fulﬁlment of her particular
‘
longing.
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karu minikka malaimél manit tatam tamaraik katukzn1 pol,
tirumarvu, vay, kan, kai, unti, kal, utai-ataikal ceyya piran,
tirumal, emman, celu nir vayal kuttanattut tiruppnliyﬁr
aru mayan pér angip pEccu ilal, annaimirhitarku en ceykéno?
(VIII—9—1)

Translation
She utters not anything but the holy names
Of the wondrous Lord, diﬂicult to attain, Who remains
In Kuttanéttu Tiruppuliyur, abounding in ﬁelds fertile,
Like unto lush forests which with large lotus ﬂowers bristle,
Blooming over the crest of a mount of dark ruby, His lips
lovely,
Chest, eyes, hands, feet, navel and robes, being red, one and all;
Ye, elders, I know not what I can do for her, at all.
Notes

mate says that the Nayaki cannot ﬁx her mind on
anything else, having been enthralled by the exquisite
beauty of the Lord enshrined in Tiruppuliyﬁr in Kuttanatu (present Kerala State) and she keeps on uttering
His names alone. This pilgrim centre is one of the
thirteen centres, sung by the Alvars, in Kerala State.
There is another pilgrim centre bearing the same name
in the territory comprised in the former C615. Kingdom
(now Tamil Nadu), called cola Nattu Tiruppuliyﬁr.
The pilgrim centre covered by this decad, is, therefore,
distinctly mentioned as Kuttanattu Tiruppuliyﬁr.

(i) The

(ii) There is nothing like a dark ruby, ruby being only red.
And yet, the Alvir has used this expression, as poetic
imagery, to project the picture of the Lord of bluish
complexion, of generous dimensions, whose chest bearing the Divine Mother (Mahalaksmi), lips, hands, navel,
feet and silken robes are all red. This exquisite charm
would indeed be beyond the purview of our enjoyment
but for His coming and staying in ‘Arca’ (iconic)
manifestation, out of condescending love, induced by
Mahilaksmi, the Divine Consort.
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annaimir! itarku en eeykén?—ani mEruvin mitu ulavum
tugnu cu] cutar frayigum, anriyum pal cutarkalum p61,
minnu nil muti, aram pal kalan—tan utai emperurnan
punnai am polil cﬁl tiruppuliyur pukalurn ivalé. (V1II—9—2)
Translation
Ye, elders, What can I do, if this lady stands lost in admiration
0f Tiruppuliyﬁr, abounding in lovely gardens, where remains
The Lord with the crown resplendent, garland and jewels many
Beaming like the glorious sun that on lovely mount MEru n'ses
And the grand galaxy of stars luminous?
Note
The mate goes on repeating, “ what can I do for this lady’s
condition?” just to impress upon the elders that she was
not a party to this involvement of the Nayaki and that it was
a sudden development, of which neither she nor they had
any inkling. Besides uttering the Lord’s holy names, the
Néyaki is said to be all praises for Tiruppuliyﬁr which
abounds in fertile ﬁelds and lovely gardens. She could also
describe in detail, the Lord’s beaming person, His crown,
garland and jewels shining like the grand assembly of all
luminous bodies; surely, this thIOWS sufﬁcient light on her
intimate contact with the Deity over there.
pukalum ival ninru irappakal-porunirkkatal tip pattu, enkum
tikalum eriyotu celvatu oppa, celum katir ali mutal
pukalum poru patai Enti, por puklcu, acuraraip ponruvittén,

tikalum mani netu matam nitu, tiruppuliyﬁr valamé.
(VIH—9—3)

Tramlaﬁon
This lady keeps praising the grandeur, day and night,
where stand castles tall in lustrous array,
And stays the Lord wielding lovely Weapons such as the discus
bright,
Who to battle Went, like the surging sea set ablaze,
Moving along with ﬂames around, and did the Asuras rout.

0f Tiruppuliyﬁr.
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Note
Here is another grand poetic imagery, the Lord of bluish tint
entering the battleﬁeld, wielding the dazzling discus and
other weapons of rare excellence, being likened to the blue
sea set ablaze. moving about with ﬂames all around. Even
as Sita locked herself up in the sweet embrace of the great
warrior, Sﬁ Rama, the Vira Raghava Who stood victorious
in front of her, after Vanquishing, single-handed, the entire
horde of Raksasas in janas'ana, numbering as many as
fourteen thousand, in an amazingly short period,Parankusa
Nayaki is now all admiration for the warrior in Tiruppuliyﬁr and keeps on recounting His great prowess. This
gives yet another clue to the mate about the Nayald’s engrossment with that Deity. Even as Sita lavished all her
aﬂections on Ayodhya, in preference to Mithila, her birthplace, the Alvar is all praises for Tiruppuliyﬁr, giving Tirunakari, his birthplace the go-by.
ﬁr valam kilar colaiyum, karumpum, perum cennelum cﬁlntu,
tan panaik kuttanattut tirappuliyﬁr
cir valam kilar muvulaku untu, umil téva piran
pér valam kilarntanrip péccu ilal, ir_n_-u-ip punai~i1aiyé.
(VIII—94)
Translation
Er valam kilar

This dame with jewels bedecked, these days,
Recounts, with no respite, the holy names, ,
That bespeak the glory great of the Lord Who gulped down
And spat the Worlds three, Who stays
In Kuttanattu Tiruppuliyﬁr, full of lovely gardens
And rich crops of sugarcane and paddy, amid ﬁelds fertile.

Note
Lost in admiration of the enchanting environments of Tiruppuliyﬁr, the Nayaki goes on describing its fauna and ﬂora,
the rich ﬁelds with extensive cultivation and all that with
great delight. And then, she goes into raptures over the
role of the Deity there, as the great Protector of the entire
universe and talks about it, days on end, in a manner very
much out of the ordinary run. As she speaks on with
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great zest, she brightens up and looks exceedingly charming,
as if she is bedecked with jewels. The mate is led to conclude from the Niyaki’s speech and compartment that she
has had contacts with the Deity at Tiruppuliyt'l r.
punai ilaikal anivum, atai utaiyum, putukkanippum
ninaiyum nirmaiyatu ar_n_'u iv: tku; itu ninr'u ninaikkappukkat,
cunaiyinul tatam Iamarai malarum tan tiruppuliyﬁr
munaivan, mﬁvulaku ali, appan tiru-arul mﬁlkinalE.
(VIII—9—5)

Translation
The way this lady bedecks herself and dresses up
And the amorous glow on her if one pauses to look up,
’
One can discern, tis beyond comprehension [in terms earthly],
Bathed she must have been in the grace lovely,
Of the Sovereign Master of all the worlds, reigning supreme
In cool Tiruppuliyﬁr in whose ponds lotus ﬂowers are in full
bloom.
Note
The mate is gradually getting into the thick of the subject, by
way of adducing incontrovertible evidence of the Nayaki's
involvement with the Deity at Tiruppuliyt'tr, in order to
convince the Nayakt’s mother, still bent upon binding her
daughter to the earthly home and heart‘ . The mate’s initial
suspicion about the Nayaki’s intimacy with the Deity at
Tiruppuliyﬁr gets conﬁrmed on three counts, namely,
(i) the manner in which the jewels are worn by the Nayaki
at present, differs from that in which they were worn before,
revealing the fact of their having been interferred with by
some one else, removed and put back on her person; (2) her
clothes also bear evidenCe of similar interference, and (3) the
wholesome change in her complexion and comportment
like unto the parched-up-land getting ﬂushed with a copious
supply of water, turning it lush and green. These are, as
the mate puts it to the Niyaki’s mother, unmistakable
indications of the Nayaki's love affair with the Lord, which
the mother should also take due note of. It is indeed impossible to reclaim the Néyaki, drowned in the ocean of the
Lord’s grace.
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tiru-arul mﬁlki, vaikalum celu nir-nirak kanna-pirég
tiru-arulkalum cérntamaikku ataiyélam tirunta ula;
tiru-arul arulal avan cenru cér tan tiruppuliyﬂr
tiru—arul kamuku on palatlatu-melliyal cevvitalé. (VIII—9—6)
Translation
This lady’s lips are glowing red like the arecanut fruit,
Which by the Lord’s grace thrives in cool Tiruppuliyur, His
favourite resort;
This is a sure sign indeed that she remains immersed for ever
In the sweet grace of Kannapirﬁn of oceanic colour.
Note
The arecanut trees in Tiruppuliyﬁr do not thrive on water but
are fed by His grace. If the Nayaki’s lips are also red like
the arecanut fruits ofthat place, it only shows that she is also
the recipient of His sweet grace. According to her mate,
there are very many indications of her revelling in His grace,
since long. Her reddened lips, with a special glow, not so
pronounced before, the aftermath of her union with the Lord,
put the whole matter beyond all doubt.
mel ilajc celva van kotip pulka, vinku ilatn tat kamukin
mal ilai matal valai in kani cﬁlntu, manam kamalntu,
pul ilait tenkinﬁtu kal ulavum tan tiiuppuliyﬁr
mallal am celvak kannan tél ataintal-irn matavaralé.
(VIII—9—7)

Translation
It seems this young lady has attained the bounteous feet
the Lord in cool Tiruppuliyﬁr where plays the southerly
breeze
Amid cocoanut groves and ripe bunches of plantains waft
fragrance sweet
And lovely betel creepers nestle the mature, sturdy arecanut
trees.
01?

Note
“Even the inanimate things of Tiruppuliyﬁr live in close amity,
moving hand in gloves; in such a glorious setting, the Nayald
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would appear to have mingled with the presiding Deity
of the place and got on very well with Him, ” says the mate
unto the elders.

matavaral annaimirkatku en collie collukén?-mallaic ceIVa
vatamoli maraivanar vélviyul ney alal van pLLkai péy
tita vicumpil amarar nattai maraikkum tan tiruppuliyﬁr
pata aravu-anaiyan ta1_1 namam allal, paraval ivalé.
(VIII—9—8)

Translation
What shall I tell you, elders, about the felicity of this damsel?
She utters not anything but the holy names of the Lord,
Who does on hooded serpent recline in Tiruppuliyﬁr cool,
Whence the fumes of the ritualistic ﬁre lit by Vedic scholars
grand,
Fed by ghee, right up to the sky, ascend
And envelop the home of the celestials in the region beyond.
Notes
(i) “The Nayald would appear to haVe been attracted by
the vedic rites and rituals, in full swing, in Tiruppuliyﬁr
and gone in union with the presiding Deity of the
place. ” says the mate. The mate is not in a position
to say anything more about the Nayaki. Could it be
said that the Nayaki was subservient to her mate or
that the mate was also a party to the excesses committed
by the NayalLI or that the Nayaki deﬁed her mate and
got out of hand? No, none of these and the mate could
do nothing better than writhing her hands disconcertingly. It is indeed surprising that the Nayaki should
describe, without any reserve, the very bed she shared
with her Lord, overlooking the fact that her mate was
standing beside.
(ii)

It

is noteworthy that the Alvar, who is the author of the
Tamil Vedas, got attracted by the rituals performed
according to the Sanskrit Vedas. These rituals of the
Sanskrit Vedas propitiate the Lord, in His ‘ Anta1yami ’
aspect, residing in all things and beings as the Internal
Controller but not visible to the naked eye. The
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hymns of the Tamil Vedas aim at service unto the Lord,
in His ‘Arca’ or worshippable Form, being sung in
front of Him, to His great delectation.
paraval ival ninru, irippekal-pani nir nirak kanna—pirag
viravu ar icai marai vétiyar oli velaiyin ninru olippa,
karavu ar tatamtorum tamaraik kayam tivikai ninru alarum
puravu at kalanikal cﬁl (iruppuliyﬁrp pukal anti, marge.
(VIII—9—9)

Translation
This young lady sings, day and night, nothing but the glory
of Tiruppuliyﬁr where bloom bright lotus ﬂowers in sweet
array,
In huge ponds with crocodiles infested and the chantings sweet
Of the vedic brahmins, like unto the roaring of the sea, reverberate,
The cloud-hued Lord Kannapian’s favourite seat,
Surrounded by ﬁelds many of fertility great.
Note
The Nayald speaks of nothing but Tiruppuliyﬁr, the exquisite
form of the Lord ens rined there, the vedic chantings of the
devotees over there and the lush ﬁelds and luscious fruits
in plentiful supply. The mate avers that this clearly points
to the Nayaki’s involvement with the Deity over there.
anti, marrdr upayam en, ival amtan tulay kamaltal—
kugra ma mani mita mﬂkajk kolak kulankal malki,
ter_1 ticait tilatam purai kuttanattut tiruppuliyﬁr
ninra mayap pirag tiruvarulamival nérpattate ? (VIlI—9—10)
Translation
The aroma of tulaci, cool and nice, on this lady reveals
Her contact gracious with the wondrous Lord in that crest jeWel
0f southerly direction, Tiruppuliyﬁr, where stand castles tall
In cluster grand; what other reason can I, for this, tell?
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Note
The rnate now adduces yet another evidence which conclusively
establishes the fact of the Nayaki’s contact with the Lord at.
Tiruppuliyﬁr. The fragrance of tulaci, the Nayalci‘s person
exudes, is the tell-tale, betraying her contact with the Lord,
who wears the aromatic tulaci garland on His crown, chest
and shoulders. “ Could there at all be any other reason for
this special aroma on the Nayaki‘s person? ”, the Mate
emphatically asks.
‘

nérpatta nirai mﬁvulakukkum nayakan-Tan atimai
nérpatta tontar tontar tontar tontan catakopan col
nErpatta tamil-malai ayirattul ivai pattum
nérpattar-avar nérpattar-netumarku atimai ceYYave.
(VIII—9-11)
Translation
Those that are well-versed in these songs ten
Out of the choice thousand composed by Cataképan,
The vassal of the vassal of the Sovereign Master’s vassals’
vassal,
Will for His loving service become truly eligible.
Notes
(i) The chanters of this decad are assured of the attainment
of the ﬁnal goal, namely, eternal service unto the Lord.
The Alvar describes himself as the vassal unto him that
stands last in the long chain of the Lord’s devotees,
steepep in His loving service. Evidently, this sets the
pace for the decad, that immediately follow, highlighting service unto the Lords’ devotees as the highest goal.
(ii)

It has to be noted that this song refers to the Lord, the
Sovereign Master of the entire universe, the essential
nature of the individual soul as the humblest servant
of the devout, the excellence and potentiality of the
hymnal expounding the Lord’s greatness and the ultimate beneﬁt devolving on the chanters of this decad.

Eighth Centum—Tenth Decad (VDI-IO)
(Netumirku atimai)
Preamble
The subject’s exclusive dependence on the Supreme Lord was
emphasised in the last decad. But then, dependence on the Lord
could extend upto the Lord’s devotees as well by virtue of His
unbounded love for them. This is like our Wearing on our heads,
the holy sandals of the Lord and swallowing the water obtained by
giving them a sacramental bath. Did not Tirumankai Alvar declare
in VIl'l-lO-3 of his ‘ Periya Tirumoli ' that, as a result of learning the
eight-syllabled Tirumantra, he became a vassal of the devotees of
the Lord, enshrined in Tiruldrannapuram? Service unto the
Lord’s devotees, the logical culmination of service to the Lord
(which is implied in the word ‘namah ’, occurring in Tirumantra),
is dealt with, in this decad. Actually, the end-song of the last decad
has already set the pace for this decad. No doubt, the essential
nature of the soul, with special emphasis on servanthood (sesatva),
as the Lord’s vassal, extending upto the Lord’s devotees, was
set out, as far back as III-7 ‘Payilum Cutaroli ’. We, however,
see in this decad, the Alvar intensely longing for the fulﬁlment of
such service, constituting the ﬁnal goal. Being the liege unto the
Lord’s favourite apostles and Saints on Earth is deemd to be a
greater virtue, carrying to greater value than direct allegiance to the
Lord Himself. In ‘ Itu ’, mention has been made of an anecdote,
shedding copious light on this topic. Ammuni Alvin, a disciple of
Sri Parésara Bhattar was greeted, as follows, by the illustrious
master, on the farmer’s return to Srirangam from his sojourn
in the Hoysala country (Mysore):

" Son, We learn with great pleasure about the service you have
rendered, during your sojourn in those parts, to the Sri Vaisnavas,
over there. In keeping with your spirit of service unto the Lord’s
devotees, you richly deserve a discourse from me on ‘Netumarkatimai ’, the decad of Tiruvaymoli, bearing on this very aspect. ”
The Alvar ends up this decad by praying unto the Lord, that
this passionate longing of his to serve the Lord's devotees should
endure till the end of time and it should also be instilled in all
those associated with him, generation after generation.
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netumarku atimai ceyvénpol avanaik karuta,Vaﬁcittu,
tatumarru aga tikkatikal munum tavirnta; catir ninaintal,
kotu ma vinaiyén avan atiyar atiyé kﬁtumitu allal,
vitumaru enpatu on, anto!-viyar_1 mt'ivulaku perinumé?
(VllI—lO—l)
Translation

If even the mere thought of simulating service unto the Lord,
Who for His devotees bears love immense, could truly rid
Me of all my cruel sins, unknown to me, can this sinner great
Give up service unto His devotees, at their lovely feet?
Need I say, except this, I would reject outright all else
Be it even a gift unto me of all the worlds immense?
Note

If the mere wish of the Alvar, with hardly any semblance of
sincerity to serve the Lord, could surely blot out all his deadly
sins, that very moment, without his beingaware of the whole

process how much more beneﬁcial could whole-hearted
devotion to His apostles be? This is how the Alvin revolved,
in his mind, seeing that the Lord bears inordinate love for
His devotees and service unto His devotees would, therefore surely please Him much more than direct service unto
Him. If the Alvar were to choose between service unto the
Lord's devotees on the one hand, and possession of the
combined wealth of all the three worlds devolving on him
as an unconditional gift on the other, he would not set his
eye on the latter but ﬁrmly stick to the former; the latter
stands no comparison whatever with the former.

viyan mﬁvulaku perinutn, poytané tine analum,
puyal mékampol tiruméni amman punai pﬁm kalal atikkilc
cayamé atimai talaininrar tiruttal vananki, immaiyé
payané inpam yin perratu urumé-paviyénukké? (VHl—IO—Z)

'I‘rmlation
Neither sovereignty over the sprawling worlds three
Nor enjoyment of one’s self, freed from bondage, can equal the
bliss,
This sinner has attained, of adoring the feet lovely
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Of the self-less devotees in the vanguard of service
Unto the cloud-hued Lord bedecked with lovely ﬂowers and
anklet victorious.
Notes
(1)

Even the combined gift of vast wealth and the ‘ Kaivalya ’
state of perennial freedom from bodily ties, cannot
equalise the bliss of service at the holy feet of the self-less
apostles of the Lord, His hot favourites.

in the second line, is the
Kaivalya ’ state, denoted by the phrase in the ﬁrst line
of the original text of this song, “ self becoming self".
The self in family bondage, cannot enjoy itself, having
to be in the midst of the family members, sharing their
weal and woe. If it attained Heaven and partook of
the bliss of eternal service unto the Lord, it has to be
in the company of the glorious attendants over there
and once again, there is no scope for solitary enjoyment
of one’s own self. And so, the phrase in question
could denote only the ‘ Kaivalya ’ experience or enjoyment of itself by the emancipated Soul, in disembodied
state. Although this is an eternal state, the Alvar
would not regard it as the ultimate value (Purusarta)
worth coveting, rather, he shuns it all along.

(ii) The self-enjoyment, referred to,
‘

urumo piviyénukku—ivulakam mﬁnrum utan niraiya
ciru ma magi nimirtta 61.1 centamaraikkantirukkuralan
naru ma virai nil-malar atikkilp pukutal; anti, avan atiyar,
ciru ma manicaray engai antar, iﬁké tiriyavé ? (VIII—10—3)
Translation
Would it be appropriate if I did attain
The lotus feet, of fragrance sweet, of the lotus-eyed Lord,
Who did His midget form expand and pervade
The worlds three, all at once, seeing that there remain
In this abode, His devotees great, the ‘ little-big ’ men,
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Who did redeem me, and my mind I can‘t turn
0n anything but unremitting service unto them?
Notes
(i) Having abjured wealth and ‘Kaivalya Moksa’ in the
two preceding songs, the Alvar now asserts that even
service unto the Supreme Lord has to be given the
go-by, overwhelmed, as he is, by service unto the
‘Iirrle-big 'men (as in the original text), over here,
which is virtually an enlargement of service unto God.
The ‘little-big men’, an apparent contradiction in
terms, refers to the great apostles of profound
knowledge but with frail bodies, who move about, in
this harrowing world, and propagate the gospel of
Here is an interesting anecdote, in
God-love.
When
elucidation of this extra-ordinary phrase.
Kﬁiatalvan was reciting this stanza within the hearing
of his son Parasara Bhattar, the latter, a mere boy,
was curious to know how the diametrically opposite
qualities of littleness and bigness could inhere in one
and the same individual. When the young lad sought
of his erudite father, clariﬁcation in this regard, the
latter appreciated the query but expressed his inability
to illustrate the position in the light of the Vedic
truths, which could not be inculcated in the boy, at
that stage, when he had not yet had the spiritual
initiation through ‘ upanayana ’, the sacred investiture
ceremony. The learned father, however, found it
handy to bring home to the boy the import of the
expression in question through concrete examples of
the great devotees, profound scholars like Ciriyaccéll,
Mutaliyantan, Empar Arulalapperumal Emperuménar
etc., possessing frail bodies.
(ii) It might be recalled that the Alvar was earlier under the
irresistible spell cast by the enthralling beauty of Lord
Vamana but now he switches on to the service of the
devotees subjugated by Vamana’s exquisite charm.
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inké tirintérku ilukku urru en-iru ma nilam mun untu, umilnta,
oeﬁkolatta pavalavayc centimaraikkan en amman
ponku El pukalkal Véya ay, pulankol vativu en manattatu ay,
ankuéy malarkal kaiya 5y, valipattu éta, arulilé? (VIlI—10—4)
Translation
What would be wrong indeed, if I abjured heaven
And stayed on, in this abode, my tongue spelt out
The radiant glory of the lotus-eyed Lord with lovely lips, who
gulped down
All the worlds once and then spat them out,
I did in my heart implant His form exquisite
And my hands worshipped Him with choice ﬂowers,
In the foot-steps of His devotees of great fervour?
Note
’, that is, one who
adores the Lord’s devotees much to the delight of the Lord,
should adore Him also for the gratiﬁcation of the devotees.
Matura Kavi Alvar, who knew no God other than
Paranlcuéa (Nammalvir), said, in the third stanza of
‘
Kanninun Ciruttampu, ’, that there was nothing wrong
in his adoring the cloud-hued Lord, for the delectation of
Nammalvar, His staunch devotee. That song of his would
appear to have been inspired only by this song of his master.
The Alvar’s tongue, which should sing the glory of the
lord's devotees, now sings His praise; his mind, where
the devotees are to be enshrined, now holds the Lord and
his bands which should offer ﬂowers at the feet of the great
apostles of the Lord, now place those ﬂowers at His lovely
feet. This does not, however, constitute any deviation from
his arowed stance of being the vassal of His devotees
(Bhagavata sesatva). Verily, it is but an extension of that.
directed towards the pleasure of those devotees themselves,
c.f. Sanugna’s devotion to Sri Rama, as but a corollary to
the former’s devotion to Bharata, by—on-means detracting
from it. See also the elucidation in aphorism 127 of
‘
Adrya Hruday‘am ’.

It is but meet that the ‘ carama parva nista

.
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Valipattu eta, arul penu, mayan kola malar atikkilc
culipattu otum eutarccoti vellattu inpugu iruntalum,
ilipattu otum utalinil pirantu. tan cir yin kanu,
molipattu otum kaviamutam nukarcci urumo-mulutumé?
(VIII-IO—S)

'Ihnslation
Were I blest by the wondrous Lord to render service eternal
At His lotus feet lovely, in the yonder land supernal,
With its whirling splendour in spate and rejoice, Would it at
all equal
The rapturous rapport with the devout,
Singing in their holy company, the songs nectareanthat sprout,
From the Meet contemplation of the Lord’s qualities great,
Albeit possession of the meanest of bodies is my lot?
Note
The Alvar is gradually working up the unique bliss of service
unto the Lord’s apostles and Saints and holding a rapport
with them, before which even the bliss of eternal service
in the yonder Heaven, resplendent with the stream of whirling
radiance at the lotus feet of the Lord of transcendent glory,
pales into insigniﬁcance. In the earlier songs, possession
of the wealth of all the three worlds and self-enjoyment
in a disembodied state after ﬁnal emancipation from
bodily bondage, have been discarded as insigniﬁcant nothing,
in comparison with the glory of service unto the Lord’s
devotees. The Alvar does not mind acquiring the meanest
of bodies if that would not hamper the joy of his experiencing
the Lord’s glory and transmitting it in the form of SWeet
songs to be sung in the company of the holy men over here.
Feeding the devotees With such songs, providing real nourish—
ment to them, is an important facet of service unto the
devotees. It is, therefore, very appropriate that this aspect
ﬁnds mention in this decad.
nukarcci urumo mﬁvulakin vitu peru-tan k6] i1
pukarc cem mukatta kaliru atta pon alikkai en ammig,
nikarc cem panki eri vilikal ninta acurar uvir ellam
takarttu, untu, ulalum pul-pakan, periya tani map pukalé?
(VIII—10—6)
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Translation
Will the prowess great, astounding cosmic wealth and
sovereignty
Of the Lord, my Sire, sporting the ring lovely
And ﬂying (Garuda) the bird, smart and lively,
Who slew the majestic elephant peerless, red with rage,
And did the red-haired Asuras hefty, with ﬁery eyes, ﬂay,
Stand any; comparison with the supreme bliss
0f contemplation of the vast array of His attributes peerless?
Note
This song is but a follow-up of the immediately preceding song,
amplifying the idea conveyed therein. The bliss of contemplation of the Lord’s peerless glory, ﬁnding expression
through such scientillating hymns, is indeed an experience
so great that, before it, even the Lord’s own happiness
resulting from His Sovereignty and might, cosmic wealth
etc., pales into insigniﬁcance.
tani map pukalé eﬁﬁinrum nirkum patiyat tan tonri,
muni map pirama mutal—vittay, ulakam mﬁnrurn mulaippitta
tani mat teyvat talir atikkilp pukutal anti, avan atiyar
nani malt kalavi inpamé nalum vaylcka-nankatkéJVHl-10—7)
Translation
May We the supreme bliss of communion enjoy, for ever,
With the devout, setting aside eVen the rapport with the
Lord Supreme,
0f peerless glory, the ﬁrst cause of one and all, Who did usher
By a mere resolve, all the worlds of incomparable fame,
That shall, true to vedic dictum, endure the test of time!
Notes

of the Alvar wanting to reach the farthest
of God-enjoyment, culminating in rapturous
rapport with His devotees (these virtually taking the
place of God) and abiding in it, for all time.

(i) Here is a case

limit
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(ii) The Lord‘s peerless glory referred to here, is His extraordinary grace in thinking of resuscitation of the
Universe, lying dormant in a subtle state, withoutdistinction of name and form and putting it back on its feet,
Himself being the triple cause (material. operative and
instrumental) for such an evolution. The chief merit
of this creation is the opportunity it provides unto
the creatures to exhibit their gratitude unto their
Creator, the great Benefactor, by seeking His lotus feet,
as their sole refuge. In the present context, the Alvar’s
ultimate goal, however. extends up to the devout who
thus seek refuge at the Lord‘s lovely feet and it is the
incessant communion with these Vaisnavas (Lord’s
ardent devotees) that the Alvar avidly longs for.
nalum vﬁykka nankatlcu-nalir nirk katalaip pataittu, tan
talum, tolum, mutikalum, caman ilata pala parappi,
nilum patar pﬁn karpakak kavum, nirai pal néyirrin
kolum, utaiya meni malaipol kitante'tn tamarkal kﬁttamé.

(VIII-1 0—8)
Translation
May we for ever behold the assembly grand, of the apostles
great,
Of the Lord, who lay on the cool oceanic waters He did create,
With outstretched feet, shoulders and crowns, many and
matchless,
Like unto an emerald mount, abounding in crawling orchids
And gardens ﬁne, beaming with the radiance of Suns in
myriads.
Note

Nothing more is needed, the Alvar now says, than even the
mere sight of the grand congregation of the Lord’s self-less
devotees, steeped in the enjoyment of His enchantingForm,
as described herein. Creating, ﬁrst of all, the vast expanse
of water, the Lord lay on it with perfect ease, stretchingout
His numerous feet, shoulders and crowns, like unto an
emerald mount abounding in lovely orchards in repose_
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tamarkal kﬂtta valvinaiyai nacam ceyyum catu mﬁrtti,
amar kol ali, canku, val, vi], tantu ﬁti pal pataiyan,
kumaran, kola aiﬁkanai v51 tatai, k6tu i1 atiyar-tam
tamarkal tamarkal tamarkalam catiré vaykka—tamiyéigké.
(VIII-10—9)
Translation
May this vassal, left alone amidst the worldlings, be bles:
With the bliss of service unto the vassal, who stands last
In the grand chain of the blemishless devotees of the Lord,
Who did unto Manmata, perennial youth and exquisite charm
impart,
Who the militant weapons, conch, discus, sword, bow etcetera
does wield
And, with HIS might unique, rids the enemies tough of -.
holy band.
Notes

Lord destroys en masse the entire band of those tough
enemies of His devotees. It could also mean destruction
of the obstacles confronting the band of devottas a group or the destruction of the cluster of evi-‘s, as
and when they crop up.

(i) The

youth and handsomeness of Mam-"Ha,
the deity reputed to be a paragon of beauty, are imp :rted
unto him by the Lord, who is ‘ Manmata Manmata ’

(ii) Even the proverbial

(iii) Three types of devotees have been mentioned in stanzas
2, 9 and 10 of this decad. In the category of those
exemplary devotees to whom service of the Lord is an
end in itself; alluded to in the 2nd stanza, falls Bharat.
in the category of blemishless devotees who are ab.~u
Iutely selﬂess, mentioned in this song, is included
Satmgna, While, in the next category of the inseparabi
devotees who can’t brook separation from the Lord,
Laksmana is right in the vanguard. Likewise, he.
Alvar and his associates stand on a pedestal r‘
their own, well apart from the mad pursuits-of thiworldlings.
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véykka tamiyérku ulitéru ﬁll Elli—mi kagam—
pﬁk kol mini, nagku tol, por_1 alik kai, en amman
nikkam illa atiyar—tam atiyir atiyir atiyar cm
kokkal; avarkke kutikalayc cellum nalla kétpaté.
(VIll—lO—IO)

Translation
Those that stand last in the chain of the devotees inseparable,
0f the Lord of the lovely tint of lily blue, with shoulders four,
Who wields the discus bright, are unto me, my Masters sure;
May the desire keen to serVe them wholly and for ever,
0n me devolve and pass on to my clan, as a whole.
Note
,.;H

The Alvar is very keen that such an ardent desire to serve the
one that stands last in the long chain of the Lord’s ardent
devotees, should not stop with him alone but trickle down to
those connected with him, generation after generation.
The inseparable devotees, referred to, are those like
Laksmana, who longed to serve Lord Rama, day and night,
without respite, in all possible ways.
(See also notes
under VIII-10-9).

111a koftpittu ulakankal mﬁnrinullum tag nirainta
allik kamalak kannanai am tan kurukﬁrc catakopan
.n-mollappatta ayirattul ivaiyum pattum vallarkal
-.'snnlla patattal manai valvar, konta pentir makkalé.

(VIII—lO—ll)

'ranslation
Those that are well-versed in these songs ten,
Out of the thousand uttered by Kurukﬁr Catakopan,
Adoring the Lord with lotus eyes, large and lovely, who
pervades
All the three worlds with wholesome creeds,
Will as householders ﬂourish, with fervour great.
To serve unremittingly the Lord’s devotees aright.
Notes

5,”

. (i) The Alvir invests all the three worlds with his remarkable

fervour to serve the Lord’s deVOtees, which has become,
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as it were, a creed with him. This is the wholesome
creed with which he invests all the worlds also. As
Sri Nampillai puts it, the worlds settled down to orderly
thinking, good conduct and behaviour, only after the
Alvar sang this decad (Tiruvaymoli).
(ii)

Far from getting vexed with the Alvar for his by—passing
Him and getting into the domain of ‘Bhagavata—
sesatva ’ (Service to His devotees), the Lord gazes at
him in great wonderment, seeing that he pines for this
creed of his to trickle down to his futur generations
also. In the process, the Lord’s eyes get widened further
still, making them even more attractive than before
and inviting the Alvar to take due note of it and give
expression thereto in this end-song.

of this decad, as
set out in this end-song, sounds rather queer. To get
consigned to the life of a house-holder would seem like
getting into some thing the Alvar has been abhorring
all along, and detests in the very next decad (lX—I).
The point to be emphasised here is, howaver, the merit
attaching to ‘Grhastasrama’, life as a Virtuous householder, ably supported by members having the common
objective of serving the devout with unremitting zeal
and sincerity, such as that of Kurathalvan, Anantaivan
and other savants. It is only family life which does
not conform to this ideal, that needs to be condemned
and eschewed. In ‘Itu’ there is, as usual, a juicy
anecdote to reinforce the wholesome aspect of family
life. The great Acarya, Sﬁ Ramanuja, set out on a
pilgrimage to ‘Anantacayanam’ (Trivandrum in Kerala
State), accompanied by a large number of dis iples. On
the way, they halted at the residence of Celva Nampi,
an ardent devotee of remarkable excellence, (vide also
the 11th stanza of Periyalvar’s Tiruppallantu) at Tiruk—
kottiyﬁr. Although Nampi was out of station, at that
time, his equally devoted wife lavishly entertained
Sri Ramanuja and his huge entourage, overjoyed at the
voluntary arrival of so many ‘ Bhagavatas ’ (devotees),
all at once, an act of grace galore on their part. The

(iii) The beneﬁt accruing to the chanters
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household granary which “as full or paddy, recently
hartested, was pounded into rice. in ram. with great
jubilation and all that rice was consumed by the
venerable guests. On Celva Numpt's return home.
he found the granary absolutely empty. Without the
slightest disquietitude. the perfect hostess, his wife was,
she asssured Nampi that their granary in Heaven
should indeed be full. Let it be noted that this is the
kind of household that has been vouchsafed by the
benign Alvar to the chanters of this dccad.

Tontanﬁr Nampi, Eccén and a few other great savarts

are also said to have dedicated their lives to the service
of the devout (BhagaVatas).

THE CENTUM, IN RETROSPECT:
(DECAD—WISE SUMMARY)
(VIII-l) : In the concluding decad of the Seventh Centum, we saw how
the River Was longing for the immense pleasure of singing these hymns (Tiruvaymoli) before the Divine Couple at Tiruvﬁranvilai and rendering unto Them,
other kinds of service, as Well. But then, the project did not get oﬂ‘ the ground
and non-fulﬁlment of his cherished desire made the Alvar grow sceptical cf the
Lord’s bona ﬁder and attributes, mainly, His traits of loving condeSCension
and ability to concede the wishes of His devotees. And so, we see him giving
expreSSIonto his mtsgivings, m the openingdecade] this Centum. Apprehending,
however, that the Alvar, sunk in despair. under the delusion that all
His auspicious traits have dried up, might collapse altogether, the Lord set at
naught his doubts by calling upon him to ponder over all that He had done for
him, so far and assuring him of the due fulﬁlment of whatever He intended to
do further for him. Thus consoled. the Alva: feels elevated from his erstwhile
depression;
(VIII-2) : Although the Alvér’s misgivings were cleared up, in the last
decad, he Was sttll not happy because of his inability to achieve the external
perception of the Lord’s exquisite charm and physical contact, longed for, by
him. This gave rise to yet another doubt in his mind, whether the Omntscient
Lord still diseovered in him traces of worldly desires and was, therefore, holding back. And so, the Alvar vindicates, in the second decad,his absolute detachment from all things ungodly,ﬁercely concentrating on the Lord, with no other
thought crossing his mind. But then, he does this, not by means of a direct
dialogue with the Lord but through argumentation between him, tumed as
Paraﬁlcusa Niyaki and the mates and elders;
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(VIII-3) : The Altar could not lift his mind oFf the visron of the Lord’s
exquisite Form of spectacular grandeur, conjured up by him in VIlI-2-10
and, therefore, he voices forth in the third decad his apprehension of the safety
of the Lord who moves about, in all His heavenly splendour, alone and unaided m this wicked world, peopled by the ungodly and the selﬁsh.
In the exuberance of his God-love, the Alvar loses perspective of the sequence
of time; he would like to move about as the Lord’s camp-follower, carrying
Hts bows and arrows; he is anxious that the turbulent child, who slept in the
cradle under Yaéodha’s nose and is now reposing, as a tender Babe, containing
all the worlds in His stomach, on a tender fig-leaf, over the vast expanse of
water, with none to attend on Him, should not fall asleep and slip down, into
the deep waters; seeing the lord, in His Iconic manifestation, In a reclining
posture in quite a few pilgrim Centres, the Alvin thinks that He is relaxing
Himself after His strenuous endeavours, such as spanning all the worlds,setting
His tender feet over hill and dale, rubbles and brambles etc, and offers to massage His shoulders and feet. Above all, he feels vexed, with his loneliness, not
ﬁnding yet another, in the whole world, sharing his anxiety in this regard.
Towards the end of the decad, we ﬁnd that the Lord has set the Alvin at ease,
by convincing him that there was hardly any room for such fears and made
him regain his composure, cured of his erstWhtle fears;
(V1114) : Apprehending that the Alva: might, in the exuberance of his
God-love, once again entertain fears similar to those voiced forth by him,
in the third decad, the Lord wanted to dispel the Alvar’s fears, With no chance
whatever of their revival. He, therefore, revealed to the Alvar, His invulnerable abode in Tiruccerlkunrﬁr Tiruccigaru (Kerala State), out of bounds to
the ungodly, attended by the mighty band of three thousand Vedic scholars,
full of devotion. As a further precaution, the Lord also exhibited to the Alvar,
His wondrous deeds, revealing His extra-ordinary prowess and valour. With
his fears thus totally eradicated, the River could wholeheartedly enjoy in the
fourth a'ecaa' the Lord’s exquisite beauty;

(VIII-5) : The intense mental enjoyment of the Lord’s regal Form, enchanting, every inch, resorted to, by the Alvar, in the seventh song of the fourth
decad, once again resulted in a deep yearning, an insatiableIOnging for external
perception of the Lord’s Form, as envisioned by him and getting locked in His
sweet embrace. Non-fulﬁlment of his longing has consigned the Alvar to the
bottom-most depths of dejection, the like of which has not been witnessed,
in the earlier decads. He cried out his misery, m the ﬁfth decad, like unto one
bodily trapped in a forest ﬁre and his limbs appear to be even more Worn out
than their owner. The Saint beckons the Lord to appear before him, in all
His splendour, wearing His crown, tall and majestic and moving along, like the
exhilarating rain—cloud, the rising Sun, so on and so forth. The Lord did
not, however, respond and so, this decad ends on a despondent note, the Alvar
being led to believe that he would pass away, immured in grief;
(VIII-6) : Stung by a deep sense of remorse over His laxity in not responding to the Alvar’s invitation, the Lord pondered over the steps to be taken
by Him to placate the Alvin But then, if He straightaway presented Himself
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before the Alt-5r, In his present state of mind. 'he would just collapse due to
excessive joy. It was, therefore. expedient that the Alvin’s enjoyment of the
Lord should be induced by stages, so as to be Stable, without anything untoward happening. The Lord, therefore. stationed Himself in Tirukkatittz‘tnam
(a pilgrim centre in Kerala State), so as to enable the Altar to go over there and
mingle With Him freely. The Alvar, who got scent of it. felt elated mer the
Lord‘s overwhelming love for him and gave \ent to his resultant joy in the
sixth decad;
(VIII-7) : The Lord’s desire to get at the subject, His coveted belonging,
is very much more than that of the Alvér to get hold of Him. The Lard,
therefore, mingles With the Alvar, with such an inordinate longing that the Alvar
realises, with a stinging sense of shame, that he had tried to reverse the role,
by begging ol' the Lord for his redemption, overlooking the fact that it was the
Lord who was all along the supplicant for the Altar's love unto Him. It is
an exceedingly grateful Alvar that acknowledges in the seventh decad, with
great feeling, the enormous love bestowed by the Lord on the individual soul,
as the indefatigable cultivator of God-low, tn the latter The bliss enjoyed
by the Alvér, in this context, Stands on a pedestal of tts own and it can even be
asserted that there is no comparable decad in the entire hymnal :
(VIII-8): No doubt, the Alvar guve vent to his great jubilation, [11 the
seventh decad and even so, in the eighth song of that decad, he referred to
himself as a frail being with whom the great Lord of unlimited prowess has
chosen to mingle freely and stay on. The Lord noticed, with great concern,
the revival of the earlier tendency of the Alvér to shrink back from Him. with
a frightful sense of his own petttness, tn contra-distinction to the Lord’s
grandeur of unlimited dimensions. Therefore, He wanted to quell the Alvar's
notion of the Soul’s pelttness by revealing to him its real grandeur. But
then. the soul, like unto a mere ﬁre-ﬂy, may not hold out any appeal to the
Alvar, profoundly struck by the Lord‘s exquistte charm. The Lord, therefore, revealed to the Alvér, His charm ﬁrst, and then, the grandeur of the
Alvar‘s soul, in its relation of ltegeshtp to the Sovereign Lord, as delectable
unto Him as His ornaments And so, in the eighth decad, the Alva: dwells on
the intrinsic beauty of the soul, as the exclusrve vassal of the Lord. as revealed
by the Lord Himself;
(VIII-9) Seeing that Parankusa Nayaki (Alvar) has come of marriage
able age, the parents make known to the folks, in the town, their intention to
get her married to an eligible bachelor. The Nayaki is, however, ﬁercely steeped
in the Supreme Lord and, as a matter of fact, she has already had
secret contacts with the Lord, enshrined in Kuttanattu Tiruppuliyﬁr (Kerala
State), of which her parents were not aware. The mate, who enjoys the Nayaki’s
conﬁdence, however, knew about it from her speech and compartment but
she was afraid of inviting the wrath of the elders, if she publicised the truth
about the Nayaki. At the same time, she did not want that the elders should
go ahead, with their plans and so, as a via-media, the mate makes it appear
that she has just got to know about the Nayaki‘s affair With the Lord, at the
aforesaid pilgrim centre. The mate further impresses upon the elders that,
2
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in view of this development, it would no longer be feasible for them to pursue
their former plans. This brings to the fore, the Nayaki’s inalienability from
the Lord to whom she stands solely dedicated, as the object of His exclusive
enjoyment. Thus the essential nature of the soul, as set out in the eighth decad,
gets crystallised still further, in the ninth decad.

(This Is the last of the three decads, 1n the entire hymnal, put in the
mouth of Parankuéa Nayaki’s mate, the earlier ones being IV-6 and
Vl-S).
(VIII-10): The subject’s exclusive dependence on the Supreme Lord
was emphasrsed in the preceding decad. And now, service unto the Lord’s
devotees, the logical culmination of service to the Lord, is dealt with, m the
concluding Centum of this decad. No doubt, the essential nature of the soul,
with special emphasis on the concept of servanthood (Sesatva), as the Lord’s
vassal, extending up to His devotees, was already set out in III-7 (Payilum
Cutarolt). We, however, see, in this decad, the Alvar intensely longing for
the fulﬁlment of such service, constituting the ﬁnal goal. Being the liege,
unto the Lord’s favourite apostles and Saints On Earth, is deemed to be a greater
virtue, carrying a greater value than direct allegiance to the Lord Himself.
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after ‘ saw‘, Centum ' and ‘ onwards '
Insert, after ‘ which ’.
For Alvar read as Alvin
Insert , after ‘ do ’.
For tran- read as trans-.
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For mulankum read as mulankum.
For ins parable read as inseparable.
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For Cataképaﬁ read as CatakOpalJ.
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For handful] read as handful.
For Em 5r read as Empir.
(From bottom) insert , after ‘ grand ’.
Delete ‘the ’ before ‘ Lord ‘
(From bottom) delete, before ‘ Ye '.
Far ‘are one-’ read as ‘ any one ‘.
For him read as Him.
Insert — after ‘ praiSe ’.
For Devas read as Devas’.
(From bottom) For of read as to.
For Recountmgt he read as Recounting the
For Pommal read a: Porunal.
(From bottom) insert , befOre ‘ with ’.
For dotura read as détura.
For enquiries read a: enquires.
For aprt read as apart.
(From bottom) For ulakkankal read as ulakankal.
For Alvri read as Alvin
For a read as as.
(From bottom) For R$his read as R515.
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Delete ’ after Lord and Insert the [Ollowing :
Raﬁganitha, by virtue of the special circumstance of his birth,
15 said to have requested the Deity, “ oh Lord!
Insert, before ‘ wrth ’.

s IHSert , at the end.
15 F r counselll read at c0unSell-.
6 (F m bottom) For reasons read as reason.
7 For inpenetrable read as impenetrable.
14 (From bottom) Delete) after 4.
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Insert , befOre ‘fat’.
6 For Warriors read as Warriors.
14 Substitue ; for , after ‘ galore ’.
13 (From bottom) delete , before ‘ held ’
6 Delete the whole line
3 (From bottom) insert before ‘ out ’.
,
2 For Ayodhﬁ read as Ayodhyé.
11 Far Avtira read as Avatira.
6 (From bottom) delete ‘ to ’ and insert ,
5 (From bottom) add ‘to ’ at the end.
5 (From bottom) For smoe read as some.
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, before
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coming ’.
6 For Ican read as Ican.
Last For to day read as today.
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12 Insert , after ‘ great ’
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19 For iunto read as unto.
22 For you read as You.
10 (From bottom) insert after ‘ him ’ and ‘ pleasures ’.
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Delete , after Alvin
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(From bottom) For in so far read as insofar.
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For Dhars’ana read as Dharéanam.
(From bottom) For e:tin road as ection.
Insert after ‘ song ’ (Samson Agonistes).
For he read as he.
Insert , after Him.
For erronerous read as erroneous.
Insert, after ‘ on '.
10 (From bottom) insert at the end.
,
(From bottom) For ‘ words ‘ read as ‘ Word ’.
For would read as wouldn’t.
(From bottom) For mam read as matil.
For vaykkum read as vﬁykkum.
(From bottom) insert , before more.
Iﬂsert , after ‘Nampi ’ and substitute ? for ! after ‘ You'.
Insert , after Sire.
Insert " befOre ‘ said ’ and delete ” after ‘ Lard '
For totto readas toto.
For tripled read as triple-eyed.
(From bottom) substitute , for full-stop, at the end.
(From bottom) insert , after ‘ leg ‘.
Insert , at the end.
Insert , after ‘ Mahivisﬂu ’(From bottom) For ‘ For ' read as ‘ for '.
For ‘is ' after ‘ that ’ reada: ‘ it ’.
For full—stop, at the end, substitute ,
‘
(From bottom) substitute , for full-stop after w0rd '.
For me read as men.
Insert , after ‘ State ’.
Insert , after ‘ experience ‘.
(From bottom) For narrowing read as harrowing.
(From bottom) For he read as He.
(From bottom) For requsts read as requests.
726
For angles read as angels.
For samsaris read as samsiris.
Insert , after ‘ end '.
For sistuations read as situations.
Insert , after ‘ beings '.
For halve read as halves.
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For selfless read as selﬂess.
For resent read as resents.
(From bottom) For Mrtavatsala read as Airtavatsala.
Insert , after ‘ matched ’.
Insert , before ‘in ’.
Delete , after ‘ graciously ’.
Delete , befOre ‘felt’.
For strenth read as strength.
For ther read as there.
Delete ‘ of ’ after ‘inside ’.
For measuing read as measuring.
For Kurukﬁre read as Kurukﬁrc.
(From bottom) delete , before ‘the ’ and insert ' to '.
Delete , befOre ‘ ﬁrst ’.
Insert ‘ were ’ before ‘ thus ‘.
Delete ‘ whose ’ bel‘orc ‘ hearts ‘.
(From bottom) For vimocanadayah read as vimocanidayah.
For leela read as lili.
For ntense read as intense
For decade read as decad.
For notriety read as notoriety.
(From bottom) For it after ‘ all ' read as ”:5.
(From bottom) For Aicarya read as Acérya.
(From bottom) For Kulaﬁkal read as Kuliﬁkal.
(From bottom) insert , before ‘ yet ‘.
For LOrp read as LOrd.
Substitute , fer the full-stop, at the met.
For Being read as being
(From bottom) insert , before ‘ ll'l '
Insert , after ‘ Lord ’.
For tantﬂ readas tantu
Insert , after ‘ Wonders ’.
Insert ‘ for ’ before the '
(From bottom) Far relased read as relaxed.
Insert , at the end.
Insert , after ‘ only ’.
Insert , at the beginning ; delete ' been ’.
Insert , before ‘ for ’.
(From bottom) insert , after ‘pauper ’.
For compleleread as complete.
(From bottom) For duy read as duly.
‘

79 1

792
794
796
797
798
802

PAUL

302
806
8015

.,

809
310

51:

313
315
317
321

,,

82-1

325
.,
325
327
330
333

L Z
.—

I...

3 (From bottom)

fur uSiomLIChs

rum] «1 spmmuhs.

(From bouom) For Introduct on. nun/1.11 Appendix. \'01 W.
1hr grca- read m‘ great.
Fur permin "136d as Ian-mix:Insert ' l ‘ al'lcr ‘hnve '.
(From bortom) For gramsouﬂy ran] a: g1achs1}
:0 For know read as knovm.
7 Delete " Enron: ‘ asking ' and "1581! " before ‘ “hat '.
7 For expoun read as expoundlng.
20 Delete the full-stop at the end.
16 (From bottom) Fur hEart rend hearth
12 (From bottom) insert , before ‘at ’.
15 For Kannapiﬁn read as Kannapixﬁu.
13 Fur nctumﬁrku rmdas netumz‘tgku.
9 (From borom) For slccpcp mad as wlCL‘pCd.
15 (From botrom) delete ‘ [0 ’ before ‘ greater ‘.
2 Dclcte :
3
(From bottom) Fur by-on-means read a: hypo-mean;
Last Insert , after ‘ mount ’ and after 'orchards '.
14
13
11
16
1o
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NOTE ON

“ANIMATION

Inthisbook, Devanagari characters as well as the Tamil
alphabet have been transliterated according to the scheme
adopted by the international body of orientalists and since
then generally acknowledged as the only rational and
satisfactory one, ruling out inconsistency, inegularity and
redundancy of English spelling.
I. SANSKRIT (Devanagari) SCRIPT

as;
3170:

ass:

qdh;

3i; {1; an; an; Eli Qe; Qai:
al’tou; '11:; :h: ask; qkh; :13; 13h;

3115;

as

rich: EU; '11“: ‘1‘“

011;;

qb: th;
qs. gs; gh;

aiw'ksi;

W U:

qt; qth: qd; qdh; an; 1p;

qz'ph;

aﬁka;16'|'ké;

st;

31m;

qy;

"gr;

ﬁskhfrkl; gku;

ﬁko; ﬁkou;

2:51;

iv;

qikﬁ;

:19;

iikc:

nil}; Is':kal:l.

Likewxse, for all other consonants.

Dot below h gives the visarga (z). dot above In gives the
anusvara (') while the dot below 1; gives the sound, as in ‘gone’.
II. TAMIL SCRIPT

M; an; an; are; are;
90; 96; garan; 3k; «an; to; all;
«be; It; ﬁn; up; chm; ﬂy: ﬁr; M:
M; «H; 12;; sire; Ms; M; "H;
abs; duh; irks;

aa; ah;

aai;
Lit:

div;

«is;

@i;

ska; aria; Ski; lid; 91m; Aka; Gake;
Cake; makai; Ganko; Osaka; Gankan; mkah.

likewiIeJorallotheteenlonantl.

VOLUME IV

BOOK IX
Ninth Centaur—First Deeed (Ix-1)

(Kort: remit)
Preamble

In the last decad (VIII-10), the Alvar had revealed to us the
quintessence of his creed, namely, looking upon the Lord’s devotees
’
as his ‘ Be-all and ‘ End-all ’, ‘ All-in-one ‘, the sole means for
attaining ‘ Moksa ’ (Salvation). The Saint is further elaborating
it, in this decad. In a manner highly delectable to the devotees, in
whom he has taken refuge. The superﬁcial reader might think
that this decad strikes a note different from that of the immediately
preceding decad inasmuch as the River now looks upon the Lord
as the aggregate of all conceivable kinship. one can claim. There
is, however, no incompatibility between these two decads, the
current one being but an elaboration of the theme, set out in the
last decad. Even as ‘Bhagavad sesatva’, that 15, service unto
the Lord culminates in ‘ Bhagavata sesatva ’, that 15, service unto
His devotees, the latter, in its natural sequence, steps into the
domain of the former. It is indeed a matter of common knowledge
that our love to a speciﬁed individual extends up to all those intimately connected with him or her. Likewise, love unto the godly
men is automatically carried over to all those closely associated with
them and the love so generated reverts to the Lord, as the one
loved and revered by the devotees. In Sloka 51 of ‘Srlgunaratna
Kosam’ of Sri Parasara Bhattar, the illustrious author declares
his love unto Lord Ranganatha, as one stemming from his being
the Spouse of Goddess Sn Ranga Nayakl (Sn Mahalaksmi).
And then, reciprocally, the Upanisad reveals its predilection for
the Divine Mother, in View of Her being the Consort of the Supreme
Lord, the great Ordamer of the universe—‘ Asyesana Jagato Viennpatnl "2 Surely, there is no contradiction between these two
versions, as they are mutually inclusive and not exclusive.
in a telling manner, the
utter futility of our hanging on to the earthly relations and all else
except the Supreme Lord. Who alone is our Eternal Saviour and
Sole Sustainer, under all circumetances. The miserable hollowness of the ephemeral bonds of the earthly relations and associates.
This decad capiously illustrates.

T—ZS

so
tin veritable parasites,

WM

is enacted in all its naleedmss. Actually,

this is but an elaboration of what the Alvdr had already stated in
he pointed out that the Lord is the sum-total of
V-l-B,
all the happiness derived by the worldly men through glittering

Min

Wealth, dazzling damsela, dutiful sons, doting parents

andso on.

It is this decad that set the pace for the great Pillai Loﬂcaryi’s
them that none but the Lord is our Protector, set out in aphorism
39 of Mumuksuppadi and further elaborated by him, in his esoteric
treatise, known as ‘Prapanna Partrinam ’.
This decad is deemed to be in benedictive adoration of Mathuri,
in Uttara Pradesh, in view of the frequent reference. in this decad.
to that holy centre.

konta pentir, makkal, mar, cunattavar, pirarum
kantatdtu pattatu allal, katal marru yitum illai;
en ticaiyum lrllum, milum, munavum unta pirim
(IX-l—l)
tantardmly uyyal allil, illai kantir-tunaiyé

Trillium
Neither the wife by you acquired nor the sons unto you both
Nor your other relations and friends shall for you entertain
Love other than that rooted in lucre; lies indeed your salvation
In being the vessel of the Benefactor great, Who gulped down
Things, one and all, that lay in all the ten directions.
Notes
(1)

Addressing the men of this world, the Saint impresses
upon themthat they need hardly deceive themselves by
lavishing their misplaced affections on the earthly
relations, who are not of real consequence and that
they will do well to lean, instead, on the Supreme
Lord, in view of the invioiable. eternal bond
them and Him. The Muir does not mince matters and
points out that one’s wife and children are but goods

hem

purchased Somuchofthelnan’shearttwinesround

MMMhewouldnctnﬁndtumina

m

out, into the sheets, in

his aged

W's rep.

m (hull

(IX-l)

H

Regarding the acquisition ofa wife, the following story,
related by an eminent discourser, is indeed very interesting and instructive :
A brahmin youth ran about here and there. begging for
money with which he could buy a wife. In the course
of his wanderings, he reached a big city, where, unfortunately, he fell seriously ill. He had, no doubt, collected
a few hundreds of rupees which served to boost up
his hapes of soon getting a lady to his side. But the
Sickness gained ground and the poor fellow was on his
death-bed, writhing in agony. When the sympathetic
neighbours gathered round him and enquired of him
what ailed him, he cried out: “ What a pity! l have
not been blessed with a beautiful young woman, draped
in ﬁnery, standing by my pillow and cooling my burning
brow with her sweet tears, at this dying moment. ”

(ii) That the Lord is our Eternal Relation and unfailing
Protector is brought out by the manner in which He
sustained, unaslced and unsolicited, all things and
beings, in HIS stomach, during the Deluge, so that they
may not be swept off by the terriﬁc waters. Our salvation, sure and certain, therefore, lies in the recognition
of our essential nature, namely, being at the sole disposal
of the Supreme Lord. as His exclusive vassal.

tunaiyum carvum akuvarpOI. currattavar pirarum
amiya vanta akkam natal, attaikalpOI cuvaippar;
kanai onrale é] maramnm eyta em kit mukilaip
punai enru uyyap Pbkal allal, illai kantlr-porule. (IX-l-Z)

W

Theearthlykinsmenandothersareat‘teryourmoneyandyet
pretend

Tobeyourbenefactors,eafeandeinoere,andyoutheybefﬁend

Onlytousckyououtlilnemaslongutheychooee;

letter tab refup in our clad-heed Lord, Who did pierce

Imam-Boot ix—

an

With but a single shaft the trees seven; ‘ tis no use,
Take note. pinning your faith on others.
Notes
(i) (The earthly relations ﬂock, in strength, to those enjoying
wealth and opulence, just to grab whatever they can.
These are veritable parasites, putting on the garb of
well-wishers and benefactors and are least dependable.
0n the other hand, the Lord suocours even those who
are sceptical and entertain doubts about His strength
and dispensation. Sugriva’s attitude towards Lord
Rama, even after He had promised to relieve the
distress of the former by slaying Vali, the powerful
monkey king, is the pointer Sugriva’s doubts about
Sn Rama's ability to vanquish the formidable vaii
were dispelled only after He ably demonstrated His
strength and skill by (1) Kicking oﬁ‘, to an enormous
distance, the skeleton of Dundubi, the Raksasa, slain
by Valli, after a long and gum struggle and (2) sending
a powerful shaft which pierced the Seven Sél trees and
the seven worlds beyond and ultimately returned to
the Lord’s quiver, as proof-positive of His enormous
strength, more than a match indeed for van, despite
the latter’s colossal strength. It should also be noted
that the Lord seeks nothing in return, like unto the
benevolent rain-clouds unleashing watei all over.
Therefore it is, He is referred to here. as the
cloud-hued.
(ii) Again. look at the multifarious ways in which Lord
Knna stood beside the Pandavas and Droupati,
through thick and thin and protected them at every
turn. The lesson to be learnt, from all these, is that
the Lord is our sole support and leaning on Him is
always productive of immense good while dependence
on others can only breed miseries.
pOrul kai untayc oellakkanil, pom emu Ems cluvar;
irulkol tunpattu inmai ksnil, ennE! eoparum illai;

manilkol eeykai acurar manka, vatamaturaip pinatarku
arnlkol stay uyyal allll, illai hour-mes.
(IX—I4)

Ninth

m

(lX—l)

.6

Translation

When men behold money in your hands, you they hail and

court
And secure one thing or the other ere from you they depart;
However, none in pity will unto you come
When chill penury casts on you its terriﬁc gloom;
There’s indeed no other way for your salvation
Except the grace of the Lord Who. in North Maturai, was
born
To quell the Asuras, who did on all mﬂict pain.
Notes

and they befriend
only those who possess money and lawsh praises on
them. The latter easrly succumb to these sycophants
and are misled into believing that they are all genuine
well-wrshers, With no personal ends In View. The
conﬁdence-tricksters Will then have no hesrtation in
ﬂeecmg the wealthy men. cheating them, right and left,
all the time, and deserting them altogether, once their

(I) The worldly men are essentially selﬁsh

money is drained off.
(ii) It is With supercilious disdain that the world looks on

poverty. Pillai Tirunaraiyﬁr Araiyar used to relate
thus: A man grew 11011 With the help of a friend who,
however, became poor in the process. The latter
invited the former for dinner, on a certain occasion.
The rich man would not, however, condescend to respond nor even care to enquire of the welfare of the poor
man, lest, by doing so, he might (I) suffer in the estimation of the world.as having kinship with a poor man
and (2) let the poor man rise in the estimation of the
world, as one favoured by a rich friend. In dire contrast to this, the supreme Lord readily responds to the
call of the destitute. All that one needs to do is to
invoke His redunptive grace and not to shrink away
from it, as and when it descends. It is, therefore, no
use hankering after lesser persons, for protection; by
doing so, one would be asking for trouble, like unto the

Wilt

ﬁt

littlebabewnntingtotmnhﬁre,mistnldngitforered
leed(usedforwcighnnntofGold).

graham avar am kalaikku emu earn mikhppattir
imam konta teppa: star; imiyittalum alga;
vamnittu canal vatamaturuip pimntavan van puknlé
cat-an enru uyyap pbkal allﬁl, illai kantlr-catiré. (IX-l4)
Translation
The men we court and pauper, after reﬂection deep,
As our certain saviours, in times of dire need,
Are helpless themselves and will thus betray us indeed;
‘Tis no use talking about these ungratefuls, we will do well
instead,
To turn our thougpts on the glory great of the One,
In North Maturai born, for our salvation lies therein alone.

Notes
apprehend the
possibility of lean days overtaking them and, therefore,
lean, right from now, on some one in whom they have
great conﬁdence. But that very person, looked upon as
their prospective saviour and pampered heavily, miserably lets them down, at the crucial moment. In
Taittiraya Samhita, First Kinda, ﬁfth prasna, it is
said that, in an encounter with the Asuras, the Devas
once attained victory. Apprehending, however, the
probability of their suffering defeat, in their next encounter with the Asuras, the Devas deposited with
‘
Agni ’ (Fire-God) their choicest wealth, as a stand-by,
to fall back upon, during those dark days of defeat.
The Fine-God, however, appropriated all that wealth
unto himself and deserted them. Actually, those
as our prospective guardians
persons who are

(i) Even those, who are currently well

011',

chm

anduntowhomweenmtstallom- precimshosrdings,
knockthemoﬂ',ssifitwubutnrepsymentof thedebt
we owed than earlier. Even assuming that the petson.

M

W

inwhomwepinmeharobustfaith,
Inst

More, his”!

is

oneofgrest
it it

i“

Cum (IX-t)

Ninth

err

possiblethathesuddenly pasteaawayandleaveeua

inthelurch,atthecrucialmoment.dreadedbyuseo
much.

(ii) Did not Sr! Rama chide

Iahmana that the latter would

do well to recount Bharatl’s greatness, any length of
time, much to his (Rama’s) delectation but desist from
indulging in a tirade against Kaikeyi? Even so, the
Alvdr says that we will do well to meditate on the great
qualities of the Lord, instead of wasting our breath in
denouncing the ungrateful men of the world. There is
no greater good than such sweet contemplation of the
Lord, who bestows on us. the eternal reward of Heaven
for the mere submission of ours to Him, “I belong to
You, I am Yours”. On the other hand, the result
achieved by hanging on to others will hardly be commensurate with the eﬂ‘ort put in by the supplicant.

caturam enru tammait tame camshatittu, inmoliyar
maturapokam turravaré vaiki, man-u om'u uruvar;
atirkol ceykai acurar manka. valamaturaip pinatarku
etirkol my uyyal allal, illai kantir-inpamé.
(IX-l—S)
Translation
Alas! they that did of their ability boast and revel
In dalliance with the sweet-tongued damsels,
Will some time be by them put to shame and ridicule;
There’s no greater bliss indeed than being the loving vassal
Of the Lord Who, in North Maturai, was born to quell
The fe'l Asuras who did perpetrate deeds abominable.
Notes

6) With their youthﬁtl vigour and wealth drained oﬂ', the
erstwhile heroes, the dynamic centre of attraction for the
voluptuous women of rare beauty, fade out miserably.
And yet, these men try, in vain, to trade on their past
reputation and are beaten back and unrelentingly

repelledbythoeeverywomenonwhomtheyhadlaviehed
theirlove aadluore. 'I'heneceseityforalludingtcthe
inconstancy of the hue women arises from the fact.

Thuvlymoli-Boot IX

that, in this decad, the Mvir not only impresses the
need for our giving up dependence on all our earthly
relations and clinging to the Lord instead, but also brings
home the grim truth that the world is steeped in ingratitude and is thus prone to spam the erstwhile donors
and bonefactors. All these lead to the logical compulsion of our pinning our faith solely in Him, Who will
stand by us, under all circumstances and salve us. The
bliss, derived from God-love, is not only far superior to
that sought in the company of the fair ladies but also
everlasting.
(ii) As Nampillai puts it, all that we have to do to wm the love
of God is not to repel the inﬂux of His sweet grace, as
and when it descends on us. On hearing that Sri
Krsna would be Visiting Hastinapur shortly. as an emissary of the Pandavas, King Dhrtaristra did some loud
thinking, as follows: “ Krsna, the partisan of the
Pandavas will be going over here shortly, to mediate on
their behalf. Let us try to square him up, by giving
him land and gold. ” The pious Saﬁjaya, however,
cut to size the hapless old king and disabused him of‘
his wrong notions about Lord Krsna, by saying: “ All
that Krsna would need and care for is the Simple courtesy normally extended to an ordinary sojourner,
namely, cool water for washing the weary feet and kind
words of enquiry. Anything else, you might like to
offer Him. should be out of an innate love for Him and
not by way of winning Him over; in the latter case, He
would just spurn it all ”.
(iii) The so-called earthly pleasures are always tinged with
sorrow, like unto a man right on the gallows, about to
be hanged, quenching his thirst and feeling satisﬁed or
like shelter from the gruelling heat of the Sun, in the

shadecastbytheoutstretchedhoodof an infuriated
cobra. Ontheotherhnnd. theblissenjoyed,inthe
service of the Supreme lord, is malloyed, an end in
itself, fraught with felicity.

Ninth Centum (IX-l)

O.

illai kantlr iopam; auto! ullatu nioaiyate,
tollaiyirkal ettanaivar thorik hlintolintirl
mallai motilr vatamaturaip pinntavau van pukale
colli uyyap pom allal, manonru illai-curukke.
(DH—6)

muo-

Many men of yore had just come and gone,
Oblivious of the true goal eternal, alas! happiness there’s none,
In this world, take note; lies indeed our salvation
In Singing the glory great of the Lord, Who was born
In North Maturaj, rich and hoary; this is the truth plain,
Which, in no other way, one can explain.

Notes
The Alvér deplores the fate of myriads of men who have come
into this world and passed out, Without realising the eternal
values of life and the everlasting happiness resulting therefrom. What a pity! these men failed to discover that there
IS no real happiness over here and that the Supreme Lord
alone can bestow real and lasting happiness through our
loving and intimate service unto Him.
The Saint, therefore, exhorts the men of the contemporary
world not to follow in the footsteps of those men of the past
and get bogged down, but attain salvation by singing the
great glory of Lord Krsna who was born in North Mathura—
the holy city, hallowed by the advent of Lord Vimana and
Lord Krsna and by Virtue of its haying been the capital of
Satrugna, the Youngest brother of Srl Rama.

marronru illai; curunkac connbm; ma nilattu ev uyirkkum
cirra vénta; cintippé amaiyum kantlrkal; antbl
kurram anru; enkal perrat tiyan, vatamaturaip pirantto
kurram il cir kamt, vaikal viltal kantIr-kunamé. (lX—l-7)

Trashtlon
Let me, in brief, tell ye, men of this sprawling world!
There’s no means for your salvation except to learn and abide
In contemplation of the ﬂawless traits of Krm. our Lord,

Wax

rd

Who,inNorthMaturai,wasbor-n;’thindeednmitoriou
Andwouldsuﬂice,noncedtheuisforprsctiees,tiresomesnd
tedious.

~

Notes
The Alvar now expounds the easy worshippability of the Lord
and the sweetness that ﬂows from worshipping Him. All
those, in this abode of ours, surrounded by the oceanic
waters, are eligible to partake of the Alvar's advice and reap
the rich reward. The importance of looking upon the Lord
’
as the ‘ Ready Means (siddhopaya), the Means and the
End combined, is being emphasised here, when the Alvin
asks the people to desist from any other path of discipline,
entailing wdious ritualistic Observances. As true knowledge
of the inter-relation between Man and God will, by itself,
lead to salvation (JilanAn Moksah), mere mental awareness
of the Lord’s role as our sole Benefactor, with an inherent
' obligation to protect His feeble subjects at this end, will
sumce. But then, it might be asked whether it would be
faulty, rather superﬂuous, to singthe Lord's glory, as enjoined
in this song. No. it is not at all faulty insofar as this
laudation is an end in itself and not done as a means for
attaining Him, in a spirit of bargaining
The Saint exhorts the temporal beings to do nothing more than
recite the Lord’s names, which calls for no special eﬂ'ort,

entailing fatigue. It may be recalled, in this context, how
that great God-lover, Prahltda invited his school-mates to
ejaculate God’s names eﬂ'ortlessly, as follows:

" Oh, Lord Supreme, ” by morn,

“ 0h, Knna, ", at noon and

“ 0h, Govindi, ", in the evening.

vlltal kantlr kuuam itu; auto! 1115me ati paravip
pbltu poka uﬂakirkum punmai ilatavarkku
val ,tunaiyt vatsmatursip pirantavan van pukale
m muaiyap pom innil yitum illai-mikkaté.

1m

(IX-l—S)

Alaslhowigaoramofmeartoflivingmmenindesdl

Nowufdidtythereisamthehlsmisﬂeumthstthink

Nhth

m

(IX-l)

Cl

thmmther'almthanlovinglyneditateandslng

Theglorygreatof theOne, borninNorthMaturai.the
wondrous Lord.

Notes

'

-

(i) Thisis one ofthe several stanzas ofthe ‘ Divya Prabandhas’

that lend support to Saint Rimlnuja's elucidation, in
the ‘Antaradhikarana ' of his Srl Bhasya, of the main
purpose of the Lord's incarnations. Although the
triple functions of sueeouring the Saintly, vanquishing

the wicked and rc-establishment of the moral order of
things could have as well been achieved by the mere
’
‘
Sankalpa (resolve) of the Omnipotent Lord. the
ﬁrst part, namely, protection of the pious ones couldn‘t
have been put through effectively, except by the Lord’s
actual descent into their midst. The great qualities of
head and heart, freely displayed by the Lord during
His Avatars, sustain the Godly men down the ages,
.immersed in the sweet contemplation thereof, long after
the Avatar was concluded and the Lord returned to the
Celestium. This, in essence, is what ‘ Sidhu paritranam ' (protection of the pious ones) does connote. The
age-long sins of appalling magnitude can get liquidated
only through the contemplation of the Lord‘s auspicious
traits and wondrous deeds.
(ii) The great Nampillai puts it that the Alvar deplores the
callous indifference of the worldly men whom he has
to invite, rather beg, to drink deep of the great delicacy
that the Lord is, like unto hiring out people to come and
taste the sweet sugarcane.
(iii) “ The blemishless ones “, mentioned in this song. are those

who abide in the Lord, all the time, reading and writing
about Him, listening to the pious ones and talking to
them. resulting in mutual enlightenment and tel-tain-

WWI-Book IX
enjoyment of worldly pleasures and earning their livelihood, as Parisara Bhattdrya would say.

yitum illai mikku atanil enru corn, atu karuti,

kitu ceyvan kutaiceytu kataimurai valkkaiyum pain;

ma tukilin kotikkol mata vatamaturaip piranta
titu air to! kannan allal, illai kantIr-carane.

‘

(lX—l-9)

Tn-hﬂon
Things mundane, one might deem quite often,
As the goal supreme, but alas! it would dwindle down,
Like unto earlobes, disﬁgured with holes wide open,
By those seeking to decorate them; haven there’s none
But Kantian, whose shoulders are bedeclced with garlands ﬁne,
Who, in North Maturai, with banners atop the castles, was

born.

Notes
(i) The Saint warns those seeking protection in any one other
than the Supreme Lord, that they are in for deteriora-

tion, instead of going up the scale and that they would,
in the bargain, get dislodged even from the old order
of things. These men will, therefore, do well to seek
refuge in the Supreme Lord, the unfailing Protector.
This position [8 brought home viVidly by citing the
example of those,w1th charmmg ear-lobes, disﬁguring
them in the name of decorating themselves with gold
ear-rings by piercing therein elongated holes. In his
unique diction, Nampillai , the great glossator, puts it
that even the so-called enjoyment of family life, bristling
with progeny and the resultant din and tussle, will
decline, when people seek the protection of any other
than the Supreme Lord who. as Lord Krsna, was born
in North Mathura; they will thus be in an unenviable
position, neither here nor there.

(ii) Yet another interpretation of this song, given in the
commentary of Tirukkurukaippirio Pillan, is as
follows: Thom that endeavour to attain ‘Kaivalya
mobs ‘ (i.e.) enjoyment of the Self, in its disembodied

Ninth Centuln (IX-l)

state, freed from the cycle of birth and death, treating
it as the Supreme goal, instead of God-enjoyment.
stand to lose even the little enjoyment they had in family
life. The analogy of disﬁguring the ear-lobes. in the
name of decorating them, holds good here also.
kanuan allil, illai kantir caran; atu nirka, vantu
mannin pal-am nikkutarké, vatamaturaip pirantan
unnama num utaimai until, avan ati cérttu uymmino;
enna vénta; nummatu atum avan anti-mam illaiyé.
Translation

(lX-l-lO)

The Lord was in North Maturai born as Kanuan
To establish the truth that none but He is our haven sure
And to rid Mother Earth of her terriﬁc burden;
You and what yours you deem, at His feet do offer
And salvation attain; there‘s no need to waver,
For there’s hardly a thing that unto Him doesn’t belong.
Notes
(1)

” has
The Gita Sloka, “Parltrt'tnaya Sédhﬁnam
been interpreted by our Acaryas diﬂ'erently, at diﬂ'erent
places, but it should not be misconstrued that they are
at variance With one another. Actually, these are the
diﬂ'erent facets of the central theme, namely, the Lord
’
‘
15 the
Ready Means (Siddhopaya) around whom
revolves the triple functions of His Avataras, namely,
Sustenance of the Righteous, suppression of the unrighteous
and stabilisatton of the moral order of things. Saint
Ramanuja has held that the sole purpose of the Lord's
advent on Earth is to succour the ‘Sadhus’ (Godly
men), relegattng the other two components to a
secondary place, as they could as well be achieved by
the Lord’s mere resolve, thus dispensing with the need
for HIS Incarnation. But then, there is an aphorism
in ‘ Srivacana Bhusanam' which quotes Naiiciyar, as
attributing the herculean tasks performed by the Lord
during" His Avatiras to His intolerance of the insults
by the wicked ones on His devotees. In the eighth
‘
song of this very decad. Sidhu paritrinam’ was

......
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aphasisedasthemainpurposeoftheLord’sAvatlras.
In this song. however, ridding the Earth ofits unwhole-

some burden (destroying the wicked) has been adduced
as the purpose of the Lord’s advent as Sri Krsna. This
brings into focus the aspect of extinction of the wicked
ones. Actually. this aspect is but a natural corollary
to ‘ sadhu palm-ham ’, which comprises both the fulﬁlment of the thing. wished for. and elimination of the
obnoxious. Further, the third aspect of the Avatars
is re-establishment of the moral order of things, which
had declined alarmingly, prior to the Lord’s advent.
But the Lord, Whose purpose it was to resuscitate
‘
Dharma ’ and put it back on stable footing, did call
upon Arjuna to give up altogether the pursuit of
Dharma (Gita XVIII-66). This adds a new dimesnion
to the Lord's purpose of setting up ‘ Dharma ’. What
He is after is to make us pin all our faith in Him,
the ‘ Siddha Dharma ', ‘ Krsnam dharmam sanitanam ',

' Ramo Vigrahavin dharmah '.

(ii) There’s no need to waver. in regard to the submission unto
the Lord of yourself and your so-called possessions,
whether a particular thing belongs to you or to Him,
There is hardly a thing which does not vest in Him.
which you can call your own.

atum illai

mam avanil emu,

atuvé tunmru,

thin air to! kamaaaik kurukilrc oatakbpan ccnaa
tttu ilata on tamilkal ivai ayirattul ip pattum
eta valla pirakkal nammai alutaiyarkal pirate, (IX—l-ll)

m

The benefactors great. well-versed in these songs ten,
Out of the impeccable thousand, in chaste Tamil, of CatakOpan
Of Kurukur, Who did his unﬂinching faith pin
801er on Lord Kannan, with garland bedeclned,
Arountohim endothers ofhisilkMaatel-e, sineelongbaek.
(V
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(i)'l'hegreatones,wholesrnsndchantthisdeead,aressid
watnactunmtmmastlnirvasssls,thelord’sdevom
liketheAlvlr,rightfromthemomentthesechanters
acquired the physical frames which eventuallyled than
on to the study and recital of this decad.

(ii)

It is the Alvar's ﬁrm faith in the Supreme Lord, as the
‘
Means ’ and the ' End ’, that manifested itself as this
(1 cad,
where he declares that Lord Krsna is all.
This robust faith in Him was, in turn, induced bythe
Lord's exquisite Form, His sinewy shoulders sporting

the lovely tulaci garland.
(iii) The impeccability of this hymnal has already been stressed
upon, in several places. Unlike Rimiyana and Mahlbharata, which introduce several extraneous matters
as well, Tiruviymoli dwells exclusively on the Supreme
Lord.

Ninth Centum—Second Decad (Ix-2)

(mm

nilil'é)

Preamble
The inviolable and eternal bond between us and the Supreme
Lord, Who combines in Him the diﬂ'erent facets of earthly relationship known to us. was stressed upon in the last decad, incidentally
throwing overboard our so-called relationship with all the rest.
The Upanisads proclaim that the Lord is “ All-in-one ’, “ Mata
Actually,
Pas, arm, Mums Samoan: Suhrut gathir Ndrdyazta
’
‘
He stays in His Area (iconic) Form, in the pilgrim centre known
as Tiruppulinkuti, only to extend to His votaries all the beneﬁts
which tiny could expect from their earthly relations, mother,
father, brother etc.
Therefore it is, the Alvir now proceeds (mentally ofcourse) to
that holy centre, eager to become the recipient of the Lord’s love
and attention, the aggregate of all that the numerous relations could
bestow. But
the Lord remained unresponsiv'ewwithout so

M,
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much as casting on the Alvar His sweet glances, uttering kind words
of enquiry and so on. This did not, however, detract from the
Alvir’s immense faith in Him, as his all. He could certainly
wait, with all that robust conﬁdence, the descent of the Lord’s
grace, the bestowal on him of the Lord’s caressing love and attention,
if not the same day, the next day or the day after. But what
agitated the Alvar’s mind, meanwhile, was the manner in which the
Lord was reclining in the holy centre, without changing even
once, by way of readjustment, the posture assumed by Him right at
the start, a very difﬁcult thing indeed! As a matter of fact, the
Alvar had already echoed his anxiety, rather uneasiness. in this
regard, in VIII-3-5 and this is but a follow-up. The Alvar, closetted
with the Lord in the shrine, would now plead with the Lord privately
that He should dough to move about, come forward a few paces
in the company of His Divine consorts, greet him With HIS bewitching smiles and so on. The River is thus seeking. in this decad.
the beneﬁts accruing from the attainment of the Lord, the ﬁnal
goal, lauded by him, in the preceding decad.
Meaning apart, the diction of this decad is such as to melt even
stony hearts. Those of us, who get caught up in the bcwnldermg
complexities of family life, will do well to chant this decad and feel
relieved and refreshed. How soothing are these verses indeed!

pantai nalsle, nin tiru-arulum
pankayattal tiru-arulum
kontu, nin koyil clyttu, palpatikal
kutikuti valivantu, atceyyum
tontarOrltlru aruli, cOti vay tirantu,
no timaraik kankalal Midday-—

ten tiraip porunal tan panai cnlnta
tiruppulinkutikkitantané!

(IX—Z—l)

TranslatioOh, Lord, reclining in Tiruppulinkuti whose ﬁelds fertile are fed
By the limpid waters of ‘Porunal’. may You Your grace shed
On in, by you and (Laksmi) the lotus-born, duly blest
To serve, generation after pneration, in Your vicinity sweet.
And utter from Your radiant lips words nice,
Casting ghnces sweet from Your lotus eyes.

math Census: (”K-2)
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(i)

Theﬁlvlr,

who seeks telhge in none but the Lord,
beseeches Him to quench his God-thirst by addressing
nice words unto him and cast His sweet glances on him.
While making this prayer. the Saint gratefully
acknowledges the inﬂux of the combined grace of the
Divine Couple on him, through successive generations,
unremittingly engaged in Divine Service. Actually,
in strict chronological sequence, it was the benevolent
grace of the Divine Mother that was ﬁrst shed on the
Alvin, which, in turn, led to the bestowal on him of the
Lord's grace, as well. It is by dint of such grace that
the votanes render the appropriate kinds of service
in the wmples at holycpilgrim centres. 0f the various
kinds of serv1ce one can render, sweeping and cleansing
the temple premises. ensuring their tidiness, secure the
pride of place. Even Tirukkannamankai Ratio,
about whom there is a striking anecdote, in the esoteric
'treatise known as ‘Srlvacana Bhﬁsanam ’, who had
given up all bodily activities, presisted in rendering such
service. He had, no doubt, entrusted himself to the
Lord’s sole keeping and yet, he deemed cleaning the
temple premises as an end in itself, for the simple
reason that one can easily perceive the difference
between an area already cleaned and one yet to be
cleaned, purely from an aesthetic pomt of view.

(ii) Glance:

ﬁom the Lord’s lotus eyes: When Pillai Tevap-

perumal Arayar, the temple bard, sang this song in the
august assembly in front of Lord Rallganatha, he went
on repeating the phrase, “ Turn on me the glances
sweet from your lotus eyes ”. Pat came the admonition from his father, Alvar Tiruvarat‘llta Perumil
Arayar, as follows: “ Why do you, my son, plague the
Lord with such plaintive appeals? Has He not blessed
you with a sweet voice to chant the sweet canticles of
the Alvin? Has He not also bestowed on you enough,
by way of riches and children? What more do you

mat

a

wantfrom the Lord soasto pesterHimwithsnch
rwital".
kutikkitantu, akkarn ceytu, nin tlrtta
aﬁmaik
us POD
arik lutavate, vali vamkinra
atiyardrkku aruli, 11! Oman!
patikku alavaka nimirtta nip pita—
padkayamé talaikku aniyiy—
kotikkol pon matil cal, kulir vayal colai.
tiruppulinkutik kitantauél

WWW.
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"l‘ralllltiu
May You, Oh Lord! reposing in Tiruppulidlruti whose golden
walls

Are with creepers adorned alongside ﬁelds and gardens cool,
Shed your grace on us, your vassals from generations. by You
blest
To cling to Your lovely feet and render service steadfast.
And may You my head decorate with Your lotus feet,
Which did once suitably expand and span all the worlds.

Notes
(i) While praying unto the Lord

at Tiruppulinlruti that He

be pleased to place His lotus feet. the safe and easy
refuge of one and all, on his head, the Alvir expatiates
on his steadfast servanthood (sesatva), which lends itself
to four components, namely, strict adherence to the
traditional creed of exclusive service unto the Lord and
His devotees. enhancing the family name by enriching
the tradition through rare conduct without precedent,
rendering service unto the Lord with single-minded
devotion, untainted by worldly pursuits and unﬂinching
subservienoe to the Lord‘s will, as distinguished from
service rendered at one's own sweet will. In regard to
these components of servanthood, the illustrious author

cf‘l'icirya Hrdayam’putstheﬁlvironaparwith

marsh-(DH)

ID.

Bharata. When sage Vstista ad the council of
Ministers of King Duluth: wanted to make Bharata,
the king, in place 01‘er Rims sent into exile. Bharata
would not agree to it, on the ground that it would
mark a daring departure from the established tradition
of the Iksviku dynasty whereby only the eldest son
wore the crown. It is this traditional sanctity that
the Alvar also emphasises in this song.
(ii) Indwd, Bharata added lustre to the traditional glory by

leading the austere life of an ascetic during Ram’s
exile, lying on a bare ﬂoor and getting his body smeared
with mud and so on. Likewise. saint Nimmalvir
stood with eyes dried and parched-up lips, bailed out.
with his palms the torrential tears from his eyes and
fell down on the ﬂoor. fainting With grief, during those
moments of extreme desolation, when the Lord did not
favour him with His vision.

(iii) NQ doubt, both Laksmana and Bharata served Sri Rama

and yet, there was a fundamental diﬂ'erence between
them. Whereas Laksmana would inSist that he shall
follow Sr! Rama into exile and serve Him, in every
conceivable manner, Bharata‘s stance was one of total

subservience to Sr! Rama’s sovereign Will. Although
his mission of getting Sri Rama. back home from exile.
did not suweed, yet Bharata was happy that he could
at least get the Lord’s pair of sandals. as His Regent,
to be installed on the throne during His absence from
Ayodhya. The Alvar claims that he is also made of
the same stuﬂ' as Bharata and is, therefore entitled to
the Lord’s grace. The Alvar also invokes the Lord's
pm of feet which, in fact, had been set by Him on one
and all. without distinction of high and low, during His
Avatars as the sprawling Trviltrama.

(iv) As regards the description, in this song,

of the pilgrim

centre. as one encloud by scintillating walls adjoining
fertile ﬁelds and cool gardens, there is a juicy interpretation from Nampiilai, which time but one of his gigantic
intellect could conceive. The griefofStti, in captivity,

W.“
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was two-fold, namely, (i) melancholy due to her misgivings about Sr! Rama’s intention in regard to redeeming her, in view of the enormous lapse of tune and
(ii) dejection due to separation from her Lord. The
ﬁrst vanished on her meeting Hanuman. So also, the
Alvir’s dejection falls into two distinct compartments,
namely, (i) apprehension of the possibility of anything
untoward happening to the Lord reclining in this land
of dark nescience and (ii) inability to mingle with the
Lord to his heart’s ﬁll. The ﬁrst part of the Alvar's
disquietitude gets eliminated by the stately walls enclosing the holy place and what remains is the second for
allayinp which the Alvar makes the prayer, as in the third
line of this song.

kitanta nil kitantay; ettanai kalam
kitatti, up tiruutampu acaiya!
totarntu kurréval ceytu tol atimai
vali varum tontarorkku aruli,
tatam kol timaraik kan vilittn, ni eluntu, up
tamarai mankaiyum niyum,
itam kol mtlvulakum tola, iruntaruléytiruppulinkutik kitantané!

(IX—2-3)

'Iiusladon
How is it, my Lord! You do in Tiruppuhnkuti repose
In one and the same posture ever since You came there,
Not minding the pain on Your body exquisite? how long more
Will You in this manner lie?
May You shed Your grace
On us, grown gray in Your service hoary and turn on us
Your lotus eyes large; may You With Your lotus-born Spouse
Remain seated so as to be adored by the three worlds spacious!
Notes
(i) Having set out, in the two preceding songs, his descent

from a lineage of devout men engaged unremittingly
in the self-less service of the Lord, the Alvin now prays
unto Him to concede his wish, as follows: The Lord
should rise up and turn His sweet glam on him, be
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seated along with Mahalalqmi, so as to take service
from him and be incidentally worshipped by the denizens
of all the three worlds. It is, no doubt, a matter well
within the knowledge of the Alvin that the Lord, in
His Iconic Form, remains, for all intents and purposes,
static, Without altering the posture, initially assumed
by Him. And yet, the Alvar would want the Lord to
get up, be seated and so on. Actually, his predecessor
Tirumalicai Alvar had similarly entreated Lord
Aravamutan, enshrined in Tirukkutantai (Kumbakonam. in Tamil Nadu) to get up and address a few words
to him. However, when, in response, the Lord rose from
bed a little, the Alvir would not be a party to the Lord
disturbing Himself from His much-needed rest and
therefore, requested Him to speak Without getting up.
The Lord is seen there, down to this day, in a posture
midway between lying and Sitting.
(ii) The Alvar would appear to have been thinking on these
lines: “ It is just posmble that the Lord in Tiruppulihkuti

assumed the lying posture, in response to the request
of an ardent devotee. And now, the Alvar ﬁnds that
the Lord has been lying in the same posture far too
long, much to His discomfort, and very much Wishes
that He should certainly readjust the posture, so as to
secure physical relief, the more so, when a request
to this effect is made by a devotee of his calibre." Did

and her confreres request Lord Krsna to
get up from bed and walk down to the drawing room to
grant them audience. duly seated on the throne?

not

Ann's]

pulinkutik kitantu, varakunamahkai
iruntu, vaikuntattul ninm,
telinta en cintaiyakam kaliyaté,
ennai alvay-enakku aruli,
nalirnta elr ulakam mﬁnrutan viyappa.
nankal kuttu ati nioru arppa,
palinku nIr mukilin pavalampdl kanivay
civappa, n! kins varaye.

(IX—24)

What

an
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You did unto me clarity impart and would from me never

depart.
Oh, my Master, reposing in Pulinkuti, You remain seated
In Varakunamaﬁkai and in Vaikuntam You keep standing,
May You unto me shed Your grace cool that shall astound
The worlds three and make us dance with joy, let us also
behold
Your bewitching fruit-like lips like unto the coral creeper
That entwines the dark cloud, laden with limpid water.
Notes
(i) In His iconic manifestation, the Lord assumes diﬂ'erent

postures; in certain pilgrim centres, He reposes, in some,
He is seen seawd, while, in others, He keeps standing.
These can be adored individually as well as collectively,
as in this song. As Saint Nammilvir contemplated
on the manifestations of the Lord, in His worshippable
Forms, at the various pilgrim centres, certain special
aspects and attributes of the Lord presented themselves
to him, forming the subject-matter of his meditation, in
each centre. Thus, these three holy places, jointly
mentioned here, throw light, according to the illuminating author of “ Achya Hrdayam ”, on the three
‘
progressive stages of God-love, known as Para Bhakti ’,
‘
Para Jnina ’, and ‘ Parama Bhakti ’.
Having endowed the Alvir with clarity of thought, shorn
of doubt, discrepancy and deviation (VIII-8) and
kindled in him God-love of rare magnitude, the Lord is
now nestling round him in various postures, eager to
get hold of him, at the pinnacle of his devotio‘ri (parama
Bhakti). The Lord in in the same predicament, as one.
with pinchinghunger, moving impatiently, in and around
the kitchen where food is being cooked, vide aphorism
177 of ‘ Retry: Hrdayam ’.
(ii) It will certainly astound the denizens

ofthe three worlds

whentheyseethattbeLoi-dhureepondedtothe

entreatiesoi'theﬁlvarandoomeoutcﬂ-lisrepoeenhe

mmMm
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andthefellow-devoteeswill bubeeWithjoynd

dmonueinstheLmd’sbewitehinsmilesfmml-Iis

radiantredlips.

pavalam p61 kani viy civappa. nl kins
vantu, nin pal nila muttam
taVal katir mumval eeytu, nip
tirukkan-timarai tayanka nioraruliypavala nan patarkldl canku urai ponmal
tan tiruppulinkutik kitantayl
kavala ma kalin'in itar ketat tatattuk
kay cinap paravai urntanE!

(lX—Z—S)

TroubadMy Lord, You do, in lovely Tiruppulinkuti, repose,
0n the bank of Ponmal where converge couches in plenty.
The bird (Gamda), who unto Your enemies is hostile, You
rode
And rushed to the pond to rescue the elephant hefty;
May You deign to come a few paces, for me to behold
The smiles that play on Your coral lips which do hold
Your sparkling teeth, moon-like and Your lotus eyes, big and
bold.
Note
The Alvér prays that the Lord be pleased to appear before him,
even as He had presented Himself to Gajendra, the elephant
in great distress, in response to his call for help. As the
Lord paces in front of him, the Alvnr would like to
behold the Lord’s sweet smiles, playing gently on His coral
lips and the lovely pair of lotus eyes.

kéy cinap patavai urntu, pop malaiyin
mlmicaik kar muki‘l pbla,
mi cina mali, malimin earn at'tku
avar patak kaoanru. mun ninra
Itiy cine, vEntél katir mutiyanél
kuli vaYal tirnppulltlkutiyﬁy!
ksy cins Eli. seeks, vs], vil, tantu
ﬁnd em itar kativiné!

(IX-H)

I“
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Ira-InﬂeYour terriﬁc anger destroys your enemies, oh, Sire,
The irate bird you rode, like unto the rain-cloud,
Perched on a mount of gold and the raging demons quelled;
The radiant crown you don and in your hands do bear
The weapons hot to cut out all my ills, oh, Lord,
May you, Who, in Tiruppulinkuti, have taken up abode,
Amid ﬁelds fertile, let me your lotus eyes behold.
Notes

Apprehending that the lack of response from the Lord to his
entreaties, in the earlier songs, might be due to his dense sins,
the Alvar point out to the Lord that He, who destroyed the
powerful demons, Man, Sumili and others who preceded
Havana, should have no diﬂiculty in destroying his sms.
1f the Lord’s anger unto HIS enemies is deadly, Garuda, HIS
mount, 15 even more hostile towards them and so are the
Lord’s weapons, conch, discus, mace, sword and how, all
of them breathing ﬁre.
em itar katintu, inku enoai alvané!
imaiyavar tamakkum anku anaiyay‘
cem matal malarum tamaraip palanat

tan tiruppulinkutik kitantay!
nammutai atiyar kawaikantu ukantu,
nim kalittu, ulam nalam kura,
im mata ulakar Rana,

11!
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iruntitay-enkal kanmukappé.

(lX—2—7)

Thu-slam:
My ills you did cut out and me Your vassa] made
And so do You unto the Celestials as well, my Lord;
In lovely Tiruppulink‘uti You repose, in whose cool waters
The red lotus blooms with petals nice. may You remain seated
Just one day, so that your devotees do revel
And we thereupon rejoice and the duds on Earth behold you. as
wed.

Ninth Cantum (IX-2)

Not!
The Lord, Who is reposing in cool Tiruppulinlruti, is the Universal Saviour Who extends protection not only to the frail
humans over here, in this land of dark nescience, but also to
the hefty, head-swollen denizens of the upper worlds. The
Alvir entreats the Lord to walk down to where he is, the
tamarind tree in Alvar Tirunakari, or at least get up and
remain seated. “Just for a day " should not be taken
literally; It IS like a man, in deep thirst. asking for water
just to monsten his parched-up lips or a person wanting
merely to have a glance of something hidden, which he longs
to see. Certainly, on seeing the object longed for, he would
want to embrace It and do things of that sort. In the process,
the Alvar would also like to watch and enjoy the jubilation
of the Lord’s devotees besrdes giving a chance to the men of
the world, caught up in worldly pursuits, to behold the Lord
m the altered posture and appreciate HIS gracious gesture,
betokening his fellow-feeling.

enkal kan mukappé, ulakarkal ellam
inai-ati tolutu, elutu, iraiﬂci,
tankal anpu ara, tamatu col valattél
talaittalaic cirantu pucippa,
tinkal cér matat tiruppulirlkutiyay!
tlru valkuntattullayl téva!
inkan ma halattu itanulum orunal
imntitay-vmu itam konté.

(lX-2—8)

Translation
Oh, Lord, You repose in Tiruppulitilruti whose castles tall
Soar right up to the Moon, in Tiruvaikuutam You keep standing,
May You right here remain seated, in front of us all,
For a day at least, for the worldly men to pray in tones
resounding
And prostrate with love intensiﬁed, vying with each other.

Notes
(i) The Lord is known to remain seated in the Durbar hall in
the high Heavens, where He grants audience. The

Winch-loot”:
Alvar would, however, pray unto the Lord, reclining in
Tiruppuiiukuti, to appear like-wise, right here, so as to

attractthepeopleoverhereandmakethemwm'ship
Him, to their heart’s ﬁll, in grateful appreciation
His great patute.

of

(ii) To pray in tones remolding:

What really moves the Lord and what He looks for in us,
are neither the matter comprised in the hymns we sing
in His praise nor even the manna in which we sing
them but cordiality and humility in our hearts. Whereas the high class brahmins, swelling with pride- over
their stature and learning, address the Deity, in their
usual accents, high-sounding Sankrit phrases, “ Victory
unto You ” and so on, the so-called low class people
praise the Lord, in their simple, unsophisticated, rustic
tongue, as follows:

Dear Lord, do Thou drink milk! do Thou eat Fruit!
do Thou wear warm clothes! ” and so on.

viuu itam kontu, viyaokol ma halattu
itanulurn iruntitiy-atiydm
pom Ovate, kaninai kulira,
putu malar akattaip paruka,
cam ila valai cennelntu ukalum
celurn panait tiruppulinkutiyay!
knaamay, acurar kulamutal arinta
kotuvinaip pataikal valiant?!

(IX—2—9)

Ira-shticOh. Lord. reporting in Timppulil'tkuii, amid paddy ﬁelds fertile,
Where ﬁshes young wade thro’ water in marshy soil.
Oh, wielder ofweapons which deal onthe Asuris blows deadly!
May Ya. in this land vast, remaihseatedstately.
Foruyommlatomyourpnisein benedictivehymns

woman-z)

up

And for ever drink deep the exquisite diam
0! your delicate form, like unto ﬂower in fresh bloom.
Note!
(i) The Lord, in His boundless

moo, has deigned to come

to this distasteful land, with all its dirt and devilry, and
present His worshippable Form to the householders over
here, despite their callous indifference. It is indeed an
act of grace galore, on His part. to have condescended,
out of sheer love, to make Himself visible to the worldly
men, who love all but Him Who really matters. Well.
it is in His Ami (Worshippable) Form that the Lord
hangs on, willy-nilly, to the frail mankind and tries to
redeem them, at all costs, their indifference notwithstanding, vide also aphorism 38 of ‘ Srivacana
Bhﬁsanam

’.

(u) The Alvir has no doubt enjoyed the reclining pose of the
Lord at Tiruppulinkun. And yet, he longs to see Him
seated and enjoy the new posture of the Lord, his eyes
drinking deep the nectarean Form of the Lord. Sri
Parésara Bbattar would say that one can revel in Srirangam, beholding the Lord in a reclining as well as
standing posture and Goddess Ranganayald, in the sitting
posture.
kotu vinaip pataikal vallaiyay, amararkku
itar keta, acurarkatku itar cey
katu vinai nailcé! ennutai amuté!
kali vayal tiruppulinkutiyay!
vativu inai illa malarmakal. manai
nilamakal pitikkum mel atiyaik
kotnvinaiyenum pitikka, n! orunal
kovutal, varutal ceyyayE.

It‘llMy Lord, teposinx

.(IX-Z—IO)

in ‘l'iruppulinlruti amid ﬁelds fertile,

the
YouveliustweeponsareuntoAsumdeadlyanddo
‘
Den: euoeour;

I.

Tiruvlymoll-Ioek IX

You, my Nectar, may you beckon me or draw unto me near,
Just one day, that 1 may stroke your feet tender,
Your lotus and earth-bom Spouses of peerless beauty press
gently.
Notes
(i)

It may be recalled that the gnostic Mother of Parinkusa
Nayald had referred to the latter. in Vl-SJO, as the
proto-type of the three Divine Spouses. Mahalaksml,
Mother Earth and Nappinnai. And now, the Alva:
requests the Lord that he may be granted an opportunity
to massage His tender feet which even HIS delicate
Spouses of matchless charm handle with great care and
press gently. For this purpose, the Lord should either
beckon the Alvér to where He is or come down to his
place.

(ii) No doubt, the Lord is, according to His own admission

and the verdict of the Vedas. absolutely impartial to one
and all, bereft of love and hatred to any—“ Samoham
sarvabhﬁtesu nadvesyosti na priyah. ” “ Devaném
thinavananca sémﬁnyamathi Delvatam" etc If it IS
still mentioned here that He IS a veritable pmson unto
the Asuras, unleashing on them HIS lethal weapons of
enormous power and succours the Devas unto whom
He is sweet as nectar, there IS hardly any contradiction.
Did not the Lord bestow His grace and affections on
Prahlada and Vibhisana of Réksasa clan? Dld He
not try HIS utmost to b‘ing round such a heinous offender as Ravana, who deserved to be slain with a
single arrow, even as the far more powerful Vili was
done away with? If the ungodly Asuras rush to their
doom, even as the ﬂies get burnt out by the glowing
lamp and people fall into tanks. dug for common good
and commit suicide, surely, it is no blot on the Lord’s
impartiality. Verily, one man’s food is another”!
poison. Here then is the Nectar of the Alvin reposing
in Tiruppulinkuti, got at without going through the
arduous process of churning the deep ocean and all that.

Ninth G‘mttm (IX-2)

“9

of his wish, the Alvir suggests that the
Lord could either send for him or come down to him.
In point of relative importance, the Lord’s condes-

(iii) For the fulﬁlment

cending visit to the Alvar is indeed more important than
His beckoning the Alvir and the two should have been
more appropriately mentioned in the reverse order.
Nampillai’s thought-provoking explanation for the
present order of mention is that the Alvir would prefer
being sent for, so that he could witness and enjoy the
grand setting in which the Divme Spouses engage
themselves in massaging the Lord’s tender feet with
meticulous care, a setting, the Alvir dared not disturb
by making the Lord's visit to him. as his ﬁrst choice.

kilvutal vanital ceytitiy emu,
kurai katal kataintavan-tannai
mEvi nanku antarnta viyan puual porunal
valuti natan. catakbpan
na iyal patal ayirattullum
'ivaiyum Or pattum vallarkal
ovutal inri ulakam mum'u alantan
ati-inai ullattu Orvaré.

(lX—Z—l 1)

Translation
Those that are well-versed in these songs ten,
Out of the thousand from the sweet tongue of Catakbpao,
Chief of Valutinatu, where Porunal with water full does run,
Who supplicated the Lord, who did the roaring ocean churn,
Either to beckon him or unto him come down,
Whom the Lord did gracrously oblige and sustain,
Will for ever meditate upon the feet of the one,
Who once did all the three worlds span.
Note
The Lord, who exerted Himself a lot to meet the aspiration
of the self-centred Devas and got them ambrosia from the
depths of the Milk-ocean, will certainly fulﬁl the wishes of
the selﬂess devotees like the Alvin The chanters of this decad
will also be capacitated to enshrinc the Lord’s pair of feet
in their hearts and meditate on them, without intermission.

Ninth Canon-TH“! Decal (IX-3)

(0r iyinmiy)

Preamble
In the last decad, tlm Alvar fervently prayed that the Lord be
pleased to turn His sweet glances on him, grant audience to him
and the denizens of all the three worlds, remaining in a seated
posture, beckon him or come down to him and permit him to stroke
His lovely pair of feet and so on. The Lord, however, focussed
the Saint’s attention on the fundamental relationship that subsists
between them, which hardly affords scope for such entreaties by
him and, much less, for the grief that results from the Lord‘s apparent
non-compliance. The basic fact of the Lord being none other than
Narayana, in whom all things and beings inhere and who abides
in all, reduces all things and beings to the abject position of mere
bodies unto the Life within, that dominates, directs, and supports
them. Consoled thus by the Lord, in quite a convincing manner,
the Saint not only regains his composure but admires the Lord’s
tender solicitude for His subjects. This decad gives expression
to the Saint’s rapturous admiration of the Lord’s great concern
for His creatures and loving condescension. Having set out in
VIII-8, the substance of the eight-lettered, three-syllabled Titu‘
mantra and dwelt on the deep urge for Divrne Service which Ayn ’.
the dative case-ending of the word ‘ Narayaniya ’ in the said
Mantra reveals, the River spells out the Mantra itself, in the opening song of this decad, which declares: “ Narﬁyanan is our sole
Benefactor ".
ayiramay ulaku e] alikkum
pEr ayiram kontatu 6r pltu utaiyan.
kit dyina kiln nal mEniyinau.
narsvam, nahkal piran-avaoé.

Or

m

(IX-B—l)

Namyaoanisoureolehenefactor Whobean
Athonsandnamesandtbeeevenwodde «income;

hdedachmoftheclcnddhuedlordofexqﬂtefm
Wmtheflnctionsmmlofathmndnamel.

m Gun
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(IX-3)

G)anitissaidthatthe8uprmeLos-dbearsa

thousand

”, it onlymeans‘many'
names. "Devonimssahasra
and not literally limited to a bare thousand. When
it is said, pointing to a band of valiant warriors of
established fame, that each one of them is equivalent
to a thousand ﬁghters, we don’t take this ﬁgure literally
but understand that each one possesses the strength
and skill of many. Even so. the Lord bears innumerable
names. each of which has the potentiality of several
other names and fulﬁls the multifarious functions of
the Lord. Indeed, the holy names of the Lord are most
endearing and soothing to a great degree. Koyilayttin
a staunch disciple of Srl Parisara Bhattar had a son,
named after the Marya, out of love for him. The
son, however, passed away, plunging Koyilayttan in
inconsolable grief. Bernoaning his great loss. he cast
himself at the feet of the Acirya who consoled him
thus: “I know your grief is so great, because your
son bore my name, which is very dear unto you. Now,
I ask you not to grieve any more, for I bear that name
and am alive to comfort you ”. So saying, the
compassionate Marya got an image made like himself
and handed it to the bereaved disciple, to dwell upon
lovingly. as a holy Souvenir.

(ii) The Lord’s exquisite Form helps one to see. in Him the

aggregate of the excellences denoted by His numerous
names and enjoy them, all at once. His Form thus
impounds His names like the embankment which
contains the ﬂooding waters, preventing their erosive
excursions in diﬂ‘erent directions.
avané aka! imam pntaittu itantao;

avacé elm! untu nmilntis. simian;
avast avaoum. avanum, avanum;

sun!

menu

alumnus-W.

(IX—3—2)

m

McMillan-Bod IX

Translation
‘Tis He Who did ordain the spacious Universe
And pulled it out from beneath the deep waters
‘Tis He Who the said Universe did gulp once,
Then spat and spanned; he (Brahma), he (Siva) and he (Indra),
Hers,
And all other things and beings, He IS besides;

[This] we learn (thro’ knowledge by Him bestowed).
Note
The Supreme Lord, as the great Ordainer of the Universe,
combines in Himself all the three causes of creation, the
material, the operative and the instrumental. He is also
the Universal Saviour Who sustained the Universe inside
HIS stomach, during the deluge, rescued it from the oceanic
depths after encountering the formidable Hiranyaksa, the
golden-eyed demon and so on. The lands expropriated
by the powerful Mahibah were reclaimed by the Lord by
spanning all the worlds, in just three strides, and restored to
the Devas. The Lord is the Internal Controller of one and
all, without distinction of high and low; the original text
of the song runs as “ He is he, he and he. . . .”, in the Vedic
pattern of ‘Sa Brahmas sa Sivas sa Indras soksarah Paramasvarat. . . .” (Purusa Sﬁkta). The pronoun ‘ He ’, occuring
seven times, in the original text of this song, is indicated by
‘
Sah ’ (He) occuring in the above vedrc text. The exalted
Brahma, Siva, Indra and other Celestials as well as the
ordinary denizens elsewhere are all dominated by the Lord,
as their Internal Controller, a fact revealed to the Alvar by
the Lord Himself, vide I-l-l.

arintana vita arum porul nitlkal
arintana kolka, arum porul ital;
arintauar ellam ariyai vananki,
amtanar-nOykal aruklrurn marunté.

m

(lX—3—3)

Thetexts,thatrevealtheVedictruthsahstruse,apprehend
ThelmdssnomorethanOnediﬂlcnlttoeomprehend;

Them-Bonk!!!

I74

thereby tending to shaken the service. Even as the
‘
prayer for service, contained in Dvaya ’, the ‘ Mantra
Rama’ (Gem of a Mantra), is eternal, prayer for the
eradication of the obstacle to Divine service should
also be eternal, for the reason that this obstacle confronts
even the inhabitants of Heaven, namely, the ‘ Released ’
souls and the Ever-free (Nitya Sﬁrls). This has been
brought out, in this song, through a statemnt ascribed
to the ‘ Nitya Sﬁrls ’ that even they, in Heaven, get
thrown off their feet by the ecstasy ofthe Lord’s personal
charms and the marvellous communications from that
inexhaustible fountain of bliss. They get cured of such
temporary aberrations by the Lord Himself, Who serves
as the stabilising antidote (Elixir) and puts them back
on the right track, namely, self-less servrce unto the
Lord, bereft of the last shred of selﬁsh enjoyment and
happiness of their own.
manamé! unnai valvinaiyén irantu,
kanamé colllnén-ltu carél kantaylpunam meviya pﬁn tan tulay alankal,
inam étum [lanai ataivatumé.

(IX—3-5)

Translation
You, my mind, this sinner dire does entreat
And tell in accent ﬁrm that you shall be resolute
And attain the Lord of peerless charm, Who sports
The lovely garland of tulaci, cool and ﬁne
That thrives so well on His charming person.

Note
Apprehending that his mind might treat his advice lightly
and even brush it aside, the Alvar stresse- again, the imperative need of its sticking to the Supreme Lord of exquisite
charm, bedecked with tulaci garland, cool and fragrant.
This is like entreating a person to drink the delicious milk.
In Vaisnava symbology, the holy tulaci wreath (Vaijayanti)
is Lord Visnu's sovereign insignium, proclaiming His
Universal Lordship. The great Nahclyar would go into

as

Netti Guam (IX-3)

ruptures on beholding Nampernmil. the mobile Deity in
Srirarlsam, decked with tulaci wreaths, during the ceremonial
processions. He would then recite this song which sent
him into transport of joy.
ataivatum ani er malar milkaitdl;
rmtaivatum acurarkku vem pbrkalé;
kataivatum katalul amutam; en manam
utaivatum avarké-orurlkakavé.

(IX—3—6)

Translation
Thaws down my mind fully, steeped in contemplation
0f the Lord’s dalliance with His bejewelled spouse, lotus-born.
His encounters ﬁerce wrth Acurars and His churning the ocean
To grant unto Devas, ambrosia, out of deep compassion.
Note
The 'Alvar’s mind having responded to his appeal exceedingly
well, he now describes its ecstatic reactions, in the course
of its contemplation of the Lord’s glorious deeds and
auspicious traits. The Alvar’s mind thaws down. as it
dwells on the Lord’s tender solicrtude even for the selﬁsh
and self-centred Devas and the enormous pains He had
taken to churn the ocean and secure for them the ambrom.
longed for by. them. According to Nammllai, it looks as
if the Lord churned the Milk-ocean, just to churn the minds
of devotees of the Alvér‘s calibre and intensify their God-love.

akam cér naracinkam-atuaki, 6r
akam val ukiral pilantan urai
mike vaikuntam kappatarku en manam
chm ennum-irippakal igriyé.

We
‘

(IX—34)

Tween day and night, my mind makee no distinction,
Yearn it does. all the time, to behold the high Heaven.
The abode great of the Lord. Who did combine

WWII

m

Mmandlionina singleformandcleavedintwain,
With nails mm, M another form (of Irmiyan)
Natl

(i) The Alva: says that his mind, which revelled in the
containplation ofthe Lard's wondrous deeds, now long
to see the Lord in His transcendent glory, in the High
Heavens.
(ii)

It is indeed a

very odd combination, outside the realm of
possibility, the conjunction of Man and Lion, in a single
frame. And yet, the Omni-potent Lord assumed such
a Form, in His unbounded zeal for the welfare of
Ptahlida, the young devotee, par excellence. Deeply
implanted in the Alvdr's chastened mind, even at that
distance of time, was the strange but highly delectable

form of the Man-Lion (Narasimha).

inrip pOka iruvinaiyum ketuttu,
onri Yikkai pukamai uyyakkolvan
niora vénkatam nil nilattu ullatu;
cenru tévarkal kaitoluvérkalé.

(lX—3—8)

Milo-

Right in this sprawling world is the holy mount Vénkatam,
Where stands the Lord, Who the devotees awaits and salves
them,
Clearing them of fruits. good and bad; Celestials they could be
deemed,

That unto the holy Mount repair and worship the Lord Supreme

Natl
(i)

hthepmdingwngtheﬁlvirlongedforthevisionol‘the
IordinI-Ieavenbutthatwouldnotbcpossibleinthis
material body. The Lord. however, pointed out to

thellvirthepossibilityofhisenioying, rightinthis
body, the Lord at

Thﬁhhtm.

in this very land.

auttheAivumtthttit honiythettout-htmd

Devu.whocanreminetableandenjoymeLordat

Winthandtlntitwouldbenentoimpouihle

Ninth

I"

(IX-3)

formenofhismeltingtenderneesofheart. breaking
down in ecstasy. eyes swimmingwith tears ofdellﬂit

and faltering legs. to steady themselves and worship
Lord Veﬁhlﬂa. And so, according to the Mm,
Tiruvenkataih, though situated on Earth, aﬂ‘ords little
scope for worship, by one of his stance.

(ii) It is the Lord’s spontaneous grace that extricates the

subjects from the clutches of the fruits of their good
and bad actions which consign them to Svara and hell,
respectively. The one is as much an impediment as
the other, to the ﬁnal emancipation of the individual.
The upanisnds declare that the fruits. either way. have
to be enjoyed by the individual soul, unless the Lord,
in His redemptive grace, cuts them out and puts the
subject in Heaven, with a clean slate. unencumbered
in any way, by one thing or the other, ‘merit’ as well
as ‘ demerit ’.

tolutu, ma malar nir cutar tupam kontu

elutum ennumitu mikai; italin,
palutuil tol pukalp pampu-anaip palliyayl
taluvumaru ariyen-una talkalé.

(IX-3—9)

Translation
Oh, Lord. resting on serpent bed. ‘tis your ancient glory
ﬂawless

That one can worship you with no effort; I am at a loss,
How indeed I can your feet attain, for heavy you deem
The ritualistic worship with ﬂowers fine, lamp and fragrant
fumes.

Nate
The Lord refutesthestand taken bytheAlvar, in thepreceding
song, that only Devas can possibly worship the lord at
Timveukstam, by pointing outtohimthateven men of this
world do go there and worship. But then, the Alvlr is

quiektorealisethattheLord’stendersolicitudeforHis
subjects is swhthatHedeemeeventheSimpleserviceof

oﬂ'edngﬂowersandsaersmentalwaterandbuminginceme
before Him, mneh-too-hesvy.‘l'his.

thellvirpointsout

WM

«'7.

tothe Lord and enquires of Him what servieeheoould render

unto Him. The Vedic text, ‘Bhﬁyistam te namauktirh
videma’ is interpreted, by some, as “we will utter, in plenty.
the word ‘namah’,” meaning that we do not belong to
ourselves but exclusiwa to the Lord. The great Vaishava
preceptors would, however, interpret it, in the light of this
particular song, emphasising the Lord’s remarkable teuderness of heart and amazing solicitude for His subjects.
Accordingly, the text in question is taken by them to mean:
“We will utter the word ‘namah' which, according to
Your extra-liberal standards, is too weighty a submission
by us”. The prose order is arranged as “to bhﬁyistam
nama uktim videma”, in order to get at this meaning. In
ﬁne, the Alvér says that it is well nigh impossible to render
any service to the Lord, when one meditates on His
remarkable tenderness of heart, which makes Him look
upon even the simple offerings like ﬂowers and water and
burning incense as part of worship, as imposing a heavy
burden on Him. This is indeed very true to His timehonoured fame, as One of easy worshippability.

tala tamaraiyao unatu untiyan;
val kol nil main-iii up akattan;

alarayt toluvarum amararkal;
nalum en pukalkO-una cIlarnE?

(IX-3—10)

Translation
You do on your navel bear the one on lotus petal born
While he who wields the trident, long and bright, does lean
On your person; tender love you bear unto the Devas, who pose
As your vassals; were I to laud your grace galore
Till the end of time, would it exhaust your glory great?
Note
The Alvir is weighed down by the amazing simplicity of the
Lord and His grace galore, extended even to the selﬁsh
Devas, the denizens of the upper worldsI and the self-centred
Brahma and Rndra, by holding the former right on His navel

andbyassigningapartofI-ﬁsbodytothelatter.

I”

Gum (IX-3)

Ninth

Surely, even persons. quite competent to singthe Lord's praise,
can never exhaust it, although they sing His glory for all time.
cllarn ellai-ilan atimél, ani kelam
nil huruhurc catakOpan colmnlai ayirattul ivai pattininpillar vaikuntam Erutal panmaiyé.

(IX—3—l l)

Won
‘

Tis but natural that those somehow associated with these
songs ten,

Out of the thousand, in the hymnal garland of Kurukilr CatakOpan,

Adoring the feet of the Lord of loving condescension
And boundless compassion, do ascend the high Heaven.
Notes
(n)

This decad is in adoration of the Lord’s loving condescension which knows no limits. The Supreme Lord.
higher than whom there IS none, freely mingles, without
any qualms, compunctron or mental reservation, with
the lowest of the lowly.

(n) Contemplating the Lord's grace galore, the Alvar also
goes to the extent of asserting that even those, who
are m some way, however remote, associated with these
ten songs, wrll ascend the high Heaven, as a matter of
course. It rs not necessary that one should get these
songs by wrote of heart or delve deep into their meanings for reaping the beneﬁt of natural entry into
Heaven, set out in this decad. It will suﬁice if one
manages to remain in the place where these songs are
sung, no matter even if one is inclined to doze sham
and gets actually landed in sleep. Even for such a
person, Heaven becomes, as it were, the heir-loom, as
Nampillai puts it, by way of driving home the beneﬁt.
spelt out in this end-song.

m Gum (DH)
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Oh, Lord holdingtbe Conch lovely and the dazzling discus hot,
Long do my eyes to behold You; on Your Winsome chest,
You bear, oh, Tirumil, (Lsksml) the lotus-born of complexion
red.
Whose dark eyes are with collyrium neatly dressed.

Notes

to behold the grand assembly of the
Divine Mother of exquisite charm and the powerful
conch and discus on the Lord’s person, the former on

(i) The Alvdr longs

His broad chest and the latter in His lovely hands.

(ii) The Divine Consort with collyriwn-dressed eyes:

It is imperative that Maha Laksmi, the eternal Spouse of
the Supreme Lord, the great intercessor between man
and God, should always be in Conjunction with the
Lord. The Divine Mother's presence, beside the Lord,
is necessary when the subject submits to His protection,
so as to make him shed all fear of punishment at the
hands of the strict and unrelentingjudge and secure His
suocour, sure and certain, through the Mother’s recommendatory role. If, in the exercise of unbridled independence, the lord, however, turned a deaf ear to the
Mother’s entreaty, the beloved Spouse that she is, she
unleashes her irresistible physical charms and casts a
bewitcbing spell on Him; enthralled by her ravishing
beauty, He then carries out her dictates, in full. Again,
after the subject's admission to the Lord’s sweet fold,
the Mother’s presence is essential, so as to enable the
subject to render the coveted service unto the Divine
Couple. The enthralling charm of the Mother’s eyes
being thus the main source of his sustenance, the Alvar
naturally dwells on the beauty of Her eyes, right at the
beginning of this song (as in the original text). The
Mother’s dark eyes have a natural, built-in grace of their
own and hardly need any make-up, by way of dressing

themwitheoﬂyﬂmwhichisbutanauspiciousformality, gone

though, as a mstter-of-course.

WI!
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(iii) Laksml, the lotus-born of red compleﬁan: Emerging from
the red lotus, the Divine Mother acquires its colour as
well—“ Padme sthitam padma varmlm ”, as the Sr!Sﬁltta says. The lotus-born leqmi found even the
lotus petals, known for their softness, a little too hard
for her tender feet and chose to get herself lodged
on the Lord’s Winsome chest. It is indeed a case of
mutual attraction, the Lord succumbing to the Mother’s
charms and the latter, in turn, getting intoxicated by the
Lord’s exquisite Form. As Nampillai would put it, the
Mother feels drawn to the lovely conch and discus,
gracefully held by the Lord, in His hands, even as the
Lord is attracted by the lotus ﬂower held by the Mother.
(iv) Instead

of saying straightaway that he pines for the Lord’s

presence in sweet conjunction with the Divine Mother
and the lovely weapons, the Alvar says that his eyes
long to behold Him. This is like the hungry beggar
pleading for the appeasement of his child’s hunger ﬁrst.

hanné! unnailn kauah karuti, en neﬁcam,
ennékonta cintaiyatay, ninru iyampum;
vinnbr munivarkku enrum hanpu-ariyayai
nannatoliyén emu nap alaippané.

(IX—4—2)

ﬁnal-lion
Many a thought thinks my revolvmg mind,
Eager to behold You, virtually my pair of eyes;
I beckon You, even celestials and sages can’t visualise,
For, to attain You, I am fully determined.
Notes
(i) Having pointed out the longing of his eyes in the preceding
song the Alvar- now recounts the manner in which he

and his mind yearn to get at the Lord. The Lord has
been described as the Alvar’s pair of eyes. This follows
the Vedic text, “Caksuwa dhrastavyailca Nadyanah",
declaring the Lord as the eyes; even as the eyes help us
to see all thing around. the Lord helps us to behold
Him without whose joving grace, none can have so much

Ninth

Ohm (DC-4)
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asaglimpseoinm. WhentheAlvarsaysthathis

mind longs to look at the Lord, it only means that his
eyes, confederate with his mind, long to see Him. The
eyes, by themselves. cannot see a thing, even though
they may be wide open, when the mind is pro-occupied
with something else; hence, the necessity of the mind’s
active conjunction with the eyes. In the case of the
worldlings (Samsiris), the mind and the eyes will
be steeped in sensual pleasures. But here is the Alvar
whose mind and eyes stand rivetted to the Lord, in the
manner Lord Knna set out in His Song Celestial.
“ Yasyam jagrati bhOtani Sé msi pasyato munch "
(Gite 11-69).

many thoughts pondered over by the Alvar‘s mind are
but the different ways or facets of God-enjoyment, as set
out by Saint Ramanuja in ‘ Sr! Vaikunta Gadya ”, in
the string of Slokas from ‘Kadha aharh ‘, up to isim
vartayitvﬂ ’. The Alvar's mind cries out and thus
discharges the function of the tongue as well.

(:1) The

that the Lord is not easily attainable even
by Brahma and other Celestials and sages of the eminence of Sanalca, Sanandana etc. And yet, the Alvér

(iii) True it is,

is intent upon gaining access to the Lord, who could
certainly break all precedents and get within the Alvir’s
reach, even as He had dowered on him, out of His
spontaneous grace, perfect knowledge. shorn of doubt,
despair, discrepancies and deviations.

alaikhinra atinayén, nay kulai valal
kulaikhipgatu pals, en ullam hulaiyum;
malaikku am'u kunram etuttu a-nirai bittay!
pilaikkisram and earn péturuvané.

(D(-4—3)

TammieThe mind of this base fellow, lying low and calling You cut,
Whirl: like unto the dog eagerly twisting its tail short;
You held once, oh Lord ‘lount (Govardhan) aloft
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Andlpuedthecatﬂethefuryoftherains;

MeYonrgraceevadesandthismyminddoespain.

Nob
(i) The

Alvir feels agitated why the Lord, who sheds His

grace On all yearning votaries, should withhold it from
him alone, in spite of his inordinate longing for incessant
communion with Him.
(ii) The Alvar submits that he is fully aware of his humble
stature and yet, devoured by inordinate God-love, he
keeps calling Him, like unto a dog trying hard to express
its feelings to its master by twisting its tail. Pity unto
the dog. with a short tail, which cannot function in
this regard as eﬂ'ectively as a tail of better length! The
Alvar feels that he too is in the same predicament as the
dog with a dwarf tail, unable to express adequately his
pangs of separation from the Lord. To a question,
supposed to have been put to him by the Lord, as to
why he aspires for Him without the requisite means and
equipment, the Alvar rejoins that He has to shed on him
His redemptive grace, in the same way as He shielded
the cattle and shepherds from the terriﬁc rains, unleashed
by Indra, by holding aloft Mount Govardhan.
uguvatu itu emu, unakku al-pattu. ninkan
petuvatu etukol emu, pétaiyEn nellcam
matukal ceyyum-vanavar tanavarkku entum
ativatu ariya ariyaya alumina!

(IX-H)

Ira-MnOh, Lord Ari, none can ever aver what you are,
This vassal knows not what for him is in store,
Whether he will attain and serve You for ever
Or be caught in the vortex of worldly life,
My ignorant mind is indeed in a state of strife.
Note.
(i) When one submits to the Lord’s protection. true to ene‘s
essential nature of exclusive dependence on the Lord

enthuindeedtoresignoneselftoﬁisgoodgraceand
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Well 0am (IX-4)

benign will, without casting doubts of any kind on
His dispensation. It should indeed be left to the Lord’s

sweetwillanddiscretionto dealwithusinanymanner

Hedeemsﬁtandfeasible. Andyettheﬁlvlrfeels

agitated whether the Lord would at all be pleased to
bless him With eternal service unto Him in close proxi‘
mity or still keep him on, in the bondage of Smslm'.
The Alvsr’s misery is all the more poignant, he being
right in the Vanguard of ‘Prapsnnas‘, whose ﬁrm
convrction it is, that the Lord is their Sole Sustainer on
whom they are totally dependent. It is the exuberance

of God-love, which induces such frightful misgivings

in the Alvin, despite his ﬁrm faith in the Lord and his
awareness of this prima facie contradiction, between
conviction and conduct, only goes to augment his
misery.
(ii) When questioned by the Lord as to why he allowed himself
to be haunted by such fears, the Alvir observes that
. neither he Devas nor the Asuras could comprehend
His true nature and manner of dispensation and it was
just possible that the Lord had put hin also on the same
footing.
ariyéya ammsnai, amarar piransi,
periysnai, piramanai mun pataittéoai.
vari vél-aravin anaip pallikolkinra

kariyip kalsl kansk karutum-karutté.

(IX-44)

Tnnsletlon
Long do I, in my thoughts, to behold the feet of the dark-hued
Lord,
Who does on the somnolent serpent-bed lovely repose, the
benevolent Overlord
Of the Celestials. the Lord Supreme, the Sire great,
Who does His devotees’ opponents quell, Who did create
Pix-amen (Brahma, the four-headed), ﬁrst and foremost.

Nae
That the Lord is most easily accessible to the devout and much
beyond the reach of others has been hishlishted by the AM:

“

Thom-look?!
himself, in 1-3. This has now been pointed out to the
Alvar by the Lord, who confesses to His easy-accessibility
and enquires of the Mm what precisely he wanted from
Him. The Alvar wants nothing more than beholding the
lord’s lovely pair of feet, against the exquisite background
of His serpent-bed and his enticing Form, like unto a dark
emerald in sweet repose.

karuttEl unnalk kinah lsaruti, en neﬁcattu
iruttaka iruttinén; tévarkatku ellam
viruttal vilanlturn cutarcbti uyarattu
oruttal unnai ullum eu ullam-ukanté.

(IX—4—6)

'lhnslaﬂon
You are my very thought. oh, Lord, to behold You, I am
determined
And so, You I have planted ﬁrmly in my mind;
Up above the Celestials You do soar, you remain
With splendour unique, high up in the eﬂ‘ulgent Heaven
Ever do my thoughts in You abide, in sweet contemplation.
Note
The Lord having entered the Alvir’s mind, in response to
his entreaties in the ﬁve preceding songs, the Alvir now says
that he has, for ever, impounded in his mind the Lord who is
higher than the highest. He looks upon the Lord as his
very thought sticking fast unto Him.

ukante unnai ullum en ullattu ahampil—
akam-tau amarnte itam konta amala!
mikum tanavan mdrvu akaJam iru hurt
nahantAyl naracinlcam-atu aya urnvel

m

(IX-+7)

Oh,immaculateLord. Inmeseatedﬁrm,Yourernain,
Your potent nails tore the haughty demon's broad chest in
twain,

'1

math Omtum (Ix-4)

0h, Naracinka, revels indeed the inner core of my heart
In the enjoyment of You, my Lord. so sweet.

Note
The Alvir feels gratiﬁed that the Lord has responded to his
call even as He did, in the case of Prahlidi to cater to whose
ardent wish, He emerged as Man-Lion, right from inside a
pillar and cleaved the haughty Hrranya’s body into parts.
In his present state of exultation, the Alvar drowns all his
past miseries due to separation from the Lord, nor is he
apprehensive of the dreadful prospect of yet another spell of
separation from Him. The present enjoyment is so full
and complete that it does not admit of brooding over the
past desolation or dreading a gloomy future.

uru ﬁlms are camayankatlcu ellam
porn ﬁlm ninrau avan-ellap porutlcum
aru alrlya atiyai, tévarkatku ellam
karu'akiya kannanai, kantukonténé.

(IX—4-8)

Translation
Perceive and enjoy do I Kantian, the Primate.
The sole Sustamer of all lives, the Progenitor great,
Of the Devas, well beyond the mischief of the heresies
0f the srx alien systems of philosophy.
Notes
(i) The ommpotent Lord can surely preserve Himself from

the onslaught of the heretical doctrines like those of
Carvakas, Jains, Buddhists, Vaisesikas, Sankhyas
and Pasupadhas, denying H18 very existence. These
systems do not admit the authority of the Vedas.

(ii) The Lord is the great Ordainer, being the ﬁrst Cause of all
things and the sole Sustainer of all souls, as their Internal
Controller, residing in all things and beings.
(iii) The love-intoxicated Alvar could envisage Lord Krena,
a by-gone Avatﬁra. as if he was a contemporary of His.
The impious like Sisupila could not, however, perceive

I”

WWI—look IX
of heart in Bhattirya who deisned to forgive Riyar.
When observers exlaimed that it is only an exemplary
servant, who could accomplish such a diﬂicult task,
Bhattirya responded, saying that Viranau was, by his
very nature, a born-servant, who could conquer all.
So great is the efﬁcacy of service and it is little wonder
then that the Lord values it most and lavishes His
affections on the devout servants.

5:6 matayaoai atarttavan-tannai
céru at vayal ten kurukﬁrc catakbpan
mire conna brayirattul ip pattum
6:6 tarum vanavar-tam in uyirkké.

(lX—4-li)

'lhnslatlon
These songs ten, out of the ten hundreds, sung by Catakbpan,
0f Kurulrﬁr Wlth ﬁelds fertile, adoring the great one,
Who the elephant in perpetual must had slain,
Will lead the chanters, on to the Lord Supreme,
The chief of the Celestials, unto them very sweet.
Notes
(i) This decad is said to have the power to put the chanters

on to the Supreme Lord, the beloved Chief of the
‘Nityas’ (Etemal HerOes in Heaven.

(ii) Even as the Lord slew the elephant in interminable must,
He will destroy our sins of appalling magnitude.

(iii) The ﬁelds of Kurukﬁr provide its inhabitants with copious
food while the Alvin, the great ravant of the place,
feeds sumptuously, the ‘ MumuksUs ’, the seekers of
salvation, all over.
(iv) Even as every decad brings into focus a central topic or

theme, every Centum stresses a particular aspect of
God-head. See aphorism 215 of ‘Acarya Iii-dayam’.

Ninth Contain—Fifth Dead (IX-5)
(Inguyh'c e'e’nlum)
Preamble

The Lord pulled the Alvir out of his erstwhile dejection, by
reminding him of the great felicity, conferred by Him. This refers
to the Alvar’s great role in singing these hymns for the delectation
of the devout. The Alvar also felt gratiﬁed that it was indeed a
great gift of the loving Lord and this sustained the Alvér for the
time being, as we saw in the last decad. But then, in the eighth
song of that decad, the Alvin referred to his having got the vision
of Lord Krsna, a by-gone Avatéra (Incarnation). This led him on
to the desire for external perception of the Lord as well, without
being conﬁned to a mere mental visron. It did not, however,
materialise, as the Lord was intent upon rousing the Alvar‘s appetite
for Him to still further heights, before He would eventually present
Himself physically. Worn out by dejection, due to this seeming
desertion by the Lord, the Alvar tried to divert his mind by seeking
the fellowship of things around, bearing the Lord’s likeness. But
the very things, chosen for diversron, served only as incentives to
remind the Alvér, all the more, about the Lord and thus torment
him. The Alvar’s sad predicament in IV-4 is worth recalling. in
this context.
In his present love-smitten mood, the Alvér IS like unto a
female-lover, separated from the Lord after their erstwhile union,
trying to sustain herself in the sweet env1ronments of a lovely
garden. But there, the warbling koel and the blue peacock remind
the forlorn lover of the Lord’s sweet accents and charming
complexion and she at once concludes that the Lord has set these
creatures on her, just to make her collapse, pining for Him. She,
therefore, asks them why they are at such great pains to put an end
to her life which she would as well part with, at her own volition.
Even so, the Niyakl manages to pull through, recounting, in this
decad, the Lord’s auspicious traits.
Here is an interesting anecdote, revealing how fascinating
this decad was for Saint Ramanuja. Once a misunderstanding
atone between him and the temple minstrcl-in-chief, Alvir Tituvarankapperumﬂ Araiyar, resulting in the Saint's discontinuance

Whit
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ol‘hisvisitstotheTempleofLordRedgaaithaatSrlrsngam.
The Araiyar, who was nation to appease Rhmanuja. hit upon a

special device whereby the Saint could he brought round and made
to visit the temple. News was sent to the Saint that, on a certain
day, this particular decad would be featured in the day’s service
at the temple. Riminuja promptly attended the service and
him and the Araiyar was thus restored. So great
peace
was the hold, this decad had on the Saint.

beth

in uyirc cevalum nirum kuvikkontu ink-u ettagai
en uyir neva milanelmin, huyil-pétaikhl!
en uyirh hanna-pirinai uh- varal: knvukilir;
en uyir Ravi]: kotuppirkkum ittanai vintumd?

W

(IX-S—l)

Ye, female Koel-birds, do not my soul torment,
Cooing around here along with your mates dear;
Lord Kannan, dear unto me like life, You bid not
To come and meet me and yet, why are you in great ﬂutter
To sap my life and unto Him hand it out?

Note
Seeing the female Koel-birds, in the company of their male
counterparts, is enough to torment the forlorn lover, that
ParankusaNiyalri is. If, on the top of this, these birds, wellmated. start cooing their love-notes as well, it would indwd
be the farthest limit of forbearance for the desolate Niyaki.
Well, it might be argued that it is not the fault of these birds
that they keep cooing, being in their native element. But
then, the Niyald’s grievance is that these birds, given to
cooing in sweet accents, did not oblige her by calling out
her bosom Lord to come and join her. Verily, Me birds
are out to sap her life which the Niyald is prepared to give
up of her own accord and she, therefore, feels that me birds
need not make such a mighty effort, to accomplish their
objéct. What they do is like applying heroic Handles for
petty maladies, such as breaking an egg with a club.

Ninth
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Guam (HM)

ittanai ventuvatu mantdl agril-pEtalklll
ettanai nirum num cavalum karaintu enkutir?
vittakan, keyintan, meyyan allan oruvarkkum;
attanai am, ini en uyir avan kaiyate.

(IX-S-2)

TranslatoYe, Anti] birds, is it at all meet
That you should with your male partners mate,
Right in front of me and warble my life out?
Alas! Kcvintan, the mystic Lord isn’t_true to any one,
My life is in His keeping and help I need from none.

Note
The Koel-birds kept silent, in response to the Nayaki’s appeal.
Meanwhile, the Krautlca (Anril) birds started warbling along
with their inseparable male partners. The Ndyak! chides
them, saying that neither the female nor the male is any
better than the Koel-birds and wants to know why they
are all out to kill her. The birds tried to beat back the
Nayalci’s admonition by pointing out that she should not
make all this fuss over her temporary separation from the
Lord, seeing that He covets her companyso much that He
could not bear being away from her for long. In her
present state of deep dejection, the Nayak‘l is in no mood
be believe that the Lord is most easily accessible unto the
devout and beyond the reach of others. She reshapes the
slogan and avers that He is true to none and is hardly the
Universal Saviour, He is believed to be. And yet, He ‘is so
enigmatic that He can neither be clung to, as the Saviour
nor be given up, as being antagonistic. Either way, her life
is in His keeping and, therefore, she does not need the help
of these birds or, for the matter of that, of any one else.
Actually, the Lord’s dispensation, in any form, is always
welcome to His true devotees, who have realised their
essential nature, as His exclusive vassals, solely dependent
on Him. Lord Knna’s proverbial mendacity is as wholesome to them as Lord Rima’s classical veracity, both being
beneﬁcial.

.4

TENN-DWI IX
avan kaiyate enatu ar uyir, aoril-pétaikéll
evan eolli nlr kutaintu itutir putai ci‘ilave?

tavam ceytilli vinaiyattiyen uyir inku unto—
evan colli nin'um-num enku ki’ikkural kéttumé‘l

(IX—5—3)

'lhnlatlon
Know Ye not, 0h, female Anti] birds,
My life is entirely in His hands;
Why do you unto your mates talk love
Within my hearing and pull poor me down?
My life is well on the point of ebbing out,
Alas! the felicity this sinner lacks of keeping it intact.
Can I at all subsist even after hearing your love-notes?
Note
The female Krauﬁca (Antil) birds, ﬂirting With their males,
present a picture entirely diﬂ'erent from that of the Nayald,
sunk deep in dejection. It is only when these birds tasted
the bitter fruit of separation from their mates, they would
realise the sad plight of the Nayakl and sympathise with
her. It is indeed much more than she can bear, these birds
making merry, right in front of her. What is worse, unlike
the Lord who wouldn’t mind His separation from the
Nayaki, for a while, the Nayald has not been endowed with
the capacity to put up With even such momentary desertion
by her beloved Lord and remain complacent. The Niyald
feels that her life is ebbing out and that these birds, warbling
their love-notes, are hell-bent to take her life out, not knowing that her life is in His hands. Did not the Alvir obw've,
in IV-3-8, “Oh, Lord, You made my soul Yours and
Yours mine "7
kuklrural kittum nam Emma mam velippatin;
mil kilai kollélmin, nir’l'ml'dﬂalum, toxin}!

vikkum, manamum, ltarumamurn namakku
Athaiyum iviyurn antaram ninru ulalumi.

Mlle-

anhté;

Ye, parrots, even Your amorous shouts
Haven’t unto me brought Kannan, our mystic Lord.

(IX—H)

Nhth Cmtum (Ix-5)

I”

Why then do you still coo so loud from that height?
My word, deed and thought are beside Him sheltered
But left in the lurch, my body and soul struggle a lot.
Note

The Nayaki wonders why the amorous shouts of these merry
birds, which could be heard all over, did not stir up her
Lord’s emotions, in the same way as she reacted. She
admonishes the parrots not to warble any more, in such high
pitch and torment her, seeing that their cooings had not
evoked the Lord’s response. The parrots would not, however, obey the Nayald and persisted in shouting. Apprehending that these birds were bent upon teasmg her, the Niyald
disclosed to them that her triple faculties of speech, thought
and action had already ﬂed over to the Lord and that the
birds would, therefore, do well to shift their scene of activrty
to where her Lord was. The parrots could not swallow
this statement of the Nayald, seeing that she was actually
talking to them. The Nayakl clariﬁed that her body and
soul were just tottering at this end and that she didn’t exist,
in the real sense.
antaram mmu ulallcinra yanutaip pﬁvaikal!
num tirattu étum itai illai, kularélmindintira halankal kittl, iv 61 ulakum konta
nam tlI'll marpan nam avi unna nanku enninag.

(IX-S-S)

Translation

My pet Plivai birds, You don’t have to Sing and torment me,
For the Lord, Who on His chest holds Tiru (Mahalaksmi)
Has indeed planned well ahead to ﬁnish me off,
Even as He did the seven worlds get hold of,
Playing many a wily trick (on Mahé bali).
Note

The Nayalrl points out to her pet birds, the futility of their
attempts to torment her, as she already stands tormented by
her beloved Lord, well set on the path of ending
her altogether. In her present state of discomﬁture, the

a
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Ye, young Koel-birds, I did entreat you not to utter
The name of [Canaan and put me in a ﬂutter,
And yet, His name You spell and me You do slaughter;
Well, this is how you return my kindness, you I did feed
With curd and rice, cold and cooked with milk, I did also
teach
How to utter the Lord’s name; how nice of you indeed!

Note
In her present state of desolation, the Nayaki is in no mood
to listen to the Lord’s name being chanted by any one
and much less, her own pet birds, particularly, the name
of Lord Krsna. The Nayakl reared up the birds with
curd, rice and milk and taught them also how to utter the
Lord’s names, Rama, Krsna and so on. A little while
ago, the Nayaki had asked these birds not to utter the
name of krsna, so dear to her and yet, very bitter in her
present state. The name of Rama, the elmr of life,
the Redeemer of even the dead was, however, permitted
by her, as ll would help to sustain her and pull through The
birds, however, pronounced only Krsna’s name, With a
vengeance, the Nayaki could hardly make out and It IS this
that she calls massacre, pure and Simple. The Nayaki
naturally feels vexed that these birds, on whom she had
lavished a lot of aﬁection and attention, should now do her
a bad turn

panpu utai vantotu tumpikal! pan milauélmiu;
pun-putai vél kotu kuttal okkum num in kural—
tan peru nirt tatam tamarai malarntil okkum
kan perum kannan nam avi untu, ela nanninin.

(IX-5-9)

Motion
Ye, humming bees and beetles, Your tone, though sweet,
Is unto me agonising like the spear, driven into the went!

straight;

Right-minded that you are, You shall sing no more;

Ninth Datum (IX-5)

8!

Of eyes, large and lovely, like the blooming lotus in the pond,
Kannan, my Lord, did my life snatch and abscond.

Note
Fed well on the honey gathered from the ﬂowers in bloom, the
sonorous bees hum nicely and it would indeed be a treat to
the Nayaki if she were in the company of her beloved Lord.
But now, He is not merely away from her but has also stolen
away her heart, by exhibiting His exquisite charm, particularly, His large and lovely eyes like unto the lotus, in fullbloom, in a big pond full 0f cool water. The Nayakl ﬁnds
the humming of the bees. qurte agonising, in her present
state, and appeals to then’ good sense to desrst from humming.
ela nanni, namum nam vana natanOtu onrirmm—
palana nal naraik kulankalkal! payinru en ini?
llai nalla akkaiyum paiyave puyakku anatu—
talai 'nalla inpam talaippeytu enkum talaikkavé. (IX-S-IO)

Translation
Ye, herds of herons, roaming in water-logged ﬁelds,
There’s no use your conspiring against me any more;
Joined have I my Lord in Heaven, having given up this abode.
This body with jewels bedecked wrll stay here no more,
May this land prosper and enjoy lasting happiness, all over!
Notes
(i) Seeing a band of herons moving about, the Nayaki felt that

they had assembled togther just to hatch a conspiracy
against her, with a View to ending her life. She, however, hastened to tell them that there was hardly any
need for it, as she had already gained access to the high
Heaven. Questioned by the herons as to how she could
make such a daring statement, while still in this abode,
the Niyaki enlightens them by asserting that her soul
had already ascended Heaven and what they were
beholding was only her body which too would fall off,
in a day or two.

M
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(ii)Thelastlineofthissonghasbeeninterpretedinthree
diﬁ'erent ways by the great Asians: (1) According to
Saint Yimunaclrya, the great souls, bound for Heaven,
would bless, on the eve of their ascent, the people over
here, with all joy and prosperity. TheAlvir just followed
in their footsteps, when he made this benedictory state-

ment.
_ (b) Saint Rémhnujacirya, however, thought

that the Alvis

only wished that the worldlings should be spared all the
miseries and vicissitudes, gone through by him, soaked
in God-love. Ironically speaking, the Alvir wished
the men of this world, all joy, by keeping their hands
oﬂ‘ God-love.

(c) Pardsara Bhattarya opined that the people around were
moved to pity, on seeing the Alvar’s sad plight and very
much wished that the Lord be pleased to hasten his
delivery. But the Alvar retorted and told them that
they need not commiserate with him any more, as
he was at the fag end of his heaven-ward journey, the
consummation of his God-love being near at hand and
wished them all joy.

inpam talaippeytu ehlcum talaitta pal ﬁlikkut
tan puhal Ettat tanakhu arul ceyta mlyanait
ten kurukhrc catikbpan col ayirattul ivai
onpatotu onrukkum mttvulakum urulcumé.

M

(lX-S—ll)

Listeners, in all three worlds, of these songs nine plus one,

Out of the thousand of Kurukur Catakhpan,
Adoring the Lord, Who the eternal bliss confers, pervading all
We!”

And did on him His grace sweet shower,
That he might His praise sing till the end of eternity.
Will surely thaw down, however hard-hearted they might be.

Nd!

Itmyhermﬂedthatintheendsoasofﬂ-leutheheneﬂt
sou'uedhydtntofehsntinsthatdmdwassaidtobethe

acquisition

of the rare virtue of meltingtenderness of heart,

making it thaw down like the minute sands in water springs.
It is indeed the Lord’s grace galore that enables His devotees
to sing His inexhaustible glory for all time. Even among
these ten songs, the tenth stands on a special footing and is
of unique grandeur. That is why the text of this song refers
to the ten stanzas, in this decad, as the sum of nine and one,
bringing out the grandeur of one stanza vis-a-vis the other
nine. In the ﬁrst nine songs, we saw the Nayalti struggling
to sustain herself through her association with things and
creatures bearing the Lord’s likeness, while in the tenth, she
felt as though life was extinct and what remained was the
more body, ready to fall off.

Ninth Canton—Sixth Decad (IX-6)
(Urukumil nencam)
Preamble

In the tenth song of the last decad, the Alvar’s declaration that
he had joined his Lord in Heaven and that his physical frame,
left behind, would also fall off in a day or two, might make one feel
that it marked the end of his stay in this abobe. And yet, the
Alvin remmned inside the hollow of the sacred tamarind tree for
quite some time and sang some more of these nectarean hymns.
How and what indeed sustained him and kept him on, in this abode?
Could it be that the Lord obliged him with His sweet vision and
sustained him? No, He did not. It was only the Alvar’s vivid,
rather, absorbing recollection of the immensity of the Lord‘s love
during their erstwhile union, experienced by him in VIII-7, that
warmed him up. This is how the contemplation, in retrospect, of
her uninterrupted and exclusive enjoyment of Lord Rand’s sweet
company and auspicious traits for twelve long years in the Palace
at Ayodhytl, helped to sustain Sits, during her captivity in Lenka.
Actually, it is the Supreme Lord, Who, as the Internal Controller.
induced this kind of reminiscence and the resultant cﬁ'ervmce of
love in the Alvirmdgot,omofhim,theﬁuthuwngsofthh
illuminating hymnaL The illustrious Nampillai would explain

theprolongstionof thellvar’sstayinthisabode evcnatthis
crude! step, as follows:

9|!
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(i) The Alvar having resolved, as

it were, to sustain himself
by singing a thousand hymns, as seen from the end-song of each
decad, right from the beginning, the Lord is also keen that theAlvir
keeps it up and helps him indirectly, by not snatching him away

earlier;

(ii) The Lord’s own eagerness to listen to these thousand

songs, in their entirety; and

(iii) It is the great good fortune of the ‘ Samsaris ‘, caught
up in the vortex of worldly life, that the Alvﬁr stays on and continues

to feed them with these nectarean hymns.

It is evident that the Lord, enshrined in the pilgrim centre,
called Tirulckatkarai (in Kerala), kindled in the Alvar this kind
of reminiscence and made him revert to the mental state, as in
VIII-7, seeing that this decad lauds the glory and greatness of that
Deity.

urukumal neilcam uyinn paramanri;
perukumal vétkaiyum; en ceykén tontauén—
teruvu ellam kiwi km! tirukkitkarai
maruviya mayaIJ-tag méyam nigattoré?

(lX-6—l)

Translation
What can this doting vassal do, whose love knows no bounds
Unto the mystic Lord, Who in Tirukkatkarai resides lovingly,
Whose streets are perfumed with scarlet lily?
As I do His wondrous traits contemplate, my heart thaws down
Note
The Alvar wants to know how to stem the on-rush of his Godlove and the resultant melting down of his heart, so as to
remain steady and stable and enjoy the Lord at Tirukkﬁtkarai.
But this is next to impossible because he is overwhelmed by.
the Deity’s extra-ordinary love and condescension. The
heart is the principal functionary for enioyment and if it
gives way, no enjoyment would be possible, like unto the
predicament of a man, launched into a river in spate, whose
rubber raft starts leaking, right at the commencement.
How can the poor little thing, the Mvir’s soul, smaller

”3
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than a spec, contain his God-love, full and ﬂooding? The
streets of the pilgrim centre are full of fragrance all over,
without distinction of main roads and by-roads and lanes
and if this is the case with the exterior, what to say of the

interior, the Sanctum where the Deity, the very embodiment
of fragrance, ‘ Sarva gandab ’ as the scriptures put it, stays!

ninaitorum, collumtorum, neﬁcu itrntu ukum;
vinaikol cir patilum, vém enatu a: uyir;
cunaikol pﬁﬂcblait ten kétkarai en appa!
ninarkrlén nan unakku atceyyum nirmaiyé.

([X—6-2)

Translation

0h, Sire, residing m Tenkatlcarai, with many a pond and orchard
ﬁne,
As I dote on Your traits ausprcrous that steal sway my sins,
My heart gives way and when to utter Your glory I begin,
Melts down my mind, my Soul would wrth passron burn
If I your praise did smg, serve You I know not how I can.
Notes
The Lord’s tender solicrtude for the Alvar, His amazmg Simplicrty and astounding love, exhibited in VIII-7, made it appear
that the Alvin was HIS sole concern and He literally doted on
him. In trying to recollect, 11) this decad, the extra-ordinary
posture of the Lord, the Alvér only ﬁnds that he [8 attempting
the impossrble. Hls mind was not equal to the task, giving
way right at the beginning, like unto the embankment of the
l'lVCl‘, swept off by the ﬂood waters, leavmg no trace of its
former existence. Even when the mind is not active and virtually defunct, the tongue would utter the Lord's glory
mechanically and these words,tricklrng down the ears to the
region of the heart, would only corrode it still further and
disintegrate it. How then could the Alvﬁr think of serving
the Lord, especially when he is struck dumb and insensate,
ruminating over the Lord's erstwhile utterance unto him,
“ Thee, I shall serve ”, reversing the normal order of things?

m
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nirmsiyll neﬂenm vsﬁciltup pukuntn, ennsi
irmaioaytu. en uvir is. on nyir nuns;
elr malku celsit ten kitksrei en appaa,
kit mukii venues-tan kalvam arikiIGn.

(lX-6-3)

Translation

Methought the Lord got inside me, being my Master,
So as to sustain me, but what was really the matter?

Once inside, He caught me unawares and my mind did shatter
By His simplicity galore, wanting to serve me, His vassal;
The stealthy ways of the cloud-hued Lord, Who does dwell,
In Tenkatkarai, amid lovely gardens, I can’t tell.
Note

If only the Alvin had a prior knowledge of the Lord’s intention
to reverse the normal gear and serve him, His born vassal,
he would not have allowed Him access to the interior of his
heart. Having gained entry, the Lord displayed His amazing
simplicity whereby He made the Alvin just melt down and
dwindle. Having kindled God-love in the Alvin, the Lord
just devoured him through His all-conquering love.
axikiIEO-tanuul anaittu ulakum nirka,

nerimaiyil tinum avarrul nirkum pirin,
veri kamal colait ten kﬁtkarai en appan,
ciriya en a: uyir unta tiru—amle.

(lX—6—4)

Translation

The Lord Supreme does all things and beings sustain
And in them all abides; it is beyond me to ascertain
Why my Sire dwelling in Tenlritksrai, amid fragrant gardens,
Should on this petty soul deign to lavish His aﬁ'ections.
Note

It is indeed incredible that the Lord, higher than whom there
is none, should pounceuponsl‘rsil being liketheAlvtr, with
such avidity. As Nampillai would put it, the Alvir is at a
loss to knowwhetherthelorddidsooutofloveorI-Iewas

omtomhimwithmlomhelmimﬂm. Thelmd
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(iii) What precisely does the Alvar- refer to, when he says

that his soul is afﬂicted

7

It is sheer God-enjoyment.

the rapturous contemplation of His auspicious attributes,
transporting the Alvar to the realm of ecstasy. where
one can hardly remain steady and stable. It is indeed
a unique experience, very diﬁemnt from that of the
ungodly, pitted against the Lord and smitten by His
unrelenting arrows; the former is the region of the mind
while the latter is purely physical.

it

uyir pattatu. enatu uyir pattatu—
per italt tamaraik kan kani vayatu Or
kit elil mEkat ten katkarai kdyil kol
clr elil nil tatam tdl teyvavﬁrikké?

(IX—6—9)

Translation
Is there yet another soul like mine. smitten by love
Unto the Lord of charm exquisrte, With shoulders four,
Lotus eyes, large and lovely, red lips and Form of beauty

more,

Like unto dark clouds lovely, a delectable ocean unto the gods
above.
Who has in Tenkétkarai, taken up His abode?
Note

To a question, supposed to have been put to the Alvin as to
whether all those engrossed with the Lord’s attributes are
not in the same plight as he and why he should make much
ado about it, this is the River’s reply. He avers that even
the ‘ Nitya Sﬁris ’ in Heaven, the Eternal Angels, known
for their deep absorption in the Lord’s auspicious traits and
incessant communion with Him do not suﬂ'er from an
infatuation of this kind. The Lord’s delicious Form has
brought on this devastation of the Alvir’s soul, enthralled
by His beWitching eyes and coral lips. The Lord is the
omnwhieh gave birth to a host ofthim including the minor
deities (Celestials).

”

manna-n (IX-6)
virikkontu unnai vilunkuvan kanil enru
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parittut ten ennui munap parukinan;
kar okkum hatkarai appan-katiyane.

(IX-6—lO)

Tran-mien
Eager I was indeed to gather the Lord up and devour
If Him I could only behold but my cloud-hued Sire.
Ever alert, Who in Kitkarai has taken abode.
Did consume me, in full, going well ahead.
Note

It can be ﬁrmly asserted that this song is indeed the very cream
of the entire hymnal, yielding, as it does, the grand thesis
that attainment of the indivrdual 'oul is the Lord’s great
gain. This incidentally sets at naught the oft-debated concept
of the individual gaining the Lord and striving to that end.

In the ‘ Song Celestial ’, Lord Krsna said, in a tone of frustration, that the Saint who looked upon Him, as All-in-one.
the great Redeemer and Sole Sustamer, was scarce indeed.
The Lord was looking for one such but couldn’t get hold of
any. Barely six weeks after He went to the Celestium.
Nammalvar, answering to this description, came into this
world. The Alvar was consumed by God-love, too deep
for words. But the Lord forestalled him, being ever alert
and consumed him with His all-conquering love. proving
more than a match for the Alvér. The Lord had indeed
made herculean efforts to reclaim the Alvar and little wonder
then, that He literally pounced upon him, after having kindled
in him God-love of such great magnitude.

katiyauayk kaﬁcanaik konra piran-tannai
koti matil ten kurukﬁrc catakbpao col
vativu amai ayirattu 1p pattinal canmam
mutivu eyti nacam kantlrkal em kanale.

We:

These songs ten, out of the comely thousand

Catakbpan.

(IX-641)
of Kunth'ir

Adoringtheﬂenefactorgreat, Who to slay Kalean dldhasten.

Well-MIX
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way of making Him aware of her parlous state. The
birds are near at hand, in the Niyakl’s garden, instead
of her having to go in search of them; this is indeed a
great boon, comparable to Mahipﬁmar, the preceptor
of Sri Rimanuja, staying in the latter’s house and imparting religious instructions.
(iii) Starks with legs, red and lovely: The storks denote the
Acéryas. as set out in (1) above, and it is but appropriate
that their legs, the very haven of the dissiple, are alluded
to in such endearing terms.

numarowm piriyaté, nirum num cévalumay
amar kdtal kuruku inankall ani mﬁlikkalattu uraiyum,
emarélum palippuntu, inku en-tammal ilippuntu?
(IX—7—2)
tamarbtu anku uraivarkkut takkilamé? kélirél
Translation
Ye, herds of herons, movmg with your mates inseparable,
Better go and enquire of the Lord who dwells

In Tirumﬁlikkalam, whether I, by Him despised,
And for that reason, by my kith and km accused,
Won’t be good company for those that on Him attend;
‘Tis no use prolonging my agony, let me my life end.
Notes

(i) The Lord stays in Tirumﬂlikkalam, attended upon by
a large number of devotees and it is but natural that the

Nayakl also longs to be in such good company. Her
emissaries, the birds, are also merry, enjoying connubial
bliss, and moving about in their ﬂocks and it is only
appropriate that the Niyakfl invokes their aid to cure
her of her solitude and restore her to the Lord’s company in that glorious setting. Indeed, it behaves the
eminent, far above wants, to feed the hungry and lift
them from the pangs of hunger!
(ii)

’l‘heleaerelsthatsheisinanunenviablepredieamnt
anditwouldindeedbejmtaswellthatshemasedto

m

Cancun (Ix-1)

exist.

m

1heLordandshehndbeenlockedup,inunion,

only to be deserted by Him. This gave her kith and
kin thehandle to give her up and so, she is neither
here nor there. There is, of course, no reason why the
Lord should give her up and she suspects that the
Lord has just forgotten her, absorbed that He is in the
sweet company of His devotees, gathered in that holy
centre. The birds in question are now required to
remind Him of the lonely existence of the Nayakl,
at this end and the imperative need for His admitting
her also into His fold over there.
takkilamé? kelirlcal-tatam punalvéy irai terum
koklnu inankal! kuruku inankal! kulirmﬁlikkalaitu uraiyum
cekhamalattu alar pdlIJm kart, kai, kil, oedkaoi vdy—
alt kamdsttu ilai polum tiruméni-atikalukkd.
(IX-7-3)
Translation
Ye, ﬂocks of cranes and herons, your food you seek
In the big ponds over here, better go to cool Mﬁlrkkalam

and ask
The Lord whose eyes, hands and feet and the red lotus are
alike,
Whose lips are like a red fruit and whose complexion does
match
The lotus leaf, whether unto Him I won’t be a match.
Notes
(i) In each

of the four decads, where the Néyakl despatched

messages to her Lord, there is one song, considered to
be the very cream of that decad. And now, here is
the topical song of this decad. Apprehending that
the Lord is totally absorbed in the sweet company of
the devotees surrounding Him at Tirumﬂlikkalm,
forgetting all about the Nayakl, she now wants these
birds to remind Him of how she got enthralled by His
exquisite charm, reducing her to her present state.
The Lord would seem to be oblivious of His own
enthralling beauty which had brought on the Niyakl's
infatuation to such a high pitch that she can’t brook

WM
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from the fact that the Lord got Himself lodged in her

heartwithalltbeaﬂectionHebestowsonI-lis
transcendent abode, called Heaven.
(ii) The lightning appears in

the clouds only when they are

about to rain. The rain clouds, referred to, in this
song, however, denote the great preceptors, resplendent
like the Lord Himself, showering knowledge on the
disciples, all over.

(iii) 77d: Sinner’s heart: The sin, alluded to, is the Nﬁyaki's
inability to envision the Lord, although He is very much
in her heart. One Cim'slkontan would say: “ It is
indeed a long distance between the actual realisation of
God and the mere inward mental conception of the
Lord. To aspire for the former, right when God-love
blooms in one’s heart, is like opening a cloth-shop and
announcing to the public that clothes are ready for sale
while the cotton for these clothes is still lying raw in its
pods on the tree. ” [As the Englishman would put it
this is like attempting to sell the lion-skin even before
the lion is hunted].
(iv) Convey my message: The message from one, on whose
locks the flower has dried down to a mere shred. to Him
whose, locks are bedecked with ﬂowers, shedding honey
profusely.

tﬁtu uraittal ceppuminkal-tﬁ moli vay vantu inankal!
pbtu iraittu, matu nukarum polil mnlikkalattu uraiyum
matarait tam mirvakatté vaittlrkku en vdy-minam
tutu uraittal cepputirel, cuter valaiyum kalaiyume (lX—7—6)

Til-hooYe, sweet-sounding bees, if you would unto my Lord ﬂy down,

WhotbeDivineMomer bearsonI-liswinsomechestandgoes

ﬂy,

Residing in Tinnnillikhlam, full ofﬂower gardens.

Ninth 011mm (IX-T)
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Shedding honey in plenty and unto Him my oral message
convey,
My saree and bangles I shall indeed regain.
Notes
(i) The Sweet-sounding bees typify the Acaryas who can win
over the Lord through their persuasive eloquence.
(ii) The Néyaki does not even want the bees to come back and
tell her what the Lord has to say in reply to her message.

It would indeed be sufﬁcient if they just conveyed her

message to the Lord who is her avowed Saviour, pledged
to protect her. What is even more assuring to the
NayakI is the effective intercession and purposeful
pleading of Sri Mahilaksm'i, on behalf of the Niyaki.
All that the bees have got to do is to go to Tirumﬁlikkalam, where the ﬂower gardens yield plenty of food
(honey) for them and incidentally tell the Lord about
her in the immediate presence of Laksmi. In that
propitious setting, the Nayald is quite sanguine of the
result, namely, the restoration of the Lord to her and
that would mean, she wrll, once again, don her saree
all right and the bangles will also rest well on her wrist.

cutar valaiyum kslaiyum kontu, aruvinaiyén tel turanta
pater pukalan, tirumﬁlikkalattu urai yum pankayakkan
cutar pavala vayanaik kantu, email (it tﬁy manam
patar polilvéyk kuruku thanks]! enakku onru paniyire.
(IX-7-7)

bellado-

Ye, KOel birds that in this spacious garden dwell,
For my sake, a good word you have one day to tell
Unto my lotus-eyed Lord, with lovely lips like the coral red,
Of widespread fame, Who does in Tirumulikkalam reside,
Who this fell sinner ’s shoulders deserted,
Taking away my beaming bangles and saree as well.

Note
The Nsyakt, in her present state of separation after the erstwhile
union with her Lord, is literally denuded of her feminity

Wit-nook!!!
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olivu imit tiiumulikkalattu uraiyum oncutarai
olivu illﬂ ani malalaik hilimoliyﬂ alaniya col
valu ills van kurukﬁrc catakbpan viyntu uraitta
alivu illa iyirattu ip pattum nay arukkume.
(IX-741)

Tradition
These songs ten,out of the eternal thousand, uttered by Cata-

kbpao.
Of Kurukﬁr, soaked in God-love impeccable,
Voicing forth the sweet-tongued Nayald’s pangs of separation
From the resplendent Lord Who does, foi‘ ever, in Tirumiilik~
kalam dwell,
Will the fell malady, the bondage of samsﬁra dispel.
Note

This decad will cut out the bondage of its chanters, the worldly
ties, which operate as an impediment to the attainment of
God-head. In other words, this decad cures the malady of
separation from the Lord and the resultant state of desolation.
The resplendent Lord. in His iconic manifestationin Tirumﬁlikkalam, is the Doctor who stays on permanently in our midst,
determined to cure the malady of ‘ samsara ’ of the devout
seekers.

Ninth Centum—Eighﬂl Decad (IX-8)
(Amkkllm vinaiyﬁyiua)
Preamble
In the last decad, the Saint despatched several messengers to
the Lord at Tirumﬁlikkalam and yet, he could hardlycontain the
eﬂ'ervesoence of God-love in him. He could not patiently await
the return of the emissaries from the Lord and so, he tried to sustain
himself by meting the Lord enshrined in Tirunivay (another
pilgrim centre in Kerala State. the number of such pilgrim centres in
that State adding up to thirteen.) But, in his present state of desolation and debility, he could not make the trip to that pilgrim centre.
Mmtbatheooulddowas, therefore, to meditate outhe Lord
at Tirunlvly. right from where he was. This is precisely what
he does, in this decad. As Nampillai puts it, the Alvir was now

m
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Note
The lord, Who holds durbar in Heaven, seated on His serpent
couch, in the grand assembly of the Celestials, has come
down to Tirunaviy and made it His abode with great
delight. The Alvar longs to behold the Lord in Tiruniviy,
all the time, feasting his eyes on His nectarean charm.
hang! kalikkinratu inku cnrukol kankal-

tonte unakkiy olintén, turicu inri;
vantu a: malarc calaikal cﬁl timnavéy
konte uraikinra em k6valar Rim?

(IX-8-6)

Translation

0h, Chief of Cowherds, my Lord, You do lovingly stay

In Tirunfwiy, full of ﬂower gardens, where bees go gay,
When shall 1, Your selﬂess vassal, feast my eyes indeed
On Your Form exquisite, here, in this holy land?
Note
“ Let the hunger of my eyes be appeased even if mine is not ",
says the Alvar, who longs for the Lord’s presence, with
such great intensity. The Alvar is the blemishless vassal of
the Lord, catering solely to His delight, without the slightest
tinge of selﬁshness and he is thus a legitimate aspirant, the
worthy recipient of the bliss in question.

to akiya

mavaliyai nilam kontﬂyl

avicuram cemvanﬂ tirumilél
navly uxaikinxa en narana nampi!
as! atiyan ivan emu arulﬁyé.

(Ix-8'7)

mutation
Nimnan, my Benefactor great, Who in Nivay dwells,

Oh,Tirumil,WhodidtheAsnrasquell
In their fray with Devas! You did from Mlvali beg
And wrest theland wholeoi‘he thought he was the master big;

N'thhit-nmmi-S)
“ Hal here is My vassal ”, you should cognise
And on me bestow your grace spontaneous.

Note
‘

Tinimal ' denotes the Lord in conjunction with St! Malia
Laksml. highly conducive to the protection of the devout,
routing their enemies and other impediments in the way of
their attainment of God. It is against this favourable background that the Alvir beseeches the Lord’s grace. The
Lord had installed Indri, as the SOVereign Lord of all the
three worlds but Maha Bali seized them from Indra by
force and proclaimed himself the master. Lord Maha
Visnu set matters right, dexterously, by exploiting Bali's
avowed muniﬁcence.

arulatu olivay; arulceytu, atiyénaip
porulékki, up poo atlk kilp puka vaippiy—
marulé imi, unnai en néﬁcattu iruttum
terule taru ten tirunavdy en tave!

(lX—8—8)

Translation
My Sire, in Tirunavay enshrined, grant me wisdom clear
To lodge You ﬁrmly 111 my heart, with no inkling whatever
Of nescience in me, albeit You shed not Your grace on me
Nor deign to shelter me under Your feet lovely.

Note
Right at the beginning of this hymnal, it was elucidated that
the Alvir was endowed by the Lord Himself, with clear-cut
knowledge, full and complete, show of all discrepancies
and deviations, doubt and despair. What is now prayed
for is preservation of the clarity. already endowed. rather
its stabilisation. Be he near or far from Him physically,
mental proximity with the Lord, at all times and under
all circumstances, is prayed for by the Alvar. While this is
the interpretation of this song, by all the other glossators,

Piuanhasheldthissongtomean:
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Note

Apart from the physical objects around, such as the southerly
breeze, fragrance of ﬂowers etc., tormenting the Nayaki,
the Lord's exquisite Form also comes to her mind’s eye,
limb by limb, and oppresses her. Should He, who now
keeps aloof, unmindful of her, have at all come and mingled
with her and that too, in the manner He did? Poor Ndyaki,
she cannot endure her separation from Him, through forgetting Him, because of His inseparable charm, haunting
her mental vision all the time.
pdviyén manatte ninru Irum, aldl
vital-tan vatai vev vatat, aid!
mevu tan matiyam vcm matiyam, 516!
men malarp palli vem palli, alOl
tiivi am pul utalt teyva vantu
tutainta em penmai am pﬁ itu, aid!
aviyin param alla valcailcal, all“)!
yamutai neflcamum tunai amu, ale!

(lX—9—4)

Translation
Alas! the Lord‘s lingering Form does my mind haunt and split,
Hal the cool southerly breeze does ﬁre on me spit.
The gentle rays of the lovable Moon do heat emit,
What! the ﬂower bed, soft and somnolent, has lturned hot!
The ﬂower of my feminity has been sucked and sapped
By the Divine Bee, the Lord Supreme Who is equipped
With Garuda, the hefty bird with plumes large as His vehicle,
Indeed, all these are hard to endure for my poor soul,
My mind too, my companion of yore, is now of no avail.

Note

It would be hardly appropriate for an young lady to give vent
to expressions of this kind. openly complaining of her
amorous lot. But then, the Nayaki does not mince matters;
she makes no secret of the fact that her feminity is no longer
intact, having been thrown out of gear by her erstwhile
union with the Lord The Divine bee (Lord) has sucked

theﬂoweroflnrfeminityandsappedit. Eventheother

an
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alternative

to

external

perception, namely, mental
comprehension and rapport is not possible. the mind having
also become defunct.

yimutai nehcamum tunai earn, 516!
a pulm malaiyum skim, Hal
yamutar éyan-tan manam hal, aw!
avanutalt tim kulal irum, ilOl
yimutait tunai ennum tolimarum
emmil mun avanukku mayvar, ﬁlo!
yamutai at uyir kﬁkkumaru en?—
avanutai arulperum potu arité!

(lX—9—S)

Translation
Alas! my mind is unto me of no avail,
‘
T15 evening and the cows are due back home;
Should'Gopal’s enchanting ﬂute tempt my heart and steal
While HlS heart turns into a veritable stone?
Pity! ere me, my mates are in distress great
Weighed down by my sorry state;
How can I preserve my life dear
When His grace unto the 1s so dear?
Notes
as the Néyaki puts it, her beloved Lord has become
stonyhearted, she could as well take due note of it and
give up pining for Him. But she couldn’t, having been
attracted by the sweet strains from His magic ﬂute,
conveying, as it were. His pleadings. As Nampillai
would have it, Krsna, the Divine shepherd was trotting
outexcuses, such as, “1am sorry, I had to go after the
cattle and even so. I am late in coming home; pity,
I have been unavoidably detained and so on ”. All
these were conveyed by Him through the ﬂute, which
naturally put the Niyakl back into the picture.

(1) If,

(ii) The Niyakl’s frightful loneliness. making her despair of
her survival, is vividly brought out in this song; her
mind is of no and and she lacks the soothing company

’3‘
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Even more cruel than Kantian are His covert deeds,
The jasmine ﬂowers, with honey and fragrance studded
Do waft their gentle smell, the sandal, cool and nice,
And the sweet amorous notes which Kannan’s ﬂute plays
Unto the shepherd damsels, all these my life do ﬂay.

Note
A series of things oppress the Nayakl in her present state of
desolation, as stated above. While the memory of her
erstwhile union With the Lord haunts her and makes her
feel that His deeds are even more cruel than Himself, the
enchanting melody of His ﬂute IS the last straw to break her
back. The last-mentioned alone lS enough to take her
life out.
utUm at tim kularke uyyén nan;

atu molintu, itai itai, tan cey kolat
ti'itu cey kankal kontu ouru paci,
til moli icaikal kontu onru nOkki,
pcturu mukamceytu nontu nontu,
pctai neﬁcu aravu arap pstum pattai
yatum onru arikilam; amma! ammal
malaiyum vantatu-mayan varag.

(lX—9—9)

Translation
I can’t but succumb to the haunting melody of that pipe
That does His amorous advances convey, now and then;
His tell-tale eyes do His message speak with unique get-up,
His tuneful songs do glances throw and His deep concern
For girls with aching heart, His face reveals,
The songs He sings, anxious to put them at case.
We hardly know; alas! evening has come
But the wondrous one is yet to come.

Note

It is the enchanting melody of Kmis’s ﬂute, interspersed With
signiﬁcant statements. now and then. that disarm tin Gopb
and makes them resile from the determined stand previouly

tahenbythemnottomixwithﬁimanylonpr.

The
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Lord speaks through His eyes and see through His tuneﬂll
songs. He is wondrous, in the sense, that even thou, who
were averse to Him, while in a state of desolation due to
separation from Him, would feel remorsef’ul for their
erstwhile unrelenting attitude towards Him, when He
eventually comes and mingles with them. So freely does
He mingle with HIS devotees and, in the process, exhibit
amazmg simplicity.
malaiyum vantatu; miyan virin;
ma mani pulampa val éru anainta

kbla nal nékukal ukalum, al6l
kotiyana kulalkalum kularum. als!‘
val oh vaJar mullai. karumukalkal,
mallikai alampi, vantu alum, alt)!
velalyum vicumpil vmtu alarum, 616!
en coll: uyvan inku-avanai vitté?

(lX—9-10)

Translation

Ha! evening has arrived but not my Lord; the comely cows
mingle
With the hefty bulls and their bells do tmlde,
Alas! the sweet music of the ﬂute is tantalizmg, the bees do

gather

Honey from the white jasmine and many other ﬂowers
And diving deep into them do hum, the roaring sea rend: the

air;

And now, how can I survive these that against me do conspire?

Note
Krsna has not returned home at the appointed time; meanwhile
quite a number of things oppress the Gopis to such an extent
that their mere survival becomes a problem.
avanaivittu akantu, uyir makilli
ani ilai aycciyar malaip pacel
avami vittu altalvatarkb irenki,
uni kuruknrc catakbpan. mm.
T—JI
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(IX-10)

”i

(ii) Even loving meditation of this holy centre will secure one’s
salvation. This could he done all the time, without
restriction, unlike the dip in the oceanic waters. which
is permissible only on certain speciﬁed days.

tontarl num tam tuyar poka, nIr Ekamay,
vintu vata malar ittu, nir imiilcumip—
vantu patum polil ci'il tirukkannapurattu
ants vanap, amarar perumanaiye.

(lX—lO—3)

“enslatlon
Ye, devout men, worship with devotion supreme
And offer ﬂowers in fresh bloom

Unto the Sovereign Master of the Universe, Who dwells
In Tirulckannapuram amid orchards where humming bees revel
And thus all your ills and evils dispel.
Notes
(i) The highest love to God is love rendered with no personal

end in view but culminating in benediction or gloriﬁcation of God. Love, so disinterestedly rendered, is
love of purity and virginity, which carries with it the
highest reward, namely, possession of God Himself.
It is this kind of loving worship that the Alvir is preaching to the world around, now addressed by him with
his characteristic solicitude and tenderness of heart.

(ii) The bees allude to the knowledgeable savants, with a keen
sense of discrimination, capable of picking up the
essentials (honey) and discarding the otherwise.
(iii) The Sovereign Master of the Universe, the overlord of
the Celestials has condescended to come down to our
midst, taking up abode in Timkkannapuram where
His dispensation operates both ways. The Lord not
only dispels our age-long sins but also confers on us
heavenly bliss, right here, in His immediate presence.
Unlike the inﬁrmary for the blind, where the sighted do

nothaveto so fortreatment, eventheCeluﬁalawell

beyond the mischief of dark necescience, have to come

m

m

(IX-10)

Unto those that seek refuge at His feet
He is the perfect Protector
Unto those that love Him with all their heart
The Sovereign Lord is all love; the Ruler great
Of Tirulrkannapm-am, enclosed by walls, safe and secure,
Is the Benefactor great that heavenly bliss does dower
At the fall of this material body, the outer oover.

in“:

Note
As already stated in the preamble to this decad. this is the
topical song of this decad. The Lord, enshrined at Tirukkannapuram, vouchsafes heavenly bliss, at the end of the
current span of life, unto those that seek refuge at His lovely
pair of feet. This is the unfailing path of loving surrender
at the Lord’s pair of feet, as the Sole means of salvation,
which is open to one and all, unlike the discipline of ‘ Bhakti
’
Yoga indicated in the three preceding stanzas, reatricted
to certain categories of persons. The Lord having assured
the Alvar that he would be granted entry into the High
Heavens as soon ashis body falls off, the Alvar complacently
styles the Lord as the “ Granter of Heaven, at one's

death ".
anpan akum, tans til ataintarkku ellam;
cem pen ikattu avunan utal klntavao,
nan pon Bynta matil cﬁl tirukkannapurattu
anpan, nalum tana meyyarkku meyyane.

(lX—lO—6)

Translation
Love He hears unto those that seek refuge at His feet,
The body of Avunan, of the hue of red gold, He split,
Our Lord, Who loves to stay in Tiruklmnnapuram,
Whose boundary walls, set with pure gold, do gleam,
Truly loves those that bear true love unto Him.

Nuts
(1')

tln Lord’s feet is tended by
mmwiththessmelovingeare, withoutdistinctionol
hidiandlow.

Whosoever takes refuge at

’1'

Timvlymoli-Book 1x

(ii) It was young Prahladi's great devotion unto tlm lord,
that made Him shed His enormous grace on him,
despite his belonging to the Riksasa clan, and slay his
dastardly sire, Avunan (Hiranya). The Lord loves
His devotees even more dearly than they love Him and
He has lovingly chosen Tirukkannapuram, as His
abode. wherein He exhibits this great trait. The
Alvin, therefore, calls upon people to worship Him at
this holy centre, with unﬂinching devotion, devoid
of selﬁsh ends.
meyyan akum, virumpit toluvarkku ellam;

poyyan akum, purame toluvarkku ellam;
ceyyil valai ukalum tirukkannapurattu
aiyan ikattu anaipparkatku aniyané.

(IX-10—7)

Translation
All His glory and splendour He does reveal

Unto those that seek Him as the Deal] and End-all;
0n the other hand, His true nature He does conceal
From them that worship Him for achieving their personal
needs;
Our Sire at Tirukkannapuram, in whose fertile ﬁelds
The ﬁshes play about, is very close indeed
To those that keep Him in their hearts imbedded.
Note

The Lord stays in His worshippable from at Tirukkannapuram,
revealing Himself fully. unto those that love Him disinterestedly, as an end in itself, and concealing His true nature
from those who seek petty, personal favours from Him
and formally propitiate Him to secure their personal ends,
devoid of true love unto Him.
aniyan ukum. tuna til ataintarkku ellam;
ﬁniyum oéra; piravi ketuttu ilum;

we 5m
m
Minis

matil cﬂl tirukhnmpuramnilum—pammbtti-tan PitamE.

(lX—lO-S)
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Translation

May You for ever adore the lovely feet of the Supreme Lord
At holy Tirukkannapuram, enclosed by walls. with gold and
why laid,
Him that is near at hand to those that lovingly worship
His pair of feet and thus the dreadful cycle of birth escape.
Rid of all ills and evils that dare not clasp you any more.
Note
The lovmg worship. referred to here, is the disinterested love
of God, with no personal ends in view, which culminates
in the highest reward, namely, possession of God Himself.
Unto such votaries, the Lord is ever close and easily accessible
and the natural corollary to this state is the riddence of
their ills and evils. one and all, including the dreadful cycle
of birth and death. Tirukkannapuram, the holy centre
on Earth, looms like a Heavenly spot, set with gold, gems
and rubies, in the eyes of the Saint.

patam nalum paniya. taniyum pini;
étam cara; enakkél ini enkurai?
véta navar Virumpum tirukkannapurattu
anyénai ataintdrkku allal illaiye.

(IX-lO—Q)

'I'ranslatlon
Sorrow there’s none unto those that adore
The Primate, the Lord Supreme Who dWells
At Tirukkannapuram, the Vedic Scholars’ favourite abode;
My mind With love unto Him does always swell,
Him that does His feet for ever truly worship.
Ills and evils shall no longer clasp;
Is there now indeed anything I lack?
Note

The Saint preaches unto the world, voicing forth his own
experience which they can very well share, if only they would
adore, likewise, the feet of the Supreme Lord. The ap-lon;

simulation ofsinshasbeen

wiped oﬁ',

inMLandthe

m

Tiruvlymoli-Book it”,

this tamarait tstam ani vayal tirurnokur
nalum mlvi, nagku amarntu aim-n, acurarait takarkkum
talum nénku utaic curi kulal, kamalak kan, kani vayk
kalamékattai anti, marronru ilam-katiye.
(X-l-l)
'

Translation
Escort have we none but the cloud-hued Lord,
With shoulders four that shall the Asuras smite,
Curly locks, lotus eyes and lips, red and bright,
Who does for ever dwell with great delight
In TirtunOkur with strong-petalled lotus ponds and “Ch paddy
ﬁelds.
Notes
(i) It is but natural that a person, roasted by gruelling heat,

looks for relief through a deep plunge into a cool pond
or showers from the sky. The Alvér, about to be rid
of the patching heat of Samsira, has likewrse got hold
of Lord ‘ Kalamégam ’, enshrined in Tirumékur. This
Deity has also been referred to, later in this decad-vrde
eighth song, as the pond, cool and lovely, yielded by
king Daéaratha, the safe Refuge, rather the one and
only Refuge.

(ii) The lotus ponds and the paddy ﬁelds allude to the great
ones, characterised by plain living (lying low, in utter

humility, like the paddy crops studded with grains)
and high thinking (like the lotus ﬂOWers, displayed
majestically on the tall stalks sprouting from the watery
depths).

(iii) The Lord resides in this sportive universe, with greater
delight than in Heaven, because it is here that His

auspicious traits of easy sowssibility, tender solicitude
etc., shine with greater splendour, like unto a lamp lit
at night, as distinguished from one commissioned in
broad day-light.

(iv)

Even in His Area or Iconic manifestation at Tirumbkur.
the Lord’s sinswy shoulders proclaim the valorous
performed by them during His Avatiras (Incarnation),

M
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(X01)

And the worlds peopled by Devas of all grades;
Other than this hallowed city, haven have we none.
Notes

(i) Would it be an exaggeration if the River said that there
is no Refuge other than the holy city of Tirumokﬁr?
No, not at all, for there dwells our Lord, the great
Benefactor of all times, Who ushered in the entire
Universe surrounded by the perepheral waters, pressed
into service the Primordial Matter (Mills Praltrti)
whence spring up things that make people earthbound, enjoying the sensual pleasures or Heavenbound, as the case may be, propagated the worlds
with their colourful varieties through the Four-headed
Brahma, and is thus referred to herein, as the ancient
Sage whose mind 18 deeply absorbed in the great task of
.creation.

(ii)

If we cucum-ambulatedthe holy centre, all our miseries,
including our amnety as to who would guide us in our
ascent to Heaven, would vanish in it tries.

tuyar ketum katitu; ataintu vantu atiyavarl tolumiguyar kol colai on tatam ani oli tirumoktlr,
peyarkal ayiram utaiya val arakkar pukku alunta,
(X—l-S)
tayaratan pena marakata manit tatattinaiye.
Translation
Ye, devotees, all your miseries shall, in no time. disappear
If you’d come and worship the Tank, studded with sapphire,
King Tayaratan did yield, where the fell Raksasas, who bore
A thousand names, met their inglorious end,
Our Sire Who dwells in Tirumblmr, with stately gardens and
lovely ponds.
Notes
(i) Pond inside the temple

at Tirumbkllr as well as outside!

The ponds. outside the temple precincts. are studded
with lotus while the Lord, enshrined within, looks like
yet another such lotus pond, what with His complexion

resemblingthelotulleaf, Hiseyesandlipahsndsand

Tenth Chntum (X-Z)

Having been assured of his ascent to Heaven at the end of the
current span of life, (IX-lO-S), Saint Nammalvar quite well knew
that the day of his ascent was near at hand. And that is why he
has actively embarked on a programme of leave-taking.
ketum ltar aya ellam. kecaval enhahnalum
kotuvinai ceyyum kdnin tamarkalum kurukakillar;
vitam utai aravil palli virumpman curumpu alan'um
(X-Z-l)
tatam utai vayal anantapuranakar pukutum rare.
Translation
Right this day shall we enter holy Anantapuram
In whose ponds and ﬁelds fertile do merry bees hum,
Where the Lord reposes lovmgly on HIS serpent-bed;
Your entry into the holy city. Yama’s agents dare not impede,
Though- they are known to torment continually; if we do but

utter

The holy name,‘ KEcava ’, all our sms shall forthwith disappear.
Notes
(i) There could pos iblybe quite a few things, standing m the
way of one’s entry into the holy crty of Anantapuram,

(TiruvanantapUram, the capital of Kerala State) which
the Alvar now longs to land and enjoy. But then, the
Lord‘s names are handy enough to dispel the sins of the
chanters of these names and thus remove all the impediments in the way of their achieving the desired objective.
Among the several meanings, conveyed by the holy name
‘
Kesava ’, the one which would be most apt In the
present context, is: the destroyer of the horse-shaped
ﬁend, named Kesi, set up by King Kamsa to kill Kﬁna,
the Divine Child. ‘ Kesi ’, the demon, typiﬁes enemies
in general and the mere mention of the name of the
Lord, denoting His destruction of just one enemy, that
is, Kelli, is enough to destroy all our enemies. that in
all our sins, that stand between us and the Lord. Did
not the single offender (Rivana) bring on the destruction
of his entire race? It needn't, for a moment, be doubted
whether the sins already committed could at all be

Thaw-Book):
wiped oﬂ', in this manner, without the sinners getting
into the clutches of Yama’s hordes, determined to put
the former through the tortures of hell. Well, here is
the magic, namely, spelling the word ‘ Kesava’, which
at once keeps Yama’s agents out of bounds and there
is no question of their coming anywhere near us. Here
is a single remedy, the panacea for all ills and evils,
unlike the scriptural prescription of diﬂ'erent methods of
atonement of diﬂ'erent types of sins.
(ii) Yams is, no doubt, the agent appointed by God for
punishing the law-breakers, the laws being the Sistras,
with their decrees and injunctions. But those, who
are engaged in the service of the Lord in His worshippable form, wrapt in ecstatic contemplation of the
Lord exquisitely manifest in His image, will certainly
be out of the purview of Yama’s punishment, if they
departed from the punctual and rigid observance of
the Sistraic routine. This was clearly elucidated by
the illustrious Bhattirya, one evening when Lord
Ranganétha was moving by the river-Side, during one
of the annual festivals, entailing excursions outside
the holy city of Arankam. When a few of the Brahmin
attendants expressed their intention to retire for performing the evening prayer (Sandhyavandhana),
Bhatthrya observed :
Brothers, in our present occupation, namely, absorbing
attention to our Sovereign Lord Himself, of exquisite
charm, visibly present here, if we skip the religious
routine, just this evening, know that we are occupied
with the Law-Giver Himself. Surely, Yams will not
construe this as a transgression and accuse us as lawbreakers. liable for punishment. Supposing a king

holds court to hear reports of the ﬁnancial working of
the various departtmnts of his ln'ngdom and, in the
course of hearing, adverse mention is made of a
favourite of the king. If the king orders the reporter

toslcipoverthatparticularitemandpassontothenext,

Winthe reporterthenceforward daretoreverttothat
imdeliheretely skipped over by the king. and point

”

Tutti! Centaur (X-Z)

the accusing ﬁnger at the king's favourite? When
we are here, busy with the king directly. what other
business can draw us away from Him? All ordinary
law is set aside before the Lord Who is the highest Law
Himself”.
inru peyp pukutirakil. elumaiyum étam cars:
kunru nEr matam mate kuruntu oth- cerunti, punnai.
manru alar polil anantapuranakar mayan namam
(X—2-2)
onrum 6r ayiramam; ulluvarkku umpar ﬁre.
Translation
Sins shall not get near you for generations,
If You’d this day get into Anantapuram with gardens ﬂne,
Holding stately trees and castles tall, rising like mountains;
A single name of the Lord, enshrined there, 15 as potent
As a thousand names and for those, who that name do chant,
That holy Centre becomes the very Heaven inﬂed.
Notes
(I)

“The name of the Lord at Aoantapuram shall by itself
extend unto you protection, on all fronts. If you’d
only get into that holy centre, sins shall not come near
you, not only now but in all successive births ”, this
is how the Alvar- exhorts the people around. The
mere mention of the name of the Lord. enshrined there,
will transform that place into Heaven. Yet another
way of interpreting the text of this song is that one
need not even go to Anantapuram, as such, but one is
assured of heavenly ascent, by merely spelling out the
name of the Lord enshrined there, a name that is potent
enough to fulﬁl the functions of the other names, as
well.

(ii) “ Castles rising like

mtdns "—Unlike

the ordinary
run of man-kind, given to hurrying, those soaked in
God-love move about leisurely, enjoying me sight of
the high mansions, turrets and towers lining the streets

ofpllgrimcentres,drinkingthemin,asitwere, with

their eyes, in rapturous admiration.

“I
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firum put; kotiyum agté; ulaku ellam untu umilntan
06mm tan anantapuram cikkenap pukutirildl,
tirum nby vinaikal ellam tinnam; nam aiiyac conn6m;
pErum 6r ayirattul onru nlr pécuminé.
(X-2-3)

Translation

If You'd only reach Anantapuram, cool and lovely, with a
mind ﬁrm,
Where dwells our Lord Who has Garuda as His vehicle
And banner too, Who once ate up the worlds, one and all,
And then spat them out, let me unto you afﬁrm,
You will be rid of all your ills and evils,
Better utter any one of H18 thousand names.
Note

“Any one of the Lord’s thousand (innumerable) names is
potent enough to destroy all evils. So then, chant but one
such name and get rid of all your sins ”, exhorts the Alvin.
The votaries are asked to enter the holy city of Anantapuram
with ﬁrm determination and get their sins destroyed.
0n reaching the place, no difﬁcult task is set unto them by
the Alvin; they are required to do nothing more than chant
just one of the many holy names of the Lord, the great
Deliverer.
péoumin kneam inti-periya nir vélai culntu
vicamé kamalum calai vayal ani anantapuram
nioamoeytu uraikiménai neximaiyal malarkal tuvi,

pﬁcanai ceykinrirkal punniyam ceytavéré-

(X-2-4)

mum
Speak out, with no mental reserve.
What indeed is the penance performed
By those that worship. with choice ﬂowers,
The Lord, who delightfully dwells in Anantapunm, well

adorned
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By ﬁelds fertile and gardens full of fragrance sweet
And surrounded by the oceanic waters vast.

Note
The Alvar extols those that have the good fortune to worship
the Lord at Tiruvanantapuram whose gardens are so full
of fragrance that it more than oﬂ'sets the possible stench of
the sea around. It IS by—no-means surprismg that the
denizens of the High Heavens, marked by spotless purity
and overwhelming devotion to the Lord, worship Him
there, in that transcendent setting, with punctilious care
and attention. It would, however, be most surprising,
rather praiseworthy, if, in this land of dark nescience, quite
a few resorted to the worship of the Lord, like unto lotus
blooming in the hearth, fed by ﬁre to the brim.
punniyam ceytu, nalla punalotu malarkal tuvi.
ennumin entai namam; ip pirapru arukkum; appal,
tinnam nam ariyac congenm-ceri poll! anartapurattu
(X-2-5)
annalar kamala patam anukuvar amarar avar.
Translation

Meditate on the holy names of our Lord
And unto Him oﬁ‘er With devotion supreme,
Water, pure and simple, and ﬂowers ﬁne, to get rid
Of this fell bondage of Samséra; let me afﬁrm,
Those that get near the lotus feet of our Sire
At Anantapuram, with many a garden ﬁne,
Are as good as the Eternal Angels in Heaven.
Note

The Alvir exhorts the people to approach the Lord at Anantapuram and adore His lotus feet. aﬂ‘lrming that, by so doing,
’
they will rise to the stature of the ‘ Nitya Stiris in Heaven.
By sacramental water for the Lord’s worship is meant only
water, pure and simple, and not the one spiced and ﬂavoured
with cloves and cardamom the emphasis being on the easy
mrshippability of the Lord. Mere meditation on the
holy

nhmesofthelordwillgrindtoaheltthedreadful

Chm
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by Sénapathi Alvin to whom the Lord reveals His face
through the doorway at one end, (2) Brahmd and
other Devas who catch sight of the Lord's navel region
through the passage in the middle and (3) pe0ple of this
world, who worship the Lord's lovely pair of feet
through the doorway at the other end. vide aphorism
As a matter of fact,
183 of ‘ Acirya Hrdayam ’.
SEnépathi Alvin, who has been assigned the portfolio
of administration of the Universe, has to necessarily
look at the Lord’s face and obtain His approval for
the prOposals submitted by him, either by word of
mouth or merely by His gestures and looks. Again,
Brahma, who emerged from the Lord’s navel, sees the
Lord’s navel region at Anantapuram through the
middle gate. We, world'ings, seeking refuge at the
Lord’s feet, see His feet through the end-gate.
(ii) Surely, the Lord, Who dispels the distress

of even Siva,

the father of Subrahmanya and the other Devas, full
of egotism, will certainly deliver us, the selﬂess lovers.

tutaitta k6vintamiré. ulaku, uyir, tEvum, manum
pataitta em parama mﬁrtti, pampu-anaip paui kontan,
mataittalai valai payum vayal ani anantapuram
(X—2—7)
kataittalai ciylrkappenal, katuvinai kalaiyalamé.
Translation

Your deadly sins will get dissolved if you’d resort
To Anantapuram, which ﬁelds fertile do adorn,
And clean up the door-step of the temple where reclines
On serpent-bed, the Lord Supreme who dissolved the worlds
And then put them back into the respective folds.
Notes

that those, who render service unto
the Lord reclining at Tiru-Anantapuram, will get rid
of their age-long sins. however deadly they might be.
01’ the several kinds of service, prominence is given
to cleaning up the temple gates and keeping the temple

(i) The Alvin afﬁrms

front, bright and tidy.

WMX
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(ii) The wiping oﬁ‘ of the worlds, that is, the Lord’s act of
dissolution or destruction of the Sportive Universe,
‘
Lila Vibhﬂti ’ is mentioned ﬁrst and then the creation.
This is because Vedantas speak of dissolution ﬁrst.
As a matter of fact, the ‘ Samsara ' or the cycle of birth
and rebirth is much-too-old and its beginning is just
not known. The dissolution is but eating up all the
worlds, With their contents and sustaining them all,
inside the Lord’s stomach, from being swept off by the
whirling waters of the Deluge. Creation is but spitting
them out, at the end of the Deluge and putting things
back in their respective folds.
katuvinai kalaiyalakum; kamagaip payanta kalai
itavakai kontatu enpar, elil ani anantapuram;
patam utai aravil palli pavinravan pétam kana
natamino, namarkal ullirl-nam umakku ariyac congom.

(x-z—s)
Translation

Go and behold, my men! the lovely pair of feet of our Lord,
The mighty Sire of Kaman, Who has pretty Anantapuram
as HIS abode,
Who does on a Cobra with many a hood recline
That you may be rid of your deadly sins,
I do, unto you all. make this known.

;

Notes
(i) Saint Nammilvar exhorts the pious Vaisnavas around,

to proceed to holy Anantapuram and behold the lovely
feet of the Lord, reclining there on serpent-couch.
The form, this exhortation assumes, is noteworthy;
even as people are proceeding towards the holy centre,
their deadly sins fall off, this is how the Alvar puts it.
(ii) Here is an interesting anecdote; Manakkal Nampi, the

preceptor of Alavantar (Yamunicirya) had taught
the distinguished disciple all but Yoga Sash-a, which
was deliberately left over, to be taught by a great
Yogi, by name Kurukaikkivalappan. When Alavanthr
approached the Yogi in quetion for learning from

Tea-laden
Those that can recite these songs ten,
Out of the thousand composed by Catakbpan
Of Kurukﬁr, with orchids ﬁne, adoring the Lord of everlasting
fame,
Who has His abode in lovely Anantapuram,
Shall attain Heaven at the end of the current span
And there be entertained by the damsels ﬁne
With bamboo-like arms, bedecked with jewels nice.
Notes
(i) In the preceding song. the Alvin extolled those who
worship the Lord at Anantapuram, as men of undying
fame; now, he is referring to the Lord as of undying
fame. Even as the pious men of this world have surpassed the fame of the denizEns of Heaven, the Lord,
in His worshippable Form in this abode. excels His
own transcendent glory in the High Heaven. Whereas
all those. in the high Heaven, have the true knowledge
of their essential nature as the Lord’s exclusive vassals.
totally dependent on Him, here, in this abode, there
are myriads of men straying away from God, oblivious
of their true relationship with Him. Does it not,
therefore. redound to His great glory, right here. when
He tries to wean away the errant mortals, gone astray?
But for His tender solicitude and redemptive grace,
these poor souls would be drifting farther and farther
away from Him.
(ii) What is alluded to, in this end-song, as the beneﬁt
accruing from the recital of this decad. is not the
sensual pleasure enjoyable by the chanters on their
attaining Heaven through the ‘ Apsaras ‘, the lovely
damsels over there. Indeed, there is no touch of
carnality, the skin-deep variety of entertainment, in

thatblissﬁillandandtheenteminmtoﬂ'eredbythese
damelswhoplayhost tothenew-comerstoﬂeaven.

iathelameuthatrefuredtolaterinx-M,7and10,

Tenth Centum—Thlrd Decad (X-3)
(VEy mam t6! inai)
Preamble
The Alvar, who longed, in the preceding song, for the felicity
of divine service unto the Lord at Tiru-Aoantapuram,
accompanied by the pious band of Sri Vaisnavas. was struck down
by a deep sense of frustration, when his aspiration did
not materialise. So deep was his frustration indeed, that it led
him to suspect the frightful possibility of the Lord perpetuating
his bondage and prolonging his stay in this abode. Of course, such
an apprehension is not out of place, when one sees the notoriety
of the material contact (body), with its great potentiality for mischief, on the one hand, and the Lord’s unbridled independence
(Svétantarya), on the other. The Alvar, however, expresses his
apprehension. in an indirect way in this decad, instead of putting
it to the Lord. point-blank. He cloaks his own misgivings by
referring to the misgivings, entertained by the shepherdesses of
Virundavan, who started nagging Krsna, the naughty cow-herd
boy, even in the early hours of the morning, the pie-dawn period.
No doubt, He was still lying in bed on the crucial morning but
He used to leave his bed, by about this time, and take the cattle
out for the pasture. The same sequence prevails this morning also,
that is, the cool breeze is blowing. the Koels have started cooing,
the peacocks are strutting about and the herds of cows and calves
are seen spread out, all over the place. So great is His loving care
for the Cattle that He would surely follow and tend them, relegating
to the background His concern for the Gopis who cannot, however, brook His separation, even for a short while. And so. the
chls conclude that Krsna would not make any exception on
this particular morning and stay behind. Their minds get agitated
over the certainty of Krsna’s departure from their midst, to such
an extent that they start experiencing the pangs of separation even
when He is very much by their side. One of them would lnstily
plead with Him that He shall not leave them and go out into the
ﬁelds, ﬁrstly. because they cannot hear being apart from Him
for a whole day, which actually looms like ages in their aching
to His life at
minds, and secondly, because of the lurking

dam

the handset Kam’sevil spiesand agentswhokeepon masquera-

dinghoneformoranothenallovertheﬂace.
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And massage Your lovely feet, but we, at this end, cannot
contain
Our feminity and endure, tears well up like a fountain
In our eyes sharp, our minds are under tension great
And therefore even for a moment You shall not from us be

apart;
Your grazing the cows can on us work havoc great,
Our spirits thaw down like unto wax on ﬁre set.
Note
The Gopls insist that Krsna shall not go after the cattle but
stay behind, seeing that they just can‘t subsist without
Him. While their Spirits will get burnt out like Wax. set
on ﬁre, their strength of mind is next to nothing and cannot.
therefore, avert the catastrophe. Whereas there may be
many a girl of comely shape to attend on Him when He is
away from them, He is unto the Gopis, their sole Sustainer
and without Him they cannot subsist.
vEm, ematu uyir al ll melukil ukkuvol valai, mékalai kalanru vila,

tn malark kan-inai muttam cora,
tunai mu‘ai payamu ena talks! vata,
ma mani vanna! an cenkama'a vanna
mel malar ati nova nipéy,
a makilntu ukantu, avai méykkinru, unnotu
acurarkal talaippeyyil. eVankol asks?

(X-3—7)

Milan

I

The bangles rest not on my wrists nor the saree around my
waist,
Pearls of tears run down my lotus eyes and on my breasts,
The bloom is gone, my shoulders fade out, Oh,
of
sapphire hue!
When into the forests, tending the cows with great delight,
You move,
Your delicate red lotus feet aching quite a lot,

mes

Tlnﬂl

(fawn

(X-3)

”I

Apprehending the evil Kamsa‘s agents might on You inﬂict.
My spirit burns up as does the wax when on ﬁre set.
Note

The Gopi sobs out: " Oh, Krsna, we. on our part, suﬁer
the pangs of separation from You, what with our thinning
down terribly, losing our natural bloom and lustre and so
on. But don’t you see that you tread over hill and dale
on bare feet, feet which are too delmte to be pressed even
by our soft hands, aching a great deal? What is even
worse 18 the route you follow, leavmg it all to the whimsical
cows that lead you on to ﬁelds, far and wrde, thereby exposing You to Kamsa’s nefarious agents who are out to destroy
You. Every blade of grass, every stone, You tread upon,
is Your enemy, in disguise, set on you by the scheming

King Kamsa ”.

acurarkal talaippeyyrl, evaukol anku? emu
alum en a: uyir; in pig pOkel;
kacikaiyum vétkaiyum ulkalantu.
kalavnyum naliy um; en kaikaliyél;
vacicey un tamaraik kannum, vayum,
kail: ilum, pltaka utaiyum kitti,
ocroey nun itai ila aycctyar, ni
ukakkum nallavarotum ulitaréyé.

(X—3—8)

Translation
With fear does my dear life quiver what unto you might befall,
When You are away, tending the cattle; You'll do well
Not to go behind the cows, 0h, Kenna, better stay here,
Leave me not, lest my boundless love for You “shall thro’
every pore
Pierce poor me; I’d rather not mind Your ﬂirting right here
With those other thin-waisted damsels You love whom You
rope
Thro’ Your lotus eyes, hands and feet and Your silken robe.
Note
Then Krsna retorted that it was not merely a matter of His
tending the cows but also His fulﬁlling His enpgements

Women: x

9“
uvarttalai, utan tirikilaiyum enru emu.
ﬁgure ennutai ivi vimal:
tivattilum paeu- nirai miyppu uvatti;
oenkani vhy ehkal ayar tEVEl

(X—3—lD)

Mtlon

With lips like red fruit, 0h, gem of our shepherd clan,
Putting aside Balarﬁtnan, You move about all alone,
Many a formidable Asura, set upon by Kamsa, roams about,
Terrifying the sages, my blood boils when I think of it,
My words, alas! may You deign to listen,
I see You relish grazing cows better than Your stay in Heaven.

Notel

Kmta to Gopls: “ Your misgivings are totally unwarranted;
it is because'of your overwhelming love for Me that you
entertain such baseless fears.
be sure ”.

Nothing will happen to Me,

Gapls to Krsna: “You are so charming, 0h, Krsna, that
we apprehend evil eyes will cast their spell on you. The

Asuras, who stalk the forests, are doubly ferocious, bent
upon carrying out Kamsa’s sinister designs on You. Even
sages are in constant dread of the evil that might befall You.
It is a great pity, You choose to move alone, putting aside
Your benevolent brother, Balaraman. As we think of all
these, our hearts literally go up in ﬂames ”.

Kmsa to Gapis: “ How amazing is your love indeed? Why
should You entertain such fears, when I am in Your midst?"
So saying, He casts the bewitehing spell of His smiles on
them.
Gapts to

10m: “ You just

kill us with your smiles. putting

us off the track. We know your irresistible partiality for
grazing the cows, an act you relish better than even staying
in I-baven. Even on tlm Yonder side of Heaven, You

willearrythepleuantmemoryd’thepastmesoverhere
andutterinYour dream, theeommandstothecows
“disc. diva

,1

hath

I!

(hm (x4)

cehkani vly chkal ayar tévu at
tiruvati tiruvatimél, porunal
caﬁku uni tumivan van ten kurukﬁr
van catakopan col ayirattul
mankaiyar aycciyar iynta malai
avanotum pirivatarku iraaki, taiyal
anku avan pacu-nirai méyppu olippin,
uraittana ivsiyum pattu avan'in carve.

(X—3—ll)

Tradition
These songs ten, out of the thousand of Kuruktlr Catakbpan,
Reverently offered at the feet of the Chief of shepherd clan,
The Lord With red lips, fruit-like. the Gopis‘ hymns] outpourings,
The lusty pleadings of a shepherdess to keep Him back from
grazing,
So that He may with her always remain,
Shall confer the same beneﬁts as the other decads of this
hymnal
Note
The Shepherdess in question acts as the mouthpiece of the
GOpls, with het remarkable capacity to plead their cause.
Even as the Lord stayed with the Gopls. in deference to
their wishes, He will abide in those that chant this decad.
Alternately, this decad is well-matched with the other
decads of this hymns] and shall bestow the same results
as those decads.

E

Tenth Centaur—Fourth
(C-QI'VE

Dead (x4)

taunt Ti)

In the preceding decad, the Alvar- suﬁ'ered the pangs
of separation from the Lord, akin to those experienced by

theGopis,even whenthelordwasinthcirmidst. Justasthe

Gommptmmdbytordmnammvsrmpamby

thelmdandhisfemmqmnedwhentheLordassm'edhim

H
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Tnnlatlon
The Lord, Who the discus wields. did us liberate
From the miseries of birth, once for all; there’s none else
Whose helo we need, my head 1 do decorate
With the lovely feet of the bright, ﬁsh-eyed Pinnai’s Spouse.
Note
The Alvir’s mind is now absolutely clear about the immediate
prospect of his ascent to Heaven and so sanguine is he
that he asserts that his age-long misery of birth and rebirth
is gone and that there 15 no question of his getting caught
up in the dreadful . ycle, any more. Even so, a little later,
that IS, X-lO—2, he pleads vehemently with the Lord for the
quick consummation of their deeply-longed-for union and
even goes to the extent of binding Him and His Consort
(Maha Laksmi) on oath, for the accomplishment of the
goal in question. Questioned by the Lord Himself. in '
that context, regarding the propriety of the Alvar binding
Him and the Divine Mother on oath, the Alvar is quick
to justify his conduct because of the exuberance of his
God-love and his impatience to get at Him.
talaimél pugaintén caranankal. ﬁlm
ilairnél tuyinran, imaiycr vanahka
malaimél tag ninru, en manattul iruntanai,
nilai pérklcal akamai niecmu irunténé.

(X—4—4)

Translation
Adorned have I my head with the feet of the Lord,
Who did on a fig-leaf repose, Who is by Celestials adored,
Right here, in Mount Tiruvénkatam, where He just stands,
For Him to secure a berth in my mind,
Where I am sure He now remains ﬁrmly enshrined.
Notes
(i) the Alvﬁr recounts the manner in which the Lord contrived

to get Himself lodged ﬁrmly in his heart and how complacent He feels after reaching His coveted destination.
The Lord, Who repom on a tender ﬁs-leaf over the

Nth Centum (X4)

”3

vast expanse of water, stepped on to Mount Tiruvénkatam, the spring-board from which He jumped
into the Alvar’s heart. When He sustained all the
worlds With their contents inside His stomach, resting
on the fig-leaf, He was all alone and nobody knew the
manner and extent of His benefaction. And so, He
hit upon a plan by which He could demonstrate to all
the worlds, His great benevolence and i‘mnipotence,
amazmg simplicny and easy accessibility It was in
pursuance of this plan that He repaired to Mount
Tiruvénkatam, along wrth the Nitya Si'iris, the Eternal
heroes in Heaven. Once this was accomplished, He
moved into the Alvin’s heart-region and established
Himself ﬁrmly therein, the ultimate destination of His
long travail. Here then is the beautifully phased
of the Lord’s journey to the Alvar’s heart. programme
centre, which would have just given way under excessive
joy, had the Lord stepped on to it straightway.
As a matter of fact, the Lord’s attachment to the Gnostic’s
(Jilini’s) physical form even surpasses His love for the
pilgrim centres where He has condescended to shed
His grace on His votaries. in ‘Arca’ (worshippable,
iconic Form). This is quite understandable, seeing that
the very purpose of His manifestation in ‘ Arca ’ Form
is only to get hold of His subjects, by some means or
the other. And when He gets His catch all right and
it is a big haul at that, as in the case of the Alvar, His
gratiﬁcation knows no bounds. The Lord’s stay in
the pilgrim centres is, therefore, not an end in itself
but only a means for the reclamation of His subjects,
His ultimate destination being the heart-centre of the
spiritually regenerated subjects. Once the destination
is reached, time means employed for reaching it get
relegated to a position of secondary importance. It is
then the turn of a devotee like Péyalvir to request the
Lord not to relax His interest in the rilgrim centres,
which operate as the spring-board whence the Lord
could reach His devotees, His ultimate destination.
It is now a case of the Lord loving the pilgrim centres,
ﬁrstly, as places adored by His devotees and secondly,

Chem (X4)

Tmth

Adoring without fail His lovely feet for ever,
Let me hail indeed this state of affairs.
Notes
(i) The Alvar's mind havmg responded well to his exhortetion, in the preceding song, he now pats on its back
and calls upon it to adore the Lord’s feet without intermission. After all the exertion put forth for achieving the end in view, it is usual for people to relax and
rest on their oars, once the destination is reached. It
is precisely this common failing that the Alvin wants
his mind to guard against. He advises it to persevere
in its adoration of the Lord’s lovely feet, Wlth no break
whatever
(ii) He, who created myriads of things, mcarnated as Krsna
in the shepherd clan. palmed off as Nanda‘s son, as if
He too was created like others. His tending the cows
has indeed a specral signiﬁcance. Unable to tend
themselves, the cows, as a class, would not resust
the Lord’s and and strike a divergent path, as we folks
do. Venly, this is the essence of ‘ Prapatn ’ or surrender
to the Lord's grace—“ Bhagavad pravrtti virodhi
svapravrtti nivrtti-prapattl ”.

kanten kamala malarp patam; kintalumé,
vinte ollnta vinaiyayina ellamt
tonté ceytu, emum tolutu valiyoluka,
pante paraman panitta panivakaiye.

(X—4—9)

Tull-lion
Behold have I the Lord’s lotus feet and the momentl saw them,
Root and branch have all my sins been cut out and unto Him
Deep love in me has been engendered; Him I do adore
With no break, true to His dictates, as of old.

Note
The Liver gratefully acknowledps the Lord’s spontaneous
which enabled him to behold His lotus feet which
are not sensible even to thecxalted Celestials in the

m,

hath

Centum
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Take note, Ye, men, yearning for the lovely pair of feet
Of Kannan, our Lord, [Who Is easily accessible to the devout].
Now

In 1-2-10, the Alvar taught his fellow-beings how to pray,

by giving out the substance of the eight-syllabled ‘ Tirumantra ’. The Subject of this ‘ Mantra ’ is none other
than the Supreme Lord, Narayana (used, in short form.
as Naranam), the abode of countless souls, of vast excellence
and an inexhaustible fountain of bliss. That Narayana is
the sole Refuge unto those who are desirous of attaining
Him, is now re-iterated by the Alvin in his valedictory
address to the world, at large No other qualiﬁcation is needed
than the yearning to attain the Lord’s lovely pair of feet,
for chanting this holy name of His, the great Mantra. As
a matter of fact, even the highest degree of attainments,
one can have With the utmost exertion, will by-no-means
be commensurate with the end in view, namely, enjoyment
of heavenly bliss in that Eternal Land whence there is no
returning. So then, the only qualiﬁcation, if at all, is the
earnest desire, on the part of the votary, to achieve this
highest goal and the one, thus qualiﬁed, becomes eligible to
chant the holy name, Narayana. which delivers the goods,
all right. Even so, the Lord is referred to, as Xmas in
this song, so as to attract the subjects by Virtue of His
amazing simplicity, instead of scaring them away by
emphasising His Supremacy and Sovereignty over the
entire universe, His overlordship.

niranan, emmin, pt'tr anahku alan—
viranam tolaitta karanan-taué.

W

(X‘S-Z)

Nlranan, Our Sire, is Mother Earth’s loving Spouse,
The One Who did ordain this vast Universe,

Who destroyed the giantic elephant
Set upon Him by Kama, the great tyrant.

M Guam

(X-S)
’

9!!

of aspirations, as applied to individuals. The slaying of
the formidable elephant, Kuvalayipliﬂn» referred to in
this song, indicates how the Lord removes the evils, the
impediments.

tine ulaku ellam, tine pataittu, itantu,
tine untu, umilntu, tine divine.

(X—5—3)

Translation
‘

Tis He (Narayana), Who does the whole universe pervade,
Who did create it all with no external aid,
Who did in His stomach sustain all the worlds
And then spat them out; ‘tis He who did once again

Lift the Earth from deep waters, everything He does ordain.

Note

The meaning of the word, ‘Narayana ’, is expounded further.
particularly, the role of the Lord, as the Proactor of one
and all. The entire universe constitues His very body and
as such, He is bound to sustain His body. He is the sole
Architect of the Universe, combining in Himself the triple
causes of creation, the Material, the Operative and the
Instrumental causes. Creation of the Universe, dowering
myriads of souls with the appropriate bodies, the vehicles
of expression or the media of evolution, is by itself the
Lord’s act of grace galore. On the top of that, He sustains
all the worlds, with their massive contents of things and
beings, inside His stomach during the deluge and thus
saves them all from being swept off and dismembered by
the whirling waters of terriﬁc depth and width. And then,
He spits them back into their erstwhile positions, quite in
tract. The several facets of the Lord’s universal protection
are thus indicated.

ﬂirt “My emu-ammo
um
“My min
W! W
its“.

mWonﬂnmrpenammdsmrt,
EMMmover

theUniversevast;

(ii-5'4)

Him may You adore, all the time,
Placing at His lovely feet ﬂowers ﬁne.
Notes
‘

the dative ending of the last word of Tirumantra,
that is, ‘ Narayanaya ’ reveals the deep urge of the subject
to render service unto the Lord in every conceivable manner,
like that of ‘ Adisesa ’ (ﬁrst servant), rather the factotum
who serves the Lord in a number of ways, as umbrella,
throne, footwear, bed etc., etc. Therefore it is, that the
Alvar calls upon the worldlings to render servrce unto the
Lord, in keeping with the above elucidation of the meaning
of the word ‘ Narayanaya ’.

Aya

’,

The Lord reclines on Adisesa, in the Milk ocean, the seat
of His creative activity, well within the ear-shot of the appeal
of ardent devotees, so as to fulﬁl His role, as the Universal
Protector. He is also easin worshippable, With whatever
ﬂowers the votary can get hold of.

nitlr. naltorum vita malarkontu;
patir, avan namam,

Vite petalﬁme.

(X—S—S)

Tnnshtlon
Attain you shall emancipation
If you worship the Lord daily
With fresh ﬂowers and sing gaily
His holy names, set to nice tunes.

Note
When one renders service unto the Lord, in keeping with one's
essential nature, as the exclusive vasaal of the Lord, solely
dependent on Him, one is sure to attain Heaven, the ﬁnal
emancipation from the terriﬁc cycle of birth and death and
eternal service unto the Lord in Heaven, in close proximity.

ThewmshipoftheLordhastogoomallthetimenven
as one satiates one’s hunger by taking food with regular
frequency. It is not mere spelling out the Lord's namu

thattheilvirspeahofherebutsinsingthenamesttmefully.

Tenth
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(X-S)

méyén vénkatam—kiyamalar vannan,
péyar mulai unta viyan, matavané.

'Ihnslntion
Matavan, of the lovely complexion of lily ﬂc
Who did the devil’s (Pﬁthani’s) breasts gathi
And suck them out to death, is the one
Who in (Mount) Vénkatam stays on.
Note
In the preceding song, the Alvin had asked the men around,
to seek out the Supreme Lord and worship Him daily with
ﬂowers and smg His glorious names And now, he tells
them that the Lord is not that cold, icy abstract thing,
formless and inVisible, as some would say, but is easily
accessible, atop Mount Tiruvénkatam, exhibiting His
resplendent Form of equiSite charm. As already eluCidated
by the Alvar in X-4-4, the Lord takes up position in pilgrim
centres like Mount Tiruvénkatain, only to step on to the
heart-region of His devotees. The Lord enthrals the
votaries through His (worshippable) Iconic Form of extraordinary charm. As Nampillai puts it, even a tiny twig
will come under the magic spell of this charm and cannot
resist the urge to serve Him, an urge, deep and irresistible
and a mere tWIg though, it just cannot exist Without serving
Him. What IS even more attractive is the wholesome
conjunction of the Lord With the Divine Mother,
as Madhava, bearing Méhalaksmi on His Winsome chest.
3 highly proﬁtable combination from the point of View
of emanCipation of the errant supplicants, with countless
transgressions.
mittavan enru emu, 6ta vallirél,
tltu onrum ataiya-étam caravé.

Tim

Past sins shall not aﬁ'ect you at all
Nor shall sins taint you, in future, as well,
If that name, ‘ Matavan ’ you’d but spell
T—33

(X-5—7)

use

Tiruvlymoll-Book 1:

Nuts
(i) Remarkable indeed is the magnitude

of the Alvir’s

compassion for the fellow-beings. Here is the Alvin’s
recipe for those who are unable to seek out the Lord,
in His worshippable image Form, and WOI'Sth Him
daily with choice ﬂowers either at Tiruvénkatam or
any other pilgrim centre. It will sufﬁce if they chant
‘
Dvaya ’, the gem of a mantra, a couplet, the ﬁrst
part of which enjoins that the individual soul should
seek refuge at the lotus feet of the Lord through the
mediation of Mahalaksmi while the second stipulates
that service unto them both, in a state of conjunction,
should be prayed for. Again, spelling the name.
‘Madhava‘, denoting this holy combination, need
not be of one’s own longing to pronounce it; it would
be enough if some one chanted it and these
people merely followed suit.
(ii) The holy name (Tirumantra) wrll, by itself, confer on

its chanters salvation, and ‘ Dvaya ‘. the gem of a
mantra, would likewise procure salvation for those
who utter it. Well, in that name, ‘ Madhava ’, there
is a combination of both ‘Tirumantra ’ and ‘Dvaya ',
with redoubled efﬁciency, keeping the votaries above
all sins, past, present and future.

cart Etankal-nlr at mukil vannan
per a: Otuvar arir-amararé.

W

(X—5—8)

Those that chant the holy names of the cloud-hued Lord,
Whatever might be their descent and deeds,

Shallwellbebeyondthereachofevil
And be on a par with the redoubted Celestials.
Note
That there is no restriction whatsoever, conditioning one’s
eligibility to chant the Lord's names, is clearly brought out,

inthissong. Whosoeverchantstheholynames ofthe

Lord, ofenchanﬁngcompbﬁonuhaﬂnotonlyhebeyond
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vinai val irul ennum, mumikal veruvip pam—
ounai nal malar iii“, ninaimin netiyine.

X

(X—S—lO)

herniation
Sins in their multitude and nescience dense,
Shall, in sheer fright, clear out,
When you on the Lord Supreme meditate
And worship Him with nice ﬂowers, fresh from ponds.
Notes
(i) While the ﬁrst song of this decad IS in elucidation of
‘
Tirumantra ’ and the seventh deals wrth ‘ Dvaya’,
the ‘ Mantra Ratna ’ the later songs of this decad have
a bearing on ‘ CARAMA SLOKA ’ (Bhagavad Grta
XVIII-66), wherein Lord Krsna assured Arjuna of
release from all sins (Sarva papebhyo moksayisyémi).

(ii) The Alvér calls upon people to worship the Lord with
ﬂowers, easrly procUred from ponds, and even if this
slight effort IS not possible. they will do well to just
meditate on the Lord Who keeps thinking of His
subjects all the time and leads them on to exalted
positions (Aharh smarimi Madbhalctam nayimi
paramam gathim).
netiyén arul cutum patiyin catakopan
noti éyirattu ip pattu atiyﬁrkku arulpél'é-

(X—S-ll)

Motion
These songs ten, out of the thousand of Catakopan,
Who banks in the grand sun-shine
,
0f the pace galore of the Lord Supreme,
Will put the chanters on a par with him.
Notes

a) Thellvirends upthisdecad bystatingthatthechanteu
of these ten songs will he blest, like him, with the Lord's
spontaneous grace, in super-abundance.

Tenth
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“tum (X-é)

(ii) Rbmayana. the great Ithihasa, took birth in the grace
of the four-headed Brahma who is anything but steady.
while ‘ Visnu Purina ’, the ‘Purana-Ratna’, is the
outcome of the benedictive grace of ‘ Pulasthya ’. one
of the four disciples of Siva of timasilt temperament
and habits. On the other hand, Tiruvaymoli ﬂowed
from the lovmg grace of Lord Maha Visnu, the Puru$ottama of unalloyed purity. Herein lies the overwhelming superiority of Tiruvaymoli over Ramayana,
the epic of top-ranking excellence and Visnupurana
which occupies the pride of place among the Purinas.
(iii) The Alvar could himself declare that he was the recipient
of the Lord’s grace galom, because he was quite conscious of its great impact on him.

Tenth Centum—Sixth Deead
(Arniperuvir)

(X—6)

Preamble
As the great Nampillai would put it. in his immutable diction.
the stage has now been reached when the Lord IS in hot pursuit
of the Alvar. The posnion hitherto, commencmg from the opening song of the Alvar’s ﬁrst hymnal (Tiruviruttam) was, however,
just the reverse, that is, the Alvin was seeking out the Lord and
pursuing Him doggedly. The Alvar, who was the supplicant
before, is now vigorously sought after by the Lord Whose love
for the great savant knows no bounds, Vldc the 3rd song of this
decad, which highlights the Speed With which the Lord Wishes to
take the Alvin“. to the heavenly abode. In the exuberance of His
love for the Alvin, the Lord would even think in terms of lifting
him bodily to heaven. The Alvar had to plead with the Lord to
give up His overambitious project and he advrsed Him not to
deﬁle the sanctity of Heaven by introducing therein his physical
body. What is even more astounding is the Lord’s extreme
fascination for the Alvar’s physical body, the last of the naming
number of bodies, tenanted by him, that led Him on to seek the
Alvin permission to enjoy his body, iimb by iimb. For this

pin-pose,thelordwouldsssumeanumberofFornis,asI-Iedid
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come along with me to the Eternal Land (Heaven)
where we can appropriately share this exulation with
the exalted and enlightened denizens over there? The
Lord wants to get hold of me as ﬁrmly as He wields
the lovely discus. In other words, He shall give me up
only if He gave up the valiant discus. Actually, He
sheds on me the aggregate of the love He hears unto
the discus and other exalted members of that holy
band, known as Eternal Heroes (Nitya Sﬁrls). Well,
do you know how this has come about? Surely,
Icould not have been chosen as the recrpient of His
super-abundant love and overwhelming grace, had I
invoked His grace directly instead of being the humble
vassal thatI am of the one that stands last in the
chain of His devotees”.
The last sentence of the above monologue obViously reﬂects
the theme already set out by the Alvar in VHI—lO
and here then is the point of time at which that bears
fruit. The Alvar’s mind was, however, quick to retort,
saying “ Well, You were. all the time, keenly awaiting
the inﬂux of the Lord’s grace and now that it is forthcoming, You are the blessed recrpient thereof, all
right. What then is the special feature, you are trying

to import into it now?"

And now is the turn of the Alvir to make the brilliant
exposnion, as follows :
to grant salvation to the
subjects, unsolicited, as becomes His high oﬂice (Godship) and yet, He chooses to see the soul spontaneously
ﬂy to Him for embracement. This is like the bridegroom, throbbing with love for his bride, waiting, all
the same, till the bride herself did make the ﬁrst movement and ﬂy to him, the pleasure thus getting enhanced
on both sides. This is precisely the meaning of God
waiting and the soul moving towards Him. Mysterious
indeed is the way of God in the exercise of His grace,
and He suffers the creatures’ complacence in believing
that they deserved the Lord’s grace by their own acts

No doubt, God Himself

is eager

ofmerit. Laksmnawhowasallagogtorender
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service unto Rama and SIta in every conceivable
manner and followed them into exile, indicated to Raina,
just before the commencement of the exile, the inordinate longing on 1115 (Laksmana’s) part to serve the
Divine Couple, in a concrete manner. He addressed

Rama thus:

“ You shall with Your Videhan Spouse
Recline upon the mountain’s brows ;
Be mine the toil, be mine to keep
Watch over You both, awake or asleep ".
When the three of them actually reached the forest,
Lak$mana recollected that he was but Rama's vassal
and had to do his bidding; Laksmana, therefore,
petitioned to Raina to grant the necessary permission
before he (Laksmana) would stir into action. Even
then, Rama tried to keep Himself in the background and said:
“ Let a spot he chosen, pleasant and pure
Where waters gleam and trees are fair ”.
This did not, however, satisfy Laksmana, despite his
pledge to render every kind of service (ahan'i saryam
‘
Karisyami) and he prayed unto Rama, Kriyatamiti

mam vadha ’:

“ Select yourself some pleasant spot,
Be mine the care to rear the cot ”.

And now, the Alvir tells his mind, “ How amazing
is this indeed! the Lord addresses me in such terms as
Laksmana did unto Rama and wants me to command
Him and take serv1ce from Him. He wants me to
order Him to take me to Heaven and indicate
the elaborate arrangements to be made by Him en route,
such as setting up banners, buntings and festoons,
holding over my head the parasol, to the accompaniment
of music from pipes and drums, the Lord Himself
leading the way. with torch in hand, proclaiming that
1. His mid, was coming behind, heralded by tin holy
bend of chantets of Divya Prabandha and so on ".
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How the Lord hesitated to exercise His own will in the
matter of taking the Alvar to Heaven without a speciﬁc
directive from him, is succinctly brought out in Itu
commentary which, for its sheer brilliance, deserves
to be reproduced here, in toto. Nampillai puts it
that his Master, Naficiyar directly heard his Guru,
Parasara Bhattar, elucidate the point at issue, by expatiating on Sloka 42 of Alavandar’s ‘Stotra Ratna’
(hymnal gems) (Tathanujanantamudhara vlksanaih),
as follows:
Senapathi is the Archangel and premier chamberlain to
God. Dressed in his stately robes, he carries the fan
(the sign and privilege of royalty) and holds the baton
(symbol of authority). Vast 1ndeed is the pr1vilege he
enjoys at the hands of the Lord; unbid, he can enter
the private chambers where the Lord and His D1vine
Consorts are in the gay abandon of their love. The
Lord would not take offence at His hoary Chamberlain’s sudden entry into His private chambers. On
the other hand, He would even feel more dehghted in
his company, relegating His sport With the Divine
Consorts to a secondary place. Far from being
embarrassed by the sudden entry of the Minister,
without prior notice or summons, the Divine Consorts
just suspend their free disport and are all attention
from the throne which they share with the Lord. The
Minister, who is by-no-means unaware of the delicate
situation, tarries not longer than absolutely needed
for the transaction of the State business and puts before
the Lord, in as few and select terms as possible,
proposals relating to the Cosmic administration, such
as the transfers and appointments of Brahmas (the
Berni-urges in charge of each Cosmic egg, comprising
fourteen worlds) etc. The Lord at once signiﬁes His
approval of all such propomls unquestioninsll'. literally
signing the sanctions with sweet looks. He would
say, “ Sire, as you have proposed, so be it ".

Ashbattiryamexpoandinsthepmfoimdsecretsof
God’sloveuntoﬁistrustedmutenamuembodied
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The lovely feet of our Sire in Tiruvattaru, we adored
And Naranao, Our Liege-Lord, we have attained.
Note
This song is but a continuation of the Alvar's dialogue with
his mind, Questioned by the mind as to why the Alvar
gloated over‘ the grace of the Lord, as if it was something
extra-ordinary, instead of looking upon it merely as the
Lord’s response, rather belated, to the request made by
him, right from the Opening song of his very ﬁrst hymns].
namely, Tiruwruttam, the Alvin disabuses it of its wrong
notions, Well, the Alvir had merely prayed for deliverance
from this foul body, purged of all his grossness, while what
actually materialised, due to the inﬂux of the Lord's extraordinary grace, is, as listed in this song, namely, eradication
of his age-long sins, landing the Lord through a spate of
songs, comprised in his four hymnals. severance of contacts
with the worldlings and attainment of Lord Sriman Narayana.
The Alvar would want his mind to take due note of all
these and acknowledge the immensity of the Lord’s bounty.
By exhibiting the enthralhng charm of His locks of hair,
the Lord attracted the Alvar and the latter poured out his
heart unto Him through many a scintillating song. Was
it not the Lord's unique grace which made the Alvar laud
Him, instead of falling in line with his fellow-beings,in this
land, rampant with rant and adulation, glorifying the frail
humans, with all their dirt and devilry? The sycophants
themselves are fully aware of the unworthiness of the men
they adore and yet they indulge in such unpardonable white
lies, all for the sake of petty gains and eking out
their livelihood And what more? To the list of favours
confen'ed on the Alvar has also been added his complete
severance from the men around, steeped miserably in the
’
‘
erroneous notions of I-nas and “My-new ’. And then,
the ﬁnale comes, namely, the attainment of the Eternal
Friend and Relation, the Supreme Lord-Sriman Narayana,

to the rigid andtotal exclusion of thoseparasites,theartiﬂeial, earthly relations.
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indicating the manner in which he should be conducted
byﬂleLord and assigning Himquiteafewtaskstobe
performed en route.
Well, seeing that the creature is but the Creator’s great gain,
the latter’s anxiety to reclaim the former, seeking his
willing co-operation is quite understandable. Again,
in the work-a-day world, when we seek the good oﬂices
of some one for the accomplishment of a particular
task, we ﬁnd that his actual performance falls far short
of our expectations and so, we have to do our own bit
also. But that is not the case with the Lord whose
bounty surpasses even our dreamy expectations.

en neﬁcattu u] iruntu, inku 1mm tami] nﬁl ivai molintu,
val neﬁcattu iranlyagai marvu itanta viiiiﬂan,
man aﬂca, paratattup pantavarkkdp pataitottan;
nal neﬁcél nam peruman namakku arul-tan ceyvané.

(X-5-4)
Translation

Note, Ye, my sweet mind, the Lord, in Tiruvétiﬁlu enshrined,
Tore into twain Iranyan’s heart of steel and, in the war
0f Mahabharata, took up arms for Pantavas’ sake, a terror
He was unto the kings ranged Opposite; ﬁrmly ﬁxed in my
mind,
These ﬁne songs were by Him sung and heaps He on me evermore
Favours fresh, indeed an act of grace galore!
Notes
(i) The great Ordainer that the Supreme Lord is, He has been
depicted in songs one and three of this decad, as the
ordained, carrying out the dictates of the Alvar or at
least wanting to do so. The present song dispels the
doubt, possibly entertained by some persons as to
whether the Sovereign Lord would ever descend to
such depths and play a subservient role. Did not the
Lord keepHimseif ready all over the place, as
Narasinga, so as to respond immediately to the call
of His young devotee, Prahlada? And then, He

1.16
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served the Pintavas in ever so many ways and did the
meanest of jobs, such as running errands, driving
Arjuna’s chariot and so on.
(ii) The Alvar’s mind, steeped, for ages, in sensual pleasures,
was taken possession of, by the Lord, at the apprOpriate

moment, and there He established Himself ﬁrmly lest
He should be denied re-entry into the Rivers mind,
once He got out of it. Well, what was all this herculean
effort for, on the part of the Lord? Here is
the answer: It was from this vantage point that the
Lord sang ‘Tiruvaymoli ’, these songs, par excellence.
chaste and elegant, syntactically perfect, setting the
pace for future grammarians to emulate and enjoy.
The authorship of ‘ Tiruvaymoli ’ is thus clearly ascribed
to the Lord Himself.

Krsna controlled and conducted the military
strategy of the great war of Mahabharatha, at every
turn. Once, it so happened that the horses of the
Pandava army were almost dying of thirst and there
was no water near at hand. The Lord, who could
divine the presence of water even in rocky soul, drew
forth plentiful supply of water from the bosom of the
earth and retrieved what seemed to be a forlorn situation beyond remedy. Naturally, the Lord’s presence
on the battleﬁeld, as a partisan of the Pandavas,
ever ready to surmount difﬁculties of whatever
magnitude, struck terror in the hearts of the kings
ranged on the side of the kanravas, and they sank

(iii) Lord

down, with difhdence.

van eta vali tanta vattinan panivakaiyé
nan erap perukiann-narakattai naku nehcélten in: malart tulavam tikal patan , oelum paravai
tan Grit tirivana til-inai en talaiméle.

(X—G—S)

Ira-elation
I am on my heavenly ascent and the Lord enshrined
In Tiruvittaru is here to guide me en route, as of yore ordained,
Laugh down, my mind, the world that hitherto kept you bound;
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Implanted on my head are the feet, well adorned
By the honey-studded tulaci ﬂower, of the Lord,
Who roams about on His lovely mount. the Garuda

Notes
(i) The Alvar is indeed very jubilant over the immediate

prospect of his ascent to Heaven through that exalted
and exhilarating route, known as ‘ArCiradi marga ‘.
He sees in the Lord at Tiruvéttaru, his keen escort,
on his Heaven-bound journey. As a matter of fact,
the Alvar has still not got off the ground and yet, so
sanguine IS he of his ascent to Heaven that he feels that
he is already well on the way.

(il) The Alvar points out to his mind that the Lord has
placed His good ofﬁces at his disposal, during his

ensuing journey through the stellar route, true to His
of yore, ‘ Molcsayisyami
Masucah ’
assurance
(Bhagavad Gita XVIII-66). The mind Wishes to know
what precisely the Alvar expects of it, at this cruelal
juncture and the Alvin wants it to scornfully laugh
at the hellish eXistence he had hitherto eked out.
wallowmg in the stye of worldly life, miserably bound
down to home and hearth The original text of this
song speciﬁcally says that the Alvar called upon his
mind to laugh at ‘ hell ’ but it need not be literally taken
so, as life over here, entailing the ungodly pursuit, the
scramble {'01 food and raiment, is just as bad as hell.
It is a disdajnful laughter of dissociation from
‘
Samsara ’, which had kept the Alvin in its unrelenting
grip, for ages. Pillai Alakiya Manavala Perumal
Araiyar, who was conﬁned to sick-bed for quite some
length of time, received one day the temple honours,
the garland worn by Lord Raﬁgam'ttha and the headgear, sent to his residence, signifying the Lord’s benedictive send-off of the ailing devotee to Heaven. Thereupon, the savant recited this song and called upon his
mind to laugh down his malady.
But then, it might be asked whether the Alvin should not
have done all thisjeering at ‘Samséra’, his erstwhile

mo
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Trent-ﬂan
Oh, what is the merit in me, that in my heart beams the Lord
Who stays in Tiruvéttdru, like unto a mountain of emerald,
Wearing on His crown, tulaci, full of fragrance that ever lasts
On my person, Who the warring discus wields that darts
At the target the Lord intends and gets back as victor smart?
Notes
(i) There was hardly any merit in him as far as the Alvin“

could scan and yet the Lord has chosen to shower on
him a plethora of beneﬁts. No wonder then, the
Alvar is amazed at the overwhelming grace of the
Lord, bestowed on him With sweet spontaniety.

(ii) The text, in this song, describing the pervasive fragrance

of the tulacr garland worn by the Lord, lends itself
to more than one interpretation. It could mean that
the sweet fragrance of the tulaci, worn on the Lord’s
crown, permeates the entire body of the Alvin by virtue
of the Lord’s entry into his heart. It could also mean
that the aroma of the tulaci migrated upwards from
the Lord’s body and stuck to His crown.

It is indeed interesting that the Lord’s discus performs
its job with push-button precision; when the thought
of punishing an adversary just crosses the Lord’s mind,
it is as good as pressing the button, signalling to the
discus the target in question. The discus darts with
lightning speed, hits the target, all right and gets back
to the Lord.
(iii) Unable to discover any good in him even by extra-liberal
standards, not even anything bearing the semblance
thereof, the Alvir is aghast with wonder at the Lord's
great gesture.

tikslklnra tirumarpil tirumadkai-tannOtum
tikalkinra tirumalar cervitam tan vattiru;
pnknninra pul uni. pot mkkar kulmn kctuttin.
ikalvu inri, en nehosttn. appalutum piriylne.

(X-6-9)

Tenth
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Tnndadon
How is it, Tirumal on Whose resplendent chest does
Timmankal beam,
Who dwells in cool Trruvattéru, Who plies the bird of standing
fame,
As Hrs vehicle, Who the militant Asuras did blast,
Stays for ever in my despicable heart, with no disgust?
Notes
(i) Surely, it is the farthest limit up to which the Lord’s

love for HIS devotees could go; the Lord has chosen
to stay ﬁrmly and, for ever, in the Alvin's despicable
heart, Without the slightest disgust or uneasiness.

(u) The Lord, Who has got lodged on Hrs winsome chest
Laksmi, the Goddess of aﬂ‘luence, stays in cool Tituvéttaru,- w1th Garuda, famed as the very embodiment
of Vedas, as His favourite mount. And yet, one of
such peerless eminence has chosen to stay, ﬁrm and
fast, in the Alvar’s heart, as if He has nowhere else
to go, rather, does not like to go anywhere else. What
is at the bottom of this massive love of the Lord? Well,
this is what is exercising the Alvar’s mind at the
moment.

plriyitu may earn, pirappu aruttu. i1 arak kontan.
an ski, iraniyanai ikam klntan, emu;
periyfu-kku itpattakkil, perata payan perumaru,
(X—6—IO)
vari val viy aravu-anaimﬂ vittdnan kittinane.
herniation
Blest am I with unremitting service unto the Lord,
Cut out from worldly bondage; my Sire who tore to shreds
lnniyan’s body as Ari of yore and does on serpent-bed
Now relax at Tiruvattiru, has indeed demonstrated
That by His sweet grace do accrue unattainable gains
Unto then that remain as vessels of the great ones.

Notes
(i) The Alvir’s great pins, far exceeding even the dreamiest
of his expectations are: The Lord’s own utterance from

rm
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His lovely pair of feet and rid him of [Samsira] the cruel hell.
Will unto the ears of the Celestials be a treat insatiable.
Notes
(i) This end-song, which usually details the beneﬁts accrued

to the chanters of the songs, m this decad, says that
these songs will feast the ears of the Celestials, in
Heaven sumptuously and that they Will never feel
satiated. On the face of it, this sounds like a departure
from the general pattern of the end-songs of the other
decads. But it is not so. What 15 actually meant to
be conveyed by this song is that the chanters of this
decad will surely go to Heaven and there again recite
these ten songs, much to the delectation of the ‘ Nityas ’
(Eternal heroes) and ‘ Muktas’ (released souls) over
there, who would want to hear these songs, over and
over again, without satiety.
(ll) Unlike Tontaratippoti Alvar, who concludes his

‘

Tim-

malai ’, the hymnal garland comprising fortyﬁve songs,
referring to them, in all humility, as petty and immature.
Nammalvar speaks of Tiruvaymoli, in such glorious
terms as ‘ Ceﬁcol ’ (choice diction, sweet and chaste),
a grand treat indeed, even to the exalted denizens of
the Eternal Land who go into raptures the very
moment these songs fall on their ears. The Ali/hr is
but the mouth-piece of the Lord, Who sang these
songs through His chosen medium. So sweet and
scintillating are these songs that they throw the very
medium into raptures. In this particular decad, the
Lord enshrined in Tiruvittatu is depicted as the Grand
Deliverer, ready to take the Alvin to Heaven, ridding
him of the earthly bondage and all that goes with it.
Even the cheaters ofthis decad are assured of heavenly
ascent and when they reach Heaven, those on the yonder
side curiously enquire as to what is going on on earth.
The new-comers would naturally refer to Saint
Namalvsr and his glorious hymns as of outstanding

1m
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interest, whereupon the heavenly denizens would insist
upon listening to these hymns sung by the former.
And now, the ball is set in motion and the recital goes
on, over and over again, pressed ever more by the
incessant demands of the rapturous audience.

Tenth Centum—Seventh Decad (X-7)
(Ceicol kavikil)
Preamble
We saw the Alvin bursting With joy in the last decad. The
Lord, Who stuck fast to the Alvar’s heart, would now want to
get hold of the Alvar‘s entire physical frame, limb by limb, like
unto the ﬂies swarming, in and around the jack-fruit. Well,
what is the Lord’s fascination for this elemental body, which the
gnostics (lhanis) have no hesitation in condemning as foul and
are ready to give up, any moment? The sweet aroma of spiritual
awakening, emanating from the Jiiani‘s body is indeed very pleasing to the Lord, Who, therefore, covets him and adores him, in
that mortal frame, with all its dirt and stench, like unto the erotic
lover doting on the body of his beloved, unmindful of its drawbacks. Do not the ladies Wear, on their locks, the fragrant root,
dug out of the earth, wrthout shaking oil the earthen particles of
dust, lest it should diminish the fragrance?

In the case of the Alvin, the Lord bore unlimnted love for
him and He was even thinking in terms of lifting him up to heaven,
with this very body. The Alvar, who got scent of this extraordinary thinking on the part of the Lord, even apprehended that
the prolongation of his stay in this abode, in 1118 material body,
might be due to the misplaced affection of the Lord for his physical
frame. The Alvin, therefore, realised the imperative need of his
disabusing the Lord of his notions, in this regard. As a matter
of fact, the Alvar is now free to dictate term to the Lord in
accordance with the latter‘s ardent desire to serve the former. The
Alvir could, therefore, advise the lord to do certain things and
desist from doing certain other things. In the latter category
would fall the Lord’s contemplated move to lift the Alvar- bodily
to Heaven. Cornered thus, the Lord abandoned His over-ambitious
project, submitting to the Alvir’e will. That the Sovereip Lord

ms
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The Lord in mount Tirumiliruﬂcolai is the mysterious One,
Who does deceit and stealth practise; unto me He held on,
Ostensibly to sing these songs but into my heart and soul
Secretly He did dissolve and consumed them all;
Thus displacing me, He did attain His stature full.

Notes
(i) Poets, sweet and chaste: Poets composing songs in elegant

diction, abounding in choice words, pregnant with
meaning, are said to be sweet and if they also happen
to be selﬂess Singers of the Lord’s glory, they are chaste
indeed. This combined appellation would, however,
cover only a few poets of the eminence of the that
three Alvars (Poikai, Péy and Ptitattalvar). the surer
poets, thrilling with spiritual joy and throbbing with
God-love. To this exalted band of poets, the Alvar
utters the warning, as in this song. Their very existence
will be imperilled if they ever trod upon the plank
of the Lord’s ‘ Saulabhya ’, simplicity galore, which
will choke them down, in admiration, even to the point
of losing themselves altogether. Evidently, the artist
has to make sure of his existence, ﬁrst and foremost, so
that his art can flourish. When the art takes the form
of service unto the Lord (V acika Kaiiikarya), it is but
appropriate that the Alvér warns the artists in question
against the danger lurking in the ﬁeld. If they are to
ensure steady and unremitting service unto the Lord,
they should not go anywhere near the Lord's enthralling
traits of simplicity, easy accessibility and tender
solicitude, which had rendered the Alvér insensate
thrice, the period of suspended aniir ation lasting as
The
long as six months on each such occasion.
Alva: is thus planting the danger signal, in the vulnerable spot, for the guidance of the fellow-poets of his
ilk.

Sri Riminuja would have it in this context, that the
person to be savedis not the fellow-artist but tin Lord
Himself. Whenthelord, inHis unbounded lovefor

ﬂielhini'sphysicalfrsine,ponnceenponhim.ifthe
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Jﬂani went on repelling His advances, surely, he may
have to lose the Lord altogether. Actually, the Alvar
reverently called the Lord’s attention to His trait of
subserving the devotees (asrtaparatantarya) and, in the
exercise thereof, He was made to desist from His
ravishing love for the devotee’s body, frail and foul.
Thus inhibited from the pursuit of His natural inclination, the Lord stood aloof from the Alvin who,
however, got completely lost in rapturous meditation
on the Lord’s remarkable docility in heeding his
humble request. The Alvar, therefore, warns the fellowartists not to fare likewrse and lose the Lord in the
manner he did, but conform to H is Wishes and place no
obstruction in His path and thus preserve Him.
(ii) When the Lord initially entered the Alvin's heart, the latter
was made to feel that He did so only to establish His
supremacy over him. But then, He played His stealthy
pranks by reversing the natural order of things and
displaying the riotous love of the ardent lover. The
Pity of it is that the Alvin fell into His trap, notwithstanding the prior knowledge he had of the Lord, in
this respr ct. Well, therein lies the Lord’s mystery to
which all of us cannot but succumb. All that the Lord
applied for, at the outset, Was a little space in the heartrcgion of the Alvin, so as to produce from there songs
of rare excellence and the Alvin readily responded
to the Lord’s request, as he was himself wanting to
sing such songs. But what happened! He who
wanted just that space for the tip of His little ﬁnger to
enter, got His head penetrated as well. Is this not
stealth, pure and simple? What else is it but deceit,
on His part?
(Oh, what a pity! there is such a miserable dearth of
interest for these priceless gems of thought, imbedded
in the Alvir’s glorious hymns, as unfolded by our
great Acaryas. There are hardly a few who would
come forward to delve deep into this vast treasure of

DivineLoveand itisonlytobehoped that, withthe
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publication of the present glossary, their numbers would
swell much beyond all expectations].

tine iki, nixaintu, elli. ulakum uyirum tagé 5y,
tine yin enpau aki, tannait tine tutittu, enakkut
tene, pale, kannale, amuté, tirumaliruilcolaik
kdne aki, nimolintan-ennai munum uyir unté.

(X—7—2)

Tnnslatlon
Me the Lord did, in full, consume
And now full has He become;
The inner soul of worlds and beings, one and all
Stands now transformed into me, I do feel,
He lauds Himself thro’ me and sweet unto me
Like candy and nectar, milk and honey,
Lord of Tirumaliruiicolai He has now become.
Notes

\

(i) The Alvar ﬁnds

that the Lord, Who mingled with him,

completely displaced him and spread Himself out,
in full, over the entire body of the Alvin; nay, He
attained perfection and HIS sovereign stature only
after this event. He could become God indeed only
after the songs of His glory ﬂowed from the sweet
lips of the Alvin. It can be recalled that it is the Alvér
who asserted the Supremacy of the Lord, Vldc 11-2 and
IV-IO of this hymnal.
(ii) The present predicament, in which the Alvar, basically
the Lord’s vessel, is being subserved by Him, has been
aptly described by the great Nampillai in his unique
diction, as folloWs: Dislodged from his normal stance,
the Alvis- gropes in vain to get at himself; all that
he could discover. in the process, is that he is being
carried aloft over the Lord’s head.
(iii) The Lord is not merely the object of laudation but the
very author of laudation, singing, as He does His own
glory through the medium of the Alvis. If, in the endsong of each decad, it is said that it is Catakopan's
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(Alvar’s) utterance, well, it is the Lord, Who made
him say so.
(iv) The Lord 18 exceedingly delicious to the Alvin. but instead
of his drinking deep of that insatiable nectar, the Lord
forestalled him and drank him up, leavmg no trace of
him behind.

ennai muuum uyir untu, en maya akkai-itanul pulcku,
ennai munum tané ay ninra, maya amman car
ten nan tirumaliruﬁcolait ticai kaikilppic cérnta yan
innum povénékolo" enkol amman tiru-arulé?
(X-7—3)
Translation

The mysterious Sire in Tirumalirui'icolai did my life consume
in full,

Entered He my maternal body and displaced me so well
That in Him I stand transformed, heart and Soul.

Facmg south, Him I did Now with Jomed palms
And HIS vassal have I now become,
Shall I from here go elsewhere, leavmg Him.
What Indeed IS the extent of His grace supreme?
Notes

(i) The Alva: re-lterates that the Lord consumed him, In
full, heart and Soul, deeming it a matter of great privilege and supreme joy, as if He had attained something
unattainable. Nampillar has it that the Lord's greatness and grandeur got heightened by His contact with
the Alvin, even as His excellence shot up, while in
conjunction with Goddess Mahalaksmi, c.f. “ Yasya
sa janakatmaja, aprameyam hr tat tejah” (Valmlki
Ramayana) which says that Lord Rama’s prowess
grew up to unlimited dimensrons after Hrs union with
sna, the daughter of King Janaka.
(ii) The Lord at Tirumiliruﬁcélai bestowed on the Alvar’s
physical frame boundless love, although the Alvar
was disgustingly aware of its drawbacks and was keen,
as ever, on giving it up. The Alva: admired the lord

m
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whose love for him shot up to such incredible lengths,
the pilgrim centre where He lovingly resided and the
very direction in which it was located. Would he,
therefore, think of looking beyond this favourite centre
of the Lord whose hot favourite he is? It is indeed
bewildering that the Lord’s love for the Alvin has not
reached the limits of satiety, even after His mingling
with him so thoroughly, displacing him, as it were,
and nullifying his separate entity. The River is aghast
with wonder, at the inﬂux of the Lord’s grace, defying
description and baﬂlmg his imagination.
enkol amman tiru-arulkal— ulakum uyirum tané ay,

nauku en utalam kaivitan; ﬁﬁlattute natantu. ulakki,
ten kol ticaikkut tilatamay rum-a tirumaliruilcolai
nankal kunram kaivitﬁn, manna acurar naliyavé? (X—7—4)
Translation

What indeed is the extent of my Sue’s lovely grace!
Unto my body He holds on with love supreme and the
sacred Mount.
Tirumaliruii Colai He sticks to likewise, the crest jewel of
the South,
The Soul Supreme of all things and beings, He did traverse
The whole Earth so as to crush the ungodly Asuras.
Notes
(i) The text

of the song, in original, refers to the Lord’s

peregrination on Earth but the inner meaning thereof
seems to be that, under the pretext of spanning the entire
universe as Trvikrama. the Lord was actually in search
of a favourite spot where He could hold uninterrupted
rapport with the AMI and enjoy him to His heart’s
ﬁll. Tirumhliruhcolai was the beauty spot, thus

chm

bythelordanditistherethatthelmdlavishedﬂis
affections on the Alvin The Lord’s love of that place

stemsfromtherealisationofthefectthatitisthere
thatHecouldenioytheRlvar.inthemanna-Hedid.

motherwcrds. thehrdthoroushlyenjoyedthe
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Alvar, body and Soul and Mount Tirumsliruncblai
also, as the breeding ground of the Lord’s enjoyment
of the Alvin Incidentally, this special felicity of the
Lord ﬂoored the hostile Asuras down, with envy.
(ii) The Sovereign Lord, above wants of any kind, is so
madly in love with the Alvar and bankers after his
material body, like unto a wayward prince lavishing
his affections on a low-caste woman, literally bound
to her feet. The Alvar euphemistlcally refers to the
Lord’s bewilderment, as Hrs grace, instead of curtly
naming it as delusron or mental aberration.
(iii) As already elucidated

X-4-4, the Lord’s stay In the
pilgrim centres is not an end in itself but only the
1n

means for the reclamation of His subjects, His ultimate
destination being the heart-centre of the spiritually
regenerated subjects.
(iv) Crushing the ungodly Asuras: This is interpreted in two

ways:
(a) The Asuras, who prattle heresres, that 15, go about
shouting that the Lord is devoid of form and attributes,
dwrndle down with shame the moment they see the
Lord in His worshippablc Form in Tirumaliruﬂcdlai,
in all HIS splendour.

of Saint
Nammalvar, in terms of his parentage and all that, also
shrink down with shame, when they see the Lord’s
profusion of love for the Alvin

(b) Those,

that hitherto belittled the greatness

manna acurar nalivu eyta, nalla amarar polivu eyta,

Manual ennum nal munivar inpam talaicirappa,
tanniit tan piti,
M a: vital in kavikal Myt
(X—7—5)
timmiliruﬁcblaiyane.

tenni mum-en ammdn,

M

My Sire, Who into me dissolved and sang songs, sweet and
chaste,
Humming joyfully, which sealed the hostile Asuras’ fate
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But made the friendly Devas exalt, which sent into raptures
The meditative sages who keep wishing the expansion everIIIOI'O ,

Of His auspicious attributes and glory great,
Is the One who has Tirumaliruﬁcolai, as His habitat.
Notes
(i)

“What a great connOisseur and how deeply interested!"
exclaims the Alvin, when he sees the Lord who mingled
With him and made him smg this great hymnal
of Tiruvaymoli, humming w1th joy, as He listened to
these songs.

(ii) The friendly Devas ﬂourish while the Asuras, hostile and
ungodly, perish, as a result of the Lord’s incarnations.
The same results are achieved by Tiruvaymoli also.
The Lord’s devotees prosper by learning and chanting
Tiruvaymoli while the ungodly heretics get badly
exposed by this soul-stirring hymnal, cutting across
their ill-conceived tenets, their false doctrines and
foul rhetoric. This IS best illustrated by the followmg
episode:

Krmikanta, a Cé'a king carried a crusade against
Vaisnavism. When his little son succeeded the
felonious father, he observed, With great feeling, “Alas!
what has my father done? How stupid of him to
have fancied that Vaisnawsm could be wrped out by
just demolishing a temple or two! Did he not know
that, unlike the dead Walls of the temple. Vaisnavism
is bounded by the living walls of Tiruvaymoli and
Ramayana, the two impregnable fortresses?”
(iii) At a Conclave held by the sages, it was felt that there
was, as yet. no hymn. which lauded adequately the
Lord's auspicious Form, attributes and cosmic wealth
and that they should all pray unto the Lord to get the
void duly ﬁlled up. These very sages met
again
after the advent of Tiruviymoli. While they were
jubilant that their prayers had been heard and that
‘
Tiruviymoli ' was the very thing they had pined
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currently experienced by him, ﬂows. For that very reason,
the Alvdr now advises his mind not to relax its grip on this
mascot of a mountain. On hearing the Alvin’s address
to his mind, the Lord would appear to have addressed
Himself not to give up the Alvir’s body, as it was in this
body, out of the vast succession of bodies occupied by
him, don the ages, He was able to get hold of the Alvin.
This naturally frightens the Alvar who 15 terribly keen on
the quick dissipation and disseverence of his material body.
The Alvir, therefore, prays unto the Lord that He should
no longer desire his foul body but despise it, so as to bring
about the early extinction of his body and the current span
of life over here. One thing is quite clear from this, namely,
the Alvin’s prolonged existence In this abode is not due to
his sins (Prarabda Karma) but due to the Lord’s overwhelming love for the Alvin’s physical frame, making
the Alvar plead, as above.

manka ottu un ma mayai-tirumaliruﬁcolai mEya
nadkal kdnel ydné u! did, ennai alittiné!
ponku aimpulaoum. Dori aintum, karumentiriyam, aimpﬁtam,
inku iv uyir 6y pirakiruti, min, ankaram, manankale. (X—7—lO)

limitation
My Lord in Tirumaliruilcolai, You are my Saviour great,
Become one with me; from your mysterious tangle, the agglo-

metate
Of the surging senses ﬁve, the ﬁve sensory organs,
The motor organs ﬁve, the elements live, the spirit in conjunction
With the primordial matter, the great principle, called ‘ mahan',
Ego and the mind, do disentangle me and deliver.

Not.
(i)Intheprecedingsong,theAlvarpleadedlustilywiththe

LordthatHeshouldnolongerdesirehisfoulbody

but despise it. But the Lord could not desist from
lavishing His aﬂ'eetions on the River’s body. In order

tomedythlsmmofeﬂmtheillvarhsdtobring

hometothelnrdtheunwholesomeeompoeiﬁonofhis
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physical body and argue his case for the discarding of
this body. The Lord would not, however, easily give
in; if the Alvir’s soul Was very dear to the Lord, so was
the body containing that soul. Does any one break
the jar containing the costly cosmetics? Surely, the
container derives its importance from the thing
contained. Finding the Lord arguing along these
lines, the Alvin had perforce to expatiate on the
imperative necessity of the Lord despising his material
body which, if at all any eminence could be attributed
to it, is eminently ﬁt to be discarded This 18 how the
Alvar successfully argued his case for the Lord discarding the former's Prakrti (material) body, right here:
My Lord, have You not Yourself stated, in Your
Song Celestial, that it is impossible for anyone to cross
beyond ‘Maya’, the ‘Prakrti’ set up by You, which
usually hinders liberation by concealing Your real
nature and helps only those who have taken refuge
in You? May it, therefore, please you to desist from
lavrshing Your affections on this prakrtik nest, You
have woven around me. I need hardly remind You
that the very purpose of Your coming down here,
from the high Heavens, is to bring to the fore Your
special trait of subservience to Your devotees and
get it stabilised. You could as well have stayed on
in the yonder land, if you mean to assert Your
independence even at this end, Without listening to
my oft-repeated request not to cling to my foul body
anymore; You need not have taken the trouble to secure
a foot—hold on Mount Tirumaliruhctilai. If ‘You‘
have become ‘ I ’ and thus established perfect identity
between us, what is not palatable to me should be
equally so to You. But then, You seem to be in no
mood to give up Your morbid fascination for my
material body. Let me now restate my case, in greater
detail, so as to impress upon you the despicability of

this material body, You are doting on. "

(ii) So saying, the Mvar enumerates the twenty four principles,

ecmprisedinthismaterialbodyofoiu-s,withallits

rue
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The Lord was quite aware that the Alvar, endowed by Him
with knowledge full and complete, was a hard nut to crack and
he could effectively counter all His arguments. He, therefore,
discreetly kept silent, looking away from the Alvar, leaving it to
the latter to conclude that it would but be futile to question the
ways of the Sovereign Lord with unbridled independence. The
Alvar was also quick to realise that the present dispensation of the
Lord was but the inﬂux of His sweet spontaneous grace, totally
unrelated to the merit in him. It is this voluntary grace of the
Lord that the Alvar dwells upon, in this decad, and rejoices.
tiruméliruﬁcdlai malai enrén; tuna,
tirumal vantu, en neilcu niraiyap pukuntan;
kuru 1115 mai untu punal ponnit tenpﬁl
tirumal cenru cérvitam ten tiruppére.

(X-8-1)

Translation
Lovely Tiruppér on the south bank of the river Ponni,
Whose ﬂood waters are with costly rubies laden,
Is the favourite resort of Tirumal Who got into my heart
And spread Himself out in full, when I did just articulate
The name of Tirumilirullcblai, the holy Mount.
Note

The Alvir brings into focus. the Lord‘s redemptive grace,
shed on the subjects with sweet spontaniety, on the slightest
pretext. There is the vicarious reward from the Lord
Who treats even the casual mention, by some one, of His
names and those of the pilgrim centres, without any religious
fervour behind it, as a genuine exercise in chanting these
names, with due reverence. The Alvar’s lips casually
uttered the name of Mount Tirumaliruilcclai, least aware
of its special sanctity and yet, the Lord took his utterance
at its face value and entered the Alvar’s heart. Even as
water ﬁnds a small aperture enough to pass through and

ﬂlltheentireareawithin,thecloud-hued lordsnteredtbe
Alvar'sbody,mindandsoul. SofulloftheAlvirisl-le

nowthatI-lehasliterallybeeomethellvar.1'helord,
whocovetedthellvarnosuchanextentistheOneresiding

Tmth Catlin) (X-B)
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with Srl Mahalaksmi, the Divine Mother. at Tiruppfr
(Appa Kutattisn) on the South bank of the river Kavﬂi
(also known as Penal). It is this holy conjunction of the
Lord and the Divine Mother, that induced the Lord to
shed His grace on the River, in such super-abundance,
overlooking the fact that his mention of the name of Mount
Tirumaliruilcolar was much-too-casual, lip—deep and no
more than that.

pets uraikima piran info vantu,
pérén earn, en neiicu mraiyap pukuntao,
kﬂr El, katal El, malai El ulaku untum
srs vayinanai atankap pititténé.

(X-S—z)

Translation
My Sire, Who does in Tlruppér dwell, has now come
Unto me, with delight immense and in my heart stands ﬁrm;
His ﬁll He hadn't although he gulped down the clouds seven,
The seven oceans, the seven mountains and the worlds seven.
But now He feels full, spreading Himself out inside me.
Notes
(I) The Supreme Lord did sustain, during the great deluge,
all the worlds. with their vast contents and all beings,

Even so, He did not
feel full at all. This void was, of course, due to the
absence of His contact with the Alvar and it was only
to overcome this deﬁciency that the Lord stationed
Himself along with His Divine Consort at Tiruppér,
on the south bank of the river Kavéri, a vantage position
from which He could enter the Alvar‘s body, under
the slightest pretext.

with no exception whatever.

(ii) Even as Laksmi, the lotus-born, gave up the lotus ﬂower.

the seat of her birth and got Herself implanted on the
Lord’s chest, repeatedly saying, “ I won’t from Him be
apart, even for a triee ”, the Lord. Who got inside the
Alvar's heart, Went on, saying, “I won’t depart from

here",asifsomeonehadaskedﬁimwhetherI-Ie
intendedtostayonthae ergoswaysfter awhile.
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persistent demand to giVe up the idea. The next best
He could do was to delve. with great delight, into the
foul, ﬂeshy body of the Alvar and cut out, we mate
(of Hts own accord) the ills and evils, separating the
River from Him. ‘ punya’ (merit, accrued by dint of
one’s good deeds) is but a gold fetter while ‘ Papa ’
(sin or demerit devolving from bad deeds) is an iron
fetter. A gold fetter is a fetter, all the same, and thus
it is as much an impediment as the iron fetter, which
sums.

tiruppér nakart'tp. tirumaliruilcolaip
poruppé uraikinra piran, inru vantu,
iruppén earu, en nellcu niraiyap pukuntan
viruppe pen-u amutam untu kalitténe.

(X—8—6)

Translation

The Lord in Tiruppér city, Who does also dwell
In tirumaliruﬂcolai and has many such abodes delectable,
Has this day got inside me and my heart He does ﬁll,
Saying that there He will for ever stay; I do revel
In HlS love, drinking deep of that nectar insatiable.
Notes
(i) Many indeed are the enchanting abodes of the Lord
in His worshippable Form and yet, He has entered the
Alvar’s heart as If He has nowhere else to go and now
‘
only He feels complacent as a Krta Krtya’ (one
who has discharged one’s duty thoroughly), after
getting Himself lodged in the River’s heart-region.
(ii) “ Has this day got inside me": Why this day only and
not yesterday or the day before? It only shows the
dawn of the Lord’s redemptive grace in having designed
to come to the River and get inside his heart, declaring
that He will stay on, for ever, even as the exi'ed

Rm

mldhkpmnain Pahcevatithattheywoulddo wellto
setuptheircempthercmderwvcrofthc patronising
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wings of their most beloved Jatiyu, the vulture-

king.—‘Iha vatsyimi

Soumitre! sirdha

methena

patties.
(iii) “ My heart, He does ﬁll”: No doubt, the Lord stays
inside the heart of every one, as the Internal Controller
of one and all, including the demoniac Kamsa and
Sisupala, but His stay inside the Alvin’s heart makes
all the difference. The Lord’s stay inside the Alvir
is not as a matter of routine duty, as in the case of the
generality of His subjects. but one bursting with Joy
and it is this exuberance of God’s love for him that
the Alvir refers to here and revels in.

untu kalittérku umrar en kurai-melait
tontu ukalittu, anti tolum collup penin;
vantu kalikkum polil cﬁl tiruppéran
kantu kalippa, kannul nintu akalénE?

(X-8-7)

'Ihnslation
My Sire, Who dwells in Tiruppér with its orchards ﬁne,
Where bees, fed on honey, go gay, stays in my view all the

time,

For my eyes to feast upon; unto me thus happily fed
What is there in heaven to enjoy? I have tasted
The bliss of service supreme and to its acme am I led
’
Uttering the word ‘ namah to show that unto Him I belong.
Notes
(i) Havingtasted the supreme bliss of service unto the
Lord, right here, by singingthese love-laden songs,
Cl'iruvsymoli). the Alvin is led to name and think what

moreconldtherebeforhimtoenioyontheyonder
side of Heaven.

Utteﬁnstheimrd ‘namah’orwor.

shipofthelord,betokeningone'srealisaticnofthe

nuenatmofthesoultlutoneistheezcluivevasul
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ityeva vadhinah ".

Such a realisation having also
dawned on the Alvin what more does he need?

(ii) The Lord is now feasted upon continually, by the
Alvar’s eyes which languished before, for want of this
glorious vision. What is even more astounding is
His ﬁrm hold on the heart of the Alvar. It is but
natural that the Alvin rejoices, recounting all this
felicrty heaped on him by the Lord, madly in love
with him.

kannul ninru akalan; karuttinkan periyan;
enml nun porul; El-icaiyin cuvai tine;
vanna nal mani matankal cﬁl tiruppéran
tinnam en manattup pukuntin-cerintu inré.

(x-s-s)

Translaﬂon
beyond the comprehension of those who seek
to comprehend
Is the Lord Supreme: the melodic essence of all music,
The Lord now in Tiruppér, by glittering castles bound,
Is extra-keen on taking me to Heaven; He shan’t brook
Being from my eyes apart and now it is certain indeed
That He has ﬁrmly entered my mind.
Subtle

Note!

The Lord, too subtle to be comprehended by those who seek
to comprehend Him through strenuous eﬁ'orts, is now
ﬁercely concentrating on the elaborate arrangements to
be made in connection with the ensuing journey of the
Alvin to Heaven. The Lord’s vision stands continually in
front of the River, feasting his eyes, and he is enjoying right
here the blessed rapport of ‘Sadi patyanti surayah ’,
the incessant comnunion with the lord, on the yonder side
of Heaven, the marvellous experience gone through by
the denizens over there, ever fresh and exhilarating.

TheLordissubdebeyondoomprehensionand,inanycase,

um,noteventln3lvar,cangaugeandeomprehendtho
depthoftheLord’sloveuntohim. TheLord’sseIthedc

Tutti! autism

(X—C)

1”

has been thrashed out in aphorisms 102 to 113 and 228
of ‘Acarya Hrdayam'. This is summarised below.
Surely, it is the Lord’s spontaneous giace that is now
being shed on the Alvin, in super-abundance. According to his own admission, as we can cull out from
his songs, the Alvin has not acquired any ment on his
own through the pursuit of any one of the ‘Sadhana
traya’, namely, Karma, Jﬁﬁna, Bhakti yogas, either
in this birth or in the preVious births. Right in this
birth and that too, in a short time, God-love (Bhakti)
of amazmg dimensions, which would normally take
ages of hard discipline to develop, has been generated
. in him by the Lord’s sweet grace. As a matter of fact,
all the effort, needed for engendering ‘Bhakti’ of this
magnitude in the Alvar, has been solely on the part
of the Lord, the Indefatigable Cultivator, Who sows
the seed of God-love in the subject’s mind and tills
it to the point of fruition. It need not, for a moment,
be doubted how the Lord’s grace could be unilateral
without the effective involvement of the subjects, by
way of self-effort, directed towards earning the requisite
merit, the eligibility for the descent on him of the Lord's
grace. Well, even the twigs and tiny creatures of
Ayodhya went to Heaven, purely through Lord Rama’s
grace while the enchanting music of Lord KIWB'S
magic ﬂute got even the trees and dumb creatures
intoxicated with God-love. But then, it might be
asked why the Lord should not extend such grace
to one and all, instead of singling out the Alvir for
the bestows] of His grace. This is tantamount to
questioning the Lord’s will and wisdom, overlooking
the fundamental fact that He is the Sovereign Master,
absolutely independent and, therefore, free to bestow
His gifts on whomsoever He pitches upon, at His sweet
will and pleasure. Tradition has it that, in the good

oldendayawhenthekingofthelandpassedaway

andthercwaenoneintheregularlineofmion

tosuceeedhim,thechoiceofthenew kingvmmade
in a peculiar way. Peculiar moughitwaseocepted
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endeavours that the Alvar could be brought round,
in this manner. The mere inclination to submit oneself
to the Lord’s loving protection cannot, by any means,
be regarded as the means employed for attaining Him,
for, on the face of it, it is ludicrous to equate things
which bear no comparison to each other. The casual
utterance of the words ‘Madhava ’ and ‘ TirumaliruhcOlai ’ without so much as the thought crossing one’s
mind that the former is the Lord’s name and the latter.
the name of a pligrim centre very dear to Him, could
no doubt come in for reward at the hands of the
merciful Lord, according to His extra-liberal standards
of securing the vicarious redemption of His subjects.
Even so, much-too-slender that these methods are,
they can hardly be regarded as the means for the
attainment of the Supreme Lord. As a matter of fact,
there was a time when the Lord claimed the Alvin as
His own, and the latter repelled the former, saying
that he Was his own and called upon the Lord to prove
His claim by adducing the relevant evidence in support
thereof. The Lord Was knocked down, at every turn,
’
by the recalcitrant subject, evidence such as the ‘Vedas
and the utterances of the sages being dubbed partisan,
one-sided and so on. When all arguments failed,
the lord had to wean round the Subject, crossing
swords with Him, by exhibiting His enthralling Form.
It was this exquisite charm of the Lord that induced
God-love in the straying subject and made him realise
and repent that he had expmpriated the Lord’s property, all along, that is, looked upon his soul as belonging to him whereas it actually belonged to the Lord
and thus committed a grave theft (sunspahira). When

allissaidanddone,tthordI-Iimselfconstittnesthe
merit (Sultrt) for the AMI’O

MW and if the

Wmdidnotaﬁmonthoklvk.
sofaranditmisﬁsedonlym.mmm
lord’s

timun-beeddwdenceptattribuﬁnsthistoﬂlelmd’s

an
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sweet, spontaneous grace, alighting, at His will, on the
subjects of His choice, as the Alvar himself has brought
out now and again. Well, it is the inﬂux of the Lord’s
grace that really matters and not the why and wherefore
of it. Does any one who quenches the parching
thirst, by drinking the milk of the cocanut, ever pause
to examine beforehand how at all the milk got inside
the cocanut?

unen; ukantu paniceytu, una patam
peach; ite ionam vantuvatu, entay !
kanar maraivanarltal val tiruppérarku
anar atiyar-tamakku allal nillave.

(X—8—10)

Translation
My Sire, Your lovely feet have I attained and rendered
Loving service unto You, singing these songs; what’s now

desired
Is but the extension of this bliss; the learned ones, well-versed
In the Vedic lore, solely devoted to you, my Lord,
In Tiruppér enshrined, will from grief for ever be freed.
Notes
(I) After keeping quiet for a while, without furnishing any

reply to the Alvin’s query as in the last song, the Lord
enquired of the Alvar what more he needed. The
Alvar's reply is, as above. Having been assigned the
blissful service of singing this great hymnal (Tiruvaymoli) there is indeed no greater felicity he could aspire.
Immensely pleased with this reply, the Lord nodkd
His head with joy. Thereupon, the Alvin extolled the
learned residents of Tiruppér, rendering devomd service
at the feet of the Lord enshrined there, as men well
beyond the grip of grief.

(ii)Itaeemsneoessary, inthiscontext,tooleuthepouible
misconceptionthat,

byredeemingtheilvlrmnl-Iis

own,withoutanymeritinhim,thelordlaidI-limeelf
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open to the charge of partiality, leading to invidious
distinction, shaking the very foundation of the Sdstras
and thus paving the way for emancipation of the worldlmgs, en masse, (Sarva mukti). That the Lord is above
blame will be seen straightway, if due note is taken
of the fact that the Lord can do precious little to those
who strike a divergent path and move away from
Him, all the time. It is only when the human heart
sparkles wrth God-love, that the Lord’s advance towards man will make sense. Even so, the mere fact
that one is God-bent, by vrrtue of the inherent nature
of the Soul, endowed wrth intelligence, cannot impart
to this attitude the stature of the ‘ means’ for attaining
Him, and in fact, there is no ‘means’ worth the name,
comparable With the ‘ end’ attained It is a thousand
prtres that clarity rs a far cry wrth quite a few people
who stick to their guns with miserable obstinacy. always
wanting to adduce some reason or the other, however
negligible, smacking of personal eﬂ'ort for compelling
the Lord’s grace, depriving it of the element of sweet
spontanrety.

nilla allal; nil vayal cu] trruppermél
nallér palar val kurukt'rrc catakdpan
col a: tamil ayiratlul ivai pattum
vallar tontar ilvatu-cﬁlpon vrcumoe.

(X—S—ll)

Translation
The devotees, well-versed in these songs ten,
Out of the thousand composed in chaste Tamil by Catakdpan
Of Kurukur, the home of many good men, in adoration
0f the Lord at Tiruppbr, which rich ﬁelds adjoin,
The holy centre with hardly any room for aﬂ'liction,
Will surely hold sway over the glittering Heaven.

Note

Theehm“ ofthis

decad areassured not merely of their

ascenttoheavenbuttheywmgothereasmarten andnot

ummidents.
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brought by the Lord within the River's mental comprehension.
The Alvar voices forth his experience, in this decad, in an esoteric
manner, making it appear that the devotees of the Supreme Lord
Srlinan Narayana, Who ascended Heaven through this exalted
route exclusively earmarked for them, were greeted all along the
route and received With special honours by the denizens of the
upper regions, showering praises on the new-comers, so on and
so forth. It could also be deduced that the Alvin thereby intended
to infuse conﬁdence in the Sri Vaisnavas, the ardent devotees of
Lord MahaVisnu, that they too shall surely attain the bliss,
currently experienced by the Alvar.
vicumpu ani mukil ti'iriyam mulakkina;
s1 katal alai tiraik kai etuttu Mina;—
61 polilum valam Entiya en appan,
val pukal naranan tamaraik kantu ukanté.
cl‘i]

(X-9—l)

Translation
The comely clouds in the sprawling sky did music roar,
The surging waves of the deep seas danced with joy, gifts

rare,
The inhabitants of the islands seven did in their hands bear,
To greet with great joy, the on-coming devotees of my Sire
The beneﬁcent Naranan of undying fame.
Note!
(i) This song describes the ecstatic manner in which even
the inanimate clouds, which decorate the sprawling
sky and the surging waves of the deep seas, came
forward to greet the devotees of Lord Srlman Narayana
of undying fame, during their ascent to the high
All the seven islands wore a festive
Heavens.
appearance and their inhabitants, one and all, held,
intheirhands, theirchoiccst gifts tobeoﬁ'ercdto
these Heaven-hem souls.

(ii) What a grand poetic imagery! When the cloudsseng,

thewam oftheseas dancedin

Emailsponteneous,

accompaniment.
not made to order. When

M
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the Prince moves round, it is but meet that all those
owing allegiance’ to the king should greet the royal
visitor.
nLranan tamaraik kantu ukantu, nal nlr mukil
pﬁrana pon kutam purittatu, uyar vinnil;
nlr ani katalkal ninru arttana; netu varait
tbranam niraittu enkum tolutauar-ulaké.

(X—9—2)

Translation

Up in the sky, the joyous clouds, laden wrth water ﬁne,
Received with honour great, Lord Narayana’s votaries,
Presenting unto them gold vessels containing water,
With coconut laid on top, the deep waters of the oceans
Did standing ovation give while the denizens
Of all the worlds set up festive banners, long and tall.
Note

Not satisﬁed

roaring wrth Joy, as set out in the last
’
song, the clouds present the ceremonial ‘Purna Kumba
(vessel containing water, having coconut as the lid) .to the
distinguished sojourners; likewrse, the oceanic waves, that
danced, keep on expressing their joy. The denizens of the
upper worlds vie with each other in setting up mammoth
banners and buntings for greeting the Lord’s votaries, during
their ascent to heaven.
Wlth mere

tolutanar-ulakarkal tﬁpa nal malar malai
polivanar, pumi anru alantavan tamar- munne:
elnmin emu, immamlku icaittanar, munivarkal—
vali itu vaikuntarkku corn, vantn etirG.

m

(X-9—3)

Unto the devotees of the Lord Who once spanned the worlds,

Thedeninensoftheupperworldsdidincensebmnand
showered

Flowersﬁnenhesagesdidtheirsilencebmkandadored
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These marchers to Heaven, welcoming them all theway; arrayed
On both sides, they did these dignitaries duly escort.

Note
There are certain upper worlds, charged with the special
responsibility of guiding and conducting the released souls
in their onward march to heaven. Those denizens are
shown here as l'chrlng the new-comers by burning incense
before them and showering on them choice ﬂowers of outstanding fragrance. Even the sages came foward, breaking
their normal vow of Silence, to welcome these Heaven-bound
souls and escort them.
etir etir lmaiyavar lruppitam vakuttanar,
katiravar avar avar kainnirai kittinar;
atir kural muracankal alai katal mulakku otta—
matu viri tulﬁy muti mitavan tamarkké.

(X—9—4)

Translation
The Celestials marched ahead of the devotees of Mitavan
Who does on His crown wear honey-studded tulaci garland,
And put up inns to lodge en route these souls Heaven-bound;
The twelve Katiravars and other escorts tool: them along,
Showing things around, the drums they played, bellowing
Like the roaring of the seas with surging waves.
Notes
(i) The Devas in the upper regions, are said to manifest

their great joy over the heavenly ascent of the devotees
of Madhava, by playing music, en route, and putting
up nice halting camps in enchanting surroundings,
where the distinguished marchers might possibly
alight and relax themselves. Even if these special
camps, studiously set up by the Devas in their eager.
neat: to serve the Heaven-bound souls, are not eventually
used by the latter, the former will have the immense
satisfaction of having discharged their duty, in keeping
withtheiressential nature. 1hereisnoelementol'
exaggeration inthis,aswillbe home outbythose

Willi-Book x
of us who are aWare of the fact that pots of money are
lavished on the face-lift of buildings and thoroughfares, which our top state-dignitaries are likely to pass
through, just one after-noon. It has also turned out,
in a few cases, that the V.I.P. for whose approbation
or at least the avoidance of his or her displeasure,
lakhs of rupees were spent overnight towards repairs
and renovation of roads, erection of buntings and
festoons, etc., en route, did not visit the place at all,
due either to the cancellation of the proposed visit or
last minute changes entailing the adoption of a different
route altogether.
(ii) In his famous Itu Commentary, Nampillai deplores how
these very Sri Vaisnvas, who are given such V.I.P.
treatment by the denizens of the upper worlds, are,
during their stay in this abode, despised and neglected
by men over here. Well, the SH Vaisnavas have
nothing to worry. On the other hand, they shall
rejoice if they were put down by those who hated them
merely on the ground of their being the worshippers
of Lord Visnu, as the episode of Milakilvan, already
set out in the notes below III-S-S and reproduced here
as well, will show.

A certain sts, a rabid opponent of Vaisaavism, built
a number of houses for being gifted away to the poor.
for the grant
When Milakalvao approached the
of one of these houses to him, the
ﬂatly declined.
When asked by the supplicant the grounds on which
he was refused the hospitality, the Raja made no secret
of his aversion for Vsisuaviites and broke out: “ No
doubt, You are worthy in other respects, but as a
Sr! Vaisnava and a disciple of Sr! Raminujs, You
stand disqualiﬁed."

sts
sts

So

gent was Milakﬂviu’s love of his religion and his

great preceptor that he exclaimed

:

“Oh,isthateo? ImmiﬂtyMyoureooaniseme

asaVaimvgahhoughlthoughtImnotworthy

ofbeing'eamdone".

Sommwlneduphk
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garment, threw it up in the air and danced in sheer
joy. This goes to show that the frowns of men. over
here, are of no consequence to those souls, consumed
by the ﬁre of divine love. Did not the unrelenting
repulsion of Vithsana, as the family traitor by the
irate Ravana, prove a great blessing to the former?
matavan tamar eoru, vacalil vanavar
pOtumin, ematu itam pukutuka enralum,
kitankai patinar kinnarar, kerutarkalv6ta nal vayavar velvi ulmatutte.

(X—9—5)

Translation
The Celestials did in the outer space assemble and revere
The great marchers to Heaven, saying “ Here they are,
The devotees of Matavan” and welcomed them to their places;
The Vedic scholars of the upper worlds did unto them release
And bestow the beneﬁts earned by their rites and rituals,
While the Kinnaras and Karutas sang many a song.

Note
The Celestials came out into the open to greet the devotees
of Lord Madhava Who bears Srl Mahalaksml on His
chest, as the favourite wards of the Divine Mother. The
distinguished marchers to Heaven Were accorded a warm
reception by the Celestials who invited the former to visit
their places and accept their hospitality. The Vedic
Scholars of the upper worlds deemed it a great privilege to
bestow on these marchers, the beneﬁts, accrued by dint
of their own Vedic rites and rituals. TheKinnsrasand
Garudas, famous as singers in their respective lands, also
sang songstogreetthegreat marchers. Maybethatthe
Heaven-bound ‘ Released souls ', pining wholeheartedly
for the attainment of the Lord in Heaven, are bereft of any
kind of desire for such entertainments. Nevertheleu,
thedenirensoftherespective orderin the upperregim,

maidstonce deemittheirgreatprivilegeanddutyto

main

“use dktinguiﬂnd men, passing along.

”‘0
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vﬂvi ulmatuttalum, virai kamal namm pukai,

kilankal, valampuri kalantu enkum icaittaoar;
alminkal vanakam aliyﬁn tamer earn,
val on ken matantaiyar valttinar-makilnte.

(X-9—6)

Translation

The fruits of their Vedic rites the savants did offer,
The lovely smoke from the incense sweet spread all over;
Chunks and bugles sounded lustily, the damsels, bright-eyed,
Hailed the marchers, and unto them, in joyous accents, said,
“ Ye, devotees of our Lord Who does the discus wield,
Sway over this country of ours may you hol .”
Note

The bright-eyed ‘Apsaras ’, the sweet damsels in the upper
regions, cast their cool glances on the Lord’s devotees,
passing along; Overcome by spontaneous joy, these ladies
welcomed the distinguished travellers with the same warmth
with which the elders would greet the home-coming of an
youngster who had strayed away in distant lands quite
long. Nampillai would just melt down in ecstasy over the
lord’s redemptive grace which elevates even the erstwhile
sinners, steeped in vice, to such a commanding position
as to be adored by the rank and ﬁle of those in the top—most
order of eminence.
matantaiyar valttalum, marutarum vacukkalurn
totarntu enkum tOttiram collinar-totukatal
kitanta em kEcavan, kilar oli mauimuti
kutantai em k6valan kuti atiyarkké.

m

(X—9—7)

When the ladies sang the glory of these great marchers
Who did from generations serve Kfcavan, our Sire,

\Whodidreposeontheooeanunfathomableandnowreclines
In Kutantai sporting the gleaming gem-set crown,

TOnth Cerium (X-9)
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The ' Marutars ’ and ‘Vacus’ did their glory laud
And kept following them as far as they could.
Notes
(i) Not satisﬁed with what they dld, in their respective areas,
unto the distinguished marchers to Heaven, the
‘
Maruth Ganas ’ and ‘ Asia Vasus ’ went beyond their
territorial limits, as far as they could, singing all the
time the glory of these great souls on their upward
journey. As a matter of fact, even these Devas, reputed
for their rapid movements with immense speed, could
not keep pace with the holy band on their heavenly
'ascent, as they were speeding fast towards the Lord
in Heaven, Who would not brook separation from them,
any longer.
(ii) The Heaven-bound Sri Vaisnavas are adored and revered
by the people en route, as the hereditary vassals of the
Lord, enshrined 111 Tirukkutantai (Kumbakbnam in
Tamil Nadu), the ‘Insatiable Nectar ’. So great was
Nammélvar’s fascination for this holy centre where
the Lord reclines on the serpent-bed, out of lovrng
condescension that he could not lift his mind off it,
even at this crucial stage. Tirumarlkai Alvar, who
closely followed in the foot-steps of Nammalvai,
also began and wound up his grand hymnals by referring to the holy Tirukkutantai.
lcuti atiydr ivar ltOvintan tanakku

cot".

muti utai vaoavar murai murai etirkolla,
koti ani netu matil kbptn'am kurultinarvativn uni minivan vaikuntam pukavé.

W

(X-9-8)

mmmnizensofﬂeaven spared nopains

.
Andeameforward toweleomethesedevotws, from generations,

OflordKOvintan,whentheydidthemainenuanoegam

“rum-M it

sen

Of ‘Vaikuntam’. the abode of Matavan of form equiisite,
Bound by stately walls which lovely banners decorate.
Notes
(i) The

‘

Nityas', in Heaven. now come forward, in their
strength, to greet the devotees from Earth, of Lord

Govinda, who Were enthralled by His amazing
simplicity and loving condescension, during His advent
on Earth. The venue Where the two groups meet is
just outside the main entrance to Heaven (Sr! Vaikunta).
It may be noted that, while the previous song reﬂected
the Lord’s glory in His ‘ Arca’ (iconic) manifestation,
this song highlights the Lord’s trait of amazing simplicity, freely exhibited by Him during His ‘ Vibhava ’
(incarnate) state on Earth, the only place where this
great trait of His could shine most.
(ii) The Lord (Srlman Nirayana), ‘ Nityas ’ (Eternal Heroes)
and ‘ Muktas ’ (Released Souls) are all decorated with
crowns. But there is a diﬂ'ercnce; the Lord’s crown
betokens His sovereignty, His role as the Protector
of one and all, while the crowns of others are their
badges of sesatva (servanthood) or dedicated service

unto the Lord.
(iii) The Heaven wears a festive look, with festoons and
banners, hung across and lovely wall-decorations. Even
the exceedingly charming lord and the Divine Mother
shine with special lustre, at the sight of these spiritually
regenerated souls, reclaimed at long last. It is said
that, when Vasudeva and Devaki saw Kma after
Kama was slain, they looked years younger, overwhelmed with joy. King Dasaratha felt rejuvenated
whenever he saw or thought of Rama. Actually.

thekinggaveexpressiontothissentimenunthem
of his lusty pleading: with the umeienting Xaikeyi
aottcinsistitponmmabeingeentintcexile. (Vﬂmlki

Mina 11-12-103).

rem Cantu

(ii-9)

less

vaikuntam pnlcntalum, vacalil vinavar
veikuntap tamer emar, cmatu itam pukuta enru
vaikuntattu amararum munivarum viyantanar—
vaikuntam pukuvatu mannavar vitiye.

(X-9—9)

Translation

The eternal angels did in front of the gates of Heaven wait
And with joy immense greeted these marchers great,
Saying unto them, “ May you, our masters, devotees of the
Lord
Of Vaikunta take over our duties and our positions hold ”;
The Celestials, in the perpetual service of the lord engaged,
And the sages, in meditation steeped. deemed it their privilege
That men from Earth should go all the way to Heaven.
Note

Timmahlrai Alvar was so steeped in the enjoyment of the
Lord in His Area (Iconic) manifestation in the
‘
Lila Vibhuthi’ (Sportive Universe), easily worshipped
in His image form of exquisite charm, that he even ridiculed
the idea of men aspiring for Heaven, like unto the senseless
pursuit after the ﬂying crow, letting go the rabbit on hand.
And so, there lies the special charm in this abode of ours.
It is this aspect that made the denizens in Heaven wonder
how the men from Earth did at all go over to Heaven and
if they did, it Was only due to the farmer’s great, good
fortune. While this is how the Celestials, engagedinthe
perpetual service of the lord in that heavenly setting. and
the sages. absorbedin thecontemtilation of His innumerable
auspicious traits. reacted to the entry into Heaven ol' the
new-comers, the ‘Nityas ’, the Eternal Angels, holding
key positions in the governance over there, invited the newcomers to take their places straightaway. For example,
lendpethi, the Premier Chamberlain to the Lord, Would

handmhisbatondhesyﬂlbolofhisvastamhoritma

graciousgesmeindeedl 'l'hiawasbeeausethenew-comm

mkohdupombymemallnstheirverymastmnhe

hot-ram,

the mesh of

“Wealth

(Lord of

Heem),indeeplevewithl~lhn. Maw-contestant!

l0“
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the deniZens, already in Heaven, thrive alike on divine
service and it is this very service that is being oﬂ'cred now
by the latter to the former.
vitivakai pukuntanar enru nal vEtiyar
patiylnil pankinil patanltal kaluvinar;
nitiyum, nalcunnamum, nirai kuta vilakltamum
mati muka matantaiyar éntinar-vanté.

(X—9—10)

Translation
The eternal angels, by the sacred vedas adored, did deem
It their fortune great that these men have to Heaven come,
And so, they did receive them with honours great
And with due ceremonies washed their feet;
Came forward the damsels bright whose faces did like the
moon shine,
In their pretty hands, they held the Lord’s foot-rest ﬁne,
The verrnilion powder which IS on the devotees’ fore-heads
worn,
Vessels, full of water with coconut lids, and lamps auspicious.
Notes
(i) The ‘ Nitya Silt-ls ’, the Eternal Angels, who never passed

through the gruelling mill of Samséra and are, therefore, known as ‘asprista Samsarls ‘, honour the
‘Released Souls ‘ just entering Heaven on such a
grand scale, without the slightest tinge of superiority
complex. What makes them admire the new entrants
and honour them. by enthroning them and washing
their feet, is the fact that these men come from the
land of dark ncsdence, affording very little scope
for God-love hnd yet they are steeped in selﬂess love of
God, too deep for words, and thus havean edge over
the ‘Nityas’ themselves. If the ‘Nityts’ are pure
and uncontaminated, it is by-no-means surprising for
there is hardly any risk of contamination in Heaven,

wheretheyhevebcenall along. Ontheotherhand.

itisindeedﬂseworthythatthoeeenﬁarthsituated

astheyaremhouldeverheahletorturntheiratsenticn
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God-ward and, much less, love Him solely for His
sake, with no strings attached.
(ii) The faces of the damsels in Heaven brighten up, all the
more, due to sheer Joy at the Sight of these new-comers.
like unto the Jubilant mother, regaled by the homecoming of the way-Ward son who had strayed, for
long, in distant lands.

vantu avar etir koua, ma mani mantapattu
antam il périnpattu atlyarotu iruntamai
kontu alar polil kurukﬁrc catakopan col
cantankal aytrattu war vallér mumvaré.

(X-9-ll)

Translation

Those that can recrte these songs ten,
Out of the thousand Veda-oriented songs of Catakopan
Of Kurukﬁr, abounding in many a ﬂower garden ﬁne,
Recounting his enjoyment in Heaven of beatiﬁc bliss eternal,
In the company of the devotees great, in the gem-set hall,
Greeted by the Lord Supreme and the Divine Mother,
Will become sages, steeped in the Divine, for ever.
Notes
(i) This end-song sets out the beneﬁt,accruing to the chanters

of this decad, as being their elevation on a par with
the sages m the high Heaven, immersed in incessant
contemplation of the auspicious attributes of the Lord.

(ii) Oh, what a glorious ascent! How exciting, exhilarating
and entertaining is this special Heaven-bound route,
exclusively earmarked for the ardent devotees of Lord

Mahavisnul And there, at the other end, what a
glorious reception by the Celestials, en mas, headed
by their Chief, the Lord Himself, accompanied by the
Divine Mother! And then, sitting in the grand gemset hall of Heaven, of incomparable emellence, in
that august assembly, presided over by the lord and

theDivineMothersharingI-Iisthrone,isindeedthe
very

am of that

imhaustible bliss and beatitnde.

I“,

Tenth Ceatum (X40)

Like virgin sapphire, You did unto me exhibit
And covertly won me over, dear unto me exclusively like life,
You have on my head alighted and l shan’t let You go off ;
Play not your wily pranks on me. In love with you, so deep.
Notes
(i) The Alvar pleads lustily

that the Lord should no longer

keep him in bondage, after having spontaneously
induced in him God-love and God-hunger of this
magnitude. The Lord is addressed, I!) this song,
as the Sage (Muni), Who contemplates and conceives
.the projects pertaining to the creation of the Universe.
its sustenance and dissolution and gets the work of
creation and dissolution, discharged by Brahma and
Rudra respectively, permeating their souls as the
Internal Controller. There is absolutely no question
of parity among Brahma, Warm and Rudra and, at
any rate, the Alvin would be the last person to think
in terms of such parity and, much less, throw the
slightest hint or suggestion to this effect, seeing that
he has already expounded indubitably the supremacy
of Lord Vrsnu, in I-l, 11-2 and IV-lO. If the Lord has
been addressed in this song (as per the original text)
as, “Oh, four-headed Brahma,” “Oh, triple-eyed
Rudra," it only connotes the body-soul relationship
of the Lord and His subjects, the entire Universe and
all beings therein constituting, as it were, His bodies,
Himself pervading them all, as the Inner Controller,
the Super Soul, c.f. also VI-9-l where the Alvar has
referred to the Lord as pervading the ﬁve elements,
Sun and Moon, Siva and Brahma, as the Inner
Controller of them all.

Visvarupa ’ (Universal Form) apart, the
Myst dates on His unique Form (Divya Mangala
Vigraha) of exquisite charm. It is by exhibiting this
enchanting Form that the Lord enticed the Alvir and

(ii) The Lord’s

‘

madehimGod-benaagreatgestureol'spontaneous

grace, bestowed on the

Mir,

unasked and un-

solicited,atathne whenhewasleastinclinedtowards

rm

antum «x-m)
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side-track him and keep him in bondage, as hitherto, on
one pretext or another. The Alvir’s yearning is so deep
that he even binds the Lord and His consort, the Divine
Mother, irresistibly upon oath, to fulﬁl his longing, too
deep for words. When the Lord turned round and called
the Alvin’s attention to the impropriety of his binding Him
on oath, cutting at the root his essential nature of total
dependence on Him as His exclusive vassal, the Alvdr
justiﬁes his stance quite well: The Lord mingled freely
with him and loved him even more than His Consort, Mahalaksmi, completely identifying Himself with him. The
up-surge of love unto Him, thus generated in the Alvin
grew, intense beyond words and it was the exuberance of
this love that induced the River to move to such incredible
lengths for sheer survival through speedy restoration to
Him.
ltﬁvik kolliy vantu, antd l-en pollak karumAnikkamE
itvikku Or panukkompu nin alil, arikinrilén yin;
mévit tolum piraman civan, intiran atilrku ellam

navik kamala mutaI-kilankél umpar ants atuvé!

l

(X—lC—B)

ThalidoOh, my Lord, sweet like virgin sapphire, from Your navel

did sprout
The lotus stalk that gave rise to Piramau and thro’ him,
Civan, Intiran and all else, Who are unto you devout,
And there are the exalted Celestials in Heaven and unto them
Very dear You are; prop unto my life I see not
Any but You. May You, alas! call me up to Your lotus feet.
Notes
(i)

like unto the thirsty who cry out, “water! wateri",

theAlvsr,whoisGod-thirrty,repeauhisesuforthe
Lord’s succour.

Notwithstanding the exuberance of

hisloveforGothishardlymwtthatheshouldrmh
tmtoﬂimmhhmmrwoulditredoundtothecredit

oftheMiiftheNvirdidso.

Thereforeitis.the

Masai-ummwnmummmum
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on to the heavenly abode. Of course, the Lord could
take His own time and lift the Alvar up, in due course
and there would have been no question of the Alvar
being so importunate, urging for quick consummation
in the manner he is now doing, if only the Lord had
not exhibited to the Alvin His intoxicating beauty
and His immaculate Form of exquisite charm and
sent the Alvar mad with love unto Him. Even as a
creeper needs a prep to nestle around for its very
growth and subsistence, the Alvar seeks to cuddle
round the Lord for sheer survival. Did not Laksmana
tell Rama, “ neither I nor Sité can subsist, when apart
from You”? ‘naca Sita tvayahina
”—Valmiki
Rimayana, II-53-31.

........

(1i)

When the Lord turned round and queried whether the
Asian had any merit in him, commensurate With the
gain aspired for by him, the Alvin pointed out that
even Brahma and other Celestials, in the higher echelons,
were totally dependent on His grace for whatever they
wished to accomplish and that the Lord should not,
therefore, expect or look for any merit in him. Actually,
the River is one better than that exalted band, as the
latter would not even acknowledge and declare, as the
Alvar does, that there IS no prop for them other than
the Lord.

umpar am tan pain?! a ! atanu'micai niye o:
amparam, nal ccti ! atanul pit-amen, aran. ni;
umparum yatavarum pataitta muuivan-avan ni;
emparam citrkkalunu, eunaip para vittittayE.

(X—10—4)

Translation
My Lord, You are the Controller great of one and all,
The primordial matter and the myriads of souls lodged therein,
The spatial ether, the radiant ﬁre and other elements as well,
The cosmic egg which holds Piramau, Amp and others within,
The sage You are, Who did create the Detras, thehumans

AndtheotherspeciesJeepinginmind dieirpastacﬁons;

Tenth Canton: (X-lO)
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To salve me You did come forward, on Your own
But still you do keep me here, lingering on.
Notes
(i) In a vacant piece

of land one can raise any crop accord-

rng to one’s predilection, and so, in the vast vacant land
of Primordial Matter (Mﬂla Prakrti) can be sown
multifarious seeds, yielding a vast variety of crops of
enjoyment as well as emancrpation, that either bind
the souls, the tenants tillmg the sonl, or work up to
their release from such bondage.
(ii) Unto the Lord, the Universal Controller, the Matter,
the elements emanating therefrom, the different species
of beings inhabiting the created worlds with their
colourful varieties, all these constitute, as it were.
Hrs bodies, and He is the Super-Soul, pervading them
all.
(iii) So far as the Alvar is concerned, he 15 fully aware, against
the background, set forth above, that the Lord is very
keen to salve him and yet, he is Indeed puzzled why
he is Stl" kept on, in this abode. “ Does it not smack
of indifference on Your part?” the Alvar is now asking

the Lord.
pOra vittittu ennai ni puram pORkalurral, pinnai yan
ﬂraik kontu cttai? antbl cnatu enpatu on? yin cnpatu en?
tire irumpu unta nIr-atu pala, en ar uyirai

arap paruka. enakku era-amutu aniyé

l

W

(X—lO-ﬁ)

You are unto me the wtar insatiable,
That does fully quench my God-thirst abnormal,
Like the red-hot iron having its ﬁll, jolly well,

WhgndippodinwaterandyetifYou,myLord.
Gave me up and kept me aside, [in sensual pleasures buried,]
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getting at my other Mother, Mahalaksmi, the lotusborn. They are exmdingly dear to You and likewise, I am dear unto them Therefore it is, You are
dear to me and it was no mean eﬂ'ort on Your part to
get at me, sunk deep in the ocean of Samsara, a
mighty effort, comparable with your aforesaid exploits.
Once bound to You, in this manner, I am indeed very
secure; neither You can shake me off nor I can let you
slip off ".
(ii) The Lord’s advent as the Blissful Boar: In Tiruvrruttam, the
ﬁrst of the four hymnals of the Alvar, he banks upon
the grace of ‘Varaha Mﬁrthi’, the Lord’s incarnation as
the Blissful Boar and ends up by reinforcing this point.
It is but appropriate that he should revert to this,
as he concludes ‘Tiruvaymoli ’, the last of his hymnals.
The Earth having got submerged under the deep waters
of the great deluge, the Lord pulled it out on His
tusks; and here is a grand poetic imagery. The Lord,
in the form of the
Boar, with two protruding tuslts gleaming white, rising from beneath the
waters, picking up Mother Earth, is compared to a
sapphire mountain rising up, gripping two Moons.
While the Lord is compared to a Sapphire mountain
and His two white protruding tusks are compared to
tw0 Moons, there is no mention of the Earth mounted
on the Lord’s teeth, as it just faded out of sight in
that moon-shine (the gleaming tusks).

math

(iii) Churning the blue ocean: No doubt, it was the Milkocean that was churned but it is referred to, by the
Alvar, as the blue ocean, due to the blue shade cast
on it by the Lord of bluish hue. c.f. sloka 45
of Sri Parasara Bhattar’s “ Sri Rangaraia Sthavam "
) wherein the illustrious
(apipanipathi bhavath
author describes the dome (vimina), just above the
Sanctum Sanctorurn where Lord Ranganitha reposes
on serpent-bed. Although the dome is white, symbolising, as it does, Adi-Sega of white complexion, yet it
gieams splendidly, says the author, like the blue sea,

......
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because

of the upward dispersal of the rays of bluish

tint from the Lord’s resplendent form of sapphire hue,
down below.

periu inip pokkuvano unnai. en tanip péruyirai ?

um

iruvinai ay, uyir 5y, payan ayavai ay,
mum in mﬁvulakum perum tutu ay, tﬁrril pukku
(X-lO-B)
mumk karantu olittayl en mutal tani vittéyo !

'lhnshdon
You are the Architect of acts good and bad, the souls indulge.
You .are also the Inner Controller of the souls steeped in
bondage;
Pleasure and pain, for acts good and bad, You deal out,
The Three worlds, the dense bush of Samsara, You did create,
None can see You but yet the bush dense You permeate;
The Redeemer great, You did in me kindle love for You,
My Prop unique You are, how indeed can I leave You?
Notes
(I)

“How can the body outlive the soul, supporting it
from within?” queries the Alvar. If, at the moment,
the Alvin IS soaked in God-love and he looks upon
God as his Sole Sustainer, it is due entirely to the
special eﬂ‘orts made by the Lord since long, directed
towards the Alvir’s redemption. When the Alvdr
declares that he cannot let go the Lord, after having
been united to Him so intimately, he means to say
that he shall not subsist without Him and his very
survival is, therefore, contingent upon his union with
Him.

of this song would appear to be to
bring home to the Lord that He is all in all, the Great
Redeemer and Sole Sustainer of all beings and that

(ii) The main purpose

.

He should not, therefore, look for any merit, as such,
in the Alvis, to compel His attention and warrant
the inﬂux of His grace.
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(Kale-9)

Oh, Lord, You are the triple cause that did usher
The worlds three and all things therein; You pervade all over,
Things and beings, one and all, You control the primordial
matter,
As the Primate unique; the sentient beings eternal that enter
The material habitat and direct, with their pervasive pOWer of
intelligence,
You_ ordain; the Causeless Cause unique! to behold the
eﬁ'ulgence

Of Your Form unique in Heaven, when do IYour feet attain?
Notes
(i) Transforming Himself. as He does, into the worlds of
forms and names, the Lord is the Material Cause of
the Universe, just like clay for pot, cotton for cloth
and so on. The Lord is also the instrumental cause
like potter for the pots, weaver for the cloth etc.
When the period of the great ‘Pralaya ’ (deluge)
draws to its close, the Lord, at His sweet volition
and ‘Sahkalpa’, the wishful thinking, “ May I become
manifold! ”, separates into its constituent elements,
the whole mass of the enjoying souls and their objects
of enjoyment, remembering distinctly the constitution
of the worlds prior to ‘pralaya ’. The Lord is.
therefore, the operative cause as well, His jiiana (know.
ledge). Sakti (power) etc. being analogous to the
potter’s wheel and staff, the weaver’s woof, bobbins,
treadle etc. By His transformation into the world of
men and matter ismeant His immanence, as the
Internal Controller of all, revealing the incoming
unityof Brahman. qualiﬁed bythe mtient beim
andnon-sentientthings. He istlms the ‘Vitesya',
thesubstancepreeentinaﬂithings, qualiﬁed by the

m
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My ﬂamboyant appetite that did engulf all these three
Principles,
You did appease, in full, enclosing me ID. Your sweet embrace.
Notes

It was the exuberance of the Alvar's love unto God that egged
him on to the extreme length of binding Him upon oath,
in the
of His Consort, Sri Mahalaksmi, Vldc second
song of this decad. The Lord could not but respond
immediately to the ardent call of the Alvin, saturated With
God-love. And so, He did hasten to the devotee and
held him in tight embrace. This was the only way the
Lord could avoid being engulfed by the Alvar’s love for
Him, which had, by now. developed to such an enormous
extent like whirlwind that it assumed supra-cosmic proportions, transcending all the three entities or principles,
namely, matter (Acit), soul (Cit, the Jiva) and Isvara (the
Supreme Lord, the Inner Controller of one and all, the great
Ordainer). Finding that the Lord had forestalled him and
proved more than a match for him by shedding on him
His love, far more intense than even his own, and thus
setting him at rest, the Alvin gratefully acknowledges the
Lord's great gesture.

Me

It is quite an ordinary principle, amply borne out by our

everyday experience, that our longing for a particular object,
however intense, ceases simultaneously with its fulﬁlmnt.
In other words, the moment the object of our heart is
achieVed, the yearning therefor is set at naught—“ Iccéya
visaya siddhya mum”. For example, the thirst is
quenched by drinking water and hunger vanishes when one
is fed. And so, one way of interpreting this song would be,
that the Alvar‘s longing for the Lord, deep and intense
beyond words though, ceased when he attained Him.
There is yet another interpretation, far more interesting,
rather, edifying. It is not as if the Alvir’s love, which had
down the years, had been set at naught
gathered
altogether but it dwindled down to negligible proportions,
when compared with the Lord’s astounding love for him,
as revealed in the ﬁnale of this great saga of Divine Love.
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The Alvar’s love, which was fast encompassing all the three
Principles like the forest ﬁre of menacing proportions,
pales into insigniﬁcanoe, haying regard to the magnitude and
intensity of the love now exhibited to him by the Lord,
which is comparable to Sri Rama’s patronising and parental
love to Bharata, on their reunion at the end of the long
exile. Bharata was lifted by Rama unto his lap and held
in sweet embrace, like unto the fond father fondling the
child, restored to him after years of separation.
ave arac cﬁ] ariyai, ayanai aranai alam,
ave amt, vitu Delta kurukﬁrc catakbpan conna
ave ll antatikalal ivai aytramum mutinta
ava il antéti ip pattu atintér pmantar-uyarnté.

(X—lO—ll)

Translation
Exalted among those born are they, well-versed in these songs

ten,
Out of the thousand skilfully composed by Kurukt'ir CatakOpao.
Which mark the ﬁnale, the great consummation
Of this God-love, too deep for words, his blissful union
With Ari, the Redeemer great, the Internal Controller
0f Ayah and Area, called out by him With remarkable
ardour.
Notes
(1)

And now, we have come to the very end of this proliﬁc
hymnal, with its scintillating profusion of God-love
‘
(Bhakti) in the ascending scale of Para Bhakti ‘,
‘
Para jﬂéna ’, and ' Parama Bhakti ’. Well, ‘ Para
Bhakti’ is conﬁned to the four corners of mental
experience and exhilaration, whetted by the alternation
of delirious enjoyment of blissful rapport with the
Lord (Samslesa) and bottom-most depths of dejection,
desolation and despondency, due to the temporary
withdrawal of the glorious vision of the Lord from the
mind’s canvas (Vislesa). The Myer was in this ﬁrst
stage only, right up to the end of the eighth deead of

thiswntum. 'l‘henextstageof‘Parajﬂina’isdenotcd

WK

by the devotee’s love unto God, overﬂowing its erstwhile
continent of mere mental comprehension, with an
irresistible urge for external perception of the divine,
in the manner longed for by the devotee; this stage
was attained by the Alvar only in the preceding decad
(X-9). And here, in this decad, We see the Alvar in
the ﬁnal stage, known as ‘ Parama Bhakti ’, the
culmination, rather, consummation of his ‘ Para
Bbakti ’, when he just cannot exist without the attainment of the glorious end in view, as set out by him in
the ninth song of this decad (see the 2nd sub para of
the notes thereunder). The Tamil phraseology,
“ Mutinta ava", in the original text of this song, is
the exact equivalent of ‘Parma Bhalrti ’ . As usual,
this end-song also sets out the beneﬁt accruing to the
chanters of this decad, namely, they will be deemed by
the devout, plunged in divine consciousness, as on
‘
’
a par with the denizens in Heaven, the Nityas and
‘
Muktas ', though born in this land of dark nescience.
Only the materially-minded worldlings, earth-bound
and sense-buried will look upon these chanters as mere
fellow-travellers.
(ii) In 1-4-6, where the Alvar (Parankusa Nayaki) sent some
birds as her emissaries to the Lord in a ﬁt of desperation, she referred to the Lord as ‘arulata nir ' (You,
Who wouldn’t shed your grace). Well, that was long.
long ago, in the early stages of evolution of the Alvar’s
God-love. And now. the same Lord is referred to,
‘
by the same Alvir as Avivatacclll Aﬁ‘ (Hari, the
great Deliverer whose all-conquering love has
encompamed his own love for Him, of ultra-cosmic
magnitude and made it dwindle down to naught and
thin pale into insigniﬁeance). The Alvis called out
the Lord lustily, addressing Him not only as ‘Hari'
butalso as ‘Haran' and ‘Ayan'.thelast twodatctSiva and Brahmi. respectively, but
ing,
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actually, referringto theSupremeLortl. Malia
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(ii-10)

use

Heaven. As a matter of fact, the AM: has thus provided the clue to the proper appreciation of the
Upanisadic texts, such as, "Sarvaih Kalvidhath
Brahma”, “ Ayidhatatmayarh idharh sarvath ” etc.,
against the background of “ Satire Sariri bhava ",
body-soul relationship, dealt with, in extensa, in the
foregoing notes, at the appropriate places).
(iii) Crying out unto the Lord lustily, soaked in God-love,
the Alvir got all his erstwhile impedimants, ills and
evils, the outcome of the accumulated mass of his agelong sins, eradicated, root and branch, by the devastating love shed on him by the Supreme Lord and
attained Him in that Eternal Land of endless bliss,

the Lord Himself being the inexhaustible fountain
source of all that bliss. The thousand and odd songs,
comprised in this grand hymnal, ﬂowed like a fountain
from the love-laden heart of the Saint, the rapturous
outpourings, par excellence, by-nOomeans comparable
to the poetry of the mundane poets whose chief aim
is to amass wealth and power, acquire name and fame,
prostituting their poetic talents, in the ignominious
process. As a matter of fact, there have been umpteen
poets after the Alvar and their poems, one and all,
are no more than the bellowing of the roaring sea,
as compared to this hymnal (Tiruvaymoli) of the Alvar,
whose songs were dictated by his God-love galore.
Figuratively speaking, his God-love was the great
teacher who made the Alvh reel out these thousand
and odd songs, one after the other in succession,
neatly juxtaposed.

In his inimitable diction, Alakiya Manavala Perumal
‘
Nayauar describes, in aphorism 188 of Acarya
Hrdayam ’, ,how Tiruvaymoli, this grand hymns]
came into being. The knowledge, full and complete,
clear and concise, imparted to the Alvar by the Lord
Himself (See I-l-l). blossomed by His sweet grace
into ‘Para Dhakti' (intellectual love of God) which,
in turn, develored into ‘Para Juana ’ and ‘Parama
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m the ascending order, as set out in the foregoing notes. So then, the Alvar can be likened to a
lake, full of water, which successively turned into milk
Bhakti

’

(Para Bhaltti), ghee (Para Jﬁéna) and nectar (Parama
Bhakti) and ultimately burst and inundated the outlying
area, all around, the bund being unable to contain the
upsurge and bombardment of its precious contents.
And yet, there is this difference between the lake
proper and the River, ﬁguratively referred to as the
lake. Whereas the lake that breached would cause
havoc to the adjormng roads, trees, Villages and townships falling within the scope of the mischief of the
gushing waters, the Alvin-lake, about to burst, was
compassionate enough to prevent a similar devastation
of the area around. These thousand and add songs
ﬂowed through the lips of the Alvar, forming, as it
were, the lake-bund. Into these songs, facile words
and sweet phrases, competing wrth each other
for participation in the glorious service unto mankind, at large, as intended by the lord, slipped, as it
were, into their proper places, according to the Alvin’s
own admission. Thus, it was the nrctarean love
for God, welling up the Alvar’s bosom, that overﬂowed its continent into these rapturous songs,
numbering more than one thousand, the great treasure
of divine love. It was not as if the Alvar sat in a quiet
corner and composed these songs, with a set determination to do so. But it was the upsurge of his devotion
unto God, which forced him, as it were, to deliver these
songs (Avavilantati).

(x-s) : With the stage, now wellaet for his Heaven-bound journey, the

Alvar accosts the Lord and seeks His explanation for His age-long indifference,
allowing him to drift so long in this land of dark nescienee, indiie contest
to His present hurry to put him in Heaven. The Alvlr, however. quickly realises
that the present dispensation of the Lord is but the inﬂux of His spontaneous
grace, totally unrelated to the merit in him. It is this voluntary grace of the
Lord that the Alvir dwells upon, in the eighth decad, and rejoices.
The Lord should have felt embarrassed by the rather inconvenient
question put to Him by the Alvsr, in the preceding decad. He, therefore,
tried skilfully to tide over this unenviable situation, by bringing within the
Alvar‘s mental comprehension the entire panorama of his ascent to Heaven.
The clouds and the oceans roared like an orchestra, heralding the Alvlr's ascent
to Heaven and the inhabitants of all the seven islands, bestowed on him their
choicest offerings. The sweet music and the fanfare of trumpets etc., from the
land of the kinnaras, Gandharvas and Garudas in the upper regions, hailing
the Alvar‘s ascent to Heaven, were made to fall on his ears; the shanks and
bugles sounded all over, beautiful damsels with spear-shaped eyes sang
in chorus the Alvar's glory. The Maruth Cause and Asia vasus kept chanting
the laudatory hymns continually. The upward journey to Heaven through
the exhilarating route, known as Arciridi Gati, the propitiation of the Alvir
by the Angels, en route, the Alvar’s entry into Heaven and the grand ovation
accorded to him by the denizens on the yonder side, his access to the gem-set
hall, where Lord Mahamnu holds His ceremonial Durbar, duly conducted by
the guides nominated for the purpose. and attainment of the Lord's feet. all
these were experienced mentally by the Alvlr and voiced forth by him, in
the penultimate decad, in an impersonal manner. He just depicts how, as a
class, the devotees of the Supreme lord, Srlman Nerlyana are on their ascent
to Heaven through this exalted route. exclusively earmarked for them, greeted
all abng the route and received with special honours by the denizens of the
upper regions, showering prains on the new-comers, so on and so forth.
(Ii-9)

:

was indeed a rude jolt to the Alvar, who was shocked into a
sense of stark reality,whenheopenedhiseyesand found that all thatexhilarating experience. emanated on, by him in the preceding (head, was a mere
mental comprehension and nothing more. Eaten up by the cruel pangs of
‘
frustration at that he is still lingering in the unenviable mesh of prakrti‘
(matter), the Alvar voices forth his deep yearning with the utmost snort,
like the full-throated call for relief from one engulfed by wild ﬁre. Weight!
down byagnswing sense of guilt, the merciful Lord of mmarksbletenderness
(X-lO)

:
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love for him outgrew his own and made it dwindle down to naught. The
Alvlr’s love progressed, by stages, as one can perceive, going through the
entire gamut of this grand hymnsl and currently, it has attained its full stature
(Parana Bhakti), outstripping all else, assummg supra-cosmic proportions,
even to the extent of enveloping the Lord Himself. The lard, however, forestalled the Liver, enveloped his ‘ avﬁ ’ (deep love) and thereby held him, in His
sweet embrace. In the concludingstanza of this decad , which is also the grand
ﬁnale of this great hymnal, the Alva: gives vent to his sense of completion and
fulﬁlment. saying that he has reached the ultimate destination, all the impediments having been eradicated, root and branch. Thus ends the ' Avﬁvilnntlti’,
a special species of prosody, charged with ‘ Bhaltti ‘, in which the closing
word ol each song is the opening word of the next one.

Appendh
postulated. rather revealed and revelled in, by all the love-intoxicated Saints
that went before him, the monarch of whom was Saint Namller—s God,
full of compassion and a host of other auspicious traits. the repository of all
conceivable excellence, inuneasurable and unlimited. in dire contrast to the icycold, abstract God. formless and colourless, conceived by Sr! Sankara. In
Tituvlymoli, the opening line itself throws open the ﬂood-ate of the mystic
vision of the Lord. conceived as the abode of inexhaustible bliss, that cuts out
all fatigue. Actually, the glorious impact of the ‘ Bromide Vedanta ‘, the
‘
Divya Prabandham ' on Achya Ramlnuja, particularly. Saint Nammlivlr’s
Tiruvlymoli (for which there is a peerless commentary, known as Itu muppattlﬂyiram), has to be dealt with separately and, in exterm. And now, let us
pass on to the other Vedinta, the Dramida Vedanta.
3. Drdmida Veddnm' (i) The love-laden hymns of the

Alvin, the mystics.

soaked in God-love, are collectively known as ‘Divya Prabandllam ', rightly
accorded in stature equal to that of the Sarhskrt Vedas and, in a sense, even
superior to them. The Drdmda Vedanta has an edge over its Salhskrt counterpart, by virtue of the farmer's clear and straightforward exposition of the
Vedic truths, shorn of all quibblmgs and equivocation. Extending the comparison a little further, it may be pointed out that the Alvin occupied a unique
position to which the Vedic Bsis could make no pretensions. Unlike the
ibis. who had to attain to a standard of near perfection through their own efforts
and personal equipment, the Alvlrs were blessed with a full and complete knowkdge of God-head and the Sistras in all their ramiﬁcations. by a self-revealing
God, the fountain-head of all knowledge and hence the superiOr excellence
of their Songs Divine. The four thousand hymns of these seer-poets constitute
a veritable treasure of divine knowledge, full of light, love, beauty, harmony
and bliss. All the Vaisnavas sing in cherus these inspired songs which flowed
from the sacred lips of the Alvin, at home and in the temples, in all warships.
cetexnonies and rituals, and none can fail to feel the thrill of divine presence,
wherever they are sung. Sri Vedlnte Desika, the great Vaisnava Adi-ye, a
suitable lion among poets and logicians. has gratefully acknowledged. in the
opening stanza of his 'Adhiklra Sadgnhs’. the unfailing help and guidance
he exlaims that these inspired
received by him from the Dim
hymns have resolved all doubts by shedding adequate light on the meet points.
the dark corners, the by-lanes and slippery spots in the Ssthskrt Vedas. Two
works ofthis literary giant, entitled ‘ Dramidooenitld Strain ' and ‘ Bromideto the scholars of the Sadnkrt-knowlng
Tltparys Ramlvsli '
keeping them all spell-bound.
Ioﬂd the salient teachings of
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Vedas, the Sistras, the Itihdsas, Purdue: etc.,not to mention the peculiarities of
the dialect, current in those good olden days. For a proper appreciation of
these commentaries and deriving the maximum beneﬁt, all by oneself, one has
to possess the requisite equipment or, alternatively, study at the feet of great and
competent scholars for quite some years. This is hardly pessible for mostof us
in the modern age, notorious for its stress and strain, the old order of things,
particularly, the traditional course of instructions in those pristine envtronmen ts
having been replaced by modern Schools and Colleges
(iii) At this stage, it seems necessary to eliminate even that little bit of risk
namely, contamination of public thinking in regard to the exalted status of the
hymns of the Alvdrs, which enJoy part ty With the Srmskrt Vedas and the stature
of the Alvlrs themselves. The expression ‘ Alvir ‘ means one who has taken a
deep plunge into the nectarean ocean of the Lord's innumerable auspicious
attributes and His great glory. Bemg over-whelmed by an insatiate longing
for incessant communion with God, the Alvdrs not only remained immersed
in such devout contemplation but literally got dissolved in the Lord, like milk,
honey, sugar-candy and porridge. Sri Vaisnava tradition has ﬁxed the number
of the Alvlrs, once for all, as twelve, since their peerless deVOtion is deemed
unapproachablcby Ordinary, bound souls, however exalted be their illumination
and purity. It is held that they are the eternal, ever-free angels in Heaven, very
near and dear to the Lord who once. at His behest, came down in human form,
to demonstrate, both by precept and example, the nature of true devotion to
the benighted and mum mortals below. Fifth in the chronological order,
in which the Alvar Saints are said to have made their appearance in this abode
of ours, came Miran, later known as Sathakopa (the one who overcame the mischief of the ill-wind, known as ‘ Satha ', in Samsktt parlance, that deals a deadly
blow to the babe just emerging from the mother's womb and makes it forget
its past life) and Saint Nammllvlr. Bom of parents who were mere peasants,
at the uginning of the current spell of kaliyuga, deep south in Tamil Nadu
(Kuruktlr, also known as Nvlr Tirunakari), Miran became a problem child
unto his parents who had fervently prayed to Lord Visnu for progeny. The
child would not drink even the mother‘s breast-milk when offered, would not
speak, would sit, if seated. stand, if made to stand on the legs, lie down, if put
to bed and, in short, it made no movement on its own. In sheer despair, the
parents took the child to the local temple of Lord Adinltha, deposited it on
the ﬂoor and prayed to the Lord, their eyes remaining closed. rapt in meditation. But, when they opened theireyes, they did not ﬁnd the child. To their
utter surprise, they discovered the child, seated in a lotus posture (Padmlsana)
inside the hollow of a tamarind tree in the quadrangle of the temple, absorbed
in yogic meditation. The young Saint is said to have remained in the same
posture for thirty two years, meditating on Lord vitae and commuting with
Him, prior to his ascent to the Lord‘s lotus feet in Heaven.

An elderly bt-ahmin (later known as Madhurakavi Alvlr). also born near
Kmkllr. the birthplseeof Nammﬂvar, whowassojourning in Northern India.
witnessedenedsy theunusualphenomenon ofaresplendentstminthewuthun
indeed. Struekhnl’elt wonder. the Elder moved, on endemtowerdsthis
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discourses of the Swlmiii. unravelling this priceless treasure. Oh. Lord Srlman
Nlrlyana. as one who has taken refuge at the feet oithe Govardhanam Swami,
I have not the slightest doubt about my attaining ' Molten ' at the end of the
mutant span of life. And yet, oh, Lord, I entreat you, with all the ibrvour at
my command, taking your feet ﬁrmly in my hands. that you shall not grant me
‘
Makes ', at the end of this life of mine. Pray, let me be rebOrn in that part of
the country, where Tamil Is the regional language, the country which reverberates with the sweetness emanating from the hymns of the Alvin. so that I
may acquire a complete mastery over all the four thousand stanzas and be openly
acclaimed as an ‘ Adhyhpaka ' (Master) of the four thousand hymns. Let me
sing these songs all the time, to my heart's fill, not only in one birth but in
a number of births. say, seven or eight more, before reaching my ultimate destination. If, however. you grant me ‘ Moltsa ‘ rightnow, I Will surely get back to
Earth, setting at naught the upanisadic text ' Nacapunarlvartate ' and also the
Brahma Siitra,‘ Anhvrttt Sabdht ‘. which declare that the High Heavens form the
Eternal Land whence there is no returning and those who have reached this
ultimate destination are not reborn elsewhere (the dreadful cycle of birth and
rebirth grinding to a halt). Yes, I will scrap all these edicts and take rebirth
either on the banks of the river Tlmraparni (the birth place of Nammllvlr) or
the river Revert or near about Srlpsrumputnr (the birth place of Srl lelnuja.
the Chieffountain of inspiration for the study of Divya Prsbsndhas) ".
4. Praise heaped on

him Prahandhas

as the Sui-lat Vedas us Purina

The Vedic texts have. in several places. procls-med the glary of ‘ Tiruvsymoli‘. In the ﬁrst prasna of ‘Katliaka ’ portion of ‘Taittirlyu Upanisad'.
which is quite familiar to the students of the Veda, comes the episode of Indra
dinbusing Bharadwlya of the possibility of the lattermastering the Vedas. even
if his span of life were extended beyond the tenure of three hundred years
already granted to him. The episode ends up with the greatly disappointed
Bharsdwija ultimately attaining salvation through a study of Tiruvlymoli,
taught to him by Indra. In other words. this is the episode of Bharadwsja's
initiation into ‘Savitur Vidyl’, as Tiruvlymoli is otherwise known. ﬁriman
Nlthamuni. in his yogic comprehension of Saint Nannnslvar, rightly saw the
‘ Savita '
(Sun) in him and extolled him as “ Yadgosahasram apahanti .. . .. ".

meaning:

I bow. in saiutation to him. the Bahia-ﬂowered (narcissus) Nsmmllvlr,
the Sun beaming through the thousand rays of Tiruviymoli, which dispel dark-

neuprevniﬂngamongpeophwhstelsord Srlman Nlrlyanaresides. wielding

I-Iisdiscus and conch and surtotmded by His entire retinue, the region adored by
the lrahmim, learnedin the Stutis, the cynostne otthe Celestials ". As already
elucidated. it was this aura-ordinary Sun, the ‘Vakulabhnsana Bhlskara'

(saintNanunIlvlr),despdownintheSoudt,whosseﬂulgsnesattraetedthe
Myﬂaﬁrm Kevi.thesweet-tonusedpoet,mwastotn'lngin thelar

M
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Div ', which has several meanings,0fwhich ‘ Praise ' is the principal one. ‘lhe
word ‘ Durva ', which stands in close proximity, means “ the green one ". InInvention of ' Durva
deed, the Dramida Prabandhas are green and juicy.
‘
‘
Devi can only refer to the Divya Prabandhas ', a fact which is further reinforced by the phraselogy, ‘ Sahasra Parama ', referring to the thousand pacurams
(stanzas) of‘ Tiruvaymoli ’ c.f. ' Sahasra Sakhlm Yodhrsksith Drdmidim Brahma samhithlm' of Sri Pardsara Bhattar (Sloka 6 of the ﬁrSt centum of Sri
Rangerdja Stavam). Even as ‘ Purusa Sﬁktba ' is pro-emment among Vedas,
‘Timvﬁymoli ’ stands foremost among the ‘ Divya Prabandhas '. Even as the
Sadisktt Vedas have several roots. the Dramtda Vedas have also their roots-the
‘Sabasra Sikhs ‘, each stanza of Tiruvaymoli being treated as a Seliha. The
expression, ‘adhraltsith ' means dissemination of the 'Dramidopamsad‘ by
Sathakopamuni, even as the Sarhskrt Upanisads were disseminated through
certain Rah. ‘Vediebhya Svsh ', occurring in the Seventh Kanda, ﬁfth prasna,
is immediately followed by ‘ Gadhdbhya Svih '. which, according to Sri Vedanta
Desikar. refers to tie ‘Divya Prabandhas'. He has actually used the word
‘gadhd ', treating it as a synonym of ‘Divya Prabaridhas ', in his ‘Dramidcpaniaad Tstparya Rainavali '.
‘

of all times on Saint Nammalvar’s
Tiruvaymoli, said as follows, while commentingon the last stanza of the illustrious work. “ Hundreds of thousands of poetshavc. no doubt. come into this
5. Nampillai, the greatest discourser

world after Nammllvdr and yet, brushing aside their performance as nothing
better than the roaring of the sea, if people such to the hymns of Nammllvlr,
with rapturous delight, it is because of the upsurge of dev0tiori, overﬂowing its
continent through hymns of unparalleled sweetness. " This being the case, one
just need not be bothered as to when these warks came down to us and when
lived. The Divya Prabandhas are held in rapturous esteem, not
the
only by the entire hierarchy of the ancient Vaisnava Acdryas but also by the Celestials in the upper regions, as could be seen from the lndra-Bharadwija episode,
narrated earlier. The adventoi' the Rivers had been alluded to by the Maharsls
in the 'l’urdnas '. Among the Saihskrt Pursues, Sri Bhagavatam is held in
great esteem and reverentially recited by all alike—-the Sminhas,Mddhvas and
Vaisnavas. Sloka 38 and the following Slokas of Chapter V of the XI Shandham portend the appearance even in Kaliyuga. of Bhaktas who would lock
‘
‘
upon God Sriman Narlyana, both as the Means and the ‘End ’, on the banks
of the sacred rivers, namely, Tdmraparni, Pillr, Kaveri, Gttamlll and Prathlci.
It is well-known that the ten Atvlrs were born on the banks of these rivers.
The ﬁrst three Alvlrs (Poikai, Fey and Putattllvlr) and Tirumali'cai Aivlr
appeared in the Phili- region; Nan'irnmvsr and Mndhurakavi Alvdr were barn
on the banks of the river Tsmmpuiu‘. Periyllvlr and sir Andsl. near

lers

0mm;

Tontaratippoti, Timpplmo and Tirumaditai Alvin, in the River! Ration,
while ‘ Prathici ', the Western river is said to ﬂow near the birth place of Kuhceiuira Aivlr. Without undue prevarieation. by way of discovering the date of
the Mahatsi. who foretold the on-coming of the Aims, it would suﬂice. for the
purpose of the present work, to state that the great Dhaktas, whose coming
down to Earth was thus visualised bythe Mahani.and theirhymnsaieof

peel-leesmdeurand unrivalled emeﬂaice.inespecﬁwoftheseetoahichthey
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Being. The Lord is most intimately linked up to us. a perseml God who is not
principle. but one nearest, dearest and most patent to our heart and undera
standing. holding relationship such as our Creator, our Father. Donor. Judge
and above all, our sole Refuge; His greatness lies not in His might and majesty
in the celestial setting in the yonder Heaven.invisible and unapproachable. but
in His condescendinglove and redemptive Grace, shed unto the myriads of His
creatures. deep down here, sunk in sorrow. As already pointed out. ‘ ‘l‘iruvlymoli ’ Opens With a characterisationof God, as an inexhaustible fountain of bliss,
the repository of a multitude of auspicious qualities, each one of which is of
unlimited dimensions (anavadhika-athisaya), thereby silencing. right at the very
start, those philosophising on a ‘Nirguna Brahman '. an abstract God , devoid
of attributes and predications. It is indeed a matter of Grace galore on the
part of the Saint, his melting tenderness of heart and boundless compassion for
the fellow-being, badly caught up in the unenviable meshes of earthly existence,
that he chose to share with the world at large this revelational knowledge,
literally. swelling up his rapturous heart and overﬂowmg, so as to be Within
reach of us all, at this distance of time No doubt. Gautama Buddha too had,
out of pity and compassion for the suﬂ’eringhumanity,renounced the regal life
of ease and peace and tookto mendicancy. But he did not postulate God in his
philosOphy. Here then is Nammllvlr, in refreshing contrast, who. even during
his ecstatic moments of God-enjoyment, was not unmindful of the worldlings.
He would, now and then, address them and, undaunted bytheir callous indifference, present to them a sure and certain recipe for all their ills and evils.namely,
loving surrender to God, With a mind disengaged from the erroneous notions of
‘ ’
I and ‘ Mine ’ in the opening stanza of his very ﬁrst work (Tiruwruttam-JOO
stanzas),Nammlivdr,the humble petitioner, begins with the grateful recognition
of God’s incessant labours, incamating in ever so many forms to wean away
the errant souls steeped in falsehoods, eking out an unholy crustence of dirt and
devilry through the nwdia of their foul bodies. He also beseeches the Lord's
condescending attention to his own humble petition to rescue mankind from
falling into the pit of inferior births, and worse still,the malignant pit of lust
(Klrna) and aimless wanderings away from Him, disillusion and lift them up to
Divme consciousness, so as to enable them to drink deep of His insatiable
beauty and be rivetted to it. This God-love intensiﬁed itself in an amazing
manner and new up to astounding dimensions, as successively revealed by his
other works. namely, ‘ Tiruvlciriyam ' (7 stanzas), ‘ Periya Timmtlli ' (87
stanzas) and ' Tiruviymoli ' (1102 stanzas).

we

(iv) The growth and evolution or the mental state of the liver on the
spiritual plane. as revealed in his four werks, have a strong parallel in the mental
attitudes of Bhatata. The Alvk's state of mind, worked up through “rituviruttsin'. was like that of Bhanta, sink deep in dejection when his methaaddressedhimasﬂngonhisremm to Ayodhyl, soon after kin; Datarsths's
demise; in the next work.‘Tiriivlciriysm '. the Alvlr was like unto an agitated
liberate, who. with his rethtue, went into the forest and sought out Rim:

in ‘Periys T'irimntlti'. the Alvlr nurtured his God-love. as sedulouslyas
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And then comes the ﬁnale, the blissﬂil consilnmation in Timand Bharata, followed by Ritua'a
vlymoli '. like unto the reunion of
due
fulﬁlment
of their respective roles in keeping with their
coronation and the
essential nature. The love of this super-mystic sitting inside the hollow of the
tamarind tree in the temple of ‘Adinatha' in ‘ Alvar Tirunaliari ’, became as
vast and expansive as the Lord Himself who. as Trvikrama encompassed the
entire universe, high and low. Verily, the Saint's transcendental love engulfed
even the Lord and consumed the very object of love-lave, taller than the sky
and bigger than the ocean, the very acme of ‘ Krsna thnna '—God-hunger and
God-thirst. Says the Saint, in the climactic tenth decad of the tenth centum of
‘
Tiruvlymoli', “ Once boand to Thee thus, I am so secure that neither Thou
canst shake me off nor can I shake Thee oﬁ. " The wonderful, all-conquering
Lord, quick and responsive, cauld enveIOp the AMr's love, full and ﬂooding,
and it was the ultimate realisation of this fact that led him to the transcendental
Sanctum (sir Vuikunta), (Tiwvaymoii mono and 11).
awaited.

lea

(v) It is With the advent of this Bhakti cult that God-love has become the

pivotof religion. Unlike the scholastic or speculative theoloy, as it is called,

which, at best, teaches us to know God and produces learned men, doctors and
theologians writing commentaries, mystical theOIOgy teaches us to love God
(wisdom, matured into love of God), producing ardent lovers of the Almighty
devoted to His loving service, the fullest blooming of the lotus heart of man,
thirsting for spiritual communion Wlth God.
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